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REPORT OF THE BOTANIST.

BYRON D. IIALSTED^ SC.D.

EARLE J. OWEIS^ E.S., ASSISTANT.

During the passing year the work of the Botanical Department
has been cliiefly that of plant improvement by breeding and se-

lection among truck plants. Alphabetically, the list of subjects

receiving the most attention is: Beans, corn (sweet and pop), egg-

plants, squashes and tomatoes, Avhile, in a small way, a place has

been made for martynias, okra, onions, peas, peppers, salsify and

udo, to which the "Prairie Huckleberry" and several strains of

'•Chinese Cabbage" may be added as "novelties."

With beans-, the work thus far accomplished gives hope for the

securing of a stringless snap variety, with fleshy pods, bearing

small white seeds. Aside from the above desirable qualities, a

high degree of productiveness is sought for rather than extreme

earliness. The number of crosses already secured is large and,

Avith some of them, the fifth generation is past and a fair degree

of fixity secured. By means of the greenhouse, a generation is

gained, and with the midsummer planting three crops are secured

in a year. Among the lima beans many crosses have been made
that may help in bringing this highly-prized vegetable more nearly

to perfection. On account of the prevalence of the mildew, which

is favored by the surrounding dense, often moist, foliage, efforts

are being made to secure desirable types of seeds that are asso-

ciated with the "willow-leaf" form of foliage and, also, more

length of flowering stem that the pods may be formed in the open

above the leaves. The hybrids of the bush beans and "Scarlet

Runner" have been grown another year, and some of the offspring

show decided productiveness with the dwarf nature and may de-

(371)
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volop into a strain of beans of mndi value. These hybrids are like-

wise not without interest from the standpoint of the breeder, as

the work gives an insight into the natures of the subjects and the

possibilities that niav l)e hoped for along other lines of breeding.

As large a number (twenty-five) of blocks of cross-bred sweet

corn as possible have been grown upon the three acres included in

the Gardens in addition to which as many more throughout the

St^ite Uirough the co-operation of gi-owers of truck crops. Per-

haps the results that are most deserving of notice are the ''Malamo"

and "ALUakosby" varieties, seeds of which are to be offered under

tlieir respective names the coming spring. They both have the

-Malakhov" as the male parent, from which great speed with no

apparent loss of desirable qualities is secured. Both sorts have

lu'cn extensively tested throughout the State during the past

season, and upon the Home Grounds they were closely studied

and gave satisfactory results. A large number of other crosses

are adding a generation to their history, and the notes show that

some are meritorious and deserve further attention. A greater

length of grain in medium-season, main crop varieties is sought

for by breeding the ^'Country Gentlemen" and ''Stowell's." for

exajnple, with early sorts. The effect of breeding pop and field

with sweet corns is being studied and, also, the correlations of

special colors in tassel, silk, cob, husk, etc., to desired qualities

<d" plant and its product.

The year's work in breeding egg^iilants has brought some results

of immediate value to the truckers in a desirable new strain, hav-

ing a long, l)ell-shaped fniit that is pink upon the exterior and of

a very pleasing white Avithin, the flesh suggesting that of the

"Snow" apple. A white-fruited -kind has also been, secured that^

when grown in sufficient quantity, may be offered as the "Ivory"

eggf)lant. Frnm ;i scientific standpoint, some results have been

obtained in tbe hybridizing of the "American" and "Chinese"
species that, it is hoped, may throw light upon the question of

• Iwarfagc and frnitfulness, not to exclude spinoseness in eggplants.

'J1ie work with squashes is along two lines, namely, the summer
varieties and the winter sorts. One of the attempts with the first

is to get a s])ecially early and prolific variety and some pi'omise is

met witli here. Another problem is to add to the present types

another tluit is neither flat ("pattypan") nor long "crook-necked,"
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but broad-fniited with a short, straight neck which, for lack of a

better name, has been temporarily dubbed the "jug." It is to l3e

free from warts and of a white, cream or orange, as may be de-

sired. It has been found that fruits secured by breeding within

the crossed plant give offspring that are sufficiently close to the

mother type to inspire hope that almost any form in a summer
squash may be secured. The ease with which the surface irregu-

larities (warts, etc.) may be eliminated is likewise interesting if

not surprising. With the vine squashes there is a large field for

improvement and one wath many inherent difficulties, but v>'itli a

suitable rich soil—nowhere more important than here^—and plenty

of it, one need not be discouraged. During the present season

several crosses were developed, some of which show much of

promise. The combination of the "American" and "Japanese"

has given fruits that, while in themselves are unimportant, may
be a step toward desirable combinations. In the same way other

hybrids obtained between American species may bring direct good

after much further breeding.

With tomatoes the lines of work are being centered somewhat

upon a longer fruit of the large type, not the "pear," drawn out

and enlarged, but a "goose egg'' with the interior filled with flesh

having many very small seed cavities. In this quest the lack of an

ideal tomato of the ordinary type is not overlooked, and, out of

the hundreds of combinations thus far made, there are several of

especial merit—one of which, the "Marvelosa," ("Maiwel" upon

'Tonderosa") will be added to the list of those already developed

and seeds distributed next spi-ing. It has borne the test well during

the past season.

On the secondary list of vegetables under consideration the i^eas

show much to warrant special attention. Some of the crosses,

made in the hope of getting a small, early sort adapted to the needs

of the eanners, are showing merit, and it is hoped, with two

crops in a year, to develop a desirable sort with comparative

rapidity.

During the year two bulletins, namely, ^No. 191, "Seed Distri-;

bution of 1904 and for 1905," and N'o. 192, "Breeding Sw-eet

Corn—Co-operative Tests," have been issued by the department,

the last one of which deals with certain laws of breeding deter-
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niiiKil witJi com that may prove to be widely applicable to other

vegetable fruits.

The soi'i\ distribution of last spring embraced 1,332 packets, as

follows: Lima beans, 112; sweet corn, 329; eggplants, 267;

squashes, 216, and tomatoes, 408 packets, respectively.

A branch for seed inspection has been oi^ened and the offer is

made to examine samples of clover and allied seeds as to their

jnirity.

•Ehiring the year a two-storj' addition has been bnilt at the

Gardens that furnishes an office and tool-room upon the first floor

and space above for the many requirements in maintaining and

har%'e6ting the several crops.

THE EXPERIMENT AREA OR GARDEN.

The plan of the Garden proper is given upon the opposite page

and consists of two acres, divided into seven series with four plots

to each. Paths separate the series and others running lengthwise

of the grounds complete the approach to all sides of each plot.

There is an irregular block of ground at each end of the rec-

tangular plots, as shown in the plan, and these are occupied with

ornamental plants and grass experiments.

The soil is fairly uniform in quality, it being a mixture of clay

and gravel, and at the outset was not of the best for garden pur-

poses, but its texture has been much improved by the annual appli-

C4ition of manure at the rate of twenty tons per acre for the past

twelve years.

hi addition to the above area, one acre, in three long and widely-

separate<l strips in an adjoining field, has been used for the past

two ye^rs. Upon this ''new land" several of the corn-breeding
plots were located, and, lietween them, crossed beans and squashes
have l)efn grown. The sr.il of this recent addition to the College
Farm is far from satisfact^)ry for the best work in breeding where
a rich deep soil is a prime requisite, but it may be improved from
vear to vear.
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EXPERIMENTS WITH SWEET CORN.

Fourteen blocks of cross-bred sweet corn were grown upon the

tw(» acres of tbo (Jardcn projK'r, care being' taken to plant along-

side of earli other tJie early and late-blooming crosses in such a

manner as to ])revent inter-breeding. The earliest kinds were

planted tir-t ami near opposite ends of the Garden.

" Malakhov-Premo "~ Malamo."

A bl(K*k of forty-two (G by 7) hills of "^Malamo" sweet corn was
planted in series II. n|X)n April 25th, and a second patch of forty

(r> by S) ])ills ujx)n April 30th. The weather conditions for early

growth wore so unfavorable that these two lots of corn appeared
the same in all i-espects throughout the season and are treated as

one. The results here and elscAvhere lead to the opinion that the

growth perio<l of sweet corn depends largely upon the time when
the see<l is ]>lantwl. In other words, corn planted upon May 15th
will yield table ears in much shorter time than when planted three

weeks earlier. In this particular case, one block gave table ears

in seventy-six and the other in seventy-one days, and, had there
l>een a tbird and later planting, the time probably would have
been still more shortened.

The tagging of the stalks began with the first apj^earance of the
tip of the tassf'l uik.u June 20th and closed upon July 2d, a period
of blfH^m of nearly two weeks. The tassels, usually tinged with
pink, were .K^-easionally green, and the silk (which came two or
three days later than the tassel) varied from red through pink to
green. Tlie irreen tassel M-as associated wath green silk, that is,

the cH.lor when ])resent showe<l itself throughout the plant, the
stalk Iwing sometimes tinged with purple. The "Premo" parent
shows similar range of color in the plants.

Tlie stalks varifHl somcAvhat in size, there being a fcAV of the
.small, slen.l.M- tyi>e of the ''Malakhov," and these, usually among
the first to blfKMu, were regarded as undesirable and at once dis-
r-anle.I. Tlie majority of the plants avei-aged five feet and some
reaehe.| tbe height .,f six feet. A set of measurements was taken
npr.n tbe growth of stalks, after the tassel showed its tip, with the
followiiiir results

:
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DATE. HEIGHT.

June 22 3 ft. 6 in.

DATE. HEIGHT.
June 28 5 ft. 1 i

2.3 4 " " " 20 5 " 2

24 4 " 5 "

25 4 " 8 "

2G 4 " 10 "

27 5 " "

" 30 5 " 3
July 1 5 " 31/2

" 2 5 " 4

At the first hoeing all suckers were removed from the plants in

alternate rows and this desnckering was continued throiigh the

season. Upon the other row's the suckers were detasseled as they

neared blooming.

A block of corn that seems short as the tassels apj^ear will grow

up to a good height in the next two weeks, during which time the

Ijlossoms have come and the ear been impregTiated. The corn was

studied daily and certain plants were marked with a white tag.

Those showing the most vigor, indicated by size of stalk and

leaves, and having one or more acceiJtable ears set well up from

the ground, were marked and the tassel removed to prevent in-

l>reeding. i^Totes were made upon the tag of the earliness, color

of silk and any special point that might be of value when the final

selection of seed was made.

Upon August 1st the mature plants, having lost all the green

color, were pulled up and laid in a row from which the stalks with

two good ears were selected. From this lot the stalks with the

pairs of ears nearly of the same size, and borne well up from the

ground, without suckers, were laid aside. After the eai-s were

husked from these, the pairs of best shape—cylindrical and well

filled out at the ends—with more than eight rows of fine gi-ains,

were selected.

A set of forty-three ears of the ''Malamo" sweet corn is shown

at 1 in Plate I. The ears are somewhat taper-pointed and vary in

rows of gi-ains from eight to twelve. Those shown upon the drying

])ole* are chiefly more than eight-rowed and wull furnish the seed

* The dryer consists of a fence picket througli which nails are driven at

regular intervals upon the four sides. By bending the nail tips upward, the

ears may be securely held in place by pushing the butt ends down upon the

nails, as clearly shown in the engraving. These holders, when fitted with a hook

at the upper end. may be suspended quite close to each other in an airy room

and provide the conditions for a satisfactory curing of each ear. free from

all contact with others.
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for the first portion of the distribution. The grains are of a desir-

able length and the varions qnalities of this sweet corn are given

boloAv in the language of those who have made a practical test of it

dnring the year.

Reports from Testers of the "Malamo."

There were seventy-six packets of the ^'Malanio" distributed to

thosei requesting it, and the following quotations separate the

remarks in various individual reports: "Corn was fine; ears of

nice length and corn sweet and fine flavor." "Corn was fine; so

sweet, we think, we never had bettor corn, so early in eighty days'

it was fit to be used. The ears were a nice size, the grains were
fine all the way out to the end of the ear." "Planted corn in

choice gTound with Mapes fertilizer and gave it a fair chance and

good attention and was given fine table ears in seventy-two days.

I will say it is the earliest and sw^eetest corn I ever raised from

any seed I have ever had sent me from any Agricultural Experi-

ment Station. I am sure yours takes the lead." "Corn was well

matured and of fine flavor. Pronounced by epicures to be the best

earliest variety known." "Has proved an elegant early variety."

"Corn in fine condition, four feet to five and a half feet high, just

silking out." "Is very pTomising, stands hot dry weiather un-

usually well ; very even in size, height and appearance." "Looks

healthy and vigorous." "Have fine table ears, two ears to- the

stalk. It is the most satisfactory small corn I have found." "Find

corn very nice, tender and very sweet. Growth not large, but ears

quite large and abundant. Hens seem to prefer it to all other

kinds." "Ciorn is early and sweet." "Abundance of ears for table

use in sixty-five days from planting." "Practically exerj stalk has

two good ears, some more. We consider the quality very fine." "A
valuable variety." "As forward as any corn we have." "Corn

was very fine sixty-seven days from time of planting." "Has
given entire satisfaction

;
grew in much less time than we were

expeicting." "Ai very fine table corn and a great yielder ; average

yield tAvo and a quarter ears toi stalk." "Elars forming forty-two

days after planting." "I consider it one of the best extra early

sorts." "Is an improvement on the 'Malakhov,' being larger lx)th

in stalk and ear and but a few days later in maturing." " 'Malak-

hov-Prerao' gave me table ears in sixty-nine days and it look.* like



PLATE I.

C'raftses of Swrcl Corn. The " Malamo" is shown upon the first holder (1) : the " Malakosby "

at 2, and the "Adams-Crosby " at 3.
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a very promising variety for early ; two to three ears to a stalk

and good eating quality." ''It is fine, twoi ears to a stalk and n

rank gTOwer. It is the earliest sweet corn I have ever had." ''It

is the eiarliest I have had and the nicest." "The com is a good

cropper as each stalk has two ears." "I planted the 'Malakliov-

Premo' corn on the 21st of April and had corn ready for the table

on the 4th of July. Am much pleased with it." "Ct>rn has

already been tested by my family, only sixty-eight days planted

and eaten. I think very much of it." "Should prove a useful

early commercial table corn." "Is earlier than any variety we

ever planted." "Ears Avere well filled." "Appears very pro-

ductive." "Every grain sprouted and gTcw rapidly ; it is a sweet

and desirable early corn." "Has done nicely and given good

satisfaction. Stalks small but mostly give two fair-sized ears,

well formed and filled out with kernels to the point Quality

good." "It is fine—two ears to a stalk and a rank grower. It

is the earliest sweet corn I have ever had and I have tried several

kinds." "Good-sized stalks, seven feet high and fair-sized ears,

seven, inches long with eight to twelve rows of kernels. Good

quality. 'Malakhov' (pure) is, undoubtedly, the earliest sweet

corn but too small for market. 'Malamo' is nearly as early (within

four or five days) and all right to sell."

" Malakhov-Cros'by "—" Malakosby."

The fifty hills of the cross of "Malakhov" upon "Crosby" were

planted May 15th. The stand Avas very satisfactory and the plants

were stout-stemmed, bearing gi-een broad leaves and giving an

appearance, before the tassels came, quite different from the

"Malamo." Suckers developed in nearly every hill and were

removed from a half of the plants in alternate rows. This re-

moval changed the appearance of the hills and the two rows, from

which the suckers were removed, were somewhat earlier in matur-

ing their ears. The suckers that were permitted to remain were

all detasseled as they approached the time of blooming, so as to

prevent any fertilization from these earless stalks.

The ears upon this variety were set low upon the stalks, and,

when foi-ming, were with long, slender, leafy tips supplementing

the tendencv to excess of foliage elsewhere. ITjwn July 23cl, fine
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largo ears wore gathered for the table, sixtj-nine dajs from the

time of planting. The crop began to ripen upon Seiptember 4tli,

^vlu'n the earlietit ears were gathered for seed. From the holder

at J, in Plate I., the general character of the ears of this cross may
be gained. They are somewhat larger than those of the "Malamo,"
shown at 1, and are more uniformly twelve-rowed. There were

many twins and these will furnish seed for a special experiment

in selecting for large yield.

Reports from Testers of the "Malakosby."

Seventeen packets of this cross were distributed last spring, and
from the re|X)rts the following remarks are extracted :

" 'Malakhov-
Ci'osby' corn did well for me; I planted it close in good soil and
almost every stalk produced one or more good ears. Quality very
gurnl. Stalks from four and a half feet to six feet high and an
inch tu an inch and a quarter in diameter. It was well developed
an<l fit for eating before other varieties." "The ear is of good size

and (piality of corn good." "The ears were about six inches long
with twelve rows of pure white grains, which were as sweet as any
<'nrn I have ever eaten." "The quality being very good, we are
very much please<l with it ; the season here has not been the most
favorable for corn." "It is ver)^ early ; in sixty days was large
enough to pull." "As far as our experience goes, it is a distinct
variety, such as some seedsmen would take pages to describe. Wo
planted part of the seed about May 5tli, the rest ten days later.
Tlie first was ripe about July 16th, came so quickly we pulled
none mitil the 20tli, when it was a little too old to be at its best
tor the table. Have had two neighbors sample a few ears, and tlie.
iH.tlu and ourselves, pronounce it very good-flavored and sweet.
nr.,gl,r, of plant five and a half to six feet to top of tassel. Ears
two to a stalk, l>orne very low down, some only six to^ eight inches
fron. the ground. Ears long for size of stalk, grains large and
regularly

,> ace<l and ear makes a good appearance when cooked;
very des.rab o for the home garden." "I planted April 20th the
S...I re<.en-od from you and had fully-matured corn for the table
'- -l-lv 1th, seventy-five days from time of planting. Would
I'^'v.- <lone very well for eating, I think, a couple of davs sooner.

'V
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The ears, some of tliem, were well developed and good size. Got
one ear seven inches long and as well developed as anyone could

wish for. I showed it to several and they were all greatly sur-

prised. I think it a grand acquisition to the list of early corns."

''The 'Malakhov-Crosby' corn was planted May 4th, was fit for

the table July 14th. Plant is medium size, very thrifty groweo*,

does not sucker as badly as 'Crosby' nor smut like 'Malalchov.'

Ears nice size and very symmetrical, averaging two on a stalk.

Quality all that could be desired. For home or market, it is the

best early corn I ever grew." "I have to report most satisfactory

results from 'Malakhov-Crosby' sweet corn. Corn is excellent

indeed and of fine flavor. I planted on the 12th of May, had it

on table on July 10th ; fifty-nine days gave me fine, mature corn

for table use. Am delighted with results." "The corn is all

right, the stalks greav about four feet high, the ears about seven

inches, the quality sweet and fine. Fit for table in seventv-two

days."

The "Adams-Crosby" Cross.

A block of thirty hills of a cross of "Adams" u}>on "Crosby"

was planted April 25th and produced a fine stand of stout

stalks, bearing heavy foliage and but few suckers, the latter l>eing

removed while young from half the hills. Upon July 12th it was

noted that tlie stalks averaged seven feet in height and the block

was one of great vigor. The tassels varied from purple to pink

and some of the silks were gi-een but mostly purple. There were

frequently two ears to a stalk and these were borne three feet or

more from the ground. Upon July 24th, ninety days after plant-

ing, ears were used for the table and were of fine size and fair

quality. Maturing began upon September 4th and an early pick-

ing was made for the sake of planting tO' increase the earliness by

selection.

The appearance of the ears of this cross is well shown at 3 in

Plate I. In size this cross pa'oduoes a much larger ear. than the

other two crosses shown in the engTaving, and is a broad, cylin-

drical form with the oval end generally closely filled with good

grains. The rows are usually twelve and the kernels rather broad.

As expected, this first generation after the blend shows at

maturity that the grains are three-fourths of the starchy type and
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one-fourth sweet and wrinkled. The difference is so marked that

it is showTi in the various ears as seen in the plate. A student

counted the shelled grains from ten. average ears, with the result

that 3,267 were flint and 1,103 wrinkled, thus giving 7-1.8 per

cent, of flints, or within two-tenths of a per cent, of the theoretical

amount. The range of percentages among the ears was from 68.4

to 78.1. The flint and wrinkled grains (4,370) of the above ten

ears were very thoroughly mixed together and divided into ten

practically equal lots. These, when separated into the two types,

showed a range of from 70.0 to 78.8. In other words, the mixing

in nature approximated that done intentionally by man. Accord-

ing to theory, the sweet grains (when jDlanted in isolation) will

produce ears with the grains all sweet, and, therefore, it is in-

tended thus to plant a block upon the Home Grounds and offer

packets for testing to those who may be pleased to grow it. It is

hoped to get, in this way, a sweet corn with much of the vigor of

the '^Adams" combined with the fine qualities of the "Crosby."

THE "MEXICAN-GENTLEMAN" CROSSES.

The crosses here considered were made in 1903, have been

grown for the last three years, and a record for each successive

season has been given in previous reports.

Of the cross of "Country Gentleman." upon "Black Mexican"

(19/99) the grains selected for the last season were fro'm straight-

rowed ears and they made an even block of plants, above the

average in height, bearing the medium-sized ears high from the

ground. The yield was not large but the quality was fine. At
harvest time thirty-six good ears were secured, thirty-one of which

Avere straight-rowed and only five partially zigzag, the irregularly

IDlaced grains being in the upper half of the ear. The ears were all

solid white, so that, in this case, the dark "blood" of the cross

probably is not present.

The reciprocal of the above, namely, the "Mexican" upon the

"Country Gentleman" (99/19), also three years from the cross

was likewise grown in a block of thirty hills and produced plants

of the same ty^DC. White grains only were planted and the crop

was entirely free from dark grains. The ears were medium-sized

and borne high upon the stalks, and of the twenty-six, gathered
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upon September 8tb, eleven were entirely straight-rowed and

fifteen showed the zigzag type in a greater or less degree.

Two blocks of corn, above noted, were so much alike in all details

that they might have been easily considered as from grains of the

same uniform packet of seed.

Below are given some of the remarks made in the reports of

those who tested the above crosses throughout the State.

" Mexioan-Gentleman " 'Solid Black OraluB).

From this lot of seed twenty-five packets of kei'nels were dis-

tributed to those requesting the same, and from the reports the

following remarks are extracted : "Stalk and ears rather short,

vigor fairly good, productiveness as good as any." "Very good

size and very good quality and produced a good many ears of nice

even grains with all black color when ripe." "Will say that it is

all that it is claimed to he, an early, sweet, tender corn. Vigorous

grower, grains uniform, an excellent bearer and I would think it

an excellent, early corn for market, a very thrifty grower." "Was

planted early, made a rank growth to about five feet and eared

about an average of two ears to stalk ; ears were well filled, not

very large but best shape of any early corn I had and very free

from worms." "My crop averaged four feet and six inches in

height, two full-grown ears to a stalk, some ears entirely dark,

others mixed, very sweet, good for home use." "Did finely, plants

of medium height, all bearing two, some three, large ears, quality

delicious." "Grew remarkably w-ell, bore nice, plump ears well

filled out, matured very early. A good, early productive variety,

grains uniform and compact.''

"Mexican-Gentleman" ('White Zigzag Grains).

Sixty-four testers received the above corn and reported as fol-

lows : "Every stalk produced abont two good ears, the grains were

all uniform in size and a very sweet flavor, ears good size, stalks

were hearty and averaged about five feet high and ripened very

evenly." "Small, tender kernel, stalks eight feet high, vigorous,

eiffhtv-seven ears to about a dozen hills." "Plants made an un-
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\isuallv stuckv and quick growth from the very start, of an elegant

«lark ^ccii color and nearly every one bore two fnll-sized ears

avcrajrinj? alni«)st nine inches in length, thoroughly filled to the

von- tip with deep, ovcn-size<l grains throughout and possessing a

superior sweetness not found in any other white sweet corn ; would

consider it very valuable," ''This developed the best stalk and

car of jniy variety sent nio for trial. A very fine quality.'^

"Vig^>roiis and jJnMluctive." "Green corn very similar to 'Ctcun-

try Cieiitlciiian' hut of stronger gi'owth and more productive, ears

a tritic lariitM', (piality good." "It was very good size and yielded

wrll." "Very g«x>d." ''Very vigorous and productive and a large

stalk," "It is a very promising variety." "It was unusually pro-

ductive, much more so than com I planted last year." "Found
it a very sweet corn, grains vei-y deep set and very compact, a most

rxccllcnt hearer and thrifty grower, ready for the table early and

would iliink it an excellent corn for truckers." "Is very good.'^

"Wry vigorous and productive, quality the best of any raised this

year." "Quite productive." "I regard my test as a great success;

it was very ]>roductive, ears were large for sweet corn, grains very

fine and ti»o general uniforaiity of the ears was all that could be
desired in a sweet corn." "Corn was excellent, length of ears eight

and a half and nine inches, diameter six inches. A^ jDi'oductive

as gofKl corn usually is." "Plants grew five and a half to six and
a half fe<'t tall, well covered Avith leaves, generally two ears to the
stalk, grains were very white and sweet. Grains were long and re-

mained in an e^lihle condition for a long time." "This would
make a fair variety for early field culture."

" Mexloan.Oentleman " 'White Straight-rowed Grains).

This strain of tiie cross was sent to fifty-six jDorsons who selected
it and repM-te<l as follows: "Corn was of excellent quality.''
"Very swcvt and gmxl flavor." "Quality good and sweet, grains
white i„ i:rce,. state." "Tall plants, very vigorous, good flavor,
I think a very good variety." "Good grower and one to two ears
on .^very stalk, very largo cob." "Good growth. I think with
another^ year's selection you will get all ears perfect. Good
qtiahty. "Vig.M-ous and pr.Mlnctive, color good and satisfactory
grains and ears; am well pleased." "Seed has produced a very
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fine crop of ears; I find the variety a productive one on our .-Miil.

ears well filled Avitli good-sized kernels, very sweet and prolific, a

very profitable one for the market gardens to grow." '"Flars of

this eoiTi eame up well. Some of the straight-row'ed had very

large kernels and were very tender." "Would say I found it an

excellent early corn, several days earlier than other kinds and

very sweet and tender, an excellent good grower and also a good

l)earer." "Strong and vigorous, two or three ears on each stalk,

ears about eight inches long, flavor good." ''Wriuld consider it a

very good variety."

OTHER ''BLACK MEXICAN" CROSSES UPON HOME
GROUNDS.

The following is a list of the crosses of the "Black Mexican"

upon other varieties of sweet corn that w'ere gTown in the Garden

during the past year, namely: ''Banana" (6), "Gold Coin Ever-

green" (26), "Striped Evergreen" (27), "Metropolitan" (56),

''Pen-y's Hybrid" (66), "Potter's Excelsior" (69), "Quincy

Market" (74), "Trimnph" (88), "Garwood" (94) and "Malak-

liov" (95). This was the second generation, and, in all instances,

gi'ains appearing to be pure white were selected for planting the

hills (usually thirty to forty-five) devoted to each cross.

"Me-xican-Banana" (99/6).—This block, planted upon May
14th, made an evenly tall and slender set of stalks with large

tassels, with pink anthers followed by silks that varied somewhat

in their pink color. The small ears, borne high upon the stalk,

were of high quality. Of the sixty-two ears harvested upon Sep-

tember 5th, some contained a majority of dark grains, suggesting

that the mother kernels for these, although white to the eye when

the seed corn was selected, probably contained dark "blood." The

fact that all the other fifty-five ears contained a small percentage

of dark grains is probably due to the pollen from the seven plants

that bore the dark ears above mentioned. Thirty-three ears were

straight-rowed, nine wath the grains zigzag, and twenty showed a

combination of the two types of grain arrangement. There is a

suggestion here of the straight-rowed being dominant over the

zigzag type.

"Mexican-Gold Coin Evergreen' (99/26).—This block was

purposely not planted until June 26th, that it might escape mixing

25
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uiih its iMMi- c-.n. iifiiihlMpr, an earlier maturing cross planted sev-

i-nti«t'n (lavs earlier. The jdants were large and stout, bearing

gre<-n tass'els aiul silks f<.ll«.\ve(l by large, broad ears borne high

u|M.n the stalks. 'I'he cross retained much of the "Evergreen" type

thruu-hniit an.! the grains had nearly the length of those of

"Sfuweirs." and there is hope that this will make an acceptable

mid-s«'as..ii variety. One ear had a preponderance of dark grains,

!«ugi;esting that the attempt to eliminate the "black blood" failed

ill one instance, and, as a result, all the ears showed a small per-

centage of dark grains.

"Mexican-Sfnimi Evergreen" (99/27).—This is a peculiar

cniss'lKvause the "Evergreen" has a color character that is deeper-

seated than the grain, that i^, the ears vary in the amount of red

markings and are units in this respect. Sometimes an ear is solid

red. inclnding the ct>b, while another is of the ordinary white typo,

while others iiave all the grains alike, striped. The block of forty-

tive hills, irrown the jiresent season, was from white grains of the

cross ami from an ear with a white cob. Of the fifty-eight ears

harveste<l, fonr were with a majority of the grains black, showing

that the >L'L'd> planted carrieil the dark blood of the "Mexican;"

one ear was solid red and one with all its grains striped. It is

interesting to note that two grains, neither of them showing any of

the rcfl cdldi-, ileveloped ])lants, one of which produced a solid rod

ear and tlu.' other one that cond)ined the red and white to make the

.ircniiine striped type. It was also observed that two ears were with

ili<-ir grains nninifestly zigzag. It is, of course, possible that this

may have resulted from a mixing with the previous season with
SOUK' of the zigzag sorts.

''Mrxlcan-MetropolUau'' (00/50).—This was a block purposely
Itlanted late, but reaching maturity and making a large groAvth of
stalks ;ind ears of a desirable tyi)e, usually twelve-rowed, and
,irraiiis of fiiir leii-ili. There was a small percentage of dark
V'rains, ..wing to the presence of a kernel in the seed that evidently
was not j)ure white.

-Mr.rirnn-l'rrri/'s H ,/hrl,1" ( 00/00) .—IFerc, again, the plant-
in-: was hife (.Inne^Oth), but the long season permitted the cro]>
to nnitnre. Of the thirty ears gathered for seed September 12th,
one sh..\v<-.j ihiit th.iv was dark blood in the grain planted and
all the others sliowe.l some black kernels. The ears are of fiir
size and of han.Unnie shape, l.eing tw(dve-rowed, with the grains
of iiodd .lepih. ( )m.- ear had \^mk\A\ kernels and cob.
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PLATE 11.

Crosses of Sireet Corn. The central portions of stalks with ears of the " Mexiean-Quincy
ket " are shown in the upper part. Below are sample ears of the Hantani-(ienlleman "

js at 2 and 3. and of the '• Bantam-Stowell's" at 5 and 6. with the parents at ends ^1 and 7)

Market
cross ...

and middle (4) of the row
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''Mexican-Potter's Excelsior' (09/60).—The block of ground
given to this cross was of the poarest upon the New Land, and
being phinted late (June 26th) the results were meagre.

"Blexican-Qumcy Market" (99/74).—This cross was planted

June Otli and made a block easily recogiiized by its abundant
suckers, and later, because of the strong tendency to form twin

and triplet ears. A photograph of the fruit-bearing portion of

fiA'c of the stalks was taken and are shown in the upper part of

Plate II. The ears are long, slender and usually eight-rowed, A
test of the table quality was overlooked until the ears were too

mature. At harvest time seventy-seven good ears were gathered,

seventy-one of w'hich had white and six pink cobs. There were six

plants that showed, by their much-mixed ears, that the parent

grains bore dark "blood," and this caused a general slight mixing

of the whole crop.

"Mexican-Triumpli" (99/88).—^This cross was planted late

(June 26th), upon poor soil, and only seventeen good-sized ears

^vere 'iecured, all eight-rowed. Four showed a half or more of

•dark grains and one of them was quite flat, with the two belts of

four rows each separated from each other.

"Mexican-Garwood" (90/94).—There were thirty hills of this

cross planted late (June 26th) to escape mixing with the '"Mexi-

'Can-Malakhov" cross grown near by. The crop was ripe October

8th and before any frost had come. The harvest was a good one

and the quality superior. Nineteen of the fifty-nine of the best

ears that were harvested showed a large percentage of dark grains

iind forty had only a few dark kernels. While all visible precau-

tions were taken to select pure white grains for planting, it seem-^

evident that practically one-third of them carried dark "blood."

Of these nineteen that were with half and more of dark grains

eight were with eight rows of kernels like the "Mexican" type,

while of the forty wdiich were from pure white "blood," but crossed

upon by the dark pollen of neighboring plants the present season,

there were only eight ears of the "Mexican" type. In other words,

there was a larger percentage of the "Gai-wood" type among the

white ears than among the ears that were evidently from mixed

seed.

"Mexicari-MaJal-hov" (99/95).—This block was planted May
14th and made a fine stand of medium-sized plants, which lx)r©

stravz-colored tassels and green silks, occasionally tinged with
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jiiiik. Till- liiiu- wlu'ii tars wore taken for testing upon the table

was not nvordt'd, l>ut the first ripe cars for seed were gathered

August i:;tli—that is, ninety-one days after planting. The final

harvfst. was made Septcniher :.'Sth, when sixty ears were secured,

ten «»f vvliich were with a majority of tlie grains dark and all were

somcwliat mixed. Tlie plants and tlirir ears indicate that much
seleetidii is net'ded to develop a sort that will be uniform in the

(Iwired qualities. There is a tendency toward flintiness in some

of tJio grains that Jieeds to be especially considered.

"GOLDEN BANTAM " CROSSES OF SWEET CORN.

Tlu- "Golden IJantani'' (-3^), as might be inferred from the

name, is a small variety with yellow grains, usually borne in eight

rows, and lias the considerable merit of maturing quite quickly.

On account of its unusual color, it marks itself upon any white-

variety. This sort was employed as a breeder upon a long list

of the leading commercial sorts in 1905, and from the crosses

then secured seed was saved, from w^hich the following results

have been obtained:

''Golden Banfam-Esscx Early" (34/29).—A block of forty-

five hills of the "Golden Bantam" upon "Essex Early" was grown
upon the New Land, and proved to he very early and gave a fair

crop of well-shaped eai-s, five samples of which are shown in the
upper left-hand corner of Plate III.*

The "Essejc Early" is a white com, the ears of which are usually
more than eight-rowed. The cross, as grown for its first gener-
ation the present season, gives a neat, shapely ear, of sufficient

.size, with ten or twelve rows and of a quality to warrant its further-
growth and selection. From tlie engraving, it may be seen in-

distinctly that the ears have a mixture of "white" and "yellow"'
grains, the latter making up three-fourths of the total nmuber, as
might be expected from the Mendelian law, the yellow in the
cr(»«^sed grains showing to the exclusion of the white character
present. In short, in ea.-h oar there are one-quarter of pure white
and onfvquarter i)ure yellow, and one-half that are half yellow
and white, those latter showing as yellow.

• This set of ears is upon a larger scale than the other three sets in the en-
graving.
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By selbeting the wliito grains and planting them in isolation

—

that is, ont of reach of other conis—the white strain of the above

•cross would be at once established. Upon "the other hand, the

yellow grains, jilanted by themselves, would have a total of one-

third of its blood of the white strain obscured by the yellow, and,

in the next crop, woidd come to light to the extent of one grain

in nine, or 11.12 per cent, of the whole.

By growing the yellow grains of the first crop from the cross

in pairs far from any other corn (to prevent the weakness that

would come from growing a single isolated plant) , one might

chance to get a pair of pure yellow plants which, when thus bred

together, "would give at once solid, yellow ears, free from the ad-

mixture of the white ''blood."

''Golden Bantam-Premier" (34/70).—This cross is similar to

the last mentioned, but with the plants stronger, of greater vigor

«nd decidedly more productiveness. There are several points of

diiference which come to the surface as the crosses are watched

from week to week. In the present case, the suckers were abund-

ant and the tassels straw-colored and the silk pink or pinkish (not

green), quite the opposite of the "Bantam-Essex" cross, where the

tassels were red or reddish, and the silks usually green. The point

that commends the '"Bantam-Premier" cross is its large nmnber

•of twin ears, two of which are shown in the plate near the upper

right-hand corner (1 and 2) of the engraving. They are neces-

sarily smaller than ears borne singly, a sample of which is shown

upon the right (3), and closely approach the desired type for a

twelve-rowed ear. The block of fortv-five hills has vielded liber-

ally and this seed is offered for testing, both of the white and the

yellow grains, distributed separately.

''^Golden Bantam-Banana" (34/6).—This cross is between two

widely differing varieties, the '"Banana" being one of the "zigzag-

shoepeg" kinds (perhaps most familiarly known by the "Country

Oentleman"), and from the time the plants were knee-high a

gi'eat range of variation was apparent. As the weeks passed, cer-

tain stalks, still small, flowered, and the ears were well under way

before other stalks in the same hill were in bloom. A count showed

fifty-eight of the small early stallvs and eighty of the tall later sort.

The small stalks produced an early crop of ears, a sample of which

is shown at 1 in the group of five ears in the lower left-hand comer

of Plate III. The greater number of stalks that matured later
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produced mueli larger ears, that, at the same time, exhibited a

remarkable variety of forms. Room for only four of these vras-

found in the engraving. The contrast, for examj)le, between the

ears at 2 and. 5 is indeed striking, but not unexpected, for the

former adheres closely to the ''Bantam'' type, while the other is

that of the ''Banana," with its long, angular grains, irregularly

disposed. An ear like the one at 4 is of unusually fine form and

size, and may be considered a blend of the two parental types,

and the one at 3 is similar, but much smaller, and possibly less

desirable, unless two were generally produced upon the same plant.

"Golden Bantam-Rnhy" (34/76).—The "Ruby" differs from

the ordinary varieties of corn in having the jilants purple gener-

ally throughout, with the exception of the grains and the leaves ;.

in the latter, however, the midrib is purple, and the expansion

from it somewhat of the same color. In the husks and cobs the

purple is quite intense, as also in the tassel and silk. It is seen

that the plants, as a whole, have an unusual color character aside

from the grains. In the latter there are interesting variations,

some ears having the kernels of the ordinary white kind, while

others show the discoloration of the purple in certain localities,,

and reminding one of the similar shade of red that is found in the

''blood" orange.

As gi'own for the past three years, the ''Ruby" has shown itself

to be a tall, stout-stemmed, late sort, with large, well-shaped,

usually twelve-rowed ears, and grains broad and fairly deep. A
cross with a smaller and earlier variety, as the ''Golden Bantam,"^

is seen to be justifiable, and the peculiarities above noted add not

a little to the interest one might take in such a combination. From
an early stage the crossed plants showed much variability, some of

them coming into bloom Avhile others were pushing on to nearly

the double heiglit of their neighbors. By the middle of July, it

was observed that some stalks were green while others showed the

purple color, and, later on, the former produced straw-colored or

pinkish tassels and silks while the main portion of the thirty hills

showed conspicnous purple tassels and silks. A count was made

of the plants and ninety-six were of the pui-ple type, some of them

showing this color even in the blade of the leaf, while but eighteen

were of the green type. It was found that the size of the plant

above considered was not associated with either color type. If

the purple is a dominant character of the Mendelian order, theo-
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retically, there s^lioiild lia\e been twenty-eight green i)lants, or ten

more than actually present. However, the number of instances

is too small for any generalization for this crop.

Fifty-nine fine ears were harvested, samples of which are shown
in the lower right-hand corner of Plate ITT. Seventeen were from

green stalks and had the ordinary color of husk and cob. Two of

these ears are shown at 1 and 2. They are, perhaps, a trifle smaller

than the average ears of the whole crop and of remarkably good

shape. Three-quarters of the grains are yellow and of a desirable

length—that is, the percentage of grains to the mass of the ear is

far al)ove the average. Samples of the forty-two ears with purple

("Ruby") husks and cob are shown at 3, -i and 5, the latter being

one of the largest, and showing the blotching of the ''blood" in the

gTaiiis, which makes the white grains more conspicuous here than

elsewhere.

It would seem, in the case of the ears, that ILendelism is evident

for the numbers for dominant "Euby" and recessive white are

closely approximated. With this in mind, it is hoped to get a

cross between the ''Euby" and the ''yellow" along at least four

lines, namely, (1) "Ruby" plants with yellow grains
; (2) ''Ruby"

plants with white grains
; ( 3 )

green plants with yellow grains, and

(4) green plants with white grains. It remains to be seen whether,

when this is done, the vigor of the plant, time of bearing, crop,

size of ear, &c., will remain constant in the four strains.

The table qualities of this cross demand a word because the cob

(of the "Ruby" type) is of a dark, almost "blood," color, and in

this respect is objectionable to some. When the ears are served

this seems to be intensified, but the cooking does not discolor the

grains, which are quite white, unless they were tinged at the

outset.

"Golden Baniam-L'whujstons Evergreen" (34/47).—There

was only a very limited amount of the seed of this cross, and, to

avoid contamination, it was planted late (June 26tli), and, from

necessity, upon poor soil ; the young plants started out well, but

they remained small and gave a very inferior crop.

"(Jolden Bantam" upon "Mexican-Gentleman" (34//99/19).

—

The white grains only of this double cross were planted, and,

owing to unavoidably unfavorable conditions, only an inferior

yield was secured. Xo yellow grains were in evidence, and there-

fore, in this case, the black of the "Mexican" and the yellow of
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tin- 'i;;;!)!:!!!!" li:i.I l.ntli Imvii cliiuinatcd by selecting the recessive

^vllit.• ^ii-aius fur two oviionitiuns. The zigzag of the "Gentleman"

was present to a small extent, and chiefly at the tips of the ears.

"(;,>f,lrn Ininlam-Countvy Gcnileman" (34/19).—This cross

involves a very striking dilTcrence in the size of plant and ear

arrangement of the grains and time of coming into bearing. The

thirty hills were planted, purposely, late, to secure their freedom

from mixing witli anotlicr early Idock of corn, grown nearby. The

eonditions were unfavorable for a good crop and only thirty ears

of suitable size for seed were harvested, all having three-fourths

of their grains yellow. Only seven showed the zigzag type of the

"Country Gentleman," while nine were straight-rowed and the

remainder had the r<iws somewhat irregular. In the low^er part

of J'late II. the male parent is shown at 1 and the mother type

at 4, with - and o as fair samples of the kinds of ears that were

obtained i)y the cross. The shape is'good, perhaps better than that

of either parent, and is somewhat like a boat, with the butt nar-

rowed in and the upper portion tapering slightly to the end. This

i«i a desirable form of ear and the size is satisfactory if it can be
|)roilueed early and two ears upon a stalk. Owing to the small size

of tlie block no test of the table ears was made, but the extremely

hinh (]ualitv of the "Countrv Gentleman" parent is much in its

favor.

'-(ialdc, Jlaiilam-StoweU's Evernreen" (34/83).—Thirty hills

of this cross were planted late (June 9th) upon land where w^inter

s(|uashe> failed, and being somewhat in the shade of large maple
trees, did not liave a fair chance. At harvest time the three-quar-
ters <.f yellow iiraiiis was a])]>aront. Practically one-fourth of the
cars were eiglit-rowed, like the male parent, and the others had
ten, twelve and more rows (»f kernels. Upon these latter, in par-
tienlar, the long ami much desired type of grain of the "Stowell"
was present, and the hojK' is indulged that, by selection, either a
white or M yellow strain (as desired) may be ol)tained that will be
l»"tli ••arly and ^till h;ive a small cob with a lar-e percentage of the
"•'''•'< l-"-'i">'- •" tlir lower part of Plate IL the male and female
paivMi^ ot ||„. eros. in (]uestion are Xos. 1 and 7, respectivelv,
while llu- ,.ars at .-, and a are selected types of the crosses. The one
at C n.ay uive a lar-er emp tl,;,n :.. l,nr nu,re than likelv at a loss
of speed in eoimng iiitu table coii.liiinn.
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EXPERIMENTS WITH VARIOUS FLINT CORNS.

Dnrino- 1905 a list of thirty-one (NTos. 10G-13Gj popcorns made

up a breeding block, in connection with which the "Black Mexi-

can" was grown in order to secure crosses with a characteristic

dark sweet com. From the above plot a long list of crosses was

obtained, and for the study of these space was given upon the

Home Grounds for only five.

"Queens Golden-White Rice" (114/129).—A set of five ears

from a cross of the ''Queen's Golden" (114) upon "Wliite Rice"

(129) is shown in the upper left-hand corner of Plate IV. This

cross produced strong, leafy plants with medium-sized stems that

grew eight or more feet high and bore the ears fully five feet above

the ground. The tassels were particularly noted as being of un-

usually large size, and drooped throughout the blooming period.

In size of plant, large leaf surface and small stalks for the height,

tliis cross seems to possess value as a forage crop. The ears ma-

tured fairly early and were of good size, although the situation was

not favorable for a good crop, the plants being near a row of maple

trees and, besides, the soil was poor.

Many of the ears harvested were with round-tipped grains in-

stead of being of the "Rice" type, that is, with the free end sharp-

pointed, sometimes disagreeably so when the ear is drawn tip fore-

most through the hand. Ears 1, 3 and 5 in the engraving are with

the grains smooth, while the alternating ones are of the genuine

^*Rice" type, with the one at 4 having the kernels much larger than

in the other at 2. This character of the grain tip is one that per-

tains to the whole ear. Of twenty-seven ears taken at random,

f?eventeen had smooth-tipped grains, seven of the "Rice" type, and

three somewhat intermediate. It is possible that several strains of

]iopcorn, varying in color and shape of grain, may be olitained from

the cross in question.

"Adams-Blaclc Mexican" (3/99).—The second cross, figured in

the upper right-hand corner of Plate IV., is of the "Adams" upon

tlip '"Black Mexican." The color of the "Mexican" is clearly domi-

nant, and gives to all the ears a heavy percentage of dark grains,

l)ur with some range of variation, as instanced in ears 2 and 3.

The shapes of the ears vary greatly, some of them being short and

small in diameter, like the "Mexican," as shown at 1, while others
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arc ufurly ..f the -/Vdaius" tvpc in size, shape and character of

lar^, s(|iuire-tipiK><], dented gi-ain, as seen at 5. In number of

lows there wa^ very little deviation from twelve, so it would seem

in thi^ respect that the "Adams" has greater prepotency than the

"Mex'ican," which is strictly an eight-rowed sort. Nearly all the

ears were s.did Hint, hut in a few 10 per cent, or so of the grains

were wrinkled. The reason for this lack of uniformity among the

ears is not evident.

" I'oiy-Black Mexican" (x/99).—An exceedingly variable block

of corn was obtained by planting the flint gTains obtained from a

row of "Black Mexican" that was grown among a long list of the

various pop varieties. In the lower left-hand corner of the plate

is sluAvn live sample ears. The one at 1 is a very neatly-shaped

ppeciraen, the grains of which show many shades of dark, light

pinks being common. The indications are that the male parent

was a "white i)earl," which gave a fourteen-row'ed ear, partaking

strongly of the "pearl" type. One-quarter of the grains are wrin-

kled, and Avhen separated may give some desirable qualities in a

sweet corn. At 2 is shown an ear that has three-fourths of the

grains dark and one-quarter yelldw. The yellow color is not en-

tirely obliterated by the black, and therefore in this type of crossed

ear it may be possible to separate out the pure blacks as well as the

jaire yellows, leaving the 50 per cent, of the hybrids. In the

picture the prevailing yellow color causes the ear (2) to be darker

than it naturally api)ears. The third (3) ear is one of several that

were harvested—all of them short, Avith many roAvs of square-

tipped grains witli a prevailing lemon yellow^ color. This appears
to 1)0 a result of the crossing of a lemon yellow sort (120) from
India, whicii was a very distinct type in the list of sorts grown last

year. In the engraving the light yellow shows nearly white, so that
the ear looks less colored tjum it really is. The wrinkled grains
are also dearly seeii.

The ear at 4, there appearing black, is a dark wane red through-
out excepting tiie quarter of grains that are evidently pure black.
In this instance the red is an ear character instead of belonging to
tii«' individual grain, and the red color is apparently only visibly
(.verc<.nie when the grains are of pure black "blood." Here, as
elsewhere, ()n(v,|uarter of the kernels are of the wrinkled sort, and
< n.-.fourtli of ilu-se—that is, one in sixteen of the total—are black.
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Fnrrli^r growing of jilants from dark eaf"s may Idad to considerable

further eoinplications.

At 5 is a long, slender, eight-rowed ear, the parentage of which

is not far to seek, for it agrees almost exactly in shape witli the

variety of popcorn known as the "Eight-Rowed," and was one of

1he sorts represented in the breeding plot the year before. The
v.rinkled grains are somewhat longer than the others—a fact still

more evident in the next set of crosses, and will be mentioned

again.

^'Blach Pop-Coiiniry Gentleman" / 137/19).—The remaining

set of ears in the plate represents samples from the cross of ''Black

Pop" upon ''Country Gentleman," and, of course, are of two

widely different parents. The notes during the growing season

show that the plants were of large size, wdth stout stems that came
into bloom during the middle of July, bearing very large, reddish,

drooping tassels and dark purple silks. There were many suckers

tliat reached beyond the slender ears that were borne low upon the

stalks. The harvest was upon Septeml^er 13th, and the record

states that there was a fine lot of fairly uniform ears, three-fourths

of the grains of which showed the dark color of the popcorn parent.

An attempt was made to show, as far as possible, the gradations

between the two parents, with the type of ear most nearly like the

"Pop" upon the left (1), while the tapering, somewhat curved,

form of the mother is given at the right (5). The ears shown at

2, 3 and 4 are representative of the majority of the crop. It is

seen from this that the popcorn, which has a slender ear with

twelve or more rows of short grains, controlled largely the shape of

the ear in the cross. The zigzag disposition of the gi*ains in the

'"Country Gentleman" is evident in only a small per cent, of the

ears, none of them being strictly of the type of the mother. Where
the grains were irregularly placed this arrangement was confined

ro the upper end of the ear, as shown at 3 and 4. The difference

between the grains of the two parents is shown in the cross, the

black ones, for instance, being shorter than the white wrinkled

ones, the latter standing above the flint grains even after the former

have undergone the usual shrinking of "sweet" kernels. The same

fact of the influence of the parent upon the size of grain in ears

resulting from a cross has been observed a number of times else-

where. By placing a dry ear in a moist place until the grains are

fully swollen, the difference in length is emphasize<l, and the same
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,.-,,. i u.ay 1.1- ul.tained hv l(-tting the shelled grains undergo swell-

ing, as, for rxanipU', in advance of germination.

A ltl<.ok nf a cruss of "lilack Pop" upon "Zigzag" sweet corn was

grown. Itut it was too near a row of maple trees to give satisfactory

rt'snli>. The small ears secured, however, showed the usual three-

<juarters of the <lark tlint grains, and nearly all had the rows usu-

allv fourteen, distinct excepting occasionally at the tip, w^here the

grains were irrcgidarly jjlaced. The exceptional ears were of the

true zigzag type, an<l suggest the thought that the straight-rowed

oar is the ofdcr or original arrangement of the grains and the

y.igzag is a recessive type. Some of the ears had the grains with

i*liar]) tii)s, resembling the "Eice" type of poi>corn, but those with

r'.nndcd or smooth ti])S were in the large majority.

A PRIMA.RY BREEDING PLOT OF SWEET CORN.

Tlic following twenty-eight (28) numbers occupied the north-

cast corner of the Xew Land, that is, the eastern end of Strip III.

Each number made a row of fifteen hills across the strip. The

breeders were "Cory Red Cob" (16) and "Pride of Nishua"

(14.')), which make Row 5, cutting all other rows at right angles,

ami a yellow sort from liliode Island (l-i-2) with "Silver Mine"
(144), the latter two making Row 10, parallel with Row 5. In
other words, hills 5 and 10 of each row across the strip were passed

over in the general ])lanling and afterwards filled in with the

breeders, as above stated. Each of the two breeder rows contained

alternate hills of the two sorts, namely, breeder row 5 had the odd
hills <,f -Cory Red Cob" and the even hills "Pride of Nishua,"
and breeder row 10 received for odd hills the "Rhode Island Yel-
low" and for even hills the "Silver Mine."

The point in particular was to study the standard varieties of
>weef eorns as to characteristics and expose them to the pollen of
all of the breeders. The "Cory" difi'ers from all other varieties of
Mveet corn m the pidi in having its grains of a reddish yellow upon
a cob of the same color. The "Pride of Nishua" is a standard field

corn, the seed ears of which were secured from a corn breeder in
[owa.^^ in thi< the -rains were yellow upon a cinnamon-colored
<'ob. The "lihode Island Yellow," as its name suggests, is a genu-
ine sweet corn with the ye]l.,w grains, and the "Iowa Silver Mine"
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is one of the leading white dent varieties grown in the West, and

was, with the ''Pride of Xishua," obtained from a large breeder of

corn in Iowa. The set of twenty-four varieties of sweet com was
selected to be fairly representative of tlie various kinds, with the

exclusion of any having other than a white ccdored grain and cob.

Row 1. "'Banana'' (6) Farq. It was somewhat unfortunate for

this variety that it came at the end of the plot and
was damaged tliereby, so that only a small crop was
secured. Plants came into bloom upon July 20th,

showing a brownish tassel and red silk. The harvest

was secured upon September 10th, showing that it

was medium early. A sample of each kind is shown
in Plate V., the "Banana'' being at 1.

Row 2. "'ChamjHon/' early (11), P. H. & Co. A good stand of

medium-sized plants was secured, which showed pur-

plish tassels upon July 13th, and the pink silks were
past maturity upon the 27th. The fifteen ears, se-

cured on September 6th, were of fair size, were borne

low upon the -stalk and contained twelve or more
rows of fine, long grains, as shown at 2.

Row 3. "Country Gentleman'' (19) Earq. Upon August 4th,

it was noted that the plants were quite uniform in

size, with the pinkish tassels and silks appearing.

The harvest was secured on September 11th, when
it was noted that the stalks were quite tall and the

number of fine ears was limited to eight.

Row 4. "Country Gentleman" (19) P. H. & Co. This row was

planted with seed from another dealer, and proved

to be a better row in some respects than the previous

one. It was not quite as early in maturing and the

harvest (six days later) gave fourteen fine ears. The
small ones, perhaps due to inferior situation, in all

of these rows have been discarded in the count. A
sample ear is shown at 3.

Row 5. "Crosby," early (20), Farq. This quick-growing and

small variety was in tassel on July 6th and in full

bloom upon the 20th, with tassels straw-colored and

silk green. The harvest was upon AugTist 30tli and

a sample ear is shown at 5, being the best out of the

six obtained.
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Kow •;. -Iro.sby," early (20), P. H. & Co. This row was prac-

tically the same as the previous one in earliness,

sinallness of i)laiits and mcagerness of yield, there

Itciiijj;' only five good-sized ears.

Row 7. •'llrudcvson" (39) P. IT. & Co. This gave a fine row

of tall, stout plants, producing many suckers, and

came into full bloom, with tassels pui*ple and silks

varying from green to pink, upon July 27th. The
mature ears were gathered upon September 10th,

yielding thirty ears, a fair sample of which is shown

at 7. This was- one of the best rows in the whole

plot. So far as yield is concerned, no test was made
in any case of the quality of the table corn.

lluw s. ''llurd's Hiaivaiha" (41) P. H. »S: Co. This was a good

row, considering the circumstances, with. the plants

of good height, the upper leaves particularly broad

and fine, and was in bloom, with pink silks and
straw-colored tassels, upon July 27th. The harvest

was made on the 11th of September, when twelve

ears were secured, an* average sample being shown
at 8.

pMU '.I. ••//irl-ox luiprovcd" (42) P. H. & Co. This was an
even row of five plants, marked "tall" in the record

i)ook, and had an unusually long blooming period,

l)eginning upon July 20th. The mature ears were
secured upon Septeml>er 14th, one of the twelve of

good size being shown at 9.

Pow 10. '-Mammothr (early) (49), P. H. & Co. This gave a row
of tall, leafy plants, the tassels of which began to

a])pear u])on July 27th, and were in full bloom on
August 4th. The mature crop was harvested upon
the nth of September, when fifteen large ears were
taken, a sample being shown at 10.

Kow 11. -Mamnwihr (late) (50), P. H. & Co. This proved to be
])ractically the same as the above row, although not
as good. The crop was harvested upon the same day
as the last and only eight large ears were secured,
one tif wliich is shown at 11.
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Eow 12. .^'Metropolitan" (57) C. H. Lilly Co. This uneven row
of plants, in some measure due to the character of
the soil, came into bloom, with purple tassels and
pink or green silks, upon July 27th. The harvest
was secured upon September 11th, there being nine
good ears, one of which is shown at 12.

Eow 13. "Metro'poUtan" (57) P. H. & Co. This row differed

somewhat from the last named and the harvest con-

sisted of t(ni sizeable ears, one of which is shown
at l:].

Eow 14. ''Minuesota Early" (58) P. H. & Co. The note-book

records for this: "A good row; in tassel July 13th,

with purple tassels and pink silks ; the harvest was
upon September 2d," showing its earlinessj when
eight ears were secured, one of which is pictured

at 14.

Eow 15. ''Moore's Early Concord" (61) P. H. & Co. This was
a good row of medium-sized plants and began to

bloom upon July 20th, having purple tassels and
silks, the latter varying to green. The harvest was
upon September 5th, when ten ears of the size shown
at 15 were secured. This was one of the best rows

of the earlier varie4:ies.

Eow 16. "Ne Plus Ultra" (62) P. H. ^' Co. Several of the hills

were without plants in this row and no replanting

was made, so that the plants were comparatively few.

They were medium in time of bloom, namely, July

27th, the plants being rather short and stout. Only

six good ears were secured September 6th, one of

which is shown at 16.

Eow 17. "Old Colony" (64) P. H'. & Co. Unfortunately, this

row, and two or three others, were, in the area in-

fested with quack gi-ass, which undoubtedly inter-

fered with its development. The plants were vari-

able, coming into l)loom, with pui-ple tassels and pink

silks, upon July 27th, and were ready for harvest

on September 11th, when ten ears of the type shown

at 17 were secured.
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Ko\vl8. "S(juonhnu" (<;<») P. IF. k Co. This was only a fair

rnw (.f iiiu'vcii plants, iK'giniiiiig- to bloom upon July

20tii, with ])urple tassols and pink silks. The crop,

liowever, was above tlie average, there being sixteen

ears gathered njjon the 14th of September, and these

were of a satisfactory sha])e, as shown in 18.

I{u\v 111. "/'i('in>r (71) C. n. Lilly Co. This was a poor row

of plants, which were in full bloom upon July 20th,

with purple tassels and silks, varying from pink to

green. Five ears were hai-vested on September 11th,

one of which is shown at 19.

liow LMi. "»s7/alT/-'s Early" (78) P. II. & Co. The plants in this

row were of good size and bloomed upon July 20th,

showing straw-colored tassels and green silks. The
harvest was upon the 12th of September, when only

six ears of fair size, as shown at 20, were secured.

Kow21. '\StahJcr's Early" (81) P. H. & Co. This row of

medium-sized plants began to tassel upon the 13th of

July and had a long period of blooming. At harvest

time, September 10th, ten ears of a long, slender

type, as shown at 21, were secured.

Kow 22. ''Stowell's Evergreen" (83) Parq. This was a fair row
of broad-leaved ])lants, which were in full bloom upon
August 4th. The han^est was upon the 17th of Sep-

« teraber, when seven good-sized ears, as shown at 22,

were obtained.

Kow 23. ''StoweWs Evergreen" (83) P. H. & Co. This row was
not as good as the one preceding; somewhat earlier

and smaller, but yielded the same number of ears
upon the same date of harvesting.

Row 24. "Giicriii" (143) Guerin. This end row was made up of
medium-sized, slender plants, which came into full

bloom on the 20th of July, bearing purple tassels and
pale-green silks, and, upon the lltJi of September,
gave a harvest of eleven long, slender, eight-rowed
ears, as shown at 24. '

Tlie seed used in all of the above twenty-four rows was taken
from sample ears, secured from the dealers whose initials are ap-
p<-iid('.<l to the name of the variety. These ears are preserved in
the Miisoum of the Department for the sake of ready reference tO;

the type of gi'ain, ear, &c., that was used in each case.
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Sample ears of various oommereial varieties grown upon poor soil during 19(W">.
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The Four Breederi.

The "Cory Eed Cob" (16) is a small, early variety, and upon

the poor soil it hastened to maturity. An ear is shown at 25,

where the red color of the grains appears nearly black. It was
noted that the color of the grain of this variety, as expected, waa

not marked npon any of the surrounding kinds, and the fact of a

cross can only be detennined in the future crop.

The "Pride of ISTishua" (145), as before stated, is a large and

choice field variety of dent corn secured from Iowa. It grew to

the height of nine to eleven feet and bloomed later than the sur-

rounding sweet varieties, but some grains of it, crossed upon the

sweet neighbors, were obtained for a majority of the varieties.

The size and general appearance of this com may be determined

from the ear shown at 26. Whether the crosses thus secured will

have the gTeat vigor of the "Xishua," combined with the full sweet-

ness of the table sorts, is problematical.

The "Ehode Island Yellow" (142) proved too small and early

to permit of many crosses being secured. One of the largest ears

is shown at 27, which is in striking contrast with the larger field

sorts upon either side.

The "Iowa Silver Mine" (144) was a very strong grower and

made stalks that overtopped the sweet corns among which it grew.

The longer growing period and lateness of blooming interfered

with the crossing, so that only an occasional grain of white dent

was found in the ears of the sweet sorts. As the ear at 28 shows,

this white dent variety is larger than the "ISTishua," and far out-

measures the ears of the various sweet kinds.

"BLACK MEXICAN" AND OTHER CROSSES-CO-OPERATIVE
TESTS.

In response to requests for samples of crossed cora, thirty-six

packets were distributed last spring. From the reports rendered

up to the date of writing (November 10th), the following notes

are condensed. (The color of seed grains planted in each case

follows the name of the cross.)

'Mexlccm-Bananar (99/6). White gTains. Hon. James Xeil-

son reports upon his test for this cross as follows : "A very good,

26
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luediuiM-cjirlv c.ini; j)l;uitod at same time as 'Stowell's Ever-

t^n'fii.' was ready tivo days earlier; height, six feet; flavor good

and very tender." The dozen and more of sample ears brought

to the Kxperiniint Station were all pure white and showed but

little of the zig/.ag tendency.

"Mexican-Banana" (90/G). Black grains. Mr. George M. Hoff-

man reports upon his test of this cross: "Ears are small; did not

have very g«M)(l succeos with this cross." From the few ears sent

in, it is evident tliat the usual amount of white "blood" was con-

cealed in the dark seed, and that the straight rows of the "Mexi-

can" prevailed over the zigzag of the "Banana,"

"Mexican-Gold Coin Evergreen" (99/26). Black grains. Mr.

W. '1'. WooracT writes of his test with this cross: "Planted May
ITlli, ripe September l^th; quite prolific; one and two ears to

tl.e stalk."

••Mrxinui-First in Market" (99/31). Dark gi-ains. Eev. Wil-

liam F, Bond reports that: "The success with this corn was all

that we could expect; it was a very special favorite on our table;

we were well pleased with the experiment and the results."

••Mrxiran-First m Marhet" (99/31). A\^iite grains. Mr. M.
S. ( 'ranc writes : "Some of the ears kept show a spattering of dark
blue kernels, also a few white and yellow ones." The three ears

sent in are all of good size, twelve to fourteen rowed, and with all

the grains Avhite. There was likelv a kernel planted bearing black

"Mood."

"Mexican-Hiawatha" (99/41). "Wliite gi-ains. Mr. Frank
Bingham reports upon his test of this cross as follows : "Vigorous
but black corn does not sell well here." The four ears sent in are
solid white, with one exception. The chief fault with them is a
tendency toward flintiness, seen particularly in one ear.

"Mcxican-KendeVs Giant" (99/44). White grains. P. B.
Randolph & Son report: "Planted April 30th, in fairly good
soil; reached cxindition for table by August 1st; ears twelve-
rowed, seven to nine inches in length; quality excellent, very
sweet

;
the stalks grew two different heights—five and seven feet."

From the ears submitted it is seen that there was a little black
"bh.od" present. The matter of two sizes of stalks will require
fnrther investigation.

•'MoxicanrMauh's XX." (09/55). Black grains. Mr. J. E.
Kuhns reports as follows: "Planted May 15th; first edible ears
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by August 1st; strong grower; two good ears on most stalks;

quality excellent at its best stage." The ears sent to the Experi-
ment Station were fine and showed the usual percentage of whito
gTains. Some of the kernels showed some excess of starch, but
probably not due to mixture in the field.

"Mexican-Boslyn Hybrid" (09/75). Black grains. Mr. F. B.

Kilmer reports upon this cross as follows : "This corn grew well

;

abaut fiA^e and one-half feet high, about two ears to each stalk and
was of excellent quality for eating—in fact, those who used it

state that it was the best sweet corn which had ever been pro-

duced." The package of ears brought in showed that the cross

was far from fixed, and that there was much hope, by selection,

of securing a desirable sort.

Mr. A. R. Lewis grew the same cross and color of seed grains,

and "used twelve ears for the table and the corn gave entire satis-

faction." Six ears were sent to the Experiment Station, and of

these three were solid black and the other three showed a small

percentage of white, and, in addition, one of the last-named had
an admixture of yellow dent that, it is inferred, came from some
field corn growing in the neighborhood. This last ear is particu-

larly interesting, because it shows the blending of the dark and

yellow color in all the dark flint grains. In other words, these

grains carry the starch and the sugar characteristics—the latter

hidden or recessive, and two colors, both in sight—and furnish a

stock for breeding and selection.

'^Mexican-Garwood" (99/94). Black grains. Mr. Henry R.

Jones reports upon his test of this cross as follows : "Yield was

very good and it was fit to eat about the same time as other corn

that was planted two w^eeks earlier ; very much pleased with the

corn; a very delicious table corn."

The same cross from white grains was grown upon the Home
Grounds and showed much of promise. It is mentioned elsewhere.

"Golden Bmitam-Alarblehead" (34/51). This cross was groAm

by M]'. W. B. Cook, who sent a very attractive ear—almost ideal,

barring, perhaps, a taper that some growers and experts object to.

All the crop was accidentally destroyed excepting this single ear,

and therefore another generation will need to be grown before

seed can be offered for testing. Mr. Cook writes : "We tested it

on the table and it was very good." This is a promising cross.
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-Uolikn. IkLuiaui' upon "Godleman-Mexican" (34//19/99).

This double cross was gi-own by W. T. Woerner, who reported that

it was "quite prolific, grwd-sized ears, good table quality, althougli

the test was not under the very best conditions." Four ears were

sent to the Experiment Station, all of satisfactory size and shape-^

two eight and two twelve-rowed. There were some variations in

the deepness of die yellow, one eight-rowed ear being a dark yellow

while a twelve-rowed one was pale amber. Much selection wiM be

needed to fix the color and remove the eight-rowed ears, if it is

desired.

"Earliest Table-Early Sumise" (87/86). A cross was secured

in 1904 of '^Earliest Table" (87) upon "Early Sunrise" (86),

and the flint gi-ains were planted last year, yiehling ears that had

three-quarters of the gi-ains flint and one-quarter wrinkled. The

latter sweet grains were grown in isolation the present season by

^Ir. J. P. Nelson, who, in sending eighteen mature ears, submits

the following notes: "Stalks short, ears small, one and two to

the stalk ; ripens early
;

quality good, but only for a short time^

and must be used at the right time or it will get too old."

As both parents were of the small type of early plants, with

white grains and eight-rowed ears, the chief point of difference

was the character of the kernel. A comparison of the ears of this

generation of the cross with ears saved at the time the cross wa&

made, confinns the first impression that some of the former are a

blend of the sweet and flint. Of the eighteen ears, five show

combinations of the two characters, namely, flint and sweet, and

of these three have it more pronounced than the others.

An ordinary sweet grain is uniformly wrinkled and has none
of the white interior showing through the smooth, plmnp coats,

as in the flint kernels. In the present instance, the grains are

wrinkled upon the free exterior as the kernel sits in position upon
the c()\), through which a white interior is visible, either as a small

dot or a longitudinal line. A fully sweet grain, when cut length-

wise the narrow way of the kernel, shows no white or starchy

])ortion, M-hile those in question show an area above the embryo

—

that is, upon the upper side of the grain—that is quite Avhite' with
the starch. Other grains of this same blend show the starch more
abundantly, and so fill up the interior as to prohibit any more
than a slight shrinking at maturity. Grains were not infrequently
found with the wrinkles upon one or other of the two halves.
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Some of the commercial varieties of sweet com show this type

of grain, as, for example, the "Kendel's Early Giant" (44), of

which it was stated, in the report for 1904, "it is easily distin-

guished ^ * * by the peculiar appearance of the grains,

which are long- and thick, and not as much shriveled as are the

two sweet corns. " * * These facts suggest that it may be a

cross between the true sweet and a flint corn."

By growing a crop from these blend grains, further information

may l^e obtained as to the permanence of the combination of quali-

ties above noted.

''Rhode Island Yellow-Ne Plus Ultra" (142/62). Mr. J. B.

Johnson reports of this cross : "Made a rank gTowth from start

;

set from three to five ears to a stalk." The three ears submitted

from the test are all satisfactory, and, by selection, an early yellow

zigzag may be expected.

"Hess'*^ (Q7). Red grains. Mr. J. W. Armstrong reports as

follows : "Planted May 6th ; roasting ears August 6th ; a little

later than the white of 'Hess,' but was on lower ground; quality

good ; all shades of red, from dark to white ; stalks and leaves

all shades, from dark purple to green; in cutting, I noticed two

or three purple all through, even the pith."

"Hess" (97). White grains. Mr. J. W. Armstrong also grew

the white gTains of this cross, and reports: "The white grains

were planted May 6th and gave ears August 1st ; this is an ex-

.cellent corn, sweet and tender."

The "Hess" is a strain of sweet corn with two colors of ears^

the "red" and the "white," and seed of both colors were gTown in

isolation by the same breeder. In previous years, at the Garden

and elsewhere, the tw^o colors have been grown side by side with

other varieties, but in no instance has the red been found to make

any immediate mark upon the neighboring white ears, and no

white grains appear in the red ears.

Mr. Armstrong grew a crop from red seed in 1905, and from

his report the following is taken: "Gathered twenty-four ears,

but some red ears were darker than others; there were no white

gi*ains on the red ears and no red gTains on the white ears."

In his plot planted with white grains, he did not find any red

ears, but in the plot planted with the red grains there was three

per cent, or so (an exact record not being made) of white ears.

It is seen from this that the white gTains, in isolation, may breed
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fnjo and ho rocc^sive, wliilc tlio red ones produce a small number

of white ears, -showing that the red color behaves like a dominant

character.

Croaa of " Eight-Rowed " and "Black" Pop Corn (121/137).

The seeds of the two parents, ^'Eight-Kowed" and ''Black Pop,"

Avere grown in alternate rows, in isolation, by Mr. AVilliam H.

Reid, wlio sent to the Experiment Station last year a quantity of

the "Eight-Rowed" sort, very thoroughly mixed with the "Black,"

but the grains showing the combination were pinkish, and not of

tlie black of the male parent. The amount of the discoloration of

the white gi-ains varied greatly, in some kernels it being only

slight, and seen with difficulty, while others were a dull, dark red.

The grains showing the cross were planted this year by Mr.

Reid, aiid the twenty-four ears at hand are quite uniform in hav-

ing three-quartei's of the grains discolored and the remaining

quarter white. It is noted that some ears have the discolored

grains of two general groups, namely, those that are solid black

and others with less darkness, making it possible to hope the pure

black may be separated at once, as well as the pure whites, leaving

the liybrids Ijy themselves. A student kindly selected and counted

the grains u])on four average ears, wuth the result that 463 were

black, 554 wliite and 827 mixed, thus giving the following per-

centages: Black, 25.1; white, 30.0, and mixed, 44.9. It is seen

that the white exceeds the theoretical amount, but the fact that

the quarter of presumably pure black grains can be separated seems
to ho demonstrated in this case. It remains to show by process of
cropping that tlic black grains, thus separated, are true to their

cohir. Seine cars have a blackish red for the pure dark grains, the
presumed hybrids varying to a lighter shade, accordingly.

It is further noted that eighteen of the twenty-four ears are
ten or more rowed, like the "Black" parent, and six are eight-

r(»we<l, like the white parent. In other respects, difficult to define,
the ears are (.f two types, strongly suggesting the parent that has
a controlling influence in the cross. Should all crosses between a
distinctly eight -rowed sort and one with a larger number of rows
result as the small set in this cross, it would point toward the
nund)er of rows being a ^Mendelian character.

'1 lie cross gives a marked increase in size over either parent, a
fact not unusual in the crop the first year after combination.
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" Voorhees Red" S^veet Corn.

Another season has been added to the period of testing of the

"Voorhees Eed" sweet corn, and the reports are very favorable, as

a few of the remarks given below, from some of those who have

grown it for years, will testify: ''The average height of the crop

of 'Voorhees Eed' w^as eighty-eight inches ; the yield of the whole

crop, per acre, was fifteen tons ; the uniformity was good and the

color between a red and a purple.'' ''Average height of stalks,

six feet ; average number of ears to a stalk was three, sometimes

five; sets well filled, quality very good ; with more time and more

selection, seems to promise to be one of the best." "The 'Voor-

hees Red' is a fine corn and I shall continue to grow it." '' 'Voor-

hees Eed' turned out well this year." "Corn was sweet and nice;

stalks were from five to six feet high, with two ears to a stalk."

"Ears good size, filled out to the end, one to two ears to a stalk

;

grains good size, light red to dark red in color, when fully ripe,

showing only a faint trace of red when fit for the table
;

quality

sweet and good; will grow it again next season." "Seed germi-

nated promptly
;
good stand ; stalks six to seven feet high

;
first

planting matured in August; was away when com was ripe, but

neighbors who used it say it was the sweetest corn they ever ate;

second planting matured in September; furnished seed to two

neighbors, whoare pleased with the corn ; I regard it as excellent

and have saved seed for next year." "' 'Voorhees Eed' did very

well wdth us ; the grains were very nearly all of a size
;
we like

the corn very much ; ears very sweet and tender, and two ears on

most stalks." "I like this corn in every way." "Ears fill out

lietter than ordinary sweet corn and will yield better." "Corn has

made a most excellent showing and is all that could be desired;

verv sweet and productive." "Corn is much in favor
;

ears of

good flavor and tenderness." " 'Voorhees Eed' corn came up well

and grew nicely; stalks of good height; eared well, averaging

about six inches in length, of good size for table corn; we ate

some of it for a test and foimd it veiy sweet and tender
;
am so

well pleased with it that I saved about twenty ears for seed, part

of which I intend giving to some of my friends to try next year,

as I feel that I can recommend it for table use as a very satis-

factory addition to the many varieties of sweet corn." "Quality
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good and sweet." ''Tlie -Voiji-hecs Red' sweet corn did well this

season ; the stalks were from five and a half to six feet, bearing

from- two to three ears to a stalk; ears full, of medium size and

delieiously sweet." "The quality is not changed, unless it is more

tender; it is the very best sweet com in existence and you should

be proud of producing such a variety." "The choicest corn I

ever ate." "Sweet and delicious in flavor." "The 'Voorhees Red'

sweet corn was valued highly."

GENERAL NOTES UPON CORN.

When the straight-rowed varieties are bred with those of the

zigzag type, as has been done in many instances, the blend plants

produce eai-s that show a strong preponderance of the straight

rows. In some cases there may be only an occasional ear that is

entirely zigzag, but as a rule there are many with the upper third

of the ear with the grains irregularly disposed. Whether the rela-

tion l)etween the two types of grain-arrangement can be expressed

in any fractional form or ratio remains to be seen. It would seem

that the straight-rowed type is the primary one and the zigzag is a

later development, that in crosses between the two, in some

cases, persists in the ear tips. The possibility of obtaining by
selection a variety Avith the double type constantly present is not,

jierhaps, without hope, even if it is without manifest profit. The
origin of the ear is a natural subject for inquiry in the face of

these commingling types.

Mr. Montgomery, of the University of l^ebraska,* has recently

presented an opinion that the modern corn ear has developed from
tlie central spike of a tassel. This view presumes that "the pro-

genitor of the er»rn was a large, much-branched grass, each branch
l>eing termiruited by a tassel-like structure, bearing hermaphrodite
flowers. * * * As evolution progressed the central tassel

came to produce ouly staminate flowers * * ^ and the lateral

branches cauic lo produce only pistillate flowers." Several en-
gravings are given ..f "sucker" ears, in which stages in the develop-
ment of th(^ central spike of the tassel into an ear of com are
given, stage** that in a genei-al way are familiar to all wdio have
knowledge of corn in the field. As the male flowers are borne

• "What is II ri Kar of Corn?"—ropular Science Monthly, .January, 190G.
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ill pairs and in from four to eleven rows, bj replacement, tlie

grains consequently are in double rows, which is clear so far as

the straight-rowed ears are concerned. In the zigzag ears, when
the kernels are removed, the cob shows that bv a slight displace-

ment the young gTains are developed out of line, and, liy pressure,

the mature kernels may tak(3. on the i-rregular ("shoepeg") form.

If this view be the true one, the zigzag tjq^e is in a degTce acci-

dental and might be expected, as it is found occasionally in many
kinds of corn, but that, by selection, it can be fixed as a varietal

characteristic is not in violation of a general rule.

The stud}^ of com blends is not without its points of interest.

There is a Avide difference in varieties as to the influence had upon

the cross. In some instances the plants are not widely different,

to begin with, and the results are accordingly meager. It goes

without saying, in other words, that in order to have an interesting

cross, there needs to be two or more characteristics that are not in

common. The crossing, for example, of the "Black Mexican" and

the ''Egyptian," which, while differing in minor points (as shape

of ears, rows upon the cob, &c.), were very unlike in the color of

the grain, and the result is a kernel of a dark red' color, which is

entirely unlike either parent. It seems to be a creation in the

cros=, and, in time, it is hoped to demonstrate what effect the

"Voorhees" will exert upon white and other sorts of sweet and

field corns. It is possible that, in breeding, its crosses may not

show the same red color, but, instead, possibly the black of the

"Mexican."

The breeding of the "Golden Bantam" upon the "Banana" has

been interesting in that it furnished a block of very variable plants,

in height, time of maturity, form and size of ears and the dispo-

sition of the grains upon the cob. A large number of the small,

early plants can best be understood by accepting the view that they

were from grains of pure* "Golden Bantam," that for some reason,

not yet explained, were mixed with the crossed kernels. With

those eliminated, there still remains a gi-eat diversity of plants.

The few late ones, gTcen after all others were mature, had large,

zigzag ears, in striking contrast with the mass of straight-rowed

ears, but all alike in the three-quarters of yellow grains.

This cross, in its blend generation, where similarity is looked

for, is a good illustration of the greater size of the product than

obtains with either parent. The "Golden-Bantam" is, as said, a
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siiijill vjiricty in cvory way, and the ''Banana" produces ears, as

a rule, smaller than the "Country Gentleman/' but in the crop

obtained in ihc l.hiid they were more nearly the size of the "Stow-

• •ITs Evergreen" and varieties of that type.

TlK-rc is a tendency to produw^ suckers in the blend plants, ex-

cecdinjr that in the parents and far beyond that of the plants that

follow in after years. In short, the vigor seems to be much en-

hanced by the operation of the cross, and it may be true, and evi-

dence ]x>ints that way, that the wider the cross among varieties

the greater the increase in vital activities.

The crosses of swe^'t and po]) corns Avere wide, indeed, and here

the blend plants, oven upon very poor soil, grew A-igorously, and,

where possible, i)roduced ears that outmeasured the average of the

parents. Thus the "IJhick Pop" upon ''Country Gentleman" pro-

duced ears exceeding in length the average of the two varieties

involved, and under the same circumstances their progeny may fall

far short of the same <]iiiieiisions.

EXPERIMENTS WITH TOMATOES.

Old Varieties Groitrni the Present Season.

The lunnher of eomniercial varieties of tomatoes grown the pres-

ent season is much reduced from that of the two previous years.

The list includes only the parents of the crosses that were selected,

for testing in the Gardens, to which was added the novelties that

appeared for the season of 1906. The following is the list of the

parents,, entered here without comment, as the notes upon them
have been givcMi in ]>revious reports:
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1. "Acme." 75. "Magnus."
4. "Arcadia." 77. "Marvel."

6. "Atlantic Prize." 8.5. "Michigan."

8. "Beauty." 87. "Minnesota."

14. "Bright and Early." 90. "Mikado."
15. "Brinton's Best." 98. "Paragon."

21. "Climbing." 103. "Ponderosa."

26. "Crimson Cushion." 110. "Quicksure."

28. "Cumberland." 119. "South Jersey."

29. "Dominion Day." 121. "Stone."

32. "Duke of York." 143. "190.3."

33. "Earliana." 14.5. "Golden Queen."

42. "Early Ruby." 147. "Lemon Blush."

44. "Enormous." ]48. "Yellow Prince."

49. "Favoi'ite." 349. "Aristocrat."

53. "Fortune." 1.53. "Champion."

54. "Freedom." 156. "Champion Scarlet."

55. "Frogmore." 1.58. "Dandy Dwarf."

56. "Giant." 159. "Extra Early Tree."

57. "Giant Climbing." 169. "Dwarf Stone."

60. "Honor Bright." 172. "Gold Ball."

63. "Imperial." 175. "Ivory Ball." .

64. "King Humbert." 177. "Red Currant."

66. "Jewel." 179. "Red Pear."

Novelties or Varieties Not Before Oroivii in the Gardens.

No. 213. "Laycock." Tliis ^vas obtained from the originator

(whose name it bears) in England, as it was re-

ported to have exceptionally desirable qualities. The
plants were of the normal type, with somewhat
longer stems than the average standard fine-leaved

sorts. The fruit, of the ordinary "red" color, was

medium late in maturing and was not abundant. In

form the tomatoes were somewhat longer than the

average upon one plant, suggesting that it contained

the "King Humbert" "blood," and, along with it, a

flabbiness that is not desired. In breeding with

varieties with solidity of flesh and minimum seedi-

ness, it may prove of value in lengthening the axis

of the fruit.

No. 214. "Earliana" (Strain No. 10). This was offered as an

improvement upon the "Earliana," now a recognized

leader in the State as an early productive variety.

It was somewhat superior to the regular type in

showing less of the concentric cracks upon the

shoulder of the fruit, but there was some loss in

yield and a tendency to a long-bearing season.
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No. HI'). "Earliest rink." This variety was true to name in

yielding a pink fmit, but it did not produce them

very early or in great abundance.

No. 21<!. '-Hubert's Marv-el." In this variety there was sugges-

tion of lack of fixity of type. The plants were only

i>i fair size and the fruit was usually imder the de-

sired size.

No. 217. "•June Pink." This sort has earliness as its leading

quality. The record for July 7th shows the first

ripe fruit. Upon the 11th of September the record

is that the variety is not very desirable.

No. 21S. '^Jerrard's New." The plants were of medium size

and matured their fruits among the first of all.

Other than earliness, the variety has no great merit.

No. 21!>. '•Greater Baltimore." For some unknown reason, the

})lants of this novelty were lacking in vigor and did

not do well. An improvement was noted later in

the season, when a fair crop of good-sized fruits was
produced.

The "Puget Sound Special" (211), grown last year
from seed obtained from the Northwest, was given a

second trial from home-grown seed, but, as before,

the plants (of dwarf type) were not desirable.

Notes Upon Some of the Leading Crosses.

The 'Magnerosa."

The "]\Iagiierosa" Avas grown in considerable quantity during
the season of 1906 and in the following combinations of the parent
sorts: 75/103, 75//75/103, 75/103//75 and 75/103 //103.

The fractions indicate that 75, which is the record number for
**:^^agnus"—a standard, coarse-leaved, pink-fruited variety—was
crossed upon 103, the number for "Ponderosa," a standard, fine-

leaved, i)ink-fruited sort. The original cross, made in 1903, has
been grovAni each year from selected plants, both in the field and
gr«'nhouse, thus getting two crops a year, until a fair degree of
uniformity is obtained. The second fraction indicates that the
**:Nra,!rnus" has been bred to the cross just mentioned, so that the
<.ffspring of 75//75/103 may be said to be three-quarters "Mag-
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nus" (75) to one^quarter of "Ponderosa" (103). The reciprocal

to the last is where the cross is bred upon '^Magnus," as indicated

in the compound fraction, 75/103//75, the double line being the

division lines of the second combination. The second fraction,

given at the outset, is readily interpreted as a cross of the ""Mag-

nerosa" proper upon the "Ponderosa," as indicated by the double

lines. The last-named cross shows too great a preponderance of

the "Ponderosa," in that the fruits are too large, flat and rough

—

that is, ribbed and corrugated—^and do not ripen evenly. In

short, this combination is only a slight improvement over the •'Pon-

derosa," and, while this row was very prolific, no seed from it

was saved.

From a study of the two reciprocals with the "]\Iagnus" three-

quarters, it is seen that the fruits are remarkably fine, being

smooth, quite apple-shaped, and, of course, always pink. From
these rows seed from selected plants has been saved, and from one

plant in particular that, with its superior fruitfulness, showed a

much-desired length of axis in the fruit.

There are two possible types of foliage in the "Magnerosa,"

namely, the fine-leaved, or ordinary kind represented in the "Pon-

derosa," and the coarse-leaved, or "potato" type of foliage of the

"Magnus." The finerleaved type has been decided ujwn for "Mag-

nerosa," but, as it is not possible to eliminate the coarse-leaved type

except by individual separation, there will be "potato" plants

showing themselves in diminishing numbers from year to year.

These, however, can all be thrown out as seedlings and the field

kept to one type of leaf.

Reports from Testers of "Magnerosa" Tomato.

Seed of the "Magnerosa" was distributed, by request, to one

hundred and ninety-two persons in the State, and from a large

nimiber of these reports have been received by the Experiment

Station. The following are some of the comments taken from the

replies, the quotation marks separating the remarks in the indi-

vidual reports : "The 'Magnerosa' tomatoes have developed a very

rank gi-owth of strong vines which are heavily fruite<;l." "The

tomato is very large, very smooth, ripens fast, unifonn in size,

hearty and strong, fine flavor and color of beefsteak when cut
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ai>;u-t." '•'Ilu- 'Magnerosa' is a good growing vine and well laden

witli fruit, smooth, largo and gwd quality." " 'Magnerosa' doing

well and has set considerable fruit." " 'Magnerosa' has proved

to Ik- a very gcKxl kind of tomato, large, smooth and produotive."

"N'igorous, sturdy plants." ''Shows no blight, very vigorous and

pruiluetive with a nuiss of fine fruit." 'Tlants vigorous growers

fri>m .<tart, large leaves, some entire, all foliage dark green; plants

well tilled with fruit, flavor good, promises to be very valuable,

looks to be a g<M>(l yielder, so far a veiy desirable tomato." "Plant

very hearty, largest fruit nine indies around." " 'Magnerosa'

tomato is fine, large size, vigorous grower, fine color and flavor."

"Twenty to twenty-five tomatoes on each plant, fruit fine-shaped

and of a beautiful crimson color, measuring from ten to twelve

inches in ciiciimference; certainly very fine; vines are still green

and vigorous with blossoms on top at this date; we have more

tonuit(X's than all our neighbors put together." "I am much

plea.se<l with this tomato; present outlook veiy good." "Are of

good size and go<^)(l shajie." "A very good shipper." "Tomatoes

are now ripe and they are certainly fine; we have also had three

other kinds, but these are the best ; the uniformity of the fruit

seems to be i^erfoct." "Am pleased with it; yield with me is

about the same as ''Livingston's Stone,' but think the quality

better." "Am well pleased with it; the size is good, and, in my
opinion, this tomato has many good qualities." "Promises to be

an excellent fruit." "Many fruits large, all fair size," "Toma-
toes set out and were ripe in sixty-two days; plants very thrifty."

"Am nuich pleased with the 'Magnerosa' tomatoi; plant is very

vigorous and productive, fruit is large and very uniform; I picked

one tojnato that measured sixteen inches in circumference." "My
customers prefer it to other kinds ; is a fine bearer." "I find the

*Magnerosa' far above the average, a very strong grower, good pro-

ducer, fniit is large, no small ones ; the meaty part is very solid

and of a vei-y fine flavor ; I have a garden of twO' acres with a large

lot of tomatfx^s and these are in the lead." "Quality is very fine."

"The fruit is handsome and am well pleased with it; very showy
and solid." "The plants are doing splendidly and are looking as

well as any of the other varieties that are growing near them; the

pr<»<ln('tiv<>ness and shape are in every way satisfactory." "A
great ini|>rov(inent on the Tondei'osa.' " "A valuable frait for
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late." ''Strong giwvers and well filled." " 'Magnerosa' is doing
finely ; have picked about five baskets from eighteen plants already

and more to come; size large as a Bartlett pear, shape more like

a ronnd ball; color i^ed as fire and it keeps well as far as I can see."

^'Tho largest fruit weighs half a pound." ''They keep well after

being picked from vines," "I am much pleased to get so fine

a tomato." ''Vigor and productiveness of plants excellent."

"Quality of fruit is of the best ; we never had l)etter tomatoes."

"The 'Magnerosa' I am much pleased with." "Very str(>ng grow-

ing plants, well loaded with good-sized fruit." "My plants are

looking fine with fruit of good size, plants stocky, fruit well

formed and has plenty of it; promises to be an excellent fruit."

"The plants grew vigorously and on trellis reached over five feet

in height, producing bunches of fruit, or clusters of from four to

nine in a cluster and very plentifully." "Holds its good size to

the end of season." "Tomatoes smooth and perfectly shaped and
of fair size.'' "The tomatoes are fine, a good grower and good

bearer, flavor fine, fniit firm and of medium size."

The "Marvelo8a"-("Marvel-Pondero8a"-TT/l03)-Station No. 5.

Several rows of two crosses between the "Marvel" (77) and the

"Ponderosa" (103) have l>een grown during the season. The
"Marvel" is red-fruited so that, in the cross with the "Ponderosa,"

a leading difference is in the color of the tomatoes. Another chai--

acteristic of note is the shape of the fruit, which in the "Marvel"

is medium round and smooth and not over large. The "Marvel''

is more nearly like the "Magnus" in form of fruit but differs from

it in the color, while the foliage is not unlike the "Ponderosa."

In short, in the cross under consideration, the unit character to

be considered is fruit color and not type- of foliage. The "Mag-

nerosa" has a lingering outcropping of coarse-leaved plants with

constant fruit color, wdiile the present cross has the leaf tyjx^ uni-

form with pink fruits appearing occasionally in the seleeted red

strain.

The results of the "Marvel-Ponderosa" cross were so satisfac-

tory last season that seeds were selected and several rows of the

followino' combinations were gro-wn the present year : ( 1 ) 103/77 ;

(2) 103777//77; (3) 77/7103/77, and (4) io3/77//103. The
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Urst. is a cross <>f "Pondorosa" (103) iqx)!! ^'Marvel" (77) repret-

sontod by the fniction 100/77, that is, using the record number

of the malt' ])arcnt as the numerator and of the mother as the de-

iioiiiinator. Tlio second combination is a result of the cross used

as the male ii|mpii the ".Man-el," the double parallel separating the

parents in this union. The third is a cross of "Marvel" upon the

original cross, and is styled a reciprocal of the previous (2) com-

bination. The fourth is a union of the original cross with the

"I*on<leri'sa'" as the female. The reader, from the position of the

record nnndtei-s and the single and double lines, may quickly note

the way in wbich the subsequent breeding of the "Magnus" and

"P(»nderosa" has been pursued.

A ghmce at the fruit sections in Plate VI. will help still fur-

ther to give an idea of the fruits under consideration. The "slice"

at 1 is of the ])riniary cross as the fraction shows—which is upon

a card, an inch sipiare, to serve as a measure of the fruit slice.

The enth'a\-or w as to select, as nearly as possible, an. average typical

fniit, but the ]»hotogr{rj:)hing was unavoidably delayed until late

in tlie season and the l>est fruits were all gone. The section at

1 is seen to 1h' very "moaty," a strong characteristic of the "Pon-

derosa," and the seed cavities are much broken up and the seeds

comj)ara lively few. The fruit, as a whole, is a great improve-

ment u])on the "Ponderosa" because, with a much longer polar

axis and therefore admitting of more slices, it is more nearly a

circle in outline and but little grooved or ridged. This cross gives

fruits that rijien <]uite early but the green shoulder is somewhat
in evidence in otherwise mature tomatoes, suggesting the great de-

fect (d" the "Pondei-osa." Tlie color is a pleasing red, but, if

desired, a pink with all other qualities in common with the red
may be easily secured and seeds in quantity of the pink-fruited
strain have been secured.

At 2 is >ho\vn a sorption of a fruit of the second cross, as in-

dicated by the fraction. This combination secures a medium-
sized, sniootJi, a|)ple-shaped tomato with the center less broken
than in the <.riginal cross. The reciprocal of the last, shown at
:;, produces A fruit of satisfactory size, form and smoothness with
the wall thick and the interior thoroughly broken up and the red
<'"l"'- uiiilnrndy distributed throughout the whole fruit.

I'y breeding the original cross, shown at 1, to the "Ponderosa"
parent, n fnrn. <.f fruit is obtained that is not as desirable as in
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PLATE \a.

Tomatoes. Four sections of fruits of crosses of the '-Marvel"' and " Ponderosa " - • Marvelosa.

Below are two sections of crosses of the •' Crimson Cushion."
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the original cross because of the accentuation of nndesirablc (|ual-

ities. A section of a frnit of this cross, -vvhich is three-quarters

"Ponderosa/' is sliown at 4, and Avhilc thf flatness is not evident

in this view something' niav be seen of the irregularity of outline

of the tomato. The center of the fruit is very ileshy and the area

of seed cavity is correspondingly smalL A three-quarter blood of

the "J\Iarvel" mahes a more desirable fruit as to general form and

size and evenness of ripening, and of this combination the one

slioAvn at 3 seems to be the nearest to the ideal, but of course, not

attaining to it.

Reports from Testers of Marvelosa" TomatOi

The seeds of this cross, 103/77, now named "Marvelosa" by

eoml)ining the names of the two parents, were distributed as "Sta-

tion Tomato No. 5" to thirty-nine applicants. From the reports

submitted, the following extracts are given : "The plant is very

strong and healthy, bearing good-sized fruit, smooth and perfect

in shape and of a rich scarlet color." "Medium-size but very few

small ones, a gi'eat bearer, very vigorous gi'ower, no blight of any
kind, shape round, color beautiful red when ripe, best of flavor

and very fleshy; has very few seeds, one of the best for family

use we ever raised ; the soil in this place is none too^ good for to-

matoes, but this one was fine." "Your tomato I think is fine, it is

about the best I have ever grown." "Flavor excellent." " 'Tomato

No. 5' we found very good, large, deep red ; one measured sixteen

inches in circumference ; very prolific bearer ; am more than

pleased." "Tomato has sIiomti a strong, \'igorous growth through-

out the season ; the tomatoes are of good size, smooth and of

excellent quality; I think they Avould be an excellent market

variety." "Plants vigorous, beautiful color, excellent flavor,

thin skin without tough core." "Plants very vigorous." " 'To-

mato No. 5' proved worthy, was a good bearer, large size, had

large seed cells ; it may be classed as of good quality and a desirable

acquisition." "Very productive and yerj solid and very deli-

cious ; the best we ever had." "The best of all the lot, large, per-

fectly smooth, vigotous, productive, an all-around grand tomato."

"Each plant yielded from twenty-seven to thirty-two fruits each,

uniform in shape and color; the height of each plant was about

three feet and very stocky ; the only fault about the fruit is that

there is a hard substance in each fiiiit, otherwise they are perfect."

27
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"Station No. 1." "Aroadla-Earliana " (4/'34).

A set of ])lants oi the al)ove cross was gTO^nl upon the Home
Groniuls and it proved to be quite satisfactory. The note book

records the following; facts:- "Upon the 21st of June, the plants

were in bloom; July Slst, very fine, large, red, smooth fruits with

very little inclination to crack. Prolific—seed saved. August

22(1, nearly gone. ^Medium early.'' There is a further note to

the effect that the fruits are superior.

The seeds of this cross were sent to forty-six applicants, from

wlmin the following obsen'ations have been received: "A prolific

bearer and early, of a light red color, splendid flavor, all of a

uniform size, plants are hearty and strong." "Season second

early; it is a good general tomato." ''Plants of 'Tomato 'No. V are

vigorous and productive and of good quality." "Extra good

shajie." "I have had some very fine fruit from them' and think

them of merit ; I think they are an all right stock." "They are a

very fine tomato, the ]ilant is of upright growth and a very vigor-

ous grower, having as high as thirty to thirty-five fruits to a plant

of delicious flavor with few seeds." " 'Tomato Xo-. 1' had an exce].-

tionally heavy cro]>; the vines were comparatively small but set

heavily wilh fruit of good size and very uniform; flesh quite

finn."

"Station No. 2"-"Aroadla-CnmberJaud" (4/28).

The set of plants of the al)ove cross in the Gardens gave only

medium quality of plants, that is, too small and feeble and, there-

fore, so far as this year's test is concerned not favorable.

Reports from those who ha<l seed ior testing run as follows:
'' "Tinnato Xo. 2' is yery productive and very vigorous and for

size it Avill be very hard to beat, in fact, it is the best I have re-

ceived." '' 'Station Xo. 2' tomato is a very fine one in every way,
in fact, T have not seen anything in the way of tomatoes that is

>^o uniform. Tt is a fine tomato and, by good treatment, will gi-ace

any..ne's garden." "Am well jileased with this tomato; not in-

cline! to rot as some other varieties." "Large size and healthy
vine." "Very nice for table use."
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"station No. 3"-"MagnaB-Crim8on Cnshion" (75 26).

The iifte€ii plants of the above cross in the Gardens were of

hn-ge size and great vigor and showed the two types of foliage as

«ex[)iected, that is, fine-leaved and coarse-leaved in the seed flats and
some of each type were set. There was also a representation of

better colors of fruit, also expected, but not detectable until ma-
turity was reached. In size and shape, the fruits are quite de-

sirable and the vigor of the vines and their producti\'eness make
this cross very promising for medium crop. The general stmc-

ture of the interior of the tomato is shown at 6 in Plate VI., but

in this case the fruit is under size and is shown in company with

sections of those that are somewhat larger than the market de-

inflnds.

Out of this cross, four' strains may l)e ol)tained because of the

two types of foliage and also of colors of fruits which entered into

the comlunation.

The reports from the twenty-two testers are as follows : ''Large

and strength good, is very productive and the uniformity is good."

"^'Plants are vigorous and productive and of fair size." "Good
quality." "Fine quality and the nicest tomato we have had yet."

^'Very tine plauts and sweet to eat like peaches."

"Station No. 4 "-"Crimson Cushion-Marvel" (26/17).

The good results of the previous year with the abo\'e cross were

repeated upon the Home Grounds during the jDresent season. Ujx)n

Jmie 2Sth the record book shows: "Large, fine plauts," and later

on, from time to time, the notes show only words of commenda-
tion. \t 5, Plate VI., is shown a section of fruit of the third

generation. Its center is a solid flesh of satisfactory texture and

color. This is an improvement on the " Crimson Cushion," which

is apt to be irregailar and always too flat, approaching the serious

defects of the "Ponderosa" among the red-fruited sorts. By breed-

ing the "^larvel" to this cross, fruits are obtained in which the

solid pulp center is broken and numerous seed cavities are scattered

throughout the tomato. xVt the same time, the fruit is elongated,

that is, its flatness overcome with some loss in size. This cross,
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as it combines so iiuich of vigor and fniitfiilness, is full of prom-

ise for a medium crop.

The seeds were distributed to fifteen applicants, some of whom
have reported as follows: "Good healthy pilants, yielding- a good

crop, medium early, believe they would do well in this section."'

"Vigorous grower and my plants are very heavily loaded witli

largersized fruit." "Produced fine large fniits." "This tomato

prroved very successful and of very fine flavor."

" Earliana-Sonth Jersey" (33/119).

In point of earliness, nothing among the crosses has been-

superior to the combination between "Earliana" and "South Jer-

sey," both low-spTeading sorts with red fruits. Four rows of fine'

plants were grown, namely, the "Earliana" upon "South Jersey"

for the first and second generations and the reciprocal for the same

generations. The two parents are quite similar in earliness and in

product'iveness, the "South Jersey" being somewhat ahead of the-

"Earliana." The former produces a large, flattish fruit that is

not as smooth as the "Elarliana," but ripens moTe evenly. The

four rows werei all nearly alike in characteristics, and therefore

they did not furnish any clue as to the most desirable combination'

of the parents. They also indicated that no great variation might

be expected in later generations. Seed was saved and some of it

may be offered for testing, while a further trial is anticipated upon

the Home Grounds.

"Bright and Early-Nolt's Earliest' (14/94).

The first and second generation of the above cross was grown

with the result that the plants came early into bearing and the

fruits were of fine shape and color but not quite large enough for

the general trucker. For home use, where a medium-sized, bright

red, "apple"-shaped frnit is desired, this cross would be acceptable,.

and for forcing it would seem to leave but little to be desired.
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"Fortane.Earliana'' (53/33).

The 'TortunG" is a variety that has made a ^rxxl reoHvl in its

crosses for the past two years. The plants, as a riih^, are larj^e and
strong and medium as tO' time of ]>earing the crop. A combination
with the ''Earliana," in which "Fortune" is crossed ujwn the

hybrid of "Earliana," is shown at 1 in Plate VII. It is seen that

the interior is quite solid and yet is somewhat l)r(jkon by the seed

cavities. The wall is of good thickness and the fruit is larjre

enough, as indicated by the label (an inch square) bearing the

record numerals of the kind and character of the cross. There was

some variation among the plants as to the smoothness of the fruit

£ind seed was saved only from the most desirable.

" Oiant-Ponderosa " (56 103).

The cross between the two varieties named alxtve, as expected,

gave very large, long vines and fruits undesirably large and

irregular. The notes show that the fruits were an improvement

upon the "Ponderosa," but the only excuse for gi-owing this cross

would be that of a desire to see how large a crop could l)e i>ro-

duced. The ground, late in the season, was literally covered with

the enormous misshapen fruits. The first of the two fmits of this

cross, shown in sectional view at 2, is of the second generation as

indicated by the Eoman numerals upon the label, while the next

slice-view (3) is of a specially selected plant (c) of the previous

year. The second varies somewhat from the first in having the

lara:e center less broken by small seed cavities. It is not unli'cely

tha't this cross will be useful in breeding for solidity and com-

parative seedlessness, l)ut, in itself, it is not desirable except for an

enormous crop.

"Honor Bright-Fortune" 60 53 .

Somewhat similar to the fruit of the '"Fortune-Earliana" is the

one in slic^view showni at -i, where, as sho^^^l by the label, the

''blood" of the ''Fortune" makes up three-quarters of the whole.

The five plants were all stout, showing none of the yellow foliage

<'ommon to the "Honor Brioht" and bore a large, late crop of red,
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flattisli fruits. In this cross, the seed cavities are large as com-

pared with the cross last descriljed but superior to it in length

and smoothness as well as color of the frnit.

"Magnerosa" (75 103).

A fair sample of this new variety of Station tomato is added

here (5) by way of comparison and to show an average fruit in

its third generation upon the Home Grounds. " The broken center-

is well shown in the section, as also the thickness of the wall and

number and size of the seed cavities.

'Magnerosa" npon "Aristocrat-Extra Early Tree'' (15ll03lllllll59)

By com]>ining the "Magnerosa" with a cross of "Aristocrat"'

upon "Extra Early Tree," a set of plants was obtained showing,

much variability. The fruits Avere large but too irregular (6) and,,

coming late in the season, were not especially desirable. It re^

mains to determine what careful selection may be able to bring out

and iix in this combination. The breeding together of more than

two varieties is usually a loss of time and trying to the piatienoe.

" Ponderosa-Doke of York" (103/32).

Two rows of the cross of "Ponderosa" upon "Duke of York"'

were grown the present season and all the plants were of large size

and produced much fruit during the middle of the season. The-

tomatoes were too large and irregular for the market. The flesh

was of a flne pink color and the small seed cavities were scattered'

through the center, making a solid fniit (7). It is likely that, by

breeding, the undesirable features may be removed and a tine va-

riety secured.

"Stone-Bast of All " (12l/l2).

At 8 is shown, a slice^view of the above cross, which is not an

entirely satisfactory fruit because of its medium small size. Tliere

were, however, some very superior tomatoes and somewhat earlier

than the "Stone." The color was a very desirable bright red..

By selection for gTeater size this cross may prove acceptable.
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PLATE VII.

Tomntoes. Twelve sections of fruits of various crosses of Tomatoes
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"Aristocrat-Lemon Blnsh'' 149 14*7'.

The above cross is l)ct\vet'n a rcd-fniittMl dwarf ( "Avistdcrat" )

and a yellow standard sort. Only the standard ])lants were selected

from the seed bed for setting' in the field. The "Lemon jJlnsh" is

remarkable .for its gTeat vigor and hcalthfulness of vines. The

five plants all chanced to be red-frnited and, therefore, as t«» ty])c

of plant, standard and color of frnit, there was nniformity. T\hi

row was a good one and the fniit section shown at is a fair

sample of the whole and presents to view a well disj)(»se(l center

and a tliick wall, while in shape it. leaves but little to be (le>ir<Ml.

"Dwarf Stone-Enormous" 170 44'.

Upon ''Visitor's Day" (Angiist 17th), when several liundre<l

persons interested in crop-gTowing viewed the Garden, there was

no row of plants that received more favorable comment than that

of the "Dwarf Stone" npon the ''Enonnous." Many other crosses

were past their prime but this was at its best. The plants were all

of the standard type, the dwarfs (al)Out one-fourth in all such

crosses) having been discarded when the others were removed from

the seed bed. Perhaps the leading feature of attraction was the

line bright red color of the fiiiits, combined with satisfactory size

and smoothness. The center of one of the fmits is shown at 10

and it is seen to lack somewhat in solidity, but there is an entire

absence of any hard green core, so objectionable in some varieties.

It is too soon to judge of the merits of tliis cross but it may Iw

offered for a general test. Of course it is not an early tonuito.

'Globe-Duke of York" (194 32).

The "Globe"—a novelty sent out in 1U05—was bred to several

varieties last year and these crosses have been studied the present

season. A fruit slide of the above cross is shown at 11, but it does

not do full justice to the cross because of lack of fruit when the

photogi-aph was taken. The "Globe," as the name^ suggests, has

a fiiiit with a long polar axis and the combination with the "Duko

of York" did not materially improve the center. Tn vigor an.l
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productiveness nf plant, the cross is satisfactory and the color, fol-

lowing- both plants, is of course a pink. There were other crosses

^vit.h the "Glohe'' that give more of promise.

"Station Tellow-Dwarf Stone" (210 169).

Only two plants were groA\^l of this cross, both of which were

dwarf, following the parents—but in color of fruit one was yellow

and the other red. The tomatoes, aside from color, were alike and

quite satisfactory'—the interior being a blending of flesh and small

seed cavities, as sho\\ii at 12 in Plate VII.

Some of the "Globe" Crosses.

The ''Globe" was crossed upon the following varieties last year:

"Brinton's Best," "Duke of York," "Imperial," "King Hum-
bert," "Magiius," "Ponderosa" and "Alice Ptoosevelt." This block

of crosses, with the male parent in common, gave promises of re-

sults that will l)e announced later. With the exception of the

"Duke of York," all the crosses were grown for the first generation

in the greenhouse and, therefore, in the field the past season the

first and second generations were grown side by side in parallel

rows.

The "Globe-Brinton's Best" (194/15) cross for the first gen-

eration gave long vines, four of which bore red, and one pink,

fruits. In the second generation, the plants were practically the

same, namely, two with red and three with pink fruits. Out of

this cross, there may be two strains separated, upon the basis of

fruit color. The fruits were long, to which the term "apple-

shaped" is temporarily applied.

The "Globe-Imperial" (194/63) gave three red and two pink

fruited plants for both the first and second generations. Here the

vines showed much length, were prolific and the fruits solid "apple-

shaped" and somewhat late in maturing.

In the "Globe-King Humbert" (194/64) cross, the fruits were

a very long plum in l)oth generations, not easily distinguished and

all w( !•(' red.

The "Globe-Magnus" (194/75) cross gave strong plants, only

the fine-leaved type being grown and the long fruits were all of tlie

])ink color.
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A variable set of strong plants was produced in the ''Globe-Pon-

ilerosa" (194/103) cross and here the shapes of the fruits were

full of interest. Some were fiattish and rough like the "Pon-

derosa" parent, while others were -'apple-shaped." A longitudinal

section of one of the tomatoes, showing considerable length of

axis, is seen at 9 in Plate VIII. In this plate, the label is a

half-inch square and several examples of tomatoes with a long

polar axis are given, as follows: 1, ''Red Plum" (180) ; 2, ''Red

Pear" (179) ; 3, a cross between two long-fiiiited kinds from Italy

(3151/3047) ; 4, "Dwarf Stone" upon "Red Plum" (169/180) ;

5, "Ponderosa" upon ''Sumatra Fig" (103/181) ; 6, "King Hum-

bert" (64); 7, "King Humbert" upon "Fortune" (64/53); 8,

"'Magnerosa" (75/10^3), and 9, "Globe" upon "Ponderosa"

(194/103), mentioned above.

"Red Carrant-Dwarf Champion'' (177154).

The above cross is a very violent one because it is between two

species, the "Currant" and the common tyiDe of tomato, and, sec-

ondly, the former is a standard of a very fine-leaved group while

the latter is a dwarf. The blend resulting from the cross was

grown in the greenhouse and from seed of this the twenty plants

were raised, from which selections were made for the types showai

in Plate IX. The spray, shown at 1, might be mistaken for the

true "Currant," but upon close inspection, there are sufficient

evidences of the cross. At 2 the foliage is seen to be approaching

that of the ordinary standard fine-leaved type. Through 3 the

type changes somewhiat abru]3tly in 4, in which the stems are up-

right for a time and afterwards bend over clumsily because of the

great length of the stem' of these crosses. The leaves are, perhaps,

the most different from the ordinary "Currant" type, they being

short with the divisions broadened and strongly curled downward

and inward. The extreme type of the crosses is seen at 5, in which

the foliage of the mother plant is most nearly approached. These

plants, four out of the thirty, were nearly upright, comparatively

short-stemmed and may be classed as dwarfs although the axis of

the plant is longer than a dwarf of the common sorts of tomatoes.

In fruit tlie variations were not great, all plants producing

clusters somewhat after the "Currant" type, but shorter, with the
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toiiiat<^os of the size of Larg'e cherries. It was observed that some
plants ]n'odnced fruits that averaged larger than those of others,

while six were pink, following the "Dwarf Champion" parent, and

the other fourteen were red, like the "Cnrrant."

There is, perhaps, but little of practical value in the results of

this cross. The dwarf forms may serve as useful plants f.ir pro-

ducing small, neat fruits in great abundance for pickling or where

a small, round tomato may be of special use. Seed by inbreeding

was obtained from these plants.

It was observed that the flea-beetles, and possibly other insects,

were more apt to eat the foliage of these crosses than that of the

ordinary sorts.

NaToiv-Leaved Tomato Planti.

Several plants of the "filiform" type of foliage were found

among the crosses the present season. These agree, in general,

with those that were first noticed the previous year and noted in

the Report (1905) upon page 472. These plants are peculiar in

having the ex])ansions of the leaves reduced to narrow threads, not

much more than the main veins remaining. The general' appear-

ance of a spray of a filiform plant is shown upon the right side in

Plate IX. Frequently the terminal portion of the leaf is broader

than any other similar portion, giving a strange aspect to the plant.

The flowers partake of the slender, elongated nature of the foliage,

and are therefore somewhat longer and very much narrower in the

envelopes than the common blossoms. They form the most striking-

variation that has been observed in tomato flowers, which, as a rule,

are quite constant.

The plants showing this type of leaf are not fruitful, and do not

seem to be of any practical use. Seeds have been obtained from
inbred plants that the peculiarity may be further studied as to its

persistence and efl'ect when bred with the ordinary kinds.

TOMATO PLANTS FROM CUTTINGS.

Cuttings were taken from several of the most acceptable tomato
plants that were grown in the greenhouse and placed in the garden.

The following is the list, with occasional comment:
"Atlantic Prize-Washington" (7/212) gave one plant, not

thrifty.
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"IjVaiity- Fortune" (8/53) gave fine, liigli-coloreJ (red), uni-

form fruits.

'•l-5rig-lit and Early-Nolt's Earliest" (14/94). Tlu> fruits were

uuiforni upon all the plants, but a trifle too small for iield culture.

"Cumberland-Dandy Dwarf" (28/158). The foliage of these

plajits was of the yellow type, and strengthened the oi)inion that it

is not as good as the ordinary green kind.

^'Earliana-Jewel" (3.'3/G6). This proved undesirable because

of undersized fruits that cracked.

"Giant-Pondero'^a" (50/103). Plere the plants and fruits were

all of the same typo, but the latter were too large and irregular.

"Giant-Globe" (54/194) pro.duced a large number of large

fruits, but late in the season.

"King Humbert-Fortune" (04/53). These plants, while uni-

form in all respects, showed too nuicli of the ''Humbert" blood to

be of much value.

"King Humbert-Giant Climbing" (04/57). In itself, not

Avortliy of culture.

"King Humbert-Ponderosa" (04/103). Very productive, but

the fruits were long and flabby.

''King Humbert-Lemon Blush" (04/147). Undesirable, but

may be of value as a breeder.

"Mag-nus-CWmson Ctishion" (75/20). A fine set of plants,

uniform in all respects. This meritorious cross is reported else-

where.

"Mag-nus-Earliana" (75/33). This gave uniformity in vine

and fruit, the latter being of desirable form and color.

"Magnus-Dwarf Champion" (75/153). This was a set of the

dwarf type of uniform character and excellence;.

"]\Lagnus-Da7idy Dwarf" (75/158). The green foliage type of

plants Avas represented and proved of only fair fruitfulness.

'•Magnus-Alice Roosevelt" (75/188). This cross, throughout

the cuttings, grew uniformly strong plants with "apple-shaped"

fruits.

"Ponderosa-Duke of York" (103/32). The plants were uni-

formly large-sized but the fruits lacked desirable qualities.

"Potato Leaf-Minnesota" (104/87). The fruits were too small

for field culture.

"South Jersey-Bright and Early" (119/14). The plants were

medium and the fruits fair, red and smooth.
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"South Jcrscy-Earliaiia" (119/33). The plants did well and
the crop was earlv and satisfactory.

"Stone-Brinton's Best" (121/15). This even set of plants

-gave fine large fruits.

"Dwarf Stone-Imperial" (170/63). The plants were all poor.

"Dwarf Stone-Golden Queen" (170/144). The unifonn plants

were strong, of the standard type with very firm, bright red fruits.

"Alice Rooseveilt-ImiDerial" (188/63). This was a poor set of

plants.

"Globe-Brinton's Best" (194/15). This gave a set of plants

with red, smooth fruits.

"GlobehDuke of York" (194/32). The fruits were large, pink,

"apple^shaped," but not regular.

"GloberKing Humbert" (194/64). This gave a long, flabby

fruit.

"Globe-Magnus" (194/75). A set of strong plants, all fine-

leaved and pink-fruited.

This experiment strengthens the belief that lilocks of tomato

plants may be easily obtained from cuttings that will be extremely

uniform, and, until varieties are more stable than at present, it

may be desirable to thus secure fancy crops of the very choicest

types of plants of any selected kind. It is a treat to the grower to

l>e able to fill his baskets or wagons with fruits that vary no more

than do those from, any one plant that approaches the ideal

toinato.

The fact of nearly absolute uniformity in shape and color and

appa'oximately so in size is one that appeals to some truckers, as

it does strongly to the fastidious consumer, and, through the

method of making cuttings, the way is clear to an increased pleas-

ure, if not of profit, in tomato growing.

GENERAL REMARKS UPON TOMATO EXPERIMENTS.

There were two hundred and eighty-four crosses, five plants

each (with few exceptions), grown the present season, not includ-

ing thirty-six crosses from cuttings taken from the greenhouse

plants. Representatives were in quantity of standard and dwarf

types of plants; fine, coarse and yellow sorts of foliage; red,

pink, yellow and "white," smooth and hairy (fuzz) fruits.
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Tlio standard plants have, as a rule, done better, but jx^rhaps in

a soil more congenial to tomatoes the dwarfs might be as prefer-

able. The latter, being smaller, may be planted much closer and
permit of horse tillage where the standards sjn-ead and interfere

with the cultivator or ploAV. Certain of the dwarfs did reniaik-

ably well, giving some of the finest fruits that Avere grown. The
test, in continuation of the ''JMagnerosa-Dwarf Champion"
(T5/1.5;>) crosses, offered an opportunity to study the sul)jec.t of

size and ty]>e of ffiliage at the same time. Rows were set with

]>]ants of the following four iDossible combinations: (1) standard

fine-leaved; (2) standard coarse-leaved; (3) dwarf fine-leaved

and (4) dwarf coarse-leaved. The rows were side by side, and,

as far as possible, the same conditions prevailed with all plants

as to time of seed-sowang, transplanting and field culture. The
dwarfs were given the same ground space as the standards, which

was to their advantage. Under the above-named circumstances,

the general conclusion was that the standard fine-leaved plants

were superior and the relative merit of each of the four groups

is expressed by the order in which they are given above. This

corresponds with the report of the same test made last season, and

therefore cne year earlier in the history of the development of

these four types from the single mother fruit. Where the dwarfs

are set a half more to the acre than the standards, it is likely that

the yield will equal that of the standards for any given area. The
fruits upon the dwarfs vary less in size than upon the standard

plants, that is, they are neither as large nor as small, and in this

respect are superior. Again, the dwarfs are more apt to ])ear the

fruits up from the ground, and are therefore more perfect in ex-

terior and somewhat better flavored. When a dwarf ''falls over,"

it makes a one-sided plant that is much less shapely than the stand-

ard and more apt to get broken off near the root. A single stout

stake would help to hold a dwarf in place much better than a

standard that is not pnined to a single stem, in which case the

lattei" would become tall and troublesome.

The yellow foliage was more or less in evidence in nearly all

the crosses where it is a, parental characteristic. In a double com-

bination of "Honor Bright" (with yellow foliage) and "Fortune"

upon "Fortune," in which, therefore, the "Honor Bright" is repre-

sented by one-quarter, there were no yellow-leaved plants among
the five of the row. But in the ci'oss of "Honor Bright" with
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"Froginurc/' there was one uf the "siekly"" yellow plants to four

of the usual green type. Anioaig the "Princess" crosses, compris-

ing twenty-two plants, there was only one that showed the peculiar

foliage in question, but this one was strongly marked and indi-

cates that the characteristic may be expected tO' apjiear in small

numbers for an indefinite time in crosses where one parent is

"yellow-leaved."

Concerning the color of the fruit, it is not easy to state the

results of the observations in a few words. The reds, pinks and

yellows are fairly constant, and all attempts to develo]) inter-

mediates have been failures, excepting that, for example, the

"reds," so-called—^wliich are, in fact, a dark orange mixed with

red—have in some instances lost all of the red and developed pure

orange fruits. Seeds from these orange fruits do not give fruits

after their kind, 1)ut the old mixture of colors. When the "reds"

and "pinks"-—which difi^'er from the "reds" in having less orange

—are bred together, the offspring are easily arranged under the

tv/o parental colors, oue-f(»urth being "pinks." Here, again, there

are slight modifications.

With the yellow^ color there is more hope of getting a combina-

tion with the reds and the stri\-ing after a deep blush upon a yellow

background, like a peach in its perfection of color, may not be in

vain.

The so-called "white"-fruited sorts have been grown only to a

limited extent, and the crosses obtained are few. Thus the "Ivory

Ball," in combination Avith "Duke of York" (32/175), in its

second generation, gave three plants with pink fruits, like the male

parent, and two with very pale yellow fruits, styled "whitish

lemon" in the note-book record. This last is quite different from

the mother fruit, which does not show the yellow. A similar result

was obfained Avith the "Aristocrat," three of the plants giving light

yellow fruits, while two were red, but, most interesting of all,

showing the yellow as Idotches upon the surface. When the "Gold

Ball" is bred with "Ivory Ball" (172/175) there results in the

first generation a fruit that is of a lighter yellow than the male.

In the next generation the same lighter color is retained as a con-

stant average between the two parents. In the cross with "Y'ellow

Cherry," the "Ivory Ball" (175/183) produced a pale yellow fruit

of the size of the "})lum," and again reduced the amount of yellow
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in the fniit?^. The same peculiar lemon color was imifonnly re-

tained in the next g-eneration.

Nothing; has l)een done directly to study the peculiar fruit coat

that is characteristic of the peach. In the cross of the ''1903" with

the "Quarter Century" (143//165/14o) the "i)each" surface was

apparent upon the tomatoes of four out of five plants, and in this

respect fdlloweil the male. It shonld he said that the '"1903" hlood

in this instance is represented by the fraction %. The results of

previous ohservations lead to the opinion that tlie fine hairiness

upon the fruit is not expected upon more than a quarter of the

plants in the tirst generatioii, after the blend, when one parent has

that characteristic.

EXPERIMENTS WITH EGGPLANTS.

Durinii- the ]iresent season, the area devoted to eggplants has

been ehietiy oeeupifil with crosses between the several varieties,

iind, necessarily, but little space was given to the parent sorts. A
comparatively full list of the commercial varieties that have been

grown, with ]iartial descriptions of the same, are given in the

Eeport for 1905, pages 485-492. There were only a few repre-

sentatives of the ''Jersey Belle" upon the Home Grounds. Packets

of the seed of this sort were distril>u.ted in the winter to two hun-

dred and twenty-six (226) aj^plicants, nearly all within the State,

and from their reports the following extracts are made.'^

Reports upon the "Jersey Belle" Eggplant.

''This eggplant is very large and productive for an early sort,

good purple color, well shaped, some slight variation as to type."

^'Would say my 'Jersey Belle' egg'plants are the finest I or any of

mv neia:hbors ever saw. Thev stand three and four feet high, and

are very bushy. The stems are a very dark purple, also the fruit.

I picked my first the twenty-first of July and it measured twenty-

three inches around and tAventy-six the long way. They are per-

* Seedling eggplants are not as easy to grow as young cabbage plants, or even

tomatoes, and this seems to be the reason for the failures, in some instances, to secure

satisfactory plants. If the trial of these seeds has led growers to look more carefully

to details in such matters in the future, the results marked failures will not be

altogether without fiuit.
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fectly smooth, and some plants have seven and eight on them."'

"They are good bearers." ''Plants vigorous, some stocky, others

of taller groM'th." "All are of good quality." 'Tree from dis-

ease." "The seed I received produced very large eggplants of good

purple color and well shaped." "Two or three fruits on all plants."

"The fruit is of good shape and size for slicing." '"The plants are

large, stocky and vigorous, and the leaves dark. The fruit varies

from long to half-long, quality the best. I consider it worthy of

general cultivation." "I think it a variety worth keeping, as they

started easily when little plants." "It has met all one could expect,

and at the present time is doing nicely ; the size is good, and it is

very productive ; we have never had such very good success with

eggplant'^, but this is as good or better than we have ever had

before." "Color very fine." "The 'Jersey Belle' is doing finely ; a

quick, vigorous gTower, setting fruit nicely ; earlier than the ']^ew

York Improved,' set at same time ; I think it a very promising

variety." "The eggplant has continued to bear fruit liberally,

some being quite long, others similar to 'JSTew York Luproved;' it

is a very desirable sort, being earlier with me than any other I

have." "It is thirty-three to thirty-seven inches in height; vigor-

ous grower; three to six fruits at once, with crowded blossoms all

over plant." "We are much pleased with the 'Jersey Belle;' we
are growing the ']^e\v York Improved,' and I notice the superior

shape of your plant, it being more of an ideal shape for slicing; it

seems to be a hardy, vigorous grower, and we hope to produce more
of its kind next year." "I succeeded in raising fine plants ; the

fruit is five to six inches long, three to four inches thick, and one

plant has three of this size and five smaller ones." "The 'Jersey

'

Belle' eggplant is growing finely; in the bed from the seed you
sent me there will be a reversion to the parent stock of about 20
per cent., largely of the long purple variety; the true type, how-
ever, will be attractive in appearance and ar fine grower ; color,

dark purple; ver\^ quick in maturing its fruits; I am inclined to

think it will be the earliest of the large varieties
;
plant a vigorous

grower, and about as productive as 'I^ew York Improved.' " "The
'Jersey Belle' is an entire success ; the plants are about two feet

high and very A'igorous ; they are loaded with fniits and blossoms

;

plants very uniform in shape; fruits exceedingly fine." "The
eggplant is satisfactory; it is a vigorous grower and has large
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fruits; flavor good." 'Tlavor of fruit unusually good; better

than the large variety I have." "A good plant and a good bearer."

The crosses considered below are arranged in the sequence of

the numerals representing the male parents.

"Black Snake" upon "Dwarf Pnrple"— 12/5).

Of this cross seventeen plants were grown and all were thrifty

and in full bloom by the middle of June. Later on, July 14th,

it was noted that the plants were of medium height and full of

fruit, showing that this cross is early and tlie plants are com-

paratively small. The record shows that eleven of the plants were

decidedly dwarf while others Avere of nearly the standard size.

All had purple foliage and stems with the same color for the

fruits, which were long, pear-shaped and too small for the summer

market. It was also recorded that the fniits did not decay as is

the case with all of the more common sorts. An inferior sample

of the quite uniform fruit of this cross is shown at 1 in Figure 1.

As the photograph was taken very late in the season, the sample is

not up to the average for this cross.

»

"Black Snake" upon "Early Dwarf Oval "-(2/6).

This cross gave a set of thirteen plants that were similar in all

resjDects to the cross previously mentioned. Four plants were

dwarfs and nine of the standard tyjDe. Fruits were produced

early, as previously stated, and in very great abundance, held on

without decaying throughout the season, but, unfortunately, are

too small for the market unless they may be of particular value

when ffrown in the o-reenhouse for Avinter use.
to'

"Black Snake" upon "New York Improved "-(2 /l8).

This cross was represented by five plants, all of upright growth

and with dark foliage representing two types, namely, those that

were very tall and decidedly bushy and the dwarf type, there

being three of the latter. The tall plants were fairly prolific and

the dark purple fruit resembled the male parent in being quite

long.

28
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"Blaok Pekin" upon "Black Snake "-(3/2).

Nine plants of this cross were grown and they showed both

parents in the tallness of the plants and the dark foliage and
stems. All the plants came into bearing early and were compara-

tively fruitful. The fruits themselves Avere not large;, quite elon-

gated, somewhat curved and combined the characteristics of the

two parents. A sample is shown at 2 in the engraving.

"Dwarf Purple" upon "Black Beauty "-(5/4).

There were ten plants of this cross, all of them large and excel-

lent. Fine marketable fruits were in abundance on July 14th and

were quite uniformly of the oval type shown at 3 in the engraving.

There was a tendency on the part of the plants to break up into

two types as to size, half l>eing strictly standards and the other

five of a more dwarfish nature. The foliage was unusually strong,

the leaves being broad and green, as also were the stems. This is a

promising cross.

"Dwarf Purple" upon '* New York Improved"—(6/19.)

This cross showed strongly the blood of the "Dwarf Purple,"

giving a set of low, spreading plants with purplish foliage and

stems. The fruit, of good size and produced in abundance, was

of a handsome pear-shape, as shown at 4.

"Jersey Belle" upon "Black Snake"— (10/2).

This cross was represented by thirteen plants, all of them quite

tall like the "Black Snake," wdth dark foliage and stems. The

fiTiits were produced in abundance and had a long, cylindrical

form, shown at 5, and varied as to the color, some of them being of

a rich purple while others were inclined to be green and somewhat

striped, as indicated in the engraving. This type of fruit" is quite

close to that of the "Station Eggplant No. 1," seed of which was

distributed to a limited number at the beginning of the season.



Fig. 1.

Cfo.'.-ffd ?ji(iphint^. "Black Snake-Dwarf Purple" is shown at 1: "Black Pekin-Black
Snake," 'J: "Dwarf Purple-Black Beauty." 3; "Dwarf Purplc-Xew York Improverl," 4;
"Jersey Belle Black Snake."5: "Jersey Belle-Excelsior Tree," (i :

" Lorn; White-Black Snake,"
7 ;

" Lona: White-Black Beautv." 8 :
" Prifle of Sunnyside-Blaek Beauty." '.).







X M-~
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''Jersey Belle" upon "Exoelsior Tree"-flO/7).

Oiilj five plants of this cross were grown the present season,

two of them being of the standard type with broad leaves showing,

but little purple color in the stems and the fruits of particularly

attractive form, a long bell with a rich purplei color; the record

book has underscored against this type of this cross the word

^'promising," A representative of the fruit is given at 6.

"Long 'White" upon 'Black Snake "-(ll/2).

There were ten plants of this cross and all of them were tall with

purple in both leaves and stems. The long, cylindrical fruits were

seasonable, some of them purple and others decidedly green, some-

what striped and turning yellow when ripe. The specimen shown

at 7 gives some idea of the marking upon the fruit above men-

tioned. The plants of this cross were particularly noticeable be-

cause of their extra, height and the long, slender fruits, borne' in

considerable numbers and which are particularly adapted for

slicing.

"liong 'White" upon "Black Beauty "-(11 /4).

Eleven very fine, thrifty plants of this cross were grown and

attracted much attention on account of the large size and fine form

and coloring of the fruits (8) which they produced. All the

plants were green throughout in stem and foliage, of medium
height, came into bearing promptly and held out through the long

season, giving great promise for this combination. It is noted

that the blend repi'esented by this set of plants showed nothing

of the color of the white parent, the fruits being of a particularly

rich dark purple.

"Pride of Snnnyside" upon "Black Beauty "-(20/4).

The thirteen plants representing this cross were all of small size,

rather broad-leaved, with purple color and foliage, and younger

branches late in coming into bearing and not very fruitful. A
sample of the fruit is shown at 9.
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"liong White" upon "New York Improved"-! 11 i 8).

In 1905 the third generation of this cross was represented by a

block of thirty plants, as recorded in the Annnal Report for last

year. It was there stated that "seeds were saved from only tvv'O

plants, and these were exceptionally fine in many respects, and

agreed in having the many fruits—one seven and the other nine

—

of a delicate pink color when ready for the market" During the

present season forty-five plants from the seed of the best plants

above mentioned were grown in the Gardens. IJ^pon July 9th the

plants were in bloom and some variations were noted, and a week

later it was observed that while some of the young fmits were a

bright pink, others were entirely white. Later in the season it was

determined by actual count that there were thirty-seven plants

that bore pink and eight white fruits. The plants were quite imi-

form in size and character of foliage, with the leaves and steins of

a strictly green color. The fruits themselves, borne in abundance,

were long bell-shaped. The color varied among the pinks, some of

them being dark and others decidedly light, so that further selec-

tion is much needed before a uniform fruit, in color and also in

shape, is obtained. The type of plant, productiveness and desira-

ble shape of the fruit all combine to make this cross one of decided

promise. The small number of white throughout the plants sug-

gests the Mendelian law, the pink color being dominant. In type

of plant and productiveness, and in fact all other characteristics

than the color, the white strain agrees with the pink sort above

mentioned. Fruits were obtained by hand pollination, and there

is hope of having a block of plants next year that will be entirely

of the white strain. There remains one characteristic to be men-

tioned, namely, that the flesh of the fruit of this cross, whether

pink-colored or white upon the surface, resembles that of the

"snow" apple ("Fameuse"), and is decidedly attractive, giving

this cross a characteristic that separates it readily from all other

crosses grown in the Gardens.

HYBRID EGGPLANTS.

In 1904 a fruit was obtained upon the "Scarlet Chinese" egg-

plant (Sola-ivam integrifolium Poir.), bearing seeds that were fer-

tilized with the "Fordhook Improved" (Solamim Melongena L.).
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This oombination has taken the fractional record number, 14/25.

Last season a single plant of the hybrid was grown, a description

of which, with engraving of fruit sections, was given in last year's

Iie|X)rt, pages 291-492. During the j)resent season thirty-six

plants, representing the first generation from the blend, were grown
in the Gardens, a record of which, in tabular form, is given below

:

SIZE. COLOR. FOLIAGE.

Tall

Medium

.

Green...

Purple..

Small

Tall

Large

Low
Medium

.

Green ..

Purple..

Green ..

Purple..

Tall

Dwarf

Tall

Medium
Low Green

Medium

.

Purple (light)..

Green

Purple

Low
Dwarf....

Medium

.

Tall

Dwarf ....

Medium

.

Dwarf....

Tall

Medium

.

Large.

Purple (Green).

(dark)...

" (Green).

Green

Purple

Green ..

Purple

.

Large, crinkled....

Small, smooth

Medium, crinkled

Large, crinkled....

Small, smooth

Medium, smooth..

Large, crinkled....

Small, smooth

Large, crinkled....

Medium, crinkled

Large, smooth

Medium, smooth..

Small, smooth

Medium, crinkled

Long, crinkled

Medium, smooth..

" mediiun

" crinkled

Large, smooth
" crinkled...

smooth

Mediiun, smooth;.

Large, smooth

Medium, smooth..

Large, smooth

Small, smooth
" crinkled...

Medium, smooth..

Large, smooth

None.

Yes.

None.

Few, white.
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Tlie above table of the tliirty-six plants, grown from seed from

the single-blend plant of the previous season, shows several leading

points in which the individuals differed from each other. The

general terms as to size in the first column, when grouped, include

the following number of plants : Large, 3 ; tall, 7 ; medium, 17
;

small, 1 ; low, 4 ; dwarf, 4. In other w^ords, there were above

medium, 10; medium, 17, and below medium, 9, or one-half were

medium and one-quarter tall and the other quarter dwarfed. The

record of color of stems and foliage show^s that six were green, with

three others with a combination of green and purple ; that is, one-

quarter showed green and three-quarters purple. The size and

appearance of the leaves varied greatly, and do not admit of much

grouping. There were 14 large, 15 medium and 7 small-leaved

plants, and 22 with smooth leaves, 12 with crinkled foliage, and

2 that were midway between the two. There were only 3 of the

plants with prickles or "spines." ,

The flowers varied somewhat in size, and those borne by purple

plants were pink, while the green plants had white blossoms. As

a rule, the flowers were numerous, but failed tO' set fruit. In tliis

last point of fruitfulness there was a great range. There w^ere

four plants that produced no mature fruits, one of them being

among the largest in the block. The four dwarfs gave an average

of eighteen fruits, while the largest plant averaged only about

three fruits. This condition of fruitfulness is well shown in Plate

X., where a large and small plant are given, the former bearing no

fruits and the latter thirty. The size, shape and color of the fruits

upon any given plant were quite constant, but there were many
variations upon the whole block. The fruits from the two parents

are shown in the upper half of Plate XL, "American" at 1 and

"Chinese" at 2, and sample fruit-bearing stems from ten hybrids

are shown from 2 to 10, those at the left being more nearly smooth

and most approaching the common garden parent. Many things

are lost in the engraving, as, for example, color, which is uniformly

orange, and therefore differing but little from the "Chinese"

parent. The shade, how^ever, varies, and in those fruits that are

nearest "apple-shaped," as at 2 and 3, the color approaches lemon,

and something like that taken on by certain garden eggplant fruits,

as the "Dwarf Purple" when fully mature. The three fruits

shown at 7 are larger than the "Chinese," but quite as flat, and
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deeply ribbed and like it in color. Many plants produced fruits

that constantly were much smaller than the "Chinese" parent, and

one plant produced a liberal quantity of fruits, nearly all of which

showed a long, conical projection at the blossom end, specimens of

which are shown at 9. These instances go to show that in this, the

iirst generation after the blend, the "current," so to say, of the two

commingled "liloods" is not flowing evenly, and one cannot feel

certain of anything until more generations are grown.

It is, however, apparent that in the matter of the character of

the fi-uit, the "Chinese" exerts a preponderating influence over

the "American," but it is to be remembered that the large size

of the fruits of the latter is a cultural development, and, so far

as affecting the hybrid, it may be that the small-fruited wild type

might have been as effective.

The matter of the lack of "spines," with the exception of three

plants, is one of special importance, in view of the fact that both

parents were "spiny," and, also, the blend plant that w^as grown

last season.

A Derivative "American-Chinese*'' Eggplant Hybrid.

In 1905, a combination was secured between the above hybrid

and the "Scarlet Chinese" parent, and is expressed by the com-

pound fraction 25//14/25, the double line separating the two

parts that enter into this second union. Twenty-four plants were

grown, and below some of the charactei-istics are given in tabular

form

:

I

I
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SIZE. COLOR. FOLIAGE.

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

21

Medium.

Large

Medium.

Low

Medium.

Giant

Medium.

Tall

Medium..

Low....

Dwarf

.

Medium.,

Large

Medium.

Purpk'

Green

Purple

Green

Puryjle

Green

Purple

" (Green)

Green

Purple

Green

Purple

Dark, .smootli

Large, smooth

" white

Smooth

Purple

Oak-leaf

Long, crinkled

Large, smooth

Long, smooth

Medium, .smooth.

Long, crinkled....

Smooth, crinkled

Medium, smooth

Long, smooth

Medium, smooth.

Long, smooth

No.

Ko.

Yes.

No.

Yes.

No.

Yes.

No.

Few.

Many.

Few.

Few, large.

Few.

Many.

Very many,

Few.

Many.

Few.

Many.

Few.

2-t

27

12

7

15

3

24

9

12

9

6

27

24

2

27

30

2.5

10

2

5

12

29

In size there were seven above medium, eleven medimn and six

low, or dwarf. The color of foliage shows that there were eigh-

teen with p^iirple stems and leaves and six that were green (one

having some purple). Some omissions in the notes npon the

foliage render it impossible to get the number of crinkled and

smooth-leaved plants. Sixteen of the plants were with "spines"

and eight without them; five were profuse with bloom in late

autumn and nineteen bore but few flowers. In number of fruits

the range was from none to thirty. The seven plants above
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inf'<liuiii size averaged four fruits imd the five below niediuui had
(jne hundred and ten fruits. The two dwarfs bore fifty-seven

fruits while the two "giants" were entirely barren. In this set

of hybrids there was a direct correlation of fruitfulness and small

size, besides it was the dwarfs that jti'odneed the largest and finest

specimens of fruits.

If, l)y further exjx?rimentation, it is found that the dwarfs con-

tinue to be small-sized and fruitful, it will suggest that this char-

acteristic type of plant may have its origin in breeding even when
the parents are of the standard forms.

''Pride of Snnnyslde" upon ''Scarlet Chinese "-20 25>.

This set of fourteen plants was most remarkable in its vegeta-

tive power, producing enormous plants five and more feet high and
proportionately broad, the leaves being uniformly quite large and

slightly tinged with purple. As a whole, these two races of giant

plants were nearly fruitless. The specimens that were obtained

at the close of the season were usually smaller than those of the

"Chinese" parent. The plants were extremely tliorny, more so

than any other hybrids that have thus far been grown, and exceed-

ing to a large extent the spinose nature of the "Chinese" parent.

One peculiarity, noted in this hybrid for the first time, is the

pinkish color of the young, growing fruits, this color being held

until near maturity, when it is displaced by a dull orange resem-

bling slightly that of the "Chinese" parent. This color is evidently

taken from the "American" eggplant, as it agrees perfectly in

shade with those of our ordinary purple eggplants. In the lower

half of Plate XL is shown a collection of the fruits of this hybrid

from eighteen plants at different ages of maturity in ecuitrast with

the "American" parent upon the left hand (1), while the

"Chinese" (20) is shown upon the extreme right.

The small size of the hybrid fruits is sho^\^l by comparing the

eighteen samples with the parents. Some attempts have been made

to arrange the several specimens so as to place those most favoring

the "American" type at the left hand, and as there is no marked

difference to be noted, it is very evident that, so far as the fruits

. are concerned, they are quite uniformly alike in this set of blend

plants. It is not until the next generation of plants is matured
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that the variations may 1x3 expected. Some of the fruits in the

engraving were photographed yonng and while they still held the

purpjo color of the "American" parent. In other words, the small

fruits at 9 and 14, in which the calyx still covers a considerable

portion of the deeply-corrngated fruit, were decidedly purple, and

suggested that (hose fruits may develop along lines of the purple

parent and form fruits of considerable size. The extreme "spini-

ness" of the stems of this hybrid may be noticed at 6 and 9, where

the prickles resemble in shape and are in hardness like those of the

brambles, making these i)lants disagreeable indeed to handle.

Upon October 23d the final harv^est was made, resulting in a total

of sixty-seven fruits, the largest being two inches in the longest,

(equatorial) diameter, and containing but few seeds. The smaller

fniits had all passed the pui^ple stage, but showed strong bands of

green radiating from the stem end, alternating with the orange that

was replacing the purple and green. Many of the smaller fruits

were, perhaps, not younger than the larger ones, but were uni-

fonnly seedless, to which condition the retarded growth may be

due. The excessive spininess of this hybrid is manifest in the

fruit stem and calyx, which were so covered with stiff prickles as

to make the handling of the specimens a matter of discomfort.

Reciprocal Hybrids of American and Chinese Eggplants.

Seventeen blend plants were grown this season of the "Dwarf
Purple" upon the "Scarlet Chinese"—represented in the records

by the fraction 6/25. This set of plants was veiy uniform in size

(two and a half feet high), and had purple foliage and stems,

agreeing quite closely with the male parent. The bloom appeared

the middle of June, and the plants continued to be full of flowers

until cut down by the autmnn frosts. There were only a few fruits

produced, and these were small, much corrugated, and of a light

orange color. The "Chinese" parent evidently was strongly pre-

potent in the fruit qualities, while the "American" seems to be

more influential in the vegetative organs, but, upon the other hand,

the "spines" of the "Chinese" were somewhat intensified.

A total of seventy-six (76) fruits of this hybrid was gathered

upon October 23d, varying from two inches to three-fourths inch

in longest diameter. The smaller fruits were all seedless, and the

largest had only a few seeds.



PLATE XI.

E(i<ii)lniitii. The upper half shows a series of stems with fruits of thy 'American-Chinese "

hybrid's (second generation). The types of the parents being shown at 1 and 12. In the lower

half of the plate are shown samples" of the blend of "Pride of Siinnyside" upon the "Scarletplat
Chinese," the parents being given at 1 and JO.
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The reciprocal of the above hybrid Avas represented by eleven

thrifty plants, resulting from the union of the "Scarlet Chinese",

njion the "Dwarf Purple," the record fraction here being 25/6,

tliat is, the reverse of the last. The plants were in full bloom upon

August 9th, and the record shows that the plants were practically

the same as those of 6/25, aboAje described, excepting in the matter

of size, they being uniformly over a third lai-ger (four feet). The

plants were almost covered with blossoms throughout the season,

but were not prolific. A total of one hundred and fourteen fruits

was gathered upon October 23d, vaiying from three-fourths inch

to two inches in longest diameter; the latter only contained any

seeds.

When the gathered crop of these two blocks of reciprocals was

studied side by side a close resemblance was observed in size and

fonn of the fruits, those of 25/6 being more unifonn, but had the

whole one hundred and ninety sj^ecimens been mixed together, it

would have been impossible to separate them again into their re-

>pective piles. It is noted that the 6/25 produced only four and a

lialf fniits per plant, w^hile its reciprocal, 25/6, yielded an average

of ten. In both hybrids there were plants entirely without fruits,

and it was further observed that the sraaller plants of each set were

the most prolific.

Egyptian Eggplants.

Two packets of eggplant seed were received from the United

States Department of Agriculture some weeks after the regular

time for sowing, but were given a place in the Gardens.

Xo. 18543. "Black Eruit." This was represented by fourteen

plants, which made a good growth for so late in

the season, some of the fruits reaching a remarka-

ble size before the frosts came upon October 12th.

The plants and their fmit resembled quite closely

the "Long Purple," but exceeding it in their vigor

and compactness of gTowth. The fruits were all

purple, excepting those of one plant, upon which

they were nearly round and striped. (Seed mil

be saved, but it may be immature.

)
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Xo. 18544. "White Fruit." The fifteen plants of this lot were

in nearly all respects similar to those of the above

number and were inferior to it because the fruits

(long and white) had a strong tendency to crack.

Some of the jjlants were alongside of a giant

hybrid eggplant and were overshadowed by it.

The abo^'e two lots of seeds were obtained by Mr. D. G. Fair-

child from J\[r, George P. Foaden, of Cairo, Egypt.

GENERAL NOTES UPON EGGPLANTS.

The work of breeding eggplants that has been carried forward

for the past few years indicates that the number of well-established

varieties is not large, and that several so-called kinds differ from

some others little more than in name.

In size of plant, there are the tall kinds, like the "Black Snake"

and "Pekin," and the low sorts, as the "Dwarf Purple," between

which are grouped into two quite artificial sizes, namely, "medium
tall" and the "medium short," the main portion of the popular

sorts of to-day.

The color of foliage offers a point of distinction between some

varieties, as the "Pekin" and the "Xew York Improved," but tliere

are many kinds in which there is only a small amount of the purple

in the plant, making it intermediate between the two extremes.

In color of fruit there is a character that aids in the separation

of varieties, some being white and the larger number dark pui"ple,

"vhile a few are pink and others striped.

The form of the fruit is fairly constant in some sorts, as the

"Black Snake," with the long, often curved, "eggs," and the

"Pekin," having a globular fruit. The oval is met with in several

varieties, but the pear shape is more common and is quite typical

of the truly dwarf sorts.

The point that has been particularly impressive is that of the

added vigor of the blend plants in crosses between varieties of the

garden species and the hybrids secured among the American and

Chinese species. As has been elsewhere stated, it seems well w^orth

the while for o;rowers of this A-egetable to make crosses between dis-

tinct types of eggplants for the special purpose of bringing in-
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creased vigor and fniitfulness into the offspring. It has not yet

been determined how long the renewed strengtli will last, and there-

fore it is well to secure fresh conil)inations every year.

The many reports that have been secured from those who grew

eggplants for the first time lead to the opinion that the seedlings

are less hardy than tomatoes and other garden plants started in-

doors, and their failure later on in the garden seems to emphasize

the fact that eggplants need high feeding and abundance of moist-

ure and sunshine. In other words, when under the best conditions

they thrive almost like tropical vegetation, but in a lean soil, with

lack of water, they sicken and barely live as fruitless plants. The

plants of the Gardens could, doubtless, have been made more pro-

ductive by adding food and drink, but one of the objects in the

experiment was to study the crosses under possibl}^ only average

conditions.

Another method that obtained in the Gardens was entirely-

against the keeping quality of the fruits produced. The plants

wei'e unsprayed and. the crop left to mature its seed, or at least so

that the fruits might be studied. In this w^ay the blights have been

in evidence and some sorts suffered much more than others. All

the dwarf sorts, with their small pear-shaped fruits, have shown

remarkable resistant power to the decay genns (suggesting lines

for future breeding), while the large-fruited sorts of the oval types

have rotted worst of all. The long fruits that are held from the

ground upon high plants are less apt to decay than the larger fruits

lx)me upon the soil by medium-low plants. Again, the long,

widely-scattered foliage of the "Pekin" type of plants lets in the

sun to'the fruits, and doubtless helps to keep them from decay.

It is not any great stretch of the imagination to conceive of a

fruit that, while not differing gTeatly from the common sorts as to

the interior, shall have a skin sufficiently firm and thick to shield

the flesh from the microscopic enemies that work their way so

quickly into the present type of fruits. A more secure natural

cover would be welcomed by the shipper and dealer, and make it

possible to have the large and attractive fruits of this vegetable

reach the consumer in a more acceptable condition.
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EXPERIMENTS 'WITH LIMA BEANS.

The "Station" and '^Kelsey" bush lima beans were gTO\\Ti upon

a small area of the Gardens, namely, four plot rows (a total of 128

feet) were planted with the latter, and of the fonner, selected

"flat" seeds were planted in four rows and "plump" seeds in an

equal area. Thus there were twelve rows of the "Burp-hends"

gro\ni in three blocks of four rows each, side by side.

The "Kolsey" was noticeable for the uniformity of the plants.

In tlie "Station" there was some tendency to twine, especially in

the four rows planted with the "plump" seeds. During the wet

weather of August the flower-stalks and young pods mildewed

somewhat, and were freely sprayed with Bordeaux. Later on the

mildew disappeared and the crop was harA^ested with results given

later.

The "Kelsey" is an earlier A-ariety than the "Station," with the

j)lants smaller and approaching the "Henderson" parent—the

Sieva type. Its foliage is darker than that of the "Station" and

less susceptible to the mildew. When it was harvested upon Sep-

tember 6th the "Station" was still in bloom. There were 118

j)lants, of which 13 were discarded as being later and less prolific

than the others, and 49 of the remaining 105 were selected as

superior—from, which the crop for next year is to be grown—and

56 as seconds.

Eleven days later, there having been no frosts, the "Station"

blocks were harvested, with the following results : Of the 101

plants from the "flat" seeds, 31 were rejected and the remaining

80 Avere graded as follows: Extras, 10; fine, 12, and seconds, 48.

The "plump" lot had 114 plants, of which 64 were rejected, leav-

ing extras, 10 ; fine, 6, and seconds, 34.

The weights of ripe seeds for each of the three blocks are as fol-

lows: "Kelsey," 71/2 pounds; "Station" (plump), 51/4; "Sta-

tion" (flat), 7I/4. It is seen that the "Station," with plump seeds

and from plants that inclined to be "viney," gave a much smaller

yield than the "flat" strain, which in turn was exceeded, although

but little, by the "Kelsey."

The upper half of Plate XII. shows samples of the two strains

of the "Station" beans. The watch glass upon the left contains

the "plump" seeds, and the same kind is shown, placed edgewise,
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<;till fiirtlier to tLe left. In like manner tlie "flat" strain is shown

to the right. The difference is not great, but it may be possible,

through several years of isolation, to fix both fonns and compare

the value of each.

Reports Upon " Station " Bash Lima.

Packets were sent to each of the one hundred and twelve appli-

rauts, and below abstracts are given from the reports kindly sub-

mitted :
'• 'Station' bush limas all turned out well; they couldn't

have been expected to turn out better." ''Limas of good quality

for eating
;
good beans ; strong, healthy, fine vines ; no blight of

any kind." "Think these beans are the l)est we have ever seen, and

most productive; plants large, with medium green leaves."

"Strong growers, and made plenty of seed pods." "Vines grew

strong and were fairly well set with pods containing from two to

four beans, mostly small, flat and pure white, and of good quality."

"Fruit of good flavor." "The bush limas have done well, and are

a valuable addition to the vegetable garden, being early and pro-

fuse bearers." "Was noted as a strong, vigorous grower; pro-

duced an abundance of small-podded beans, but pods were well

filled ; it would prove valuable as a home garden variety ; its cook-

ing qualities were good, sweet and tender." "The 'Station' bush

limas have been very satisfactory ; they have borne unusually well,

and the plants are covered with blossoms, so the beans are of good

size and run three or four to a pod ; the flavor is exceptionall}'

good." "Good size, good taste and good production." "The limas

you sent me are very productive and vigorous." "At this date

(September 18th) the 'Station' bush limas are still bearing; they

are almost equal in size to the pole beans, and are very productive.''

"Vigorous and very productive; shape like an ordinary lima bean,

but smaller; fruit veiy uniform; about three inches in length."

''The limas made a vigorous growth of vine and foliage, and were

very profuse bearers; quality good." "The plants grew and

yielded well." "Did all right; quite prolific." "Think with care-

ful cultivation would prove a good species." "The 'Station' bush

lima is a good, rank grower; dark green foliage, with a fairly good

set of fruit ; the pods uniform in size." "A very good producer."

"The 'Station' bush limas are a good-sized bush ; small beans, three
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in most, pods ; tliej have flat pod and white beans
;

quality good

and middling" early ; as good, and probably better, than any bush

lima that I have ever had any experience with." "They are a veiy

fine lima.'' ''Were vigorous and very productive, and of good

flavor." "Bean stood about fifteen inches high; very vigorous,

13roducing a small pod, heavily filled with plump beans and very

i^rolific." "Did very well ; have noticed that growth is very vigor-

ous, with very few runners, pods containing three or four beans

of good size; think it quite valuable." "Veiy productive, there

being from tAventy to thirty pods on the vine at a time, three to

three and a lialf inches long, having three and four beans to the

pod; in shape and uniformity they were perfect—they were all

alike." "Size was snuill, but vigorous grower and very pro'-

ductive." "The lima beans have grown finely; are still vigorous

and bearing as well as any I have ever grown; the fruit is very

uniform." "Limas are very productive, vigorous plants, bearing-

white fruit of excellent quality." "Very good flavor." "Very

vigorous and exceedingly productive." "Plant is very vigorous."

"Vigorous and healthy; leaves very dark green, very productive;

beans small, with three in pod; the quality of the bean much

better than 'Burpee's'." "Vigorous plant, about thirty per cent.

inclined to climb ; exceedingly productive ; beans uniform, good

size, even shape, good quality." "Very productive, having three

small, yet perfect, beans in each pod, which shelled very easily."

"Fine quality, pods well filled with medium-sized beans ; very pro-

ductive, excellent for home garden."

Selection Experiment with the "Jackson Wonder" Lima.

The "Jackson Wonder" lima is a bush bean having the plants

of medium size with the leaves having dark, small leaflets and the

flowers and fruit Ijorne well up from the gTound and frequently

among or above the foliage. It is, in short, of the "Sieva" type,

the most connnon representative of which in general culture to-day

is the "Henderson." It is prolific, and, were it not for the color

of the seeds (which are varialJy marked with dark red or purplish

blotches), this might be one of the most desirable of lima beans.

For some years an attempt has been made to reduce the amount

of red color in the seeds bv selection. In 1904, a block of plants
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was planted with seeds selected for having the least amount of

color, while another lot, showing the largest percentage of rwl, was
planted in a plot a long distance from the former. From the crop

secured from each of these plots a second selection, in manner as

above stated, Avas made, and as a result it was stated in the last

annual report that "the light seed from the light seeds are nearly

as dark as those from the second generation of selected dark seeds."

The present year a block of plants has been grown from the light-

est seeds that are descendants of the seeds selected for their large

percentage of light color, and another from similarly selected

dark seeds. A sample of the product for the latter is shown at 3,

ill Plate XII. A similar sample of the light seeds is shown at 5,

while the original unselected 'Mackson Wonder" is placed Ijetween

the selected seeds at 4.

It is seen that selection has removed much of the white in the

case of the series of dark seeds, while the opposite is not so evident,

namely, the seeds after three years of selection for whiteness are

nearly as much colored as the regular stock of the variety.

Crosses of the '* Jackson W^onder" Lima.

The 'Mackson Wonder" lima has been grown in the Gardens for

some years in parallel breeding rows with other varieties in the

hope that it would cross in the ordinary course of nature—the

working force not being sufficient to carry out the plan by artificial

methods. Two rows, six inches apart, one of '^Jackson Wonder"
and one of the sort to be bred upon, were planted, isolated from

all other lima beans, and seed from the row with white seeds was.

planted in considerable quantity the next season. In this way
plants with ^'marked" seeds were obtained last year (1905) with

several kinds of lima beans. From the crop coming from these

strij>ed or mottled beans—^and frequently they were of a solid

purple color—certain of the crosses shown in Plate XIIT. have

been selected.

Sample seeds of the cross of ^'Jackson Wonder" upon "Burpee"

are shown in the upiper rows ; ten seeds of the male parent are at

the left (1) and the same number of the mother at the right (5),

the piles between representing the crosses—^three in this instance

—

each pile in all cases being the full product of a single plant. The

29
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seeds at 2 are somewhat larger tlian the "Jackson" and the color

is nearer a dull red than a dark purple as in the male parent, and
the seeds of the cross are more nearly alike in their marking than

in the "Jackson," in which there is a decided tendency to produce

dark seeds, some of which are shown at 1. The seeds at 3 are uni-

formly of a dark red and not at all striped or mottled and are

slightly larger than the "Jackson." At 4 the seeds are not far from
^hose of 3 in color in the picture, but show some differences when
.-a close comparison is made of the two. The plant was less prolific

:and seems to be somewhat nearer the "Burpee," ten seeds of which

make the end pile at 5. The one white-seeded crossed plant did

not have seeds ready when the picture was made.

In the next row are shown four crosses of the "Jackson" upon

the "Henderson." As the former is the male parent in all the

crosses sho'wn in tlie plate, seeds of it are omitted in all except the

first row. Here the seeds are generally not as large as when the

''Burpee" blood is present, but it is evident when this row is fur-

ther compared with the one above it that the "Burpee" has not

fulfilfe'd the expectations as to the hoped for increase, the size of the

crosses. In other words, the "Jackson," as regards size, has a

stronger influence upon the progeny than the "Burpee," and again

illustrates the familiar result in breeding that it is easier to hold

down than to lift up. Upon the other hand, as regards prolificness,

the "Burpee" seems to impress its lack of fruitfulness upon the

cross, which is only another instance of the greater do^vnward pull.

The two ]ilants, seeds of which are shown at 6 and 7, respectively,

were quite alike ; in fact, the plants of the whole plot were uniform,

as might be expected, for both parents are nearly the same in char-

aeteTistics outside of the color of the seed. At 8, the seeds are of a

handsome dark purple, uniform^ in all respects and quite different

in superior plumpness from the flat and somewhat larger seeds at 4.

In this set of crosses there were several white-seeded plants, and

the pile at 9 indicates that these "albinos" are decidedly prolific.

They are placed in comparison with the "Henderson," the selected

seeds of which are shown at 10.

Tlie third row deals with the crosses of the "Jackson" and

"Wood's Prolific." The latter has a plant and seed somewhat

between the "Burpee" and "Henderson." The seeds shown at 15

indicate this fact, so far as the beans are concerned. The crosses
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were perhaps a trifle more productive than those with the ''Hen-

derson," with the advantage (to many growers) of producing large

seeds. The seeds shown at 11 are marked nearly in the same

manner as those of the "Jackson." At 12, the seeds are purple

with tlie exoeption of an indistinct blotching of a lighter red upon

the dark background. In the next lot the marking is conspicuous,

but, being of two shades of red, it is not shown in the engraving.

It is as if the markings in 11 were nearly black and upon a bright

Ted background. Here, again, as in all the crosses except with the

•"Burpee," there is a fair percentage of white-seeded plants. It is

an these "albinos" that the hope lies of getting improved crosses

with the "Jackson," the seed-color being objected to by the house-

wife.

At 16 is shown the seeds of a plant of tlie "Jackson" upon the

"''Willow-leaf," the thought here being, among other things, to

secure a variety with all the fruitfulness of the "Jackson" com-

bined with the form of foliage in the "Willow-leaf," the latter

heing more desirable because of its openness, and therefore less

subject to the mildew now becoming a dread to the grower of lima

beans. The most prolific plant, seed of which is shown in the

plate, is represented at 17. The output, while satisfactory, is

inidesirable from the standpoint of color. There is probably no

difference in quality between these and white beans, and the blind

would not know that they were dark, but all are not blind, and

the white strains will l)e preferred to the dark ones. At 18, the

seeds of a dull-brick red with slight indications of a mottling,

characteristic of the "Jackson," are sho^\Ti. In color, tliese lie

between the dark of IT and the light of 19, which latter are from

a fine productive plant. These white seeds are not quite equal in

size to those of the selected ten of the "Willow-leaf" lying nearby

at 20.

The lowest row represents seeds of selected plants, among the

first generation from the cross of the "Jackson" uj^n the "Sta-

tion." The latter is a variety resulting from the union of

"Burpee" upon "Henderson," and is a blend of the two in several

characteristics. The pile at 21, representing the "Jackson" type,

is a set of fine seeds; those at 22 are of the dark purple previously

mentioned, while pile 23 is a set of uniformly dull red Ijeans,

standing l)etween the dark ones upon the left and the white ones
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at 24. There is hope tliat the last-named seeds may, by breeding-

tnie to their color, prcdiiee a prolific variety of lima of the medium

type so far as size aaid quality of the beans are concerned.

Had there been a Avhite representative in the first series of crosses

(upper row in the plate) it inight have been possible to have

arranged the piles so that, with uniformity, the left-hand piles

would represent the "Jackson" seeds, so far as color values are

concerned, and have each row end in a white pile, representing the

color of the female parent, between which extremes there might

have been placed the two intermediates, as has been done in the

lower three rows in the present plate.

Further Notes npon the Ahove CroAses.

"Jaclcson-Barpcc" (01 'SO).—The plants, though few in num-

ber, presented much variation in respect to foliage and fruit, some

closely resembling the "Jackson," a few the "Burpee," while others-

were intermediate. One plant bore an abundance of pods quite as.

large as the "Burpee," with large flat seeds of a dark red color.

"Jaclfson-Henderson" (91/89).—This cross was well repre-

sented by thirty-seven plants, which were quite uniformly of the

"Sieva" type in foliage and pod, and many gave proinise of a bear-

ing quality equal to that of the "Jackson,"

"Jackson-Wood's Prolific" (91/98).—The forty-one plants^

grown by themselves, varied in developing a strong tendency to-

"run." Thii"ty-five truly bush plants varied in habit of growth

and color of foliage from upright to spreading, with dark green to

light green leaves, and one differed remarkably from the rest in it&.

larger, light green leaves, larger pods and spreading habit.

"Jaclson-Will&iv-leaf" (91/97).—Plants were gi-own from

seed selected in both the "Jackson" and "Willow-leaf" rows, and

the crosses were divided about evenly in regard to foliage charac-

ters. An examination of the seed from twenty different plants,,

chosen at random—ten of which were "AYillow-leaf" and ten

"Jackson," upon the maternal side—showed the average size and

form to be the same in both cases. One plant of the "Jackson"

type was noted as having seed larger than that of either parent.

"JLickson-Station."—This cross, represented by the largest num-

ber of individuals (182), showed a plant variation from the



PLATE XIII.

limn I'.n,,,^ Crosses of • .Tacks.-n Wonder" upon •• Burpee," •' Henderson." ' Wood's Prolific,"

Nvillow-Leaf" and -Station " are sh,.wn in the five rows of piles ot seeds, re.spectively.
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'^^Sieva" to the large-leaved type, while one plant developed a

•strong tendency to '"run." At harvest time the bearing quality

Avas found to ])e excellent, with a variation in pod and seed from

that of the "Kelsey" to the ''Station."

The following is a gTouping of the seed colors for each of the

above-named crosses

:

Brick Light

"Jackson" Dark Light Red Red

Type. Red. Red. Mottled. Mottled. White. Total.

"Jackson-Burpee" 10 4 1 15

"Jackson-Henderson" 21 9 1 6 37

"Jackson-Wood's" 35 15 1 2 22 76

"Jackson-Willow-leaf" 22 10 1 4 3 15 55

-'Jackson-Station" 29 13 10 .... 8 22 82

Total 117 51 11 G 14 66 265

It is seen that the white-seeded plants make up almost exactly

€ne-fourth of the total and, according to the Mendelian law, the

white might well be expected to he dominated by the red color.

Should all the mottled ones be grouped together, the total 137

would correspond very closely to the theoretical number (132.5)

for the '"hybrids," thus leaving the solid red 62, which is quite

^\f)f^e to the quarter (66) of wliite ones.

Notes npon Pole Lima Beans.

Only three pole kinds of lima beans were grown the past season,

namely, (1) "Station" (selected pole), (2) "Willow-leaf" and

(3) "Speckled Lima."

In 1905 seed was selected from certain of the "Station" plants

vvhicli showed a strong running tendency. All the plants grown

from this lot of seed were true pole beans, thrifty and prolific, with

the "Station" type of pod and seed.

Seed was saved from a "Sport" of 1905, which appeared in a.

standard row of the "Sieva" type.' Five hills were planted, most

of the plants being tnie to the parent type, and all others were

<liscarded.

Of the thirteen plants eleven were pole .beans and two were

dwarfs, five of the fonner having more vigor than the others and

bearing broader foliage than the true "Willow-leaf" fonn, and
larger pods and seeds than the ordinary "Sieva" type.
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rA few seeds of the "Speckled Lima," received in 1905 late fo

planting, were grown, and matured a small crop. From this two
pliints resulted the present season, both resembling the "Burpee'^
in ]).»d, while the seeds are marked with red.

EXPERIMENTS WITH BUSH BEANS.

The seventy-six crosses, made during 1904 and 1905, were
planted April 25th-29th in the new land. When these were-
nearing maturity a second crop was planted (July 24tli-28th)
between the old rows, and from this there w^re ripe seeds before
October ISth, tlae date of the first killing frost. Many of the
crosses have advanced to the fourth generation and a fcAv beyond
it. Fifty additional crosses were made the past season, some of
which have been carried through the blend.

With the ideal snap bean in mind—a medium-sized, round,,

white-seeded, stringless, prolific, early wax or green pod—three
general divisions of the crosses may be made, namely, desirable,,

uncertain (or doubtful) and the rejected.

Some Promising Crosses of Bnsh Beans.

''Earliest Green Pod-Bismarck" (14/102).—This cross is in-

teresting, as it combines the green and w^ax-pod characters. Three
hundred and thirty-one plants were gi-own of the second genera-
tion and gave four distinct colors or markings, of which 80 were
black, 28 brown, 198 mottled and 25 tricolor. The mottled in-

clude the parent type (14), the brown closely resemble the "Six
Weeks" type of seed and the "tricolor" is a curious mottle made
up of three colors. Seeds of this cross are shown in the upper row
of Plate XIV.

''Everhearing-CyUnder'' (17/110).—The "Everbearing" is

represented by a long, flat, green pod with flat, white seeds.

"Cylinder Wax," a round, stringless, black wax pod, is undesir-

able only in the color of its seed, a defect which may be easily over-

come in the cross by. selection. The aim is to combine several de^

sirable qualities, and secure a stringless, round-podded, white-

seeded wax bean.
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'•Loiujfclluu-Marroivfat" (26/29).—This cross combines the

early, long, round, stringless, green pod of the "J^ongfellow" with

the white^seed of the ^'ilarrowfat." By selection, it seems possi-

ble to secure a long, round, white^seeded, green pod, qualities

which no commercial variety in the Gardens has been found to

pdisess in full. Seeds of this cross are shown in the second row of

Plate XIV.
•'Lomjfdloii'-Brittle' (2G/101).—This cross, together with its

reciprocal, 101/26, promises either a round, stringless, green pod

with the "Longfellow" type of seed, or a round wax pod with the

"Brittle" kind of seed, and either may make a desirable new

variety. Plants of this cross are prolific and early a.nd a wax

with the pods borne above the foliage like the "Tx)ngfellow" would

be superior to the mother.

"BnUle-Yosemite" (101/146).—This combines the excellent

qualities of the "Burpee Wax" with the remarkably large, fleshy

pod of the "Yosemite." By rejecting the black-seeded plants,

there is promise of a mammoth "Burpee" type superior to the

"Yosemite" in prolificness.

"Bismarcl-Beiroit" (102/113).—This ei^oss, Avhich has been

carried to the sixth generation, was shown in the annual reiwrt

for last year, Plate VIIL, which represented seed from sixteen

different plants, all grown from a mottled seed of a plant of the

second generation. Of these, two were black-seeded, five with the

dark "eye" of the "Detroit" and nine were mottled. The "dark

eye" seeds have bred true up to the fifth generation. One of these

has a long, flat, straight wax pod with a, seed like "Bismarck" m
form and giving a suiDerior golden wax bean.

-Davis-BlacJc" (11/107).—This is a combination of the long-

podded, white-seeded "Davis Wax," and a medium length, round-

podded "Black Wax," and is promising.

-Dams-Refugee' (111/133).—This emss unites the fine quali-

ties of the "Keeney Refugee" with the longer, white-seeded pod

of the "Davis."
^ The object sought here is a white-seeded

"Refugee."

"Scimitar-Davis' (129/111).—Both parents are pTolific bear-

ers of large pods, the "Scimitar" being a round, curved, black-

seeded wax. Out of this combination it is hoped to obtain a white-

seeded "Scimitar Wax."
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"UuUcn Kyc-Bostoii Snap" (130/3).—Although neither parent
is round-podded nor stringless, both are early and prolific.

"Golden Eye" is a fine, flat-podded wax and "Boston" has white
seeds. A combination of the two has resulted in a niediimi-sized

wax pod and the seeds are, by selection, uniformly white.

"Jones StHngleiss-Go'lden Eye' (131/130)—Both the parAts
of this cross are early, prolific varieties with pods of medium sizei.

This union of a yellow-"eyed" variety with one with white seeds

has resulted in a curious and unexpected type of seed, namely, one
with a dark mottle, excepting at one end, which is white, and
which by selection seems to be quite constant. The third row in

Plate XIV. shows several groups of seeds of this cross.

"Crystal-BrUtler (145/101).—The "Crystal Wax" is a

medium-sized, late pilant wuth peculiar light, silver-green, round,

curved pods with small white seeds. It is a variety of high quality,

but the pods are too small. The "Brittle Wax" is one of the best

varieties of its kind, being early, prolific and with round, string-

less pod of good size but lacking the pure white seed. By a com-

bination of the above qualities, and selecting white-seeded plants,

a new variety superior tO' either parent is looked for. Forty-four

plants of the first generation were grown, the color record being as

follows: AVhite, 10; black, 21 ; mottled, 10 ; brown, 3. Certain

plants bore fine specimens of "Crystal Wax" pods larger than the

parent, other plants produced a fine white wax, while many were

green pods. Present indications are that this is. one of the most

promising of all the crosses. The blend plant of this cross, al-

though, both parents bear white flowers, produced purple blooms,

and the seeds were but slightly mottled, being nearly a solid black

when dry. Seeds of this cross are shown in the lower row of Plate

XIV.
''Crystal-Davis" (145/112).—Both parents are choice white-

seeded Avax varieties. The blend produced green pods with white

soerl:^, which gave in the next generation a fine, round, white wax
i)0(l. medium in size. Xo colored flowers or seeds have appeared

i]i aiiv generation.
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Farther Notes Upon Seeds of the Above-Named Bean Crosses.

From among the above list of cM'osses of the bush beans four

groups are seleeteid for a combination group in Phite XIV. The

first pile of each row represents the male parent of the crosses in

its respective row, while the last pile is correspondingly the female.

Thus, in the first row, the beans at 1 are of the ''Earliest Green

Pod" (No. 14 of the recorded list), while the variety crossed upon

is represented at 7, namely, the "Bismarck Wax" (102). All of

the crosses shown bet^veen the piles 1 and 7 are represented by the

fraction 14/102, which, as before explained, indicates that the

green-podded sort was used as the male, while the wax variety bore

the seeds obtained by the artificial pollination.

The '"Earliest Green Pod" is a variety with a large, medium
early plant, bearing pink flowers, followed by long, flat pods con-

taining medium-sized light brown seeds with cur\'ed bands and

blotches of pink. The "Bismarck" is an early, medium-sized va-

riety with purple flowers, long, flat wax pods that mature black,

plump seeds, below mediinn size. The ten seeds of each sort at

the ends of the upper row in the plate give relative sizes and some-

thing of the color characteristics of the two varieties.

The seeds of the crosses are arranged somewhat according to the

apparent resemblance to the parents, and therefore at 2 the beans

approach the form and markings of the male parent (1), but they

are much ligliter and longer and more attractive to the eye. At 3

the seeds are without markings excepting a distinct brown eye,

while the body of the seed is colored an olive tan not altogether

])leasing to the eye and not met with in any of the commercial sorts

in the collection.

The seeds of 4 are coarsely mottled wdtli nearly a seal brown
upon a lighter backgroimd, giving a bean that photographs nearly

black, but is a mixture of two closely-related browns, and produc-

ing a strange-looking seed that in itself is unattractive. Quite in

conrrast with the last is the lot at 5, where the amount and dispo-

sition of the nuirkings are practically the same as in 4, l)ut the

contrasts are strong between the two colors, namely, a dark purple

u]M)n light gray, thus producing an attractive bean. The seeds at

C) are practically black, as much so as the "Bismarck," near which

they are placed in the plate. The two, howev^er, are quickly dis-
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tliigTiishcd liv the j^liape, it bciiiir very flat in tlic cross, and tlicre-

fore the seed apjiears nuicli the hiriier of the two in the picture.

The second row deals with the "Longfellow" (26) and '*^^^lite

Afarrowfat*' (29), both gTeen-podded sorts and differing from each

other markedly in the color of the floAvers, shape of pods and color

of seeds, the ''Longfellow'' having pink blooms, roiTnd pods, and

long, mottled (dull red and gi'ay) seeds, while the ^'Marrowfat" is

with white flowers, flat pods, and large, short, plump white seeds.

The sample plant, selected as nearest to the male parent, has its

seeds, in part, shown at 9. They differ somewhat in the markings^

or, more acciirately, in the greater difference in the colors between

the darker portions and the background, thus giving a more at-

tractive lot of seed. They are also somewhat shorter and broader

than the "Longfellow." The next lot (10) differs chiefly from

the last in the much lighter color of the markings. Both are much
blotched like the male parent, and differ from it in l^eing less

slender. At 11 the seeds are white, like the
*'Marrowfat," but have

the shape of the "Longfellow," and taking the two named qualities

into consideration, this lot merits a midway place in the row. The
next lot (12) is a step nearer the "Marrowfat," and the ones at 13

are not easily distinguished from it. The gradations in shape are

much more easily worked out than those of color, for the plate

shows that three lots are dark and four light, with but little inter-

gTading—a little less, however, than in reality.

The third row has points of special interest because the two

parents pass for white beans, the male parent, "Jones" Striugless"

(131), being entirely so, and the mother of the crosses is white,

with a dull yellow eye, giving the name "Golden Eye" (130) to

this variety. The plants of both sorts are medium-sized, white-

flowered, Avith the "Jones" having a medium, round pod and the

"Golden Eye" a short, flat one, the latter having the larger seed.

At 16 is shown a pile of white seeds that agTee quite closely w'itla

the parent shown upon its left (15). The seeds shown at 17 are

a plain tan, and therefore someA\hat darker than^ the color of the

"eye" in the female parent. The seeds at 18 are unlike any other

in the series in being mottled on nearly the whole surface Avith two

shades of broAvn, the exception being a white tip at the root end of

the bean. The same AA'hite extremity is still more conspicuous in

the next lot (19) because the uncolored area is larger and the main
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])ortion of the seed is a plain black. This peculiar disposition of

c(i](ir is to be made out by a close inspection of the engraving, but,,

ill reality, it is very evident, giving the seeds a striking charac-

teristic. At 20 the seeds are quite sugge'stive of the female parent

(21) because the light tan color, confined to the "eye" in the latter^

is here spread over nearly onedialf of the seed, as is (piite ])lainly

shdwn in the engraving.

In the fourth row the two parents are "Crystal Wax" (145) and

"IJrirtle Wax" (101), the former being the male, and is a variety

with a small pbmt and Avhito flowers, producing short, round,,

curved pods, thick in flesh and bearing very small, oval, white seeds

late in the season. The "Brittle Wax" is a medium-sized plants

fairly early in bearing, with white flowers, long, round pods, and

medium large, long, often cui-ved, seeds with a dark "eye."

Points of contrast are many between these two varieties, not the

least being the color of the pods which is a pea-green in the

"Crystal," due to the chlerophyll being located largely in a layer

at a distance from the surface of the pod, while the ''Brittle" is of

the true wax type.

At 23 is shown the seeds of the third generation of a white-

seeded strain of the cross. It is much more productive and some-

what earlier than the "Crystal," and the seeds, a decided oval, are

somewhat larger than the latter. The seeds at 24 appear nearly

black but are a dark, mottled brown and quite near in this respect

to tlie blend obtained from the original cross. At 25 is shown a set

of seeds in its second generation which are remarkably long and

curv-ed, medium between the two parents in size and with a dark

"eye" that considerably exceeds the "Brittle." The seeds at 26^

are still smaller and decidedly curved, with a dark color at the

"eye" that is usually only a portion of a circle. This shape of

seed seems to be correlated with a round, plumpi pod much sought

for. The seeds at 27 are pure white and of a sha|3e that agrees

quite closely with the "Brittle" (28) near which they are placed.

A: study of the combinations of characteristics that do not per-

tain to the seeds shows some points of interest in the breeding of

these plants.
,
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liOss Desirable Crosses of Bush Beans.

"Canadian Wonder-Golden Eye Wax" (8/130).—The male
parent is a large, stocky, thrifty plant with long-, flat, gi-een pods

containing large, flat seeds. The "Golden Eye" is an early, hardy,

prolific wax with flat pods of a medinm size. A combination of the

two has resulted in an early, prolific jdant bearing a large, fiat

wax pod having seeds w4th a pink "eye," and no wax variety yet

grown at the Gardens has this type of seed.

''Dwarf Cho'colate-Burpeie's Brittle Wax" (11/101).—The
nnion of the "Dwarf Chocolate," with its slender green pods, with

the "Brittle," having ronnd, curved wax pods, has resulted in

plants bearing two distinct types of fruit, namely, a slender, curved

green pod with "Burpee Brittle" type of seed,. and second, a long,

round, curved, slender wax pod with either parent type of seed as

desired.

"Dimrf ChocoJaie-FIageO'let" (11/114).—The "Flageolet Wax"
is a large, broad, flat pod which, by the infusion of "Dwarf Choco-

late" blood, has become much more slender while retaining its

golden color and prolificness. A plant bearing slender wax pods

with chocolate-polored seeds may bei obtained by this cross.

"LigUning-EcMr" (25/13).—The "Lightning" has mottled

flowers and is extremely early. As a snap bean, it is undesirable,

but, in the combination above, the slender pod of the "Eclair" is

retained with the earliness of the "Lightning." Selection is being

made to obtain a plant with striped flowers bearing "Eclair" pods

with "Lightning" seeds which are of a peculiar mottled gray color.

"Lightn.ing-Marrowfai" (25/28).—This combination has rch

sulted in a very early, white-seeded cross, which, if not desirable

as a snap bean, promises to be a good "shell' variety especially

where the season is short. Plants grown from the first crop, har-

vested the last of July, matured seed fifty-four days from the time

•of planting.

"Lirjktming-Proliific Tre^e" (25/34).—This cross is similar to

the one preceding but has a^ smaller white seed. It also gives

promise of being an early "shell" bean.

"Lightning-Dawis' Wax" (25/111).—Selection from this cross

has resulted in two types, (1) an early plant bearing long green

pods with large, white seeds, and (2) a kind having a long, flat
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wax pod witli the same seed color. Both are inferior to "Davis''
as a snap bean, but they may become good new ''shell" varieties.

"Lonofclloii'-CyUncler Wcuv" (26/110).—This is a combination
of two g'ood varieties and has piroduced as one tyjDe the "Cylinder"
pod with the "Longfellow" seed.

"Low's Champio'tirGoldeti Wax" (27/122).—A union of these

two varieties has developed a "Golden Wax" pod with tlie rounds
red seed of "Low's Champion" pointing to a red-seeded "Golden
Wax."

,
"White Marrowfcif-Canadian Wonder" (29/8).—Both varieties

represent late plants with large pods and seeds, and, as the "Mar-
rowfat" has a white seed, this means that by selection of the white-

seeded plants a new "shell" variety resembling the "White Kid-
ney" (182) may be obtained.

"Henderson's Blaeh Valentine-Detroit Wax" (45/113).—By
uniting the good qualities of the "Henderson," a long, round,

stringless pod, with the golden color and earlincss of the "Detroit,"'

plants bearing a superior golden wax have been secured. Plants

have also resulted, piromising the "Black Valentine" pod with the

"Detroit" dark "eye" seed.

"Sti'ingirs-s Vaieniine-Wlhite Marroivfat" (46/29).—The out-

come of this cross, is an upright, sturdy pilant bearing an abundance
of short, straight, round pods. The selection of white-seeded pdants

means a combination of string and shell bean with a plant superior

to the "Marrowfat" in twO' respects, namely, earliness and true

dwarf habit.

"Green Winier-White Marrowfat" (51/28).—Both these

varieties have whit^i seeds and their combination results in a plant

earlier and more bushy than the "Marrowfat" with short, phnnj)

pods. This ci'oss promises another "shell" variety.

''Burpee's Brittle Wax-Wonder of France" (101/52).—Here
the ^\^lite seed of the "Wonder" is combined with the good traits

of the "Burpee" producing anothcT white-seeded wax bean.

"Detroit Wax-Black Wax" (113/107).—The "Black Wax" has

a round pod and this union resulted in a round-podded "Golden

Wax," and, by selection, the "Detroit Wax" type of seed is as-

sured.

"Flageolet-Detroit" (114/113).—From this combination plants

have resulted with the large, flat pod of the "Flageolet," containing

large, flat seeds with a red "eye" similar to the "Detroit."
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"'Flageolet-Golden Eye Wax" (114/130).—Results from this

<3rOiSS are similar to the one above, producing a large, yellow-"eye<i"

instead of a red seed. If the smaller pod of the "Golden Eye^' is

preferred, bj the selection of red-seeded plants, a new "Wax" with

the red seed can be obtained.

"Flageolet-Saddleback Wax" (114/141).—The "Saddleback"

is a good, round pod, and, in combining it with the "Flageolet," a

red-seeded "Saddleback" may be obtained.

"Golden Eye-Dwarf Chocolaie" (130/11),—The selected plants

of this cross bear long, slender wax pods, containing a long, yellow-

"eyed" seed; this may be an improvement ujwn the "Golden

Wax" in size and shape of pod.

"Keeney's Befugee-Bitrpee's Brittle Wax" (133/101).—Both
varieties possess the good traits of prolifieness with a roimd, curved,

stringless pod, but the "Keeney," with its characteristic narrow-

leaved foliage, is later than the "Burpee" and has a mottled seed.

One of the objects sought in this combination is a plant with

"Keeney" foliage and a "Burpee" seed.

"New ProfusionrWardweU's Kidney" (137/144).—"IsTew Pro-

fusion" possesses the "Keeney's Refugee" characters of plant, pod

-and seed, while "Wardwell" represents a plant bearing long, flat

pods with a dark-"eyed" seed. The object of this cross is a variety

with "Refugee" type of plant and pod and seed marked like the

"Wardwell."

"Crydal Wax-Vwavf Cliocolate" (145/11).—Laiiting the pecu-

liar pod color and white seed of the male parent with the long,

slender pod of the "Dwarf Chocolate," an improved "Crystal

W^ax" is hoped for.

"Crystal Wax-Bismarch Wax" (145/102).—This is another

combination Avith the "Crystal Wax," and, by selection of plants

bearing longer pods with white seeds, an improvement may be

secured.

"Crystal Wax-Flageolet" (145/114).—This cross does not pro-

duce a round pod, as hoped, but a prolific sort of the "Crystal

Wax" type, with a larjie pod and small white seed, is anticipated.

"Crystal Wax-Yosemite" (145/146).—By selection of plants

resulting from this union a mammoth-podded "Crystal Wax" is

sought, and, liy seleetiou, ])lauts with wax pods, a white-seeded

"Yosemite" mammoth is expected.
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"Livlrujstotis Pencil Pud-Eclair" (148/13).—The ''reiieil

Pod" is of the ''Eefugee" type of foliage, with longer pods, which,

combincKl with the long, green, flat pod of the "Eclair," has re-

sulted, by selection, in a long, green, curved, round pod, with either

brown or niottle<l seeds. This promises a fine, new green pod

variety.

Rejected Croases of Bush Beams.

The following crosses are rejected because, from the economic

point of view, they seem to promise nothing superior to the parents

involved. In other respects they offer quite as much of interest as

do those of the "Promising" groups:

'''Bountiful Bush-Lightning" (2/25). Earliness was the main
thought in eifeeting this cross, twenty-two first and ninety-

seven second generation plants being grown. Many of the

plants were the first in the field to bloom and the dark-green

foliage of the "'Lightning" was evident, as also its long, green,

flat pods. The dominant seed colors were brown and dark

mottled.

^'Byer's Bush-Longfellow" (0/26). By uniting these two excel-

lent green-podded varieties it was hoped to secure something

better than either. Both parents are early and prolific, with

round pods, the '"Longfellow" being much the longer.

^'China Red Eye-Best of All" (9/1). With this combination, the

object was to secure a new variety with a red-''eyed" seed.

Thirty-four plants of the first and twenty-four of the second

generation were grown, the "red eye" becoming a fixed char-

acter in the ofl^spring of two plants, but no advance was made
in earliness, type of pod or bearing quality.

"'Crystal Wax-Henderson's Black Valentine" (10/45). The cross

plants, one hundred and nine in number, were late, wide-

spreading and bore small pods.

"'Dwarf Chocolate-]\Iammoth Stringiess" (11/40). Considering

the dark-green, narrow-leaved foliage a^d long, slender pod of

the "Chocolate," and the round, stringiess pod of "Mam-
moth," their imion pointed to a prolific offspring, with "Choc-

olate" type of foliage and a long, slender, round, stringiess

pod. Twenty-three plants, all of the first generation, were

grown, the plant characters of "Mammoth" dominating, but

the desired long, slender, round pod failed to appear.
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"Dwarf Chocolate-Six Weeks" (11/55). Of the seventeen first-

generation plants grown, none was earlier, more prolific or

longer-podded than "Six Weeks."

"Lightning-Bnrlingame Medium" (25/5). This cross was repre-

sented in the field by twenty-five first and fourteen second
generation ])lants. The prepotency of "Lightning" was shown
in the ofi's})i'ing, resulting in early plants with dark-green,

foliage, but they were not prolific and bore flat, stringy pods^

"Lightning-Longfellow" (25/26). As in the cross above (also

the two following), the male parent dominates. Of the sev-

enty-two plants grown in the field, forty-one were of the first

and thirty-one of the second generation. A "Longfellow'^

plant and pod with seed of "Lightning" was sought, but no
plants developed full, round pods, so desirable in the "Long-
fellow."

•

"Lightning-Wonder of France" (25/52). This combination

offered an earlier white-seeded, green pod. Forty-eight plants

were grown during the past season, nineteen of the first gen-

eration and tAventy-nine of the second. While the plants were
early, the pod was inferior to that of "Wonder," and the thin,

flat, white seed of selected plants did not promise a good
"shell" bean.

"Lightning-Six Weeks" (25/55). Both parents are early and the

mother has a long, flat pod. Of the forty-nine plants grown,

none equaled "Six Weeks" in pod quality.

"Lightning-Black Wax" (25/105). A wax variety with "Light-

ning" type of seed was expected in this cross. Fifteen plants

of the first and fourteen of the second generation were under

observation. Many bore broad, wax pods and were quite

prolific, but they were found inferior to the "Black Wax"
in quality. This cross is a good one for the study of heredity.

"Low's Champion-Longfellow" (27/20). The union of an early,

good bearer with a short, flat-podded sort failed to produce

any plants earlier or more prolific than "Longfellow."

"Eefugee Green-Six Weeks" (36/52). The "Kefugee Green," in

itself, is a prolific plant, bearing round, stringless pods. Its

union with "Six Weeks" could add nothing more than earli-

ness. Ninety-four plants were under observation—thirty-one

of the first, sixty-three of the second generation. Many plants

possessed earliness ; otherwise, no advance on the parents was

made.
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"Early :\r()lia\vk-Sih'er JJiisli" (31/38). This cross was well rep

resented by thirty-five plants of the second generation and

one hundred and ninety-three of the third generation. Xonc

of the offspring have huriie white seeds and the pods are- STrmll^

flat and stringy. The tendency to "run" was strong, in the

crossed plants.

''Six Weeks-Henderson's Black Valentine" (55 AS). ThiV fs-"-

another case of combining two good varieties witb wj ad-

vantage gained in the offspring. An especially large number

of plants represented this cross in the lield—fifty-three of the-

first generation and four hundred and twent^'-six of the second.

''Burpee's Brittle Wax-Lightning" (101/25). This cross offercti

a ''Brittle Wax" pod with "Lightning" seed, but of the.ninety-

three plants grown, early and prolific as many werc^ theiir

broad, flat pods were objectionable.

"Bismarck-Brittle Wax" (102/101). This combination repre-

sents a cross between a good "Black Wax" and one of the^

best round pod wax sorts. Thirty-five plants of the first, gen-

eration and thirteen of the second were grown. Many TOimd

pods appeared in the first generation, but the flat pod of "Bis-

marck" prevailed in the second. Four green-podded plants

were discarded. Many plants, though well-podded, did not

excel the "Brittle Wax."

"Davis' Wax-Wonder of France" (111/52). This cross-, betweeu'"

two long, flat-podded plants, one a white-seeded wax, the

other a white-seeded green pod, has promised more from the

standpoint of heredity than that of a new variety. A wax.

pod more slender than 111 was the only advantage appare-nty.

an object already sought after in the promising cross of
11/101.

''Davis-Eldorado Wax" (112/152). This is a cross bet^veen two-"

flat-podded varieties, both prolific and early. Eighteen plants-

of the first generation were grown and twenty-three of the

second. The offspring bore long, flat, straight pods, not

superior to either parent.

''Golden Crown-Flageolet" (125/114). The male parent is a:

round, wax pod, but the commercial sort often produces as

flat, green pod. This may explain the appearance of large-,..

green, flat pods in the cross. Thirty plants of the first gen-

eration were imder observation and sixty-one of the seeoiwil-

The plants are rank growers, do not pod well and many
30
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"run.'' AVhite-seeded plants have been selected and have

bred tnie, but the type is not a good one. The pods are

large, flat, broad and coarse.

''Golden Crown-Lightning" (130/25). All the plants of this

cross have the open, spreading growth of "Lightning," and,

while early, are poor bearers with flat, stringy pods.

Novelties in Bush Beans.

Several commercial varieties of bush beans have been grown this

season that are not in previous lists. Some of them are practically

duplicates of former varieties, but each has a record number as-

.sigiied to it.

Pods of the following varieties, as they reached full size, were

_gathered (July 20th) for museum specimens:

158. "Silver Refugee/^ (Xotes omitted for this variety last year

are here added.) The plants are thrifty and in their

foliage resemble "Eefugee, Green" (36), with flowers

purple, late bearing and prolific. The pods are long,

slightly curved, round and like the "Crystal Wax" in

color. A table test determined that this bean is of

superior quality. It is being bred with the white-seeded

varieties,

IGl. ''Ei-erhearing ^Yox/' This is a good, prolific "Black Wax"
variety, with round pods and medium early.

162. "California Pea" (Green). The plants are of upright, open
growth, with dark-green foliage and late pink flowers,

short and plump pods, like "Low's Champion" (27), and
seeds round and yellow, an unusual color in beans.

163. "EureJca" (Green). Similar to 162 in plant, flower, pod
and seed.

164. "1)11proved BJarl- TlV/.r." The plants are large, thrifty, with
pur})le flowers and early pods, like the "l>Iack Wax."

165. "rcrfeciion YVax." This is similar to 164. A promising,
early variety, with purple flowers and black seeds.

166. "Leopard ^Vax." A distinct type of plant, tall, with dark-
green, broad, rough leaves; flowers pink, pods broad,

thick and medium in length, and seeds curiously marked
with black spots.
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167. "Mohawk Wax/' The plants are large and thrifty, with

enormous, broad, rough leaves ; flowers pink, early
;
pods

long, round, stringless, curved, and seed mottled.

168. "Golden Refugee." The plants are of medium height and

bushy, with foliage of the "Refugee" type, but smoother

and of a more open growth. The late, prolific pods are

between a green and a wax in color, long, round, curved,

striped.

169. "Keeneif's Refugee." This is similar to 132 and 133 in

plant, pod and seed.

170. "King of the Wax." The plants are large, like the "Ward-
well" (144); flowers pink, medium early; pods long,

flat, curved, string\'; seed resembles the "Flageolet"

(114).

171. "Epicure Wax." This is a fine "Refugee" type of plant,

with round wax pods ; late, prolific ; seed mottled. A
table test found it to be of excellent flavor, tender and
stringless. Its one defect is discoloration from the dark

seed.

172. "Prolific Everhearing." The plant resembles "Bui-pee's

Brittle Wax," with flow^ers w^hite
;
pods are early, long,

round, straight, and seeds are white. Superior to the

"Davis' Wax" (112).

173. "New California Dwarf." This is another "Black Wax"
type with purple flowers, and pods early, of medium
length, rounding, curved.

174. "Hardy Wax." This is a "Wardwell" type of plant, with

flowers pink; early pods, of medium length, round,

curved, stringless ; seeds brown, mottled.

175. "Lima Wax." The foliage resembles that of a lima
;

plant

of medium height and compact growth, with white flow-

ers
;

pods late, broad, flat, straight ; seed white. A
table test found this variety excellent in quality, with no

discoloration.

176. "Fidl Measure." This is a large, upright plant, resembling

the "Wardwell Kidney" (144), with pink flowers; pods

early, long, round, curved, stringless and green; seed

mottled, brown.

177. "Improved Tree." The same as "Prolific Tree" (34) ;

flowers white.
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178. "'EiKjU.slt ^^(ringles.?:" The plants are large, with broad-

leaves, with pink flowers and a long, early, round, curv^ed,

stringless wax pod ; seed brown, with dark eye.

179. "French Sirlnylcsfi." This is a promising variety, which,

like the "Longfellow" (26), bears its pink flowers and
early pods above the foliage; pods long, round, slender,

curved, green ; seed mottled.

180. "Triumph of the Frames." These are low, bushy plants,.

with small dark-green leaves and white flowers
;

pods

very early, long^ flat, curved, green, prolific; seed is

white. This varietv resembles "Wonder of France"

(52).

181. "Giant Forcer." This is another variety of the "Wardwell"'

type of plant, with pink flowers and medium-early, large,.

flat, long, curved, green, stringy pods ; seed nearly white,,

with slight markings.

182. "White Kidney" (Green). The plants resemble the "Cana-
dian Wonder" (8) and bear white flowers, and these are

followed by long, flat, straight, green, late pods. Not a

snap bean, but good when shelled.

183. "Red Kidney" (Green). The plants are similar to 182,

but smaller and vs'ith pink flowers. As compared with

"Canadian Wonder," it is earlier, with seed of a lighter

red. Pods long, flat, curved, late.

184. "Valentine Wax." The plants are small, with dark-green

foliage, pink flowers
;

pods of medium length, round,,

curved, stringless; very early and promising; seed a

mottled pink.

185. "Tlodson Wax." Plants of medium height and bushy, with

narrow, dark-green, rough leaves, pink flowers
;

pods

long, flat, curved, late ; seed a mottled pink.

186. "Giwnt Stringless" (Green). Appears to be the same as the

old "Giant Stringless" (46), with pink flowers and long,

round, curved, early pods ; seed light brown.

187. "Blach Marroirfat." These are low-growing plants with

dark green leaves, purple flowers and long, flat, curved,

strinoy^ late pods, not desirable for a snap bean ; seed

black?

188. "Dutch Runner." This is a pole bean with large, flat, white-

pods, forming late and bearing white seed.
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180. "Broad ^Vindsor." This variety is often called ^'English

Bean." In foliage and bloom it resembles somewhat the

garden pea. The plants are tall and free-blooming, but

set little fruit, due possibly to climatic conditions. The
pods are short and round, with a husk like a pea when
green and turns black at maturity.

190. "Steckler's New Green Pod." Large, bushy plants, with

pink flowers
;

pods medium early, long, round, curved

and stringless ; seed mottled pink.

191. ^^Pride of Newton." This is an early green-podded variety,

with sturdy, large-leaved plants and pink flowers
;
pods

early, long, round, curved, stringless ; seed light brown

Avith a dark "eye."

192. This is not a commercial variety. It resembles very closely

the '"Prolific Tree' (34), but is earlier and more pro-

ductive. These qualities may give it value in breeding.

193. "Brown Bunch." This is a late variety of spreading habit,

white flowers
;
pods of medium length, flat, curved, dark

green and borne in pairs.

194.' "Burpee's Stringless Green Pod." The plants are large and

of open growth, with pink flowers; pods early, round,

curved,- and seed is brown.

195. "Hodson Green Pod." The ])lants are striking in size and

thriftiness, with large and narrow leaves and pink flow-

ers
;
pods late, long, flat, curved ; seed mottled.

19 G. ^'Jones' Stringless Green Pod." The plants vary in size

from medium to large, with white flowers; pods of

medium earliness and length, flat, curved; seeds v\-hite.

197. "Pencil Pod ^Yax." The thrifty plants are of open growth,

with light purple flowers and medium-early, long, cun^ed,

round pod; seeds black. The "Livingston Pencil Pod"

(148) has dark mottled seeds.

198. "Boston Simp." The name is the same as that of No. 3,

but the plants have a more open growth and the flowers

are pink, instead of white, and earlier in coming into

bearing. The seeds are medium-sized and brown, while

those of Xo. 3 are small and white.

199. "Yellow Cranberry" (Green). The plants are of medium
size, bushy, with broad leaves and pink flowers; pods

early, long, oval ; seeds light brown.
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Notes, with EncraTinca, of "Crystal "Wax" Crosioa.

The "Crystal Wax/' with its attractive, pale silvery-green^

fleshy pods, produced in profusion, and, bearing small white seed^

promises to be one of the best varieties for breeding purposes. Of
its seven combinations grown the past season, all except one gave

a gi-een pod in the blend ; this is sufficient reason to consider the

"Crystal Wax" a green-podded variety, at least as to its breeding

characters. Five of the above crosses in their second generation

show three types of pods, namely, green, '^Crystal" and wax.

The blend of ''Crystal-Bismarck" (145/102) produced pods

strongly marked with purple, a character which was very promi-

nent in the plants of the first generation grown in the gi*eenhouse,.

and also seen in some plants of the second generation in tbe field.

The "Crystal-Chocolate" (145/11) cross had the green pod in

the second generation, and selection for the "Crystal Wax" type is

being made.

In the "Crystal-Burpee" (145/101) and "Crystal-Davis"

(145/112) crosses a fine white wax pod is produced that may
prove desirable to propagate. Plate XV. represents three plants

of the "Burpee" cross, taken July 9tli in the field row, when the

pods were at a marketable stage. The plant to the left has the

Avhite wax type of pod with the form of 101. The middle plant,

in foliage and color of pod, is quite close to the "Crystal Wax,"
while the plant to the right is gi'een-podded and combines the

forms of both parents.

"Crystal-Black Valentine" (145/45). The blend of this cross^.

grown in 1905, was a fine thrifty plant Avitli an abundance of long,

round wax pods. The seed was black instead of the usual mottled

type, resulting from the union of plants with black and white

seeds. A second crop of nine plants was grown the same season,

some producing wax pods similar to those of the blend, others

gi'een pods resembling those of the "Black Valentine," but neither

the "Crystal Wax" type of pod nor white seeds made their ap-

pearance. In the second generation, which was represented the

past season by three hundred and thirty-nine plants, the same char-

acters of the immediate parents prevailed without exception.

Plate XVI. shows a wax-podded plant in the center, and one

with green pods upon the right, and another upon the left, as they

stood in the field Julv 0th.
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Spraying Experiments with Buali Beans.

Forty rows of bush beans were planted July llth for the pur-

pose of testing the value of spraying with standard Bordeaux to

check the pod spot and rust upon late-gi'own beans. The record

numbers from 1 through 146 are of old sorts, and the following,

from 165 to 194, are among the novelties, that is, not before grown

in the Gardens, The following is the full list

:

1. "Best of All."

2. "Bountiful Bush."

5. "Burlingame Medium."

19. "Dwarf Horticultural."

20. "Dwarf Horticultural."

26. "Longfellow."

28. "White Marrowfat."

31. "Early Mohawk."
36. "Refugee" (Green).

40. "Mammoth Stringless."

45. "Henderson's Black Valentine.

47. "Red Valentine."

48. "Red Valentine."

54. "Six Weeks."

55. "Six Weeks."
101. "Burpee's Brittle Wax."
108. "Black Wax."
109. "Black Wax."
112. "Davis' Wax."
114, "Flageolet,"

126, "German Black Wax,"
127, "Golden Wax,"
130. "Golden Eye Wax."
132. "Keeney's Refugee."

134. "Round Pod Kidney."

139. "Refugee" (Wax).
141. "Saddleback."

144. "Wai-dwell's Kidney."

145. "Crystal Wax."
146. "Yosemite Mammoth."
158. "Silver Refugee."

165. "Perfection Wax,"
167, "Mohawk Wax,"
182, "White Kidney" (Green).

185, "Hodson Wax,"
194, "Burpee's Stringless'' (Green).

195, "Hodson Green Pod,"

196, "Jones' Stringless" (Green).

197, "Pencil Pod Wax,"

The first spraying was given upon July 19th, eight days after

planting, and a half of each row was left untreated with the Bor-

deaux throughout the experiment. While the plan was to spray

at intervals of one week, the rainy weather required some modi-

fication so that the dates of the seven sprayings were as follows:

July 19th and 23d, August 1st, 4th and 13th, September 1st and

8th!'

There was very little disease of any sort, in some measure due

to the unusually fine seed employed. The varieties, which showed

a small amount of pod spot, were the "Six Weeks," "Black Wax,''

"Davis," "Golden Eye" and "Saddleback Wax," and those with

more of this disease in evidence were "'Flage<^let," "Golden Wax,"

"Mohawk," "Burpee's Stringless" and "Pencil Pod Wax." The

kinds not mentioned above were comparatively free from the pod

spot.
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T]w nist ap]ir'ar('(l lator and oiilv in small amount upon the

folluAviiio' varieties: "Long-fellow/' *'White Marrowfat" and

^^Refugee/' tlius indieatiug that the late green-podded sorts may
he the more susceptible.*

The foliage held upon the plants longer with some of the sprayed

half rows than those which were untreated, hut, as a whole, the

test showed no practical benefit from the application of the Bor-

deaux mixture because of the general absence of the diseases that

were to he conibatted.

Natnral Snspeot" Beans.

The term "Natural Suspect" is given to those apparent crosses

Avhich have occurred without pa-evious treatment of the bloom to

•secure a special combination. That varieties of lima beans may
mix without the aid of artificial pollination, when grown near

together, and ])resumably through the agency of insects, is inferred

from the results olitained in the case of the "Jackson Wonder"
'4:To?ses.

Pot several years many varieties of snap heans have been grown

"in parallel rows uniformly tAvo feet apart. Last year, when the

first crop was gathered from a planting of these home-grown seeds,

beans were found in certain rows different, not only from the

-parent type, but unlike any other variety in the plot.

Below are given some of the varieties which produced divergent

.seed tyjies with the varying color in each case:

The "Black Valentine,"^ "Cylinder," "Burpee" and "Davis" all

-ijave the dark-mottled seeds as a variation from the parent type.

From the "Jones' Strina:less" row curious fiTav-mottled seeds with

i\ dark "eye" were gathered.

Tlu^ "Black Valentine" "suspect" in the second generation pro-

4luced seeds of three tyjies—^l^lack, mottled and that of the

"^'Buriiee." Judging from the behavior of "hand-worked" crosses,

this result points to a mixture with a black-seeded sort like the

"^^Bisnuirck," which was grown two feet from the "Black Valen-

tine."

* Note —The "Tennessee" and "Improved Tree" (both green-podded) grown

as a second crop elsewhere in the Gardens, rusteil quite badly but did not show the

pod spot.
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The "Davis" "suspect" gave in the seeoud generation mottled

and white seeds, while "Jones' Stringless" produced a dark brown

in addition to the gray-mottled type.

So much attention was demanded by the more important "hand-

worked" crosses that little time could be given to the "JSTatural

Suspects" during the past season, but seeds have been saved for

ii further study of the subject.

Mature and Immature Beans for Seeds.

Upon July 20th, immature beans, freshly gathered and still

quite soft, were planted with every alternate parallel row, receiv-

ing mature stock seeds of the same variety.

The object of this experiment was tO' observe any differences

Mdiicli might thus occur l>etween the pairs of rows.

Of the eight varieties thus treated, "Bismarck," "Allan's Im-

perial," "Eldorado" and "White Kidney" showed no contrast in

size of plant, earliness, prolificness or color of seeds.

With the "California Black" and "Davis" the immature row

was the more prolific, but the opposite was true of the "Improved

Tree" and "Pride of Newton."

The experiment does not show that there is much difference to be

expected between the crops obtained from planting freshly-gathered

seeds and from thoroughly dried commercial beai^s.

SCARLET RUNNER HYBRIDS.

Early last year hybrids were secured between the "Scarlet

Hunner" (Phaseolus muHiforus) and several snap bush beans

(P. vulgaris). The differences between the parents are great, for

the former is a climbing species with a profusion of blooms of a

bright red (scarlet) color followed by an occasional pod bearing

but few large chocolate and purple-mottled seeds, and the latter is

a bush or dwarf type of the common garden bean, the particular

characteristics of which are given below under the varieties that

are involved in the union.
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"Scarlet Runner-TennesBee '* Hybrids.

Tlie "Tennessee" is a variety of bush bean that is taller than

the average of its class, bearing white flovpers and long, flat green

pods that produce seeds of medium size and of a light browTi color.

The seeds obtained from the blend late in 1905 were uniformly

of a size and shape midway between the two parents and with

nearly the same markings as the male parent (''Scarlet Runner") ;

from these seeds the present crop has been gl'o^\^l. In the ac-

companying plate, XVIL, the lot of seeds that most nearly matches

the blend is shown at 9. A set of thirteen piles of the first genera-

tion of the hybrid is shown from 2-14, seeds of the male parent

being given at 1 and of the "'Tennessee" at 15. The blend seeds

were planted May 1st, and the several plants and their crop of

seeds are considered in the following paragraphs

:

No. 1. The first plant in the row of hybrids was of the bush

type, medium-sized, with purple flowers, the seeds of which (shown

at 2 in the plate) were all uniformly of the size and shape of the

"Tennessee," and were solid, dark purple, looking black at a little

distance.

No. 2. This was a small, earW-fruited plant, the produce being

only a few seeds (shown at 3), the beans having a yellowish-brown

color, with a fine, indistinct mottling. There was very little in

these seeds to suggest the "Scarlet Eunner" parent.

No. 3. This was a small, early-maturing plant, which gave a

very handsome *ype of seeds (shown at 4), the plumpness of which

exceeded that of either parent, and in markings is quite unusual.

The beans were nearly four-fifths black, with small, irregular

patches of white in the area most distant from the "eye." The

bright, shiny coat is in striking contrast with those of the two

previously-mentioned numbers.

No. 4. This was a large,.wide-spreading plant, with red flowers

and dark gi-een, curved pods. It was the most prolific member of

this set and its type is shown at 5. The seeds here were very

variable in size, and, being borne close to each other in the pods,

have their ends of a peculiar angular form. Still more extraor-

dinaiw is the color, which is a gTay, with fine, bluish mottlings, be-

coming darker near the "eye." They do not suggest either parent

and appear like a new departure in beans, the worth of which re-

mains to be demonstrated.
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Xo. 5. This was a medium-sized plant with red flowers and

flat pods, curved and striped. The seeds were decidedly flat, after

the "Tennessee" type, while the color and markings only faintly

suggested the "Scarlet Runner." The background is gray and of a

dull purplish red, somewhat concentrically arranged around the

"eye." At 6 some of the seeds are much lighter colored than

others—in fact, a few are nearly solid dark colored, as shown in

the engraving.

jSTo. 6. This was a small, bushy plant, with medium-sized pods,.

and at once reminded one of the "Scarlet Runnei'" in the color

and markings of the seeds, but in size and shape it closely ap-

proached the other parent. The dark purple appears as black and

the light portions shown are due to the reflected light from the

shiny surface. Seeds are shown at 7.

No. 7. This was a small plant, closely resembling the "Scarlet

Runner" in flower, foliage and seeds, but was a true dwarf, with a

long blooming period, yielding short, flat, broad pods. The small

quantity of seed secured (shown at 8) are above the average in

size, and in shape and other markings closely resembled the "Scar-

let Runner." Three seeds of this lot were planted in the green-

house on August 27th and all are of the bush type, with red

flowers.

No. 8. This was a medium plant, with short, flat pods, the

seeds of which are shown at 9, and might well be mistaken for the

blend originally obtained. These beans are medium-sized, flattisli

and marked with peculiar purples, dark and light, that are so char-

acteristic of the "Scarlet Runner."

No. 9. This closely resembled Xo. 4, being a large, spreading

plant, after the type of the "Scarlet Runner," with dark stems and

foliage, with purple flowers and bearing a large number of flat,

striped pods throughout a long season. The seeds, making the

second largest group (shown at 10), are of good size and shape

and uniformly of a dark purple color, appearing almost black.

No. 10. This was a small, early-maturing plant and strikingly

difl^erent from the last in many respects, not the least being the

a])pearanoe of the seeds as shown at 11, which were closely

mottled and quite long and flat. The basal color is that of the

"Tennessee," the somewhat concentric blotches being of a purple

color. These markings are fairly-well shown in the engraving.

No. 11. This was also a medium plant, with pink flowers,,

medium-sized, flat, striped pods, the seeds of which (shown at 12)

are longer than the average and of a dull, dark purple, with indis-

tinct mottlings. When immature, the "Scarlet Runner" charac-

teristics were more in evidence.
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No. 12. This was a medium-sized, early-maturing plant, with,

red flowers, followed by short, ilat pods. Its crop of seeds is shown

lit 13, consisting of attractively odd-looking beans, the basal color

seal brown (approaching the "Tennessee"), but much mottled with

a darker color.

'No. 13. This was a plant with a long stem, inclined to twin,

bearing white flowers and flat pods. The seeds, very few in num-

Ijer (shown at 14), were long and peculiar in having one end en-

tirely white and the remaining portion pure, dark purple.

The thirteen plants, the seeds of which are figured, were divided

into three groups, as follows : Small, five ; me<lium, five, and

large, three.

"Scarlet Runner-Six "Weeks" Hybrids.

There were seven plants gro^\ai of the hybrid between '\Scarlet

Ptunuer" and "Early Six Weeks" (63/53). The plants were all

of the bush type, and two had red, tliree purplish and two white

Wossoms. The parents have scarlet and pink flowers, respectively,

and the white flowers might not be expected. In shape of pod

there was some variation in the length and breadth, Imt all were

curA'ed. Three plants had black seeds and the other four showed

jitrongly the "Scarlet Runner" parentage in being dark mottled.

The lack of inclination to "run" was manifest, and seems to indi-

cate that the "Six Weeks" has a preponderating influence in de-

termining the size and habit of the plant. It is not easy to account

for the large percentage of Idack-seeded plants, for the mother

plant bears light brown beans.

GENERAL NOTES UPON BEANS.

Earliness is associated with a quick-growing plant of oj^en

growth, while a late variety is usually spreading in habit, of a

denser foliage, and produces more pods. The "Golden Wax" is

a good example of an early variety, and the "Triumph of the

Erames" is an early green-podded sort, popular for forcing.

Three types of plants are readily distinguished in the l)ush

beans, the "Dwarf," '•Standard" and "Running." Small, low-

growino' varieties like the la<t two mentioned l)el()ng to the first
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group. The tall bush sorts, like "Canadian Wonder" and ''Bur-

])ee's lirittlo AVax," may be classed as "Standards," forming the

largest group, while the smallest is the "Eunning," and includes

such sorts as the "White Marrowfat;" these varieties seem to form

an intermediate type between the true bush and the pole bean.

Two distinct leaf types with intermediates are apparent, the

bro-ad, short, and the long, narrow leaf. "Wardwell's Kidney" is-

a good example of the first and "Keeney's Refugee" of the second

tyjie. There are also marked differences in leaf suface, whether

smooth or wavy.

The plant stem, as well as tbe foliage, may be either a light or a

dark green. A dark stalk indicates a dark-seeded parent, while a

light green stalk is evidence tliat a white or a light colored bean has

been planted.

From the color standpoint there are four types of flowers,

namely, pur])le, pink, striped and white. The striped form seems

to be rare among beans, since but one variety with that color, the

"Lightning," has been grown at the Gardens. A purple floAver is

associated with a black or dark-colored seed ; a pink blossom with

a seed between the dark and the light, as the "'Yellow Six Weeks,"
and the white flower with either a white or a light-colored seed.

Flat and round pods occur in both the green and wax varieties..

The round pods have the preference because associated more with

stringlessness.

Variations of the green color are the dark and the light shades

with some sorts, like the "Goddard," having on the surface stripes

or markings of a deeper color. The "striped" pod usually indi-

cates a mottled seed, and may be of either the gi'een-podded or wax
type. The striped form does not appear until the pod is nearing

maturity, a characteristic, for example, of the "Keeney's Refugee."

The silvery-gray pod, like that of the "Crystal Wax," is another

peculiar variation of the green. In the true wax beans there are

the "white" and the "golden" types.

Of nine assured crosses between a white an<] a black-seeded

variety, all gave plants in the blend bearing mottled seed. Fur-
thennore, the red and white-seeded varieties, when united, gave a

mottled seed in four and the brown and white in two instances, and
the crossing of a white-flowered variety with one having a purple

flower gave a purple" flower in the flrst generation, and a green-

podded united with a wax sort results in a green pod in the blend.
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EXPERIMENTS \7ITH SQUASHES.

During 1905 tbirtv-three crosses of summer squashes, secured

in 1903 and 1904, were gi'own, a full account of which, with a

plate, -were given in the report for last year (pages 492-497). The

seeds from forty of the selected fruits of that crop were used for

planting the present season. Each lot of seeds was given a sepa-

rate row across a plot and containing eight hills, four feet apart.

The stand of plants was satisfactory excepting in one row, which

Avas replanted from another lot of seeds.

Some of the rows M'ere planted with seeds that resulted from

fruits grown after pollination within the plant, and these are

designated by'the letters C. F. (close fertilized) in the following

record, while the others, heing fertilized within the row, are dis-

tingiii'ihed by the letters W. E. Stakes were lettered from A. to

^N'.N. to avoid confusion in the reference to the row in the previ-

ous year, ihus: A, 5/6, type 8, C. F. I., means that in the first

rovr seeds were planted from a rectangular, warty squash (type 8),

fertilized within the plant bearing the fruit (C. F.), and of the

cross of ^'Yellow Crookneck" upon "Long Island Scallop" (5/6).

The Roman numeral indicates the row (I) from which the "hand-

worked" fruit was selected in 1905. The following types of

squashes have been determined and correspond with the engi'av-

ing in the report for last year above cited

:

1. Flat, smooth, not scalloped. 13. ".Tug." smooth, not fluted.

2. Flat, warty, not scalloped. 14. "Jug," warty, not fluted.

3. Flat, smooth, scalloped. 15. "Jug." smooth, fluted.

4. Flat, warty, scalloped. 16. "Jug." warty, fluted.

5. Rectangular, smooth, not scalloped. 17. Longneck, smooth, not fluted.

<!. Rectangular, warty, not scalloped. 18. Longneck. warty, not fluted.

7. Rectangular, smooth, scalloped. 19. Longneck, smooth, fluted.

8. Rectangular, warty, scalloped. 20. Longneck, warty, fluted.

9. Oval, smooth, not fluted. 21. "Cheese," smooth, not fluted.

10. Oval, warty, not fluted. 22. "Cheese," warty, fluted.

11. Oval, smooth, fluted. 23. Spherical, smooth.
!•_'. Oval, warty, fluted.

The classification assumes that the flat, smooth unscalloped fruit is the

simplest general type of squash, and the long, warty and fluted one the most
complex. Three forms are given after the classified groups.
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A. 5/6, type 8. C. F. I. There were tliirty-three fruits,

chiefly creajn colored and flat, the leading types being 4 and 8,

small and early.

B. 5/10, type 22. C. F. III. Forty-seven fniits, cream col-

ored, flat, tyi>cs 22, 3 and 16.

C. 5/12, type 6. O. F. III. Forty-five warty fruits of an

orange color and somewhat variable shapei around the type 14.

D. 5/12, type 22. C. F. IV. Sixty-two fruits, chiefly cream
colored, of types 22 and 11.

E« 5/6x5, type 15. C. F. VI. Sixty-one yellow-orange fruits,

many striped and of types 21, 3 and 13.

F. 5/6x5, type 15. W. R. VI. Fifty-five fruits, varying in

color from white through orange to green, many striped. In
shape they were quite evenly divided between flat, jug and long-

neck form and with a small amount of wartiness.

G. 5x6/6x5, type 18. W. K VII. Forty-four fruits, all of

jellow-orange color and the parent type (18).

H. 5(6x5)5(6x5), type 16. C. F. IX. Thirty-eight fruits,

quite variable in color, some dark green but in shape generally

the parent type with only a few warts (13).

I. 5(6x5)5(6x5), type 16. W. E. IX. Thirty-three fruits,

agreeing quite closely wath the previous row. The record for last

jear shows that the prevailing type then was as it is now and is

becoming fixed.

J. 5(6x11), type 16. C. F. X. Only twenty-one fruits, vary-

ing in color, types 11 and 3.

K. 5(6x11), type 18. W. Pt. X. Fifty-one yellow, warty

fruits of the parent type (18).

L. 5(6x11), type' 10. O. F. X. Only twenty fruits, chiefly

yellow, with the types 14 and 10.

M. 6/5, type 16. C. F. XL Forty-eight variable fruits in

color and shape, many striped and some nondescript. The leading

types are 16, IT, 10 and 6.

NT. 6/5, type 16. W. K. XL Thirty-seven variable fruits,

cream, yellow, striped in color, and in shape types 16 and 18.

O. 6/9, type 3. W. R. XII. Forty-six fruits, chiefly white-

cream in color and flat with scallop (type 3).

P. 6(5x6), type 3. C. F. XIII.
'

Forty-three white fruits of

type 3. An early and uniform row.
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Q. 6(Gx5), type 10. C. F. XIV. Thirty-six fruits, all white,

with the general form of types 13 and 7.

R. (;((>x5), type 11. W. E. XIV. Thirty-eight fruits, all

white, hut variahle in shape from tyye 1 and 3 to 21 with several

not easily classified.

S. t)x."')/.")xO, type 15. C. F. XV. The forty-three fruits are

small, usually striped with yellow and of the piarent type (15).

T. (0x5) (5x5, type 1. C. F. XVI. The fifty fruits vary in

C(dor from white to yellow with some striped and in sha|>e are

l)etween type 1 and 21.

U. 0x5/0x5, type 20. W. R. XVI. The thirty-seven medium-
sized plants have a wide range of colors and shapes, approaching

most nearly the types 14, 17 and 15.

V. 0x5/11, type 10. W. R. XVII. The forty-nine large,

medium-early, warty fruits while largely white showed cream,

yellow, orange and various stripes. The forms range from flat to

"cheese" and longneck.

W. 0x5/11, type 20. C. F. XVII. The fifty-seven warty

fruits had a gi'eat variety in color, but the shape was quite close to

the parent type (20).

X. 8/5x0, type 10. O. F. XIX. The fifty small, yellow fruits

were quite close to the type 15, many, however, being distinctly

"jug" like the parent.

Y. 8/12, type 3. C. F. XX. The sixty-two large, early fruits

were all white, smooth and strictly of type 3. This was the most

uniform of all the rows.

Z. 9/0x5, type 8. C. F. XXL The thirty-six small, nearly

smooth, fruits were of the yellow group of colors and of types 7

and 8.

A.A. 10/11, type 10. C. F. XXII. The fifty-nine medium-

sized, somewhat warty fruits showed a wide range in color and in

shape ranged somewhat from the parent type (10) to 14 and 17.

B.B. 10/11, type 22. W. R. XXII. The sixty early, medium-

sized fruits were in large part white or cream colored, but some

were yellow-orange and nondescript. The shape varied from flat

to "longneck," while otherrs were "jug" ot "cheese."

O.C. 10/0x5, type 3. O. F. XXIV. The fifty-eight medium
fruits were largely white and flat, adhering closely toi the parent,

type.
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D.D. 10/6x5, type 18. W. R. XXIV. The forty-nine warty,

medium-early fruits Avere half yellow and the other portion white^

cream and orange. The shape was that of the parent typo (18)

with few exceptions.

E.E. 11/9, type 8. C. F. XXVI. The forty-two large, early,

warty fruits were chiefly orange colored and in type close to the

parent (8).

F.F. 11/10, type 16. W. R. XXVII. This was a very varia-

l)le row, the thirty-five medium-sized, warty fruits representing all

squash colors excepting green.

G.G. 11/6x5, type 8. W. E. XXIX. The forty-eight medium-

sized, early, warty fruits represent all squash colors, and in shape-

vary from flat to longiieck, the parent type prevailing.

II.H. 11/6x5, type 16. C. F. XXIX. The yellow color pre-

dominated in the sixty-five medium, warty fruits. In shape, the

•two leading types were 6 and 16.

I.I. 11/6x5, type 16. C. F. XXIX. (Failed.)

J. J. 12/11, type 8. C. F. XXXI. The fifty-one small, w^arty

squashes were all yellow^ or orange, like the parent fniit. In shape,

.

there w^as a range from flat to "jug" and longneck, the type 8 being;

quite connnon.

K.K. 12/5x6, type 4. C. T. XXXII. The fifty-five medium,
warty fruits were largely white or cream-colored, like the parent

fniit, but some were orange and a few dark green. The type 4
inchuled nearly all the species, a few being ''jug" or "cheese"

shaped.

L.L. 12/6x5, type 4. W. R. XXXIII. The forty-nine nearly

smooth fruits were a half white or cream, like the parent, and
many of unusual mixture. In shape, the fruits ^vere about half

of the type of the parent (4).

M.J\L 12/6x5, type 4. C. F. XXXIII. The fifty-three fmits
were mostly white, but in shape there was more variation, type 3
being the leading one.

X^X. 13/11,Vpe 8. C. F. XXXIV. The sixty large, late

fruits were all orange-yellow and long-necked, type 18.

There were twenty-five rows of plants that are marked C. F.,,

indicating that the seeds used were from close-fertilized fruits,

Avhile fourteen rows were with plants that came from squashes
resulting from a union of two plants w:ithin the row (W. R.).

31
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The total iminber of j-qua?hos in the C. F. rows was 1,195, giv-

ing an average of 48.

From the W. R. rows the total was 631, making an average of

45 squashes per row.

From this is it seen that there is no marked difference in the

yield between wide and close fertilized crossed squashes.

THe "Jug" Type of Squash.

One of the forms of fruit that came at once prominently to

view in the offspring of the cross of the ''Crookneck" upon the

''Scallop" in 1904 was that with a comparatively long axis and a

short neck, which has led it to be spoken of as the "jug" form.

It was figured two years ago (1904, Plate IV.), along with the

parents, and also in the report for 1905, numbers 13 to 16, in

Plate XL, where the various types of summer squashes are fig-

ured. As this seems to be a desirable type to fix, Plate XVIII.

presents thirty-nine fruits from the crop for the present year.

Several plants having the "jug" type of fruit have been "hand-

worked" within the plant, and from the resulting fruits seeds have

been saved for future planting.

It is observed that the shape varies gTeatly within the general

type, but the greatest range is in color, which extends from the

white, shown in several (at 10 and 20), through the yellow, orange

and variously striped (0 and 9) to solid green (3 and 16). The

warts are not much in evidence, and from the experience of the

past few years it seems likely that smoothness of surface is a char-

acter that it is not difficult to secure by selection. The aim is to

obtain a strain free from warts with a broad i^ase and straight

neck (2, 8 and 14) in the white (cream), orange and solid green

colors, and at least one with the ]>articularly attractive orange

strijx'd upon a white or cream background, specimens of which are

shown at 6 and 13 in the engraving.

A more essential ])oint in sununer squashes than shape and

color is earlincss, which there are hopes of gaining by breeding

and selection, and without loss of. productiveness, which is, of

course, the main desideratum. In all the squash work the attempt

is being made to reduce the seed cavity to a minimum, and there-

lore thicken the "meat" of the wall of the fruit. In summer
squasjies this is perhaps not so essential as with winter sorts, the

entire fruit being used, with the possible exception of the skin.
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Groovers' Notes npon Station Snmnier Squash No. 1.

Packets of seeds of a cross of "^Crookneek" upon "Scallop" wore

distributed to eighty-two persons requesting tliem, and below are

.some of the remarks received from those making the test : "Sum-
mer squash is a vigorous grower and the fruit of uniform and

medium size." "Plants all very heialthy." "Quality good

;

planted May 3d, fruited June 26th, and bore well up to Augaist.

10th." "A rank grower and very productive; extra early."

^'Satisfactorily productive." "Quality very good
;

plants vigor-

ous and spreading; planted April SOth (indoors) and trans-

planted May I7th; first squash ripened July 20th." '"Plants grev.-

well and yielded well." "I cannot speak too highly of the 'Station

.Summer Squash;' in size, the longest I have ever grown; vigor

and productiveness exceeded all expectations ; shape, with one or

two exeej^tions, perfect ; color, white ; uniformity and quality

of fruit left nothing to be desired ; it is the quickest grower I have

ever seen." "Was a heavy bearer and good size, and very fine

for pies ; the bugs did not bother this plant, while they nearly de-

stroyed the other kinds." "Quality of all used thus far has been

good." "The squashes are doing very well." "One hill of the row

seeded with seed received from you produced a large broiize-striped

squash, of somewhat the pineapple shape; these I found ideal and

have left to nuiture for seed ; I think it is established as a variety,

as all on the hill were always alike." "Squash was extra fine."

"Vigorous growers and veiy productive; quality good." "Plants

were very thrifty and productive." "The summer squash grew

quickly ; was and still is very vigorous, and productive of fair-

sized fruit, which keeps tender longer than the common scallop

kind." *'Tliey are all fine eating squashes and are very produc-

tive, having four to five on a vine."

EXPERIMENTS ^^ITH "WINTER SQUASHES.

Limited space prohibited the planting, with the exception of the

^'Japanese," of other than crosses among the vine squashes. The
list that follows is arranged according to the numerator of the

record fraction used in the field notes, beginning with one (1/2)

find ending with 30 (30/2). Each row in the Garden proper
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occupied a mw across a plot and consisted of five bills, nearly six;

feet apart in the row. Those npon the New Land consisted of foirr

hills each, similarly arranged, and included all the crosses from

K' to X, letters being found less confusing than figures for stake

marks and headings for notes in the record book

:

A. "Hvhbard-Boston Marroiv" (1/2)- The seeds used were

from a striped orange and gi-een fruit. The vines were vigorous,,

but showed some variation in this respect. Upon September 25th,.

the harvest showed fifteen marketable fruits, three of which woidd

pass as true ''Hubbard" squashes ; eight were pea green, striped,

large, and one bright orange. Two upon one plant were of a

salmon color and are shown at 1 in Plate XIX. These agree in

shape with the "Hubbard" type and may become the starting point

of an attractive and superior strain of winter squashes. The pair

shown at 3 were taken, along with one other fruit, from the same
plant, and indicate that crosses between distinct varieties may be

prolific.

B. "Hvhhard - Boston Marrow - Delicious - Golden Hubbard''

(1/2//3/4). In this combination of four varieties of standarcf

squashes, the first two have much larger seeds than the others and'

in the cross the fruits bear the two sizes of seeds. Therefore, in

the present instance, the planting was with the smaller seeds. The
five hills produced a very vigorous set of plants that bore a remark-

ably variable lot of twenty-three fruits—some of them of great

length and of a bright orange color, and others of a pale green and
a few mottled. The disadvantage of combining four "bloods" is

apparent, and the feeling of abandoning the medley is uppermost.

If onie seieks for varied types of winter squashes, he may well'

grow this combination, but to get a fixed type out of it looks hope-

less. Five fruits are shown in the lower row of Plate XX.
C. "Delicious-Hubbard" (3/1). This cross produced a fine,,

even set of plants, bearing twenty-one marketable fruits, all green,

but varying in the markings and general shape. The middle view
in Plate XIX. shows a surface view of four of the fruits of the

cross and a fifth in section. The "Hubbard" is more in evidence-

in the shape than the "Delicious," but in the specimen, at 6, is one
quite like the "Delicious," both in shape and the flecks of lighter

color, that are quite attractive. This same indication of the cross

is seen in many of the fi-uits, as at 4, that are otherwise closely of
the "Hubbard" type. From such as these the cross will be con-

tinued.

.D. "Delicious-Golden Hubbard" (3/4). The plants were de-
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sirable and the twenty-one fruits of a good form, samples l^eing

•shown at 7, 8 and 9, Nearly all of the squashes were solid dark
red-orange, showing the greater strength of the "Golden," but one
was green through(jut, and five showed a mixture of green with the

prevailing orange. Some of the fruits were quite long, and, as a
Tule, the neck was evident, the shape of the "Delicious" being con-

trolled by the "Golden Hubljard."

E. "Delicious-Bay State" (3/21). The "Bay State" has a

somewhat cheese-shaped fruit of a bluish green color, and there-

fore the prevailing color of the cross was, as expected, a rich light

green, to which the flecking (due to the "Delicious") added an
attractive marking. In size the squash is medium and in shape

flat, without the angularity of the "Bay State." A sample of the

thirty fruits is shown at 5, Plate XX., and a section of another

at 6. The flesh is of a desirable rich orange-green and the qual-

ity superior, and in keeping qualities it is also very promising.

"E. "Golden. Huhhard-Hubbard" (4-/1). The plants of this

•^cross did not do M'ell and only a few reached the bearing age. One
of the largest squashes of the season was produced here, "Hubbard"
in shape and blotched with green and orange. There were eleven

marketable fruits in all, varying in markings from solid green to

those that were nearly pure dark orange, and, in shape, generally

lono-er than the "Hubbard," with the prolono-ed, free and curved

tip.^

G. ''Golden Hubbard-Boston. Marrow" (4/2). The plants were
feeble and many of them perished early in the season. Only two
:fruits were obtained, both orange, and closely adhering to the

'"Golden Hubbard" form—that is, long and pointed.

H. "Golden. Hubbard-Warren" (-4/7). There w^as a poor stand

•of plants and the soil was not favorable for squashes. Only three

fruits reached maturity, two of which were shaped somewhat like

the "WaiTen" (cheese), somewhat ribbed and having green stripes

upon an orange background, excepting at the blossom end. The
navel of the "Warren" was somewhat in evidence in sectional view,

which also shows a fine, thick flesh. Two of the fruits of this cross

are shown at 1, in Plate XXI.
I. "Golden Hubbard-Faxon" (4/30). This row showed so few

seedlings that the hills were replanted upon July 6th, and from the

latter some quite large fruits were obtained, there being a total of

fifteen, all solid, bright orange and resembling the male more than

the mother parent. The "Faxon," as grown last year, gave a
^mall, nearly smooth, flattish fruit, with the stem set upon the

•smooth upper end, and this form of stem was evident in the cross,
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giving the general shape of the ''Delicious" to the fine, smo<3th^

orange fiiiits. The flesh is uniformly of the same color as the-

surface and with abundant large, white seeds. The keeping quali-

ties were not good, but the fruits were perhaps not fully matured

at harvest time, owing to the replanting and shortened season.

J. '^Warren-Boston Marrow" (7/2). A few plants were esj^e^

cially vigorous, but the majority were overtaken by the stem g-rub'

and perished. There was a replanting upon July 6th, from which

a dozen marketable fruits were obtained, but were not sufficiently

mature for seed-saving. The best hill of the original planting

gave eight fruits, all of the same color (cream-orange), quite like

the ''Boston Marrow,-' and in shape a blend of the "cheese" of the

"Warren" and the broadly obovate of the "Marrow\" Of the

twelve fruits suitable for seed-saving, five showed a well-defined

navel and seven none,, but the latter had a flat blossom end, unlike

the "Marrow" type, and there was therefore not a uniform blend-

ing of the two forms of ends above mentioned.

K. ^'Warren-Japanese" (7/31). This, and all* the follo\ving

crosses, Avere grown upon the Ncav Land, and had less favorable

conditions than obtained upon the Garden proper. The vines were

slow in getting a start, but finally made a large growth and covered

the ground. At harvest, upon September 25th, thirteen fruits-

(all of good size) were secured, two of Avhich are showai at 5 in

Plate XXI. Xine of the fruits were orange colored, considerably

ribbed and of the shape shown in the left one of the pair at 5. By
comparing this with samples of the "Japanese," shown at its left

(30), it is seen to be much larger, less ridged, not sunken at the

stem or blossom end, and with the stem long and comparatively

slender, like the mother parent. Three of the crossed fruits were

quite nearly like the "Japanese" in general outline, and one,.

shown at 5, was nearly green and smooth, and having an unusually

long stem. In sectional view the fruits all showed a medinm-
thick flesh and an indication of navel in the grain, and coloration

of flesh at the blossom end in eight, while four had a distinct navel

showing upon the outside. These little plants had but few plump
seeds and these were all of large type, similar to the "Warren,"'

but lacking the white color of the latter. The seeds in the fruits

of the "Japanese" type were numerous and small.

L. ^'Japanese-Mammoth Chili" (15/16). Eight fruits of mar-

ketable size were obtained from this set of hybrid squashes, six of

which were solid dark green and two entirely orange, and in shape

uniformly oval and somewhat ribbed, two samples of which are

shown at 6. The largest orange fruit had a thickish flesh of the.
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same color as the exterior and a strong ''pumpkin" odor when
opened, showing a large, nearly empty, seed cavity. Only an occa-

sional plump seed was met with, among them many that were fiill-

sized were empty.

M. ''Matmnoth Ch'di-Ddlclous" (lG/3). Only three fniits of

this cross were obtained, two of which are shown at 7 and 8, in

Plate XX., and all pale green, with indistinct stripes. The shape

is the peculiar obovate (spade) form of the mother parent, but
evidently the fruits would attain to much larger size under favor-

able conditions. The seeds, produced in abundance, were in size

midway between those of the two parents. For its pleasing pea-

green color, handsome markings, attractive shape and thick golden

fiesh, this cross offers much of promise, provided the table and
keeping qualities equal those of the mother.

N. ^''Mammoth Chili-Japanese" (16/31). This, from all points

of view, seems to be fully "Japanese," there being some possible

error yet undetermined.

O. "irt^/'e/' CroohnecTt-Delicious" (18/3). The harvest from
this cross was exceedingly meager, there being only three small

fruits, all of a pink-cream color with pale gTeen markings. One
of these fruits is shown at 9, in Plate XX., and tw^o at 7, Plate

XXI. The shape is seen to be a broad one, ^vith a pointed blossom

end with the stem medium stout. The flesh is only of average

tliickness, of a dull orange, with a green streak near the surface.

There was an abundance of seeds, which were larger than the dull,

white male parent and smaller and less "chalky" than the mother.

P. ^'Winter Crool-necTc-Faxon" (18/30). Here, again, the crop

was small, no doubt due in large part to the unfavorable condi-

tions of the soil. The crop consisted of eight medium-sized fruits,

two of which are shown at 8, Plate XXL, and all were light orange

with a handsome, fine netting of a darker shade of orange. In
shape the fruits A^aried slightly from ovate, with sometimes a little

suggestion of a "neck." The stems were slender and of the

"Crookneck" type, while the flesh, fairly thick, was of deep orange,

detracting nothing from the attractiveness of the squash. The
seeds, very few in number, are quite like the "Crookneck" in size

and shade of gray.

Q. ''Bay StateAYarren" (21/7). Only one hill produced any
sizeable plants and from this three small squashes were secured,

two of which are shown at 3, Plate XXI. They were pale cream
colored with green around the very large, pea-gTcen navel. The
shape, as might be expected from that of the parents, is nearly that

of a "cheese," with a long, medium-slender stem (not shown entire
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in the engraving). The flesh is a pale orange (lemon), very thick

upon the blossom end, and with much green in the region of the

navel. Only a small nimiber of seeds was matured.

R. ''Golden Bronze-Delicious" (23/3). Only two small fruits

of this cross were secured, and are shown at 10 and 11, Plate XX.
They were of a dull ("dirty") bronze upon a pea-green back-

ground, while in shape they resembled the mother, with the flesh

very thick and fine-grained, and a rich orange with a thin gi'een

layer beneath the skin. The section of the fruit gives many de-

tails of the interior.

S. ''Marhleliead-Warren" (2V")- N*^ mature fruits were se-

cured from this cross.

T. "Dunlaps Marrow-]]' inter Croohiccl'" (25/18). The four

small fruits of this cross were all broad oval, and orange, striped

with a lighter shade of orano-e, with the thick flesh of the same

<2olor and a broad seed cavity, nearly free from contents, the seeds

being very long, and possibly all without vital embryos.

U. '']Varted IIuhhard-Dnnlaps Marrow" (20/25). The five

fruits secured were all dark (irange, with green stripes, and of the

"ilubbard" shape. The flesh was thick, pale green near the out-

side, but orange further toward the center. Seeds were abundant.

V. '']Yarted lluhhard-Esscx Ilyhrid" (20/28). Four oval-

flattish fruits were obtained, all of which were pale green, with an

inclination to develop cream stripes. The thick, firm flesh was

green for a half inch from outside and then light orange inside to

the seed cavit.v, giving a particularly attractive interior, made some-

what irregadar by the presence of the navel, that, with one excep-

tion, was large and showed a peculiar projection nearly an inch

long.

W. "Canada Croohicd--Huhhard" (27/1). This hybrid did

better tliau many others upon the poor land and developed its

large, dark green fruits quite early in the season. Two specimens

are shown at in Plate XXL, where it is seen that the shape is

ovate, indistinctly ribbed with a slender stem of the ''Crookneck"

type. The flesh is uniformly light orange and thin, giving a large

cavity, in which but few seeds were developed. The seeds, only a

few being plump, are larger than the "Kubliard," and gTay and

dark-riumied, like the "Crookneck."

X. ''Faxon-Boston Marrow" (30/2). The two oval-flat fruits

from this cross were snuall, pea-green and orange-blotched, the

green making up the narrow stripes. The flesh was thin and

orange colored. There was not enough ground for an ex]U"ession of

an opinion as to the merits of the combination.
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GrojveT»^ Notes upon Station "Winter Squash No. 1.

A hundred and thirty-four packets of the cross of ''Hubbard"

upon "Boston Alarrow" were distributed to testers Last spring,

but at the time of ^^Titing only a few have reported upon their

results. The following notes show that some were pleased with

the cross :
" 'Winter Squash' was of excellent quality, medium in

i=iize, yellow in color." "Large, strong vines." "Quality is very

;good and the shape is fine." "Size medium, fair in vigor and pro-

ductiveness." "^Medium size, strong grower, very productive;

fifteen nice squashes
;
quality excellent ; cook fine and dry ; in

my opinion, they are superior to the 'Warted Hubbard' that I

raised in the same ground." "Plants have done well; vines

strong, vigorous gi'owers." "Healthy and vigorous vines; one

vine has eighteen squashes on it, varying in size from tiny ones

to about twelve inches around." "Vines are vigorous and healthy."

"Squash very productive, vigorous growers and fruit very uni-

forn'i ; from all indications it will l)ecome a leading squash for

market growers." "The 'Station Winter Squash' has fully equaled

our expectations ; vine a strong, vigorous grower ; I have about

twenty squashes, varying in size from twenty inches to twenty-

iiiuc inches in circumference; the shape is very uniform, prac-

tically the same as the 'Hubl)ard ;' there is quite a variation in

color of some."

Notes upon Squash Seeds.

The following are some of the observations made upon the seeds

of the vine squashes in connection with those of the crosses that

have been secured the present year in their first generation from

the blend. Following the order of the numerators (beginning

with the lowest) of the fractions expressing the crosses that are

represented in Plate XXIL, the first cross is "Golden Hubbard"
(i) upon "Hubbard" (1). In this cross (4/1), in the first gen-

eration after the blend, the seeds in each fruit are of two sizes

—

a large and small—as shown at 2 and 3, the seeds of the parents

being at 1 ("Golden Hubbard") and 2 ("HLubbard"), respec-

tively. It is noted that the seeds of the cross are not of sizc^s and

forms that agree with either parent. At 5 and G are shown the

seeds from the same fruit—a cross of 4, above named, upon "War-
ren" (7), and here (4/7), again, there are two sizes, which are

not closely adliering to parental types.
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In the plate the plan is to show five seeds of each commercial

sort that is inAolved in the crosses represented and ten seeds of

each cross, some of the latter being separated into two sets of five,

each representing differences where these are apparent. At 7 is

shown a set of ten similar seeds that are a cross of the "Golden

Hubbard" (4) and "Faxon" (30)—4/30. The seeds of both

parents are chalky white, with the one longer and the other broader

than the average of the two, as shown in the crossed se-eds. The
cross at 9 is similarly a combination between two kinds, with no
marked difference in their seeds.

The seeds at 11 are of a hybrid between the "Warren" (7) upon
the "Japanese" (31)—7/31—and they are quite midway between

the two, the "Warren" being large and chalky, while the mother

(31) has very small seeds for a vine squash, and of a brown color

and a distinct rim. The outer coat in the hybrid seeds is brown
and rimmed. In another fruit, from the seeds of the same mother

fniit as the last, the seeds (12) are scarcely diiferent from the

"Japanese" alongside at 13, and do not show indications of hybrid-

ity. The seeds at 14 are shells merely, from a full-grown fruit of

"Japanese" (15) upon "Mammoth Chili" (1<))> and are practi-

cally the same as of the mother, plump seeds of which are to their

right. That it is safe to infer the size and shape of plump seeds

frnm empty seed coats is demonstrated in nearly every squash

fruit, for there are frequently a large fraction without embryos,

and they agree with ])lump ones in external qualities. In the cross

of 16/3, "Mammoth Chili" upon "Delicious," there is a marked
difference in the seeds of the two parents, and here, again, from
the same fruit two sizes and shades of color also are separated, as

shown at 16 and 17.

At 19 is a group of ten seeds from a fruit that was grown from
seed secured by breeding the "Mammoth Chili" upon the "Japa-

nese," but the seeds do not differ materially from the mother

species.

A hybrid 1)etween the "Winter Crookneck" (18) and the "Deli-

cious" (18/3) is shown at 21. The seeds (20) are white, like the

mother, but much smaller, and are in striking contrast with the

"Crookneck," which are more oval, flat, brown and rimmed. The
above "Winter Crookneck" upon "Faxon" (18/30) gave seeds

brown and thin (22), resembling in these respects those of the

male parent as shown at 20, which were very unlike those of the

])lnmp, pure wliite, smooth ones of the mother shown at 31.
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At 24- is shown ten seeds of 21/7, that is, "Bay State'' upon

"Warren," in which the male type of seed is closely adhered to.

"Diiiilap's Marrow" (25) upon ''Winter Crookne'ck" (25/18)

gave only empty seed coats, but these, as shown at 26, were re-

markably long, l)ut in other respects closely resembled the mother

(18).

The cross between the ''Warted Hubbard" (26) upon ''Dunlap's

Marrow" (26/25) gave handsome, broad, pure white, medium-

sized seeds, shown at 28, not agreeing with the characteristics of

either parent, but favoring the father.

The large, brown, rimmed seeds shown at 30 resulted from the

breeding of the "Canada Crookneck" (27) upon the "Hubbard"

(27/1), the seeds of the male parent shown at 29 being much
smaller than those of the hybrid, but otherwise similar. The white

of the "Hubbard" is entirely lost.

The last cross shown in the plate is of "Faxon" (30) upon "Bos-

ton Marrow" (2). Here both parents have chalky-white seeds, but

differ in size. From the same fruit two ty^^es of seeds could be

easily selected, as shown by the two groups of five each at 32.

EXPERIMENTS TK^ITH PEAS.

The following list of commercial varieties of garden peas was
grown in limited amount during the present season

:

1. "Abundance." 22.

2. "Alaska." 23.

3. "Alpha." 24.

4. "American Wonder." 2.5.

.5. "Black-Eyed Marrowfat." 26.

C. "Champion of England." 27.

7. "Daisy." 28.

8. "Daniel O'Rourke." 29.

9. "Duke of Albany." 30.

10. "Duke of York." .31.

11. "Dwarf Champion." 32.

12. "Everbearing." 33.

13. "Extra Early Exonian." .34.

14. "First of All." 35.

15. "Gradus." 36.

16. "Gray Seed (Mammoth)." 37.

17. "Gregory Surprise." 38.

18. "Heroine." 39.

19. "Horsford's Market Garden." 40.

20. "Melting Sugar." 41.

21. "Nott's Excelsior." 42.

"rhiladelphia Extra Early."

"Premium Gem."
"Pride of the Market."

"Prince of Wales."

"Shropshire Hero."

"Sutton's Excelsior."

"Sutton's Satisfaction."

"Telegraph."

"Telephone."

"Thomas Laxton."

"Thorburn's Extra Early Market.

"White Marrowfat."
"Witham Wonder."
"Yorkshire Hero."

"Tom Thumb."
"Prosperity."

"Prolific Early Market."
"Ameer."
"Admiral."

"French Canner."

"Dwarf Gray Seeded Sugar."
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A set of these seeds in four-ounce bottles has been placed in the

Museum for future reference, and some herbarium specimens were

secured of the plants grown in the Garden.

Attempts at cross breeding were made Ijetween the following

kinds, which were grown in pairs of parallel rows, planted early

in the season

:

"Abundance"-"Admiral."
"Alaska"-"T()iu Tliiimb."

"Alaska"-"Telephone."

"Alaska"-"French Canner."

"American 'N^'onder"—"French Canner."

"Daniel 0'Rourke"-"Surprise."

"Horsford-s Market"-"First of All."

"Black-Eyed Marrowfat"-"Prosperity."

"Excelsior"-"Prosperity."

"First of Air'-"Telephone."

"Nott's Excelsior"-"Gradus."

"Thomas Laxton"-"Telephone."

"Ameer" (a few plants alone).

The following suspected crosses Avere planted June 29th, from

which a few seeds were obtained:

1/41—"Abundance/French Canner."

2/41—"Alaska/French Canner."

14/5 —"First of All/Black-Eyed Marrowfat."

14/21—"First of All/Nott's Excelsior."

14/30—"First of All/Telephone."

15/36—"Gradus/Tom Thumb."
21/41—"Nott's Excelsior/French Canner."

30/21—"Telephone/Nott's Excelsior."

30/41—"Telephone/French Canner."

31/14—"Thomas Laxton/First of All."

36/38-"Tom Thumb/Prolific Early Market."

39/1 —"Ameer/Abundance."
39/36—"Ameer/Tom Thumb."
39/41—"Ameer/French Canner."

40/41—"Admiral/French Canner."

41/4 —"French Canner/American Wonder."

41/15—"French Canner/Gradus."

41/30—"French Canner/Telephone."

The summer season is not, of course, favorable for peas. It was

particularly noted that plants having the "French Canner" "blood"

represented were unusually strong.

In Plate XXIII. seven crosses of peas are represented, they
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occupying the middle row of watcli glasses from left to right. The

parents of each are placed with the male above and the female

beloAv the cross. For exam])le, the first cross (sIioaati at 1) is that

of "First of All" (14) ui»n the "Black-Eved Marrowfat" (5).

The seeds of the parents are alike in being buff (light tan) colored,

but with the latter much larger, less wrinkled, and having a ehar-

acteristio dark eye, giving the name to the variety. In the cross

sho^\Ti above the latter the seeds are nearly midway in size between

tlie two parents, but they all have tlie eye-marking of the mother

parent.

In the next cross the male jDarent, "Thomas Laxton" (31) has a

quite large and very much wrinkled seed, frequently retaining a

greenish color, while the mother is the "First of All" (14), as

named in the last cross, and has a medium-sized, often nearly

smooth, seed. The seeds of the cross are midway in size of the

two parents, and show (2) some seeds fully wrinkled, like the

"Laxton," while others are smooth, as in the "First of All,"

The "Admiral" (40) upon the "French Canner" (41) com-

bines two varieties representing two widely different types. In

the former the seeds are large and extremely wrinkled and of a

dull greeaaish buff color. The "French Canner" has small, spheri-

cal, typioally smooth seeds that are nearly flesh colored. The dif-

ferences in the plants of these two sorts are as great as here shown
at 3 between the seeds. The cross is near the mother in size of

seeds, three-quarters of which are smooth, somewhat larger than

the "Canner," but greenish like the "Admiral." It is interesting

to note that the wrinkled are larger than the smooth ones. A pod

is shown with the five seeds in plate, the second one from the base

being larger than the other and dimpled.

At 4 is shown the seeds from a plant that grew from a pea ob-

tained by breeding the "French Canner" (41) upon the "Ameri-

can Wonder" (4). Here, again, the two parents represent the two

classes shown in the last cross but with the "Canner" in this case

as the mother. The results are nearly the same, for the small,

spherical, smooth pea seems to reduce the size to nearly that of its

own, the wrinkled ones being somewhat larger as sho-\vn in the

sample and also by the dimpled seed in the opened pod. The

seeds from one of the first generation plants were classified as fol-

lows :
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Smooth, Gray, Large 62

Smooth, Gray, Small 39

Smooth, Green, Large 10

Smooth, Green, Small 6

Wrinkled, Gray, Large 12

Wriakled, Gray, Small 10

Wrinkled, Green, Large G

Wrinkled, Green, Small 2

Total 127

Smooth, 97; wrinkled, 30; large, 90; small, 37; gray, 103;

green, 24.

Tliis follows, as closely as might he expected, the numerical

results determined by Mendel. Regarding size in the case of peas,

it is not always easy to decide to which class a. wrinkled seed

belongs, and, again, the end peas in a pod frequently vary in size

from the others. It remains to be seen what the sizes in the plants

from -these peas will show as the standard and dwarf types are

brought together.

At 5 is shown the seeds of a cross of the ''French Canner" (41)

uj^on the "Telephone" (30) and represented by the fraction

41/30. As in the last, the mother variety is one producing a

large, green, wrinkled pea, but, unlike the "American Wonder,"

the "Telephone" is a standard sort. Only a few seeds were secured

in the fall crop of the first generation, but they show all the types

brought out in the scheme given for the last cross.

The last cross, shown in the plate at 6, is that of a ])urple flow-

ered ]>lant growing in ?i mixed crop of peas and oats, "hand-

worked" upon "Horsford's Market" (19). Of the eighty-four

seeds secured, sixty-one were smooth and twenty-three wrinkled,

sixty-six gray and eighteen green, sixty-one large and twenty-three

small, which is a fairly close approximation in Mendelism. The

various types of seeds are shown in the watch glass at 6 with an

opened pod l)elow with smooth and wrinkled peas in place.

There are several other crosses, not represented in the plate,

showing very striking differences in types of seeds borne upon the

same plant; that of "Nott's Excelsior" (21) upon the "French

Canner" (41) perhaps will afford a most interesting set of plants

in the next generation, as the contrasts of the parents arei, of

course, very great.
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EXPERIMENTS 'WITH SALSIFY.

Plot 4, Series IV., was sown to salsify June 27tli, 1905. In

nearly all instancies the seed used was obtained by placing paper

bags over young heads of the mother plants, and therefore the off-

spring were bred within the single inflorescence. The numbers
used below are those of Prang's Color Chart.

Kow 1. The easternmost part of the plot was sown with seed

obtained by plaeing a large beil jar over the plants, thus securing

<?rossing Ix^tween plants of two types, namely, 95 (light yellow)

.and (Jl-y (darker orange, yellow orange). The record for this

row is that the plants were much mixed in color.

Row 2, This was sown with seed from a solid roAv of selected

plants of 93 (yellow). This is the color carried by one of the

parents of the hybrid, namely, the wild species {Tragopogon

pratensis). This row of tliirty feet Vv^as divided into ten sections,

each of which was sown with seeds from different close-fertilized

heads. Xo two sections in this row were alike in characteristics

of the plants but extremely uniform within the sections from any

head. Thus, some sections were- with smaller plants than others

;

some liad smooth leaves, others with wavy margins to the foliage.

Some sectioais showed pairple in the stems Vvdiile others were green

throughout. In short, there were many indications that all the

phmts were hybrids. The only characteristic in which there was

constancy was the color of the flowers. It was a solid yellow row,

and, with a single exception, all the ten sections showed the same

shade; the second section of over four feet had a lighter shade of

yellow—No. 94 of the Prang Chart.

Kow 3. This was made up of five sections, all quite different in

color value, but the whole row showed a very much mixed display

of flowers.

Row 4. This oootisi&ted entirely of 41-y (darker orange, red

orange), and proved to be a mixed lot when in bloom.

Row 5. This was sown with seed of No. 31 (darker red orange),

and while the four sections differed from each other in many
things, the blooms were all true to the type of the mother plants.

Row 6. This had 31y (darker red orange) for one portion and

21 (dark red, red. OTange) for the other. The fonner had a few

yellow (03) blooming plants among these, otherwise true to seed
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powii. All of The vow having Xo. 21 was solid of the kind of the-

parent.

liow 7. While this row was sown with seeds from six heads of

the same type'—21-y (dark red, red orange)—no two sections were-

alike, and in three the blooms were mixed. The finest plants were

in the second section, from which seed from bagged heads was

saved. The general type here was of the garden species, with no

sign (if pnrple in the stem or leaf, bnt differing greatly in the color

and size of the llowers. It was a very distinct hybrid that is full

of promise.

Kow 8. This was made np of fonr sections, all sown with seeds-

from heads with color, dark red (12). With the exception of one

plant, the parent color was present in all the offspring in the first

two sections. In the third section there were no two plants alike,

suggesting that in this instance there was an error, and the head

used had not been covered during the season of bloom.

Row 9. This was sown with No. 242 (dark red, red violet), and

in the first section there was a large percentage of the same type.

save with the yellow eye (2-12-y). The same was true of the third

section, where 60 per cent, were 242-y. In the last two sections

the plants were all solid 242.

Row 10. This was sown with 'No. 233 (red violet), and made a

remarkably strong line of plants. In the third section, while

nearly all were true to parent, a few had a yellow ^'eye" (233-y),

two were with nearly white flowers, and one a most delicate shade

of peach. All the plants in this row had but few (15 to 20) raj

flowers with the long tips of the involucre extending beyond the

rays, giving a striking
'

'starry" appearance. The next section of

twelve feet was unusually fine, approaching the garden species^

having leaves very glaucus, no purple in stems or foliage, with the

flowers solid 233 and coiled inward in a most peculiar manner.

Rows 11, 12 and 13 were made up of several shades, all of which
were quite close to the parent type.

Row 14. This was sown with 234 (light red violet), and con-

sisted of seven sections ; they all came true to parent type.

Row 15. This was sown with seed gathered from plants of ISTo.

95 (yellow), confined under mosquito netting during the blooming
period. The plants were all true to parent color (95), but were-

evidently a combination in many respects of the two species in-

volved in the hybrid.
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>

Row 16. This was sown similar to the above with seeds obtained

from plants of No. 234 (light red violet), confined under mosquito

netting. Here, again, the blooms all came true to the parent eolor

(234), while in other respects the plants were a true hybrid that

approached the garden species.

IJow 17. This was sown with seeds (il)taine(l in an attempt to

cross tho wild npon the garden species. The flowers were all yel-

low and not of the colors that had been obtained in hybrids of pre-

vious years.

lioAv 18. This was sown with seeds obtained in an attempt to

cross the Ijlack (Scorzonera) npon the Wild Salsify. All w^ere

with yellow blooms of the wild type.

Kow 19. This was sown Avith seeds obtained in an attempt to

cross the wild upon the black species. No hybrids w'ere in evi-

dence.

Row 20. This was sown with seeds obtained in an attempt to

cross the black upon the garden species. All were straight garden,

salsify plants.

Several rows of hybrids of the wild and garden species were'

grown from seeds perfected in the open and the number of types

and shades were as published in tabular form for last year, pages

502-506.

Salsify in the Old Plot.

Hybrid salsify has been left to take care of itself for six years

upon a half plot of the Gardens.

Upon May 25th, the number of plants with yellow (93) flowers

Avas 345 to 125 of all other colors. Upon the following morning,,

tiie yellow flowered plants counted were 444, and those of all other

colors 182. Of the latter only 12 were of the Garden parent,

namely, light violet, red violet (224), while 146 were dark red,,

red orange (21), of Avhich 121 were with a yellow center ("eye")

to the head. The twenty-four remaining plants represented four-

teen shades of color.

It is seen that the area is rapidly running toward the yellovir

(93) color of the wild parent, while the color (224) of the culti-

vated species is poorly represented. The large number of the

shade (21) with a yellow "eye" is noted.

32
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Tho stiuly of the salsify hybrids has ilkistrated the remarkable

variation in color caused by a union of two species widely different

but very constant in the color of their respective blossoms. At the

pres(>nt stage of the experiment it seems quite probable that any

shade that has come to view may be fixed by close fertilization

(that is, within the head), and it is inferred that many other

minor qualities may be secured in like manner.

The experiment was beset with unusual difficulties in the weedi-

ness of the plants, their wide dispersion by the winds and the

difficulty of protecting any uncovered seed from sparrows and

other birds. It w^as discontinued, not from lack of interest, but

because it was becoming something of a nuisance.

NOTES UPON UDO.

The twenty-five Udo plants came safely through the winter,

with only a little cover of coarse manure, and made a vigorous

growth. Unfortunately the cover was removed too soon and the

blanching of the stems was confined to only a few plants, over

which barrels were placed.

Cuttings w'ere made upon x\pril 20tli and the stalks, prepared

like asparagus, proved to be of superior quality. In flavor, th:.

Udo is somewhat like that of a parsnip, but of a more delicatt

character, with possibly a little of a balsamic taste. As the

aralias are closely related to the caraway and celery, the flavor is

one that some may not like, while others will be partial to it.

Upon May 5th, a quantity—sufficient for twenty persons, were

the material asparagus—was cut and a few shoots were photo-

graphed. Some of the stems, taken from under the barrel, were

over two feet long, and in some instances an inch and a half in

diameter at the l)ase, while the leaf stalks were a half that size

and bleached and very tender. Such leaf stalks quite resemble

celery in appearance, but are more cylindrical and longer, equally

tender and particularly toothsome when eaten raw^

The lower parts of the stems, as shown in Plate XXIV., may
be cut six or more inches long, to be bunched, as is the practice

with asparagus. Stems of Udo have whatever there is of woody

tissue near the outside—the stem being of the exogenous type

—

wliile the center is as tender as the flesh of a ripe pear, which it

resembles when freshly cut. The Udo stems hold their shape



PLATE XXIV.
Japaiiar fdo. Five of the blanched spring stems and leaves are shown.
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"well in cooking because of the softest part being within, and maj
be served the same as asparagus, b\it without the woody base, so

•objectionable with the latter vegetable.

The midsummer growth of the Udo was not satisfactory, the

plants being infested with a blight that caused the leaves to turn

•brown, and before the season was through the whole group of

plants was nearly leafless. Flowers failed to foinn, with few ex-

'Ceptions, and no seed was gathered. It is likely that spraying

will check this disease, but it Avas purposely withheld. There is

fear that the TJdo may have a serious enemy in the blight in ques-

tion, the exact nature of which is under consideration.

CHINESE VEGETABLES.

Eighteen packets of Chinese vegetable seeds (Numbers 17858-

17953) were received last spring through the courtesy of the

United States Department of Agriculture, and some of these have

shown qualities desen'ing special mention. The TJ. S. D. A.

17867 is a eabbage-like plant, particularly as to the smooth, waxy
blade of the leaf, the midrib of which is very large, nearly white

and resembles that of the Swiss chard. Professor Bailey* figures

this under the name of Pak-Choi. Six specimens of differing ages

are shown in tlie upper half of Plate XXV. The plant at 1 has

been cut lengthwise through the center to show the pure white

interior, made up of the younger leaves with their coral-like stalks

and midribs. It is these pure white-leaf stalks and the smaller

leaves with them, making up an interior similar to a "head" of

lettuce, that are used for the table and may l)e prepared in the

same numner as cabbage or cauliflower and make a very acceptable

substitute for either. It may be used in the raw condition, similar

to celery, in the making of salads. At 2 a smaller plant is seen

tied with a tape ready for the market, and strings have been

placed around the much-spreading leaves of smaller plants at 3,

4 and 5 to draw them together for the more complete ble;aching

of the interior during the latter portion of the plant's stay in the

gTOund.

A few of the plants sent up flower stalks, and, by midsummer,

had matured a crop of seeds, the main portion of which was har-

* "Some Recent Chinese Vegetables." L. H. Bailey. Bulletin No. 67, New
York (Cornell) Experiment Station, June, 1894.
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vested, but, from those that became scattered upon the gi'oimd,.

around the paxent plants, new seedlings grew that throve during

the autumn months and produced plants for the table. It was-

from this second crop from self-sown seeds that the specimens were-

gathered for the picture shown in the upi>er row of Plate XXV.
Similar plants left longer in the ground became of large size.

The Pak-Choi is particularly well adapted for an autumn crop in

our climate.

The second vegetable worthy of mention came from U. S. D. A.

17865, which Professor Bailey figures in the above-mentioned!

bulletin under the name of Pe-Tsai, concerning which he Avrites

that it ''is properly an annual, which has the habit of a giant

lettuce * * * and needs a moist and cool soil for its best

development." In the present test the seeds of this vegetable (as-

also Pak-Choi) were sown in the greenhouse and the seedlings,

transplanted, as in the case of ordinary cabbage, to thei open, when

they came forward rapidly and produced plants wath many large,

lettuce-like leaves having broad white midribs and altogether-

Aveighing three or more poimds. Small se<x>nd-crop plants from

the self-sowing of seeds from matured plants in midsummer are

shown in the lower half of Plate XXV. As in the case of Pak-

Choi, the plants are with wide-sprreading foliage and it is well to

tie the leaves together for the purpose of more thorough blanching,

as the plants appwach the time for gathering.

The differrences between the two cabbage-like vegetables are very

apparent when grown in the field, but, as arranged for the combi-

nation picture, their likeness is great. It will be observed, how-

ever, that the lower row shows leaves that have the blade reaching

to the base and the upper ends are irregular like lettuce, while,,

in the upper row, the stalk extends several inches below the blade,.

the latter being quite thick and smooth. In short, the Pak-Choi

(upper row) is quite like a, cabbage in color and texture, while

the Pe-Tsai might well be called a giant lettuce.

Both have been gi-own side by side and the volunteer second crop

occupied, A\athout order, the same land, and in practical outcome

there is very little difference, and, by an occasional plant of the

fruit ci-op producing seed, these vegetables can be easily pTopa-

gated, and, thriving in the cool months of late autumn, may

(JejiPTve a place in the home garden as well as the field of the

trucker.
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EXPERIMENTS WITH OKRA ("GUMBO").

The O'kra as a vegetable is, perhaps, less known in the State

i-han it deserves. Frequently visitors to the Gardens have there

seen the growing okra plants for the first time, while others quickly

"recognized them as special favorites. The latter were usually from

.the South, where this garden crop, aften called giimbo, is much
more cominonly grown than with us. Okra is the subject of a

l3ulletin* by Mr, Eeattie, who states that it has been in use in

Europe for centuries, and is of tropical origin.

The okra (Hibiscus escnlenius) is a member of the mallow fam-

ily, and shows close kinship to cotton, various abutilons, marsh-

mallows and similar giant-flov/ered plants of the hollyhock type.

It is an annual with straight, large, stiff stems, bearing large

^^maple-shaped"' leaves and the funnel-shaped, lemon-colored

flowers, folL^wed l)v pods that sometimes attain a length of nearly

a foot. These pods are the portion used, and need to be gathered

•only two days or so after the flower has passed, when they abound

in a mucilaginous substance that imparts a pleasant consistency as

well as flavor to soups.

The crop is easily gro^vn, and as the ordinary sorts attain a

height of three or more feet, and bear large, lu'oad leaves, the

plants need more space than onions or bush l)eans, and do their

hest when at least t\^'0 feet apart each way. There are dwarf sorts

:that may be gi^^en less space.

Through" the kindness of Mr. Beattie, seeds of a number of types

of okra plants were obtained, and although some sorts did not

. germinate, by supplementing the list from the commercial seeds-

men, several varieties were grown.

From the okra plants grown last year selection was made of a

standard sort with long, slender pods, and of a dwarf form of plant

with shorter, thicker pods. Seed from each was planted this sea-

son and designated as 'Tlom.e" (standard) and "Home" (dwarf),

respectively; the former produced tall plants bearing long, thin

pods, while the latter twenty-one plants all bred true to tyjje, that

is, were low plants with short, thick pods, and one plant bore

slender pods.

* "Okra : Its Culture and Uses." W. R. Beattie. Farmer's Bulletin No.

232, U. S. D. A., 1905.
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"Kleckley's Favorite" produced plants of medium height ancF

white pods of medium length.

"JSTew Lady Finger" gave dwarf plants with very long, curved,,

slender pods.

"Dwarf Prolific," represented by only one plant, was medium in

height with short pods, and dark green in color.

"Dwarf 3291," with but one exception, conformed to the dwarf"

type of plant, and produced pods of medium length, dark green

before ripening.

The above varieties gave three general types of pods: (1) long-

slender; (2) medium slender, and (3) short thick, which varied

in color from a dark green to white (or cream).

From Mr. Beattie's bulletin the following classification of the-

okras is developed:

Plants, Standard

—

Long pod

Short pod.

Plants, Dwarf

—

Plants dark green

Long pod

Short pod

Plants pale green

Green pod

White pod.

The standard type has plants from four to eight feet tall, while-

the dwarfs are usually less than three feet high. The latter are

divided upon the color of the foliage, one group having the ordi-

nary green foliage of the standards, while the other has a lighter

prevailing color in the leaves. A pod is long when exceeding

seven, and short when less than five inches. In the last-named'

group with pale green plants, the pods are slender, and the name

of "Lady Finger" is given to them; they are divided into those

with green and others with white ]>ods.

The varieties grown in the Gardens furnished representatives

of all the six groups in the above classification, excepting the last,

which is a dwarf, with pale green foliage and a slender white pod.

One of these, the "White Louisiana," is recommended as among

the best for (Cultivation, the leading one for general use being the-

dwarf green, long pod.
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EXPERIMENTS 'WITH ONIOVS.

In the spring of 1904 onion sots of the ''White Globe," "Yellow

Globe" and "Red Globe" were obtained from a seedsman making
a specialty of growing pure strains of this vegetable and were

planted in double rows so that the flowers of two' varieties eould

be easily cross-pollinated. "Suspect" seed was obtained as fol-

lows: "White" upon "Yellow," "Eed" upon "White" and "Red"

upon "Yellow." From this "suspected" seed bulbs were obtained

in 1905, and these have been groAvn for seed the present season.

The flower "balls" were covered with large paper bags before

blooms appeared and removed after the seed had set. This seed,

resulting from fertilization within the plant, may be the starting

of new types of onions.

From commercial onion sets of "Michigan Red" aud "South-

port Yellow" "suspect" seed was obtained as follows: "Red" upon

"Yellow" and "Yellow" upon "Red."

These last-named bulbs were grown alongside of the set pre-

viously mentioned, but they were much smaller in flower stalk and

cluster than those of the home-grown bulbs.

Seed onions were obtained for further breeding of the "Michi-

gan Yellow Globe," "Southport Red Globe" and "White Globe."

Wliile the soil is not of the best for onions, there are certain plots

in the Gardens that will permit of the breeding of this vegetable.

EXPERIMENTS ^WITH ORNAMENTAL PLANTS.

A small portion of the Gardens was devoted to ornamental

plants, with which some attempts were made in breeding.

Antirrliimnn (Snap^Dragon).—The "Dwarf White" and

Standard Red" were grown with the object of crossing the two.

Th.e dwarf fonn with its compact growth and showy flow^ers makes

a desirable bedding plant and continues blooming until late fall.

Dolichos.—Four varieties of this flowering bean were grown,

"Giant Crimson," "Dwarf White," "Purple Soudan" and "Stand-

ard White." "Purple Soudan" difFers from the "Giant Crim-

son" in its dark stem and foliage, darker flowers and purple pods

;

the "Giant Crimson" comes into bloom earlier. For early bloom
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the "Dwarf White'' is desirable, but the ''Standard White" excels

iu its i)rofusion of white flowers, borne ten feet from the ground

and lasting for a long time. Pods white.

Hibiscus (Golden Bowl).—Plants from four to five feet tall,

bearing large, showy flowers resembling the okra. "Suspects"

have been obtained between it and the okra.

Ip&moea (Morning Glories).—At the "Camp" about twenty

varieties were grown. They made a large and rapid growth of

from ten to fifteen feet and their profusion of rich bloom was

arrested only by frost. Porty-one crosses were obtained among
them (including reciprocals and some duplicates). One plant

showed a decided tendency to form what are known as "double

flowers."

The normal plants from the same packet of seed had nearly

white flowers that were under the average size for the species and

the bell-shaped corolla did not flare, and therefore is somewhat

near the tubular type of blossoin. In addition to this, there were

five long red splashes equidistant upon the corolla, one upon the

upj>er iX)rtion of the midrib of each petaloid leaf composing the

corolla. These color marks are of interest in the study of the

doaibled blossom. In the calyx the chief change from the normal

in the flowers in question was tke abbreviated lobes which were

half the usual length. The many parts to the corolla caused the

buds to be very plump and the petals show^ed tlieir crumpled edges

for some days before the full bloom appeared.

Upon looking down into the flower the style and fine stamens

were seen to be normal in all visible respects. The five innermost

parts of the corolla were broader than any other, long, spatulate

and l)lotched with red near the geographical middle of the broad-

ened upper end and arranged equidistant like the points of a star.

These, it seems probable, were the parts that correspond to the

middle of each of the five equal parts making up the ordinary

corolla.

The blotched petals may be easily separated from the others by

a downward pull, but, along with each, a cluster of adhering fine

petaloid white parts is removed. The stamens alternated with the

blotched petals as they do with the lobes of the normal corolla.

It is evident that the fine, fluffy, chrysanthemum-like appear-

ance of the doubled mcrning glory was caused by a. supplemental
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growth from the outside of the ordinary corolla, there arising from
near the base of the tube a large number—fifty or more—slender,

often hair-like petaloid structures, which, being enlarged and more
or less coiled at the upper end, gave a very unusual not to say

surprising array of blossoms that were so evanescent that only with

much difficulty could the delicate parts be arranged in the press.

Their capacity in breeding is problematical.

Convolvulus minor.—This is a dwarf Morning Glory with large,

handsome flowers borne in profusion. Attempts have been made
to breed it with the twining species of the genus.

''Jerusalem Cherry."—Plants of dark green foliage, small white

flowers and cheTry-like fruit, turning red at maturity, making the

plant quite ornamental. A "suspect" was obtained between it and

the "Garden Huckleberry."

Latliyrvs.—Started early in the greenhouse and came into bloom

late, after the Sweet Peas had ceased blooming. It is desired to

cross this with the Sweet Pea with the object of obtaining a scented

Perennial Pea.

Lacatera.—A promising cut flower with flowers resembling the

hollyhock, but much smaller. Attempts are being made to cross

this with the mallow pest of the garden and field ; also, with the

Malope.

Malope.—Plant resembles Lavatera ; flowers also, in form, but

3uueh flner in coloring, being of a rich red.

Poppy.—Single Eed, Double Red, Shirley and Mexican varie-

ties were grown, and attempts made to cross them.

Petunia.—Dwarf Star fine for bedding, but does not always

come true, many of the flowers l)eing purple. "Single Fringed"

seems to be an excellent variety. Flowers changed their coloring

through the season, being richer and darker in the autumn.

"Giant Crimson" gave some plants with flowers of the "Standard

Crimson." "Giant Quadricolor" is a very showy flower, with

plants less hardy than the other varieties. The two leading species

have been groAvn side by side the present season, and they seem to

hyl)ridize with ease. Several capsules of seed, through "hand-

working," have been secured. The several plants of the commer-
cial sorts furnished a subject for the study of variability, and a

set of the different types of stem and foliage was secured for the

Herbarium. One plant, in particular, might be considered a
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mutant, so widely different was it from the otliei*s. The plant in

question was wide-spreading and low, the leaves of which were not

half as large as the average, and arranged without the usual length

of intemodes. These characteristics gave the plant a striking ap-

pearance and, in addition, while the plants upon all sides bloomed

freely, this one did not produce a single flower bud. For the pur-

pose of ordinary petunias—that is, garden display of various

shades—this plant was, of course, a failure.

Sweet Peas.—With the hot days of summer all the varieties died

down. The ''Cupid" dropped its buds just before blooming. All

attempts at crossing were unsuccessful.

TEST OF RUST.RESISTIN6 CANTALOUPES.

Through the kindness of Professor P. K. Blinn, of the Colorado

Experiment Station, a quantity of a Rust-Resisting Cantaloupe*

was received by this department and distributed tO' growers who
make a specialty of this crop. The demand for this seed was so

great that a request was made for a supplemental package, but as

the supply of the seed of the desired kind was exhausted. Professor

Blinn kindly forwarded a generous supply of the ''Pollock Strain

of the Rocky Ford Cantaloupe," and this was freely distributed

in liberal packets.

Twenty-four l^ew Jersey citron growers received both the

"Rust-Resisting" and "Pollock Strain," and seventeen additional

truckers had only the latter, making in all forty-one persons who
made the test.

Tt may be well to include here a copy of the letter of transmissal

of both the "Rust-Resisting" and the "Pollock Strain" of Canta-

loupes :

February 8th, 1906.

Dear Sir—The Experiment Station has just received some seed

of the "Rocky Ford" Cantaloupe from the Colorado Experiment
Station. It is claimed that this seed is from plants that are

strongly resistant to disease, and I am desirous of testing it in

fields along with cantaloupes of the ordinary sorts, to determine

whether this strain is of special value for "citron" growers of this.

State.

* "A Rust-Resisting Cantaloupe." P. K. Blinn. Bulletin No. 104, Colorado
Experiment Station, November, 1905.
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Tlie seed in question is from plants that were selected some-

years ago because of their fine health when growing in the midst

of other miiskmelon plants that suffered badly from disease, and
the offspring bred within themselves seem to have the resistant

power well fixed under the conditions obtaining in Colorado.

Please indicate upon addressed postal card whether you can give'

the seeds a thorough test. Any names of large melon growers who
have suffered from blights, etc., you may be pleased to send me-

will aid in extending the trial.

Yours very truly.

Febeuary 16th, 1906.

Deae Sir—In response to your generous request to make a

melon (citron) test as suggested in my letter of the 8th inst., it

gives me pleasure to send you herewith a packet of the "Rust-Re-
sisting Cantaloupe" from the Colorado Experiment Station.

It is desired that these seeds be planted and the plants there-

from treated in every way the same as those of the general stock-

that you gTow. It would be well to plant the seeds so that the vines

fr(im them may be surrounded by the other cantaloupes.

Furthennoi'e, it is desired that observations be made upon the

plants from time to time, and particularly as to the amount of
disease they show as compared with the plants surrounding them.

Should the vines in question prove superior, it scarcely needs be-

written that seed should be saved from the best mature fruits.

Yours very truly.

March 9th, 1906.

Dear Sir—Since the small packet of ''Rust-Resisting Canta-

loupe" seed was sent to you, I have received from the Colorado^

Experiment Station a more liberal supply of the "Pollock StraiiE.

of Rocky Ford Cantaloupe," and it gives me pleasure to enclose a

packet of the same.

This last strain is of very higli quality, as grown in Colorado.,

and it may show much merit in New Jersey. It is not claimed to-

be as rust-resisting as the first-named, but is less susceptible than

the ordinary sorts to disease.

Please find a place for both samples in your melon fields, and be-

upon the watch for points of superiority.

Any rejiort upon your tests will be gladly received by the Ex-
periment Station. Yours veiw truly,
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From the reports siibmitted the following remarks' are extracted

:

^Ms yet we note no difference in- the 'Eust-Resisting Cantaloupe'

from the other varieties." "The 'Rust-Resisting' strain lived for

ten days after our 'Jenny Lind' died and then succumljed to the

excessive rains; the 'Pollock' strain also lived well; we think

that these strains of blight-resisting cantaloupes promise much."

^'I would say the seed you sent me shows as little blight as any of

eight different kinds of seed I planted." "I planted one row in

the middle of the patch and I cannot find one hill but that shows

some rust or blight, neither do I find one hill with a crop of citron

on it; four citron seems to be the highest number on a hill; I

would not think them worth much as a cropper." "In regard to

'Rocky Fords,' crop was medium, cantaloupes were quite uniform

in size, well netted and good flavor, very few culls ; vines looked

well all the season but are about dead now; cantaloupes began

ripening about August 10th and continued to September 10th,

but were not picked as often as they should have been." "The

'Rust-Resisting' seeds are doing fine and show no signs of rust."

"The 'Pollock Strain of Rocky Ford' have made a very rapid

growth and first fruit will be ripe in about three days. There is

only one hill of rust showing, which I think is very good, as they

have never been sprayed ; they have set more fruit than the other

vines and especially earlier fruit." "jSTone of the 'Rocky Ford'

melon seed did well in our soil
;

possibly the season was not suit-

able." "There were some right good melons on the 'Pollock Strain

of Rooky Ford Cantaloupe' vines, but, on the whole, I did not save

any seed, as they were not netted enough or as good flavor to be

good sellers." " 'Rust-Resisting Cantaloupe' healthy, no sign of

rust Or blight; fruit beginning to set; seed planted about the 1st

of June." "IsTo appearance of rust or blight as yet in 'Pollock

Strain of Rocky Ford' melons ; they are making fine growth, fruit

beginning to set ; am watching the test with much interest, for

se\'eral years past blight has destroyed vines soon after fruit began

to ripen," "I have gathered a crop of 'Rocky Ford' cantaloupes

of fair quality, the vines commenced to blight l>efore we had a

ripe melon ; the plants did not succumb entirely until most of the

crop was harvested; the fruit was of good size and shape." "The
condition of the 'Rust-Resisting' cantaloupe is very favorable at

tliis date ; no sign of lilight has yet appeared with any of the

varieties." "The 'Pollock Strain' is producing more sets for fruit
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than any of my other melons." "The Tollock Strain' cantaloupes

are all blighted and not any fniit matured except where I sprayed

them, there they have not shod a leaf where some other varieties^

sprayed the same, have blighted considerably." "The 'Knst-

Eesisting Cantaloiipies' that I. am testing are in a healthy condi-

tion ; no apparent improvement over the ordinary 'Kocky Fords.'
"

"The 'Pollock Strain' melons are in a healthy condition ; no notice-

able improvement over ordinary variety grown side by side."

"The cantaloupe season is over and I find the 'Pollock Strain' no

improvement fiver the kind I already have; however, the 'Rust-

Resisting,' while a trifle Ititer, are an improvement ; vines stay

green longer ; I have saved all the seed to plant another year."

"The vines seem to do better—the 'Rocky Ford'—and I wish to

give a more satisfactory trial next season." "The 'Pollock Strain^

do not show any signs of blight as yet, but the heavy rains washed

the early blossoms off; they are looking fine now." "The vines of

all citrons are looking well and at present can see no difference in

our regular citron, 'Rust-Resisting' and 'Pollock Strain.' " "Rust

first appeared on 'Pollock Strain' on August 10th ; could see no

diiference the whole season between this strain and our regular

cantaloupe." "On August 10th, when rust was first noticed on

our regular cantaloupes, the 'Rust-Resisting' had twO' or three

spotted, on August 24th not more than 10 per cent, as compared

with 25 per cent, on the others, on Aug-ust 31st about 20 per cent,

and to-day (September 7th) about 25 per cent, to' 30 per cent.,

while the others are practically gone." ''The 'Rust-Resisting'

cover an average of thirty square feet, show no^ signs of rust yet,

though we have had a great deal of damp weather ; they are rank

color and hardy; the 'Pollock Strain' show some rust and are not

a very good color." "The 'Rust-Resisting' cantaloupe were of an

excellent flavor, vines keeping green long after citrons were done

picking, large yield ; the 'Pollock Strain' were an utter failure.'^

"Regret to report that tlie wet weather and lack of sunshine com-

pletely destroyed my dozen hills of the 'Pollock Strain ;' they only

reached four inches in height ; the 'Rust-Resisting' melons suf-

fered the same fate though they were far in advance, when they

simply rotted off at the stems at the surface of the ground." "Am
testing the 'Pollock Strain' alongside several other varieties and

can see no ]>erceptible difference as yet." "I could see no material

difference in the appearance of the vines of the 'Rust-Resisting'
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and the 'Pollock Strain' until about the middle of August, when
the leaves of the latter turned brown and the fruit rijjened nearly

all at once. The 'Rust-Resisting' leaves were quite green and are

not quite dead yet (September 10th) ; I picked the last of the

fruit to-day ; it is a poor quality and does not yield as well as the

"^Pollock Strain,' which was of fine quality, but seemed to ripen

prematurely; 'Emerald Gem,' planted alongside, about the same

as the 'Pollock Strain.' " "The rabbits got the most of ours as

fast as they came up, but what is standing does not seem to be

l)lighting as much as our own variety ; they do not seem to be set

jiny heavier than our mvn ; as yet we have not picked any, but the

Tines look strong and healthy; the 'Pollock Strain' are clear of

Tust and have a fine crop, doing better than my own seed in same

soil." ''Would say that some of the vines of the 'Pollock Strain'

•did not have any melons on them, while those that did were fair

b)ut not extra good ; the vines have kept nice and green as also has

the citron ; the vines are still alive while we have finished picking

them."
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WEATHER NOTES OF THE GROWING SEASON.

Herewith (page 511) is given a table of the New Jersey rain-

fall for the growing season—April to September, inclusive—for

the past ^^yenteen years. It is seen that for 1906 the precipita-

tion has been an inch and a half above the average, and this excess

was distributed over all the months, excepting September, which

was quite dry, and the preceding month, rainy. The season, as

regards moisture, was satisfactory, and upon the Gardens there

was no time when irrigation was urgent.

The table upon page 512 shows that the temperature was above

the average for all the months, excepting July. A glance at the

''rank in warmth" line will show that the present season was third

in high temperature, being exceeded only by 1896 and 1900.

Combining the facts above stated, the season in question was hot

and fairly moist.

The third table, upon j^age 513, shows that the growing season

of 1906 was a dark one, being exceeded in cloudiness only by 1901

and 1889. In brief, the last season was moist, dark and hot-

There has been fully an average amount of plant diseases dur-

ing the year. Early in the season there were many complaints of

blight upon all orchard trees, that of the apple being especially in

evidence. Among truck crops, the lima beans were perhaps the

most to suffer from a mildew, appearing in August, and being par-

ticularly destructive in some localities.

The comparatively dry September proved very helpful to the

potato growers, whose crop was prevented thereby from serious

decay.
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Report of the Botanist.

BYRON D. HALSTED, SC.D.

EARLE J. OWEN, M.S., AND NAHUM D. SHORE, B.S.,* ASSISTANTS.

For the year ending November 30th, 1907, the Botanical De-

partment has been working chiefly along the general line of the

improvement of truck crops. The test includes sweet corn, to-

matoes, eggplants, Lima beans, snap beans, summer squashes,

winter squashes, peas, okra, onions and salsify, to which is added

some ornamental plants.

The work with sweet corn has been much influenced by the

very unusual season, particularly the first portion, when all early

plantings were either destroyed or badly injured. The block of

"Malamo" corn grown upon the Home Grounds was low in stat-

ure and small in crop ; and the same terms characterize the block

of "Malakosby." The later sorts, where the land was sufficiently

rich, yielded fairly well, and some crosses were so satisfactory that

seeds will be offered for trial to the truckers of the state. The
cross that has been the most productive of all is the "Golden Ban-

tam-Premier" (34/70). Last season the stalks often produced

twin ears as Plate III. illustrates in the Report for that year.

What with the plants strong, of good height and the ears fre-

quently twins, of good shape and fine quality of kernels, this

sort may prove acceptable for the second early crop. The "Adams-

Crosby" cross has been carried forward another year, so that now
the sweet corn has been separated from the flint (dent) grains

of the "Adams." The plants have much of the sturdiness of

* From June 15th.
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the "Adams" with its fine plump ears and many straight rows of

grains. This is worthy of a trial by those who wish a reliable

sweet corn. The crosses of the "Golden Bantam" (an early yel-

low sweet corn) with the "Country Gentleman," "Stowell's

Evergreen," and others are promising to combine the rich, long

grains with an earlier maturing of the plant. A large part of

the work with the corn crosses upon the "Smock Land" has been

neutralized by the unfavorable season and soil, but in many in-

stances seed enough was obtained tO' prevent the loss of a year in

the progress of the experiments.

With tomatoes, the work of the year has been mainly to make
progress toward a fruit of marketable size, with a long axis and

an interior made up largely of flesh with many small seed cavities.

To this end those sorts with a large apple-shaped fruit have been

bred with the "plum" and "pear" types of fruits, and it is a

pleasure to record by means of a plate that a hopeful advance has

been made. Among the two thousand plants upon the Home
Grounds, there were some crosses so full of promise that seeds,

are to be offered for a trial by those who may desire to test them..

Some of these are early, while others show merit as plants for

the home garden. Some new types have come to light among to-

matoes—one in particular combining the "Currant" and "Pon-

derosa" that is remarkable for both its shape and flavor. As
usu^il, the freaks have not been slow in making their presence

known—as, for example, a cross with the "peach" that is deeply

ribbed like a squash, and of remarkably large size.

The eggplants did not make as large a growth of plant as

usual, the cold, backward spring being unfavorable, but as the

season drew to a close the showing of fruit was fine. A large

number of crosses were grown, and of these "Long White" upon-

"New York Improved" (11/18) has given a satisfactory fruit in

size, shape and color, and, under the name of "Ivory," its seed

will be distributed. Further points of interest have developed

among the hybrids between the "American" and "Chinese" spe-

cies ; by increasing the blood of the former the size of the hybrid

fruits has been much enlarged, and thus hope is brightened that

a combination of economic importance may be made. The way
seems open for the production of a truly spineless eggplant.
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The bush or snap beans have occupied much of the poorer land

recently assigned to the Department, and some of the crosses are

so far developed as to make it possible to offer seeds in the coming

spring. Crosses of Lima beans have been given more than usual

space. y\ll of the leading sorts have been grown, and many
crosses between them are upon trial. A study is being made of

the ''Willow-leaf" types as having a possible advantage over the

ordinary sorts in times when the mildew is prevalent. Another

generation of the hybrids between the snap beans and "Scarlet

Runner" has been grown and the number of types are many, dif-

fering in form of vine, leaf, flower, pod and seed. The prolific

plants may in some instances be the beginning of hopeful lines

that are quite new.

Squashes of the summer sorts were given a place upon the

Home Grounds, and out of the fifty and more selected inbred

crosses of previous years, a few will be selected as worthy of a

place among the commercial sorts. Several new kinds were

grown and used extensively in the breeding. The winter squashes

did not fare so well, they being assigned to the less fertile land

where greater area was possible for them. Many of the crosses

failed to mature fruit, but of others satisfactory results were ob-

tained.

The crossing of garden peas, begun last year, was carried for-

ward for a season, and some promising types are in evidence;

in August a partial set of these was grown as an autumn crop,

without considerable success.

Salsify, okra and onions all received some attention during the

year. The Japanese Udo as a salad plant has not met the expec-

» tations, chiefly due to a blight that sickened the plants early in

the season, from which they never recovered their full vigor.

During the year two bulletins, namely, No. 199, "Station Nov-

elties in Truck Crops," (34 pages, 4 plates, 7 figures), and No.

202, "The Forest Trees of New Jersey" (54 pages, 25 text en-

gravings), have been issued; the first dealing with the distribu-

tion of seeds, and the last gave some notes as to the range and

culture of the trees of the state. The seed distribution last spring

embraced 1087 packets as follows: Corn, 411; tomatoes, 330;
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eggplants, 121; winter sqnashes, 128; "Pak-Choi," 47, and "Pe-

•Tsai," 50 packets respectively.

Some time has been consumed daily in the determination of the

names and habits of plants, the examination of commercial seeds

for impurities, the investigation of the diseases of crop plants,

and the correspondence connected with the above and allied mat-

ters associated with the Department.

THE EXPERIMENT AREA.

The land devoted tO' plant improvement consists now of seven

acres in three separate portions of the College Farm. The Home
Grounds have been in charge of the Botanical Department for the

past thirteen years, and consist of two acres divided into seven

series, each of four plots, as shown by the plan upon page

264. Each plot consists of one-tw^entieth of an acre, and within

the past year has been permanently marked by corner posts of

cedar, thus making it an easy matter to arrange the several crops

and keep the paths in place both ways of the area, as shown by

the double lines in the diagram. There is an irregular piece of

ground at each end of the rectangular block of plots and these are

occupied with ornamental plants for breeding purposes and grass

experiments.

The soil of the Home Grounds is fairly uniform in quality, it

being a mixture of clay and gravel, and at the outset was not of

the best for garden purposes, but its texture has been much im-

proved by the annual application of manure at the rate of twenty

tons per acre for the past thirteen years. These two acres occupy

a gentle slope of land and water has been piped along the upper

side to the head of each path and, from outlets there placed, irri-

gation is made easy for the whole area.

Another acre was added to the Experiment Area three years

ago and consists of three equal strips, widely separated from each

other in a neighboring field. Upon this area, called "The Strips,"

several of the isolated corn-breeding plots are located, and be-

tween them and filling up the strips crossed beans, peas and

squashes have been grown. This land is a recent addition to the

College Farm, and is not yet brought up to that richness and tilth

demanded for the best results in plant-improvement experiments.
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A third block of four acres of land has become available this

year for the Department, through the gift of a tract to the College

by Dr. J. C. Smock, for various purposes, one of which is for-

estry and nursery experiments. This "Smock Land" has made it

possible to expand the field work, and when the soil, at present in

a i>artially exhausted condition, is built up by green manuring and

liberal fertilizing the foundation will be laid for much more ex-

tensive and satisfactory experviments along- the lines of plant-im-

provement. Crimson clover, vetch and rye were sown in early

autumn to be plowed under in the coming spring.

It is seen that the Breeding Grounds consist of three separated

areas and one of these is further divided into strips with land be-

tween, devoted to farm crops. liThis distribution of the land is

in large part necessary in order to carry out the experiments with

crossed corn, and by means of this adjustment it is possible to

grow upon seven acres not less than fifty-two blocks, exclusive

of the breeding plot where new crosses are made.

This wide separation of the parts of the Breeding Grounds also

permits of the isolation of the special crosses of other vegetables.

Thus, a block of peas, beans, tomatoes, or eggplants, may be lo-

cated a long distance from the general breeding plots and the

chances for natural crossing thereby reduced, besides giving a test

of the crop upon a more extensive scale.

In addition to the Breeding Grounds above described, the

truckers and persons with home gardens only are invited to assist

in the general testing of crosses of promise and in this way the

experiment area is extended throughout the State and, in fact,

the whole United States and beyond.
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EXPERIMENTS WITH SWEET CORN.

Sweet corn in its many crosses was grown upon all three of

the areas devoted to plant breeding. Such a crop, because of its

wind pollination, precludes the planting of all the corns in a single

block, and, in fact, it was on account of this subject in particular

that the breeding ground consists of separate pieces of land. Upon
the Home Grounds eight blocks of sweet corn were grown, and

the times of planting, in connection with the nature of the crosses,

were so adjusted that there was practically no* cross pollination.

In the first place, a block of "MalamOi" was planted near one

end of the long rectangle of two acres, and a block of the "Mala-

ko'sby" near the other. The "Malamo" bloomed first, and there is

no evidence oi intermixing. Later on, at different intervals, the

other six blocks were planted, the three upon one long side of the

area with three crosses of "Golden Bantam," namely, with

"Country Gentleman," "Premier" and "Stowell's Evergreen."

These three blocks were all with yellow grains of the cross, while

the three corresponding blocks upon the opposite side of the rec-

tangle were planted with white grains of the above-named

crosses. That these blocks produced almost absolutely pure white

ears is sufficient evidence that mixing was practically absent.

"Maiamo"— ("Maiakhov-Premo").

Like all the sweet corn grown this season, the stalks, crop, etc.,

were not up to the standard. The young plants were very slow in

making their appearance, and for weeks afterward the sickly seed-

lings failed to grow. Even with all the discouraging conditions

there were many good ears, enough to show that the variety was

maintaining its previous record for a very early sweet corn, with a

product sufficiently large to make it worthy of the attention of

those wlio wish to grow superior quality table corn for home use.

It is somewhat too small to be profitable for market in the present

stage in the transition from any kind with large ears to that de-

serving the name of genuine sweet corn.
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Reports from Testers of "Melamo."

"Stalk about four and a half feet high. The quality is all

right." "Early but not very large, quality good for an early

corn, averaged two ears to the stalk. Plant four to four and
a half feet high, rapid and thrifty grower. Planted the 25th of

May, picked first corn last week in July, which is very good con-

sidering the lot of cold weather we had." "Very early, good
flavor." "Planted the same day as 'Minnesota' in adjoining row

;

the 'Malamo' is much the stronger grower, and apparently more
productive. Certainly a fine corn ; I find it a fine grower."

"Eared well, quality good." "The best eating corn I ever tasted

;

grows mostly two ears to a stalk ; the suckered corn does not

have so many ears, but is nicer." "Corn was fine, will say that

it is the earliest and sweetest corn I ever raised, had fine table

ears in sixty-six days." "I had first corn yesterday; it was fine,

nice deep grains well formed, small stalks, ears six inches long."
" 'Malamo' is doing well, have had several messes from it and
quality is excellent." "Ears solid, sweet, sound, perfect, two on
each plant; a few have their length, five and a half inches. A
good vigorous early sweet corn, and very desirable." "Sweet,

free habit, ears borne at bottom of stalk." "Quality is very

good for so early a variety. It is about a week earlier than my
best early corn which I have been growing for four or five years."

"This corn was a success, it matured in seventy-eight days. The
stalks were very short and the ears of good size and well filled and

•of good flavor." "This is an early sweet corn, is four to four aiid

a half feet high, the ear was well filled. Grains perfect size, seven

to eight inches long." "The sample of sweet corn received was
very sweet and tender, the ears mostly perfect." "Came up

very well with strong stalks and large ears." "Season early,

stalks short, ears medium, quite a number two ears to one stalk

;

grains plump and ears filled to the tip with kernels. I consider

it a great improvement over the 'Cory.' " "We have used some
of the 'Malamo,' and the quality seems to be good, the ears are

about six inches long and most of them have about twelve rows."

"Grain firm, sweet, full and very meaty." "Strong growing,

good-sized ears, often two on stalk, improvement on 'Golden

Bantam,' as it is larger and stronger growing; improvement on

'Country Gentleman,' as it is better quality. I consider 'Golden

Bantam' best quality sweet corn, but this cross seems to be as

good with larger better ears and not much later." "Germinated

extra well, plant medium size, gathered for table use early in
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July." "Nine hills were planted about forty inches each way
on April 26th. This corn was in the roasting stage July 22d.

Three to four ears were harvested from each hill, the picking

being continued until August 7th. The flavor was excellent."

"This corn is of a very fine quality and very sweet." "I find

the 'Malamo' sweet corn grown from the seed sent me to be of

good flavor. Large meaty grain well filled to end of ear, the

ears are not large, the plant matured in a short time and was of

medium height. I should consider it a good variety for an early

corn." "Corn very sweet." "Very early variety." "Planted

May 22d. Had our first corn July 30th. Plants about five feet

in height. Ears six to seven inches long. The cjuality extra

sweet for an early corn, as sweet as most of the later sorts."

"Plants of good size, six to seven feet, vigorous, productive, one

to two ears, ears of good size, regular, six to eight inches long,

well filled, Cjuality good." "Good ciuality for so early, find it a

few days earlier than 'Golden Bantam.' " "Earlier than the

'Burlington White' corn and sweeter. Stalks from three to six

feet high. Ears small." "Very early, sweet." "Quality good;
I am well pleased with it and will save all I can for seed." "The
corn was deliciously sweet, could not have been better. The ears

were very small, as were also the kernels. The soil here is very

sandy, and dry. I felt very proud of the corn." "Grains excep-

tionally plump, giving ears better appearance after husking than

before." "Quality excellent." "It is sweet and rich in flavor.

I am satisfied, if properly grown on rich soil, it would be

a most excellent early sweet corn." "Plants very strong and
vigorous, very handsome shaped ears, quality of grain fine, it is

the best sweet corn I ever saw." "Size of plant six feet;

large ears, grains of a good size and flavor." "It made a good
growth and the ears were of good size; in these respects, it was
a great improvement over the Russian parent, which I grew last

year." "I like the size of the grains, they are plump and well

formed." "The earliest of all our varieties to mature." "Ma-
tured early; stalks about five feet high." "Fair-sized stalks bear-

ing very sweet, medium-sized ears." "Plant rather small ; ear

large for size of stalk, quality of corn excellent."

"Malakosby"—("Malakhov-Crosby.)

As in the previous year, the "Malakosby" was somewhat

later than the "Malamo," with the compensating advantage of

being larger. The two kinds are easily distinguished while
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growing and, in fact, the differences in the field are greater than

that between the ears and grain. The "Malakosby" may prove

to be a good sort to plant at the same time as the "Malamo," to

follow it in the sequence of the harvest of ears for the table.

Reports from Testers of "Malakosby."

"Every kernel planted of this corn germinated, and the plants

were very vigorous." "Most of the stalks of the corn, which I

planted early in pots, have given me two good ears each. The
quality is good." "The quality of this corn is all right." "Very
good ears." "Corn is very sweet and tender." "Kernel sweet

and skin tender." "Corn sweet, a fine extra early variety." "I

am much obliged for the corn, as it was fine. It was nice and
sweet and the kernels were large." "Quality of grains decidedly

good." "Grains fine, very sw^eet and full." "Quality good."

"An excellent variety almost as early as 'Sunrise' and ears uni-

form, large and very white." "The quality of 'Malakosby' was
excellent." "We have used the corn on table and find it sweet

and of good flavor." "Corn of good quality." "Most of the

grain of the corn was uniform. The grains were very sweet.

This corn is excellent for the table." "Quite early." "Very
fine corn and sweet." "Grains large, quality excellent." "I con-

sider this sweet corn very hardy because every hill came up when
other sweet corn had to be entirely replanted, having started to

plant on May i6th when weather was very unfavorable being

too wet and cold. Some ears were ready by August ist to use

for table, and proved to be of very fine flavor and well shaped.

The corn stalks are about five to six feet high, earing about eigh-

teen inches from ground and yielding one or two good ears to

stalk. Am very pleased to have some of this sweet corn in my
possession and intend to plant it for my early corn." "Ger-

mination was excellent and appearance is now good." "The
sweet corn you sent me this year is very much nicer than last.

The ears are much larger and the corn sweeter, and it was as early

as the other." "Quality excellent, equal it seems to me to that

of the 'Black Mexican,' but the grain is rather shallow. Very
early, ready to use fully as soon as 'Black Mexican,' planted

three w^eeks earlier than 'Malakosby.' " "The best early corn I

ever planted, stalks srnall, ears fair size, grain large and deep,

extremely small cob. Corn very sweet and fine flavor." "This

sweet corn was very early, ready for use even this backward
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year, July 15th; the stalks were strong, thrifty, although very

dwarf, the ears large for size of stalk and of good quality."

"It is a good variety; early but small, short ears. It is sweet and

productive, medium size grains." "Plant very small, ear me-

dium, very productive; flavor good and very early."

The Study of Color in "Malakosby" Grains.

The "Malakosby" sweet corn has two quite distinct shades of

color to the ears, the one a "straw" and the other has been spoken

of as "pinkish." These two shades are not grain characteristics,

for the two are not mixed in the same ear ; in other words, the

ear is either "straw" or "pink," and the cob partakes of the latter

qualities respectively. This peculiarity of two shades of ears is

equally present in the "Malamo," which, it is presumed, also

obtained it from the same source.

As seed was needed of the "Malakosby" for further distribu-

tion, grains from the "pinkish" ears only were planted in a block,

and the following is the result of the three gatherings of the ears

:

September loth, 14 "straw" 7 "pinkish"

27th, 14 " 4

October 7th, 61 " 30
"

Total, 89 " 41

It is seen that the "straw" ears were two to one of the "pink-

ish." This test shows that the two colors are not easily separated.

It is desired that a trial be made of growing a block of this corn

from the straw-colored grains.

"Golden Bantam-Country Gentleman" Cross (34/19).

The plantings of the above cross were made in two plots, widely

separated, the one with yellow and the other with white grains,

both from four zigzag ears. Furthermore, the twO' plots were di-

vided into halves, the one half (sixteen hills) being planted with

long grains and the second half alongside with broad grains. As

early as August i6th, it was noted that the plants in two rows
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from long grains were taller than those in the adjoining two rows

from broad grains, suggesting a possible correlation between

length of grain and stalk. At the time of full growth the differ-

ence was one foot, on an average, in favor of the plants from the

long grains. Those from the broad grains matured earlier, and

ripe ears were first gathered from these tw^o rows upon September

4th, or one hundred and eight days from time of planting. Upon
the 25th the ears were gathered for the photograph* as shown
in Plate L The five ears in the upper left hand corner represent

the crop from the long yellow grains, ears i and 2 and 4 and 5

being twins, respectively, while the one at 3 gives an idea of the

type of ear borne singly. In like manner the set of five ears, 6 to

10, shows two- pairs and a single (8) from the broad grains.

A careful inspection of the whole crop does not lead to any

conclusion as to the influence of the shape of the seed grains upon
the progeny in a cross. A much rhore extended experiment is

needed, but there is some indication that a broad grain may pro-

duce shorter and earlier plants than the long grains from the same

cross.

By an oversight in harvesting, the ears of all four rows were

gathered together so that the relation between the shape of grains

and number of straight-rowed and zigzag ears was not obtained.

There were one hundred and thirty-five good-sized ears harvested

from the thirty-two hills, which was a small yield, but fair as

sweet corns turned out the present season. Of the number named,

eighteen were distinctly zigzag and eighteen straight-rowed, or

practically one-eighth of the w^hole number were of the types of

the two parents.

The low^er half of the plate shows sample ears from the plot

planted wdth white seed of the cross in question. From 11 tO' 15

are two pairs of twins, and a single between them (13) repre-

senting the two rows planted with long grains, \\'hile from 16 to

20 are five ears, the first two twins and the last three triples from

the rows planted with broad grains. As in the case of the

previous plot planted with yellow grains, the broad grains pro-

*A11 photographs used in this Report were made by Mr. F. H. Dodge, to

whom many thanks are due for his -painstaking skill.
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ducecl shorter plants, very uniformly so, and noticeable to any

ordinary observer, that were somewhat earlier in coming to table

maturity. Concerning- the effect of the form of the seed grain

upon that of the crop, it may be written that nothing definite was

observed. The harvest of the two sets of plants was made sepa-

rately with the following results: Long grain seed had 13 ears

zigzag, 15 ears straight-rowed, and 15 ears mixed, making a

total of 43; broad grain seed had 9 ears zigzag, 21 ears straight

rowed and 7 ears mixed, making a total of 37.

The long grains gave the better yield of ears, and had a larger

percentage of the zigzag type, especially when it is understood that

the "mixed" group included any ears that had departed from the

straight-rowed. When the two lots are combined, the results are

:

Zigzag, 22 ; straight-rowed, 36 ; mixed, 22 ; which show that when

the seed is from zigzag ears the output of straight-rows is nearly

fifty percentum.

The "Golden Bantam-Premier" Cross (34/71).

The above cross gave one of the best crops of all the sweet

corns. A block of thirty-two' hills was planted upon Plot i,

Series IV., May i8th, the seed being yellow grains from four ears

(two twins) twelve to fourteen-rowed. The stalks were stout and

of medium height, and bore ears of table maturity August 20th.

As seen in the field the ears are long and somewhat slender-

pointed, and there is no exposure of the tips of the ears as they

mature. The form of the ear is well shown in Plate II., where in

the upper half six pairs of twins are shown, those with eight rows

of grains being placed to the left. While the seed was all from ears

of twelve or fourteen-rowed, a majority of the crop was made up

of eigth-rowed ears showing the strong tendencv of this cross

to keep to the number that prevails in the male parent and fre-

quently met with in the "Premier." For a medium-early sweet

corn the three pairs of ears shown at the right hand of the set

of twelve under consideration are worthy of remark, and from

these it is hoped to select for a further improvement of the type of

ear. It may be possible to increase the number of rows and, at
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the same time, gain an ear that is cyhndrical and not eight-rowed

and taper-pointed.

In this block there were i66 ears of suitable size for seed-saving

and many small ones, some of which were the third upon the

stalk. A photograph was secured of six sets of triplets when all

the ears were large enough for the table. Whether these grains,

are the best for planting is a matter of conjecture, but some un-

certainty will be removed by the ear test for vitality and strength

of germ that is made during the winter season. Of the whole

number of ears saved fifty-two were solid yellow—the first and

the fifth pair counting from the left being among them, showing

that there was no^ adherence to the "Golden Bantam" type when
the color agreed with it ; in other words, one character, like color,

is not necessarily correlated with another. The mixed ears num-

bered one hundred and four, which happens to> be just double those

with solid yellow—an instance agreeing perfectly with the expec-

tation under the Mendelian law. After the excluding of the white

grains from the parent ears there were one-third pure yellow

grains and two-thirds of mixed blood, but with the yellow present

and prohibiting the separation of the two lots. As before pointed

out, the yellow strain of any cross between a yellow and a white

sort will constantly show white grains, but in uniformly diminish-

ing numbers, provided that the white grains are always rejected

before planting.

On the other hand, the white strain (because carrying no' yel-

low) is separated, at once and finally, from the ears of the blend

plants, provided only that the crop therefrom is successively

grown under isolation. In the present instance the two blocks of

the cross in question were grown upon the Home Grounds, and

the nearest hills were about one hundred feet apart. There were

not more than twenty grains of the yellow upon the 155 white

ears that were gathered for seed. In the set of six pairs of these

ears shown in the lower half of Plate II. there was but a single

yellow grain, and it may be seen in the upper half of the leftmost

ear. It is not advocated to have less than fifty yards between two

blocks of breeding corn, and much more is better, but in the pres-

ent instance the mixing v»'as but the slightest, and is permissible

for the yellow marks itself, and such grains are easily excluded.
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and, as for the white upon the yellow, it is the same cross and

does not add any vitiating- element.

The white ears were practically the same as the mixed in num-

ber, there being, perhaps, more of the triplets among them—but

they are not quite as large as the mixed ears, a difference, how-

ever, that may be accounted for in soil conditions, for the block

of white corn was upon lower ground, and the plants suffered

much more during the long, cold, damp spring.

Seed of the two strains, namely, (i) the yellow and (2) the

white, will be offered for distribution provided only that the sec

standard for the germination test of the ears is met.

Reports from Testers of the "Golden Bantam-Premier."

"Ears seven inches long, with good-sized kernels ; superior to

'Burpee's Golden Bantam.'" "Corn very sweet; grew quicker

than the 'Bantam' itself." "Planted May 23d, eaten August
17th, stalks six to seven feet high, two ears to a stalk, good-

sized ears. Grains same size as 'Golden Bantam ;' a few white

grains. Quality as good as 'Golden Bantam,' and it will be of

great use if it will breed true to type." "Quality good." "Very
sweet." "Eighty-eight days from planting I gathered the first

mess from this corn. I pronounce it an excellent variety."

"Plant strong grower, ears medium, quality of grain good, very

nice cropper." "It did well, two ears to a stalk, ears large size,

first ears to eat August 15th. Very sweet." "The sweet corn is

of fine quality." "The corn is delicious ; it is hardy and pro-

ductive." "Corn was excellent, very sweet, medium-sized ears

;

as good corn as I ever tasted, and so said all who ate it." "An
excellent variety; ears medium to large, well filled. Deep, large

kernels, cob small. Quality closely approaches 'Golden Bantam'
both in texture and flavor; a few ears seemed to be sweeter than

'Golden Bantam.'
"

The "Golden Bantam-Stowell's Evergreen" Cross (34/83).

Selected yellow grains from two pairs of twins were planted in

thirty-two hills in Plot i. Series VII., rather late in the season

(May 1 8th) on account of the unusually backward season. This

plot made the heaviest stand of plants upon the Home Grounds,

i8 EX
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largely on account of the late planting. Upon August 17th the

plants were past bloom, and upon the 29th (103 days) the ears

were tested upon the table, they being of fine size and shape and

of superior quality. The harvest was made at several dates, the

ears being kept in separate lots. A violent rain and windstorm

prostrated the plot of plants, which interfered somewhat with the

study of the plants during the last weeks of their season.

In the upper half of Plate III. is shown a dozen ears of the

cross in question, all of them pairs of twins. The first pair upon

the left and the next tO' the last to the right are solid yellow, while

the others represent the main crop oi mixed ears, the yellow out-

numbering the white grains three to one. The ears, as may be

seen from the samples, follow the "Stowell" parent to' a large de-

gree and are, therefore, not small and slender and eight-rowed

like the "Golden Bantam." For ordinary purposes the ears are

large enough, of a desirable cylindrical shape and, when grown

singly, are well filled out to- the end. Without any intention of

showing this feature, it is toi be seen that usually one of each

pair^—the older toi the right—has the good characteristic here in

mind. The grains are not as long as the "Stowell," but it w^a;s

expected to lose somewhat in this respect in getting an earlier corn.

When the cross under consideration is improved by selection

there is much hope of getting a medium crop, large-eared, high

quality sweet corn, and it may be either yellow or white, as the

grower chooses, for out of the same cross, both colors are pro-

duced. In case of the yellow, there will be some white grains

lingering unless close breeding within the plant is resorted to,

when a possible weakness may result. There is a large field for

experimentation here in the fixing of qualities, making the

crosses absolutely uniform and, at the same time, keeping them

up to the desired standard of vitality and fruitfulness.

In the lower half of the plate is shown a set of six pairs of twins

from the plot planted with the white grains of the "Bantam-

Stowell" cross, and not a single yellow grain was found in the

whole lot, which shows that the white grains do not hold latent

any yellow color. This plot was planted early and was out O'f

bloom' before the later block of the same cross, but from yellow

seed, was in flower. In fact, it was planted too early, and many
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of the grains failed to germinate in the cold, wet soil, and the

crop was decidedly inferior tO' the later lot. This is easily seen

•from the samples shown in the plate. If the yellow seed had been

planted in place of the white, and vice versa, the results, probably,

would have been, in favor of the white, for it is not likekly that

there is a correlaton between the color of the grain and any hardi-

ness of the kernel or plant issuing therefrom. The flint or

wrinkled nature of the grain is quite a different matter, as in this

instance the hardiness of the grain withstands unfavorable con-

ditions far better than the soft, sweet grain, and the former may
live through a cold, wet period after planting, when the wrinkled

ones would rot. It is on this account that such early table sorts

as the "Adams" are planted as a first crop.

Corn Upon the "Strips."

As before stated, the Department has an acre of land in three

long strips that extend across a large field. At the ends and

across the middle of each of these strips, plots of corn are planted

for isolation; first, nine early maturing sets, and close by these

nine plots shortly after, as many later maturing crosses are

planted, thus giving isolation more or less complete to eighteen

small plots of corn.

The "Adams-Crosby" Cross (2/20).

From blend ears that last season bore three-fourths flint and

one-quarter sweet grains, the former were selected and planted

May 8th in Plot i upon the "Strip." Considering the backward

season, this plot of sixty (4x15) hills made a good growth that

in no small part was due to the flinty nature of the grains that

are thereby able to resist the cold and wet of the prolonged bad

spring weather. The first harvest of ripe ears was made upon

August 31st, or one hundred and five days from planting.. It

was noted in the record that these early ears were very closely of

the "Adams" type. Upon September nth, nine other ears were

ripe and secured, and these also were nearly all solid dent. At
the first harvest only the best ears were selected for study and
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record, and of these the entirely flint ones numbered fifty-six,

and the mixed one hundred and six, that is, practically one-third

were solid flint and two-thirds weremixed—samples of the former

being shown at the upper left hand corner of Plate IV, and the

latter to their right. A count was made of the flints and sweets

upon ten of the mixed ears with the following result: FHnt,

3427, sweet, 744, which is a much smaller percentage of sweet

grains than expected under the Mendelian law.

As a rule, the mixed ears were of a more desirable shape and

size than the flint ones, as may be determined from the six sam-

ples shown in the plate. It seems to be true that the sweet grains

interspersed upon the mixed ears are as thoroughly wrinkled and

free from the starchy nature of the flint as those from ears

where all the grains are sweet. At first sight, the origin of the

flintiness, often noticeable in sweet corn, does not appear to be

due to admixture of the "blood" of a flint.corn by a recent cross.

Plot 2 was occupied with a set of plants grown from the sweet

grains selected from the same ears that furnished the seed for

the plot last considered. The plants of this set, sample ears of

which are shown in the lower row of Plate IV, were somewhat

smaller than those for the flint grains of the cross in question, but

this is probably as expected, the grains and seedlings therefrom

being more influenced by the cold, damp spring weather. The

ears, as a rule, are less well filled out at the tips than the mates

in Plot I ; other than this the ears are desirable in general shape,

but need much selection to develop a uniformity in the number

and directness of the rows . The set contains purposely some

ears from the early harvest, which are dried out and the grains

shriveled, while the others are nearly freshly picked. A large

majority of the ears are solid sweet, but two in the engraving

show a few flint grains that, it is presumed, came from Plot i.

As both plots are of the same cross, they might have been grown

side by side and no harm from mixing of varieties would have

come. In other words, the flint grains are all "Adams-Crosby"

cross, as likewise the sweets wherever found in the two plots.
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Reports from Testers of "Adams-Crosby" Cross.

. "Planted April 17th, cut it August ist. Stalks about six feet

high. The ears are about half as large again as 'Malamo' and

'Malakosby.' The quality is all right." "Quality of the very

best." "Stalks about seven feet high, vigorous, medium-sized

ears, large grains, sweet and tender, a desirable garden corn."

"Quality excellent, sweet and tender, very juicy. Altogether a

valuable corn." "Corn averaged six and a half feet tall. Strong

grower. Ear large in the round, and from six to ten inches

long. Kernels nearly all in straight rows lengthwise of the ear.

Generally one ear to stalk. Quality of grain considered very

fine, was sweet and tender." "Four to five feet high, small ear,

quality very good." "Some ears were very large and with deep

kernels of fair quality, others with short kernels and large cobs.

Usually two ears to the stalk, few suckers."

"Golden Bantam-Banana" Cross (34/6).

The three plots of Strip II, that is, Nos. 4, 5 and 6, were

planted with the "Golden Bantam-Banana" cross. In Plot 4 yel-

low grains from zigzag ears were used, and gave a superior block

of corn, considering the unfavorable season. Upon September

loth the earliest mature ears were gathered, one-quarter of which

were zigzag. The total of all the ears of suitable size for seed

was one hundred and thirty-five, twenty-eight of which were

straight-rowed. There were no pure yellow ears, but all were

with a quarter of white grains. The record states that there were

none of the pure zigzag type, but one hundred and seven had the

grains more or less out of line.

This block of corn was superior in yield and size and form of

ear to the "Bantam-Gentleman" cross, previously considered as

grown upon the Home Grounds, but otherwise they resemble each

other, and no plate is needed to show the "Banana" cross.

In Plot 5 yellow grains from straight-rowed ears of the above

cross were planted. This block chanced to be upon a very poor

spot of ground, and the crop was small and consequently inferior

to the block last mentioned. The first harvest of ears was made

upon August 29th, showing that the cross was more rapid here
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in ripening, which may have been due to the drier locaHty. Only

thirty-six ears of marketable size were secured, all of which were

staight-rowed excepting two, which were somewhat zigzag. The
grains were three-fourths yellow upon the ears generally, but •

with four the kernels were all yellow, that is, one ear in nine of

the whole crop was solid yellow.

Plot 6 was planted with white grains from straight-rowed

ears of the above cross, and, here again, the yield was so small

as to interfere with the results that it was hoped to secure. There

were twenty-three ears of fair size, all of which were pure white

but one, and straight-rowed with three exceptions, in which there

were strong signs of the zigzag type.

The three plots with the "Golden Bantam-Banana" cross as a

whole gave much hope of securing an acceptable ( i ) medium
early, yellow zigzag, and (2) straight-rowed strain, and from the

white grains a corresponding pair of strains, namely, (3) zigzag

and (4) straight-rowed with the yellow of the "Golden Bantam"

omitted. The three blocks show that seed from zigzag ears is

quite apt to reproduce its type, and the same is true of the g-rains

from the straight-rowed ears.

Reports from Testers of "Golden Bantam-Banana" Cross.

"I find this a very good and early corn, the stalks are about

five feet high, nearly every one has two ears to a stalk, the ears

are about eight inches in length ; I planted some 'Evergreen' the

same day, and it was thirty days later. I consider it a first-class

early corn." "This sweet corn is large, tender and very sweet,

height of plant about six feet high, corn is very fine." "The
corn made a vigorous growth. Stalks were two-fifths of the

'Bantam' type, and the rest were tall. Ears were six and seven

inches long. The- grain was short, with a hard skin, but sweet."

"The plant is six feet high, the ears are very fine, seven inches

long, and the grain is uniform, very juicy, well filled and large.

I prefer it to any other." "Was very nice, so sweet and fine

flavor." "Corn was of excellent quality." "The best of the

'Golden Bantam' crosses. Medium sized ears, well filled, with

deep kernels. Quality good."
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A Test with Flinty Seed.

The "Malamo" sweet corn has shown a tendency to develop

some starch in the grains at the expense of the tissue that abounds

in sugar. Such grains are easily seen while they are upon the

cob, as they wrinkle less than the others and the starch-bearing

interior shows through, giving a lighter appearance to the grains.

These kernels have been termed "flinty," in distinction from the

pure flints upon one side and the "sweets" upon the other. It is

not presumed that the flintiness in question is due to any immediate

influence of pollen from any flint corn that may chance to have

reached the young sweet ear. When this last event happens, so

far as the writer knows, the grain is a flint comparable with the

male parent in the accidental cross.

The flintiness in question is usually only partial, and if a large

number of varieties of sweet corn are examined it will be found'

to range from an almost indistinguishable amount to that where

the grain is not easily separated from those that are unmistake-

ably pure flints. The great bulk of the grains showing flintiness

are, however, wrinkled and show one mass of no great size that

is starchy. An examination of the most truly sweet grains shows

that there is some starch present, and it is by an increase of this

that the flinty grain is produced. Whether there are any sweet

corn grains that have no starch in their interior remains to be

demonstrated, but it is assumed that any large amount is not a

desirable feature, as it allies such grains to the starchy sorts that

are not table corns in any true sense.

A field test was made the present season concerning the power

flinty sweet corn has of reproducing its kind. A block of sixty

hills (Plot 9) of "Malamo" was planted with grains showing

flintiness, and at the same time, a similar block (Plot 8) was

planted with grains of the ordinary type. The season was so

unfavorable that the crop was small upon both blocks, and in this

regard the two plots w^ere served alike, but it is apparent that the

unfavorableness for a good crop may have a tendency to develop

the flintiness. From the crop of each plot twelve ears were

selected that showed the most of the flinthiess, and are given in
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Plate V. There were a few ears from the block planted with

ordinary sweet grains that showed a flintiness, and these are ar-

ranged to the left in the upper row, that is, the ears are placed

with the ones showing most strach-bearing grains to the left.

The set of twelve ears from .the block planted with flinty grains,

given in the lower row, all show the starchy kernels in great num-
bers, and no attempt was made to arrange them upon the basis

of flintiness.

This test, so far as it goes, shows that flinty grains tend to

reproduce their kind, and suggests the natural opinon that all ears

of sweet corn that show starchy grains should be rejected.

It is not the purpose here to enter into any philosophical con-

sideration of the subject, either as to the origin of the flintiness

or its value in the economy of the plant. It may be a tendency

to revert to the original type which was starchy, the influence of

some previous breeding with a flint sort, a way that the sweet corn

has to compete with unfavorable conditions that the suffering

mother hands down to the offspring, etc. Whatever the cause or

combination of causal conditions, the practical fact is that the

highest type of sweet corn is not considered as having flinty

grains, and all such may well be rejected at planting time.

"Voorhees Red" Selection.

The only plot in the "Strip" not previously described (No. 7)

was occupied with forty-five hills of the "Voorhees Red'' sweet

corn, planted from a single twelve-rowed ear. The crop shows

some variation in the plants and ears, and an occasional white

grain was present, as naturally expected from the nature of the

original cross ("Black Mexican" upon "Eg}^ptian"). Prom
the plot some of the best twin and single ears, all solid red, were

saved from plants previously labeled for their good qualities, and

the work of further selection will be continued.

Second Set of Plantings upon the "Strips."

Upon June 20th a second set of plantings was made upon the

"Strips," the blocks containing twenty-five (5x5) hills adjoining

the plots that were planted May 8-1 oth. The whole nine blocks









Plate VI. Bleud Ears of Field and Szvcct Corn. "Silver Mine-Stowell"
at i; "Silver Mine-Country Gentleman" at 2; "Silver Mine-Old Colony" at 3,
and "Silver Mine-Metropolitan" at 4. At 5, 6, 7 and 8 are representative
ears of "Pride of Nishua" upon "Stowell's Evergreen," "Country Gentle-
man," "Old Colony" and "Metropolitan," respectively.
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concerned the crosses that were secured the previous season of

"Iowa Silver Mine" (144) and "Pride of Nishua" (145) upon
various sorts of sweet corn and recorded in the report (with a

plate) for 1906, pages 396-401. The "Iowa Silver Mine" is one

of the leading- white dent varieties grown in the Middle West,

and was obtained along with the "Pride of Nishua," a yellow

sort, from a breeder of field corns of distinction in his region.

The points in mind in securing these crosses were many, some
of which were strictly practical, while others partake more of the

theoretical nature. Last year as breeder rows the two Iowa field

corns grew to the height of nine to eleven feet, and overtopped the

varieties of sweet corn among which they stood. It is possible

that some addition to the size of the stalk and vigor of growth

may be an addition to table corns, provided there is no great sac-

rifice in quality. The longer period of growth does not lead to

any hope of securing an early sort in this way, but, if additional

strength of plant, handsome ear and desirable length of grain,

with sweetness and prolificness are secured, there are ways in

which speed may be added to such a type of corn.

Let it be noted here that the planting of the set of crosses under

consideration was made as late as June 20th, that the season was

not of the best for the crop, and in September all the plants were

prostrated and partially uprooted by a heavy wind and rainstorm,

that after being reset they were again torn down two weeks later,

and killing frosts came upon the tenth of October. And yet,

after all these vicissitudes, on the fourteenth of October a set of

ears was taken from the badly broken stalks that is shown in

Plate VI., one hundred and sixteen days from the time of

planting.

Plot I was planted with seed from an "Iowa Silver Mine" ear

that was produced in the breeder row of last season as a kind of

check or means of comparison of the crosses grown in the other

plots. The plants were of the large type characteristic of the

variety, but much smaller than when grown under the favorable

conditions that surround this field corn in its home in the highly

fertile soil of Iowa. The ears in the present crop showed many
sweet grains, thus indicating that the dent grains used as seed

carried in latent form the sweet character which became manifest
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in the kernels of their progeny when both the combining- g-erms

contained the character of sweetness as against those with the

starchy quality.

Plot 2 was a variable plot of stalks, some much larger than

others. Number i in the plate represents the sample ear gathered

before the others for the photograph. In this instance, as with

all the others shown in the same plate, the ears are not the choice

of the husked crop, but a single one taken before the others with

the hope that the leaving of the bulk of the ears upon the stalks

for a few weeks more might improve the grains for future plant-

ing. This "Silver Mine-Stowell" ear is of large diameter and fair

length, with probably one-quarter of the grains sweet,, they being

shown as plump, while the starch-bearing ones have already be-

come dented.

Plot 3 was planted with flint grains from "Country Gentleman"

ear in the breeding plot of last year, and the plants were of a

size and variety that compared well with those of the other plots.

A sample ear is shown at 2, and is seen to be of larger size than

the average "Country Gentleman" and has its characteristic

zigzag arrangement of the grains which are of a very desirable

length. Here again, the sweet grains are still plump and are

behind the starchy ones in assuming their natural wrinkled shape

when dry.

Plot 4 was planted with crossed grains of "Silver Mine" upon

"Oid Colony" and the result, so far as can be now judged, is quite

satisfactory inasmuch as type of plant and ears is concerned. As
yet, nothing can be said of the quality of the strain that may be

developed from this cross. The ear shown at 3 is perhaps too

tapering to suit the fancy of the expert, but it is possible that this

is not so evident in other ears. Aside from this, the well-filled

out tip is quite acceptable.

Plot 5 contained a block of plants of the cross of "Silver

Mine" upon "Metropolitan," and the sample ear shown at 4 is

more slender than the others in the plate. As elsewhere, the sweet

grains stand noticeably above the starchy ones because the latter

have become dented at their tips.

Plot 6 contained a set of plants in which the "Pride of Nishua"

is the male parent of the cross and the "Stowell's Evergreen" is
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the female. This introduces the yellow color and the ear selected

from the photograph (No. 5) shows that two unit characters

are represented, namely, the texture and the color of the grains,

and the yellow and the dent being dominant are three-fourths in

number and the white and the sweet, recessive, are one-fourth.

In shape and length of grain, the ear shown is desirable.

Plot 7 produced a set of the blend plants of "Pride of Nishua"

and the "Country Gentleman," but the sample ear (No. 6) does

not show the zigzag character of the mother. This plot grew

alongside of one of the "Voorhees Red" and some of the grains

are marked with dark color frorri it. Probably, all mixing is thus

marked and the original crosses in hand can be kept pure by

casting out the grains showing the dark color, which may become

the starting point of another line of breeding if so desired.

Plot 8 contained the "Pride" upon "Old Colony" and the

sample ear is thick-set and taper-pointed with the grains irregu-

larly placed ; that all the ears are thus marked is doubted.

Plot 9 was among the latest to mature and suffered most from

the uprooting that prevailed. The sample ear is long and some-

what like the "Silver Mine" upon the same sweet sort, "Metro-

politan." This may prove tO' yield the best shape of ear in the

whole set, but the irregular lines of grain are not indicative of

good breeding.

Experiments with Corn upon Smocl< Land.

The Smock Land, recently received by Rutgers College through

the generosity of Dr. J. C. Smock, was not in the best condition

for breeding purposes, and the results upon the four acres as-

signed to the Botanical Department are far from conclusive in

many respects. The area of a trifle more than four acres is in

the form of a rectangle, somewhat midway of the whole thirty-

five and a half acres and permitted of the growing of a breeding

block of corn the whole two hundred feet across one end and

small square plots of twenty-five hills along each side a hundred

and fifty feet from the other similar patches and something more

than this from the corresponding set of plots upon the opposite

side of the area.
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Some notes are given below upon the plantings upon the ten

plots above located, and of an equal number alongside of each

with other crosses of corn at a later date to reduce the mixing to

the lowest terms possible with the adopted plan.

Plot I. "Black Pop" upon "Country Gentleman" (137/19).
White sweet grains. No plants produced ears.

Plot 2. Planted with white flint grains from same ears as for

Plot I. A few fair-sized ears resulted which varied from straight

rowed and nearly white to zigzag ears with three-fourths of the

grains dark purple.

Plot 3. Planted with "Black Pop" upon "Country Gentleman,"

pure black flint grains. The ears were too few and small to

permit of an opinion of the test.

Plot 4. Planted with "Black Pop" upon "Country Gentleman,"

black sweet grains. Only two small ears were produced.

Plot 5. Planted with "Golden Bantam" upon "Ruby," purple

grains and cob. Of the twenty-eight small ears, ten showed pur-

ple grain and cob; nine purple cob and two of these solid yelloAv,

while nine showed no purple and all but one were solid yellow-

grained.

Plot 6. Planted' with same as No. 5, excepting that yellow

grains from ear with purple cob were used. There were only

seven small ears; four with purple cob and grains three-fourths

yellow and one quite white and three were the same in grains but

showed no purple in the cob.

Plot 7. Planted with white grains from same three ears as

No. 6. Here the land was somewhat better and results are ap-

proximately a fair crop. Two ears purplish throughout, one-

fourth yellow grains. Sixteen ears purplish throughout, all white

grains. Six ears white throughout, cob, grains, etc., excepting

that one had a few pink grains.

Plot 8. Planted with purple grains from ear with white cob

and yellow grains. Four ears purple cob and grains, three-

fourths yellow. Seven ears purple cob only with grains three-

fourths yellow. Four ears no purple, grains three-fourths yellov/.

Plot 9. Planted with yellow grains from ear with white cob.

The crop was a failure, there being only three small ears; one

with purple cob, purplish grains and three-fourths yellow ; one
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with white cob and purplish grains, three-fourths yellow and one

with no purple, grains three-fourths yellow.

Plot 10. Planted with white grains from ear with white cob.

Three ears showed purple tinge in grains, one ear white cob and

solid yellow grains, three ears white cob and half the grains yel-

low. Six ears white cob and solid white grains.

The results with the "Golden Bantam-Ruby" cross are too

meagre to warrant any conclusion along the line intended,

namely, the nature of the purple color of cob and grain as regards

the Mendelian law of inheritance.

In the second set of plantings upon Smock Land (June 20th)

the following results were obtained

:

Plot I. Planted with Pop Corn upon "Black Mexican," se-

lected rose-colored grains. Failed to fruit.

Plot 2. Planted with "Red Pop" upon "Black Mexican," sweet

grains. Failed to fruit.

Plot 3, Planted with "Red Pop" upon "Black Mexican,"

flint grains. Failed to fruit.

Plot 4. Planted with "Golden Bantam" upon "Premier," yel-

low flinty grains. Failed to fruit.

Plot 5. Planted with "Golden Bantam" upon "Essex Early,"

yellow flinty grains. Failed to fruit.

Plot 6. Planted with "Malamo," pinkish grains. Failed to

fruit. Plots 7-10 were planted with crosses of "Iowa Silver

Mine," a large white western field corn, upon sweet varieties and

similar crosses of "Pride of Nishua," a western yellow dent sort,

but the plots all failed to produce results.

Reports of Testers of "Golden Bantam-Essex Early" Cross.

"Corn yellow, ears good length for size stalk, perfectly formed

and sound, sweet and tender." "This corn came up fine, each

stalk eared well, but most of the ears had very few grains. The
quality of the grain was sweet and fine." "An excellent medium
early corn. Plant of medium size, ears from eight to twelve

rows, large kernels, delicious quality." "Very fine; plant tall

and thrifty; grain tender and sweet. It was so good to eat that

we could not resist eating all of it." "Came up well, and grew
finely; quite sweet flavor." "Plant medium size, much larger

than 'Golden Bantam' strong, vigorous grower, about five days
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later than 'Bantam;" the ear is much larger than 'Bantam,'

about 80% of the grains yellow, quality excellent, very sweet."

"Flavor good, plant short, all ears early." "A promising cross;

grains of good quality."

Breeding Plot of Sweet Corn— Smock Land.

The whole eastern end of the Smock Land was used for the

breeding of sweet corn and three breeder rows extended length-

wise of the plot, that is, 200 feet and contained 50 hills each.

These breeder rows are numbered 4, 8 and 12, and, at right

angles to them, were the 50 rows each consisting of 12 hills as

follows: I, 2, 3, (Br.), 5, 6, 7, (Br.), 9, 10, 11, (Br.), 13, 14,

15. "Voorhees Red" occupied Row 4; "Mexican" long flint.

Row 8, and yellow grains of "Golden Bantam-Stowell's Ever-

green," Row 12.

Consideration of the Breeders.

Row 4, as previously stated, was planted with the "Voorhees

Red" that crosses of it upon the fifty white sweet sorts might

be secured. The "Voorhees" is a variety that originated by breed-

ing the "Black Mexican" (a kind of very superior quality but

having a dark color when ready for the table that is objection-

able), upon the "Egyptian," another standard variety of the

white group. The combination that was secured by selection has

dark red mature grains and, at the time when ready. for the

table, are of an attractive pink color. With the hope of securing

some combinations that might be an advance on either parent, it

was particularly in mind to determine how this red sort would

blend its color with the white varieties. Some have the opinion

that it might not act as did its ancestor, the "Black Mexican,"

but instead the cross would show two shades of color, or pos-

sibly the result would be a black-colored grain. In other words,

there was a twofold reason for making the "Voorhees" a breeder,

namely, the improvement that might possibly come of it, and,

secondly, the hope of light upon the behavior of a unique colored

sort that resulted from a combination of a black and white parent.
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Many dark colored grains have been secured upon a half of the

varieties represented in the plot, and these show all degrees of

discoloration, from a faint pink to grains that are practically

black; many are variously clouded and mottled, the outcome of

which is left for future crops.

The second breeder row was occupied with a long flint variety,

brought by Director Voorhees from Mexico. The intent here was
to secure an infusion of foreign "blood" into the standard sorts

of sweet corn and, if possible, lengthen their grains and thereby

increase the percentage of edible material in each ear. This "Mex-
ican"—nO' other name for it.being known—is a very tall growing
sort with pink, hairy stalks of twice the average length of those

surrounding them, and so late in blooming as tO' almost prohibit

the securing of any crosses. It seems evident that, whatever the

good points hoped for as to length and shape of grain, the slow-

ness of growth may condemn at once any crosses that are obtained

with it. For speed, and this is the shie qua non of early sweet

corns, it is evident that to go north rather than south for breeders,

is advisable. However, something may be in store from the very

long "shoe-peg," "Mexican-American" crosses, into which quick-

ness of growth may be bred, as the results may determine.

In the third breeder row were planted the yellow grains of a

cross of "Golden Bantam" upon "Stowell's Evergreen" with the

hope of getting crosses that would be better than either parent.

Seeds of such combinations are secured from the ears of several

of the white sorts.

It is seen that this open, free air breeding has been between

fifty-three sorts but only sets with three of these are recognizable.

The scheme rests upon the fact that a flint sort, the "Mexican"

in this instance, marks itself by producing a flint grain whenever

its pollen fertilizes a sweet grain. In a similar manner, the pollen

carrying yellow impresses this color whenever it produces a grain

upon an otherwise white ear. It is probable that the "Voorhees

Red" has followed the same rule of the dominance of color over

no color and the dark grains are all crosses with it. In short, all

flint grains^-and they are in this instance rare—show crosses of

the "Mexican;" all yellow kernels are crosses of the "Bantam-

Stowell," and all dark grains, a blending of the "Voorhees Red"
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with the white sorts. Of course, the fifty white kinds have crossed

much with each other, depending, possibly, upon time of blooming

in most part, but experience teaches that among corns there may
be affinities that account for some of the differences in this regard.

Conditions for this Crop.

The breeding plot was located upon land that had been re-

cently acquired and was not in a high state of cultivation, and

combined with this, was a season that was remarkable for its

backwardness. The table of climatic conditions for the crop-

growing months of April and May for the past nineteen years,

given upon the last pages of this report, show that they were sev-

enth in the amount of rainfall, nineteenth in the amount of heat

(that is coldest) and thirteenth in the amount of sunshine.

Another discouraging feature in the making of this experiment

was the unlimited number of crows, which a wood lot close by

made it difficult to control, for the field is at the rear of the Col-

lege Farm and a long distance from the other breeding grounds.

The first planting was generally uprooted and the second one,

only saved by use of various scarecrow devices. Worst of all,

as the grains came intO' the milk stage, the plot was invaded and

the tying of bags upon the ears was not sufficient to secure the

crop.

EXPERIMENTS WITH TOMATOES.

A somewhat different field treatment than formerly was given

to the tomatoes the present season. The hills were made four feet

apart each way and the usual hand-tillage was almost entirely re-

placed by horse-culture. A test was made of growing two plants

in a hill, in many instances, with good results. Both stakes and

wire frames were alsoi used for holding up the vines with marked

success.

Old Varieties Grown the Present Season.

Only a few of the commercial sorts of tomatoes had a place in

the breeding grounds, this limitation being due chiefly to lack of
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space; they were as follows: "King Humbert" (64), "Magnus"

(75), "Dwarf Stone" (123), "Dwarf Champion" (153), "Yel-

low Prince" (148), "Model" (163), "Red Pear" (179), "Red

Plum" (180), and "Laycock" (213). Each of these was grown

for some special purpose, in connection with the breeding

work as, for example, the "King Humbert," "Red Pear," "Red

Plum" and "Laycock" for their length of fruit and the "Magnus"

for its coarse foliage and the "Stone" and "Champion" for their

dwarf plants. The "Station Yellow" (210), a home creation,

was grown for further study and also the "Oligosperm" (220),

which is the "Giant" under a new name, which means few-seeded,

and concerning this last a special treatment is given elsewhere.

Varieties Not Before Grown in tfie Gardens.

No. 221. ''Hummer." This sort had stout plants that were late

in bearing fruit which, while smooth, red and apple-

shaped, were too variable and often too- small to

give satisfaction.

No. 222. "Superb Salad." The plants of this variety were

medium sized and fairly early, but for a field crop

the fruits were too^ small. It might serve as a forc-

ing variety where medium-small fruits are desired.

No. 223. "Red Rock." The plants were medium-large and

early, but the flattish fruits, often quite misshapen,

did not fully please.

No. 224. "Simnyhrook Special." The plants were small and

bore fruits of medium size, fairly early.

No. 225. • "Carter's Sunrise." Plants were very long and spread-

ing with a suggestion of the "peach" foliage. The
fruits were small and in large clusters.

No. 226. "Florida Special." The plants were small, the fruits

red, smooth, but too variable in size.

Notes Upon tine Crosses.

The chief end sought in the breeding for the present season was

the increase in the polar axis of the large-sized fruit, the hope be-

19 EX
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ing to get a tomato that would permit of more fine slices than the

best now upon the market. From the lack of a better term, that

of ''goose-egg" has been used in connection with this ideal fruit.

The long tomatoes (those that are of the shape of a date, but

much larger) are practically worthless, because of the very limited

number of the large seed cavities—usually two, and the conse-

quent flabbiness of the fruit. To breed into these fruits, as illus-

trated by the "King Humbert" and the "plums" and "pears," an

interior that is "meaty," having many small seed-cavities and sur-

rounded with a thick wall giving a solid interior and smooth ex-

terior, is one of the leading features of the work. Along with

this goes a study of the nature of the plant in all its characters and
the selection of types that give promise of being an advance upon
the varieties now in vogue. The season's work indicates that

some progress has been made toward the desired ends and while

the quest goes on the immediate results in the form of desirable

kinds will be furnished to the tomato growers of the State for a

practical test.

The number of crossed plants was more than two thousand,

and space does not permit in this report of giving more than a

brief note upon some of the most promising, while the large ma-
jority can have nothing more than the field notes as made in the

record book. In this book the crosses are given in the order of the

record number of the male parent, that is, if No. i, "Acme," is

crossed upon several as "Arcadia" (No-. 5) and "Bright and

Early" (No. 14) and "Nolte's Earliest" (No. 94), such crosses

come before those of "Bright and Early" upon "Acme," "Nolte's

Earliest," etc.

A large majority of the crosses of the present season were

compound, that is, a combination of two crosses. Thus, a set of

plants that gave some promise for length of polar axis combined

with other desirable qualities is booked (page 5) under the fol-

lowing numerals :

"

1/5///103/181//33/53. The single slanting

(fraction) lines indicate the first crosses between the numbers

they separate; thus, 1/5 shows that "Acme" (i) was crossed

upon "Arcadia" (5) ; 33/53 indicates that "Earliana" (33) was

crossed upon "Fortune" (53); next, 103/181, that is, "Ponde-

rosa" (103) upon "Sumatra Fig" (181), was used as the polli-
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nator for the "Earliana-Fortune" cross indicated by the double

slanting hnes and, finally, upon this combination the "Acme-

Arcadia" cross was bred, as shown by the three slanting lines be-

tween it and the other portion of the combination. In this compli-

cated breeding, two parents, namely, "Arcadia'' and "Earliana"

tend to make the resulting plants early, while the "Ponderosa" is

excellent for a large percentage of flesh, many locules and few

seeds, and the "Sumatra Fig" is desi'gned to add length, because

of its slender pear shape. As a result, the plants as a whole,,

showed desirable qualities in the length of the polar axis, the fine

iiesli and good interior generally, but they varied in this regard

and in fact were, as to be expected, far from uniform. Seeds were

saved from the choicest plant, and, furthermore, a fruit was se-

cured from fertilization within the plant for further special study

of the combination. In the midst of all this union of various

sorts, the two colors, "red" and "pink," kept themselves quite dis-

tinct and were evenly divided between the two. The colors are

among the most difficult of the tomato characters to blend.

"Crimson Cushion-Sumatra Fig" Cross (26/181).

This cross is mentioned not because of great worth the present

season, but for its variability and possibility of producing some-

thing good in the future. There were two rows of plants, one

from seeds of a red fruit and the other from a yellow tomato.

The plants were all remarkable for their large size and great

length. Of the four plants from the red fruit seed, one was a

yellow "plum," one a long "apple" and two were flat like the

large-fruited parent.

These latter plants showed remarkable variation in the fruit

in the same cluster, as if the attempt was made to illustrate all

the intergrades between the fruits of the two parents. All the

plants from the yellow-fruited seed produced yellow tomatoes,

which is according to rule if yellow is the recessive color. One
plant had its fruits very flat and broad with many deep ribs, thus

giving a new type for yellow tomatoes, but one that seems to be

of no practical value. The fruits of the other plants were more
acceptable as being of large size for a "plum" type of tomato.
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"Dominion Day-South Jersey" Cross (29/119).

The second generation of this cross was grown and the resuhs

are so favorable that seed was saved extensively for purposes of

trial outside of the Breeding Grounds. All the plants were uni-

formly early and prolific, and the fruits had a smooth apple shape,

ripening evenly and cracking but little.

"Dul<e of York-Ivory Bali" Cross (32/175).

Seeds were used from a "white" fruit of this cross for 1906
for the test the present season. The plants were unusually large

and spreading, and of the four plants one was a fine red in fruit-

ing and three were pale lemon, the former bearing good-sized

tomatoes, but all the latter had fruits of plum form and shape and
too small for general use. The fruit of most interest, aside from
the great size of plant, was the one with a color that agreed with

neither parent, and, in fact, might have been mistaken for the

sort called "Golden Nugget." The possibility of getting a very

productive, long season "plum" of striking color led to the saving

of seed for a further trial.

"Earliana-Freedom" Cross (33/54).

This was an early fruiting cross bearing red fruits of two
types, namely, five plants with flat "Earliana" type and three of

a handsome apple shape that did not crack. Seed of the latter

type was saved.

"Earliana-Yellow Peach" Cross (33/186).

The plants were long and slender and showed unmistakably

the "peach" foliage. One plant bore large yellow fruits that

showed a new type of tomato that set people to guessing when
first seen. The fruits were of large size, quite long, yellow and

deeply ribbed, or fluted, thus resembling a small, scalloped

squash, with a poor interior consisting of few large locules and.
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therefore, flabby ; the corrugated exterior had the fuzz of the

"peach." An attempt is made to show something of the pecuH-

arities of the fruit of this giant "peach" in Plate VII., along with

specimens from the other plants of the same set which were of

the "peach" coa4;ing and texture but took the red color from the

"Earliana." The card with record fraction is an inch square.

Seed was saved of the giant-fruited type only that its progeny

may be studied, without, however, much hope of valuable pi:ac-

tical results.

"Earliana-Jewell" Cross (33/66).

In this cross, the fruits were quite uniform and showed some

desirable length of the polar axis. On account of this and the

early crops of fine fruits, seed was saved from hand-worked

flowers.

"Earliana-Bright and Early" Cross (33/14).

The plants under this combination were of only medium size,

but the fruits were bright red and fine apple shape and a quantity

of seed was saved for possible distribution.

Some "Giant" Crosses.

The "Giant," as the name implies, is a variety that produces

large plants and exceptionally large fruits but of the flat type

often much ridged and with a solid core. A leading thought in

using it is to develop a fine, firm, fleshy center in the cross and,

at the same time, reduce the number of seeds. When worked

upon the "Globe," the result is a variable fruit usually without

great merit, but occasionally producing a long and ppinted tomato

of desirable size and showing a fine interior structure.

A combination of the "Giant" with "Globe," "Bright and

Early," and "Nolte's Earliest" did not bring the desired shape,

structure or earliness. Much better results were obtained with the

quadruple cross of the "Giant," "Globe," "Earliana" and "Jewel,"

from which strong plants with long fruits combined with earliness
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were secured. Practically the same results came from a cross in

which "South Jersey" replaced "Earliana" in the combination

last mentioned. This might be expected as "Earliana" and "South

Jersey" are of the same type. The "Giant" with "Globe" and

"Red Pear" gave a fine large "plum" that may develop something

acceptable. This is a good instance of the "leveling power" of a

small-fruited variety. There were many instances of this the

present season as the "plum" and "pear" types were used upon

a wide range of varieties to breed in the long polar axis of the

fruit.

The "King Humbert" Crosses.

The "King Humbert," as a good representative of the long

tomato but having little else of value as a high grade fruit, was

represented the present season by forty-four crosses with it as

the male parent and nearly as many more where it has been

w^orked upon by other varieties. Speaking generally, the "Hum-
bert" being of a small type, and, therefore, it is assumed, nearer

to the wild condition, had the effect, as remarked above, of re-

ducing the cross to the size and shape that goes under the name

of "plum." When the combination represented three or more

varieties "pulling against" the "Humbert," the size was reduced

and the form, instead of being that of the plum, was nearer the

apple as that term is used among tomatoes. This is true when

"Fortune," "Acme" and "Arcadia" were in the combination. The

cross of "Humbert" with a cross of "Giant Climbing" with

"Ponderosa" gave large plants, one approaching the filiform type

of foliage and with fruit of desirable length and size. In some

of these sets of crosses, the plants were very variable and, while

some were plum-shaped, others were irregular like the fruits

common to the growers of tomatoes twenty-five years ago, and

giving some suggestions as to the possible methods that have

been in vogue in developing the more modern types of fruit.

The "Humbert" has been bred to the "Laycock," a variety

procured from England last year because of its superior length,

and the crosses this season have shown the long plum form, with

the loose interior of the "Humbert" but little improved. Expe-
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rience may teach that the desired end may be reached by a gradual

approach instead of the attempt to strike averages between

extremes.

The "Magnus" Crosses.

'I'he "Magnus" variety of tomato has always shown good

qualities of plant and fruit upon the Breeding Grounds, and the

present season it entered into forty crosses. The apple shape of

the fruit and its thick wall is often strongly impressed upon the

cross as evidenced in "Magnerosa," which is a combination of

this variety with the "Ponderosa."

Some good results have come from breeding the "Magnus"

with the "Dwarf Champion" and with the "Yellow Prince." Two
crossed plants this season had the coarse ("potato") foliage of

the "Magnus" and the yellow fruit of the other parent. With

"Alice Roosevelt," a fruit of fine size and length was obtained,

and with a cross of "Giant-Globe" mingled with the last, a prolific

and desirable combination was secured. One of the most hopeful

of the crosses for the "goose-egg" type of large fruit was obtained

from a combination which in the record book is expressed as

follows, 75/103//103///103/181, which means that the cross

of "Magnus" upon the "Ponderosa" (that is, "Magnerosa"), was

next pressed upon the "Ponderosa" and this derivative cross was

bred upon the cross of "Ponderosa" upon "Sumatra Fig." The

"Ponderosa," a broad, meaty-fruited sort is represented three

times and the medium long "Magnus" and the very long

"Sumatra Fig" but once. From such a blending of the length

and breadth at the same time, keeping the flesh in good condition,

it is hoped to get an acceptable type of marketable tomato.

The "Stone" Crosses.

Some of the "Stone" crosses showed much to give encourage-

ment to the breeder, thus the one with "Brinton's Best" was

gratifying as a choice set of plants bearing large red fruits of

apple shape. Seventeen such mature tomatoes were taken from
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a single plant upon September 7th, each showing the center well

broken up into small cavities. The seed was saved for distribu-

tion. The same cross, when bred to the "Magnerosa," gave

prolific plants, some pink-fruited and others red, thus offering two

styles of tomatoes as to color. A cross of the "Stone" with

"Earliana" bred to a cross of "Giant" upon "Globe" produced

some plants remarkable for their large smooth fruits.

The "Dwarf Stone" Crosses.

The "Dwarf Stone" was freely used because of its compact

form of plant and solid fruit and some of the results were partic-

ularly desirable. New types of plants may be obtained, that is.

the dwarf habit with various shapes and sizes of fruits that,

while novel, may not be profitable. Thus, the combination with

"Yellow Pear" gives a small, yellow-fruited dwarf plant that

may have its place in some gardens.

The cross with "Enormous" last year attracted much attention

upon the grounds, but this season it did not do as well. One of

the best rows was the "Dwarf Stone-Ponderosa" cross in which

much desirable length in the fruit was shown. That they were

productive is evidenced by the statement in the record book that

forty-seven ripe pink, apple-shaped fruits were gathered from

a plant at one picking. It was not a dwarf, and seed was saved

for further testing.

The most successful cross under this head, so far as the crop

for the present season is concerned, is that of "Dwarf Stone"

upon "Golden Queen," of which twenty plants were grown and by

discarding the dwarfs in the seed box only standards (with one

exception) were represented, and they were of fine vigor and sat-

isfactory productiveness. The fruits were somewhat above the

size desired by the market gardener—not a grave error, as it is

easier to reduce than to increase the fruit—and they were of a

bright ("cherry") red, smooth and, best of all, solid, with the

core well broken by small seed cavities. A photograph was se-

cured of some of the fruits, but not until the best of the crop had

been seeded for distribution. The "Dwarf Stone-Extra Early

Tree," contrary to the name, was too late.
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"Gold Ball" Crosses.

The several crosses of the "Gold Ball" did not bring anything-

promising from the commercial standpoint, but some facts of in-

terest in breeding were gathered. The ''Gold Ball" is slow and

it deeply influenced all its crosses in this respect, but its color

fell into the category with other, yellow-fruited tomatoes and

gave one-quarter of its own color when bred with red and pink

sorts. When crossed with "Ivory Ball," which is a kind with its

small fruits of a pale shade of yellow, there was produced a va-

riety of shades of lemon as though the yellow of the "Gold Ball"

had been diluted by the ^'Ivory Ball."

The "Globe" Crosses.

The "Globe," a pink variety with fruit of a well-developed

apple form and, therefore, with its polar axis long for the equato-

rial diameter, has been freely used in the attempts to get a fruit

that has much greater proportional length. Of the combination

with "Brinton's Best," there have been grown a row of both the

pink and red-fruited kinds, and both were practically alike ex-

cepting the character of color, and from these superior plants

seeds from the longest fruits have been saved with much hope of

making substantial gains toward the end sought. One set of

plants was grown from seeds saved from a long fruit of last

year, and here the most encouragement is met with. In the row

where the "Red Pear" "blood" has been added to the above cross,

the effect was to drag the offspring down in size to a level of the

"Pear" but the neck was rounded out and a "plum" resulted. In

the case of the "Red Plum," added as above stated for "Pear,"

the fruit became larger than the latter and might well be said to

be a small "apple." It remains to be seen in the quest for length

and its desired accompaniments, whether the "Pear" is better

than the "Plum."

The cross with the "Duke of York" was disappointing, for

the irregularity in the fruit was augmented and the lateness of

the crop proved an objectionable feature. With "Imperial," some
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desired length was evident, but better results obtained with "Hon-
or Bright," where the rich "cherry" color of fruit was combined

with smoothness, great firmness and productiveness but no ad-

vance in length. In the many crosses with "Humbert," either

alone or with one or more of several sorts, length was usually se-

cured and from one plant where "Ponderosa" was thus added

a long egg was in evidence. The "Globe-Magnus" has from the

first shown good length and other desirable qualities in both the

fine and coarse leaf types.

The "Red Currant" Hybrids.

The second generation from the blend of the "Red Currant

'

upon the "Dwarf Champion" was grown quite extensively the

present season, and the formula for this set of plants is 177/154
B-1-5, B-5-9, etc. There were two general types of plants,

namely those that were standard, that is, long, slender and wide-

spreading, and the compact form that characterizes the dwarf

plants. The latter are better because of their more restricted

habit of growth, but are perhaps less fruitful. The tomatoes

were borne in great numbers, and the clusters, adhering closely

to the "Currant" type, were quite attractive with their numerous

fruits of the size of cherries arranged in two rows along the

common axis. It is likely that the output in pounds is as great

from these hybrids as from ordinary large-fruited sorts, and the

flavor of the tomatoes is so different as to make it possible for

this combination to become somewhat popular when a "cherry"

size can be employed. The types of foliage were shown in a

plate in last year's report.

"Acme-Arcadia" "Red Currant-Ponderosa" Cross.

In this combination, there is first the union of the "Acme"
and the "Arcadia" to induce more speed in maturing the fruit in

the "Acme," the second union was between two species, namely,

the small-fruited "Red Currant" and the enormous "Ponderosa"

—and finally these two results were brought together. There
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were only four plants in the set and they were all quite alike in

their long slender type of stem and the fine foliage of the "Cur-

rant."

It is evident that the last named sort has a very great in-

fluence upon the progeny for, while with it represented as one

among four, it asserted its peculiarities very strongly. The fruits

were of the general forms, namely, a small plum and a fruit that

had the same general shape of the "Ponderosa," it being broad,

flat and somewhat ribbed, and showed many locules when sliced,

and contained a fair percentage of medium-sized seeds. Those who

saw it were inclined to call it "Baby Ponderosa," and this became

its "nursery" name. The fruits were borne in clusters somewhat

after the manner of the "Currant"—they were all pink in color

like the "Ponderosa," but had the number of plants been large it

is probable that the red of the "Currant" would have shown itself

freely. The "Currant" fruits have a flavor that is different*

from the ordinary tomato, and the combination in question con-

tained this in a marked degree, so that there is hope of getting a

fruit of marketable size with a distinct and very agreeable flavor.

The "Oligosperm" Tomato, No. 220.

One of the results of the breeding together of the "Dwarf

Champion" and "Golden Sunrise," in 1898, is a mutant that has

been preserved from year to year under the garden name of

"Giant." The original plant, grown in 1899, was remarkable for

its great size and has certain peculiarities of foliage associated

with it. Furthermore, the fruits were below the size naturally

expected in the cross and quite limited in number, and contained

almost no seeds, many being entirely seedless. The plants, in all

the succeeding generations, have repeated closely the parent type,

and from it has come a tomato that appears to merit specific dis-

tinction.

For several seasons, repeated attempts have been made to breed

this tomato with the ordinary types, but until the present year the

records show only failures. To what this lack of success is due is

not clear to see. Those who have had this work in hand claim

that there seems to be no lack of good, plump pollen. During
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the present season, a greater effort than usual has been made to

secure crosses, and out of many attempts three have given fruits,

two of which had but one seed each and the other eight seeds, the

latter being a cross with the "Red Pear."

This "Oligosperm" (meaning few seeds) is a yellow-fruited

sort, getting the color, it is to be presumed, from the "Golden Sun-

rise" parent in the original cross. Coming as it did, in a block of

plants all from the seeds of the same fruit and in which one-

quarter were yellow, there is not much room for doubting that

the plant in question arose in any other w'ay than that indicated.

It seems possible to consider it as a case in which a plant has

taken on characteristics that are either new, or such a combination

of old ones as to appear sufficiently marked to deserve a special

mention in any complete classification of the tomatoes.

During the present season, a block of plants has been grown

sufficient to provide for a quantity of seeds to be used in a limited

distribution. As each fruit yields but, perhaps, a twentieth of the

number borne by ordinary fruits, the packets, of course, can con-

tain but few seeds. It is desired that those who are interested in

the peculiarities of this tomato- may have an opportunity of grow-

ing it. The practical trucker will not find it to his advantage to

use it, for the plants are late in fruiting, and, as before stated, the

tomatoes are small, rarelv over two inches in diameter, but are of

a peculiarly agreeable flavor. It is also important to test this

tomato under other circumstances than those where it originated,

as it is possible that a change of environment may induce some

modification of advantage.

The chief hope of the "Sport" is that of breeding it to the ordi-

nary' sorts, with the thought of improving the quality of the latter

and materially reducing their ^eediness.

Plate VIII. shows the "Oligosperm" fruits—a portion of a

single picking—as grown the present season. In the center of

the plate are two pairs of ripe fruits with portions of their stems,

with one fruit above them showing the blossom end and one be-

low with the calyx in view. Beneath the latter are the two halves

of a fruit that resulted after the pollination with one of the ordi-
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nary sorts. It is entirely seedless, as is the rule when the flowers

are hand-worked. The other portion of the plate shows one-half

of each fruit, making in all thirty-nine tomatoes represented. A
card an inch square is introduced to indicate size of the fruits and
the number (220) it bears is that of this sort in the record books,

and any results of crossing with it that may be affected.

A study of the slice-views will show that the number of seed

cavities (locules) ranges from three to seven. The general ab-

sence of seeds gives a conspicuous pulp cavity, but because of the

thick, but tender wall, the fruits are not flabby and keep well.

Tomatoes with Yellow Foliage.

The field of tomatoes has shown several plants with the char-

acteristic yellow foliage. Such plants, while they have a sickly

appearance, do not seem to be suffering from any disease. It is

possible that the plants with this character do not mature their

fruit quite as early as those with ordinary foliage of the same
cross.

The following crosses showed the yellow foliage : "Freedom"
upon the cross of "Honor Bright" upon "Freedom" (54//60/54),
three out of the four plants, which was a large number, consider-

ing that "Honor Bright" is the variety that carries the yellow

foliage. In the cross of "Honor Bright" upon "Honor Bright-

Fortune" (60//60/53), there were only two out of ten plants

with the yellow foliage. In another compound cross, as above,

with "Frogmore" in place of "Freedom," the yellow plants were
two out of five. In the cross of "Aristocrat" upon "Princess"

(149/109), the first generation, the yellow plants were three

yellow and one green and in the cross between the "Dwarf Cham-
pion " and "Dandy Dwarf" (153/158) , all four plants showed the

yellow color.

There is much to be done to satisfactorily determine the nature

of the yellow foliage, but there are strong indications that it is a

unit character (iimun) with the green foliage as its opposite.

In the two present instances of the first generation, the yellow

color shows in the blend in all the plants with one exception^ but
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the instances in all cases are too few to admit of any conclusions

being drawn. As yet, not being impressed with the economic

importance of the yellow foliage, the observations upon it have

been entirely an aside.

This yellow foliage is not usually very noticeable until after

the middle of the growing season, when it is so evident that the

plants with it are easily seen among their green associates. A
cursory study of the plant seems to lead to the impression that

they have fewer of the glandular hairs than the ordinary foliage

and through them there may be a way of reducing this disagree-

able coating of rank-scented gummy substance.

The fruit of plants with yellow foliage behaves differently

than that of the ordinary because of its losing its green color

and being nearly white (lemon-white) for several days before it

begins to take on the red or pink. In the row of "Aristocrat-

Princess," two of the plants with the yellow foliage bore fruits

that were yellow when ripe. This may be a novelty among to-

matoes but the advantage of it to the grower is not at present

apparent.

Increasing the Length of Large Tomato Fruits.

The commercial tomatoes, for convenience of classification,

may be divided into small and large, the latter making up the

ordinary marketable sorts, while the former (grown only in

comparatively small quantities) are used for special purposes.

The smallest, from its size of fruit and arrangement upon the

stem, is known as the "Currant" and, next to it in size, is the

"Cherry," followed by the "Plum" and the "Pear," all of which

tvords are applied because they express quite closely the size and

shape of the tomatoes. In the second group, to which the truly

commercial sorts belong, the smallest may be spoken of as apple-

shaped, especially when the surface is smooth, and this term ad-

mits of a wide range in the relative length of the polar axis for

some apples are quite flat and others decidedly longer than broad.

To elongate the polar axis of the commercial sorts of toma-

toes is desirable for purposes of household economy and to ob-

tain a fruit that has a smooth, thick flesh at the end where, too
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frequently, there is a navel structure of especial weakness be-

cause of its providing a means of access to germs of decay.

Tomatoes, as now generally grown, lie upon the earth and the

"blossom end," if rough with folds in the surface brings the

pulp near to the skin and such are much more apt to rot than

those that are uniformly thick-walled, pointed and guarded with

a smooth surface.

Breeding for length, therefore, in the large-fruited tomatoes is

between those that are long in the polar axis, as in the "plum"

and "pear," and those sorts that will give breadth in the cross.

The long, slender-fruited sorts, like those shown in the upper

left-hand corner of Plate IX., as a rule have an objectionable in-

terior, the seed cavities (locules) being few, often, two, and of

a type approaching probably the wild form. Such tomatoes are

flabby, that is, the sides are not well filled out and the percentage

of seeds and watery pulp is great and the solid flesh correspond-

ingly small. The task of getting out of the fruits now known
a marketably large fruit that has a long polar axis, far exceeding

the equatorial diameter, and at the same time a satisfactory

flesh is one to which the department is addressed. The "goose-

egg" type is the desideratum in which the locules shall be many,

the central core broken and the slice show throughout a "mar-

bled" flesh of uniform rich color and but a single seed in each

of the numerous cavities.

The hope is indulged that some progress is being made, as

may be seen from an inspection of the fruits shown in longitudi-

nal view in Plate IX. Original types are shown in the first four

numbers; the others are all combinations. At 5, is a view of a

fairly constant set of fruits that was obtained by a cross of

"Ponderosa" upon "Sumatra Fig." The male is a widely known
sort noted for its large size of fruit and has a low seed content.

One of its chief defects is its flatness and irregularity, particu-

larly at the blossom end where it is often broken and, in this

respect, the two parents were nearly opposites, for the "Sumatra

Fig," as the name suggests, is fig or pear-shaped, and the blossom

end oval and smooth. The result of this cross has been a fruit

that is a fair blend of the two in size and shape, and when, by
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further breeding with the "Ponderosa/' the size is increased, a

long fruit of much merit may be expected.

At 6 is a combination of the "King Humbert" with "Fortune,"

the former being shown at 4 while the "Fortune" is a good apple-

shaped sort. The cross shows a fruit that is not unlike the one

previously mentioned but averages somewhat longer and larger.

The fruit at 7 is one of a compound cross, in which the "Pon-

derosa" figures twice, the "Magnus" twice and the "Globe" once,

and is represented by the following fraction: 75/103//103-

///194/75. Here again, the "Ponderosa" (103) is used from

its good qualities of flesh with minimum seediness, while both

the "Mag-nus" (75) and the "Globe" (194) are employed to

elongate the fruit slowly, at the same time retaining an interior

that is of merit. It is not known what the ancestry of the "Mag-

nus" and "Globe" may be, but presumably there is "blood," in one

or both, of a so-called long type.

From another direction, a set of plants was obtained bearing

fruits of the form shown at 8 ; it is not unlike the last but much

earlier in its time of fruiting, a point that must not be overlooked

in the production of any type of fruit. In the cross, the male

parent is "Earliana" and its mate the "Jewel' For forcing, when

in midwinter medium-sized fruits are acceptable (if not pre-

ferred), this cross may prove desirable, for along with the fine

shape and contents, it is quick maturing and productive.

The fruit at 9 is the result of a cross between the "Globe" and

the "Ponderosa" and in many points is already a most desirable

type of tomato, thick-walled, few-seeded, rich, and pink-fleshed;

it gives much promise.

One of the nearest approaches to the "goose-egg" is a case

in which none of the long sorts (so-called) played any direct part,

for it is the derivative cross between "Magnus" and "Ponder-

osa," expressed by the fraction, 75/103//103—and, therefore,

the large-fruited "Ponderosa"^ is very largely represented. At

10 is shown an average sample of the fruits of the combination

in which the egg-shape is well seen, but in a fruit with several

locules and a flesh that is solid and most desirable in texture and

uniform color.
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At 1 1 is a specimen of a derivative cross in w^hich three varie-

ties are combined as follows:, 75/103//103/// 10^/7103/ 181.

In addition to the lengthening influence of the "Magnus," there is

the "Sumatra Fig" at vi^ork, diluted (so to say) by the "Ponder-

osa" "blood" before it is brought into combination v^^ith the "Mag-

nus " which is likewise blended with the "Ponderosa,"

Tomatoes Offered for Trial.

Last spring, only three crosses of the tomatoes were sent out

for practical testing and one of these, the "Magnerosa," only in

special cases because it was widely disseminated the year before.

Twenty-five plants of it were grown upon the Home Grounds

and the previous record was maintained for a superior midseason

variety producing solid, smooth, pink fruits.

The following notes from the growers who received seed this

season confirms all that has been previously said. Those who
are growing it from the seed from their own crops of the pre-

vious year have not been asked to report.

Reports from Testers for "Magnerosa" Tomato.

"In good soil and properly irrigated, the result is very satis-

factory. Plant very vigorous and productive, fruit, generally

speaking, uniform in size, not quite as large as 'Ponderosa,' but

better shape, being smooth and nearly round." "The 'Mag-
nerosa' made a strong growth, and the fruit borne on the vines

is smoother than that borne on 'Ponderosa' vines—also it seems

to be more prolific." "Fruit solid and good quality, color right

up to stem, smooth and uniform in shape, which approaches the

spherical, color red, toned with lilac pink. The vines average

from two to five feet in length and bushy in proportion, well

set with fruit." "Plants were very large, having five or six

branches very well filled with fruit, these were started under

glass. The fruit is very uniform in shape." "This has proved
itself to be a very good kind of tomato; it has a good flavor, it

is large, smooth and a color which will make it sell. The foliage

is a good green of good growth and free from all blights."

"Strong growth, well fruited." "Vines very vigorous, large and
productive." " 'Magnerosa' is doing well." "Is a very vigorous

20 Ex
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grower and I consider it productive, light pink in color, very-

solid and sw,eet, and under these conditions a very good addition

to the garden." "Fruit small but shows up well, and plant

sturdy and strong." "Tomato quite productive, medium size,

fair, round, smooth, medium early." "A very nice and good
tomato, the color is a bright red, the shape is round, the plant

is a healthy, strong grower and very productive. I consider
it a very good variety," "Free in growth, prolific in bearing,

good flavor." "Good quality and very solid." "The tomato
you sent me was an entire success, plants very large and vigor-

ous; fruit' very productive with a delicious flavor." "I am very
much pleased with this variety." "The tomatoes were grand, the

bushes were about five feet high, the leaves are large and a very
dark green, and they weighed about a half a pound and they
were fleshy." "Fine flavor." "The fruits are perfect in color

and form, ripening to the stem. The plant is open, good size."

"Fruit large but irregular." "The plant is very large and pro-

ductive and the fruit is nearly uniform in size; a palatable

flavor." "Tomato is large." "This tomato is excellent for the

table. Fruit generally uniform in size and color. Number of

fruits to a vine 22 to 30. This tomato is very fleshy and full

and very good flavor." "They are a vigorous grower and the

present indications are that tliey will yield about with the "Stone."

"In quality my wife says they are just grand." "Vines vigor-

ous, good-sized fruits. An excellent pink sort, solid, like 'Pon-

derosa,' but smooth and, therefore, a great improvement over the

latter. Prolific, as I counted as high as seven good-sized toma-

toes in a single cluster." "Size medium, plant vigorous and
productive, shape good, color bright red, uniformly good." "To-
matoes vigorous, medium size and very solid. The best feat-

ure of this tomato I consider is its solidity." "Tomatoes are

nice and smooth, good bearers." "The vines are strong and

healthy and have a fair set of fruit." "Very productive and the

best flavor and sweetest tomatO' I have ever had." "The 'Mag-

nerosa' tomato is all right ; very productive, good size and smooth

and very highly colored; plant made a vigorous growth during

a dry season."

Reports from Testers for "Marvelosa" Tomato.

"Plants are very large and are full of green fruit. Good
shape." "Notwithstanding the very dry season they have made
vigorous growth, and are of good size, foliage of rich color."

"The plants were good size and growth. Fruit quite uniform
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and very solid." "In spite of the unfavorable season, tomato

vines seem quite vigorous." "This is better than its 'Ponderosa'

parent, is a better shape, ripens to stem end, is very prolific, no

acid, and is fine in every way." "The 'Marvelosa' tomato is a

fine color." "Very satisfactory, making rapid growth and set-

ting plenty of fruit to each vine, medium size, varying little in

size on all vines planted." "Plant vigorous and prolific."

"Plants strong and thrifty, bear well, fruit mostly regular in

shape and solid with very little core. Has stood the dry weather

better than other kinds, not showing any tendency to rot as

other kinds have done." "The plant entirely covers the ground,

planted four by four feet. Most of the plants have very large

tomatoes, mostly red, with an occasional pink, the equality is very

good and quite productive." "A good yielder, better than 'Mag-
nerosa.' " "Tomatoes have been of good size, light red in color,

solid meat." "Plants are large and vigorous, very productive,

fruit large." "Very good scarlet sort. The small to medium-
sized fruits smooth and handsome. Vines very vigorous, good
yielder." "These tomatoes show an excellent growth, the plant

does not spread out much, but has a good stalk and is very pro-

lific." "Am well pleased with this. Plants vigorous. Trained

to two stems, now four to five feet tall. Foliage abundant,

healthy. Fruits large, regular, smooth, well-formed, meaty,

bright red. No rot and but little cracking. Vines are bearing

wonderfully. I never saw anything like it before in yield and
average size of fruit." "Plants vigorous. Fruit smooth and
round." "This tomato is very fleshy, best of flavor, very few
seeds, plant strong, vigorous growth, beautiful color, a good
bearer, solid and delicious fruit. Am more than pleased." "Fruit

is of good size and shape and has a very fine flavor. Some speci-

mens have a green core in interior. Vines are very productive

and of large size, with heavy foliage." "Plants vigorous and
well filled with fruit of good shape." "Very good, solid and
good flavor. Color pink, medium early, smooth and fair size,

very prolific." "The tomatoes are very fine." "Good growing
plants. Desirable." "Plant large, grows three to four feet long
without support. Productive. First fruits very large and not very
smooth. Some nearly six inches across. Bulk of the fruit large,

uniform, smooth and colors all over a bright red. Very solid

and of excellent quality. Ripens quite as soon as the 'Stone.'
""

"Tomatoes very fine, strong and vigorous vines, well set with
fruit. A very desirable tomato." "Plants are large and vigor-

ous. Color of fruit a bright red, meaty, and of excellent quality.""

"Medium size, shape almost round, very handsome medium plant
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and producer." "Large size, some weighing a pound each.

Plants thrifty growers." "Tomatoes from this seed were highly-

satisfactory. Good shape, no core or hard part, color and size

good." "Very productive and bore good, firm tomatoes of
medium size." "All plants were thrifty. Some gave us very
large plants and fruit; very solid and perfectly smooth and of

extra fine eating quality." "Healthy foliage, prolific bearer,

having two kinds of fruit—a large red on most plants and a
small pink on a few others. Quality very good."

Reports from Testers for "Crimson Cushion-Marvel" Tomato.

"An excellent table variety." "This tomato cross will no
doubt be a fine tomato. Its vines are fairly vigorous, fruits,

in cluster three to five, good size, shape and uniform." "Plants

large, vigorous, very shapely, productive, fruit medium in size,

very meaty, deep pink in color." "A fine variety, large, vigorous

growth, very productive. Fruit, medium to large and solid, very

uniform, rich red." "Vines vigorous, good shape." "This is a

gem ; about the finest tomato I ever grew. Very vigorous, long

prolific bearer of good-sized, unusually smooth, solid fruits. It

will be hard to beat." "Vines healthy looking." "Part of plants

potato leaf, and part regular tomato foliage. Plants with regular

tomato foliage, large and vigorous. Plants with potato leaf a

rank grower, but not as large and more upright. Fruit medium
in size, very solid, nearly round and perfectly smooth, with but

very little acid ; the sweetest I ever tasted ; all of same shape

and size." "Vines very thrifty, fruit fair size." "Plants vig-

orous growers, foliage healthy." "Large, vigorous plants, and

fruits round, uniform and of a fine scarlet in color." "Fruits

smooth, uniform, medium size, good quality, resembling 'Crim-

son Cushion' tomato, good bearer, an excellent general purpose

tomato." "The tomatoes were large and the bushes were very

productive." "Fair sized plant; some fruits were large, color red,

extraordinarily prolific." "Bore well and fairly good quality."

The Interior of the Tomato.

The interior of a tomato fruit as here considered embraces all

within the skin and may be divided into (i) the flesh, (2) pulp,

and (3) seeds. Under the first heading is included (a) the rind,

or covering outside of the seed cavities (locules), (b) the par-
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titions between the locules, (c) the connections between the lat-

ter and the seeds, botanically known as the placentae. The second

primary group is well defined and does not admit of further divis-

ion, but is subject to remarkable variations in the evolution of

the modern, highly modified fruits. This pulp is the soft p^rt

that surrounds the seeds and may be easily squeezed out of the

locules along with their contents, namely, the seeds which con-

stitute the third main division of the fruit.

The rind, the division walls and the placentae, taken collectively

as the flesh of the tomato, is the portion sought for by the house-

wife. A chief difi^erence between the solid and desirable fruit

and the flabby one is the large percentage of the flesh. Compare,

for example, the fruits as shown in slice view in the row at the

right and the one at the left in Plate X. ; the latter are, of course,

of larger size, and represent the type that is sought for in

present-day tomatoes. Instead of the tAvo or three large locules

that are characteristic, presumably, of the fruits of the species in

its wild state, the seed-cavities are numerous, each one com-

paratively small, and surrounded with thick, firm partitions, bear-

ing uniformly the rich color of the variety, and having no hard

green central core so often met with in the older types of toma-

toes. The beauty of the slices of the highly-bred fruits, as they

are served, bespeak a great future for this modern accession to

the vegetable garden. A large slice, displaying sufficient firmness

to handle well, with its highly-colored flesh free from all

semblance of hard, green spots, and interspersed through-

out from center to circumference with many small locules,

each with one or but few seeds, is an object that is tempt-

ing in the extreme. Should some of the slices be cherry red, and

others orange-yellow, and distinguishable in the high flavor of

their contents, the dish becomes all the more attractive. The sub-

ject deserves the use of colored plates to do feeble justice to the

richness of hues of these high reaches of the art of the tomato

breeder.

But it is not only the contents of the fruits that are in contrast

between the samples upon the extreme right and left hand in the

plate. It goes without saying that here, as elsewhere, there is a

size below which it is not acceptable, and the imiversal verdict
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upon many present varieties is their smallness. The error may be

in the opposite extreme, and the kind is rejected because of its

over-sized fruits. These objectionable extremes have been kept

in mind, and the giant and the dwarf in fruit aire interesting,

chiefly as marking the range. Therefore, into the set of slices

shown, none of the very largest have been introduced, and samples

of the "Currant" are likewise lacking.

Beginning upon the outside, the first subject for consideration

is the skin. Ordinarily, this is a tough layer of tissue that serves

well the purpose of protecting the tender inner parts from the

many enemies from without. A defect here is in its tendency to

crack, which frequently should not be ascribed so much to the

skin as the flesh beneath, as it is due largely to an unevenness in

ripening. This is often met with in the early, flat form of fruit,

where the shoulder or stem end of the fruit is the last to remain

green, and cracks occur in the flesh between the ripe and ripening

portion, and often in somewhat concentric lines as the maturing

progresses. At the blossom end, the skin often is poorly backed

up by a good rind, and breaks occur and decay ensuesi. Fruits

with a smooth blossom end, and well supplied with a thick rind,

are the least liable tO' "go- down." The tomato fruit is quite sus-

ceptible to influence from the weather, and, during a wet spell,

are apt to fill with water, and, if the skin is too weak, the fruit

cracks and is soon worthless. For this reason, a firm skin and

rind is desirable, and such quality helps to exclude the genns that

seem ever ready to^ attack the fruits. As ordinarily the skin is

removed before the fruit is served, any addition to its firmness

may not prove objectionable, and some attention might well be

paid tO' this side of the question of improved tomatoes by the

breeder,

. When it comes tO' the rind, the next subject tO' command atten-

tion in passing inward from the skin, it is evident that firmness

here must not gO' beyond a well-established limit. Above all

things, it must be edible, and to^ this end consistency and flavor

are nearly everything. The flesh of the outer wall, in other

words, needs tO' be uniformly fine in texture and color, and thick-

ness here is perhaps a leading desideratum. If the wall is thick

and sufficiently firm (within the limit of tenderness), the fruit
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will present a nniform surface upon the outside, provided the

locules are many and, therefore, small. A large "pear" (even

though the wall is quite thick, but having but two seed-cavities)

will be pressed out of shape in the basket, and when the rind is

thin, as is usually the case, the fruit is flabby while still upon the

plant. There is much to be done in improving the rind among

standard sorts of tomatoes. As the eye runs over the display of

slices in the Plate, several fruits are seen that have the rind so

thin that the tomato^—still green, as all the fruits were purposely

immature when used for the photograph—is more or less cor-

rugated. "Rough," or angular tomatoes, as a rule are defective

in this respect because of a lack of a proper thickness and texture

of rind.

The partitions (dissepiments) between the locules are not as

a rule all that one desires. To say that they ought to agree in

texture, thickness and color with those qualities of the outer wall

is to very closely cover the desired points. In the old type of

fruits, shown upon the left hand of the Plate, the partitions,

although very limited in number, are of good thickness for fruits

with many seed-cavities, but they make up only a small percentage

of the contents of the tomatoes, having only two or three locules.

The fruits upon the right indicate that, so far as the partitions

are concerned, they are approaching the ideal.

A consideration oi the walls of the fruit, in a certain sense, dis-

poses of that of the pulp and seeds, for when the flesh is developed

to its desired amount, the locules will be necessarily many and

small. In the evolution of the tomato fruit, there was the in-

crease in size, accompanied with that of the number of the par-

titions, thus adding to the locules. The seeds decreased rela-

tively, but not absolutely. A large "Ponderosa" fruit has many

times less seeds per pound of flesh than the "Currant" or

"Cherry," but of course many more than any one of these small

tomatoes. After the locules reached five or six, there comes a

broadening of the fruit, the core being more prominent than be-

fore. Several such fruits are shown ; while the size was aug-

mented, the roughness of the exterior increased, and also a cor-

responding amount of waste.
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Perhaps the most desirable advance was made when the core

became broken and the seed-cavities were not all arranged around

or along a common center. The reader may be rewarded in a

search for the slices in which there is no distinct core, but, instead,

one or more locules in the center of the fruit. Once this im-

portant end was reached in the development of the tomato, the

way became clear for the development of fruits in which the core,

as such, does not exist and flesh and locules are interspersed as

shown in the slices at the right hand of the Plate. The reader

must not conclude that any one fruit is the type of all the others

upon the same plant. This may be true for the old-time and

simple types but the highly developed modern kinds will require

much further attention before that desired end is reached.

A Preliminary Classification for Tomatoes.

There are certain characters among tomatoes that are not

easily disturbed in the breeding of widely different sorts, and

from their behavior may be considered Mendelian. Thus, as

regards the whole plant, there are two types, namely, the "stan-

dard" and the "dwarf" and when these two are united the off-

spring in the first generation after the blend show one-quarter

of the dwarf type. Again, should a fine-leaved and a coarse-

( "potato") -leaved variety be bred together the result is a quarter

of the coarse-leaved plants following immediately upon the blend

generation. In one set of crosses (the "Dwarf Champion" upon

"Magnus") where the two characters above considered are in-

volved the following results were obtained

:

Standard, fine-leaved plants, 49; theoretical, 45.

" coarse-leaved " 16; " 15.

Dwarf, fine-leaved " 13; " 15.

" coarse-leaved " 7; " 5.

In this instance, the "Champion" was "fine-leaved" and "dwarf,"

that is, of the two unit characters (una) in question one was

dominant, namely, the foliage type and the other, the size of the

plant, was recessive, that is, excluded when its antagonistic char-
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acter, the large type of plant, is present. In a similar manner, the

"Magnus" carrfes a recessive character (the coarse foliage) and

a dominant one as to its size of plant.

There are two types of foliage as to its color, namely, the

ordinary green, which seems to be a dominant character, and a

peculiar sickly yellow that conforms to the Mendelian law so far

as this type of tomato foliage has been studied by the writer. As

each of these antagonistic, or mutually exclusive, characters act

independently, it is found that when three sets are involved as

(i) size of plant, (2) shape of leaf and (3) color of foliage, the

theoretical numbers will be as follows :

Standard, fine-leaved, green foliage, 27
" " " yellow " 9
" coarse-leaved, green " 9
" " " yellow " 3

Dwarf, fine-leaved, green " 9
" " " yellow " 3
" coarse-leaved, green " '. 3

"• yellow " I

64

The practical test of this theoretical table in its entirety for

tomatoes has not been made by the writer but opportunity may

offer in the near future.

Turning now to the color of the fruits there are at least three

una that may be considered, namely, the "red," the "pink" and

the "yellow," all three of which are far from true to the popular

names given to them, for the "red" is more orange than red, the

"pinks" about midway between orange and red, while the "yel-

lows" contain much orange, but for the present purpose they may
be treated as distinct colors in reference to tomatoes.

It is found that when the "red" and "yellow" are bred together

the red is dominant and, as a result, the number of yellow-fruited

plants in the first generation after the blend approximates 25

per cent. The same result obtains when "pink" replaces the

"red" in the above cross, thus showing that the "yellow" is reces-

sive to both the "red" and "pink." When the "red" and "pink"

are bred together, the results have not been so sharply defined,

that is, the "red" is less evidently the dominant and with this set

of crosses more study is desired.
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To this list of una, it is probable that further study will

demonstrate that the smoothness and the hairiness of the fruit

may be added, that is, in the various crosses with the **peach"

tomato the fuzz of the latter kind appeared in numbers to suggest

that it is a recessive unum.

It is too soon to decide how much weight should be placed upon

mere size of fruit as a unum. It is probably true, however, that

two general sizes may be employed as a final factor in a scheme

of classification that is here offered

:

Large

frnlt.

A. Standard. -

A. A. Dwarf.

B. Fine

leaved.

B. B. Coarse

leaved.

C. Grpen

foliage.

C. C. Yellow

foliage.

D. Red fruit.

D. D. Yellow

fruit.

D. D. D. Pink

fruit.

E. Smooth

fruit.

E. E. Hairy

fruit.

F. F. Small

fruit.

In the above scheme, the six chief points are given only for the

first head under each division, thus, the same sub-divisions obtain

for "dwarf" as for "standard," for "coarse"-leaf as for "fine"

leaf, etc. In other words, for example, there are red-fruited

varieties, theoretically at least, for both "green" and "yellow"

foliage, of both "fine" and "coarse"-leaved, and of both "stan-

dard" and "dwarf" plants.

Many of the standard varieties could be arranged under this

scheme, but for some of the headings the representatives are lack-

ing. This is particularly true of the yellow foliage (subdivision

C. C.) and the hairy fruit (E. E.), but should one desire to do so,

the way is clear for filling up the deficiencies in the scheme, but

usually they would result in plants and products that would not

appeal to the practical tomato grower; thus, one might make a

dwarf, coarse-leaved, yellow-foliaged and yellow-fruited, hairy

tomato of small size that, while interesting as a novel combina-

tion of qualities, would not be sought for as a big seller.
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EXPERIMENTS WITH EGGPLANTS.

A somewhat larger space than usual was given upon the Home
Grounds to the experiments with eggplants. This was due to

the long list of crosses und,er consideration, and the continuation

of the work with the hybrids between the "American" and

"Chinese" species that rapidly expands with the years. Only one

•commercial variety was added to the list, namely : "Round

White," which takes the record number 29 in the many crosses

that appear successful with it.

A study of Blend Fruits in Eggplants.

The blend plants of the several crosses of eggplants have

shown remarkable uniformity; thus, two rows of these were in

quite striking contrast with those alongside of the first gener-

ation after the blend. This is as one expects after some experi-

ence in the breeding of plants, but perhaps nowhere else in the

truck garden is this better illustrated. By crossing two dis-

similar types, for example the "Black Snake" and "Dwarf

Purple," the former a tall standard and the latter a true dwarf,

a uniform set of semi-dwarfs is obtained that blooms profusely

and bears an abundance of fruit. A fruit of the "Black Snake"

is given at i in Plate XL, and is seen to be long, slender and bent

(often to more than a right angle). This kind is too small for

practical purposes, and the plants are not sufficiently productive

to make them worthy of a place in the home garden, except as a

curiosity. The "Dwarf Purple" fruit is shown at 3, and is an

early sort, but the fruits are too small for market purposes. At

2 is shown a sample fruit of the blendl, which is a thorough union

of those next to it. Thus, the "Black Snake" is practically spine-

less, has a calyx that is green, tinged with purple, and the fruit

flesh beneath it is a pale green, the body of the "egg" being pur-

plish green, somewhat striped, while the "Dwarf Purple" has

a solid dark, almost velvety, purple upon the fruit, calyx and stem,

but is nearly white beneath the calyx; this is shown in the plate

as one of the calyx lobes was removed just before the picture was
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taken. The blend fruit is decidedly curved, but not as much so

as the male parent ; the color is a combination of the two parents,

thus giving- an indistinct showing of stripes in which green plays

a much disguised part, while the calyx is like the "Black Snake"

in some features, but of a purple approaching the mother. The
color of the fruit under the calyx is less white than the one and

more green than the other parent. These items are dwelt upon

to impress the fact that the union of two dissimilar sorts in its

first offspring, the blend, is an almost amusing reflection of both

parents, the analogue of which is seen in the blending met with in

human families.

At 4 is a small fruit of the "Black Pekin," characterized by

being practically round, of a dark purple, and, like the "Dwarf
Purple," nearly white beneath the calyx lobes, as indicated in the

engraving. The plants are tall and purple in stem and leaf.

When this variety is bred to the "Black Snake," the first season

shows plants of great uniformity and fruits, as at 5. This fruit

is nearly straight, and of considerable length and size, showing

that from the economic standpoint this cross may exceed in value

the one that was last considered. As the parents are both tall

and slender, the offspring is likewise of the same class, holding its

long pendent fruits often a foot above the ground, which is a

desirable feature when the matter of decay is considered. The

markings of this blend are all a linion of those of the parents,

with the addition that the first year is characterized by a profuse

bloom and a large yield of fruits.

The fruit at 6 is from a blend plant of the "Black Pekin" upon

"Dwarf Purple," that is, a combination of those whose fruits

are shown at 4 and 3—the male being given first as always in

mentioning a cross. Here the great differences are in the plants

themselves, for one is a tall type and the other a dwarf and, as a

result, a medium-sized plant is obtained of considerable merit.

The fruit is neither a sphere as in the "Black Pekin" nor a long

"pear" produced by the "Dwarf Purple," but is somewhat oval

and not handsome with a stem that is as stout as that of the

"Pekin."

At 7 is shown a small sample of the "Jersey Belle," a variety

produced some years since by breeding together the "Long Pur-
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pie" and the New York Improved," and is here introduced as a

parent in a cross upon the "Black Snake" shown at 8. This com-

bination results in a medium tall plant with a blending of the qual-

ities of the two parents as fully in all respects as they are shown

for the fruit. Bear in mind that the two end fruits, one over the

other, are the parent types of the one shown at 8. The curvature

of the "Black Snake" has been extracted entirely in the instance

illustrated but some of the fruits show a bend that might be ex-

pected. In the blend fruit there is to be seen both the fine purple

of the "Jersey Belle" and the obscure green striping of the "Black

Snake." This is shown in the photograph (lost in the engraving)

and is highly interesting to the breeder but possibly might be ob-

jected to by the judge of vegetables at the horticultural shows.

For the home garden, this cross is recommended because it is

prolific, the plants are tall and the fruits are held up from the soil

;

it is practically spineless and the shape and size are very desirable

for economic handling and preparation for and serving at the

table.

The "Jersey Belle" upon "Dwarf Purple" blend fruit is shown

at 9, and here again the greater differences are in the plants them-

selves, for one parent is a medium tall type and the other a dwarf.

The fruit is of a larger size than the "Dwarf Purple" and usually

without the curve that is often seen in the parent. An interesting

blend of characters is seen in the color of the fruit flesh beneath

the calyx ; in the "Jersey Belle," the color is practically the same

all over the fruit clear up to the insertion of the stem, while, as

pointed out before, that of the "Dwarf Purple" beneath the calyx

is white. In the blend the color is a light pink as is indicated in

the photograph for the portion exposed by the removal of the

calyx lobe. It may be added here that when the fruit surface is

exposed, as in these instances, the color soon develops there as

elsewhere on the fruit.

At 10 is shown a specimen fruit of the "Long White" ; this is

a slender, nearly straight fruit with a pale green color and is in-

troduced here as one of the parents of the blend fruit shown at

II, namely, "Long White" upon "Black Sn^ke." It is interesting

as being an instance where the combination increases the size, but

probably the fruit shown is above the average in bulk. Both the
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parents are long and the blend is somewhat midway, but the sur-

face coloring is a close reproduction of the "Black Snake," as the

other parent has no color value to change it in the blend but in

the next generation one-quarter will probably be white.

"Long White" Upon "New York Improved" (11/18).

The above-named cross has proved to be unusually attractive

and now, five years after it was made, the results warrant offer-

ing the seeds of two selections from this one combination under

special names for further trials by those who may wish to grow

them.

The "Ivory."

The male parent in this cross is a variety with plants of

medium size, having green stems and leaves and the flowers show-

ing only a small amount of the purple common to the ordinary

sorts, while the fruits are long, slender, somewhat curved and of

a greenish white color. Upon the other hand, the female parent

belongs to the group of "medium tall' varieties with dark stems

and foliage and large, oval, purple fruits.

The blend plants of the cross, grown direct from the seed from

the fruit resulting from the hand-worked flower, gave a uniform

lot of plants in which the color of the mother was dominant in

plant and fruit. Seed from these plants, fertilized by hand within

the cross, gave a mixed lot of plants, some of which were smaller

than others and the stems and leaves of a quarter of them were

lacking in the purple color and produced pale flowers and white

fruits. In shape they were, however, a blend between the two

sizes and shapes of the parents and lost the objectionable green

of the male parent.

By breeding the white strain within itself, it was at once free

from the purple of the "New York Improved" and, through isola-

tion and selection, there has been developed a block of plants

from twelve of which the present season samples are shown

in Plate XII. These plants are productive, as a photograph of a

single plant with twelve fruits, taken early in October, will bear
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testimony. The shape is all that can be desired, for they are

convenient to handle in the market, are desired by the housewife

for the convenient size for slicing, both for cooking and serving

upon the table. The seeds are in the lower half of the fruit, as

^hown by the sample that is cut lengthwise and bearing a light

gray paper an inch square to indicate the size of the fruit and

the whiteness of the interior. If there is an objection to this fruit,

it is in the absence of color to the exterior, which is so clear a white

as not to be adequately described in this respect by the name

"Ivory" that has been given to it. All who have had an oppor-

tunity to test the quality of this vegetable fruit are highly pleased

with it and, aside from its desirable size and shape and pure

whiteness, remarks most encouraging of the flesh, which shows

its fine light color even after it reaches the table, have been freely

offered.

The "Jersey Pink."

A few words will suffice for this variety for, in giving the

origin of the "Ivory," that of the "Jersey Pink" is necessarily in-

cluded, for both are alike in parentage and differ practically only

in the color of the fruit, and that of the plant stems and leaves.

At the time when the fruits are ready for market, the color is a

rich pink but as they mature this is diminished somewhat.

In this variety there will be a small percentage of plants with

white fruits but the practical grower may discard these as soon

as observed. Theoretically, certain plants have none of the white

blood and these, if isolated, would breed true, that is, produce

no white offspring but as in similar cases the separation is not

an easy matter all at once save by isolation or hand pollination.

The "Jersey Pink," to a very limited extent, was distributed

to growers under the name of "Station Eggplant No. 2." This

season adds emphasis to the footnote made in the report for last

season that eggplant seedlings are not easy to grow.
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Reports from Testers for the "Jersey Pink."

"Eggplants fair growth, quite productive." "Plants are larger

and less subject to blight than those of 'Black Beauty' in the next
row, and are also more productive and earlier. The fruits are

long, mostly purple, a few white ones, all very good quality."

"The plants are growing very nicely and the fruit is just devel-

oping, one is about five inches long. I think there will be a great

many." "The plants are about two and a half feet high, very
vigorous and productive, and full of blossoms, the fruit is mostly
pink, some are white, long and of a nice size. The quality is of

the best and when known well will be much sought for." "Strong,

vigorous growth, and look very fine." "Best plant has seven

fruits set ; shape, uniform
;
quality, first class, plants have grown

nicely since it has been warm enough. Have cut seven large

enough to eat. Think it very promising for home use or for

discriminating buyers of fancy fruits." "Good-sized plants, rapid

growers, good bearers." "Good grower and productive." "The
eggplants were very large; the fruit was long and thin." "Quality

excellent; it is a large job for the good wife to fry enough to

satisfy my appetite. Never had so many eggs before; twel -e on
one plant, all oblong." "The eggplant was of two colors; purple

and white, but no difference in the taste, both were very tooth-

some and I consider it grew very well for me."

Hybrid Eggplants.

Plate XIII. show's a set of fruits gathered singly, or a cluster

from each plant, thus representing fourteen individuals and

nearly as many types of fruits. A sample fruit of the male parent

of the union, namely, the common "American" eggplant is shown

at the left hand upper corner ( i ) and the "Chinese" species, upon

which it was worked in 1904, is shown in the opposite corner

(16) of the plate. In 1905, the single blend plant was grown

and the following is taken from the report for that year : "In a

few words, this hybrid shows remarkable vigor, growing to per-

haps three times the size of its parents, with a great tendency to

produce blooms, which quickly fall away. It behaved like a per-

ennial and did not find time in an unusually long season to mature

more than two dozen fruits."
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In 1906 thirty-six plants, representing the first generation from

the blend, were grown in the Home Grounds, a record of which

(in tabular form) was given and the following statement made:

"It is, however, apparent that regarding the character of the

fruit, the 'Chinese' exerts a preponderating influence over the

'American,' but it is to be remembered that the large size of the

fruits of the latter is a cultural development, and, so far as affect-

ing the hybrid, it may be that the small-fruited wild type might

have been as effective."

In the crop for the present season, there is considerable range

in the plants and their fruits, three of which resemble the "Amer-

ican" quite fully in foliage and the fruits of these are an advance

toward the same desired end. Samples from three plants are

shown at 2, 3 and 4, and it is seen that they are nearly smooth

and of fair size. As a rule, the hybrid fruits are orange colored

but the three in question are dark purple and closely resemble the

ordinary fruits upon the surface. In the crosses between the

hybrids and the "American" parent, it is hoped that a further

progress may be made toward a fruit that will be of good keeping

and table quality.

In the plate, the fruits are arranged somewhat in the order of

their resemblance to the parent species, those of "Chinese" type

bearing the higher numbers, but it is seen that they intergrade sO'

thoroughly that such an arrangement is difficult. A statement

of the qualities of the whole plant in each case is more to the

point and it is given in the following table.

From the list of thirty-six plants of the hybrid "Fordhook"

upon "Scarlet Chinese" (14/25), seeds from four plants, namely,

Nos. 3, 13, 29 and 33 were selected and sets grown with the re-

sults as given upon page 322.

21 Ex
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Mother plant 3.

No. 1,
I

Medium,
" 2

!
Medium,

" 3 [Medium,
" 4 Dwarf,
" 5 'Medium,
" C ixall, ..

" 7 Medium,
" 8, I Medium,
" 0, Dwarf,

"10 Medium,

Mother plant 13.

No. 1 Tall,

2, 'Medium,

3 Tall, . .

4 Tall, .

.

5 Dwarf,

6 JTall, ..

7, Tall, ..

S, i
TaU, . .

9, Dwarf,

10 Tall, . .

11 ' Medium,

Mother plant 29.
|

No. 1 Dwarf,
" 2, ' Medium,
" 3 Tall, ..

" 4 Dwarf,
" 5 Dwarf,
" 6 iTall, ..

" 7 1 Medium,
" 8, Dwarf,
" 9, Medium,
" 10, Dwarf,
" 11 Tall, ..

"12, Medium
" 13, Medium,
" 14, Medium,

"15, Medium,
" ]6, Tall,

tall,

.

Mother plant 33.

No. 1, Medium,
"

2
j

Dwarf,
"

3, ! Medium,
"

4, Dwarf,
"

5 Medium,
"

6, Medium,
" 7 ....[Tall, ..

"
8 'Dwarf,

Color.

Purple,

Purple,

Purple,

Purple,

Purple,

Purple,

Purple,

Purple,

Purple,

Green,

Purple,

Green,

Purple,

Purple,

Purple,

Purple,

Purple,

Green,

Greer,

Purple,

Green,

Purple,

Purple,

Purple,

Purple,

Green.

Purple-,

Green,

Purple,

Purple,

Purple,

Green,

Purple,

Purple,

Purple,

Purple,

Purple.

Purple,

Purple,

Purple,

Green,

Green,

Green,

Green,

Green,

Small,

Large,

Oak,"
No,

No,

No,

No,

No,

No,

"Oak," No,

Wrinkled,

Spines.

Wrinkled,

Medium, .

Wrinkled, .

.

Large

Wrinkled, .

Med. VvTink.

Wrinkled, .

Wrinkled, .

Wrinkled, .

Flowers.

None,*

Purplisl),

Purplii?h,

Purplish,

Purplish,

None,

White, .

None,

White, .

No White,

No, None,

No None,

None,

No None,

No, . . .

.

' None,

No
I

White,

No, White,

' None,

No, .... Purple,

No, White,

Large, . .

.

"Oak," ..

Medium, .

Medium, .

"Oak," ..

"Oak," ..

Medium, .

Medium, .

Medium, .

Medium, .

Wrinkled,

Large, . .

.

Medium, .

Medium,

Medium,

Medium,
SmaU, . .

.

Smooth, .

Medium,

Wrinkled,

Medium,

Small, .

No, . .

No, ..

No, ..

No, . .

No, ..

No, . ,

No, ..

No, .,

No, .,

No, .,

Purplish,

White, .

Purplish,

Purple, .

White, .

White, .

Purplish,

None,

White, .

None, .

.

No
I

White, .

No Purple, .

Yes, ...

Purplish,

No
[

None, .

.

Few, . . . Purple, .

Yes, . . . None,

No, .... None,

Few, ... Purple,

Few, . . . ! None,

No, ' White,

Yes, ... White,

Few, ... None,

Yes, ... None,

No flowers were present at time observations were made, October 10th.
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Plant 12 of the above series (from mother plant No. 29) was

full of interest because of the acceptable spinelessness (which

was absolute and not relative) of the plant in all its parts. The

dark purple color prevailed in stem and foliage, making in this

respect a plant closely akin to the "Black Snake" and the "Black

Pekin" and their class. The flowers were produced in great

abundance and were of good size and a rich light purple ; they set

well and the plant produced a dozen fruits that averaged ten

ounces while as many more smaller ones were on the way to

maturity when the October frosts brought an end to the life of

the hybrid plant.

The fruits are a flat oval with very indistinct ribs and, when
mature, of a color not easily described; for the upper end next

to the calyx is a shade of purple with a suggestion of bronze,

while the lower end is a true purple and the equatorial zone is a

mixture of the shades of the two ends dove-tailed together and

more or less mottled. In sectional view, the interior of the fruit

resembles somewhat a large tomato with several seed cavities

(locules) that, in themselves, are very irregular and partially

divided and giving the impression of a large number of locules.

The seeds are very few, thus furnishing a large percentage of

pulp. When tasted raw, the flesh is bitter and indicates that much
further breeding will be required before the ideal hybrid is

secured, namely, one that is spineless, productive and the fruits

of marketable size with a flesh that is desired for its palateable-

ness. The firmness of flesh and its long-keeping quality are

points already secured, to which may be added the other necessary

characteristics of a plant to make it acceptable by the market

gardener, as well as the amateur who enjoys novelties that are of

worth.

A number of crosses upon this plant are in sight that will iri-

crease the percentage of the "American" parentage and probably

bring out a diversity of form and color from which a choice may
be made. The vicissitudes of plant breeding might make an in-

teresting chapter were the full feeling of the breeder written into

it. In the present case, the finest, largest and first fruit resulted

from hand-working the flower with pollen from the "Ivory," but,

just before the much cherished fruit was to be taken for seeding,
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was removed by someone whose precise interest in it may never

be known; it probably became an extemporized foot-ball (of small

size) to gratify the lust for plunder in an apparently growing

class of the uncontrolled.

A Fruitful Dwarf Hybrid Eggplant.

The block of hybrid eggplants was as noticeable for the great

range in fruitfulness as in any other character. A glance at the

table will show that there is, in a general way, a correlation be-

tween the size of the plants and their fruitfulness. All the very

tall, broad plants that towered above their fellows were, as a rule,

nearly or quite barren, while, upon the other extreme, the low

plants (underlings) and particularly those of medium size were

fruitful. An illustration of the latter is given in Plate XIV.,

where the lower portion of the plant is seen to bear over fifty

fruits. This plant grew by chance in the same hill with one that

was fully four times its height and breadth but produced no

ripe furits. These "giants" are, as a rule, free bloomers, but

for reasons not yet fully understood the fruits fail to form.

This is not unlike the condition obtaining with the blend plants of

the hybrid in question, which the summer through are covered

with hundreds of flowers, but fruits at the close of season are

almost entirely absent.

"American-Chinese" Eggplants; Derivative Hybrids.

Last year, twenty-four plants of a derivative hybrid of the

"American-Chinese" eggplant were grown, that is, a combina-

tion of the above hybrid crossed upon by the "Chinese" and ex-

pressed by the compound fraction 25//14/25. Seeds from five of

these plants were used for the continuation of the hybrid upon the

breeding grounds the present season, namely, Nos. i, 5, 7, 10 and

14, and they have given a very diverse lot of plants as described

in tabular form below:



Plate XIV. A fruitful Dwarf Hybrid Eggplant. The stem was cut off

close to the ground and the tips of the branches and many young fruits

removed to accommodate the plant to the camera.
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Mother plant i was medium-sized, with dark, smooth and purple foliage

with no spines and bore 24 fruits.

No. 1,.

2,.

3,.

4,.

5,.

9,.

10,.

11,.

12,.

13,.

Siize. Color.

Dwarf Purple,

Dwarf Purple,

Tall Purple,

Spines.

Sm. smooth,

.

Med. smooth,

Med. smooth.

Dwarf, Purple,
I

Sm. smooth,

.

Tall, Purple,

Tall,
I

Purple,

Tall, Purple,

Medium, .

Tall,

Tall

Medium, .

Tall

Green,

Purple,

Green,

Purple,

Purple,

Dwarf
I

Purple,

Med. smooth.

Wrinkled, .

.

Wrinkled, .

.

Large,

Lar. wrlnk.,.

Med. wrink.,

Med. smooth.

Large

Med. smooth,

No,

Yes,

No,

No,

No,

No,

No,

No,

Yes,

No,

No,

No,

Yes,

Flowers.

None,*

White,

White,

Purple,

Purple,

Purple,

White,

None,

White,

White,

White,

Purple,

White,

No. of

Fruits.

67

35

18

55

3

3

17

91

Mother plant 5 was medium-sized with stems green, foliage light green,

spineless and bore 15 fruits.

No. 1,.

2,.

3,.

4,.

5,.

Tall, .

Tall, .

Tall, .

Dwarf,

Dwarf,

Dwarf,

Tall, .

Dwarf,

Color.

Green,

Green,

Green,

Green,

Green,

Wrinkled,

Wrinkled,

Smooth, .

Smooth, .

Wrinkled,

Purple Wrinkled,

Green Smooth, .

Green, Smooth, .

Spines.
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Mother plant lo was a giant with purple stems and large leaves and few

fruits.

No. 1,.

2,.

3,.

4,.

5,.

6,.

T,

8,.

Medium,

Tall, .

.

Tall, .

.

Tall, .

.

Medium,

Tall, ..

Medium,

Medium,

Color.

Green,

Green,

Green,

Green,

Green,

Green,

Green,

Green,

Wrinkled,

Wrinkled,

Wrinkled,

Wrinkled,

Wrinkled,

Wrinkled,

Wrinkled,

Wrinkled,

Spines.

Yes,

Yes,

Yes,

No,

Yes,

Yes,

Yes,

Yes,

Flowers.

White,

White,

White,

White,

None,

None,

None,

None,

No. of

Fruits.

24
1*

23

1»

31

11*

Mother plant 14 was medium-sized with green stem and leaves, spiny and

bore 27 fruits.

Size.

Dwarf,

Dwarf,

Medium
Medium
Tall, ..

Tall, ..

Tall, . .

Dwarf,

Color.

Green,

Green,

Green,

Green,

Purple,

Green,

Purple,

Green,

Wrinkled,

Smooth, .

Wrinkled,

Wrinkled,

Smooth, .

Wrinkled,

Smooth, .

Smooth, .

Spines.

No,

Yes,

Yes,

Yes,

Yes,

Yes,

Yes,

Yes,

None, .

.

None, . .

None, . .

None, .

.

Purplish,

None, .

.

Purplish,

None, .

.

No. of

Fruits.

56

7

21

In fruit characteristics, there was considerable range; beyond

the variations noted in previous years, some plants were with

fruits of a decidedly yellow color, which is quite unusual and may
throw some light upon the way such novelties come into existence.

There was one plant that produced fruits that were russet-coated

similar to^ this constant character in some varieties of apples. Per-

haps the most striking of all the new shapes is the true egg form

that is constant with a quite fruitful dwarf plant.

The Orange Oval Hybrid Eggplant.

In addition to being of a low, wide-spreading form as stated

above, this plant bore an abundance of smooth, egg-shaped,





Plate XV. Orange Oval Hybrid Eggplants. A portion of hylirid plant
C "American Chinese") showing a new "egg"-shaped type of fruit.
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orange-colored fruits, of quite a different type than had heretotore

been obtained. The central portion of the plant with roots and

short main stem removed, is shown bottom side up (for conveni-

ence in photographing) in Plate XV., the longer branches for half

their length having been cut away, together with a large number

of the smaller fruits. The calyx, stem and leaves are absolutely

spineless, which is one of the important results of the breeding-

together of the two species, both of which abound generally in. the

undesirable prickles.

With this plant, the "Ivory" and the "Round White" have been

bred with the hope of gaining size in the fruit and retaining some-

what of the firmness of the flesh so that long shipment may be

made with safety.

"Pepper-leaved" Hybrid Eggplant.

Another plant of the 25// 14/25 set, grown the present season,

has shown remarkable deviation from the average by being quite

small and low, not of the strictly dwarf type as that term is under-

stood when used with peas, beans, and tomatoes. The plant in

question is very slender in stem and the leaves are thin, smooth,

dark green and nearly entire, thus giving the foliage much the

appearance of the garden red pepper (Capsicum annuuni), to

which it is not distantly related botanically. The fruits are medi-

um-sized for this generation of the hybrid, flatish, slightly corru-

gated and of a pale yellow color, the last characteristic being quite

in contrast with the prevailing deep orange of the other associated

plants. There being an entire absence of prickles makes this

plant still more desirable as the starting point for future breeding.

"Dwarf Purple" and "Chinese" Eggplant Hybrids.

The "Dwarf Purple" and "Chinese" eggplant reciprocal

hybrids have been grown the present season in both the blend and

the first generation thereafter. The blend plants of the "Dwarf
Purples" upon "Chinese" (6/25) made a row of plants very uni-

form in size, midway between that of the two parents, and

bloomed abundantly. There was some variation among the plants
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in the number of spines, which were as a rule long and stiff. The

fruits were very scarce, there being 55 for twelve plants, includ-

ing one barren plant.

In the reciprocal (25/6), the record shows that the row of

plants was uniform with the above and, at a short distance, the

two rows coiild not be distinguished as to size of plants, bushy

habit, fine purple foliage and profusion of blossoms. There were

some barren plants, the total crop of fruits being 35 from twelve

plants.

In the first generation from the blend, the 6/2 5-I. showed

great variation in many respects ; in size of plant, some were tall,

others truly dwarf, some had fine foliage and others bore large

leaves, and in the matter of spines there were all gradations from

perfectly smooth plants to those that had very many long stiff

spines. Notes upon some points are lacking in the table below

:

No. 1,

"
2,

"
3,

.

"
4,

"
5,

"
6,

"
7,

"
8,

"
9,

"
10,

" 11
"

12,

Medium,

Tall, . .

Tall, . .

Tall, .

.

Tall, . .

Dwarf,

Dwarf,

Dwarf,

Medium,

Tall, ..

Dwarf,

Medium,

Color.

Purple,

Purple,

Purple,

Purple,

Purple,

Green,

Purple,

Purple,

Greeu,

Purple,

Purple,

Green,

Small,

Small,

Large,

"Oak,'

Spines.

Yes,

Yes,

Yes,

Yes,

Yes,

Yes,

Yes,

Yes,

Yes,

Yes,

Purplish,

Purple, .

Purple, .

Purple,

Purple,

Purple,

White,

Purple,

Purple,

White,

No. of

FrultB.

7

35

19

41

71

37

51

29

6

11

105

The reciprocal (25/6) of the above generation showed an

equally variable set of plants in all the respects above enumerated.

One plant in this row (No. 4) was exceptional in having the

fruits larger than any elsewhere and of a purple color, showing

that it adhered more closely to the "American" type than any of

its relations in the two rows. Plate XVI. shows some of the fruits

gathered from the four rows in question, those at i being of the

blend 6/25 and samples of its next generation are given to the

right and representing six different plants, but no great range in
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size and shape. In the lower part of the plate at 8 are three sam-

ple fruits from the blend of 25/6, which are practically the same

as those of the reciprocal shown above them. At 9 is the excep-

tional fruit previously noted that may be the starting point for a

new variety of eggplant of commercial value. Further to the

right are sample fruits from five plants and are quite like those

of the reciprocal of the same hybrid generation shown above

them.

In the table below is a statement of the facts for this set o^t

twelve plants closely comparable with that for the reciprocal row

:

No. 1,

2,

3,

4,

5,

6,

7,

Dwarf,

Tall, .

Tall, . ,

Dwarf,

Tall, . ,

Dwarf.

Dwarf,

Dwarf,

9 Tall, .

.

10 Tall, .

,

11, |Tall, ..

12 IDwarf,

Color.

Purple,

Purple,

Purple,

Purple,

Green,

Purple,

Purple,

Green,

Purple,

Purple,

Purple,

Purple,

"Oak," ..

Wi'inkled,

Wrinkled,

Smooth, .

Wrinkled,

Smooth, .

Smooth, .

Smooth, .

Wrinkled,

Smooth, .

Wrinkled,

Smooth, .

Spines.

No, .

Yes,

Yes,

Yes,

Yes

Yes,

No, .

Few,

Yes.

Yes.

Yes,

Yes,

White,

Purple

Purple

None,

None,

Purple

Purple

None,

Wiiite,

Purple

Purple

None,

No. of

Fruits.

4

21

6

20

7

17

5

27

111

34

A Study of the Blossoms of Hybrid Eggplants.

The flowers of the hybrids between the "American" and "Chi-

nese" eggplants, when brought together, make a set showing a

wide range in size and color. In the American sorts, all mem-
bers of the species Solanum Melongena have large blossoms,

usually of a strong purple, but subject to considerable variation in

this color as also in the size ; the white sorts with no purple in the

stems and leaves have the flowers, as a rule, of a pale color, as if

the once purple blooms had become much faded. The Chinese

species {Solanum integrifolium) has white flowers that are com-

paratively small and, therefore, any union between the two above-

named species might be expected to give some differences in the

blooms.
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The chief hybrids are between the "Dwarf Purple" (6), "Ford-

hook Improved" (14) and "Pride of Sunnyside" (20). Flower

clusters with an open blossom from a large number of plants of

these hybrids are brought together in Plate XVII. In the upper

left hand corner are a few blooms from a representative of the

"American" species and, scattered among them, a few of the "Chi-

nese"' kind, the latter being easily distinguished by their smaller

size, apparent whiteness of the corolla and, last but not least, the

stout "spines" that are upon the stems. To the right of the par-

ents are thirteen clusters from as many plants of the hybrid

"Dwarf Purple" upon "Chinese," one generation after the blend.

It is seen that from 2 to 13 there are two blossoms (4 and 10)

that are larger and evidently darker colored than the others ; Nos.

2 and 8 are quite small and nearly white, particularly the latter.

From 14 to 19 are the reciprocals of the same hybrid in the same

generation, in which the variations are practically the same as for

the first group. The set from20 to 35 is of "Fordhook" upon "Chi-

nese" in the second generation from the blend, that is, one year

further on than the set previously considered. Here, certain blos-

soms are conspicuous for their large size and purple color as, for

example, Nos. 21, 30, 31 and 35, while others, as Nos. 20, 22, 23,

24, 26 and 29, are small and generally white. There are some

that are intermediate, but the individual differences are not easily

determined from a picture; if 26 is compared closely with 34
the great contrast in size and number of particular parts is ap-

parent. The four numbers from 36 to 39 are of the blend of

"Pride of -Sunnyside" upon the "Chinese" and the uniformity of

the blossoms is fairly well shown.

The whole lower third of the picture, including Nos. 40 to 62,

are of the hybrid in which the "American" blood is cut down to

a quarter by breeding the first hybrid to the "Chinese" again.

The blossoms average smaller than elsewhere, and there are but

a few that show the purple color and the larger size suggesting

the "American ;" Nos. 48 and 54 are, perhaps, the largest of these,

and their corollas are thin and pale as well as small as compared

with the purple parent given in i.

There is no great satisfaction in showing the flowers as a

means of illustrating the individual differences in plants of a hy-
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brid like this, for the whole plant varies from habit of growth

to the notches in the leaves, some are dwarf, others tall, some

smooth, others spinose, some green, others purple, some fruitful,

others entirely barren, all of which differences enforce the rule

that hybrids may give rise to many types and some of them are

not easily accounted for from a study of their immediate parents

only.

The Spinoseness of Eggplants.

One of the objectionable features—perhaps the chief—in hand-

ling eggplants is the stiff prickles that are usually present upon

the base of the calyx and the stem of the fruit. This trouble-

some spinoseness has stimulated seedsmen to place the term

"spineless' or "smooth" in the trade names of their eggplants

long before the facts in the case would fully warrant it. The

person who has been familiar with the crop in question in a prac-

tical way can speak feelingly upon this point and may agree that

any efforts to eliminate the prickers are along a desirable line.

The "spines" in question are evident before the flower-bud is

open and this renders it easy to decide early in the life of the

plant as to its freedom from prickles; in fact an earnest of the

spinoseness may be gained from the stems and foliage of the

young plant before it has begun to form any organs for repro-

duction. The prickers are in particular upon the lower side of

the main veins of the leaf, and may be quickly detected by draw-

ing the back of the hand along under the leaves while they are

still small. In the worst cases of spinoseness the objectionable

sharp outgrowth is upon the stems in nearly all their parts.

A good opportunity of displaying the relative amount of spino-

seness is offered by the young fruits taken soon after the corolla

falls. Such a set is shown in Plate XVIII., in the order of the

numbers in the engraving, upon which the following very brief

notes are made

:

"Black Snake" (2). Practically spineless.

"Black Pekin" (3). Practically spineless.

"New York Spineless" (9). Far from smooth.

"Early Dwarf Purple" (s). Spineless.

"Florida High Bush" (8). Very spiny.
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6. "Long Purple" (12). Nearly smooth.

7. "Long White" (11). Has some stout prickles.

8. "Mammoth White Pearl" (15). Shows spines upon the stem.

9. "Round White" (26). Smooth.

10. "Striped" (21). Large spines.

11. "Station No. I." Smooth.

12. "Station No. 2." Smooth.

13. "Jersey Belle" (10). Some spines.

14. "Jersey Pink." Some spines.

15. "Ivory." Some spines.

16. "Scarlet Chinese" (25). Spiny.

17. "Black Snake/Dwarf Purple" (2/5). Smooth.

18. "Black Snake/Dwarf Purple" I (2/5 I). Nearly smooth.

19. "Black Snake/Early Dwarf Oval" I (2/6 I). Spiny.

20. "Black Snake/New York Improved" (2/18). Spiny.

21. "Fordhook/Scarlet Chinese//Long White/Dwarf Purple"

(14/2S//11/5). Spiny.

22. "Black Pekin/Black Snake" (3/2). Smooth.

23. "Black Pekin/Dwarf Purple" (3/5). Some spines.

24. "Dwarf Purple/Black Snake" (5/2). Smooth.

25. "Early Dwarf Oval/New York Improved" (6/19). Spiny.

26. "Early Dwarf Oval/Scarlet Chinese" (6/25). Spiny.

27. "Early Dwarf Oval/Scarlet Chinese" I (6/25 I). Nearly smooth.

28. "Scarlet Chinese/Early Dwarf Oval" I (25/6 I). Spiny.

29. "Scarlet Chinese/Early Dwarf Oval" (25/6). Very spiny.

30. "Jersey Belle/Black Snake" (10/2). Very spiny.

31. "Jersey Belle/Early Dwarf Oval" (10/6). Some spines.

32. "Jersey Belle/New Excelsior Tree" (10/17). Nearly smooth.

33. "Long White/Black Beauty" (11/4). Some spines.

34. "Fordhook Improved/Scarlet Chinese" II, Plant 29 (14/25 II, Plant

29). Some spines.

35. "Fordhook Improved/Scarlet Chinese" II, Plant 33 (14/25 II, Plant

33). Some spines.

36. "Pride of Sunnyside/Black Beauty" (20/4). Some spines.

37. "Pride of Sunnyside/Scarlet Chinese" I (20/25 I). Very spiny.

38. "Scarlet Chinese//Fordhook/Scarlet Chinese" Plant i (25//14/2S,
Plant i). Spiny.

39. "Scarlet Chinese//Fordhook/Scarlet Chinese," Plant 5 (25//14/25,

Plant 5). Spiny.

40. "Scarlet Chinese//Fordhook/Scarlet Chinese" Blend (25//14/25,

Blend). Spiny.

Notes Upon the Calyx Character in Eggplants.

As noted in previous reports, the calyx of eggplant fruits is

far from constant, in the character of color and also' of the sur-

face of the fruit beneath the calyx.
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The "Black Snake," "Black Pekin" and "Dwarf Purple" all

have the purple color of the exposed portions of the fruit absent

from the protected part beneath the calyx. In the "Black Snake"

the exposed surface of the fruit is a fresh light green, while that

of the "Dwarf Purple" is nearly white (or a very pale green),

and the "Pekin" has a shade of blue somewhat between the two,

but more like the "Black Snake" than the "Dwarf Purple."

The "Jersey Belle" has a large calyx with several unequal

lobes that extend down from the green stem and enclose the fruit

until it is two inches in length. It is also' thick, somewhat ribbed,

with a few "spines" near the base, and has the prevailing color

green with some showing of purple upon both the outside and

the inside, the latter appearing as broad, irregular veins as the

lobes are lifted for inspection. Upon the other hand, the "Dwarf

Purple" has a small thin calyx that extends from the purple stem

only a short way upon the fruit, often in only two lobes, and is

of a deep purple upon the outside, pale purple beneiath and not

showing distinct veins. Prickles or "spines" are rarely met with

upon the calyx, and those upon the fruit stalk are small and

inoffensive.

The cross between the twO' above-mentioned sorts is more

like the "Dwarf Purple" in its calyx than the other parent, being

purple throughout the whole exterior, including the fruit stalk.

The color is not sO' deep as in the "Dwfeirf" parent, and there are

strong indications of the "blood" of the "Jersey Belle" in the

ribs and the prickles—the grooves in the stem in particular show-

ing streaks of green; the under surface of the calyx is purplish

green. In size the calyx is medium between the two parents and,

therefore, extends over the fruit much further than in the

"Dwarf Purple." The point of particular interest is the color

of the surface of the fruit beneath the calyx, which is a pale

purple or dark pink and shows belts of deeper color at the lower

margin where, by growth, the fruit has extended beyond the

calyx.

In the "Dwarf Purple," when the calyx is removed the area

it covered is seen with distinctness; the purple meets the pale

green sharply. In the young fruits this line is less pronounced,
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because the growing fruit causes a series of fine bars or "waves"

suggesting the shore hne of the sea when near a calm.

The "Jersey Belle" shows, even in the young fruit, the purple

color beneath the calyx, and when the latter is lifted there is no

indication in color as to the portion that was unexposed. When
the base of the fruit is reached the purple color ceases and the

border is white and, meeting the purple in an irregular line,

somewhat blends in a pale purple belt.

The cross shows an interesting blending of the two parents.

When the calyx is lifted there are seen broad wave lines of

purple near the base of the area covered, due (as before ex-

plained) to- the extending of the fruit in growth beneath the

calyx; and extending from the complex border is a light purple

that fades into a very pale green as the base of the calyx is

reached. In other words, the pure dark purple of the one parent

and the pale green of the other is replaced by a fair average of

the two, namely, the pale purple above mentioned.

In general terms, the above statement obtains with the cross

of the "Jersey Belle" upon the "Black Snake" with this differ-

ence, that, as above mentioned, the "Black Snake" has much more

green under the calyx than the "Dwarf Purple," and the cross

shows a corresponding increase in the green. As the "Black

Snake" is inclined to be streaked, so the cross shows this feature

even under the calyx. It is noted in passing that, as the "Black

Snake" is a "spineless" sort, the cross has some individual plants

without prickles upon the calyx.

In the purple fruits of the "Long White-Black Snake" cross

the calyx is large, long-pointed, with lobes that incline to be re-

tuse and a mixed purple and green, as is also the fruit stalk.

Under the calyx border are the usual bands of unequal purple,

while the main portion of the area is green, corresponding closely

to that of the "Black Snake." So far as color is concerned, the

cross is the same as the color-bearing parent—the white seeming

tO' have no influence upon the amount of purple present.
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EXPERIMENTS WITH LIMA BEANS.

The experiments with Lima beans have been chiefly the con-

tinuation of the crosses that have been obtained in the "breeder

rows" between the "Jackson Wonder" and several white-seeded

sorts.

The "Jackson Wonder" Crosses.

Selections of five color seed-types were made from the 265

plants representing the several "Jackson Wonder" crosses grown
in 1906. The number of parent plant in each of the crosses under

the several types is shown at the left hand in the following table

:

"Jackson Wonder"
Parent Type. Type.

"Jackson Wonder" Type, ? . .

.

132

Dark Red " 14

Light Red " 2

Mottled Red " 12

White " 20

180 94 123 44 277

As might be expected, the "Jackson Wonder" and "white"

(that is, parental) types show the least variation, two-thirds of

the "Jackson Wonder" and six-sevenths of the white progeny

breeding true. From the dark red parentage, one-half of the

resulting plants gave seeds with either dark or light red, while

one-half reverted to the parents. Results from the light red

give three times as many whites as "Jackson Wonder," but,

placing the mottled reds with the "Jackson Wonder," the solid

colors, 81 in number, are found to be a little over twice those

conforming to the parent types. The mottled red gives prac-

tically the same numerical results as the "Jackson Wonder" t3^e.

The plants of the "Jackson Wonder-Burpee" combination were

a uniform set, of good bearing quality and with more spreading

habit than the "Jackson Wonder" with the earliness of the latter

parent. The "blend" of this cross, with a large, dark-red seed,

D. Red.
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was continued this year with the hope of securing a good white-

seeded plant and gave twelve plants with the following results

in seed color: "J^^^^son Wonder" type, 2; dark red, 4; light

red, 3 ; white, 3.

The plants of the "Jackson Wonder-Henderson" cross were

an even lot as both plants are similar in general plant characters.

The prolificness of the "Jackson Wonder" is apparent in the

white-seeded strain with beans somewhat larger than those of

the "Henderson."

In the "Jackson Wonder-Willow-leaf" combination, three

types of foliage are distinguished, the true Sieva of the "Jackson

Wonder," the "Willow Leaf" and an intermediate. The object

sought here is a more productive "Willow-leaf" plant, the nar-

row foliage and, therefore, open plant being a possible advantage.

Nineteen "Willow-leaf" plants with white seed, varying in

productiveness from the "Henderson" to the "Jackson Wonder,"

were obtained.
*

The "Jackson Wonder-Wood's Prolific" was grown in two

separate lots, the "Runner set" being given the use of poles to

encourage the tendency so strongly manifest last season. Of

the 121 plants grown from this set, 84 had the true pole and

37 the bush form. The true bush plants of this cross gave

progeny which, though of spreading habit, showed little run-

ning tendency. Their bearing quality was good, the pods being

flat and of medium size.

I The "Jackson Wonder-Station Bush," represented by the

largest number of plants (forty-two), gave a fine even lot of

offspring, early to medium-early, with medium-sized pods, while

the bearing quality was excellent. Many of the seeds resembled

the "Dreer" in plumpness.

Plate XIX. shows in the upper row a set of five types of color

markings of "Jackson Wonder-Willow-leaf" seeds as found in

a set of twenty-four plants, all grown from the dark red seeds of

a single plant in 1906. The grandparent was a blend seed, the

first generation from it split up into various color types and,

from the progeny of a dark red set, the present one is selected

as a representative of the second generation from the blend. The
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formula is: 91/97 B-3-1,* B-3-6, B-3-7, B-3-8 and B-3-24,

looking from left to right. The first, "Jackson Wonder," and

the fifth, "Willow-leaf," are the parent types; the second is a

dark red like its own immediate parent, the third is similar to

the second in being solid color but a light red, while the fourth

is mottled dark upon a brick red background.

The "Jackson Wonder" itself is a variable sort, the seeds

sometimes being quite daHc and, at other times, the basal color

is dark and the darker blotches are therefore indistinct. The
brick red of number four, while blotched like the "Jackson Won-
der," is so different in the color of its background as to permit

its being separated from the parent type. The shade of red here

varied greatly so that the sample shown is one that stands for

many small varieties.

In the lower row is shown the seeds of five plants in the second

generation of a cross of "Jackson Wonder" upon "Station," and

in this cross the immediate mother of them all produced uni-

formly light red seeds. The formula for this is : 91/217 B-42-4,

B-42-10, B-42-14, B-42-17 and B-42-19; that is, the sixth

in the Plate is from plant No. 4, which is from plant No. 42,

which is from the blend. The color types are very close to those

shown in the upper row. The darker reds, 3-6 and 42-10, are

quite similar, as also the other solid color set, 3-7 and 42-14,

but in 42-17 the background is lighter than in 3-8 and suggests,

therefore, a still closer aflfinity with the "Jackson Wonder."

If a set for the Plate had been selected from all the crop

* To simplify record-making, the following scheme is used : The first gen-

eration is called the Blend, in which the characters of the two parents are

often quite evenly united, and from the blend seeds the first generation after

the blend is produced. The letter B stands for the Blend, and, following it

with a dash between, is the number of the plant involved in the line of

descent. The second generation, in the same manner, is indicated by the

plant number concerned in the strain, and so on so long as the work con-

tinues, generation after generation. The following formula, B-3-21-14-7,

shows that the work is expressed for four generations from the blend, and
that the description, etc., that follows it concerns the 7th plant—in a list of

any number, whose immediate ancestor is the 14th plant of the set making
up the third generation, which in turn is descended from the 21st plant of

the second, and the 3d in the first generation after the blend.

22 Ex
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indiscriminately, a larger number of color types could have been

shown, but those given are the chief ones quite constantly met

with in all the crosses of the "Jackson Wonder" with the various

kinds of white Lima beans.

"Jackson Wonder-Dreer" Cross.

The blend of this cross made its appearance last year, and is

one generation behind the crosses given above; it was of strong

spreading growth with the large, light-green leaves of the "Dreer"

type, a prolific bearer of good-sized pods, thicker than those of

the "Jackson Wonder" and containing dark-red seeds of medium

size. The twenty offspring from this plant, grown the present

season, were of low, spreading habit, about half showing the

"Dreer" foliage.

The plants in general were prolific and medium early, two

were of the "Jackson Wonder" type^in seed color, fourteen dark

red, one light red and one greenish white. The last-named

was a seed much smaller than either parent, with the "Dreer"

plumpness, promising the superior table quality and color of one

parent combined with the prolificness of the other. One pro-

nounced "Dwarf" was especially small, scarcely more than three

inches high, of compact growth with leaves of the "Dreer" type

and bore but one short, thick pod.

Selection Experiment with "Kelsey" and "Station" Lima Beans.

In 1906, a small plot was devoted to a crop of "Kelsey" Lima

beans using selected seed. From this lot of plants, the best in-

dividuals were selected and from them, the best seeds were planted

the present season. The seed of the best plants has been saved

separately for a continuation of the selection experiment.

With the "Station," one lot of seed was selected for their

"flatness" and another because of unusual "plumpness." Last

year, the "plump" strain showed a great tendency to run, and

this has so much increased the present season that this

strain has been discarded as practically worthless.
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Selection Experiment with "Jackson Wonder" Lima Beans.

The "Jackson Wonder" variety exhibits much variation in the

amount of color in the seeds and a selection experiment has been

running for four years to fix a light and a dark strain. Thits,

each season a set of seeds showing the least amount of red or

purple blotching was planted under isolation and, likewise, a com-

parable plot with seeds of the'oppoite extreme, that is, those

having the greatest amount of the color. Last year, the con-

clusion was that the "selection has removed much of the white

in the series of dark seeds, while the opposite is not so evident,

namely, the seeds after three years of selection for whiteness are

nearly as much colored as the regular stock of the variety." From

the results of the present season there appears to be no decrease

in the amount of color in the light lot while, contrariwise, the

crop grown from the selected dark seeds averages much darker

than last year. This lot, however, contains a great variety of

seeds ranging all the w-ay from white (in one plant) to those

of a solid dark purple. A comparison of seeds of different years,

furthermore, shows that the color of "Jackson Wonder" beans

changes materiaHy with- age, the gray white of the blotched

typical seeds becoming light brown.

General Observations Upon Lima Beans.

That natural crossing among the Limas is easily accomplished

through the aid of insects seems apparent from the results gained

in the "Jackson Wonder" experiments, where one variety, being

dark-seeded, readily marks itself upon a white-seeded sort and

the blend is readily distinguished by its usually solid dark red

seeds or by those that are slightly mottled.

That the running tendency lies dormant in the bush varieties

seems apparent in the resulting crosses ; thus, the "Jackson

Wonder-Dreer" blend has shown a strong tendency in that direc-

tion, and it was this character which led to the selection of "Jack-

son Wonder-Wood's Prolific" "Runner set." Seed from cer-
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tain plants of the "Station Bush," that incHned to twine, was
selected in 1905 and has developed into a true pole variety.

The "Willow-leaf" foliage in the Limas is a variable one,

and gradations from the very narrow form of the true "Willow-

leaf" to the broad "Willow" approaching the Sieva foliage may
be met with in any block of crosses of this variety.

EXPERIMENTS WITH BUSH BEANS.

Bush, or "snap," beans occupied a large part of the strips,

where they were planted in blocks that separated the several

plots of sweet corn. The following are the crosses that show

most of promise -and from which seeds, selected from the choicest

plants, have been saved for further testing upon the Home
Grounds and, in some instances, elsewhere by those who may
desire to grow them.

"Everbearing Cylinder" (17/110).—^The "Everbearing" is a

variety with long, flat, green pods, bearing flat white seeds ; and

the "Cylinder" has a long, round, stringless wax pod, with black

seeds. The white seeds of the cross were used for the present

crop and no plant showed any color in its seed or blossom. From
the mother came the compact bushy type of plant and the string-

less wax pod and, from the male parent, the desirable white seed.

The round pod of the "Cylinder" failed to appear upon any of

the seventy plants.

"Longfellozv-Marrowfat" (26/29). This gave an even lot of

plants with long, straight, round pods of the male parent. The

pods, although brittle and tender, are not stringless when ready

for market.

"Longfellow-Davis" (26/112). Plants from the selected white

seeds had the upright habit of "112," and bore plentifully of

long, straight, flat wax pods, which, while resembling the "Da-

vis," were less stringy.

"Davis-Keeney's Refuge" (i 12/133). Here again, selection

for planting was made of the white seeds, and a desirable type of

plant and pod was secured.

"Detroit-Black Wax" (113/117). From this cross has been

selected the round-podded type, and it has proved to be of super-
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ior quality, being an early, prolific bush, with medium-sized,

round, brittle, stringless wax pods. The set of plants was re-

markable for its uniformity in all respects.

"Golden Scimitar-Davis" (129/111). The white-seeded plants

of this cross were used for continuation of the breeding, and a

choice lot of medium late plants was grown, bearing an abun-

dance of long, curved, round pods.

"Jones' Stringless-Golden Bye Wax" (131/130). This cross,

continued from selected white seed, was represented by a large

number of plants and proved to be an even lot of early, prolific

plants with medium-sized, flatish wax pods. No strictly round pod

has appeared, but the superior quality of the "Jones" parent is

shown in the brittleness of the pod, which has little or no string

at the marketable stage. It is the intention to offer this freely

for testing by the tr.uckers.

, "Crystal-Brittle Wax" (145/101). Of the several types, in

pod and seed, which have resulted from this combination, the

round, white wax seems the most promising, being prolific and

very brittle, although not entirely stringless. The white-seeded

"Crystal Wax" pods (larger than the parent) which have ap-

peared thus far have, with few exceptions, been tough and

stringy, lacking the brittleness common to both parents. Selection

of individual plants with the "Crystal" pod and least stringiness

has been made with the hope of securing the desired results.

Certain plants have given long, round, white-seeded green pods,

from which selection has also been made.

"Crystal-Davis' Wax" (145/112). The selected white seed

has bred true, giving low-spreading plants, medium late in season,

with an abundance of medium-sized, round, straight or curved

white wax pods, very brittle and practically stringless. This

promises a variety of excellent quality for the later market.

More Recent Bean Crosses.

Of the eighty-two crosses gro\yn on the Strips this season,

twenty-nine resulted from last year's pollination, and, while prom-

ising some desirable new combinations, with one or two excep-

tions have not been carried far enough to warrant a detailed de-

scription.
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"Black Valentine-Crystal IVax" (45/145). The reciprocal of

this cross was pictured in the last annual, giving a desirable

round-podded "Black Wax," but with the above combination re-_

suits have been different. No wax pod has appeared, although

the "Crystal Wax" types of pod and seed are in evidence, but in

the case of 145/45 neither the type of pod nor of seed belonging

to the male parent have occurred in any generation of the cross, in

all, representing several hundred plants.

"Crystal Wax-Market Wax" (145/135). This cross is mainly

interesting because of its seed variations. The blend plants were

spreading, with strong running tendency, bearing plentifully of

medium-sized, flat green pods with a dark mottled seed, appearing

black when dry. In the breaking up of the blend, "Crystal Wax"
pods and white seeds appeared, but the pod quality was inferior,

due largely, no doubt, to the fact that both parents are stringy.

From the combination of the white and yellowish brown seeds

of the parents, the following types have resulted : Black, mottled,

two shades of brown, and white.

Of the remaining- twenty-seven crosses, the following promise

most from the standpoint of good parentage

:

"Brittle Wax-Pencil Pod Wax" (101/148).

"Davis-Lima Wax" (i 12/175).

"Crystal Wax-Canadian Wonder" (145/8). Here a new type

is sought for in the shape of an upright, bushy plant, bearing

large, broad "Crystal" (silvery grey) white-seeded pods.

"Pencil Pod-Burpee White Wax" (148/149). This cross may
unite the fine, round, stringless pod of the former with the earlier

season, and white seed of the latter.

Promising "Dry Shell" Crosses.

Certain combinations under the "Less Desirable" group last

year, as "Lightning-Marrowfat" (25/28), were spoken of as

promising a "dry shell" bean. By that is meant a variety which

has no special pod merit, but produces a seed (usually white)

which is desirable for cooking when dry. Commercial varieties

of recognized merit for this purpose are the "Prolific Tree,"

"Burlingame Medium," "Yellow Eye," "White Marrowfat,"

/'White Kidney," and "Red Kidney."
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"Lightning-Marrowfat" (25/28). Neither parent produces

a good snap bean, pods of both being flat, tough and stringy. The

one. merit of the "Lightning" is its extreme earhness, and this

quahty, combined with the more proHfic white-seeded "Marrow-

fat," has produced a medium, prohiic bush plant,, free from the

running tendency of the mother. The flat green pods are of

medium size, containing seeds 'smaller than the "Marrowfat."

"Lightning-Prolific Tree" (25/34). The "Prolific Tree," as

its name indicates, bears an abundance of rather small, flat pods

upon a late plant. The white seeds are a "Pea" bean and of fine

cooking quality. The resulting cross gives evidence of more

earliness.

"Lightning-Davis' Wax" (25/1 11). This cross has resulted

in large plants with flat green pods containing white seed of the

"Davis" type, which resemble the commercial "White Kidney,"

though smaller. It promises a desirable new Kidney bean.

"White Marrowfat-Canadian Wonder" (29/8), The mother

plant is distinguished by its large, thrifty, bushy plant with very

long, flat, green pods. The seeds of the cross resemble those of

the "Red Kidney," but are of a darker red and larger, with the

rich quality of that variety. Either the "White Kidney" or the

"White Marrowfat" type of seed, combined with the richness of

the "Canadian Wonder," is desired in this cross.

"Green Winter-White Klarrowfat" (51/28). Here it is de-

sired to combine the earliness of the "Green Winter" with the

large, round seed of the "White Marrowfat." Another white

"medium" variety, seems possible through judicious selection.-

"Burpee's Brittle-Wonder of France" (101/52). Both parents

have medium-early, bush plants, while "Wonder of France" has

a medium-sized white seed and is a good bearer. The expected

round pod has failed to appear in this cross, but a white-seeded

green pod has resulted with medium-sized beans, promising an-

other good variety.

Novelties or Commercial Kinds Not Before Grown in the Gardens.

The following varieties have been added to our list for 1907

and assigned record numbers as seen below :
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No. 200. "Black Bye Wax" (Leonard). An early, medium-
sized bush, pods medium length, flat, curved. Seed

resembles "Golden Wax."
No.. 201. "Ccleslial Wax" (Tait). This is an early "Black

Wax."
No. 202. "Double Barreled Wax" (Landreth). A medium

long, round, curved', early wax pod, flowers pink,

seeds resemble the "Yellow Six Weeks."

No. 203. "Early Cholet" (Hend.). A small bush plant, early

in season, with long curved pods, seeds golden

brown with darker eye.

No. 204. "Golden Queen" (Greg., Noll). Strong-growing

plants with long, flat, curved wax pods; medium
early, seeds a mottled red.

No. 205. "Landreth's Wax" (Landreth). Plants of good
size, early, bearing flat, curved pods, seed mottled

dark red.

No. 206. "Long Pod Forcer" (Thorburn). An early, long,

flat, curved green pod with seeds of the "Six

Weeks" type.

No. 207. "Michigan White Wax" (Ferry). An early, medium
length, rounding, curved, wax pod, with white

flowers and seed.

No. 208. "Nezv Pearl" (Bolgiano). Strong-growing plants,.

pods similar to those of "Golden Queen," mottled

red seeds.

No. 209. "Powell's Yellozu Giant" (Vick). This proves to be

a Pole bean with large, flat wax pods and white

seeds.

No. 210. "Sunshine Wax"' (Bolgiano). Bush plants bearing

medium-early, small, flat, curved wax pods, flow-

ers and seeds white.

No. 211. "Wingold Wax" (Maule). Plant medium in size,

bearing early, short, rounding, curved wax pods,

seed has dark "eye."

No. 212. "ipo/ Bean" (Bolgiano). A medium-early, round

green pod with mottled red seed.
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No. 213. "Mexican Bccm" (U.B.Voorhees). Spreading plants

with dark green leaves, sending out runners, be-

ginning to bloom (September loth), with flowers

white, pods of good size, flat, green, prevented

from maturing by frost.

No. 214. "Fordhook Bush," Lima. Plants are large, compact

in growth, with an abundance of large, plump

pods resembling "Dreer," but larger. The greenish

white seed is large and plump, being shorter than

that of the "Ideal Pole."

No. 215. "Improved Biish" Lima. This resembles the old

"Henderson Bush."

No. 216. "Nezv Ideal Pole" Lima. Strong growing, large-

leaved plants, with large, broad, thick, curved pods

;

season medium early, large plump, kidney-shaped

seeds, greenish white in color.

Government Beans.

U.S.D.A. 20002. The stand was poor and the late bearing

plants had carmine-colored pods with mottled red seeds.

U.S.D.A. 20003. The plants were spreading with tendency to

run, bearing long, flat, curved green pods, which were strip-

ed or tinged with red, and contained large "kidney" beans

with longitudinal stripes.

U.S.D.A. 20004. The plants were open, spreading and inclined

to "run," bearing long, curved, flat, medium-early green

pods with white seeds.

U.S.D.A. 20396 This was an early bush variety with medium

long, flat, curved green pods bearing mottled red seeds.

U.S.D.A. 20397. This was a late variety with flat, slightly

curved green pods.

U.S.D.A. 20398. The plants were medium late, open and

spreading with flat green pods of medium length containing

pale yellow seeds.

U.S.D.A. 20399. These spreading plants bore flat, curved pods

of medium length with white seeds.
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U.S.D.A. 20900. These spreading plants had small leaves, fol-

lowing the "Mexican" type in habit of growth and late sea-

son. No blooms formed up to Sept. 9th.

U.S.D.A. 20901. This plant is similar to 20900 with a few

white blooms.

U.S.D.A. 20902. This is another late spreading variety, not yet

in bloom (Sept. 9th).

U.S.D.xA^. 20903. This variety resemble's 20902 and not yet in

bloom (Sept. 9th).

U.S.D.A. 20904. This is a good bearer, medium early in sea-

son, with a small crop of fiat, curved pods bearing light grey

seeds with a yellow "eye."

U.S.D.A. 20905. This variety conforms to 20904 in plant and

pod types with black seed.

U.S.D.A^ 20939. This plant is spreading in habit bearing a few

fiat, straight green pods.

U.S.D.A. 20940. The plant is spreading with white flowers and

flat green pods forming Sept. 9th.

U.S.D.A. 20941. The plants are late with spreading habit and

beginning to bear white flowers Sept. 9th.

U.S.D.A. 20942. These are upright bushy plants with large

leaves, white flowers and straight, flat green pods.

EXPERIMENTS WITH HYBRID BEANS.

Hybrids between the "Scarlet Runner" upon bush beans were

obtained in 1905 and seeds planted late the same year gave

profuse blooming plants quite slow to produce seeds. The
pods that did mature were much smaller than those of the male

parent. Phaseohis miiltiflorus, and lacked the roughness charac-

teristic of the pods of this ornamental climbing plant. The seeds

(blend) obtained resembled the "Scarlet Runner" in being marked

with, red but were of much smaller size.

In 1906, thirteen plants were grown of the hybrid of the "Scar-

let Runner" upon the "Tennessee," above mentioned, under the

record fractional number of 63/43. The mother of the cross is

a tall variety of bush bean with white flowers and long green pods

that produce seeds of medium size and of a light brown color.

The blend seeds for this crop \vere planted May ist, and the

results in seeds were shown in Plate XVII. of last year's report,
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accompanied with a description of each lot. There was great

variation in many respects, certain plants being nearly barren

while others were prolific; no two had seeds alike in size, shape

and color.

Plantings were made the present season from each of the

thirteen lots of seed, and, at harvest time, the following among

other notes were made

:

B-i. The parent seeds were "solid dark purple," from which

the following results, in terms of seeds only, were obtained : 7

black-seeded plants, 6 mottled dark, and i mottled brown.

B-2. The parent seeds were "yellowish brown with fine indis-

tinct mottling," from which the following result was obtained

:

I white-seeded plant.

B-3. The parent seeds were "yellowish brown." From which

were obtained : 3 plants mottled dark, i mottled grey, i white, i

mixed (white, mottled purple).

B-4. This plant was large with red flowers and the most pro-

lific of the set of thirteen grown in 1906. The seeds were borne

close in the pods and angled at their ends and had a "grey color

with fine bluish mottlings, becoming darker near the 'eye,' " re-

sembling neither parent. From this set 32 plants were grown,

giving in terms of seed characters the following tabular results

:

10 grey mottled like parent, but no two plants were alike in this

respect; 10 solid light brown; 9 white; 2. mottled dark brown,

and I mottled ochre brown. Representatives of the types in this

set are given in the upper row of piles in Plate XX., arranged

from left to right as follows: B-4-1, B-4-2, B-4-11, B-4-21,

B-4-26.

B-5. The parent seeds were "slightly mottled, with grey back-

ground." The following results were obtained: 2 plants with

mottled seed.

B-6. The parent seeds "resembled blend type." The following

results were obtained : 5 plants all mottled dark.

B-7. Failed.

B-8. The parent seeds "were similar to blend (mottled

purple)," and yielded the present season: 4 plants with mottled

seeds.
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B-9. The plant is recorded as being large, spreading with pur-

ple flowers, etc. "The seeds making the second largest group were

of good size and shape and uniformly of a dark purple color,

appearing almost black." Of the 32 plants grown 18 were like

the parent, dark purple; 7 white; 3 mottled purple like the blend

seeds but smaller; i indistinctly mottled upon a seal brown; i

motled dark brown; i mottled light brown, and i mottled

dark with a white back. Samples of these same types of seeds

are shown in Plate XX. under B-9-1, B-9-4, B-9-5, B-9-6,

B-9-10, B-9-25 and B-9-28, respectively, the size of each pile

showing the total output of the plant.

B-iO'. The parent seeds were "seal brown with purple

blotches," from which the following results were obtained: 3

mottled purple
; 3 white ; 2 dark brown.

B-ii. Failed.

B-12. This was a medium-sized plant with red jflowers and

short, flat pods, which matured early seeds that were mottled

with dark brown upon a seal brown background. From this set

21 plants were grown with seeds as follows: 8 seal brown mot-

tled, resembling the parent, but variable; 4 dark brown (almost

black)
; 3 mottled dark brown; 2 light grey with brown "eye" ; 2

indistinctly mottled light grey ; i mottled grey, and i a clear light

blue. Representatives O'f all these types are given in the lower

row of Plate XX., arranged from left to right as follows
\

B-12-2, B-12-9, B-12-13, B-12-14, B-12-18, B-12-21.

B-13. The parent seeds were "dark purple with white end"

and the following plants were obtained : 2 plants dark purple

(approaching black).

From the Plate it is seen that there is great variation in the

number of seeds that each plant produced. The set from B-4 is

the most uniform in large output and kept up the record made by

the parent, while the offspring of B-9 are remarkably variable.

In shape no two' are alike in the set shown for B-4, the smallest

being B'-4-i and the largest B-4-11, but the contents'' are not

well shown in the picture because some, as B-4-21, are very

plump and the next pile to the left, B-4-11, has quite flat seeds.

The same sharp contrast in size and shape is brought out in
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B-9-6 and B-9-10, where the former are nearly round and the

latter flat as Limas and adhere closely to the "Scarlet Runner"

parent. In the lowest row, B-12, the color is the most unlike

visible character, for it ranges from a solid dark brown (nearly

black) and solid blue through mottled browns and greys to seeds

that pass for a dirty white with a brown "eye."

It is seen from a study of the offspring from the ten sets of

plants that there is a showing of white in B-2, B-3, B-4, B-9

and B-12, or a full half, and a total of 18 plants with solid white

seeds and several that carried very little color of any sort.

It is not the purpose here to account for this absence of color

in the seeds of hybrids, the parents of which were far from

white, but it may be said in passing that any color possibly may
hide the character that, otherwise, might produce a white seed.

Thus, in sweet corns, it is established that black or yellow grains

may carry "white" blood that, in the next generation, will show

itself when both parent germs are free from the color character.

The "Scarlet Runner" has a white-seeded strain, and the seed

used for the hybrids in question may have contained more or less

of this white character, obscured by the mottled purple of the

normal seeds. In like manner the light brown seeds of the

"Tennessee" may have carried the same "tendency" to produce

white; one or both of which suppositions would be enough to

account for the white-seeded plants met with. There may be

another principle in breeding that is at work here.

"Scarlet Runner-China Red Eye" Hybrid (63/9).

The hybrid above mentioned is now in the first generation

after the blend, and the seeds from the nineteen plants are repre-

sented by the formula B-i, B-2, etc. Ten of the plants were

early in fruiting, one medium early, two medium late, four late

and two unrecorded, fifteen being of the bush type and four run-

ning or wide-spreading. In color of blossom the range was
from white, (the largest number) through pale stripes, pink to

salmon and purple. The pods were quite variable, upon some
plants being short and flat, others long and curved, with or with-
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out stripes. Among the seeds but little variety of form and

marking prevailed. All were mottled and, therefore, showed no

pure white seeds, and thirteen showed unmistakably the "Scarlet

Runner" parentage in the flat, kidney-shaped seed and the dark

purple blotches upon a lighter background of the same color.

Three sets showed white upon the back, which may be due to the

"China Red Eye," which has a white seed with a pink "eye."

This latter character is not seen in any of the hybrids.

In this hybrid the type of plant follows closely the bush parent,

but in the seeds there is a strong likeness to^ the "Scarlet Runner."

EXPERIMENTS WITH SQUASHES.

Summer Squashes.

Space does not permit of the full statement in tabular form of

the results of the large area of summer squashes. From hand-

worked fruits, either Avithin the plant or the cross, of forty'

crosses grown in 1906, selections of seed were made this season

of those that conformed to desired types with acceptable size and

freedom from warts. Twenty-five rows of squashes were grown

from seeds from close-fertilized fruits and twenty-three from

those that had been pollinated within the cross.

The total number of fruits in the rows planted with close-fertil-

ized seeds was 799 and in the rows with seeds fertilized within

the cross, 804, giving an average of 32 fruits and 35 fruits per

row respectively. The fruits in any row adhere more closely to

parent type than last year.

From a study of the results, it is found that of the twenty-hve

sets of plants from close-fertilized seed but two showed any

marked variation from the type of the parent fruit. Among the

sets from seeds resulting from pollination within the cross but

not within the plant, the conformity to type was somewhat less

general. It is evident that the "J^g^' type of squash is becoming

fixed.
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The "Strickler-Golden Bush" Squash Cross.

Among the fifty and more crosses grown upon the home
Grounds this season, no row excelled the above combination in

the vigor and health fulness of the vines and the number and large

size as well as uniformity of the fruits. In 1905 the record shows

that of this cross twenty-two plants were grown, all of them

dark green • and producing solid yellow (or orange) colored

fruits with a broad neck, straight or nearly so, and showing but

little wartiness. A study of the parents as to shape of fruit might

lead one to project in advance the p'tobable outcome of the union.

The color of the two is so nearly the same that no change in this

might be expected and the extreme flatness of the "Scallop" and

the elongation of the "Strickler," wdiich is not as "goose-necked"

as the true "Crookneck," would suggest a form midway between

them ; and this is fully realized in the result. In length, the cross

is not equal to the "Strickler," and along with the abbreviation

there is the retention of the scallop features of the mother, but

instead of this being a rim to the body of the otherwise oval fruit

it assumes the nature of a series of long folds or corrugations

that extend for some inches over the central portion of the fruit.

It may well bear the name of "Fluted Orange."

Last year the report stated that the forty-two large, early,

w'arty fruits of this cross w^ere chiefly orange-colored and in type

close to the parent, namely, an elongated "jug." The fruits this

season have exceeded in length those of last year, and it remains

to be seen whether they will hold to the type that is quite uniform

in the row of eight hills now maturing.

The "Jersey Green" Summer Squash.

A strain from the cross of "Scallop" upon "Crookneck," after

four years of selection, has become well fixed in shape and color,

and seeds of it will be offered for distribution. The size and shape

of the fruits are acceptable, being a long-neck "jug" of medium
size, entirely without warts, and when ready for use are of a hand-

some, solid, dark green color.
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The following table gives the percentage

the above-named commercial varieties and

squashes

:

"Crookneck,"
"Scallop,"

"Crookneck/Scallop,"
"Scallop/Strickler" (a),

four fruits,

"Scallop/Strickler" (b), three fruits,

"Scallop/Strickler" (c), three fruits,

"Fordhook" (a),

of flesh in fruits of

crosses of summer

(b),

'Cocozelle" (a),

(b),

'Michigan" (a),

(b),

Average, . . .

.

ge fruit. Me
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same vine were seeded, the number of seeds increases from the

oldest to the youngest as 166 : 252 : 460.

As to the relation between size of fruit and that of the seed, it

was found that the large fruit gave larger seeds than the small

fruit in every instance.

Summer Squashes New to the Home Grounds.

Three commercial varieties of summer squashes were grown

upon the Home Grounds the present season, namely, "Fordhook"

(51). "Cocozelle" (52) and "Michigan" (53). The first two had

failed in attempts to raise them in previous years.

In the ''Fordhook," one has a small, early bush variety that

bears small cream-colored fruits, approaching in shape type No.

15, which is a ribbed "jug" without warts, and less elongated at

the base. This variety has a fine, thick flesh and may prove a de-

sirable parent in some of the crosses that have been secured

with it.

The "Cocozelle" is a strong-growing sort with heavy vines,

quite inclined to "run" and bear freely the very large elongated

pear-shaped fruits that are nearly solid green when young, but

take on ribs of orange at maturity. The flesh is not firm and the

quality only fair, but there are qualities of plant and fruit that

give hope for better things in the crosses to be expected with it

next year.

The "Michigan" is a true vine squash that made it seem out

of place among the bush sorts. The fruits are long and slender,

like huge cucumbers, but with a peculiar lead color. In quality, it

was variable, doubtless depending upon the age of the fruit when

used for the table; gathered when two-thirds grown, it proved

acceptable and, producing squashes throughout the whole season,

this kind may be highly prized by many. It crossed readily with

the regular bush varieties of its species, and possibly some new

types of bush and vine summer squashes may result therefrom.

Winter Squashes.

The winter, and all vine, squashes were assigned to the Smock
Land, where a large area was devoted to them and a long list

23 EX
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of commercial sorts, not before grown by the Department, was

added to that of the crosses previously secured. Soil and season

conditions were not favorable for a satisfactory crop, and what-

ever is given below concerns plants and fruits that were not up
to the average in vigor and size.

Relative Amount of Flesh in Squashes.

A study of the flesh content of vine squashes in particular has

been begtm as a factor in the advance toward better fruits. The
method of determination consisted in plunging the squash (first

washed of all adhering soil) intOi a tall vessel filled with water to

the brim and catching the water of displacement in a dish inta

which the tall jar had been set. This water thus overflowing was
weighed and later, in a similar manner, a corresponding record

was made of the water displaced by the twO' halves of the

squashes, held side by side, after the seeds and worthless shreds

(plasentse) has been removed. The weight of the water dis-

placed by the twO' halves, divided by that of the whole squash,

gives the percentage of the flesh ; thus, should the displacement

of the halves be 75 ounces, and 100 ounces be that of the whole

squash, it is evident that the seed cavity makes up 25 and, there-

fore, the flesh is 75% of the whole fruit.

The value of a summer squash, that is, its amount O'f food,

is not measured entirely by the flesh, for with these the whole

fruit is cooked with the exception of the skin, which is often

removed when the fruit is somewhat advanced in age. It is, how-

ever, true that the part of greatest value is the flesh, and a variety

may be best that has the largest percentage of flesh and, there-

fore, as one method of improving this vegetable fruit means are

being taken to increase the percentage of the wall of the fruit

and, therefore, reduce its often large contents.

With the winter squashes the case is clear that a fruit with a

thin flesh has far less food than another of the same size with a

thick flesh. It is still to be shown that there is any correlation

between the thickness of the flesh and its quality, but, from the

standpoint of quality, the thin-fleshed squash is ruled out.

The following are the results that were obtained by the "hydro-

metric" method described

:
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STATISTICS OF WINTER SQUASHES.
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While there are exceptions, the table above shows that, in gen-

eral, the larger fruits (marked L and alternating with S for

small) within the variety have the larger percentage of flesh as

compared to the whole weight of the fruit ; it also shows that the

percentage of flesh in volume as compared to the whole squash

varies with the thickness of the flesh.

The squashes in the above table can be divided into the fol-

lowing groups: (a) the true Cucurbita maxima; {b) the small

C. Pepo, like "Cocoanut," "Perfect Gem;" (c) the large C. Pepo,

like the true pumpkins; {d) the long C. Pepo, like the "English

Vegetable Marrow," and {e) the C. moschn^ta. The percentage

of flesh is highest in group b and followed in order by e, c, a and

d. Likewise, the solidity of flesh is highest in b and followed in

order by e, a, d and c.

A study of the numbers of seeds shows that, with five excep-

tions out of thirty-four instances, the larger fruit contains the

greater number of seeds ; furthermore, the seeds of the latter are

larger. In other words, the larger of the two squashes upon the

same vine contains the larger seeds, and generally more of them.

In Plate XXI. is shown ten pairs of samples of squash seeds.

The ten seeds from the smaller squash of each pair from the same

plant are placed, in each case, to the right of those from the

larger fruit, and the record number below the pair shows what

variety or cross is represented.

At 3/1 is the set of the "Delicious/Hubbard" cross, and the dif-

ference in size is evident. There are two sets of the "Delicious/-

Golden Hubbard" (3/4) cross and, in addition to the difference

in size, there is a marked variation in shape. The next, "Winter

Crookneck" (18), is a representative of the Cucurbita' moschata

with a decided change in the type of seed, but here the rule Is

regarded that the smaller fruit has the smaller seed. In the

"Cocoanut" .(19) the fruits are, at best, very small and the

larger yields the much larger seed. The "Fordhook" (38) shows

seeds similar to the last with the result as to correlation of size

of fruit to that of seed fully maintained. At 41 is the repre-

sentative of "Italian Vegetable Marrow;" at 43, "Perfect Gem,"

and at 48, "Michigan Mammoth Pumpkin," three of which show
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a wide range in size, but the same correlation. The last pair of

ten seeds is of a gourd, "Chinese Bottle Gourd" (50), in which

the seeds are smaller from the smaller fruit as shown elsewhere.

Out of thirty-four instances examined there were only four

exceptions, and in these the size of the seeds was either prac-

tically alike in the two fruits or only a slight variation from it.

In connection with the thickening of the flesh the problem of

seed content is not tO' be overlooked, and facts are to be sought

that may throw light upon the improvement of the variety, both

in greater percentage of food in the fruit and vigor of the plant

that produces it. In other words, the selecting for thick flesh

may, in a measure, be a selecting of the fruits with low seed con-

tent, and a fruit that produces but few seeds may give them better

conditions for a superior development that shows itself in

stronger plants. An inverse correlation may exist between flesh

content and seeding capacity, which carried, a step further may
mean better equipped plants from the seeds of thick-fleshed fruits.

Reports from Testers for Station Winter Squash No. 2; Delicious—Bay
State (3/21).

"Have seven healthy plants." "Foliage is heavy, fruits assorted

sizes and colors and of various shapes, oval; pointed at one end;
flat and round and some slim and tapering. Colors vary from
drab, dark green, to light green and yellow. One is now ripe

and is of a reddish tinge. It was yellow when growing. Fruit

is now setting in abundance." "Vines made a rank growth, fruit

set fine, color light green. Shape like a bowl." "Germinated
well. Plant vigorous. Fruit plentiful in numbers and quite

uniform in size." "The plant is good size, quite productive."

"My winter squash is very nice and productive, as many as ten

squash on a plant of good size and uniform color." "The vines

are very productive, spreading quite a distance and bearing fruit

of medium size." "Color yellow, shape almost round, some oval,

doing well." "It did very well-, medium size and vigorous
grower." "Very hardy and productive. Made a good growth
where 'Hubbard,' grown on same ground, failed on account of
borer and adverse weather conditions." "Squashes were not very
large but nice size for small family ; the quality is fine, much like

the 'Hubbard.' " "The squashes are both long and flat in shape.

The vines are quite productive, although the squashes are all
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very small, about two to four pounds each. Quality first class,

very sweet, dry and fine-grained." "Size small, a very vigorous

grower and very productive." "Flesh deep yellow, very thick and

made excellent pies." "Healthy vine, very prohfic, small fruits,

solid, small seed cavity, extra fine quality." "The winter squashes

are the finest I ever had, grew to a fair size, all uniform and a

good color. I am much pleased with them."

Varieties of Winter Squashes Not Before Grown in the Gardens.

No. 34. "Chicago Orange Marrow." Resembles the summer

"Crookneck."

No. 35. "Chiloe, or Sugar Squash." All plants died before

bearing.

No. 36. "English Vegetable Marrow." Fruits long or oval,

light yellow or striped.

No. 37. "Faxon's Brazilian." The "Hubbard" type, green, yel-

low or orange.

No. 38. "Fordhook." Resembles the summer "Fordhook."

No. 39. "Green Mountain." No crop.

No. 40. "Heart O' Gold." No fruits matured.

No. 41. "Italian Vegetable Marrow." Fruits long, dark with

green stripes.

No. 42. "No. 94." Fruits not uniform in shape, all lead-col-

ored.

No. 43. "Perfect Gem." Like "Cocoanut," but have no stripes.

No. 44. "Sibley, or Pike's Peak." Fruits like "No. 94" in

form and color.

No. 45. "White Congo." No crop.

PUMPKINS.

No. 46. "Field Pumpkin." Large, long or oval, orange-

yellow.

No. 47. "Mammoth Red Etampes Pumpkin." No crop.

No. 48. "Michigan Mammoth Pumpkin." Large, spherical,

reddish-yellow.

No. 49. "Sugar Pumpkin." Medium size, but resembles No.

48 in other respects.
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No. 54. "Sweet Potato." Large and very long, dark wfth

green stripes.

No. 55. "Mexican Pumpkin." No crop.

GOURDS.

No. 50. "Chinese Bottle Gourd."

shape is like a bottle.

As the name suggests, its

EXPERIMENTS WITH PEAS.

Several sets of pea crosses that had been carried through their

first generation from the blend plants last autumn were continued

during the spring months. A large part of the details of these

trials will be left in the record books for the present, but some-

thing concerning a single combination is noted below.

Second Generation of "French Canner-Amerlcan Wonder" Cross (41/4).

Following the tentative classification of the one hundred and

twenty-seven seeds of one of the plants of this cross, peas were

planted of the eight combinations given below

:

Smooth,
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acteristics when the whole output of a plant is included. For ex-

ample, the question of size, color and smoothness are decidedly-

modified by age, and when any pods are even a little immature
the peas are classified with difficulty. Much more work is needed

to warrant any conclusion as to whether size is among the unit

characters. There seem to be several, for example, as to size,

shape, form and color of pods.

In the cross in question, the "American Wonder" is a dwarf
variety with medium-sized pods and large, green, much wrinkled

seeds, while the "French Canner" is a standard sort with slender

stem, bearing small pods and small, light or flesh-colored smooth

peas. The contrasts are many, and the cross, therefore, involves

striking differences.

So far as the whole plant is concerned, the "French Canner"

has controlled the size, and a large plant, as a rule, may be ex-

pected from the cross with only an occasional dwarf plant (pos-

sibly one in four) appearing among the offspring of the stand-

ard plants. In the size of the pods, the "American Wonder" has

had a very marked influence, but the data are too limited for the

exact value of each parent to be determined for the present.

The eight plants that grew from wrinkled seeds all produced

wrinkled seeds without exception. In the set in this group, in

which the seeds were cream colored, there were 75 green seeds in

the total of 408 peas, and from the two plants grown from green

wrinkled peas, the seeds (76) were all green, but the shade dif-

fered strikingly in the two plants, although constant in the re-

spective plant.

Of the sixteen plants grown from smooth seeds, one was weak,

and its seeds were rejected. The following results were obtained

from the test

:

Smooth, Cream, Large, 114

Smooth, Cream, Small, 107

Smooth, Green, Large, *
125

Smooth, Green. Small, 2

Wrinkled, Cream, Large, 21

Wrinkled, Cream, Small, 5

Wrinkled, Green, Large, 34
Wrinkled, Green, Small, o
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Disregarding the size on account of the difficuhy of discrimina-

tion, the table is reduced to :

Smooth, Cream, 221

Smooth, Green, 127

Total, 348

Wrinkled, Cream, 26

Wrinkled, Green, 34

Total, 60

In Plate XXII., the seeds from, a plant grown from a smooth,

light, large pea are shown at i ; they are of average size and 'both

smooth and wrinkled, light and green. At 2 is a similar set from

a smooth, light, small seed and it is observed that the size is de-

cidedly less than in any other dish in the plate; the smooth peas

being easily mistaken for the pure "French Canner," samples of

which with the other parent of the cross are shown at 8, ten of

each. At 3 is a sample of the result of a smooth, green, large pea

and all the seeds are green and large but the smoothness is not

so apparent as in the previous dish. At 4 are the seeds represent-

ing the output from a smooth, green, small seed and it agrees

closely with that for dish 3, all being green but somewhat smaller.

At 5 is shown a sample of seeds that came from planting a

wrinkled, light, large seed and it is seen that the peas are all

wrinkled and large with twenty-five per cent, of green seeds. The
next dish (6) contains peas resulting from the planting of a

wrinkled, light, small seed and the set photographed is practically

the same as that show^n at 5, with some diminution in size. The
set at 7 is from a wrinkled, green, large pea and all the offspring

resemble the parent fully. At 8, for purposes of comparison, the

two parents of the cross are given.

It is too soon to predict the possibilities of this combination, and

the lines to be follow^ed further depend upon the end sought. If

one desires a small seeded early plant, it may come out of the lot

represented in dish 2, when the wrinkled peas will give a truly

sweet sort and, if the size is the main thing as with some grrowers

for the canneries, the smooth -peas may give the desired end,
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namely, a prolific quick-growing kind that yields its small peas all

at once to accommodate itself to the modern method of harvesting

with a thresher. For home use, it is possible that an acceptable

sort may be derived from the lower row of dishes, especially

should the plants be half-way standard or medium in size and not

require brush or trellis.

Autumn-Grown Peas.

The less said the better is one way of considering the growing

of peas during autumn. A block of thirty-two hills was planted to

peas after the removal of a crop of "Malamo" corn in August.

While aware that peas did not like the hot weather of midsummer,

there was hope that by the time seedlings were in their first leaves,

the cool nights and shorter days of autumn might bring a crop

and thus add one generation to the cross. The peas used for

planting were freshly grown in a spring crop near by, and con-

sisted of the second generation from the blend of ''French Can-

ner" upon "American Wonder" (41/4), Nineteen hills received

smooth, cream-colored seeds; six received wrinkled cream-color-

ed ; four, smooth, green, and three, wrinkled green seeds.

As before stated, the "French Canner" is a tall, slender, late

variety with small, smooth cream-colored seeds, while the "Ameri-

can Wonder" is a dwarf early type, bearing comparatively large,

wrinkled green, or "bluish" peas. The following table gives the

results as to size of plants, the crop being so small as to be a neg-

ligible quantity

:

Dwarfs.

19 hills, 17

6 " 4

4 " 2

3 " 2

32 25 39 20

Even with the "medium" being included with the "standard,"

there is a high percentage of the "dwarfs."

A second block of ground (where thirty-two hills of "Mala-

kosby" corn had been harvested) was planted with peas at the

Standards.
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-same time as the one above noted but the crosses here were differ-

ent and no crop was secured.

A shade experiment was made with a few hills of peas by-

placing them between widely separated over-arching trees, but

only an occasional seed was the reward. The hope of growing

peas to a liberal fruiting, other than in the spring, hangs by a

slender thread and work with other crops in midsummer is too

pressing to spend time in nursing any one kind unduly out of

season.

EXPERIMENTS WITH SALSIFY.

Upon August 25th (1906), the following rows of three hills

each (four by four feet each way) were planted in the lower part

of Plot 4, Series II.

:

Row I. This was planted with seeds formed under bags of the

pure yellow wild type {Tragopogon pratense). The plants all

came true.

Row 2. This was planted with seed from, protected heads of

darker red orange (Prang, No. 31), and the plants produced a

set of blooms of the same color combination.

Row 3. This set of three hills was planted from bagged heads

of plants of 2i-y, dark red red orange and reproduced the parent

type with much uniformity.

Row 4. This row contained plants fertilized within the head

of the red violet (No-. 233), which adhered closely to the parent

color with some "yellow-eyed" heads.

Row 5. The plants here were somewhat variable in shade but

within a narrow range and proved no marked exception to the

rule.

Row 6. This was a duplicate of row 5,

Row 7. This set of hills was planted with seed from protected

flowers of the light red violet (No. 234) type and came true to the

parent color.

Row 8. This row was planted with "suspect" seed of garden

upon "Black" salsify, but all the plants were of the latter species.

Row 9. This w^as an attempt to get a reciprocal of the last-

named, but all the plants were the pure garden type.
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Row 10. Here an attempt was made to breed the "Black"

upon the wild species but the result was a failure.

Row II. This row was occupied with a set of the "Black"^

salsify for the purposes of further attempts at breeding.

The test of the present year illustrates that close breeding, that

is, within the plant and more within the head, is sufficient to per-

petuate the particular shade of the parent among hybrids that

have been selected somewhat at random from many color types.

The union of two species of salsify, both with very uniform

and widely different colors of the bloom, results in the production

of a great many shades in the flowers of the hybrids. It seems

probable that any one oi these may be fixed with much ease by

simply limiting the fecundation to the plant carrying the shade it

is desired to perpetuate.

Because of the unusual difficulties that have beset the experi-

ment from its beginning some years ago and the lack of direct

practical results the work with salsify is for the present set aside.

Anyone, however, who wishes to make a study of the floral colors

of hybrids can find few better species for that purpose than the

wild and garden salsify, provided the weediness of the crop is

nO' disadvantage and birds can be kept from the plants at the time

when the heads are maturing their fruits.

EXPERIMENTS WITH OKRA.

The plan was laid to grow a full set of the okras the present

season and begin a systematic breeding of the various kinds, a

classification of which was given in the last report (pp. 501, 502),

but the seeds gathered in from various sources quite generally

failed. One is not certain of what he has as a basis for breeding

operations in truck crops until he has tested it for some years,

and this seems to be particularly true with okras. It is possible

that the usual care taken by the best seedsmen to have their goods

true to name does not bring the desired results with okra, and it

may be that the plants themselves are largely at fault. The
subject certainly demands study, as it does more consideration

from the hands of the practical grower. Be this as it may, the
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work upon the plot of okras the present season casts a doubt as to

the rehability of the names of some of the parents, and, therefore,

upon the real significance of many crosses that were secured.

The "Dwarf Prolific," for example, was a standard, and "Lady
Finger" had pods ranging from very short to long.

A photograph was taken of four kinds that were represented

by several plants each, namely, "Lady Finger," "Perkin's Long
Pod," "White Velvet" and "Kleckley's Favorite," but it seemed

best tO' withhold it from publication until a better representative

set could be secured.

"PAK-CHOI" AND "PE-TSAI."

These quite similar Chinese vegetables were grown somewhat
extensively in the Home Grounds in 1906 and reported upon with

a plate last year (Plate XXV.). Seed was saved from some of

the plants and distributed to several growers of truck crops for

a practical test.

The reports which follow are generally to the effect that the

plants are quick-growing and hardy and are inclined to "run to

seed." From our limited experience, this is true of the early

crop, but when the seed is sown in midsummer the plants make
large development of the edible leaves without any show of

flower stalk. The "Pak-Choi" is very resistant to frosts, and,

at the time of writing (November ist), large plants are in full

vigor in spite of cold nights that produce much ice. It is as a late

autumn crop that this vegetable is of greatest use, and, as such,

shows much merit. It does not seem to be attacked by the ordi-

nary enemies of Brussels Sprouts and its cabbabe-like allies.

Reports from Testers for "Pak-Choi."

"Vigorous and productive. At this writing (Aug. 14th) plants
average eighteen inches high, and a few are just running to seed,

or rather beginning to bloom. Planting was not made until June
15th. In early stages or when blanched, is fairly good for salad,

or passably good boiled for greens, its quick growth being in its

favor." "Plants about twelve inches high, of rapid growth."
"Growth rapid, leaves light green." "This seed was planted
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early and has now gone to seed. It grew rapidly and was thrifty,

and has a considerable quantity of seed." "Weather conditions

extremely bad, cold, dry, or very cold rains. 'Pak-Choi' seemed

to thrive, however, when other things stood still." "The plants

are strong and vigorous." "The plant is with us very vigorous

and productive. We grew it on muck ground. The unused

plants are now ripening seed. We have a summer boarding-house.

Our boarders were pleased with this vegetable and generally

voted that in flavor it was suggestive of Brussels Sprouts. We
served it in a cooked state." "Height about twelve inches, quick

grower. Volunteer plants have come up from seed self-sown."

"A very vigorous plant." "Found 'Pak-Choi' very hardy, thrifty

and a strong grower." "Planted June nth, first mess July 22d,

when it was already very large. It perhaps has its place being

very hardy, thrifty and of quick growth but I cannot say that we
care for it."

Reports from Testers for "Pe-Tsai."

"Growth very vigorous, four to five inches tall when in seed.

Root, of turnip shape, about two to two and a half inches largest

diameter, and perhaps three to four inches long to tip. Flavor

resembling kohlrabi." "Large size and vigorous growing plants,

two or three crops can be grown on some ground in one season

and large crops. "Twenty inches high, well leaved out, seed very

fertile, plants thrive when wet and grow slowly but healthfully

when droughty." "Similar in form to 'Pak-Choi.' " and makes a

good 'Greens' not as thick-leaved as 'Pak-Choi.' " "In regard

to 'Pe-Tsai,' the plants were set out on the 15th of May and were

not affected by frost. The plants matured the first week in July

Height about eighteen inches, width of leaves four inches. In

going into seed, it measured thirty inches in height. In prepar-

ing for the table, it tastes like 'Swiss Chard' or spinach." "This

grew well on my grounds and I found the greens a very welcome

addition to the bill of fare, both cooked,' and green. I shall have

plenty of seed to plant more extensively next season and look

for even better results, as this year has been a very trying one for

all vegetables, and anything that did even half well under such

unfavorable conditions has certainly proved its value." "Iden-

tical in every particular with 'Pak-Choi.' Growth vigorous to six

or eight leaves, then big seed stalk ; used younger leaves for cook-

ing, two or three picked from each plant." "Grows about five

feet high, only two plants thickened to a head, but grew up at

once to seed. Of the two that headed one was cut and has formed

a group of heads. The plant is a vigorous grower and of good
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flavor." "It has large leaves, broad and eight or ten inches long,

tops long." "Came up well and grew very luxuriantly, tender
and fine. Some of it grew to the height of four feet." "Large,
vigorous, much like mustard." "Made rapid growth and when
four inches high was tied with raffia to bunch. Made a fair table

salad." "A very vigorous, hardy plant and should be a valuable
acquisition."

EXPERIMENTS IN THINNING.

As an aside from the regular work, some tests were made in

thinning. For example, one plant in each of the eight hills of a

row of "Kelsey" and of the "Station" Bush Lima beans had a

half of its pods removed while they were small, the older pods
only being retained. These plants were not in any way selected,

but in all respects seemed to be an average set, and they gave the

following results

:

, „ Weight of Weight of Number of
Kelsey — Pods. Seeds. Seeds.

Thinned plants average, 2.25 oz. 1.25 oz. 50
Normal " "_ 1.73 " .97 "

48

"Station"

—

Thinned plants average, 6.00 oz. 2.50 oz. 60
Normal "

"
5.20 " 1.67 " 46

It is seen that the results are decidely in favor of the thinned
plants, the weights of seeds being in the ratio of 375 to 264, or
a gain of more than one-third.- There was a gain also in a larger

percentage of mature seeds, but, as it is practically impossible

to separate the mature from the green seeds, the exact figures

in this respect are not at hand. The number of seeds was larger

in both cases for the thinned plants, but the cause is the same
here as elsewhere, as, for example, when orchard fruits and other

kinds are thinned. The plant, left to its own devices, was not
able to hold as many pods as where a half or less received the

motherly attention that was elsewhere divided among a great

number. It is likely that the thinning of the plants for the pro-

duction of the seeds for future plantings might result in profitable

results, but in general field culture the process is not expected to

be employed.
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A set of plants of "Hyacinth Bean" (Dolichos Lablab L.),

which grew with great vigor and bloomed most profusely, offered

an opportunity to test the effect of thinning, but, in this instance,

.

within the single flower clusters which normally may mature

eight or more pods, as shown at i in Plate XXIIL In the thin-

ning sometimes the oldest (lowermost) bloom or young pod was

left as at 2, or the middle one as at 3, or the youngest as at

4 ; in the last, however, a middle pod was also reserved. One of

the most noticeable features with this test was the hastening to

maturity of the isolated pods; thus, upon two similar clusters,

one thinned and the other not, the pod upon the fonner became

dry and the seeds hard before the normal cluster showed any

signs of maturity. At 12 is shown an instance where the flowers

were all removed from the main axis and afterwards a short stem

formed below, which bore five large pods. In 15, the flower buds

at one joint only were left and these developed into five large

pods, where normally one or two are produced ; in other words,

the natural thinning probably was interfered with.

There does not seem to be any increase in the size of the pods

or weight of the seeds ascribable to this process of thinning and

the relative strength—vigor, variability, etc.—of the seeds thus

produced is a matter for later consideration.

EXPERIMENTS IN GRAFTING.

During the past winter, some attention was paid to grafting

among vegetables in the greenhouse. The methods consisted

in growing two plants near together in the same box, or in sepa-

rate pots, and at a foot or so above the soil, a "tongue" was made
on each plant by a slant incision into the stem, the one upward

and the other downward, the two then being united by mutual in-

sertion and the joint covered with moist moss and tied with raflia.

In this condition, the two plants were allowed to remain until the

joints grew together, and then the plant selected as the scion was

cut off below the union. The resulted graft, trimmed of its un-

necessary parts, was kept erect by fastening to a support.
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While no definite statement can be given as to the ages of the

plants grafted, the rule was to have the plants old enough to

withstand mutilation and yet young enough to insure rapid union.

Tomato upon "Garden Huckleberry" (Solanum nigntm). The

attempts gave one success. The graft rapidly increased in

height, but its foliage was scant. It was set out in the

field where it lived until the middle of August, having time

to produce one fruit which was an inch in diameter. The

seeds were ma'ny, and when started grew vigorously. No
effect of tlie "Huckleberry" stock was noted.

'Garden Huckleberry" upon Tomato. Two attempts gave one

success. The graft was vigorous and, when set out in the

field, it grew until the autumn frosts. The scion and stock

both produced an abundance of their own kind of fruit.

Seeds were many in every fruit and produced seedlings

rapidly. No effect of tomato stock upon "Huckleberry" was

noted.

Tomato upon Eggplant. Two attempts gave no success.

Eggplant upon Tomato. Two attempts gave one success. The

graft at first was not vigorous, but when set out in the field

it grew well and matured many tomato fruits and one egg-

plant fruit; the latter was small and its seeds started well.

No effect of eggplant upon tomato was noted.

Tomatoes : Fine-Leaf and Coarse-Leaf. Eighteen attempts were

made to graft tomatoes: Nine fine-leaved upon coarse-

leaved, and nine reciprocals. While all the grafts started,

two were weak and died within a month; only nine out of

the sixteen were fit to go into the field and, within a week,

two died, leaving seven grafts that grew vigorously through-

out the season. These grafts represented five coarse-leaved

upon fine-leaved, and two reciprocals. Only one graft-plant

(a fine- upon a coarse-leaved) showed the effect of the union

;

the leaves from stock and scion were the same and not as

coarse nor as fine as the foliage of the original parents.

24 Ex
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SMALL CAPSULES WITH HYBRID SEEDS.

A few plants were grown of three species of Daturas, namely.
Datura Stramonimn^ D. Tatula and D. Meteloides for purpose of
hybridization.

Shortly after the floral parts fell away, it was noted that the
capsules that were resulting from the pollination of the D. Mete-
loides upon either D. Tatula or D. Stramonium were much less

rapid in growth than those that were pollinated in the open.
This difference continued to increase until the time of harvest
when the capsules from flowers treated with D. Meteloides pollen
were only a quarter or less the size of the others upon the plants.

In Plate XXIV., seven branches are shown, five upon the left of
D. Stramonium and the two to the right of D. Tatula. The
capsule with the label, in each case, is from the hand-worked
flower and those nearer the tips of the respective branches were
formed later. The comparison should be made with the largest

of these younger capsules and this will show .that there is quite a
uniform difference as above mentioned.

The seeds were very few in these small capsules ; thus, of the
D. Stramonium, one had no seeds; the next, five; the third, three;
fourth, five; and the last, two; or a total of fifteen seeds—that
is, an average of three seeds per capsule. The results were even
smaller for the D. Tatula capsules, as one had only several half-

grown seeds and the other one plump seed and a few imperfect
ones. The seeds in normal capsules of the two species average
near six hundred.

The Daturas are readily close-fertilized, as shown elsewhere
under exclusion experiments, and, in making a cross, the flower
needs to be worked some days before the long corolla unfolds.

EXCLUSION EXPERIMENT.

As the work of breeding has been pursued, the desire for
further information concerning the self-fertility of flowers of
various truck crops has grown, and during the present season
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the opportunity was taken for a study of this subject. The

method adopted is the simplest, consisting of the isolation of

flower buds from all their fellows by means of paper bags and

making a record of the results. For ease of computation and

to insure a working basis for any possible conclusion, the num-

ber of instances in each case was limited to not less than one

hundred in eggplants, tomatoes and morning glories, and fifty

in daturas.

The preliminary work of exclusion is not particularly tedious,

but needs tO' be done with much care, or else in many instances a

second bud, still quite small, may be overlooked and the instance

be not above suspicion. In tomatoes, for example, two or three

buds may bloom so nearly simultaneously that only the most

careful work at this point in the test is effective. The check upon

accuracy that is found in the presence of two fruits forming

when only one is intended and thus nullifying the particular in-

stance, should not be relied upon, for all flowers in a cluster do

not necessarily produce fruits.

The test is easy with eggplants, as here the flowers are large,

but few in a cluster and simultaneous blooming not the rule

among flowers of the same inflorescence. Morning glory flowers

are so large and the buds so conveniently placed as to render

the experiment easy at the start.

Eggplant Exclusion Experiment.

From the one hundred flowers employed for the exclusion ex-

periment, ten fruits resulted, varying from three to six inches in

length. Five of these, and averaging equally large with the other

five, were seedless. The seeds of the latter were not counted but

they were not one-tenth as numerous as in those following nor-

mally situated flowers.

This test of very limited extent suggests that eggplant blooms

are not, as a rule, close-fertilized, and also that fruits of market-

able size may be produced that contain no mature seeds, a fact

that is not new, but one that has its bearing upon the subject of

seedless vegetable fruits.
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The small percentage of fruits resulting- in this test is probably

due to the fact that it was not made until late in the season,

when flowers outside of the bags did not generally set fruits.

The test will be continued and, in season for best results with the

hope of learning the effect of such close-breeding upon the off-

spring oif crosses as to the fixation of qualities and also, among
commercial varieties, as a test of its weakening tendency.

Tomato Exclusion Experiment.

In order to' insure self-fertilization only one bud, before it

opened, was allowed to remain on a flower stalk, which was cov-

ered with a paper bag to^ exclude foreign pollen. One hundred

buds of nearly the same age were thus covered until the time for

fertilization had passed.

In order tO' compare the number of seeds in the fruits from the

self-fertilized with those grown in the open, an adequate number

of the latter were harvested from the same plant with the former,

and the results are shown in the table below

:

Type of Fruit.

'Cherry,"

"Plum" (Small), ...

"Plum" (Medium), .

"Plum" (Medium), .

"Plum" (Cross), . .

.

"Pear" (Medium), .

,—Self-Fertilized.—

,
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,—Self-Fertilized.—, ^FLTtilized In the open.-,

Type of Fruit. No. of No. of No. of No. of

Cells. Seeds. Cells. Seeds.

"Pear" (Long), 2 69 2 65
2 45 2 gi

2 64 2 79
2 64 2 66
2 96

"Pear" (Large), 2 80 2 117

2 92 2 84
2 67 2 87
2 31

Long, oval, medium, 2 84 2 77
2 57 2 80
2 66 2 60
2 81 2 79
2 72
2 59

Long, oval, medium, 2 58 2 152
2 95 2 145

3 105

3 97
2 97

Average of 45 fruits, '69 Average 30 fruits, 99

Forty-five per cent, of the flowers covered with bags produced

fruits and these are upon ten different crosses, all of the small-

fruited sorts. The three crosses that gave no self-fertilized fruits

have many cells tO' a fruit, and this suggests that the fewer-celled

fruits are more readily self-fertilized, or in other words, the

nearer the fruits are tO' the wild state the more readily they are

self-fertilized. The table also shows that, as a rule, the self-

fertilized fruits produce less seeds than the cross-fertilized fruits.

Within the cross the size of each fruit showed no' correlation

with the number of seeds or between the number of seeds and the

number of cells.

Datura Exclusion Experiment.

Fifty flower buds of the various daturas were covered with

bags, but from these only fifteen capsules were found at the end

of the season, and the following table gives the seeds that these

bore, and, in the second column, are the results of the counting

of the seeds in an adequate number of similar capsules that were

not bagged

:
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Species. Covered Uncovered

Flowers. Flowers.

D. Stramonium, 395 300
770 820
925 875

1,040

890
D. Tatula, 830 815

1,00s 915
D. Meteloides, 505 440

505 520
520 575
310 28s
400 330
530 515

D. Tatula/D. Stramonium, 450 455
530 S05

D. Stramonium/D. Tatula, 675 585
D. Meteloides/D. Stramonium, 395 300

Average, 583 598

It is seen that the seeds formed in the capsules of covered flow-

ers is practically the same as in those for uncovered flowers. It

is further noted that the D. Stramonium and D. Tatula have the

same seeding capacity, and that this is nearly double that of the

D. Meteloides.

Morning-Glory Exclusion Experiment.

Seventy-five capsules resulted from the one hundred exclusion

tests among the various kinds of morning glories ; some of these

were immature and a few were used for greenhouse planting,

so that only thirty-four were counted, and these produced 152

seeds, or an average of 4.47 seeds for each capsule. An equal

number of capsules grown in the open gave 167 seeds, or 4.91

per capsule, a result that indicates that the morning glories are

very thoroughly close-fertilizable.

EXPERIMENTS WITH ORNAMENTAL PLANTS.

Antirrhinum (Snap-Dragon). A blend secured between the

"Dwarf White" and the "Giant Crimson" was grown this season,

together with the parents. In height they approached the "Giant

Crimson," bearing many flower spikes of a lighter red than the
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parent, and continuing in bloom the entire season—more profuse

bloomers than either parent. Plants of the first ge^ieration are

now growing at the greenhouse.

Dolichos. One "Suspect" of last year, "Dwarf White/Purple

Soudan," has proved to be a true cross. The blend plant was

very similar to "Purple Soudan" in climbing habit, purple stem,

flower and pod. But three plants were grown of the first gen-

eration. Plant I was a thrifty, medium climber with foliage,

flower and pods resembling the "Dwarf White." Plant 2 showed

a stronger climbing tendency, and in foliage and flowers resem-

bled the light purple type of the "Giant Crimson," the pods, how-

ever, were white. Plant 3, a climber with purple stem and foli-

age, failed to reach the blooming period before frost.

Hibiscus. Plants from the suspects Okra-Hibiscus differed in

no way from the mother parent. Further attempts have been

made to effect this cross, without results.

Ipomeas. Experiments with these interesting climbers have

been continued, thirty varieties being grown this season in hills

having poles for their support. The attempts at crossing were

three hundred and ten, and the number of capsules secured, fifty.

It is very difficult to get positive results between species.

The Marigold Cross.

At the greenhouse last winter a cross was secured between the

"African" (standard) and the "Dwarf French Marigold." The
"Dwarf French" is low growing, compact and spreading, with a

dark green foliage of a small type, shown at i, Plate XXV. It

comes more quickly into bloom and produces an abundance of

variegated flowers, the principal colors being yellow, orange,

burnt orange, and very dark brown, appearing black. In size

it is about half as large as the "African" variety, a standard sort

of open growth bearing light green leaves, shown at 2.

The blend is a plant (3) resembling the "Dwarf French" in

type of foliage and early bloom, but the flower approaches the

"African" in size and is orange in color. Blend plants grown in

the open began blooming early in the season and were in full

flower up to the time of frost. One result of this cross may be

a type free from the peculiar odor so disagreeable to many.
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The "Pansy-Violet" Hybrid.

Last season a cross was secured between a dark-colored Pansy

(i, Plate XXVL), and the yellow "Violet" (4). The latter has

been growing at the Gardens for several years without care, and

looks very much like a miniature pansy, having a finer, more

narrow-leaved^ foliage and small yellow flowers, blooming early

in the spring.

The blend plants, shown at 2, grown at the greenhouse

from the seed started in the fall of 1906, began blooming in

March, the flowers having the color of the "violet" but being

much larger.

Two of these plants, transferred to the open, bloomed through-

out the season until late autumn.

Plants of the first generation from seed sown in July began

blooming in September, showing a variation in foliage and shape

of flower, but the yellow color still dominated. Two plants pro-

duced blooms with purple blotches upon the two large petals and

have been marked with the hope of fixing the type. A very

hardy, free-blooming pansy is promised by this union, as shown

at 3, in the plate.

Field Daisy-Pyrethrum Hybrid.

In 1905, "Suspect" seeds were obtained as a result of breeding

together the Pyrethrum and common Daisy, plants from which

did not bloom last year, but resembled closely the mother parent.

At the blooming period this season the flowers were found to

vary in color from the dark red or crimson of the pyrethrum to

the white of the daisy. In size some approached the large field

daisy, others being smaller with narrower petals, while others

bore drooping petals. Seed from the various types has been

Saved for a study of the first generation plants.

Petunia Crosses.

Several crosses were secured as the result of last year's work,

as follows

:



f

Plate XXVI. Pansy Hybrids. The Pansy, as the male, and the Field
Violet, female, are shown at i and 4, respectively, and the blend plants at 2,
and some of the types of the next generation at 3.
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"Dwarf Star-Giant Crimson." The blend plants were of ram-

pant growth with foliage a medium between the parents and gave

blooms with different shades of crimson, but none were marked

with "stars."

"Dwarf Star-Standard White." These were tall growing

plants in the blend with lighter shades of the "Star" ground color

in the flowers, some blooms showing stripes, others white borders,

but no pure white flowers.

"Dwarf Star-Single Fringed." This was an interesting lot of

plants, many producing large blooms with broad stripes but none

having a fringe.

"Single Fringed-Giant Crimson." These were large thrifty

plants with good-sized flowers, mostly of a solid color, lighter

than the mother parent. A few plants gave the fringed flower

with broad-leaved foliage, pointing to a "Crimson Fringed"

variety.

Breeding Among Phlox.

Two or three seeds were secured last year as the result of polli-

nating the "Red Phlox Drummondii" with the "Perennial Blue,'*

a low-growing variety with a profusion of early blooms. But

one plant resulted, which did not resemble closely either parent,

being of open growth and producing purplish flowers which in

color showed a union of the two parents. This hybrid plant was

carefully hand-worked, but failed to set any seed. During the

summer it stopped blooming and died down, but it is not certain

that the perennial tendency will dominate.

A STUDY OF VARIATION IN PLANTS.

Upon the subject of crop improvement, the variation among

plants of the same kind, whether that be species or variety, has

an important bearing. This fact has led to the consideration of

the range of variation that exists in two of the wayside plants

that, in the vicinity of the Breeding Grounds as elsewhere, are

perhaps all too common. The "Mayweed" or "Feted Camomile"

(Anthemis Cotula L.) has served to interest the writer as he
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walked to and from the grounds to his house, and, one day in

October, an hour was taken for the gathering of a set of the heads

of this strong-scented weed. A photograph was taken of the

collection (Plate XXVII.), the heads being laid down as they

were gathered, and, therefore, without any order and no attempts

were made to exclude duplicates. In general, the heads are placed

with the flowers uppermost as they stand in nature, but a few

exceptions to this are made to show the appearance of the invo-

lucre as seen looking from below. By glancing along the six

somewhat irregnlar rows, it is seen that some heads are much
larger than others, which might be due, in some part, to the age

of the flowers and the size of the plant but even in this it was

noted in the occasional study of the subject that small heads may
be borne by large plants in rich ground while large heads, but

few in number, are sometimes produced by small plants that were

growing in the hard and poor soil of the roadside. In other

words, while unfavorable conditions may dwarf every part of the

plant there is, nevertheless, a wide range of variation in the

number of the individual flowers and the size of the head of

blossoms among plants that are seemingly similarly situated.

Perhaps the part that shows at once the greatest range of

variation is in the conspicuous ray flowers. They are more fre-

quently thirteen than any other number, a fact that has been

dwelt upon by Professor De Vries in connection with other

members of the sunflower family of plants; but in number they

vary far less than in their size and shape. It is seen that some
are quite short and broad, and need to lap each other at the base,

while other heads have the rays long and narrow, with a space

between them at the base of nearly their own width ; others are

flat and deeply notched at the free end, and some are inclined to

be "quill" shaped; in fact, a head was found in which the rays

were truly tubular, but this is not in the Plate.

In a similar cursory way a study was made of the "wild car-

rot" (Daucus Carota L.) , and samples of the umbels placed in

press. This species is very variable in many of its parts, and

perhaps no more so in the inflorescence than elsewhere, but it

admits more readily of a photographic record. The individual

flowers are so small that but little attention was paid to them,
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iDut their variations in size and shape probably affect greatly the

appearance of the umbels. In the first place, there is much
difference observed in the color, it ranging from the ordinary

white to a decided pink. As known to all observers of the carrot

plant, there are pink neutral blossoms usually in the center of the

inflorescence, and the stems and leaves in some specimens, espe-

cially in autumn, show this coloration to> a considerable extent.

It is also a matter of common observation that the young flower

clusters are often of an inviting pink before the blossoms unfold,

all of which has led to the saving of seed from the plants that

show the pink color quite generally throuo"hout the plant in the

hope of developing a variety that may be acceptable as an orna-

mental plant.

The length of the stems bearing the secondary clusters varies

greatly, thus making some inflorescence, open or "loose," while

•others are quite closed or "dense." Again, the main flower stems

are sometimes so uniformly unequal as to make the whole top a

hemisphere, while others are flat, and, furthermore, the secondary

stems may in like manner bring the flowers to a level with each

other, to form the opposite extreme in thimble-shaped clusters.

T'he clusters of any one plant are constant.

If bred within the plant it is likely that a large number of types

might be secured that would soon become fixed.

DISEASES OF PLANTS UPON HOME GROUNDS AND ELSEWHERE.

Upon the Breeding Grounds there has been comparative ex-

emption from serious fungous diseases. The two blocks of early

sweet corn, namely, "Malamo" and "Malakosby," showed some

smut, the more being upon the former variety. There have been

similar reports from the testers who have the Station novelties

upon trial.

The tomatoes have been free from any serious trouble, the

leaf blight being somewhat in evidence, and an examination did

not show that any varieties were particularly infested. The so-

called "yellow foliage" plants showed the "spots" most upon the

leaves, but this may not indicate that they were more diseased.
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It is natural, however, to suspect that the less green foliage might

be more susceptible, as is true with some of the ornamental plants

with variegated foliage. Leaving the tomato fruits upon the

vines after ripening, as is clone for purposes of study, tends to

develop fruit fungi, but, as a rule, this has been surprisingly

lijnited in amount. Lifting up the vines with metal supports, or

tying them to stakes, is an advantage.

Beans the present season have not suffered materially from

pod-spot, and the mildew of the limas was not troublesome.

Spraying for the prevention of the latter disease has been in

vogue under the general rule that delays are unwise in dealing

with such enemies. Last year the crop was materially damaged

throughout the state by the mildew.

Squashes have not been troubled seriously with any fungous

enemies, but various insect pests have caused much damage,

especially the grub in the vine varieties. Bottle gourds were

much infested with an anthracnose.

Peas, for the early varieties, escaped from any disease, but the

later ones became mildewed before maturing, the plants being

grown 'for seed and not table supply. A late crop of various

crosses was planted in August, after sweet corn, and the mildew

was kept in check with weekly sprayings of the Bordeaux

mixture.

Last year the Udo^ blighted so badly that only the least-affected

plants were removed to a new place and the old bed was de-

stroyed. The plants the present season, shortly after yielding a

fair quantity of stems, began tO' show blight, and some of them

failed tO' make much growth; the others attained four feet in

height, but showed the blight in leaf and stem. Spraying was

purposely omitted, but it is possible that, with occasional treat-

ment, the plants might have been thrifty.

Among the plants in the ornamental and trial grounds the

Solaiunn Commersonii, beginning- in September, showed a large

amount of the Late Blight (Phytophthora infestans) in all parts

of the foliage and stems. A number of trial hills of U. S. D. A.

novelties of the ordinai'y potatoes, growing a short distance from

the above relative, showed no- signs of the disease.
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Asparagus Rust.

Perhaps the most destructive fungous enemy toi any truck

crop in recent years is the rust of the asparagus, but for the past

two seasons it has been less in evidence, in part due to the

introduction of more resistant varieties. Recently letters of in-

quiry have been sent to the leading growers of this vegetable, and

from their replies it seems clear that the present season has seen

a further advance toward healthful asparagus fields. One report

contains the following statement : "The asparagus here is in fine

«

condition, but little rust; in fact, some fields almost totally ex-

empt." Another writes that : "The asparagus fields in this vicin-

ity, although affected with rust, are not so much so as in former

years, some fields that rusted last year quite badly a few weeks

agO' could not be detected with rust by close examination." The

following report is assuring: "There is very little asparagus rust

on well-cared-for and up-to-date fields, and especially is this true

on those varieties grown from seed taken from plants which

showed the greatest rust-resisting qualities. Until the heavy

frosts a week agO' my six-year-old beds were as green as the

middle of July. Asparagus never looked better in this vicinity,"

Additional facts are given in another report as follows: "While

there may be traces of rust, I have noticed none, and do not

think it of sufficient importance on any beds here to cause damage,

if any at all. .This alludes to Palmetto. Where the old varieties

are still in existence, there you see rust; even there it is not so- bad*

as formerly."

Forest Fungi.

Two diseases among forest trees have been unusually abundant

the present season. Early in the summer many complaints were

made of a trouble with the foliage of the "Plane-tree," "Button-

ball," or "Sycamore" (Plaitanus occidentalis) . This was due to

a fungus (Gloeospormm nervisequium) that preys upon the

yotmg shoots, often destroying them and the partially-developed

leaves they bear. Early in June, in a ride from. Trenton to Belvi-
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dere, it was observed that nearly every plane-tree was so badly

affected as to suggest that a hard frost had visited the region.

This contagious fungous disease is so prevalent as to discourage

the use of this tree for any sort of planting, and, while it might

be held in check by spraying, the trouble of spraying is too great

to warrant the use of fungicides.

The second forest tree disease, much complained of, is a stem

blight of the Chestnut, due to Diaporthe parasitica, recently

studied by Professor W. A. Murrill, who affirms that it enters

the stem, often through wounds, and spreading beneath the outer

bark may girdle the tree. The infested parts bear many pimples

where the spores are produced in large numbers. As the fungus

works so out of reach of remedies it is recommended to remove
all badly-infested trees and refrain from planting young chest-

nuts in localities where the disease is troublesome.

General Notes.

Among orchard troubles the pear twig blight, peach curl and

apple fruit rot have been somewhat in evidence. In the fruit

garden complaints have been made of the rust of the blackberry^

anthracnose of raspberry, blight of strawberry and, among truck

crops, the potatoes (both white and sweet) have had their rots

and blights. Tomatoi growers in parts of the State have suffered

from a leaf disease, and the cranberry growers, while still having

•their crop shortened by "scald" and "rot," are learning to spray

against them with good results.
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WEATHER NOTES OF THE GROWING SEASON.

Upon page 383 is given a table of the rainfall for New Jersey

for the growing season, April to September inclusive, for the past

nineteen years. From this table, made up from the monthly

reports of the New Jersey Section of the United States Weather

Bureau, and, therfore, based upon a large number of records

made in all counties of the State, it is seen that for the current

year the precipitation has been somewhat above (.30) the aver-

age. The first half of the season was wet—May unusually so^

—

followed by a very dry July and August, which, in turn, were

succeeded by a wet September, in which the amount of rainfall

was nearly double the normal. While the season was not far

from the average in total rain, this was so unequally distributed

as to be quite unfavorable for the growing of crops.

The temperature table upon page 384 shows that the last was

the coldest growing season within the past nineteen years, and,

SO' far as this relates to crop-growing, little can be said in its

favor.

Upon page 385 is a record of the sunshine, and it may be ob-

served that its record for dark weather is only exceeded by the

year 1889 at the beginning of the present series.

As a whole, the growing season for 1907 was very cold and

cloudy, two meterological factors that are naturally correlated,

and the rainfall was excessive for May, June and September,

while the midsummer was dry and not conducive tO' good crops

because of lack of sunshine and warmth.
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Report of the Botanist.

Byron D. Halsted, Sc.D.

Earle J. Owen, M.S., Nahum D. Shore, M.S., Assistants.

During the year ending November 30th, 1908, the Botanical

Department has been engaged chiefly in the study of certain truck
crops as sweet corn, tomatoes, eggplants, beans, squashes, peas,

peppers and okra.

A different point of view has been assumed since the Depart-
ment has been placed upon the Adams Fund. Instead of making
the production of new and improved sorts of vegetable fruits the

end, novelties become a by-product in the search for the rules

that underlie the amelioration of plants. If, for example, while
working out the meaning of flintiness in sweet corn and a way
of avoiding it, new improved breeds are produced the people of

the State may expect to profit by the specific as well as general

result.

The work with sweet corn has been in the line of a better

understanding of the crop through the study of crosses of diverse

kinds. In the search for the origin of flintiness, that appears

distressingly frequently among the various commercial varieties,

crosses were first made between the "Adams," an early, starchy

kind, and the long-time standard, mid-early sort, "Crosby." This

has been followed by the breeding of western field varieties upon
various standard sweet sorts. For the same purpose and other

additional study, crosses are being extended to flint and pop
varieties. The service of the branch, or so-called "sucker" in

the economy of the plant is being considered, as likewise the

value of water imbibition of the mature grains as a test of vitality

and quality.

With tomatoes, the work has been continued along several

lines, one of which is the production of a marketable-sized fruit

with a long axis and a coreless, fleshy interior with few seeds.

The result of the present year shows much progress and soon it

may be possible to offer seeds of the desired kind. It is, how-
ever, more to the purpose of the work to find out the methods by

(181)
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«\iiich a fruit like the tomato may be modified and place that in-

formation in the hands of the practical growers for their use
upon their own grounds. Another end sought is the production
of plants bearing standard-sized, superior fruits without the

glands upon stems and foliage. Such smooth plants would be

highly prized by everyone who has had any experience with the

disagreeable, rank-smelling, sticky exudation so objectionable

with the ordinary kinds of tomato plants. A study is being made
of the character units of the tomato to determine their nature,

whether sympathetic or antagonistic and their behavior and value

in practical breeding.

Among eggplants the work is largely with the hybrids of

"American" and "Chinese" species in the hope of developing a

marketable-sized fruit with a firm flesh that will neither shrivel

or decay in the short period required for the destruction of the

ordinary kinds. The truly spineless eggplant is striven for

through crossing and selection, and as a by-product new sorts

with length and reduced seediness are secured as, for example,

the "Ivory" which is so named because of its color. It is a source

of regret that so many of the testers were not able to get plants

from the seeds of this sort sent out to them. A new supply is

being secured this year from which better results may be ex-

pected.

Much time and space have been given to beans and many com-
binations are in hand. Here the end in view, as with tomatoes,

etc., is a determination of the factors upon which species and
varieties rest and the eft'ect of each of these upon others as deter-

mined by breeding them together. The by-product may be new
sorts of beans that, it is hoped, will exceed either parent. Thus,

the prolific "Jackson Wonder" with its speckled thin seeds in

tough pods, when bred with the "Dreer," gives a number of types

of Limas, some of which by selection may become meritorious.

Squashes, while acknowledged as puzzling plants to breed,

have certain features that will supplement the other kinds of

crops that are under consideration. A study of the flesh, as to

thickness and quality, is being made and the breeding for less

seeds and smaller seed-cavity may be profitable.

The peas make an excellent crop in early season to be followed

by squashes upon the same land. A study is being made of the

effect upon time of maturity of the union of early and late sorts

along with that of size of plant, pod, seed, etc.

Practically a full set of the commercial peppers has been grown
this season for the first time and a plan is laid for an extended
consideration of the various qualities of these varieties, both
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alone and in combination with others strikingly different in plant,

foliage, flower and fruit.

In a similar mannef, a plot of the commercial okras has been
under consideration and crosses secured for a more extended
study of the breeding habits of this species of plant.

Several crosses and hybrids among the ornamental plants have
been secured that may yield points to the practical breeder in his

own home garden.

During the year one bulletin, namely, No. 209, "Novelties in

Vegetable Fruits," (24 pages, 4 plates, 10 figures) has been
issued in which seeds were offered for distribution, which re-

sulted in the sending to testers 2,511 packets as follows: Corn,

731; tomatoes, 807; eggplants, 332; beans, 398; squashes, 243
packets, respectively.

The necessary amount of time has been given to the details of

the office desk where, aside from the large correspondence with
the testers, habits of plants are outlined, names and nature of
weeds given, commercial seeds examined for impurities and dis-

eases of various sorts diagnosed.

THE EXPERIMENT AREA.

The ground devoted to plant improvement consists, as last

year, of seven acres in three separate portions of the College

Farm, namely, The Home Grounds that have been used by the

Botanical Department for fourteen years, consisting of two
acres divided into seven series of four plots each with an irreg-

ular piece of land at each end of the rectangular block of plots,

all of which is shown in detail in the plan upon page 185. Each
plot consists of one-twentieth of an acre marked by corner posts,

thus making it easy to arrange the several crops and keep the

paths in place both ways of the area, as shown by the double lines

in the diagram. The irregular end blocks are occupied with
grass borders and ornamental plants.

The soil is of fairly uniform quality, a mixture of clay and
gravel and at the outset was not good for garden purposes but,

by the annual application of twenty tons of coarse, fresh barn-
yard manure, it has been much improved. During the past sea-

son, the amount of manure was reduced one-half and for the first

time a general fertilizer was added, at the rate of five hundred
pounds per acre. These two acres occupy a gentle slope and
water has been piped along the upper side to the head of each
path and from outlets there placed, irrigation is made easy for

the whole area.
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A third acre was added to the Area in 1904 and, having corn
breeding particularly in mind, it consists of three equal strips

widely separated from each other. This land, called for distinc-

tion "The Strips," belongs to a recent addition to the College
Farm and is not brought up to the richness and tilth desired for

the best results in plant improvement.
This is the second year since a third block, four acres in extent,

has been in use by the Department. This land is a part of a gift

of a tract to the College by Dr. J. C. Smock and is called the

"Smock Land." This has made it possible to expand the field

work and when the soil is built up by liberal fertilizing and
winter cover crops, it will become a large adjunct in the breeding
experiments.

The seven acres above described permit of the isolation of

special crosses of vegetables as peas, beans, tomatoes and egg-
plants. For example, by means of this adjustment, it is possible

to grow not less than thirty-six blocks of corn without any seri-

ous interference by cross pollination.

In addition to this set of Station plots, fully eight hundred
persons, chiefly in the State, acted the past season as testers of

one or more novelties that originated upon the home grounds.
In this way, the experiment grounds are extended far and wide
and hundreds are preparing themselves to take up the work of

breeding their own plants upon their own soil by their own
hands, a result that cannot but add greatly to the interest in the

growing of market produce by giving an insight into much that

is now either entirely unknown or mysterious.
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EXPERIMENTS WITH SWEET CORN.

HOME GROUNDS.

Upon the Home Grounds eight blocks of sweet corn were
grown and the varieties and times of planting so adjusted that

the pollination between different sorts was reduced to a neglig-

ible quantity. First of all, a block of "Malamo" was planted

near the middle of one half of the two acre area (shown on page

185) and upon the same date a corresponding block of "Mala-
kosby" near the middle of the other half of the area. The
"Malamo" is about a week earlier in blossoming than the "Mala-
kosby" and, besides, the distance is sufficient for practical safety.

Later on, the other six blocks were planted, the two at one end
of the area with the yellow and white strains of the "Golden
Bantam-Country Gentleman" cross, near the middle with the two
similar strains of "Golden Bantam-Premier" cross, while the re-

maining end blocks were planted with yellow and white strains

respectively of the "Golden Bantam-Stowell's Evergreen" cross.

This plan brought blocks of the same cross nearest each other

and, as a matter of fact, the white ears were practically free

from any yellow grains.

"malamo"—("malakhov-premo").

The plants of this early sort were smaller than usual and the

crop light, which was generally true of all the blocks of sweet

corn upon all the grounds. However, the method of selection

was carried out which, in brief, is as follows : A few stalks

from among the best are detasseled and labeled with date, etc.

;

a larger number of equally good stalks are left with their tassels

intact and all other stalks detasseled and not labeled (or else

entirely removed). This treatment prohibits breeding within

the plant (inbreeding) among one group of the best plants and
secures pollination by superior plants and yields the "extra"

quality seed for distribution. The second best is secured from
the best stalks left with their tassels, among which there is more
or less inbreeding while the least desirable product is from the

inferior stalks, that were detasseled to prevent pollination by
them but themselves fertilized by the best stalks.

The whole block of thirty-two hills was planted from the same
ear, the latter with four of the twelve rows of grains still intact

being preserved for ready reference. There is a strong tendency

for the production of eight-rowed ears that it is hoped will be
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overcome by the continuous selection of a twelve-rowed ear for

planting. It is possible that, on the whole, the eight-rowed

strain is a trifle earlier but such ears are not as handsome or

otherwise desirable as those with a larger number of rows of

smaller, deeper grains.

This variety was not upon the regular list of novelties for the

testers, but reports have come in from a few of those who have

grown it. Reports from many testers were given last year filling

nearly two pages of the text (pages 266-267, Report 1907).

REPORTS FROM TESTERS OF "mALAMO."

(l) "This corn is of extra good quality for so early a variety, the ears

average about five inches in length and from ten to twelve-rowed. Average
height of stalk four and a half to five feet. That started inside April 5th

was ready to use July 4th. Planted outside in May, was ready July 20th to

25th." (2) "This year I planted thirty-five kernels and we took over three

dozen ears from the row. The ears were mostly well filled. It was the

earliest corn that we had and we ate the last before we pulled the first of

'Golden Bantam' which was planted the same day in parallel rows. Plants

are of low stocky growth and were well set before the wet weather began."

"malakosby"— ( "malakhov-crosbv" ) .

This variety occupied a block of thirty-two hills upon the

Home Grounds and planted the same day as the "Malamo," was
a few days later in reaching table maturity. This delay has its

compensation in a larger ear; the differences in plant are greater

than in the ear. The same method of selection as for "Malamo"
was carried out here and, as the season was unfavorable for pol-

lination, many of the ears were not well filled out. The planting

was from seed of a single twelve-rowed ear and from the first

choice of ears one was selected for the home crop for next sea-

son. , The work with these varieties is to get a uniform high-

grade product. The opinions of various practical growers are

given in the Report ior 1907, pages 268-269.

THE "golden bantam-country GENTLEMAN" CROSS (34-I9).

Two plots of forty-eight hills each of the above cross were
grown in Series I of the Home Grounds, the one with the yellow

and the other, the white strain. The plot with the white corn

was somewhat lower than the other and therefore better situated

for the dry spell that brought vegetation generally to nearly a

standstill and, as a consequence, the yield of the white ears was
larger than the yellow, otherwise the two blocks of corn were
quite similar.
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The white corn was only seventy feet from the yellow strain

but, nevertheless, remained practically free from cross-pollination

with the latter. While it is not advocated to grow breeding corn

blocks nearer than fifty yards, it is seen that a shorter distance is

not especially dangerous. In this instance, the two blocks are

of the same parents and any yellow grains that appear in the

white ears can be easily discarded. As for the mixing in the

opposite direction, it may be said that the ears are. from the

nature of the case, more or less mixed with white and here again

the white grains may be excluded at planting time.

This cross has proved one of the best for the present season

and oflfers much promise of a suitable midseason variety that,

possibly, may be developed along four lines, namely, the white

straight-rowed and zig-zag strains and the same two grain types

in the yellow color. Mature ears were harvested before the time

when the "Country Gentleman" variety is ready for the table.

It remains for this cross to maintain itself with the testers.

TH'E "golden bantam-premier" CROSS (34-71).

The two blocks of the above cross were not well situated for

the season and suffered greatly from the dry weather in June
and July. The removal of a large fraction of the tassels to

secure the best work in pollination may, in connection with the

season, have had much to do with the lack of seed formation.

Neighboring blocks of sweet corn, in which no detasseling was
practiced, bore many poorly filled ears.

One block of the cross was planted with the yellow grains from
a single twelve-rowed ear, while a corresponding white ear was
used for seeding the other block of thirty-two hills. The ten-

dency, noted in previous years, of this cross to produce two good
ears to the stalk was in evidence but interfered with by the un-

favorable season and, therefore, twins suitable for market were
not usually met with.

Two hundred and nineteen packets of the white grains of this

cross and one hundred and fifty-nine of the yellow grains were
distributed and the following opinions are offered below

:

Reports F'rom Testers of "Golden B.\ntam-Premier."

(l) "Very good corn, ears seven to eight inches long, stalks grow about
five feet tall." (2) "Proved excellent, ears small but well filled out and very
sweet." (3) "Plant large, ear long, thin and ridged with very sweet flavor."

(4) "The corn was successful. There were two, three and four ears on one
plant in many instances. The grain was very uniform but large considering
the size of the ear. The plant itself was very thrifty. The leaves were large
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and well developed." (5) "The corn stalk was fairly large with medium-
sized ears and large grains. Very fine flavor." (6) "This is the earliest

sweet corn we have had in years, large ears, fairly large stalk. I have kept

some of the best for seed." (7) "This cross came out well. It is exceed-
ingly sweet. The ears are of medium size and well filled out with regular
rows of well-formed kernels, not quite as large as the yellow 'Bantam' but
we think this much better as it stays tender longer. In fact, we consider this

the best we have and shall certainly save seed for another year." (8)
"This corn is sweet and good." (9) "Very fine quality corn with large stalk,

good yield and large ear." (10) "The corn grew larger than other 'Bantam'
corn. The medium-sized ears grew quickly and were of good quality." (11)
"A good second-early sort." (12) "The kernels were uniformly white and
of good flavor." (13) "Fine quality corn and ranks second early with us,

very productive." (14) "The corn grew to a fair height with ears of fair

size and grain of good quality." (15) "This corn is very early and has
good-sized ears and the sweetest flavor I have known." (16) "I was very
well pleased with this corn. It was very sweet-flavored, had large ears and
was a good yielder." (17) "The plants grew very rapidly." (18) "Very pro-
ductive with well-formed ears. Altogether an extremely satisfactory early
variety." (19) "Sowed the seed April 25th, corn was ripe July 20th. Plant
was six to seven feet high, two ears to a stalk whicn were of good thickness,
small cob and large grain. Quality was good and the flavor sweet." (20)
"The sweet corn grew finely." (21) "Corn was very early and very good.
The plant was dwarf with medium-sized ears, large and sweet grain and very
productive." (22) "This corn was one of the best for quality of grain."

(23) "The ears were well filled out." (24) "The plant is strong and a good
bearer with nice ears and good eating quality. A valuable acquisition." (25)
"The stalk was not very large, ears were medium size with a large and sweet
grain." (26) "The ears were of good size, mostly ten-rowed." {2y) "There
were two ears to almost all the stalks. Plant strong and healthy, flavor
sweet and good." (28) "This corn is an exception to any sweet corn I have
had for flavor and it yields well." (29) "The plant was thrifty and very tall

with beautiful ears." (30) "The seed came up well and gave fair-sized and
well-developed ears. Corn was very sweet: we liked it very much." (31)
"We enjoyed this corn, it was sweet and juicy. Ears were of fair size and
every grain white." (32) "The stalks of this corn were not tall but leafy.
Ears were of fair size and with short, small cob, deep grain and some had
eighteen rows." (33) "Stalks and ears were of good size, yield good and
quality excellent." (34) "This corn had a vigorous stalk, broad leaf and
fair-sized ears. Ears very solid, tender and sweet." (35) "Corn was of
medium height, small ear, very sweet and delicious." (36) "This did the
best of any corn planted, although the conditions were about the same for
all. The plants were vigorous, the corn sweet and juicy and altogether a
satisfactory variety for my next year's planting. The grains were full and
developed to end of ears." (s?) "This cross grew very well with us, the
stalks were about five feet tall and they yielded each two nice ears of corn.
A good kind for market or home use." (38) "The corn has a very nice
flavor and is small." (39) "This is a fine sweet corn with medium-sized
stalks, nice sized ears. Very tender and sweet." (40) "This corn grew
about five feet high. The ears were from eight to ten inches long and of a
good quality." (41) "The corn grew well for the season with well-filled
ears." (42) "I found that 95 per cent, germinated which was, in my opinion,
an unusually successful planting. The size was normal, better than some
sweet corn we have planted. The plant was strong and had an average of
two and a half ears to a stalk. I was more successful than my neighbors
with other corns." (43) "Planted May 19th, cut July 29th. Stalks were
four and a half to five feet. Ears were of fair size with eight to twelve rows,
quality excellent, tender and sweet." (44) "The size of the plant was
medium. The ear was large and the grain small. The yield was good."
(45) "The plant was about six feet high, short, chunky ear, well filled with
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large grains which were quite juicy and sweet." (46) "The stalks were five

to six and a half feet tall, the ears averaging seven inches long and a large

majority have two ears to a stalk. Quality good." (47) "I consider this corn
of very excellent quality. Ears about ten inches long with small cob. The
large grains are of delicious flavor with twelve rows to the ear." (48) "The
corn was very nice with good-sized ears." (49) "The sweet corn was fine,

the seed came up well, had very nice big ears which were very sweet. I was
very much pleased with it." (50) "This corn was very sweet." (51) "The
corn was very nice and the ears were from six to eight inches and the stalk

from four to four and a half feet and the grains very large." (52) "The
quality of grain was good." (53) "This corn grew to about five feet with
two or three and some four ears on a stalk; the ears were about eight inches

long, well filled with large white grains." (54) "The corn was very sweet
and had small, short ears." (55) "This corn is early, grows about five feet

high with very good-sized, eight-rowed ears." (56) "The plants are of good
size, ears of fine shape, eight-rowed and well filled; grains were of an excel-

lent flavor." (57) "The corn was of excellent quality and flavor, ears not

very long but very deep grains and quite productive." (58) "The corn has

fine ears of medium size and very sweet. I am well pleased." (59) "The
quality of grain is good." (60) "The stalk is short, ears are eight or ten

inches long and good sized grain." (61) "Permit me to say the 'Golden Ban-
tam Premier' cross was the finest and most beautiful corn that ever went on
any man's table. Grains were plump and very tender, ears were from seven

to nine inches long." (62) "Stalks were from five to six feet high, one ear

to a stalk." (63) "The stalks measured between six and eight feet high.

Three and four ears to a stalk and twelve rows of grains on ears and very
plump." (64) "I find these ears are eight-rowed, stalk about six feet high.

I had corn tested by a number of people and all pronounced it excellent."

(65) "This is the best corn I ever had, stalks were six feet high, ears eight

inches long, fine quality and grains uniform and sweet. Ears filled out to

the full length of cob, strong plant and corn on every stalk. I have had
three other kinds but this is by far the best corn I ever grew; it is good
now, Sept. 22d." (66) "Corn planted May i6th, had it on the table August
9th. Had some ears eight inches long and eight-rowed. I do not thin! any
corn could be sweeter. Some stalks were about seven feet tall. There was
only one fault, there was not enough of it." {6y) "The corn which I received

from you was excellent, ears about ten inches long and the grains large.

The stalks are very high, the ears are very full." (68) "The corn grew five

feet high, small but full ears, the quality is fine." (69) "I was especially

pleased with the corn. It was of fine flavor and had large ears." (70) "The
corn I think must be an excellent variety as I had corn about the middle of

July and was not expecting any at all as it had not rained for almost six

weeks. The corn was good and the ears well filled." (71) "The corn was
fine, tender and sweet, ripened earlier than 'Golden Bantam,' which was
planted two weeks earlier." (72) "A good-sized medium and generally imi-

form variety. Quality excellent, exceedingly tender and delicious, remaining
so longer than most sweet corn." {"jT)) "The plant has a fine stalk five and
a half feet high. The ears are set low and eight-rowed. The grains are

broad and flat and very sweet." (74) "The corn is first-class in every parti-

cular, extra fine flavor; nice grain and strong grower." (75) "Th.e corn
was planted late in June, about the 15th, and I had corn for the table the last

week in August. The stalk grows rather slender and about seven feet high,

bearing about 30 per cent, with two ears to the stalk. Ears are from six to

eight inches long and about 50 per cent, are eight-rowed while the balance

were ten-rowed. The ears had broad, deep grains which were very tender

and sweet. I do not think I e\tr tasted such sweet corn. The ten-rowed
ears were much superior." (76) "The corn was very sweet, much sweeter

than any other varieties that I had planted. The stalk and ears were small

but extra early." (77) "This was a rapid grower, ripening at least two
weeks ahead of 'Country Gentleman' planted at same time. Stalks were
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short, ears small, grains in straight rows, cob small and grains very wide and
deep and exceedingly sweet, superior tiavored. We consider it a good sweet
corn and shall replant next year." (78) "The stalks were of uniform size

and vigorous healthy growth. Medium-sized ears." (79) "Your sweet corn
was of fine size and the best, I think, I ever ate; it was fine and I was well
pleased with it." (80) "Quality of this corn was good:" (81) "This corn
was very nice, grains of good size with small ear but well filled out and of a

delicious flavor." (82) "The ears were ripe in sixty days, plant about five

feet in height, the stalks having a great many suckers which grow almost as

high as main stalk and bear ears ; each stalks yields two to three good ears,

small but perfect, eight-rowed and very sweet." (83) "I planted this corn
on the best ground I have and it did well. Stalks were big, some eight feet

tall, ears being big and solid." (84) "In spite of the very dry weather, this

variety was very productive. The stalk was of average height ; a good-sized
ear of uniform grain. I am well pleased throughout." (85) "This corn is

medium-early. Quality is very fine." (86) "I planted the corn along side of
the 'Early Minnesota' and the corn that you sent me yielded eighteen ears
more to the hundred hills than the 'Early Minnesota, and I also considered
it a sweeter corn and it grew larger stalks." (87) "The plant was more than
five feet in height, vigorous in growth with two well-developed ears to the
stalk. Ears were about six inches long, perfect in growth and filled out to

the end of cob. Grain of good size." (88) "Stalk medium in height and of
vigorous growth. The ears are of good size ; the quality is of the best

and I say truthfully it is the sweetest corn of which I know. Many stalks

have two ears on them." (89) "Good-sized ears, eight to twelve-rowed.
Plant medium early. An excellent variety." (90) "We rated it a very
delicious sort of sweet corn. A quick grower and bountiful producer. Per-
haps the grains might be a little fatter or deeper, but it is a good table corn."

(91) "This corn had stalks from seven to ten feet high, the ears being from
seven fo nine i.iches long, very close-grained and most of them eight-rowed.
Quality is excellent ; I have never tasted a sweeter corn." (92) "The corn
was most satisfactory being very sweet with full ear." (93) "The stalk grew
about four feet high au'.l the ears were filled out. The corn was very tender
and very nice." (94) 'The ears were short but full." (^5) "The stalks

were five feet high, with mednim-sized ears of good quality." (96) "This is

an early variety, growmi? from five to six feet high with eight-rowed ears

;

medium size." (97) "The corn was very sweet and of excellent flavor."

(98) "The quality is fine, just as good as 'Golden Bantam,' almost as quick
a grower and a much better yielder. Shall use it for first early hereafter.

(99) "This corn proved very productive." (100) "The corn was very nice
and sweet, the stalks about five feet high and size of ear about ten inches."
(loi) "The stalk is tall with two ears apiece; the grain is very sweet."
(102) "I have never had any sweet corn to equal this. I consider it the best
of all corn I have ever raised. The ears were about ten inches long and
large grains of fine flavor. The stalks grew about six feet, eight inches
high." (103) "This was very good. I planted it early and it overcame the
dry weather; would recommend it." (104) "This variety had small ears
which were very sweet. There were three ears to each stalk." (105) "The
stalk grew five and a half feet high, ear of fair size with large white grain
of good eating quality." (106) "This cross is one of the best. It has rich,

dark green foliage ; the plant is very hardy and almost every stalk has two
ears. It is of good flavor and I think so much of it that I intend to plant
a great deal of it next season." (107) "Stalks and ears of medium size,

grains of good quality and from one to two ears per stalk." (108) "The
corn was excellent and very productive." (109) "The corn was very fine

with large ear and deep grains."
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THE "golden BANTAM-STOWELl's EVERGREEN" CROSS (34-83).

Yellow grains from twin ears were planted in thirty-two hills

making one of the two blocks of this cross grow upon the Home
Grounds, while white grains from solid white twin ears were
used for the second block. Both strains were far below the high

grade of plants and product of the year before upon the same
ground. Many ears were imperfectly filled out, making it diffi-

cult to find a set of ears suitable for a photograph and an engrav-

ing.

It seems demonstrated that the combination here made has

resulted in a cross that is earlier than the "Stowell" with much
of its length and richness of grain.

One hundred and six packets of the white grains of this cross

and ninety-three of the yellow grains were distributed and the

following replies will give the reader the views held by various

practical growers.

REPORTS FROM TESTERS OF THE "gOLDEN BANTAM-STOWELL's
EVERGREEN."

(i) "This variety is early with good-sized ears. The yield is good and the

corn very sweet." (2) "The ears are very large, well filled out and are of
a delicious flavor." (3) "The flavor is very good and very sweet." (4) "I

am perfectly satisfied with the corn ; the ears, three on a stalk, were long and
well filled with small close grains; the finest corn I ever ate." (5) "The corn
has nice-sized ears with large grains." (6) "The corn has a fine growth and
ears of good length ; the grains are uniform and the corn is sweet and ten-

der." (7) "The long ears have large stout, white grains and short stalk.

Very good quality." (8) "This corn is fine; grains are extremely sweet."

(9) "A good corn for the home garden." (10) "It is a very good kind of
corn, being the only kind we had that amounted to anything this season. It

is not very large with long ears and medium deep grains." (11) "Had fair-

sized ears, two on most stalks, and well filled out." (12) "The corn came
up well, started off nicely and made a quick growth." (13) "The ears were
of nice size, very white and sweet." (14) "The plant was of medium size

with large ear of fine quality." (15) "The ears are large, stalks medium and
ears set close to the ground." (16) "The corn stalks grew to about six

feet, ears were about six inches long and corn was of good quality and flavor

for eating." (17) "This corn was the best I ever had on my table. Every
member of my family praised it. Ears were of good size and well filled. I

have saved a number for seed." (18) "Ears were of good size, good quality

and quite productive." (19) "The seed came up finely, it grew quickly.

The ear was short with good-sized grains, which were very sweet. The
height of the corn was about four feet." (20) "The corn was fine, the ears

were medium-sized and the grains were deep." (21) "This corn was very
early with well-filled out ears of a sweet flavor." (22) "The corn grew
about five feet high, had fair-sized ears. The grain was sweet and deep-set

in the cob." (23) "The corn is all right, very fine. Flavor excellent." (24)
"The plant was about seven feet tall. The quality is considered excellent and
the grain continues long in edible condition.'" (25) "A midseason variety

growing seven feet high with large, twelve-rowed ears." (26) "The corn
v.'as fine." (27) "The size of plant was about four feet, medium-sized ear
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and quality of grain was very sweet." (28) "This corn was the finest 1 have
ever raised, the plant was six feet tall with three ears on most plants. The
ear was good size with large white grains and very well filled out. Flavor
very good." (29) "The corn was very sweet-flavored." (30) "The plant
was very vigorous and thrifty and a rapid grower, securing an early start.
The grain was very regular." (31) "The corn grew finely, the stalks being
over six feet tall. The kernel was quite regular in shape. A very s^veet
variety." (32) "This variety was larger in girth and taller than most kinds
of sugar corn; grain was large and firm. The plant was very prolific. I

pronounce it a fine variety of corn and have saved seed." (33) "This corn
was of excellent quality, tender and sweet." (34) "This corn is a vigorous
grower, every stalk havmg an ear on it. Ear was small but well filled with
grains to the end."^ (35) "The corn was good. I think it is a fine variety."
(36) "Each stalk produces one full-sized ear of corn, well filled with deep
grains of fine flavor and very sweet. I am very much pleased with this
corn." {27) "1 planted the corn in my garden and of the different kinds I

had I think the 'Golden Bantam-Stowell's Evergreen' was the best, sweetest
and most tender." (38) "I had a very good crop, uniform in size, ears from
six to eight inches long." (39) "The corn was all you claimed for it, the
stalks were strong and of good height and quite productive. The ears were
of medium size and very sweet." (40) "The ears were large and the quality
of the grain was fine." (41) "The ears were of large size, uniform in shape
and had good large grains. The quality of the grain is very sweet." (42)
"This made a good stalk for a sweet corn." (43) "For table use it is surely
fine." (44) "The corn was excellent, of good size, very sweet, uniform and
productive." (45) "The stalks were about seven to eight feet high, the ear
nice and round and about ten to twelve inches long, grain very sweet. 1

think for my taste it is about as fine as I ever ate." (46) "The corn did
fine and was very early. The ears were of good size, deep grains and very
sweet and fine taste." (47) "This is an early sort with good-sized, twelve-
rowed ears and stalks that grew six to seven feet in height." (48) "The
corn grew about five feet high

; the ears were set low down and were of good
size and fine flavor." (49) "The plant was five feet high and of vigorous
growth. Ear was of medium size, one to a stalk. Quality extremely sweet
and uniformly good." (50) "Stalks were seven to eight feet high and the
ears were six to seven inches long. Quality excellent, nearly equal to pure
'Bantam' with advantage of having large ear." (51) "I will say that the
corn was fine, the stalks were medium-sized and the largest ear was eight
inches long. Altogether, I am very much pleased with this variety as it is

sweet and grows to a good size." (52) "The plant was vigorous and of
good shape. Some of the ears were one foot long and some smaller. The
quality of the grain is all right." (53) "The corn was fine. We were for-
tunate and planted it on low moist ground and it grew fine and quickly.
We were very much pleased with it." (54) "The corn came up well and
made a strong growth to about five feet high, the ears were well formed
and there were two or more on most of the stalks, which were well filled

out to the end of cob. It has an extra fine flavor."

CORN UPON THE STRIP LAND.

The three "Strips," three hundred feet long and forty-five feet

wide, bore each three blocks of corn, namely, ( i ) at the east end,

(2) the middle and (3) the west end, respectively. Each block
consisted of six rows of fifteen hills each, or a total of ninety
hills. Each block had two halves of three rows each and the
western half was planted with an early maturing sort, while the
eastern half had a slower growing cross. All planting was done
on IVIay 12th.
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In the order of their development, the western half (forty-five

hills) of each block deserves first attention here. Following a

wet and, therefore, late May, unfavorable for sweet corn, was a

dry June, the drought of which lasted beyond the middle of July.

Under such conditions and upon a naturally dry soil, the crop

was very poor.

Three of the nine half blocks were occupied with a test of the

"Malamo," namely, the color of the grain and flintiness.

"malamo"—"white" grains.

The forty-five hills were planted with grains from a single

white (straw-colored) ear. Upon August 29th, the poor crop

was gathered and of the thirty-eight ears only two showed the

pinkish or amber grains. This difference in the shade of the

kernel is an ear-character that is present in the "Malamo" and its

parent, the "Malakhov."

"malamo"—"pinkish" grains.

The half area of Block 2 was planted with the grains from a

single "pinkish" ear and of the fifty-four ears gathered thirty

were strongly "pinkish."

a test in selecting flinty seed continued.

As stated last year, several kinds of sweet corn have a strong

tendency to produce starch in place of sugar and such grains,

when mature, dry smooth or nearly so instead of being wrinkled

as is characteristic of the best sweet kernels.

Last year a block of "Malamo" was grown from grains show-

ing flintiness selected from among ears that showed all degrees

of the condition in question. Af the same time, a similar plot of

sixty hills was grown from the sweet or wrinkled grains of the

same ears. The results of these two plots were shown in a plate

in which it was easy to note that there was a marked reproduction

in the ear of the quality of the seed from which it grew. In

other words, the ears from the block planted with flinty grains

were largely flinty while the sweet grains gave ears that showed,

as a rule, very little tendency to produce starch.

From three of the flinty ears of last year's crop, grains were
selected for the continuation of the test. The season was exceed-

ingly poor for early corns of the "Malamo" type but such ears

as were matured showed without exception a large degree of

flintiness. In order that the incli\'idual grains mav be better
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shown, tlie number of ears (Plate * I) is limited to six and the

ears with sweet grains from the check plot are omitted in this

instance. It will be easy to observe that the number of grains

that show any wrinkling is quite limited and a kernel of the

normal sweet corn is not to be found.

In the neighboring plot, planted with sweet "Malamo," the

ears were of the ordinary sort. This control plot does not permit

the opinion that the conditions under which this crop was grown
are to be charged with the development of the flintiness in ques-

tion. The tendency to produce starch is neither an ear charac-

teristic, as color of the cob, nor a grain character like the color

of the grain but takes an intermediate place between them. It

remains to be seen whether the acquired flintiness is a character

of the same power over sweet sorts as that of long standing in

true flint varieties.

"malakosby"—"white" grains.

Erom a singh white ear, grains were selected for planting the

half of Block 4. In this instance all of tlie ears in the small crop

were true to the color of the parent grains.

"malakosby"—"pinkish" grains.

A single ear here, as elsewhere in this experiment, furnished

all the seed grains and the inferior crop of twenty-two ears were
equally divided between those that were "pinkish" and those that

were "white."

"malakhov"—"husky" grains.

Only a few of the grains of a small ear furnished by Dr. W.
W. Tracy, United States Department of Agriculture, sprouted

and none of the plants reached much size. The grains that were
secured were largely of the mother sort and showed the loosen-

ing of the outer wall that gives the appearance and feel of a dry

extra cover to the grain.

"golden bantam-banana" cross (34-6).

This half block was very early and small and the crop inferior

in all respects. In shape of ear and zigzag arrangement of

grains, it represented the characteristics of the cross.

Thirty-seven packets of the white grains and twenty-six of the

yellow grains of this cross were distributed and the following

reports have been received :

*The plates in this Report are made from photographs taken by ]\Ir. F. H.
Dodge, to whom many thanks are due for his painstaking skill.
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REPORTS FROM TESTERS OF ""gOLDEN BANTAM-BANANA/'

(i) "This corn was very prolific, of vigorous growth and with two or

three ears to a stalk." (2) "Large stalks and good yield ; excellent quality."

(3) "The stalks were five feet; the ears were slender, being five to six

inches; the grain was very good." (4) "It w-as splendid eating corn." (5)
"This corn was very productive with two and three ears to a stalk. It was
early and grew about six feet tall." (6) "The ears were of good size and
stayed in good eatable condition for a week or more." (7) "This variety was
early with medium-sized ears, growing six to seven feet high." (8) "The
corn was very nice." (9) "The corn proved to be a vigorous grower and
was very prolific." (10) "Planted May loth, we had the first to eat July
30th and it was sweet and tender. The stalks were from six to eight feet

high, very vigorous and mostly two ears to a stalk and were four to eight

inches long. There were twelve to fourteen rows of grains to each ear."

(11) "Have had success with this corn and must say it is the sweetest corn I

have had yet. It bore good-sized ears and those evenly grained. Plants are

of medium size, five to six feet high." (12) "The corn was not very large

in size but was very sweet and had a good-sized grain." (13) "I found that

the corn was very sweet, very early, very productive, sometimes one stalk

having three ears, and an early market variety." (14) "This corn had large

stalks. It was of fine quality and I prefer it to any other." (15) "This corn

was a strong, vigorous grower. The quality was excellent. Each stalk had
one fair-sized ear, some had two." (16) "This corn was very sweet." (17)
"This variety was prolific with a well-shaped ear which was very sweet."

"golden bantam-country gentleman" cross (34-19).

White grains of a zigzag ear were used for seed and the poor

crop showed seven fully zigzag ears and seventeen that were par-

tially so.

"adams-crosby" cross (2-20).

The seed for this half block (No. 9) was selected from a

single sixteen-rowed ear. Of the forty ears gathered, only four

were eight-rowed, the others being mostly twelve-rowed and of

the shape as shown in the plate of this cross in previous reports.

This is a desirable cross when conditions favor the production of

early corns.

Sixty-seven packets of this cross were sent to testers the past

season and below will be found the various remarks concerning

this combination.

reports from testers of ''adams-crosby.'"

(i) "The ears and grains were of good size and the growth was very

rapid. The quality was very sweet and the ears were well filled with plump
kernels." (2) "This is an eight-rowed corn, ears eight to ten inches long

and stalks five to six feet tall. The grains are set close together. I think it

is a fine corn." (3) "There were two ears to a stalk and they were five to

six inches long." (4) "This corn had very high and thick stalks with long

ear and fine, even grain which was tender and sweet. It produced tv.-o ears
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to the stalk." (5) "The ear was small to medium, quality good for early
corn, and plant was productive." (6) "This variety yields well with short,

large-grained, wcll-lilled ears. It is a sweet corn of excellent quality," (7)
"The size of plant was about five feet and the ear was perfect. The quality
of the grain was small and very sweet." (8) "The ears were well filled and
had straight rows of corn. The quality of corn was excellent." (9) "The
height of stalk was seven feet; the ears, which were well-filled, were seven
inches long. The corn was very sweet and of good quality." (10) "The
ears were short but were filled out with good-sized grains of fine flavor."

(10) "The corn turned out very fine. The stalks measured eight feet, four
inches." (11) "I planted the corn and it was fine. It had a very nice ear
and a good-sized grain and w^as very sweet." (12) "Stalks were of good
size and so were the ears. Large grains." (13) "Good quality of grain."

(14) "It had a nice ear and fine quality. A very good table corn with not a

very large stalk." (15) "The plant was large and vigorous with large and
abundant ears, perfect in shape and filled well out to tip. The eating quality

was fine. The germinating power was 100 per cent. The corn was very
satisfactory and by comparison with other early corn, planted at same time
and under similar conditions, was very superior."

"IOWA SILVER MINE-STOWELL's EVERGREEN" CROSS (144-93J.

This block of forty-five hills was planted J\lay 12th and, in

spite of the poor soil and very dry June and the first half of

July, made a growth that was altogether satisfactory for sweet
corn. Some of the ears were mature and gathered for seed in

early September.
A word as to the history of this cross is opportune because of

quite an unusual kind in the breeding of sweet corn. In 1906,

the "Iowa Silver Mine" was planted as a breeder among a list

of the standard varieties of sweet corn. This favorite kind of

field dent corn was procured from a grower of pedigree seed

corn in Iowa and even upon poor soil it showed its great vigor by
growing to almost twice the height of the sweet sorts that sur-

rounded it. Owing to its being much slower in coming into

flower, crosses were secured only between a few sorts, usually

of the later group. As the grains of the "Iowa Silver Mine"
are strongly starch-bearing, the mixing of this variety at once

marked itself upon the sweet sorts by the crossed grains follow-

ing the male parent in the starch-producing quality. Such dent

grains standing among the sweet wrinkled grains of the other-

wise sweet ears, were selected for planting last year (1907) when
a crop was secured, in which many of the grains (probably one-

quarter) were sweet and wrinkled when mature. It was from
these sweet grains that the planting was made the present season.

There were ample means of comparing the growth of the

"Iowa Silver Mine-Stowell" cross plants with both sweet and
field corns that were grown upon the same general area and it

is clear that the union has resulted in an increase of vitality as

shown by the ability of the plants to obtain moisture during a
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prolonged drought and make a growth of stalk, leaf and ear that

far exceeded that of the ordinary sweet kinds grown under the

same unfavorable circumstances.'

There was considerable variation in size of stalk and time of

reaching maturity and, therefore, by using the method of detas-

seling and labeling, the earlier and otherwise most desirable

plants were selected for future improvement of the cross. The
tendency to produce twuns was quite evident and, as the stalks

are large enough to bear them, these twin ears have been saved

in the hope of making two-eared stalks the rule with this type of

corn.

The ears themselves, as might be expected, are of large

diameter for their length which is true of the "Stowell," and the

"Silver Mine" is not unlike it. Both parents have long kernels

and the cross is remarkable for smallness of cob and a corres-

ponding depth of grain. A test of the quality showed that the

hope of a high-grade corn is realized.

As previously stated, one of the practical points sought in this

cross was an added vigor to the whole plant and it is evident

that this is secured without sacrifice of quality. As it now
stands, the ear is handsome and the grain long and rich but it re-

mains to be shown that, by breeding with early sorts, this hardy

type of plant can be combined with further speed in bringing the

crop to table maturity.

In the upper half of Plate II, five ears are shown, the two
united by their husks being from the same plant and not quite as

mature as the others. There would have been much greater

uniformity in appearance if the photograph had been taken when
the grains were all equally dried.

"lOWA SILVER MINE-COUNTRY GENTLEMAN" CROSS (144-I9).

There were two blocks of this cross, each consisting of forty-

five hills, one planted with grains from a zigzag ear that showed
a beautiful pink tint upon each kernel, the other with grains from
two white zigzag ears—the importance of this cross warranting

the greater space that was given to it. The method of securing

this combination is the same as that given for the preceding

cross.

Here the plants showed the vigor that, under the circum-

stances of a poor soil and a dry season, makes all the difference

between a good crop and a failure. Alongside of both the blocks

ni question, an equal number of hills of an early sort were grown
and the contrast between the two was great in the extreme.



Plate II. Crosses of Field upon Siceet Coins, In the upper half are five

ears of "Iowa Silver Mine" tipon "Stowell's Evergreen," the tvi'o with husks
being twins. The lower half shows sample ears of the "Silver Mine" upon
"Country Gentleman," the right hand ear being the only one fully dried at the

time the photograph was taken.
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While the season was unfortunate for the production of sweet
corn of the ordinary kinds, it was very favorable as a test of the
ability of the cross to make a crop under bad conditions that may
not be exceeded for many years to come. The stalks were tall

and stout and the ears of fine large size, possibly too large to suit

many, but by selecting from the twin ears for future planting
there is hope of securing a prolific strain that will be in every
way desirable.

The number of straight-rowed ears exceeded those with zig-

zag arrangement of grains. There were many ears that were
intermediate in the disposition of the kernels upon the cob. The
male parent, "Iowa Silver Mine,' has a "rusty" cob while that of
the "Country Gentleman" is white. A count of the ears in this

regard showed that, among those selected for seed-saving, there
were three times as many "rusty" as white cobs. The oppor-
tunity to study this same character in the other seven crosses of
"rusty" with white-cobbed sorts brings a result that leads to the
general opinion that the "rusty" cob is an ear unum that is

dominant over the white in the same way that a dark grain is

dominant over a white grain as has been repeatedly shown in

previous reports. On account of the cross involving the cob
character in question, it is possible to develop two strains as re-

gards this unum. It may be an open question which is preferred
so long . as the color, when table mature, is only slightly in

evidence.

Wlien the arrangement of the grains is considered along with
the cob color, it is seen that at least four strains, possibly, may
be derived from the cross, namely, (i) straight-rowed "rusty"
cob, (2) straight-rowed white cob, (3) zigzag "rusty" cob and
(4) zigzag white cob. The last named will be the most like the
mother parent and this derived strain may have at least two
qualities somewhat modified, namely, an added earliness—

a

point to be demonstrated—and a larger ear when grown singly

but of desired size when the tendency to produce twins is fully

developed.

The lower half of Plate II shows five ears from the Ijlock

planted with pinkish grains—a tint that did not appear in but a

few ears. It is to be noted that the zigzag arrangement of the
grains is evident in three of the ears. In the upper half of Plate

III are shown five other ears from the second block of the same
cross. The two with husks are twins and remarkably stout and
short, as well as with the grains zigzag. At the right, is an ear

that approaches the ideal in shape and depth of grain but, per-

haps, too large for the more fasliionable lovers of this vegetable.
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"pride of nishua-stowell's evergreen" cross (145-93).

Tlie above cross was effected in the same way as that (lescril)ecl

for the crosses with "Iowa Silver Mine." The ''Pride" is a

yellow dent sort of high repute in the vast cornfields in the West
and the original stock for planting was from an ear procured

from a seed-corn breeder in Iowa. In the size of plant, general

habits of growth and value of product, it differs but little from
the "Silver Mine" excepting in the color of the grain which is

yellow instead of white as is the latter.

Little can be added to what has been said above of the "Silver

Mine-Stowell" cross, as the plants are equally strong-growing

and fruitful. Perhaps here there was a stronger tendency to

productiveness than elsewhere among the crosses for pairs of

twins were not uncommon and some stalks bore three ears, all

of acceptable thickness and with but little left to be desired in

length. The grains are deep and the cob correspondingly small,

giving a large percentage of the edible portion. All tests as to

the quality proved satisfactory.

The lower half of Plate III shows five ears of this cross,

the two at the right being twins and of a desirable size and shape.

At the center, bearing the label, is an ear that is quite like the

field parent in general outline but the grains are sweet. A plot

of field corn near by has marked some of the grains as shown in

the ear at the extreme left.

Out of this cross (of course all straight-rowed ears) can come
the following strains: (i) "rusty" cob with yellow grains, (2)
"rusty" cob with white grains, (3) white cob, yellow grains and

(4) white cob, white grains. This last will the most nearly re-

semble the "Stowell" parent but the blending of the various

qualities of the plants of the two widely-separated varieties will

result in a new kind of corn.

"pride-stowell" cross (yellow).

On account of there being two colors involved, there were two
blocks assigned to this cross, the one (4) planted with white

grains and the other (5) with yellow kernels. There was no
material difference between the plants of the two blocks or in

the number, size and shape of the ears. There was a tendency

shown for the rows of grains to lose their directness and become

somewhat of the zigzag type as shown by the pair of twins to

the left (Plate IV) while the twins at the right are of the true

parental type. An ear that was remarkal)le for its earliness and



Plate III. Crosses of Field upon Szceet Corns- The upper half shows
another set of the "Silver Mine-Country Gentleman" cross with twins having
the husks attached- In the lower half is the result of a combination of "Pride
of Nishua" upon "Stowell" with twin ears shown at the right.







Plate IV. Crosses of Field upon Szveet Corns. The upper half shows
two quite different pairs of twins of "Pride-Stowell," the single labeled ear

being fully dried. In the lower half are samples of the "Pride-Country
Gentleman" cross, those united by their husks being twins and still quite

green.
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sweetness is shown in the middle position, furthermore, it is

entirely yellow and, withal, a very desirable kind of ear for table

use, the size being acceptable and the depth of grain desirable.

"pride of nishua-countky gentleman" cross (145-19).. .

In this block (6) the seed for planting was selected from
three ears and was both white and yellow so that the ears are

quite generally mixed as to color. The plants were of good size,

considering the quality of the soil and the unfavorable season

and the number of twins was large and big enough for the table.

In the engraving (Plate IV) a well-shaped ear is shown at the

left of the lower row, a few of the grains of which are flint due
to the unavoidable nearness of a block of field corn. White
twin ears (not yet dried) are shown with husks tied together,

while two other single ears are seen to the right in which the

dark and light grains are intermixed. Here again are the flint

grains, near the tip, from foreign pollination. The last ear, to

the right, is the only one of this lot that has the zigzag character

of the "Country Gentleman ;" other ears, harvested later, showed
this throughout their wdiole length.

"pride of nishua-old colony" cross (145-64).

The yellow sweet grains only of this cross were planted in

block 7 and the result is a set of ears that show an average of

one-quarter of white grains. As a rule, the ears were short

and broad as shown in the upper portion of Plate V, where an
inch wide label is placed upon the narrowest ear. The ear to

its left shows quite a tendency to develop the grains without

order upon the cob. On account of some of the ears having been

recently pulled, there is a great difference in the plumpness of

the grains in the set shown but these ears, after they became
fully dried, were fully wrinkled, thus indicating thoroughly sweet

corn.

"pride of nishua-metropolitan" cross (145-56).

Yellow sweet grains of two ears were planted in Block 8 and
five average ears are shown in the lower half of Plate V. The
shape of the ears is fairly constant and usually the cobs are filled

out to the end. At the left is an ear, the grains of which are

beaked, giving such ears a striking appearance in strong contrast

with the smooth end strain wdth no deep channels between the

rows of grain tips. In this cross, the rows are, with few excep-

tions, in right lines running lengthwise of the ear.
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CORN UPON THE SMOCK LAND.

Twelve blocks (four by four hills) of crossed corn were
planted upon the Smock Land, namely, four along the eastern

and eight upon the western sides. The soil is poor in all parts

except two strips where the old fence rows ran across the four

acres ; this, combined with the drought, made the crop nearly a
failure in some plots.

Block I. "Golden Bantam" upon "Golden Bantam-Ruby"

(3V/34/76). There w^as a fair stand of plants which, upon Sep-

tember loth, showed thirty purple, twenty purplish and eleven

green stalks. This suggests in this cross that the "ruby" color is

a dominant one when bred with a variety with the ordinary green

leaves and stems. Thirty-nine ears suitable for seed were har-

vested, of w'hich thirty had a mixture of the wdiite and yellow

grains upon a white cob, six with red grains ("ruby") upon
"ruby" cob and three with red cob and the mixed yellow and
other grains. As with the stalks, there is here strong evidence

of a Mendelian character in the "ruby" color that pervades the

whole plant but may or may not involve the grains. In Plate

VI, upper left-hand corner, three ears of this cross are shown.

The one with the tag has the red cob and grains and the one to

its left has a red cob and mixed white and yellow grains, while

the one to its right is normal as to color.

Block 2. "Golden Bantam" upon "Henderson" (35/39).
This plot was in a very poor place and the plants were so small

that only seven sizable ears were harvested, all of which showed
the usual percentage of yellow and white grains and one is given

at 2 in the plate.

Block 3. "Golden Bantam" upon "Potter's Excelsior"

(34/69). As this plot chanced upon an old fence row, the stand

was fair and twenty-five well-shaped ears were gathered having

the expected ratio of yellow and white grains. A sample ear is

shown at 3 in the plate.

Block 4. "Golden Bantam-Stowell" upon "Golden Bantam-
Banana" (34/83/734/6) . The plants were inferior and only four

ears were secured for continuing the double cross, one of which

is shown at 4. There were no signs of the zigzag of the

"Banana."

Block 5. "Voorhees Red" upon "Egyptian" (160/23). The
record for September loth is that "the plants made a fair stand

and were reaching maturity." Twenty-six ears of good size and

shape w^ere harvested, nearly all being twelve-rowed and show-

ing the mixed color of red and white that was characteristic of



Plate V. Crosses of Field upon Szveet Corns. In the upper half are four'

ears of "Pride-Old Colony" and below are shown samples of the '"Pride-

Metropolitan" cross; the leftmost ear has sharp-pointed grains. '
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the union of "Black Mexican" and "Egyptian" when the "Voor-
hees Red" was in the making. It would seem that the last-

named variety has a power of transmitting color as strongly as

the "Black Mexican." A sample ear is shown at 5.

Block 6. "Voorhccs Red" upon "Golden Bantmn-Banana"

(165//34/6). This plot, while not as well situated as the last,

was quite like it in the color of grains in the mixed ears, twenty-

three of which were harvested including two nearly zigzag from
the "Banana" blood, one of which is shown at 6.

Block 7. "Voorhees Red" upon "Golden Bantam-Country
Gentleman" (165//34/19). The sixteen hills yielded thirty-three

ears suitable for seed, all of which were of fine shape, usually

twelve-rowed and showed a lighter red (pink) in all of the ears

than the previous blocks having the "Voorhees Red" as one of

the parents. The left six ears in the lower row of the plate are

of this cross ; there was very little evidence of the zigzag blood.

Block 8. "Voorhees Red" upon "Stowell" (165/83). The
harvest consisted of seventeen ears, all mixed with red and white

with some yellow flint that came from a block of field corns noi

far awav. A short ear is shown at 8.

Block'9. "Voorhees Red" n^on "Triumph" (165/88). Only
ten ears were secured and these were small as this plot chanced

to come in a very poor place in the field. A sample is shown
at 9.

Block 10. "Voorhees Red" upon "Black Mexiean-Country

Gentleman" (165//99/19). Only five small ears were matured,

one of which is shown at 10.

Block II. "Voorhees Red" upon "Black Mexican-First of

All" ( 1 657/99/32). The eleven ears secured were well shaped,

twelve-rowed and showed the usual amount of dark and white

grains, as indicated in the sample shown at 11.

Block 12. "Voorhees Red" upon "Black Mexican-Kendars
Giant" (165//99/44). Upon September lOth, twelve mature ears

were gathered and later the total of forty-five was secured, all

of fine size and eight to twelve-rowed. The plot had fair soil

conditions, which was not true of nearly all the other blocks.

The six ears to the right of the lower row are of this cross and

the two united by their husks were from the same stalk and are

of more desirable shape than the longer and more slender ones

to the right.

It is likely that some of these last eight crosses may produce

pink-grained sorts that will show more speed in coming to table

maturity than the common parent of them all, namely, the

"Voorhees Red."
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THE BREEDER CORN PLOT UPON SMOCK LAND.

The block of land required was sixty-four by two hundred
feet, situated upon the Nursery side of Smock Land, one hundred
and fifty feet from the grass border, north end. The corn was
planted in hills, four by four feet, and fifteen hills across and
forty-nine lengthwise of the plot. Planted lengthwise, the

breeder rows are Nos. 4, 8 and 12 as follows: (4) "Golden

Bantam-Country Gentleman," solid sweet zigzag ear; (8) "White
Rice" and (12) "Jones' Sunnyside." Only alternate hills were
planted first in the breeder rows and the remaining, three weeks
later. Across these blocks, the forty-nine rows extend each with

twelve hills of row variety and also additionally including the

three hills of the breeder rows as follows: Row i, "Early

Champion," Hills i, 2, 3, Breeder ("Golden Bantam-Country

Gentleman," yellow sweet), 5, 6, 7, Breeder ("White Rice"), 9,

10, II, Breeder ("Jones' Sunnyside," yellow flint), 13, 14, 15.

In order to separate this breeding plot as far as possible from

an area of field corn, it was required to give it a poor piece of

soil and this, with the unfavorable season, accounts for the ser-

ious approach to a failure in many instances.

"Golden Bantam-Country Gentleman" (Row 4), solid sweet ears. Of the

sixty-seven ears, twenty were solid yellow and forty-seven were mixed. Of
the zigzag mixed there were seven, and five of the yellow zigzag; the straight-

rowed mixed numbered seventeen and the yellow, seven ; there were twenty-

three mixed intermediates and eight yellow intermediates.

"White Rice" (Row 8). There were sixty-two ears of marketable size

and these were all beaked. There were twenty-one ears showing yellow, and
one with rose color. The yellow grains were all beaked like the white and
of the same size and shape, with varying color.

"Jones' Sunnyside" (yellow flint) (Row 12). There were only twenty-six

small ears harvested, the crop being very poor.

Row I. "Early Champion" (11). There were eight ears only.

Row 2. "Columbus Market" (14). From this but two ears were
secured.

Row 3. "Cory" (15). From this plot four small, mixed ears were
gathered.

Row 4. "Crosby" (20). Only twelve small ears were secured.

Row 5. "The Don" (22). From this row was harvested eight ears, show-
ing all the breeders.

Row 6. "Egyptian" (23). Twelve ears represented the harvest from
this plot.

Row 7. "Early Evergreen" (25). Seventeen ears, showing the "Jones'"
decidedly, were secured.

Row 8. "Harris' Extra Early" (38). Two small ears were gathered.

Row 9. "Hickox" (42). Twelve ears were secured and all showed the

effect of the breeders.

Row 10. "Kendal's Early Giant" (44). From this were harvested six

very small ears.

Row II. "Kendal's Early Giant" (44). Only seven small ears were
secured.

Row 12. "Mammoth Early" (49). There were only six ears.
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Row 40. "Golden Bantam-Premier" (34/70). Solid white ear No. 5 was
used liere. Fourteen ears were harvested, all being of fair size

and showing breeders.

Row 41. "Golden Bantam-Premier" (34/70). This row was planted with

solid white grains from ear fs'o. 6. There were sixteen medium-
sized ears gathered.

Row 42. "Golden Bantam-Stowell" (34/83)- White grains from mixed
twin ears were used here. Tiiere were twelve ears secured.

Row 43. "Golden Bantam-Stowell" (34/83). This row was planted with

amber grains, not long, from single ear No. 32. Fourteen mixed
ears were secured.

Row 44. "Malamo" (95/71). This row was planted with amber grains.

The fifteen ears gatljered showed "Jones'."

Row 45. "Iowa Silver Mine-Country Gentleman" (144/19). Sweet grains

from car No. 14 were used for this row. Twelve ears were
secured and one was zigzag and three intermediate.

Row 46. "Iowa Silver Mine-Country Gentleman" (144-19). Two straight

rowed ears were used here. Ten good-sized ears were har-

vested, one being zigzag and four intermediate.

Row 47. "Iowa Silver Mine-Stowell" (144/83). This row was planted

with white sweet grains ; a fair crop with one ear mixed.

Row 48. "Pride of Nishua-Old Colony" (145/64). This row was planted

with white sweet grains. Fourteen ears were secured and
showed breeders.

Row 49. "Pride of Nishua-Metropolitan" (145/56). Here white sweet

grains were used. There were nine large ears.

COB COLORS.

The "Pride of Nishua" is a large field variety of dent corn with

the so-called "red" cob, but to be more exact the exterior of the

cob is a shade of "old rose." This color is confined to the chaff

and the central cylinder of pith is as free from any color as the

same portion of a "white" cob. The cob color is an ear character,

that is, it does not seem to matter what the individual grain may
bear in coloring substance, whether black, yellow or white, the

whole surface of the cob is of the same general tint.

In the crossing of the above-named "red" cob field corn with

"Stowell," "Country Gentleman," "Old Colony," "Metropoli-

tan," etc., there was a combination of a "red" cob with a "white"

cob sort in each case. • It, therefore, becomes of interest to note

the effect that the unions had upon the subject of color of the

cob.

After the ears suitable for seed-saving were gathered, the re-

maining ears were examined in the field as to their cob color

with the following results:

1. "Iowa Silver Mine-Stowell's Evergreen" Cross; All white cob ex-

cepting one showing the rose.

2. "Iowa Silver Mine-Country Gentleman" Cross (pinkish grain plot) :

All white cob excepting four with the rose color.

3. "Iowa Silver Mine-Country Gentleman" Cross (white zigzag ears) :

All white cobs.
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4. "Pride of Nishua-Stowell's Evergreen" Cross (white grains) : Old
rose, 28; intermediate, o; white, 17.

5. "Pride of Nishua-Stowell's Evergreen" Cross (yellow grains) : Old
rose, 35; intermediate, 3; white, 14.

6. "Pride of Nishua-Country Gentleman" Cross: Old rose, 44; inter-

mediate, 4 ; white, 17.

7. "Pride of Nishua-Old Colony" Cross (yellow grains) : Old rose, 34;
intermediate, 4 ; white, 7.

8. "Pride of Nishua-Mctropolitan" Cross (yellow grains) : Old rose,

36; intermediate, 16; white, 16.

It is seen from these figures that in all the last five cases, the

"red" cohs greatly outnumber the "white" cobs and the inter-

mediates are generally exceptional. When the totals are com-
pared, it is noted that the whites are near to one-quarter of the

whole and, in this respect, approach the number that is called for

in case the cob color is a unum that observes the Mendelian law.

Counting the "intermediates" with the "red" cobs, the totals are

with colored cobs 204 and the white cobs, 71, while under the

Mendelian rule the ratio of 3 to i would give 206.25 to 68.75,

which is as near as might be expected where so few instances are

involved. If the white cob is a recessive unum, it follows that

plants of the cross having it may be expected to breed true to this

same peculiarity.

A colored cob is not desired, all other qualities remaining the

same, and therefore it is preferable to establish cross-breeds with

white cob strains. Should the grains from "red" cob ears be

used, it is expected that they would yield a fairly definite number
of "red" cob and "white" cob ears, namely, eight of the "red" to

one of the "white" type, with the latter diminishing with each

succeeding generation when the "white" ears are invariably ex-

cluded when selecting the seed for planting.

The fact of the intermediates demands attention for, under
the rule of dominance of the "red," they are puzzling. An ex-

amiation of a pile of cobs of any field sort of corn usually reveals

the fact that a great variation in the amount of color in the cob

is the rule. Whether this is due to the presence of "white"
blood and a failure of the "red" to fully dominate it is a possi-

bility; but a variation in color among pure "red" ears is not a

fact that is, apparently, at all exceptional. While a color in

itself may be very constant, it is rare that shades innumerable

do not appear, due to a greater concentration or dilution of the

coloring substance, if one may so express it, without attempting

to give the reasons for such variability.
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Experiments with Tomatoes.

Twenty-three hundred tomato plants were grown at the Home
Grounds, occupying Series III, IV and V, with the exception of

the space required by the corn blocks and the "Seeding Camp."
Sixty old varieties and fourteen novelties were grown, four to

eight plants in each, for purposes of study and further work in

crossing. The remaining plants consisted of one hundred and
ninety-eight crosses, the majority of which were compound and
included twenty-two combinations in the blend stage.

Weather conditions at the time of transplanting (May 15th)

were very favorable so that the young plants received no check

but the severe drought of mid-summer diminished their growth
and, even though irrigation was resorted to, the foliage of many
plants curled and the yield of fruits, which cracked badly, was
lessened.

A test was made of tying the plants to stakes, fence pickets

four feet in length being used. A portion of the tomato plots is

shown in Plate VII as they appeared in late autumn after the

tops of the plants had been permitted to grow without pruning
for two weeks, the tops hanging out in all directions from the

stakes to which the main stems were secured by stout twine.

This method is much superior to the low metal holders and the

keeping of the fruits from the ground makes it easy to study

them in full view in all stages of their growth as they hang upon
the plant.

INCREASING THE LENGTH OF FRUIT.

For three years, special effort has been made through cross-

fertilization, inbreeding and selection to increase the length of

the fruit, with the aim of securing a type which has been termed

the "goose-egg." It is desired as well to improve the interior, so

that the internal structure shall be many-celled, fleshy, solid and

comparatively seedless.

The "pear" and "plum" varieties, being of the desired form
and length, have been crossed with large-fruited sorts in many
instances but they greatly reduce the size of fruit and number of

seed cavities. A majority of the compound crosses grown this

season, made with the idea of securing a longer fruit, represented

plants from seed of hand-worked and choice selected fruits.

These crosses have been divided into two groups, namely, ( i

)

promising and (2) less promising.
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PROMISING CROSSES.

1. ''Crimson Cushion-Ponderosa" (26/103). An interest-

ing type made its appearance in this cross represented by two
plants bearing medium-sized, long fruits which were of a strik-

ing pale green when immature and when ripe resembled the pink

"peach" variety. The interior was flabby but on account of its

color and good length it is reserved for further breeding.

Another promising plant was a heavy bearer of a uniform lot of

medium-sized, long, smooth, red fruits with a solid interior.

2. ''King Hunibcrt-Pondcrosa" (64/103//103///64/103 ).

The "Humbert" does not reduce the size of the fruit in its crosses

to the extent of the "pear" and "plum" sorts but its tende-ncy is

to transmit the flabby interior so that, in the case of the above

union, the amount of "Ponderosa" blood was increased. The
past season gave twenty plants in this set with either pink or red

fruits, medium small and medium long, many being inclined to

the "fig" shape. The interior took on the character of "Pon-

derosa" with four or more cells, "Humbert" having but two.

Being further combined with "JMagnerosa" last year, the blend

plants of this season were very thrifty, medium early in season

and prolific, bearing rather small, long, pink fruits whose interior

was excellent. They need only an increase in size to make them

highly desirable.

3. "Ponderosa-Sumatra Fig' (103//103/181). At least two-

thirds of this set showed a desired length combined with an

interior better than that of the "Fig." This is one of the best

combinations yet made in the effort to produce the ideal "goose-

egg" and, when united with other choice crosses, has yielded very

desirable fruits.

4. "PonderoSa-Sumatra Fig-Magnerosa-Glohe-Magmis" (103//

103/181///227//194/75). Plants of this complicated cross repre-

sent some of the best standard varieties on the market to-day.

The "Ponderosa" contributes the fine interior, while its flatness

is overcome by the length of the other sorts. Both pink and red

fruits resulted and all were either of the "apple" shape or long,

many approaching the "goose-egg" in form, falling short only in

size and interior. Ten of the fruits of this combination are

shown in the four-quart basket at i in Plate VIII.

5. "Globe-Magnus" (ig4/ys)- This combination gave pro-

lific plants, many with good-sized, long, pink fruits and solid

meaty interior while the fruits averaged larger than the cross

preceding, as there was no blood of the "Sumatra Fig" to reduce

the size ; they fall below it in average length, however.
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6. "Magiiiis-Pojidcrosa" (75/130).— {"Magncrosa" 227).
This cross gave fruits in some cases whose polar axis surpassed
even that of "Magnus." During 1907, fruits with very promis-
ing length as well as good interior were obtained and, after fur-

ther inbreeding and selection, a block of one hundred plants was
grown this year, one-half of which have given fine, long, medium
sized, pink fruits with a solid interior. Such excellent results

from this cross show that work within two standard varieties

proves effective in gaining a desired end. Eleven fruits of this

variety are shown in basket 2 in Plate VI I

L

7. ''Magncrosa-Earliana-Jcivd" (227//33/66). Plants of

this combination have given, in the majority of cases, a good-
sized, medium long, smooth, red fruit which, by selection

promises a red "goose-egg."

8. "Magnerosa-Giant-Glohe" (227//56/194). This cross has

given some very interesting plants, whose medium-sized, long

fruits possessed the peculiar green color noted under 26/103, and
when ripe turned to the characteristic "peach" pink color. Nine
fruits of this cross are shown at 3 in Plate VIII.

9. "Magnus-Ponderosa-Siimatra Fig" (227///103//103/181 ).

This compound cross involved three varieties and was repre-

sented by sixty plants, many of which produced fruits of good
length, as shown in basket 4 of Plate VIII. The fruits did not

average as large as those in basket i where there was, in addition

the blood of "Magnus" and "Globe."

10. "Magnerosa-Globe-Magiius" (227//194/75). The plants

under this group were strong growers and prolific bearers of

good-sized, long "apple," pink fruits whose interior was above

the average and resembled that of the "Magnerosa." The fruits

in themselves were not long enough for a "goose-egg" but fur-

nished an excellent interior to combine with length as found in

the "Ponderosa-Fig."

Comparing the above crosses as a whole with the ideal, the

form is found to be nearer realization than the internal structure.

When once the "goose-egg" form is fixed, individuals which

combine with it the best interior should be bred together and

selection then made with the ideal of internal structure in mind.

LESS PROMISING CROSSES.

"Earliana-Jezvcl" (33/66). The fruits of this combination,

while longer than those of the "apple" type, are medium-sized

and seldom give more than four locules to a tomato. Combina-

tions of this union, however, with larger-fruited crosses as, for

example, 33/66///227//194/75, give more promise.
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"Hiiinbcrt-Portiiiic-Pu}idcrosa" (64/57//64/103). Fruits of
this cross are lacking- in good flesh, which is flabby; they are of
medium size, good length and a\'erage four cells. More of the

"Ponderosa" type is needed.

"Magnus-Crimson Cushion" (75/26). This combination
gives a medium-sized fruit with a good interior but the length

has not exceeded the "apple" form.

"PonderosaSuiuatra Fig" (103/181 ). This cross in itself

giving a long fruit, falls far below the ideal in size and internal

structure, which defects as seen in No. 4 of the "Promising" set,

are being removed by introducing the blood of such varieties as

"Magnerosa," "Globe" and "Alagnus."

"Earliana-Ycllozi' Peach" (33//37/186). In this cross, the

length of fruit is desirable but not the size and internal structure.

Further breeding, to supply the desired qualities, promises an in-

teresting "goose-egg" with the foliage and hairiness of the

"peach."

THE DISTRIBUTION SET OF TOMATOES.

All but one of the six crosses distributed to the testers were
grown upon the Home Grounds during 1908.

Station Tomato No. 7. ("Dw^arf Stone-Golden Queen").
The strong plants were, like the "Stone," late bearers of large,

smooth, solid, cherry red fruits.

Station Tomato No. 8. ("Globe-Brinton's Best"). Thrifty,

prolific plants resulting from this cross bore good-sized, round,

pink fruits with an excellent interior. Cracking was a noticeable

defect, due largely to weather conditions.

Station Tomato No. 10. ("Magnus-Dwarf CJiampion").
The upright, stocky plants, medium late in season, were good
bearers of medium-sized, round, smooth, pink fruits which did

not crack.

Station Tomato No. 11. ("Arcadia-Earliana"). The fine-

leaved standard plants did not make a large growth but were
among the first to set fruits, which at maturity were of medium
size, smooth, solid and red.

''Oligosperm" (few-seeded). The plants, ten in number,

while late in season, made a good growth and were readily dis-

ringuished by their distinct foliage. The fruits, all pale yellow,

were medium-sized, round and smooth with few seeds, some
having less than five. Thirty attempted crosses upon the

"Oligosperm" resulted in eight ripe fruits but none contained

seeds.
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reports from testers of station tomato no. /.

("Dwarf Stone—Golden Queen")-

(i) "The plant was vigorous and productive; the fruit was quite uniform."
(2) "The fruit was bright red and not very large. The plants were very
thrifty." (3) "Fine sturdy plants with firm, smooth fruit of excellent flavor
were secured. The plants gave an abundant yield." (4) "The plants were
healthy and productive. Fruit was uniform and of medium size and red in
color." (5) "This tomato is the best we have ever had. It has a strong vine
and large fruit which is light red and of very good flavor." (6) "The
tomato was fine, the weight of some being over sixteen ounces and the aver-
age being about twelve ounces. The color was on the pinkish-red shade and
the shape was good; some that were cut were almost solid with very few
seeds. The foliage was free from blight while other varieties blighted
badly." (7) "This is a large, thrifty plant; the large, round, solid tomatoes
are a light red and have an excellent flavor, fine for canning and table use.

They are the heaviest tomatoes that I have ever seen, are very productive
and full of fruit." (8) "I set out the plants in the middle of May and had
tomatoes till now (October loth). The plants have a solid growth and bear
large, firm tomatoes." (9) "These tomatoes are very fine, I raised twenty
plants from the seed you sent. The fruit is uniform throughout, large and
smooth. I have had them weigh from twelve to twenty ounces each. This is

a very fine fruit for table use and excellent to can." (10) "They are very
fine tomatoes." (11) "The plants are vigorous and productive. The fruit is

round, smooth and large. The flavor is superior." (12) "I sowed the seed
March loth and they ripened July 15th and are still bearing September 25th.

A good strong plant, fairly prolific, uniformity red, smooth fruit with good
flavor." (13) "The plant is large and thrifty. The fruit is a deep red, of
uniform size and very solid." (14) "I think your tomatoes are very fine.

The plant is large and vigorous with plenty of fruit of medium size and of a

good solid red color. I am saving what seed I can out of the smoothest and
largest." (15) "The plant is very productive with round and uniform fruit."

(16) "The plants were thrifty and stocky and grew very tall. The tomatoes
were smooth, solid and fine." (17) "The tomatoes came up well, strong
vigorous plants with round, smooth fruit of very fine flavor." (18) "The
vines are quite vigorous growers and yet open in form so the sun gets easily

at fruits. The fruits are set in quite large clusters, perfectly round, ripen

evenly and clear up to stem. They are fleshy with little core and the quality

is good, showing no rot or tendency to crack on vines." (19) "The color is

bright red, the fruit is medium to large and vigorous. The fruit remains
firm four days after picking." (20) "The color of fruit is bright red, the

shape, size and solidity are desirable." (21) "j\ly results were most gratify-

ing. The vines were most vigorous (so much so that I had to prune
severely), bearing quantities of tomatoes." {22) "The seed came up very
quickly. The fruit did not rot or crack. I think this variety will soon be the

leading kind for market, the fruits being large and round." (23) "This is a

fine early tomato." (24) "The plants grew to a large size and were very
vigorous. The color and shape of the fruit were good and the quality was
fine." (25) "Plants of fair size, productive, with fruit of good size and very
smooth." (26) "The plants grew very large and bore a great many fruits.

The fruit was very round and firm and light pink in color." (27) "This
variety of tomato produced very smooth, round and good quality fruit. The
vines were very healthy and we were pleased with the tomatoes. The color

of fruit was red and the productiveness of plants was fair." (28) "The
tomato was very satisfactory, the fruits being large, round, solid and with

few seeds." (29) "The fruit is medium to large, of good shape, smooth,

round, and no pit at stem." (30) "The tomatoes were excellent, being large,

solid and smooth with a fine flavor. They are as good as the best to be

found." (31) "The tomatoes grew to a large size and were very smooth;
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the plants were vigorous and of upright growth.'' (32) "The plant was very
large and strong. The fruit was variable, most of it being very small.

There were a few very large ones of good shape and tine flavor. (33)
"The vines were very dark in color and very healthy. They were trained on
poles and grew seven feet high. The tomatoes are nice and large, smooth
and of good flavor." (34) "These tomatoes were very good considering the
dry weather; the fruit was of good size and color." (35) "The fruit is

small, round and solid. The vines bore plentifully." (36) "This is of good
quality." (37) "The color of this fruit is bright red, the size is uniform and
the quality is good." (38) "This was the finest-flavored tomato of its kind
I ever tasted." (39) "The plant is strong and dense, bearing red fruit with
small cores." (40) "Vigorous plant ; fruit bright red and of uniform shape."

(41) "This tomato is very nice; the fruit is very solid and of excellent
quality." (42) "This tomato was fine, quality good and color red."

reports from testers of station tomato no. 8.

("Globe-Brinton's Best.")

(i) "The vines were strong and thrifty and the yield was medium. The
fruits were of medium size, uniform shape and very smooth." (2) "The
fruit is smooth and nice, not very large but solid." (3) "The tomatoes are
fine and smooth and very uniform." (4) "This strain of tomato was very
prolific with erect vines. It was a prodigious bearer of smooth and well-
formed fruit. A very desirable kind for table use." (5) "The tomatoes are
large and the plants are thrifty." (6) "The vigorous vines were six feet
long from root to tip. Xhere are at least seventy sets on some of the vines.

Most of the tomatoes are round and smooth, with a color between pink and
purple. They ripen up nicely and are very good tasting and solid." (7) "I
found this tomato grew very well for me. The plant grew quickly, large and
bushy, and the fruit was a medium size and very smooth." (8) "The plant
is thrifty, the fruit is a fine shape and firm, and of fine flavor." (9) "These
plants grew a strong, healthy vine and yielded a good average crop of toma-
toes, nearly but not quite globe shape." (10) "There were many tomatoes of
fine uniformity in size and color." (11) "The tomatoes were of good size,

being round and of uniform size; the plants were productive." (12) "The
tomatoes were of medium size, very smooth and solid." (13) "The tomato
was fine, being large and round in size. The vines grew very large and were
thrifty." (14) "The tomatoes did well and grew to a nice size." (15) "This
is a good tomato and the plants are very prolific. The fruit is of good size

and shape, being very deep from stem to blossom end ; the flesh is solid, the
quality of the best and the color is handsome. The tomatoes ripen well and
are very uniform." (16) "The tomatoes are a rich, very solid and large,

some weighing one pound." (17) "This tomato is the finest I ever raised; it

is of fine flavor, a good yielder and ripens early." (18) "I find great satis-

faction in this tomato. The plant is large with an abundance of fruit. The
fruit is large with a very smooth surface. The tomatoes have a fine taste."

(19) "I succeeded in raising fifteen plants, which were quite large and filled

with fruit of medium size with a few large ones. The fruit was perfect in

shape and very smooth; the quality was extra good." (20) "The color of
this tomato was bright red. The fruit was small but perfectly smooth. It

ripens to the stem. The vines grew the length of five feet. The flavor was
good." (21) "The plants grew very large and bore a great many fruits. The
fruit was very round and firm." (22) "In spite of the dry season, your
tomatoes grew with much vigor to an unusually large size and produced fruit

in abundance. The fruit is very smooth and plump." (23) "The plant is

large, very vigorous and productive. The fruits are tmiform in shape and
very fine." (24) "This tomato is unexcelled for firmness and flavor. The
color is light red and the shape globular. The fruit does not crack like

some varieties." (25) "Speaking of this tomato, I would say that it is fine.
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The seed was started j.inder glass, set out the first week in May, picked the
first ripe one on June 27th ; I have been picking ever since and the vines are
still full of green fruit (September i). The plants were staked to Lima bean
poles eight feet high and the vines are at the top and at this writing still

full of vigor. It goes ahead of any early tomato that I ever tried." (26)
"The tomato is very nice and solid." (27) "The fruit is of a uniform size,

nearly perfectly round and a light red color. I think this tomato would be
a good one to raise for market to sell by weight on account of its growing
so solid." (28) "Tomatoes were of good quality, light red color and very pro-
ductive." (29) "The tomato which you sent me is certainly fine. It is very
solid, has very few seeds and is a light red. I consider it a fine tomato and
the vines grew large. I sold two baskets and the man said the fruit went
ahead of any he had ever had. The tomatoes remained solid until used up
and did not get watery. The fruit grew very large and smooth, round and
solid." (30) "The tomatoes were very nice and they measured from eight

to ten inches around. The color was a pale red and the plant was about
two and a half feet high. The tomatoes were very smooth and round." (31)
"The plants were transplanted in April -and grew quickly. We had large red
ripe tomatoes by Jvdy 15th." (32) "This tomato was extra early; in fact,

was first of all. It was round, smooth and solid." (33) "The vines grew to

medium size, the fruit was large and round. The fiavor was fine and the

fruit was very meaty." (34) "A productive purple tomato. It is nearly
round, very solid and of good size." (35) "This is very prolific, the fruit is

about one and a half inch or less in diameter and is nice and smooth. The
plant is a vigorous grower and the fruit is red and very round." (36) "The
plant is of medium size and very thrifty in appearance. The fruit is of good
size and oval in shape." (37) "This is very productive, not quite so vigor-

ous as the 'Acme;' fruit uniform in size." (38) "The size of this tomato
is medium. The plant is vigorous and productive. The fruit is round, red
and very vmiform." (39) "I was much pleased with this kind of tomato;
the plants bore abundantly. The fruit is perfectly round and very smooth
and of fine flavor, being red in color. The vines grew about five feet high

;

this variety cannot be praised too highly for its fine quality." (40) "The
color of the fruit is red. The plant grew very well." (41) "The plant is of

a large size and is a vigorous grower and very productive. The fruit is of

good size and long or apple shape." (42) "The plants were big and strong;

the color was red and the size was medium. The fruit was very nice and
very meaty."

reports from testers of station tomato no. 9.

("Globe-Honor Bright").

(i) "The tomatoes were very large and smooth." (2) "These tomatoes
are very large and smooth, of good flavor and the plants yield abundantly."

(3) "The tomatoes were a nice round shape, very red and firm. They are

good bearers and the plants were large." (4) "The color is bright red. The
plants are very productive and the fruit is very smooth, of fine size, excellent

flavor and perfectly round." (5) "The tomatoes are very fine, not so large

but very smooth and very early and the plants are great bearers." (6) "The
tomatoes are very fine, good flavor and all right in every respect." (7)
"The tomatoes are all right. The plants were not so large but the tomatoes
were fine." (8) "The tomatoes are superior to any I ever raised. As for

quality they are superior. The color is bright red and the size is twelve

inches. There are no cracks around stem caused by wet weather as is the

fault with other varieties. The shape is uniform and smooth. I think there

is no better variety grown." (9) "The plants were large and thrifty and
were well filled with fine, bright red fruit ; they were medium early. The
bearing kept up till frost came. The fruit was of very good quality." (10)

"This is an excellent variety for productiveness. The fruit is light red with

little core, much meat and of the best quality."
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reports from testers of station tomato no. 10.

("Magnus—Dwarf Champion").

(i) "A very smooth tomato that ripens close to the stem and is free from
cracks. The color is purple." (2) "The plant is of a very sturdy habit of
growth and noticeal)Iy different from the ordinary varieties because of its

thick stem and Ijlue green foliage. The fruit, set in twos, w^as very symetri-
cal and of medium size." (3) "A fine tomato of slow but healthy growth
and foliage of the potato type. Very productive. The fruit is very uniform,
a deep pinkish red color, round shape, solid, very handsome and free from
disease." (4) "The tomatoes are very nice ; they are light red, four inches
across and do not rot." (5) "The size of the plant is thrifty. The size of
the fruit is medium, the color is pink and the yield good." (6) "Fruit large,
smooth, of a pink color. Plants were vigorous and produced well. I had
'Dwarf Champion' so I could compare both; this is an improvement." (7)
"The tomatoes grew about two feet high. The fruit was rather small, even
and round in shape. The color was dark pink." (8) "This cross is very
productive of pink fruits, which are smooth, juicy and with a solid core."

reports from testers of station tomato no. ii.

("Arcadia-Earliana") .

(i) "This tomato is very fine and large, very solid, of a light red or pink
and vvith very few seeds. The plants are prolific bearers. The heart of the
fruit is very solid and the flavor is fine, the best I ever raised." (2) "The
color is a good red and the fruit is fine flavored." (3) "The earliest and
best variety. Good size, smooth and red, both outside and inside." (4)
"This is fairly uniform in size and quite uniform in shape; average weight is

six to seven ounces. Twenty-five plants, to date (September 6th) have
yielded one hundred and ten tomatoes, with as many still on the vines." (5)
"The plants grew well ; the fruits are larger than 'Earliana' but not so many
on a plant." (6) "The fruit was very smooth and ripened all over evenly. I

believe it will be a profitable tomato." (7) "Had fair-sized plants, with uni-
form fruit. Quality \vas good."- (8) "The tomatoes were very solid and of
good size." (9) "The plant is small and bushy with large, dark red and
smooth tomatoes of fine quality. It is a good producer." (10) "The vines
were set heavy with fruit early in the season, the first ripe tomato being
picked on July 14th. The fruit is large and I prefer it to the 'Earliana.'

"

(11) "A very fine early tomato of very good size; the strong plants are very
productive for an early tomato." (12) "It was a vigorous grower and very
productive with smooth fruits." (13) "The tomatoes were of good shape
with a deep core and few seeds. A fair crop was gathered. The color of
the fruit was bright red and the plant was large and vigorous." (14) "The
plants were strong although the drought hurt them. Some fruits were deep
red, very smooth and did not crack. They were of fair size and solid."

(15) "The vines were extra large. The fruit was large and perfect in

shape." (16) "The variety turned out all it was claimed, being very prolific,

of a nice red color, almost coreless and seedless and of good flavor. It was
of uniform size throughout, of round shape and with a very vigorous plant."

(17) "The tomatoes were fine." (18) "The tomatoes were very smooth,
round and nice and the vines were large and thrifty. The color of the
fruit was a bright red." (19) "The fruit was of good shape, solid and very
few seeds. Nothing could be better for the table." (19) "The plant was
vigorous, fairly productive, and early. The color was pale red, shape smooth
and uniform. It seems to promise well for an extra early variety for family
use." (20) "This tomato is equal in size, vigor and productiveness to the
'Earliana.' A more solid fruit, more uniform in shape and of a higher
color." (21) "The fruit is of superior uniformity and shape, and in color
very fine; it seems to possess extra keeping qualities." (22) "This plant is a
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good producer of round, smooth and very good tasting fruit. Fruit is very
good for canning." (23) "This variety is vigorous and productive." (24)
"This tomato was the tinest I ever saw, the plant was of medium height with
spreading branches. The fruit which was set thick was of even size and
ripened up to stem end. The flavor was the best of any tomato I ever ate.
Better than its parent, the 'Earhana.' " (25) "This variety is very vigorous
and productive, with fruit Hke the 'Earliana' but larger." (26) "The plants
were large, vigorous and heavily set with fruit." (2-) "This variety is one
of the earliest and most productive. The vines were spreading and vigorous
and the quality of the fruit was good."

REPORTS FROM TESTERS OF THE "OLIGOSPERM" TOMATO.

(i) "The plants show a luxuriant growth, having reached a height of
about four feet in fertile soil." (2) "The plants are strong and vigorous and
very thrifty. The fruit is very uniform in shape and size." (3) "This plant
made vigorous growth in the green house. The stem is thick and strong, the
leaves large and very dark green. The flowers were few, small and feeble
but perfect." (4) "The size of these tomatoes was large, inany weighing ten
to twelve ounces. The plant was very vigorous and productive and the fruit
was very uniform. The seed spaces are small and few seeded." (5) "These
tomatoes are fine, large, perfectly smooth and with very few seeds. When
sliced, they are meaty and firm." (6) "We are more than pleased with the
tomato. A prolific yielder of fine large yellow tomatoes. Fruit is solid, with
few seeds, and of delicious flavor. We are saving seeds to plant next year."

(7) "These tomatoes are very fine, plants are large and well set with toma-
toes." (8) "The plants are large and very spreading; fruits are solid and
meaty. The color is a rich yellow throughout. The fruit is of
round shape and uniform size." (9) "This tomato has but few seeds ; I

could hardly get enough for planting next season. They are fine ' when
spiced.'" (i) "The plant is strong and healthy." (11) "Rather acid fruit

but otherwise satisfactory. Thin-skinned and firm in pulp." (12) "The
plants grew to a large size.'" (13) "The plants grew finely." (14) "The
plant is large, the tomato about two inches in diameter with few seeds. The
quality is good." (15) "The yellow tomatoes were of very nice flavor."

(16) "These tomatoes grew about three feet high, with a large quantity of
fruit, yellow in color, round in shape and with very few seeds." (17) "The
fruits were round as a ball and the plants were very productive. We con-
sider them very good." (18) "The plants were vigorous and strong." (19)
"The fruits were pulpy and few-seeded, with a more delicate flavor than the
ordinary tomato. A decided addition to the list of tomatoes." (20) "A
bright yellow tomato of fine flavor." (21) "The plants were very vigorous
and strong growers." (22) "We found the fruits of this variety to be as

large as and quite like the shape of a large apple. On cutting open, they
were found to be very solid and with but few seeds. The flavor was fine."

SPECIAL CROSSES.

"Acme-ArcadiarCurrant-Pondcrosa (1/5//177/103) Bahy
Ponderosa." This odd and interesting novelty, obtained in

1907, has bred true to a flat, pink-fruited type, giving plants

much earlier in season than the "Ponderosa." The fruits have a

peculiarly mild flavor which suggests the "Currant" parent. This

novelty is shown at 10 in Plate IX.

"Aristocrat-Princess" (149/109). The standard, fine-leaved

plants all gave the characteristic yellow foliage but they were not
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"sickly" as might be inferred by their general appearance, being

good bearers of medium-sized, smooth, pale yellow fruits with a

good interior. Aside from being an interesting novelty, this

cross is being used to aid in completing the classification scheme.

"Vellozv Princc-Ciirrant-Champion' (148//177/154). The
plants of this blend were of sturdy, upright growth with dark

green leaves intermediate between the fine and coarse type of

foliage. The clusters of red fruits, which were as large as the

"plum" but apple shaped, were borne in abundance. This is a

promising strain for preserving and the stems being nearly

smooth add to its interest as a breeder.

"Station Ycllo-cC-Divarf Stone" (210/169). Plants, grown
from the selected seed of 1907 were upright and medium late in

season, bearing good-sized, smooth fruits of an orange color,

very striking when compared with the ordinary yellow tomato.

"Station Yellonj-Magniis'' (210/75). This cross has given,

as one of its strains, strong-growing, coarse-leaved plants asso-

ciated with pale yellow fruits, a rare combination of these two
characters which bred true in all the plants.

"Acine-Arcadia-King Hnuihcrt-Ponderosa" ( 15//64/103).
This combination has given a "fig"-shaped type of fruit with the

interior of the "Ponderosa" and either pink or red-colored fruit.

By union with other crosses with pear-shaped fruits, possibly a

marketable-sized, many-celled "pear" fruit may be obtained.

THE "currant" hybrids.

The ten groups of fruits pictured in Plate IX represent nine

crosses containing "Currant" blood, the parent forms (177 and

103) being shown at i. This set illustrates a progressive series

in respect to size and interior from the small "Currant" to the

large "Ponderosa" sort. All are associated with practically

smooth-stemmed plants and, with the exception of 2, 3 and 10

represent the blend stage.

The first generation of "Currant-Ponderosa" (177/103 I) is

represented by the fruits at 2, whose size and shape combined
with form of cluster, approach 177. The average fruit in cross

section shows the numerous seeds which crowd the locules and
is a further indication that the smaller-fruited parent dominates

the cross.

Fruits of "Currant Dwarf Champion" (177/154) pictured at

3, are of the selected type which has been carried to the fourth

generation. The influence of 177 is shown in the cluster form;

the fruits similar to those at 2 in shape and interior but smaller.
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Group 4 represents a cross which is a combination of 3 and 10
(see below), the average fruits with four or more locules being a
little larger than those at 3 and similar to them in form.
At 5, "Currant-Dwarf Champion" (3) has been combined with

"Ponderosa," "Sumatra Fig," "Magnus" and "Crimson
Cushion." The fruits have a longer polar axis than those of the

preceding groups and resemble the "plum."
The fruits pictured at 6 resemble those at 5 in general appear-

ance and represent the union of "Currant-Dwarf Champion"
(177/154) with another cross composed of the "South
Jersey" "Jewel," and "Pear" sorts (177/154///119/66//180.)
The locules, while few, are similar in shape to those of the ordin-

ary-sized tomato.

Group 7 shows the hybrid (177/154) combined with the "Pon-
derosa-Sumatra Fig" (177/154///103//103/181 ), the medium
small fruits indicating by their cluster the influence of 177 and
by their length that of the "Sumatra Fig."

The fruits at 8, representing a union of 177/154 with "King-

Humbert" (64), "Giant Climbing" (57) and "Ponderosa"

(103), 177/154///64/57//103), show no gain in length over 7
but average larger and the number of locules is increased.

"Magnerosa" has been united with 177/154 as shown in group

9 where the size and interior of the fruits and form of cluster

indicate that the "Currant" still exerts a strong influence.

The "Baby Ponderosa" type of fruit (1/5//177/103) is pictured

at 10 and is of marketable size; it is considered elsewhere. A
plum-shaped fruit is also obtained from this cross and a specimen
is shown in the group.

TOMATO NOVELTIES IN I908.

No. 228. "Aristohriglit." The plant is a dwarf, upright, fine

leaf with yellowish foliage, late in bearing with

fruit changing from greenish yellow to red in

ripening.

No. 229. "Bonny Best Early." This variety is a fine-leaved

standard plant with red fruits of "Ponderosa" size

but smooth. A sort which promises to be good
for canning.

No. 230. "Burhank's Preserving." This variety is a fine-

leaved, compact dwarf with red, cherry-like fruits.

No. 231. "Careless." This novelty produces a thrifty, stand-

ard, fine-leaved plant, medium late, bearing a good
supply of medium large, red, long "apple" fruits

with good interior. It is a promising sort.
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No. 232. "The Don." This is a standard, fine leaved variety,

medium early, giving red, "apple"-shaped fruits

of fair size.

No. 233. "Earlibcll." The plants of this standard, fine-leaved

variety are early bearers but produce irregular

fruits.

No. 234. "Giant Purple." The plants were thrifty with

foliage between a fine and a coarse leaf. The
smooth purple fruits ripen early but are not abun-

dant.

No. 235. "Golden Gage." This variety, a standard, fine leaf,

is medium late, bearing good-sized, bright yellow

fruits resembling those of "Golden Queen."

No. 236. "Marvelosa." A station novelty resulting from com-
bining the "Marvel" and "Ponderosa," wdiich is

fine-leaved and thrifty, bearing smooth, round, red

fruits.

No. 2T,y. "Sutton's Gold Mine:'' This is a medium early,

standard, fine-leaved kind, yielding fair-sized

round, pink fruits.

No. 238. "Japanese Tree." The plants are a compact, coarse

leaf dwarf, late in bearing with red, irregular

fruits of medium size and not prolific.

No. 239. "Magnum Bonuni." This standard, fine-leaved

variety is an early bearer of irregular fruits.

No. 240. "New Wonderful." Failed.

No. 241. "Pink Skin." Failed.

No. 242. "Scarlet Skin." The plants are standard, fine-leaved

early bearers but produce irregular fruits.

No. 243. "Triumph." This is a standard, fine-leaved sort and
a medium early bearer of many good-sized, flat,

irregular red fruits.

No. 244. "Queen City." Failed.

HAIRS OF TOMATOES.

Work toward the removal of the hairs of tomatoes is pro-

gressing. These hairs are of two general types, namely, the

long pointed kind that is quite showy and gives the young parts

in particular of both stem and leaf a decidedly fuzzy appearance.

This form of slender hair is generally present upon the ordinary

tomatoes from the time the seedling is three weeks old until the

end of the life of the ])lant but disappears quite largely from the

older portions. On the other hand, the "Currant" tomato is
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quite free from this form of hair and, on this account, the plants

of this species are smooth in contrast with the hairiness of the

ordinary kinds of tomatoes.

By breeding the two above species together, the results

obtained show a reduction of the hairiness of the hybrids and the

hope is entertained that a marketable size of fruit may be finally

obtained with plants that are smooth. Plate X shows portions

of these hairy stems alternating with those that are comparatively

smooth.

The chief feature of the study of hairs is in connection with

a second form of outgrowth from the stems and leaves that,

from their nature, are known as glandular hairs. This kind of

hair is short and low set and not easily seen without a hand-lens

and the tip of each is expanded into a knob from which exudes a

disagreeable thick liquid that, stains the hands and clothing and
is the source of the rank smell that is characteristic of the tomato
foliage. This form of hair is also much less abundant upon the

"Currant" than the ordinary kind and, by the breeding above-

named, it is hoped to get plants that, with other qualities not

reduced, may possess the much desired addition of freedom from
the hairs in question.

While the hope is entertained of removing all the spines from
the eggplant, and particularly the calyx, where they are a nuis-

ance to all who handle the fruits, in like manner the work of

obtaining glandless tomato plants is to be pursued along both the

avenue of breeding and of selection. To be able to go among
the tomato plants, even when moist from rain or dew, and not

get smeared with the ill-smelling glandular exudation is a con-

dition of this highly esteemed vegetable fruit that will be much
appreciated.

THE TOMATO FLOWER CLUSTER.

Li the flower cluster of the tomatoes, there is a great range of

variation, the extremes being the smiple raceme with the flowers,

and afterwards the fruits, arranged alternately upon the right

and left of a single axis. This is illustrated at 2 in Plate XI,

where in the lower portion of the inflorescence the small fruits

are shown and nearer the tip the flowers and flower buds are dis-

posed in the same manner. The "Currant" tomato is of this

racemose tvpe, the cluster of fruits resembling quite closely that

of the currant proper, from which fruit the common name for

the type of tomato in question might have been given.

The opposite extreme is met with in many of the large-fruited

sorts, as the "Ponderosa," and falls into the class of flower clus-



Plate X. Tomato Stems. At i is shown an ordinary hairy stem and at 6,

one of the "Currant" that is comparatively smooth ;
the stems at 2 and 4 are

of hybrids between the two species and show a great modification of the

hairiness.
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ters known to the botanists as the "panicle," where instead of one
axis there are two or more, as shown at 5, 8 and 13.

In the breeding together of a variety with a raceme and one
with a panicle, there arise all intergrades. Thus at i is shown
the confusion that is met with in a cross showing strongly the

"Currant" blood. Here two clusters are nearly united at the

base, and the upper one—with a single fruit close to its

base—is forked a short distance from the point where it leaves

the main stem.

In the dwarfs, the compactness that characterizes the stems
and foliage is also present in the flower cluster; this is shown at

3 where a "half-blood" of "Currant" is given with its forked,

thick set branch of fruits and a basal branch with Ijut a single

tomato.

A much more open cluster is shown at 4 where a long plum-
fruited cross is shown in striking contrast with the previous

one.

Perhaps of as much interest to the breeder are the mingled
clusters that arise, namely, those in which leaves form upon some
of the branches where fruits might otherwise appear. At 14,

for example, the cluster is made up quite largely of foliage ; the

upper cluster in 12 ends in a well-formed leaf and at 11 the large

"potato" leaf is intimately associated with the fiuits. At 7, the

seemingly central flower is much larger than any others and it is

difficult to make out clearly the relation of flower and foliage

structures.

As a rule, the flower clusters are quite regularly disposed upon
the upper side of the naturally inclined stem and arise some
inches below every third leaf. At 6, 12 and 16 are shown
instances where two clusters are near each other. Occasionally

the stem of the flower cluster is fused with the main branch for

some distance as shown at 10 and 15.

THE TOMATO CALYX.

Some observations have been made upon the tomato calyx.

As might be expected, all of the simpler forms of fruits, that is,

the nearest to the wild state, and having but two seed-cavities,

as a rule show only five lobes to the calyx and these are generally

long and slender. The number of stamens in such flowers agrees

closely with that of the calyx "teeth" and the same is true of the

lobes of the corolla. In other words, the number five prevails in

all parts of the flower excepting the pistil (fruit) where it is
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reduced to two, a fact that obtains generally in the many other

species of the large family to which the tomato belongs.

A study of the larger-fruited cultivated sorts shows that the

calyx is c|uite variable in the number of lobes to the calyx and
their size, shape and arrangement ; six "teeth" are very fre-

quently met with in the garden sorts of the smooth or "apple"

type of fruit but these six may be long and slender or broad and
blunt, two or three may be blended at the base thus giving a very

irregular appearance to the whole calyx.

In the broad flat fruits, having many seed-cavities, the calyx

teeth are often double those in the simple fruits of the "plum" or

"pear" types. In these instances, all four sets of floral organs
have undergone an increase of number and from the two remain-
ing, namely, the calyx teeth and the seed cavities, the number of

stamens and lobes to the corolla can be inferred with some degree

of accuracy. In like manner, a glance at a corolla when the

flower is in bloom gives an indication of the internal structure of

the fruit that is to develop therefrom.

The length of the calyx "teeth" is in some degree correlated

with the length of the fruit, that is, a long slender calyx is asso-

ciated with the "pear" and "plum" types of fruit and short, broad
lobes are an index of a flat fruit. In the case of the "pear," the

long slender neck of the fruit accentuates to the eye the size

of the calyx.

There is likewise some relation between the length of the plant

and that of the calyx for all dwarfs, so far as studied, have a

broad, short-toothed calyx, while the very long-growing "Cur-
rant" has a calyx that is large and out of ordinary ratio to the

other parts of the fruit ; in this respect, not correlating with the

length of the fruit. The short calyx among dwarfs is to be

expected where all parts are abbreviated as, for example, the fruit

stem to which the calyx is attached.

EXPERIMENTS WITH EGGPLANTS.

The commercial varieties of eggplants were quite generally

represented upon the experiment grounds, to wdiich the follow-

ing three novelties were added this season:

31. "New Tree, or Upright:' This variety resembles the

"Florida High Bush" and is a good bearer of late, purple, bell-

shaped fruits that do not keep well.

7,2. "Purple Tokio." This sort is so close to the "Black

Pekin" as not to be easily distinguished from it, but it seems

larger in plant and less productive.
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^T,. "Northmoimt." This and the "Black Beauty" are nearly

the same and, therefore, it bears large, handsome fruits that are

apt to rot.

SOME OF THE NEW CROSSES.

A long list of crosses and hybrids occupied the larger part of

three plots and by means of irrigation fair results were obtained

in spite of the dry, hot weather.

Plate XII shows some of the crosses of last season as their

bruits appear in the blend of the present year. One of the late

introductions to the breeding grounds is the "Round White"

(29), a variety with plants of medium size and small fruits of

oval shape and a firm skin and flesh, the latter qualities making it

a good keeper and apparently of great value as a breeder.

The first cross (2/29) is shown at 2 with the male parent

("Black Snake") upon the left and the mother ("Round
White") upon the right. The reader will please bear in mind
that the number assigned to the fruits in the plate has no direct

relation to the record numbers of the parents, or those of the

crosses. The cross produces a thrifty plant bearing a large crop

of long, nearly straight fruits that are larger than either parent

and of a desirable shape for culinary purposes. The white of

the mother is seen in the flesh and upon the outside, the purple of

the "Black Snake" is much reduced, particuarly at the free end
which is somewhat striped with pink and white.

At 5 is shown a cross (3/5) between the "Black Pekin"

shown at 4 and the "Dwarf Purple" seen at 6. Here both

parents are of the purple group of eggplants and the cross natur-

ally shows the same dark color and its absence under the close-

fitting calyx lobes. In shape, the fruit of the cross is near to the

"Dwarf Purple," and in size of plant it is larger than the dwarf
mother and much smaller than the high "Pekin." So far as

results may be predicted from the first year, this cross will be an
improvement upon both parents in size of plant and fruit and its

good-keeping quality is well assured.

At 7 is shown a fruit of a cross (3/1 1) between the "Black

Pekin" and the "Long White," that is, between parents produc-

ing fruits like the one shown at 4 and 8 respectively. This cross

is of special interest in that it is of much more economic value

than either parent, for the "Pekin" is a poor bearer of round

fruits that are quite apt to split before reaching table maturity

and the "Long White" is too slender to be popular. It will be

seen that the cross is an eliptical fruit of sufficient size and. fur-

thermore, the plants are far more productive than either parent.
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The fruit shown at 9 is of a cross between "Dwarf Purple"
and a previous cross

—"New York Improved" upon "Black
Snake" (18/2)—that is, Station Egg-plant Xo. i, and bearing the

name of "Longfellow" upon the breeding grounds, a specimen
of which fruit is shown at 10. The cross in question has, there-

fore, a half of the "Dwarf Purple" and a quarter each of the

"Black Snake" and "New York Improved." This gives a

medium-sized plant with a good supply of pear-shaped fruits

strongly marked with the peculiar purple of two parents. It is

a very good keeper and possibly will make a desirable cross for

the grower for the early market.

At 12 is a specimen of a fruit borne by a plant (10/29) result-

ing from breeding the "Jersey Belle," a poor specimen of which
is shown at 11, and the "Round White" shown at 3. The nine

plant averaged eleven fruits, of fine, oval shape with a flesh of

most desirable texture and color and excellent keepers, the last-

named quality being due to the influence of the white-fruited

mother.

Plate XIII shows several additional crosses in the blend con-

dition but here three varieties are brought together, that is, a

previous cross is combined with some variety either as the male
or female parent. A cross of the "Black Snake" upon "Dwarf
Purple" was last year worked upon the "Round White"

(2/5/729), of which thirteen plants were grown the present

season, all tall, purplish and produced long fruits, as shown in

the engraving, with a mixture of greenish stripes upon a purple

background. The fruits were remarkable for their good keep-

ing quality and, being produced in large numbers, makes this

cross one of much promise.

At 2 is a combination of "Pekin" upon "Black Snake" upon
"Dwarf Purple" (3/2//6), which gave medium-sized, purple

plants with dark fruits approaching the "Pekin" in the round
shape.

Xo. 3 is a cross of "Jersey Belle" upon the combination of

"Black Snake" with "Dwarf Purple" (10///2/5). The plants

are medium tall and produce long, curved, purple fruits that are

of fair size and desirable shape.

At 4 is a specimen fruit of the "Jersey Belle" upon the cross

of "Pekin" with "Black Snake" (10//3/2) which has proved

satisfactory in many respects.

The fruit at 5 is from a plant resulting from a cross of the

"Jersey Belle" upon the "Dwarf Oval" with "Xew York Im-
proved" (10//6/19). The plants were productive and the

fruits larsfe and somewhat ansrular.
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At 7 is a combination of the "Striped" (shown at 6) upon a

cross of "Dwarf Oval" upon "New York Improved"
(21///6/19). The plants were medium, purple and productive,

the fruits being of a handsome, long oval and of a solid purple

color without sign of the stripes of the parent.

The fruit at 9 is a cross of the "Ivory" (shown at 8) upon
the "Black Snake" with the "Dwarf Purple" (26/7/2/5 ). The
fruit shape is long like the "Ivory" but has the purple color

dominant. It is a good keeper.

At 10 is shown a fruit of the cross of the "Ivory" upon
"Black Snake-New York Improved" (26//2/18). This is some-
what different in shape from the last and has less purple in the

stem and foliage.

The fruit at 11 is a combination of the "Jersey Pink" upon
tlie "Jersey Belle-Dwarf Purple" cross (28//10/5), which has

produced a set of small plants that bore a good crop of fair-

sized fruits.

In the next double cross (12), the "Round White" is bred
upon the "Black Snake-Dwarf Purple" (29//2/5) with the re-

sult that a solid, short, oval fruit is obtained in considerable

numbers.

The last fruit shown (13) also has the "Round White" as the

pollinator upon the "Dwarf Purple-New York Improved" cross

( 29/75/ 18). As seen, a fine pear-shaped fruit has resulted with

a firm skin and white flesh. This combination brings together

three widely different kinds of eggplants. Taking up the parents

in the order in which the double cross was developed, the "Dwarf
Purple," which as its name indicates is a low-growing type with

the purple color everywhere abounding, in leaf, stem and smal-

lish pear-shaped fruit, was bred upon the "New York Improved,"
which is one of the most generally grown of the large-fruited

sorts. As a result of this cross, strong, moderately low-growing
plants were secured that produced good-sized fruits of a shape

between the "pear" and "oval" types.

Upon the above was brought, as the pollinator, the "Round
White," which is easily recognized by the small white oval fruits,

borne upon plants of medium size. Plate XIV shows a sample

plant of the result of the double cross and from it may be truth-

fully gathered, first of all, that the combination is very prolific;

there are fully twenty fruits of marketable size but none of them
approaching the great "eggs" that are borne often singly by
some of the commercial sorts. The color of the fruit is a shade

of lilac, more or less mottled, and in this respect is quite unusual

and at first sight might not satisfy the old standard of a deep

purple that has been in vogue for long. The time is fast ap-
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preaching when one color for eggplant fruits will be a memory
only, a green, lilac, pink and white will be associated with the

purple upon the market stands as proper qualifications for public

favor in eggplants. At that time, not far away, this vegetable

will have gained its rightful place in the esteem of all.

The fruits under consideration are interesting in not showing

under the calyx any of the little color that still remains—a char-

acteristic that comes from the "Dwarf Oval" parent and is evi-

dent in the engraving, in which a line of white is shown around

the calyx where the coloration due to exposure to the sun does

not keep pace with the elongation of the fruit.

TABLE OF EGGPLANT CROSSES.

Record Number
of Cross.

Plant

Color.

2/ 5// 29

2-29

3//2/6
3-11

5-27

10//2/5
10//3/2
10//6/19
10-29

11-3

21//5/2
21//6/19
26 2-6

26//2/18
26//10/2
27-29

28// 10/

6

28-29

29//2/6
29//5/19
2-6 II

2-18

2-5

2-5

3-2

3-5

6-19

10-17

11-2

11-4

Purplish

Light purple 2

Purplish

Green.

Purplish.

Green

Purplish

Pun^le and green .

Purplish

Purple and green

.

Purple and green

.

Ex
Fruit Color.

Purple and green

Purple and green

Purple

Purple and green

Purple

Green and purple

Purple

White and striped

Light purple

Purplish/

Purple

Purple

Purple and greenish white

Greenish white

Average.

Number of

Fruits per

Plant.

23

11

14

19

14

13

11

11

21

13

10

15

14

12

13

8

12

12

16

12

15

23

15

12

15

14

9

9

REPORTS FROM TESTERS OF IVORY EGGPLANT.

(i) "This is a very rapid grower; the plant is green in color with snowy
white fruit, which is long in shape, of good size and a good bearer." (2)

"Very prouctive and of excellent size." (3) "The plants were set out late
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Ijut made a vigorous growth. The first fruit ripened about August 25th.

The color is mostly white, streaked with purple. The plants now, September
9th, are full of fruit which is growing very rapidly and I consider the plants
very productive as they are simply loaded. The plants are strong, holding
fruit well off the ground as a rule. The flavor was pronounced fine by all

who have tasted the fruits." (4) "The 'Ivory' Eggplant is very prolific, of
good size and most desirable for table use." (5) "The fruit is long and I

like the shape." (6) "The eggplant was quite productive, with fruits very
uniform in size and shape." (7) "The fruit is small but attractive looking,
rather elongated." (8) "The plant is very vigorous and prolific ; the fruit is

of large size, the average length ten inches, and the color is almost white.

When cooked, the fruit is of good flavor. The size is uniform and the
average number of fruits on a bush is twelve." (9) "There were lots of
fruit; I like them very much." (10) "This eggplant is all right for size,

vigor and productiveness and is as good as the old varieties. One plant
yielded purple fruit. The balance were a beautiful ivory. The shape of
the fruit was uniform and more oblong than the ordinary varieties." (11)
"I have never seen a more attractive looking fruit ; it is of long pear shape."

(12) "I am highly dehghted with this eggplant; it was very productive and
the fruit was pure white."

REPORTS FROM TESTERS OF "JERSEY PINK" EGGPL.VNT.

(i) "This eggplant was very prolific; the fruits were of good size, fine

color and excellent flavor." (2) "This variety grows rank and over two feet

in height and is an abundant bearer. The shape of the fruit is perfect." (3)
"The eggplants were round, pink, large, and strong. They were very good
and I have some of them yet, Sept. 14th." (4) "The plants were stocky and
absolutely free from blight. The fruits were purple, rather than pink, few in

number but of good quality." (s) "These eggplants were very good, of
large size, good color and uniform." (6) "The plants stand from eighteen
to twenty inches high and are very strong and healthy. There are from two
to eight fruits on a plant." (7) "All the eggplants are of fine quality. The
flesh of the pink is very superior to the black." (8) "The 'Jersey Pink' is a
very vigorous plant, growdng three to four feet in height and is a good
bearer". (9) "This is a large plant and a vigorous grower. The fruit is

pink and of good flavor." (10) ''The plant was very thrifty and healthy.

Quality of the best." (11) "All the plants of this variety bore extremely
well."

A STUDY OF HYBRID EGGPLANT FRUITS.

From the two hundred and four hybrid eggplants grown to

full fruitage the present season, a selection has been made of

some of the more evident types of fruits which have been
brought together in Plates XV and XVI. The specimens are

arranged arbitrarily according to the numerator of the fraction

expressing the combination, beginning with the lowest:

No. I. This is the "Early Dwarf Oval" bred upon the hybrid

of "Scarlet Chinese" upon "Early Dwarf Oval" (67/25/6) and
therefore has three-quarters of the latter to one-quarter of the

"Chinese" blood. The sample fruit resembles in shape the

"Dwarf Oval" and shews clearly one character of this variety,

namely, the absence of color under the calyx. The lower half

of the plate consists of the sectional views of these same fruits
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arranged in practically the same order. The lower half of the

plate consists of the sectional views of these same fruits arranged

in practically the same order. The egg-shaped fruit is quite

seedy and the seed arrangement shows a bilateral symetry that

has its points of interest wdien a study is made of the placentae

of the eggplant fruits.

No. 2. This is a combination of two hybrids, namely, the

"Jersey Belle-Dwarf Oval" cross bred as the pollinator upon the

"Fordhook" upon "Scarlet Chinese," expressed in record num-
bers as follows, 10/6/// 1 4/25. Here, there is three-quarters of

"American" blood, representing three varieties, upon the

"Chinese" species and yet the qualities of the latter are quite in

evidence. In shape and size, and even in interior structure, there

seems to be enough to lead one to suspect that it is at least a

"half-breed," were not the voice of experience strongly against

it. The "Chinese" has a remarkable power to draw^ the culti-

vated "American" types to itself.

No. 3. This is a specimen from another plant of the same
double breeding as No. 2, in which the longitudinal axis is much
extended and the calyx, for example, is nearer to the "American"
size. It was nearly seedless as the slice shows.

No. 4. Here is another of the above combination from a

third plant which, in shape and smoothness (a nearly perfect

oval), and color are enough different from the others to appear

distinct. The internal structure is decidedly of the "Chinese"

•type.

No. 5. Here the fruits of the plant were all small, long and
bell-shaped ; calyx large and the color yellow when mature. The
internal structure is seen to approach the "Chinese."

No. 6. This fruit is the largest of the set and represents the

extreme range of the combination of the last four fruits; in

other words, fruits 2 to 6 inclusive are all of the same blood

and show a wide range of variation. This No. 6 is a fruit of

marketable size and acceptable in shape, color and texture of

flesh; in short, it is so close to the "American" in general appear-

ance that it would easily pass among the ordinary commercial

sorts of eggplants. The skin of the fruit is much more resistant

than that of the "American" and it has a good shape and the firm

flesh contains but few seeds. The only objection to it is a slight

bitterness when served upon the table, not enough to cause its

being rejected and possibly this may be removed by treatment

with vinegar before cooking, as is the practice with some house-

wives with the ordinary eggplants. The plant is strong and well

loaded with the fruits as shown in Plate XVII. The fruits keep
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well and there is much promise of securing further improvement
by breeding. The plant is spineless.

No. 7. This long fruit is a combination of "J^^^sey Belle"
upon the "Fordhook-Chinese" (10///14/25) and therefore is a
three-quarters blood "American." It is, perhaps, as desirable in

every way as the preceding one although lacking in size, because
long fruits are better adapted for culinary purposes. The sec-

tion (7) shows more seediness than the last but in this respect
it is ahead of many of the "American" sorts.

No. 8. This is a representative of the last combination, in

which the oval shape is well shown, but the interior is faulty in

having much of the openness of the "Chinese" fruit.

No. 9. This brings the reader to a kind of fruit borne usually
in clusters that is the direct result of the breeding of the "Amer-
ican" upon the "Chinese" (14/25). The slice (9) exhibits the
corrugations of the exterior and the five somewhat double seed-
cavities with much vacant space around the seeds.

No. 10. An extreme form of the last-named hybrid. is here
shown, a long fruit approaching the "American" parent ("Ford-
hook") in appearance and interior structure. Here, as in many
others of the hybrids, the exterior color is striped, particularly

at the free end.

No. II. In this small, apple-shaped fruit is the blood of the
"Chinese" upon the "Dwarf Purple" (25/6), in which case the
union is reversed and the "American" species becomes the
mother. In texture, the fruit is nearly ideal and it seems possible

by further infusion of "American" blood to obtain a variety of
high market value.

No. 12. Quite different from the last, but of the same com-
bination, are the fruits shown in a cluster at 12. In every way
they are a close representative of the pure "Chinese" in orange
color, flat and corrugated shape and large and numerous seed
cavities.

No. 13. This, with the last two, all of which are the same
union, furnishes a fine example of the variations that may take
place when two species as widely diverse as these here involved
are bred together. The color, size and shape of the fruit place
it among the "American" and it is only when the skin and
interior are studied that the combination becomes apparent.
There are many greenish, pulpy seed cavities arranged in a circle

not far from the thick skin that are evident and bear a bitter

principle derived from the "Chinese" parent that renders the
fruit unfit for the table.
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No. 14. This and the two following are variations in the

same combination, in which the "Chinese" makes up three-

fourths of the blood according to the following fractional for-

mula 25// 1 4/25, with "Fordhook" as the male parent in the

first union, upon which hybrid the "Chinese" was again bred.

The fruit represented is a flat, orange, corrugated specimen

closely adhering to the "Chinese" type, judged both from the

exterior and within, as shown at 14 among the slices.

No. 15. From the same combination comes a plant bearing

large numbers of small, smooth, shining fruits, a cluster of

which is shown at 15. While in themselves commercially worth-

less, they show a reduction of the seed-cavities plainly to two, as

seen in the slice, that relates the eggplant in this regard to the

two-celled ovary present in a large number of the fruits of the

order to which the parents of the hybrid in question belong.

No. 16. In some respects, particularly in the hardiness of the

exterior, its smoothness and two seed-cavities, this specimen

resembles the last but the fruit is much larger and long, egg-

shaped.

No. 17. In this clus-ter of three very attractive apple-shaped

fruits with a pale lilac upon a white back-ground, there is an
introduction of the "Ivory" (26) in addition to the "Fordhook"
of the original combination so that the formula is 26//14/25,
which the reader will easily translate for himself. The interior

of the fruits, of which there is an enormous number upon the

plant, is as white in flesh as that of the "snow" apple and, were
it not for the strong impress of the "Chinese" in large cavities

and abundant seed, there would be reasonable hope of quickly

developing fruit of high keeping-quality. A plant of this com-
bination is shown in Plate XVIII.

No. 18. This fruit is one of many upon the plant having the

same "blood" as the last but of a dark color and bell-shaped with
ridges at the broader end. The flesh in this is good and nearly

white with the seed-cavities not strongly in evidence and it may
prove an acceptable subject for further breeding.

No. 19. Here the "American" and "Chinese" are equally

represented under the formula 26/25// 14/25, that is, the

"Ivory" and the "Fordhook" are pitted against the "Chinese,"

the latter being bred with each and then the two hybrids com-
bined. It is of special interest to note that the white color of the

"Ivory" is dominant while the shape is largely that of the "Ford-
hook," and the interior has a remarkable reduction of the seed-

cavities which, in general structure, conform closely to the

"Chinese."
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No. 20. The same combination as the last is represented here

and, while the shape and size are not far different, the color is

unusual in that the indifferent mingling of green and purple soon

changes to a true bright orange, making these fruits with their

fine shape and smooth, shining exterior the most attractive of all

to the eye.

No. 21. The last three numbers of this assemblage of hybrid

fruits are with the "Round White" (29) as the last introduc-

tion to the combination, the formula being 29/25// 14/25 and,

therefore, the "Chinese" is repeated while "Round White" and

"Fordhook" appear but once. The fruits, strongly marked

throughout with the white color, are flat and somewhat ribbed

and with an interior showing the loose seed-cavities that charac-

terize the "Chinese." A further introduction of the "American"

blood, thus reducing the "Chinese," gives promise of the attain-

ment of a desired end.

No. 22. In this the fruits are very numerous, much resem-

bling those of No. 17 in surface color but more strongly lilac

and the white interior less occupied with the seed-cavities. In

the sectional view (22) this feature is quite evident. In this

hybrid, the formula is 29// 14/25, and therefore the "Ameri-

can" makes up three-fourths of the blood.

No. 23. This is the same as the last in its combinations but

differs widely from it in the size, shape and color of the fruits,

in these respects resembling the "Fordhook." The section is

quite disappointing, for while it is generally upon the plan shown
in 22 it is more like the "Chinese" and, therefore, less desirable.

EGGPLANT HYBRIDS.

The table below describes five plants of the "Dwarf Purple-

Scarlet Chinese" hybrid (6/25) in the second generation, being

the oft'spring of B-5 grown in 1907, which was tall and spiny

with purple stem and leaves and produced seventy-one fruits.

Size. Color. Leaves

No.
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The next table gives six plants of the reciprocal whose mother
plant, B-5, was of dwarf habit with purple stem and foliage,

smooth leaves and spiny, bearing twenty-one fruits

Size.
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one portion of the fruit than another, this seeming to be due to

the amount of exposure to the hght.

The interior of the fruits is even whiter than the outside be-

cause of the absence of the Hlac and are very handsome as

sHced. Here there is a case, shown in all the plants, of the

white character of the parent dominating that of the orange of

the "Chinese"and the purple of the "Fordhook."

A similar case to the above is that of the "Round White"

when bred upon the same hybrid ("Fordhook-Chinese") as de-

scril:)ed for the'Tvory"and has the fractional record of 29//14/25.

A single plant of this is shown to the left in Plate XIX. The
shape of the fruits is different from the last in being more oval

than spherical but the lilac blush is strongly developed and the

interior is decidedly white.

THE KEEPING QUALITY OF EGGPLANT FRUITS.

One of the most serious defects of the ordinary eggplant fruits

is their lack of keeping quality and, unless the grower looks after

his crop almost daily, the fruits will decay upon the plants. The
"Leaf-Spot" disease (PhyUosticta hortonim Spcg) is one that

makes large brown blotches upon the leaves and, when it once

makes a start upon the fruit, the destruction of the specimen is

very rapid. For this reason, the marketmen are shy of holding

any surplus of eggplants and, in spite of this, the loss by the

dealers is far too great.

As a matter of fact, there are some American sorts of egg-

plants that are much less subject to decay than others, as for

example, the "Round White" and the "Dwarf Purple" and, to a

less extent, the "Black Snake." Of late, the "Round White,"

has become one of the leading breeders among these plants and

certain crosses have been produced that show much merit and

particularly as to the keeping quality of the fruits. For example,

in a double cross, namely, the "Round White" (29) upon a union

of the "Dwarf Purple" (6) upon the "New York Improved"

(19), all of which is expressed by the figures 29//6/19, the

most impressive quality that at once appeals to the crop-grower is

the number of the fruits, which is many times that of ordinary

eggplants and the practically entire absence of decay, even when

the fruits are left on to full maturity.

The "Round White" is a small-fruited sort that seems to be

nearer to the wild form of the species than the common garden

varieties, as, for example, the seed-cavities are few, often four,

and well defined, a condition quite different from that found in
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the "New York Improved" or other of the large-fruited sorts.

The extra keeping quahty is chiefly due, in all probability, to the

tough skin through which the germs of disease find it difficult to

grow and induce decay within. As the tough skin is a portion

that is removed in preparing the flesh for the table, it is evident

that in itself it cannot be of any disadvantage to the cross that

may retain this characteristic, while the interior of the "Round
White" is being enlarged and improved by the union.

EXPERIMENTS WITH LIMA BEANS.

"jACKSON wonder" CROSSES.

This group includes the six crosses of "Jackson Wonder" upon
each of the following varieties, namely, "Burpee," "Dreer,"

"Henderson," "Willow-Leaf," "Woods" and "Station Bush," all

white-seeded bush Limas, and five (not including "Jackson
Wonder-Dreer") were secured in 1904, being now in the fourth

generation.

Notes as to plant habit have been previously given (1906), to

which the following statements are added

:

The "Burpee" set gives plants whose leaves average larger

than those of the "Jackson Wonder" while the pods, although
larger than the dark-seeded parent, have in no case this year

equalled the "Burpee" in size.

Since the "Henderson" resembles the "Jackson W^onder" very

closely in habit, the plants are a uniform lot.

The "Willow-Leaf" set, through selection, is giving plants

with the narrow type of foliage combined with the mottled seed,

a novelty of, perhaps, no commercial value but of interest to the

breeder.

The "Woods' Runner" set, because of its undesirable tendency

was discarded and selection of bush plants only was made, with

the result that this cross is giving a uniform lot of very prolific

plants with the medium large pod of the "Woods."
The "Station Bush" set continues to produce an occasional

running plant but is quite uniform, giving plants similar to the

"Jackson Wonder" and "Woods."
It will be seen that pole sorts, through selection, might easily

be obtained from the "Woods" and "Station Bush" sets as well

as from the "Dreer;" in fact, true pole beans of the "Jackson
Wonder-Station Bush" cross (lighter red and white) have been

grown this season, giving early, prolific plants which breed true

to seed-color.
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In 1906, a seed classification of this set was made upon the

basis of color and included five groups, namely, (
i ) like the

male parent and called "Jackson Wonder," (2) "dark red," (3)
"lighter red," (4) "mottled red" and (5) "white" like the female

parent. The "dark red" (2) is the color most nearly like that

present in the seeds of the blend plant, that is, the direct result of

the cross.

The "Jackson Wonder," "dark red" and "lighter red" strains

have occurred in all the crosses but the "mottled red" (brick red)

has thus far appeared only in the "Henderson," "Willow-Leaf"

and "Station Bush" combinations, while the "Burpee" alone has

failed to give white-seeded plants.

For this year's crop, shown in the table below, seed was

selected from plants which, in turn, were produced by seed of the

same color, thus insuring in all cases where this season's harvest

gave true seed, the same color type for three successive genera-

tions.

This indicates in the white-seeded sorts, for example, that no

blood of a dark-seeded plant had been introduced through the

parent or grandparent.

TABLE OF "jACKSON WONDER" CROSSES.

Color of

Seed planted.
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"Jackson Wonder" and "dark red" j^-roups, the total averages in
their tabular order being 37.5, ^t,.^ and 39.4, respectively. Two
thousand and three hundred and seventy-six plants of this set
were grown the past season and a reference to the table will
show the degree of conformity to type in respect to color inherit-
ance.

The evidence given above is not sufficient to warrant the state-
ment that the two seed colors, ''Jackson Wonder" and "dark
red," are always associated with the most prolific plants but it

does seem safe to conclude that both the "Jackson Wonder" and
"white" strains are being established through selection and. isola-
tion.

"jACKSON WONDER-DREEr" CROSS.

The "Dreer" is a variety of the "Potato Lima" type, possess-
ing a distinct foliage in its long, slender, light green leaves
together with the characteristic short thick pods, containing
round, meaty, greenish white seeds. These several distinguish-
ing traits, taken from the standpoint of breeding, make this
cross the most interesting, if not the most important, of the
"Jackson Wonder" set

Since the "Jackson Wonder" has a dark green foliage with
shorter and broader leaves than the "Dreer," the progeny, as
might be expected, gave plants which, in their leaf character,
may be classed in three groups, one for each parent type and a
thh-d termed "intermediate" for the reason that the plants of
this class, in respect to foliage, are a medium between the other
two.

Such a classification was made in the case of one hundred
and seventy-two plants of this cross and sixty-four were included
in the "Jackson Wonder" group, seventy-four in the "inter-
mediate" and thirty-four were classed as having "Dreer"
foliage.

Plants grown this season were from seeds of a "Jackson
Wonder," "dark red" and "white" types, representing two hun-
dred and ninety-one plants. The choicest of these, those from
white seed, were grown on the "Strip Land" and gave but one
plant with colored seeds (dark red).

About half of the white-seeded plants bore a close resemblance
to "Dreer" in general habit of growth and type of pod, while
less than half gave the plump, round seed possessed by that
parent. The strong running tendency, noted last year, which
was also a trait of the "blend" plant, dominated this season's
growth as well, there being two hundred and fiftv plants with
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this character, or 85 per cent, of the entire number. These, with

proper training, would no doubt develop into pole beans.

The harvest revealed much variation in respect to season from

the earliness of the "Jackson Wonder" to the late "Dreer," while

the pods represented various sizes and shapes from the large

flat, approaching the "Burpee," to the short plump form of the

mother but none were found identical with the "Dreer" as the

round, plump, white seeds were smaller than those of the parent.

Average length Average width Average
of pod of pod number

of seeds.

"Jackson Wonder" (91) 7—3-4 m.m. 2 m.m. 3.25

"Jackson Wonder-Dreer" (91-80) . .8—3-4 m.m. 2— 1-4 m.m. 3.18

"Dreef" (80) 7—1-4 m-m- 3—1-4 m-m. 2 .

7

The above statement is the result of an actual measurement

of fifty pods in each of the three cases, the pods of the cross

having been gathered from as many different plants.

As indicated, both the average length and width of pod in the

offspring exceed corresponding dimensions of the "Jackson

Wonder" but the "Dreer" is surpassed in average length only.

The average number of seeds per pod is greater than that of

either parent.

Plate XX represents the seed types which have appeared in the

above cross, together with the parents at i and 8.

The seeds at 2, while appearing to be of the "Jackson Wonder"
type, are really a "mottled pink" suggesting the mottled red but

the peculiar red color is lacking. The plant represented was pro-

lific, bearing ninety-one pods with the seeds flat like the mottled-

seeded parent. Number 3 was selected from a running plant

which bore eighty-three pods with seeds of the "Jackson Won-
der" markings but with the "plumpness" of the "Dreer." Its

parentage was of similar type. This plump or flat shape of the

seed is a subject of further study.

The flat, dark red seeds shown at 4 are larger than either

parent, resembling in outline and size the "Burpee" but are a

reproduction of the blend type in color, that is, the first plants

from the cross in question yielded seeds like these. Number 5

shows seeds of a light red color but smaller and plumper than

those at 4. This represents another very prolific running plant

bearing sixty-five pods. The flat, white seeds at 6 are not like

either parent in size or form and also were produced by a run-

ning plant.

The white seeds at 7 show plainly the thick, meaty character

of the "Dreer" but are smaller than either parent. This type

promises to be a valuable addition to the list of novelties.
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SELECTION EXPERIMENTS WITH LIMA BEANS.

As Stated last year, plants from the selected "plump" seed of

the "Station Lima" showed a strong running tendency and gave
little hope of an improved bush type.

Considering the seed alone, the "plump" when compared with
the "flat" shows a decided contrast as pictured two years ago
(Plate XII, 1906 report), indicating that a rigid selection

through successive generations will establish both types. One
secret of success in this line of experiments is to save seed of

each plant separately, selecting in this case with the one thought
of the form of seed.

The selection of "dark" and "light" types from the "Jackson
Wonder," pictured in the same plate (1906), has been continued,

giving seeds this season which, with few exceptions, are of a

solid dark red scarcely to be distinguished from the type which,
as noted elsewhere, is characteristic of the blend form when the

"Jackson Wonder" is bred with white varieties.

EXPERIMENTS WITH BUSH BEANS.

Thirty-five crosses of bush beans were grown during the past

season, twenty-five of which were white-seeded and represented
in most cases established types.

Aside from "Longfellow-White Marrowfat" (26/29) and
"Jones' Stringless-Golden Eye" (131/130), seed of which has
already been distributed, the following are considered most
promising

:

"Longfellozv-Brittle Wax" (26-101). The plants of this

cross were a medium-early, prolific bush, many bearing long,

round, curved, stringless wax pods.

"Crystal Wax-Market Wax" (145/135). This combination
represented by the second generation from the blend, has pro-

duced a variety of types. Plants of the blend were spreading
with pink flowers and numerous, medium-sized, flat, green pods
containing dark mottled seeds. As stated last year, the plants of
the first generation were variable, producing either green, wax
or crystal wax pods with seeds black, mottled, dark brown, light

brown or white. The one hundred and twenty-five plants grown
this season from seed of these five types have shown more or less

variation. The per cent, breeding true are as follows : Dark
brown, 16 per cent.; mottled, 40 per cent.; black, 51 per cent.;

light brown, 78 per cent, and white, 100 per cent. The last two
colors represent the two parents. A new white-seeded wax pod
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is one end in view through selection, also a "crytal wax" pod
combined with the light hrown seed of the "Market Wax."

"French Stringless-Trimnph ofthe Frames" (179/180). This

cross between two green-podded bush varieties, the former with

round pods and mottled seeds and the latter with flat pods and

white seeds, has given a desirable type in a compact bush plant,

medium-early in season, bearing round, stringless, white-seeded

green pods. As it is prolific and shows no running tendency, it

promises to be a good sort for forcing as well as an excellent

field variety.

"Golden Scimitar-Davis" (129/111). From selected white

seed of plants bearing the long, round, curved, stringless wax
pods, a uniform lot of plants has resulted the past season, strictly

bush in habit with white flowers and early in season, together

with the desirable type of pod stated above. This promises

something good for the trucker.

"Crystal Wax-Davis" (145/112). Continued selection in this

case has resulted in a small spreading type of plant resembling

more the "Crystal Wax" than the "Davis" in this respect as well

as in the medium late season. The small, round, curved, white

wax pods are very brittle and of superior quality. This cross is

being bred with other sorts with the aim of improving the plant

habit and increasing the size of pod, while retaining the desired

white wax character.

"Livingston's Pencil Pod-Davis" (148/112). Selection has

been made of white-seeded plants with the "narrow-leaved"

foliage of the male parent, bearing medium long, flat to round-

ing, curved, stringless wax pods. It is a prolific strain and is

superior to "Davis" in the possession of a stringless pod.

These are but a few of the numerous bean crosses^ which have

,been obtained during the past three or four years representing

those most desirable from the standpoint of the trucker or the

farmer. But when considered by the breeder as material from

which principles may be obtained for guidance in future work, all

are of value, the majority being kept in the background until they

throw light upon the problems whose solution is to be attempted

by a new line of experimentation now under way.

In order to test the prolificness of our two snap bean novelties

(Station No. i and Station No. 2), selected seed from each,

together with the parents, was planted in Series VII, Plot II, in

the order of the table below. Each parent and cross was repre-

sented by one hundred plants, or three rows, making eighteen

rows for the entire lot.
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will plant same next year from seed raised by me this year. The beans are of
good flavor and healthy growth." (iij "The bean was a success, ripening
with a yellow pod which was very tender." (12) "These beans are a good
yielder." (13) "This did very well considering the exceedingly dry weather
at the time. The plants were of good size and yielded very well indeed.

On the whole, I cqnsidered this variety a success." (14) "The plants were
about fourteen inches high, branched nicely and were full of yellow, almost
transparent pods." (15) "The snap bean was fine; I did not plant it until

late and the beans were large enough to eat by the first of September." (16)
"This was early, vigorous and productive." (17) "Large, healthy, vigorous
Inish with a splendidly formed bean in a good plump pod." (iS) "The size

of the pod was medium and the quality "was good." (19) "This had a long,

white, round pod with white beans. It was very good and I have saved some
of the seed." (20) "The beans are stringless and very tender, of good
'luality. Each pod had four to seven beans." (21) "I found these beans to

be the best of the yellow varieties I have ever grown. The pods were from
four to five_ inches in length, very tender and of fine flavor. The plants were
heavy yielders and I had beans from them from June ist and am still pick-

ing some, September i6th." (22) "These plants produced a large crop of

medium-sized pods, the growth was quick and they were ready several days
ahead of other varieties." (23) "Was a good bearer and pods were of

decidedly good flavor." (24) "An excellent snap bean. Planted May i6th,

picked June 25th. It is a vigorous grower and a prolific yielder of cream-
colored pods." (25) "The plants were small but very productive and pods
were of good flavor." (26) "This has been very. good. The plants were
healthy, free from disease, prolific bearers of good-sized pods of good
quality." (2y) "This bean was very good." (28) "The plants were
medium-sized, vigorous and very productive. Produced waxy white pods,

uniform in size and shape. Altogether extremely satisfactor}^ bean." (29)
"Sowed seed May 13th, the pods were ripe July 6th. The plants were pro-

ductive, bearing pods four to five inches long." (30) "The beans did very

well." (31) "A good yielder with a few green pods among the yellow;

pods somewhat flat in shape, and very tender and sweet." (32) "There was
a good growth of vine. The plants were prolific and had a very long season.

\Ve had edible pods for two months from one planting. The yellow, medium-
sized pods were of superior quality. They were good raw as a salad with

salt and pepper. They are unlike any others I have tested." (33) "The
beans were entirely satisfactory, being vigorous and productive." (34)
"There was a good yield of yellow, uniform pods of good quality." (35) "I

found it to be a good bean in quality." (36) "This bean was very produc-

tive, without any rust." {2>7) "The bean proved to be remarkably good
and the growth was fine." (38) "I planted the seed May i8th and the pods

were large enough to eat June 30th. The plants are good yielders of good
quality pods. It is a fine variety to look at in the lot." (30) "This variety

is a good yielder and the beans are fine when cooked. They are as good as

I have ever raised and I do not expect to grow any other kind for some time

to come." (40) "The bushes were loaded from the time they started to

bear until about September 13th. The bean is white with yellow pods and
makes a good string bean for cooking." (41) "The beans were first-class in

every respect. The vines were vigorous and the pods long and full." (42)

"This variety was quite productive ; the pods were very crisp and fine for

eating." (43) "This plant had a dwarf, bushy habit of growth. The pods

were yellow, stringless, and with white seeds." (44) "The beans were fine

and when cooked were nice and tender." (45) "I cannot praise this bean too

highly. It is tender, absolutely stringless and delicate in flavor. The pods

were wax-like and free from blemishes." (46) "The bushes were of good
size and filled with pods ; the quality of the fruit was very good." (47)

"This sort of bean is very suitable for light soil. The pods are about five

inches long and were borne abundantly. This variety does not rust as

others of this kind have done." (48) "The beans are all right, entirely

stringless and very tender and juicy with a good flavor. The plants are
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strong and hardy and yield well." (49) "This bean turned out very well, the
pod is six inches long and there are five beans in a pod. The plant is

prolific and hardy and the bean is of good flavor." (50) "The bean was
successful. The plant was very vigorous and very prolific." (51) "This
was a good grower and an abundant yielder. It is a fine table bean." (52)
"The plants are of vigorous growth with plenty of foliage. The pods are of
good size, yellow in color and of good quality." (53) "A fine bean for use
as a green bean; it is very productive." (54) "This bean is prolific and of
good quality." (55) "This kind of bean is very productive of medium-sized
pods. It stood the drought well, and when cooked, nothing could be better."

(56) "The beans were very nice, the pods w^ere four or five inches long
and very tender." (57) "Had good success with this bean. The plant was
very vigorous and very prolific." (58) "We liked the beans very much."
(59) "The beans grew well and yielded a large crop, the plants averaging ten
niches high. They had vigor and productiveness and the pods color and
uniformity. They lack nothing." (60) "This is a vigorous, productive and
good eating bean." (61) "This did very well, could not have been any
better." (62) "The beans came up well and were very fine." (63) "These
plants grew about one foot high, with yellow pods, which were about four
inches long and well-filled." (64) "An excellent bearer and very prolific

of sweet, tender pods. It is one of which you may be proud." (65) "They
were very fine and did well. The color of the pods is pure white and the
taste is fine. In fact, this variety was all right in every respect." (66) "The
plants were very productive. The long pods were excellent for table use.'"

(67) "The pods were borne abundantlj^ were of good flavor and flne when
cooked." (68) "The pods were flat, wax, and of good flavor." (69) "Very
prolific plants with medium-sized, stringless pods. I am well pleased with
this variety." (70) "I had best success with these stringless beans, could not
have had better." (71) "The plants bore productively." (72) "The plants
were very productive. The pods were yellow and very tender." (7^) "This
was a small plant but the best bearer I ever saw and the pods were the best
tasting after cooking." (74) "The plant is vigorous and productive and the
pods are uniform and pale yellow in color." (75) "The bush is small, com-
pact and well filled with beans, which last a long time. They are not in the
least aft'ected by blight. Very -good quality." (76) "They were very good."

(77) "1 had a good crop of fine tasting beans." (78) "The plants grew well
and were very full of pods which were filled out nicely with beans. This is

a very good tasting bean." (79) "I had fine success with the 'beans, which
bore medium-sized pods of fine flavor." (80) "The plants were good bearers
and the beans were of good flavor. I consider this variety a success." (81)
"This was very good, bearing plenty of pods which contained beans of good
quality." (82) "The plant is of good size and a vigorous grower. The pods
are yellow with white beans of medium size."

REPORTS FROM TESTERS OF STATION SXAP BEAX XO .2.

(i) "The beans were vigorous and productive." (2) "The strong plants

gave a good yield of medium-sized pods." (3) "Good quality, early and desir-

able." (4) "Pods very tender and of a uniform t3^pe." (5) "The green
pod is long and fleshy ; the plants were very productive." (6) "The beans
were very tender and productive; they were excellent in every way." (7) "I

planted the seed and the plants grew in about six weeks and yielded well.

The green pods were very tender. A fine bean." (8) "The vines were of
rather vigorous growth and set full of beans of good quality." (9) "The
snap bean was of good quality and the plants were productive." (10) "The
plants were fairly productive and the pods of good quality." (11) "The
beans were very nice and tender and ripened early ; the plants were ver}-

prolific." (12) "The plant was vigorous and productive." (13) "The plants

were vigorous and very productive, the pods were green, and uniform in

size and color." (14) "These were very vigorous plants, which averaged
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twenty pods per plant. These pods were five to six inches long and nearly

round."

"SCARLET runner"' HYBRIDS.

Considerable space was given to the hybrid between the

"Scarlet Runner" and "Tennessee Bush," nine hundred and fifty

plants being grown upon Strip IL

Great variation in plant habit (small compact bus'i, medium
and running), in season of blooming and in color of seed has

continued together with the wide range of flower color from
white through"! pink, salmon and crimson shades to purple.

The various types of seed colors^ which have appeared are

grouped as follows: Dark purple or black, dark mottled (in-

cluding mottled purple), solid brown, mottled brown, gray,

mottled gray and white, with many variations under each group.

Forty-two of the plants were selected because of bearing-

salmon flowers and thirteen of these with mottled gray seeds

were associated with salmon-colored flowers ; all of these plants

were descended from a common grandparent with the same
characteristics, seed of which is shown at 5 in Plate XVII of the

report for 1906.

Several plants from dark red seed, recorded last year as B-17,

have conformed very closely to the parent. The bright crimson

flowers, borne on long flower stalks, extend beyond the foliage,

wliile the bushy plants produced pods which resembled those of

the "Scarlet Runner." The bloom has all the attractiveness of

its scarlet parent, while the bush habit of plant has its advan-
tages.

Another plant, B-9-5-1, was remarkable for its prolificness; it

was of spreading habit with an inclination to run and late in

bearing, its pods being round, green marked with purple and of
medium, length. One hundred and sixty pods and five hundred
and forty-three seeds were counted at harvest time, giving an
average of over three seeds per pod. These seeds are dark red,

in some cases purple and of medium size, many having flattened

ends due probably to crowding in the pod. Its grandparent was
a heavy bearer, followed by a set of offspring that yielded well.

Five plantings of selected white seeds from as many plants
have given 78, 94, 96 and 100 per cent, (two cases), respec-
tively, of plants breeding true to the one factor of the parent,
namely, white seeds.

The "Scarlet Runner-China Red Eye" (63/9) hybrid, which is

a generation behind the above, (63/43), is similar to it in varia-
tions in flower, plant and pod. Seed from sixteen of last year's
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Dlants (B-i, B-2, etc.) were planted, producing- one hundred and

thirty-six offspring. Most of these were bush plants and early

to medium-early in season, bearing flowers with numerous

shades of color from purple through crimson and pink to pure

white. The pods were green and varied from short flat to long

curved, some resembling "Scarlet Runner" very closely. Ip

harvesting this set, the selection of salmon and crimson plants,

was the plan adopted as outlined above. Several plants appeared

with a white flower larger than the normal snap bean and closely

resembling the "Dutch Runner"—a white form of the "Scarlet

Runner" and differiiig from it in color of flower and seed.

NOVELTIES AMONG BEANS.

These novelties were grown chiefly to make a test of their

value commercially and for breeding. It is evident that many
differ only slightly from other named varieties. Crosses have

been secured with several of the list, either among themselves or

with kinds that have been upon the experiment grounds for

some years.

No. 217. "Black German Wax." A late black wax with a

strong inclination to run. It comes into bearing-

late and produces flat pods.

No. 218. "Buckbcc's New Golden Lima." Failed.

No. 219. "Burger s Green-Pod Stringless." A pole bean with

good-sized, plump, medium early pods, flowers

'

and seeds white. It is a desirable breeder and is

being crossed with the bush form.

No. 220. ''Burpee's New Kidney Wax." This is a medium
early bush variety bearing medium long, flat,

stringless, wax pods. Seed white.

No. 221. "Bush-Butter Lima." This variety resembles "Hen-
derson's Bush" in plant and pod.

No. 222. "Bush Wax." A strong growing bush plant,

medium late with broad, flat, straight, medium
long, wax pods, which are slightly stringy. Sent
out as a selection from "Powell's Yellow Giant"
pole bean.

No. 223. "China Pink Eye." This sort is an early green-

podded bush with pink flowers and medium long,

flat, straight, stringy green pods.

No. 224. "Dwarf French." This variety gave a poor stand of
dwarf bush plants bearing short, flat, curved,,

stringy wax pods.
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No. 225. "Divarf Green-Seeded Matchless." An early bush

with white flowers and long, curved, flat, stringy

wax pods.

No. 226. "Early Soja." {Glycine hispida). The plants of

this sort are tall, thrifty and late, possessing all the

characters of the "Soy" bean. Grown for pur-

poses of breeding but no crosses were obtained.

No. 227, "Fulmer's Forcing." The plants are early and
thrifty, resembling "Canadian Wonder" (8) in

habit. The flowers are pink and the pods long,

flat, straight, stringy and green.

No. 228. "German Stringless." This is an early, green-

podded bush with medium long, flat, curved,

stringy pods.

• No. 229. "Early Giant Bush." A medium early bush Lima
with pods nearly as large as "Burpee" but with

smaller seeds.

No. 230. "Hinrich's Giant White." a medium-sized, early,

green-podded bush with white flowers, bearing

long, flat, straight, stringy pods.

No. 231. "Lazy Wife." A good pole variety with white

flowers, long, brittle pods and white seeds. Not
new to the public but grown for breeding pur-

poses.

No. 232. "Hardy Wax." This sort gave a poor stand of

medium early bush plants, with medium long, flat,

curved, stringless wax pods.

No. 233. "Nezv Crystal White Wax." The first planting

failed, so that corresponding notes were not ob-

tained. The second planting gave spreading plants

full of white blooms late in the season.

No. 234. "Nezvingfon Wonder." This sort also gave a poor
stand and was replanted. Plants of medium
height with pink flowers.

No. 235. "Nezv Marvel." A Lima bean, inclined to run and
medium late in season with large pods and greenish

white seeds.

No. 236. "Nezv Speckled Wax." A medium early bush with
long, round, curved, stringless wax pods.

No. 237. "Nezv Monster Stringless." This is a bush wax,
medium early in season, bearing medium long,

flat, curved pods.

No. 238. "Nezv Stringless White Wax." An early bush variety

with short, flat, straight, stringless wax pods.
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No. 239. "Nczi! White Valentine." This is a medium early

bush, bearing long, flat, curved, wax pods with

slight stringiness.

No. 240. "Oshorn's Forcing." An early green-podded bush

variety with pods of medium length, flat, straight

and stringy.

No. 241. "Phenomenon." Failed.

No. 242. "Pink Eye Wax." Failed.

No. 243. "President Roosevelt." This is a green-podded pole

bean, medium early in season with long, stringless

pods and white seeds. (It is a promising sort for

breeding with bush varieties and crosses have been

secured with it).

No. 244. ' "XXX Bush Bvtter." A promising sort, medium
early bearing, long, slightly curved, round,

• stringless wax pods.

No. 245. "XXX Bush." A medium early green-podded

variety with short, round, curved, stringless pods.

No. 246. "Painted Lady." In plant habit, this pole bean re-

sembles the "Scarlet Runner." The bloom differs

from that sort in being marked with white.

No. 247. "Roger's Lima Wax." This is apparently the same
as the "'Lima Wax" previously grown under the

number 175.

No. 248. "Trucker's Delight." This is a large-podded pole

Lima bean with good-sized pods and large, plump
seeds.

No. 249. "Tzi'O-Colored Fire." An ornamental pole bean
which resembles "Painted Lady" (246).

No. 250. "Walter's Prolific Thick Green." This is a pole Lima
and a good strong climber with pods not so long
as the "New Ideal" (216) but thicker with plump,
greenish white seeds of the "Potato Lima" type.

No. 251. "Warivick." An early, green-podded bush variety

with short, flat, straight, stringy pods.

No. 252. "JVilkie's Perfection Price." This pole Lima is not
a strong climber, bearing pods similar to those of

the "New Ideal" but is not so prolific. Seeds
large and greenish white.

No. 253. "Yard Long" (Dolichos sesquipedalis). A species

with very long pods and identical with the "aspar-
agus bean" heretofore grown. It is of interest

from the breeding standpoint.
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No. 254. "VVatchung Lima." A pole Lima which resembles

the "Speckled Lima," having a smaller, smoother

pod but the same seed markings.

No. 255. "Butterfly Rnnner." Another type of "Scarlet Run-
ner" with red and white blooms but has proved to

be a weak grower and is less hardy than num-
ber 63.

No. 256. "Station Snap Bean No. i." Seed of this novelty,

distributed last spring, represents a cross between

"Jones' Stringless" and "Golden Eye" both

parents being strictly bush varieties and early in

season. The selected type is a medium-sized, pro-

lific bush plant, early in season, with white flowers

and medium-sized, curved, plump, nearly string-

less pods.

No. 257. "Station Snap Bean iVo. 2." This noveltv, se#d of

which was also distributed last spring, is a cross

between "Longfellow" and "White Marrowfat"
combining the plant and pod characters of the

"Longfellow" with the white flower and seed of

the "Marrowfat." Earliness and form of seed are

also inherited from the male parent.

EXPERIMENTS WITH SQUASHES.

The work of breeding squashes began in 1903 and results from
the crosses were first obtained the following year. Since then

a large area has been allotted each season for experimentation

with both summer and winter squashes.

SUMMER SQUASHES.

Until the present season, the chief line of study among summer
squashes was an endeavor to establish new and attractive types,

particularly those answering to the ideal commercial squash.

Along this line of work a detailed study was given to the exist-

ing conmmercial varieties. Considerable effort has been made to

investigate the underlying principles governing the crosses.

While most of these investigations are still under study, they

were briefly as follows: Relation of direct offspring (blend) to

parents in points of shape of fruit, color of fruit and shape of

seed; relation of first generation to the parents; the effect of
crossing within the variety (commercial or distinct cross), or
within the plant upon type and prolificness ; correlation between
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size of seed and size of fruit; correlation between the amount of

"flesh" and size of fruit; and correlation between color of vine

and color of fruit.

The work of the past season consisted chiefly in further study

of the influence of crossing and continual selection upon shape,

color and surface characteristics. A study was also made of

blends as related to their parents with the aim of finding out the

characteristics existing among squashes and their relation to each

other.

CROSSING AND CONTINUED SELECTION TO ESTABLISH CROSS.

Squashes, from the ease with which they wide-fertilize, due to

unisexual flowers and great attractiveness for insects, are ordi-

narily not uniform in their characteristics. Even old commercial

varieties of squashes often produce many types of fruits. Crosses

between distinct varieties are established with much difficulty.

For example, some of the crosses made in 1903 were subjected

to continual selection at once ; others were crossed again the fol-

lowing year and then subjected to continual selection. The
selection consisted in growing seeds from desirable fruits formed
by pollinating within the plant, for which the initials W. P. are

used, or between plants of the same cross (W. C).
Below is given a list of crosses showing the stages of varia-

bility through four years of selection. The "selection" of one
year becomes the "progeny" of the next.

1905.

Cross. Progeny. Selection.

" Yellow " Jugs '

' more numerous than
Crookneck// flat, chiefly cream, some
Cream Scallop/ yellow and striped, slightly

Yellow Crook- warty,
neck" (5// 6/ 5)

1906.

Generally smooth "jugs"
not fluted, variable color.

(1) Warty "jug," fluted, W. P.

(2) Warty "jug," fluted, W. C.

(1) Orange green, smooth jug,

not fluted, W. P.

(2) Smooth green "jug," not
fluted, W. C.

(3) Smooth cream ".jug," flu-

ted, W. P.
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1906—Continued.

Cross. Progeny. Selection.

More generally smooth " jugs " (1) Smooth cream "jug," not
not fluted, variable color fluted, W. P.

(2) Warty cream "jug," flu-

ted, W. C.

(3) Smooth cream "jug," flu-

. tedW. C.

(4) Smooth cream "jug," flu-

ted,W. C.

1907.

Uniform lot of green, slightly
warted "jugs."

Uniform lot of green, sliglitly

warted shortneck "jugs."
"Jug" type prevails, green

to cream, somewhat warty.
"Jug" type prevails, cream

to yellow, warty.
"Jug" tj^pe and longneck,
warty, cream to yellow.

"Jug" type prevails, few
warts, cream to yellow.

"Jug" and deep scallop,

white to yellow, warty.

Slightly warted green
crookneck, W. P.

Slightly warted green
shortneck "jug," W. P.

(1) Warty cream "jug," W. P.

(2) Warty cream "jug," W. C.

(1) Smooth cream, deep scal-

lop, W. P.

(2) Warty fluted "jug," W. P.

Smooth white "jug," W. C.

Warty cream "jug," W. C.

Warty, cream short, scal-

lop, W. P.

1908.

All similar to parent. Origin
of the "Jersey Green."

All similar to parent. Origin
of the "Jersey Green."

Still variable in shape, color
and wartine.ss.

Still variable in all character-
istics.

All similar to parent in color
and smoothness; new uni-

form shape, short neck
"jug."

All similar to parent in color

and wartiness; new uni-
form shape, shortneck
"jug."

Still variable in all character-
istics.

Still variable in all character-
istics.

Still variable in all character-
istics.
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1905

251

Cross. Progeny. Selection.

" Yellow " Jugs" more numerous than
Crookneck// flat and longneck, chiefly

Cream Scallop/ yellow, some cream and
Strickler's striped, very warty.
Summer"
(5//6/11).

1906.

Oval and "jug," warty, not
fluted, chiefly yellow.

1907.

Warted "jug" prevails,

white to yellow.

1908.

All similar to parent in type
but still variable in color.

1905.

Slightly more "jugs" than
flat, cream, slightly wart}^

"Cream Scal-

lop/ Yellow
Crookneck"
(6/5).

1906.

Jug" and longneck, warty,
cream yellow, striped, flu-

ted, and not fluted.

1907.

"Jug" type prevails, warty,
striped yellow.

Deep scallop prevails, warty,
cream to orange.

1908.

All similar to parent in color,

but still variable in shape.
All similar to parent in shape

color and wartiness.
Still variable in all character-

istics.

All similar to parents in color

but still variable in shape.
Still variable in all character-

istics.

Warty, oval, not flute(

W. P.

Warty cream "jug," not
fluted, W. P.

Warty "jug," W. P.

Warty "jug," fluted, W. C.

(1) Smooth, yellow, striped,

longneck, not fluted,

W. C.

(2) Warty, yellow striped,

"jug," fluted, W. C.

(1) Slightly warty, scallop,

W. P.

(2) Striped, warty, crookneck,
W. P.

(3) Striped, warty, oval, W. C.

(1) Striped, warty, scallop,

W. P.

(2) Striped, warty, scallop,

W. C.
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1905.

Cross. Progeny. Selection.

"Cream Seal- Flat and "jugs," chiefly

lop/ Yellow cream and striped, slightly

Crookneck" warty.
<6/5) W. C.

1906.

Variable, mostly "jugs" and
longnecks.

1907.

Longneck prevails, warty,
cream to yellow.

1908.

A new uniform color and
wartiness, slightly warted
yellow "jug."

1905.

''Cream Seal- Chiefly flat and "jugs," few
lop/ /Yellow longneck, cream, yellow,
Crookneck/ striped, slightly warty.
Cream Scallop '

'

(6// 5/ 6).

1906.

Uniform lot of white flat,

smooth, scalloped.

1907.

Uniform lot of "cheese"
type, smooth, white.

1908.

A new uniform shape, small
white "acorn."

A new uniform shape, .me-
dium white "acurii."

1905.

'Cream Seal- Chiefly flat, some "jug.*,"
lo])/ Yellow crearr., slightly warty.
Crookneck//
Yellow Crook-
neck/ Cream
Scallop"
{6/5//5/6).

Warty, fluted, longneck
W. C.

Smooth cream, long-neck,
not fluted, W. C.

Smooth white "jug," W. P.

Smooth, flat, scallop, W. P

Smooth white "chee.se"
not fluted, W. P.

(1) Smooth white "cheese,"
W. P.

(2) Medium white "cheese,"
W. P.

Smooth, fluted "jug,"
W. P.
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1906

253

Cross. Progeny. Selection.

Genorallv smooth, fluted
" jug, " .'^trippcl with yellow.

1907.

"Jug" type prevails, many
fluted, smooth, cream to

yellow.

1908.

A new uniform color, fluted,

striped "jug."

1905.

"Early Bush/ /Chiefly flat, some "jugs,"
Yellow Crook- cream, slightly warty.
neck/Cream
Scallop"

(8//5/6).
1906.

Generally smooth, fluted

"jugs," yellow.

1907.

Warted crookneck prevails,

greenish orange.

1908.

Still variable in all character-
istics.

1905.

"Strickler's All yellow "jugs," slightly

Summer/ warty.
Golden Bush"
(11/9).

1906.

Chiefly rectangular, warty,
scalloped, orange.

1907.

Uniform lot of long orange,
fluted.

1908.

All similar to parent in shape,
color and smoothness.

Origin of "Fluted Orange."

Smooth vellow 'jue,'' flu-

tod, W. C.

Fluted cream "jug," W. C.

Warty, oval, not fluted,

W. P.

Smooth orange, long neck,

not fluted. W. P.

Warted green crook neck,

W. C.

Warty, rectangular, scal-

loped, W. P.

Smooth, orange, oval, flu-

ted, W. P.

Long orange, fluted, W. P.
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BLENDS OF SUMMER SQUASHES.

The blends grown this year are of three classes : ( i ) Those

between distinct summer varieties, (2) those between summer
squashes and a winter squash belonging to the same species

{Cucurhita Pcpo), (3) those between summer squashes and

pumpkins. While none of these blends are expected to breed

true, they afford abundance of material for new promising

squashes. Only class i falls properly among summer squashes;

and while classes 2 and 3 set fruit almost at the same time as the

summer squashes, their season of growth is so long that they are

treated among the winter varieties.

Only a general description of the blends of class i is given

below. A study of these in relation to their parents is com-

bined with all the other blends of summer and winter squashes

and treated together. (See Biometric List of Blends, page 261 ).

"Golden Bush-Bush Fordhook" (9/51). This cross between

an orange scallop and a cream, oval-shaped fruit gave a progeny

of several different types, showing the blending of parental forms

in different degrees approaching one or the other parent ; among
these we find attractive, smooth, bell-shaped fruits fluted at the

base (Plate XXI). All the fruits are smooth and the color is

generally cream though a few are slightly yellow. The female

parent, "Bush Fordhook," is ranked for its quality and thickness

of flesh among the best summer squashes but it appears much
later than the early sorts. This strain crossed with an early

variety produced fruits that are thick in flesh, good quality and
earlier than "Bush Fordhook."

"Bush Fordhook-Strickler's Summer" (51/11). This cross

between a cream, oval-shaped, smooth fruit and an orange,

warty crookneck gave several different types showing one or the

other parent in different degrees (Plate XXI). Among these

we find fruits of "Fordhook" type which are much larger than

the parent and just as smooth. The flesh is thick like the "Ford-

hook" and the fruits develop much earlier than that parent.

While the colors range from cream to orange, many are striped.

"Mammoth White Scallop-Bush Fordhook" (10/51). It is

interesting to notice that, while both parents are smooth, many
in the progeny are warted. The range of new type, showing
the blending of both parents, extends to either parent (Plate

XXI). The flesh is not as thick as the "Fordhook" but fruits

are set much earlier. The colors range from cream to yellow.

"Michigan-Maiumoth White Scallop" (53/10). Here we have

a combination between a superior quality squash and the ordi-
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nary scallop, between a vine plant and a bush, and finally be-

tween a dark green and a cream-colored squash. The shapes

of the parents are also distinct, one is long and slender, the other

short and scalloped. Here again, the progeny shows different

types. While the forms grade, none approach the male parent

as much as the female parent (Plate XXI). In color, they are

all like the female parent. Among the types we find some resem-

bling the "Fordhook." One improvement over the fine male

parent is the thickness of flesh. This is another instance where

two smooth parents produce some slightly warted fruits. The
blends were a week earlier than the late parent. The plants

were running but not to the same extent as the "Michigan."

"Stricklcrs Smnmcr-Michigan' (11/53). Nearly alike in

shape, the fruits of the two parents differ in their surface char-

acteristics, quality and earliness. The fruits vary from smooth
to very warty ; none have the dark green color of the "Michigan,"

but are either orange like "Strickler's Summer" or striped. Here
again, the flesh is thicker than that of the fine "Michigan" var-

iety. The blends gained in earliness but the plants remain bushy

and do not run like the "Michigan." (Plate XXI).
"Michigan-Cocoaelle" (53/52). Here is a combination l)e-

tween a small and a very large fruit, the former of much super-

ior quality. The progeny, however, gave fruits resembling the

smaller parent in size. Except having the "Michigan" smooth
like the "Cocozelle," which we find among the blend offspring,

no particular value is gained in this cross. It is observed, how-
ever, that the running habit of the male 'parent dominates in the

blend. (Plate XXI).
"Goldeyi^Biish-Cocozelle" (9/52). This cross between a small

scallop and large elongated fruit gives perfectly oval to slight-

ly elongated fruits which are green or striped like the female

parent with the body orange like the "Golden Bush." The flesh

is thicker than that of "Cocozelle," and the plants are much
earlier than that parent. (Plate XXI).

REPORTS FROM TESTERS OF "JERSEY GREEN" SQUASH.

(i) "The plants were quite vigorous and productive. The fruit was quite
uniform in shape and the quality was good." (2) "This squash is excellent,

about twelve to fifteen inches in length." (3) "The vines are very thrifty

and prolific, the fruit ranging from ten to twenty-four inches long." (4)
"This squash is very fine and prolific. It has a delicious flavor especially when
fried. Have never raised anything before so satisfactory as this variety.

The fruit was heavy and club-shaped and there were a few twins." (5) "This
is a strong growing vine bearing a large fruit, which is very good when
fried." (6) "The fruit was of fine size, long in shape and yellow in color."

(7) "This squash was of medium size, tender and of fine flavor." (8) "This
was very good. One fruit grew ten inches long and eighteen inches around
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the largest part. The leaf measured eighteen inches in length by eight in

width. The squashes were very nice. In fact they were all vigorous, pro-
ductive and nearly uniform in size." (9) "We foimd the squash to be of
very good quality." (10) "These plants grew well and were very produc-
tive." (11) "A very good bearer and early." (12) "These squashes did
well, yielded well and were of good quality." (13) "The squash was fine;

the plants commenced to bear early." (14) "The squash grew very well for
the dry weather." (15) "The plant started well and bore two squashes,
which were very good sliced and fried. The fruits were about five inches
in diameter and very tender." (16) "This was a vigorous grower; the fruits

were variable in color, and of very good flavor." (17) "Quality and yield

good." (18) "The vines were very productive and the squashes were of
good quality." (19) "Had a very luxuriant vine, growing tall and strong.

The flavor of the squash, when properly prepared and cooked was very
superior to the ordinary summer crooknecks." (20) "The plants were large,

vigorous and productive. In flavor the fruit was equal to and superior to

the yellow crookneck." (21) "This squash is fine and long, sweet and tender,

fine for baking." (22) "This was a squash of very good quality with a
strong and stocky plant." (23) "The summer squash I planted May i8th

and had squashes large enough to eat June 30th. The plants are good yielders

and the fruit is of good quality." (24) "This squash is all right." (25)
"The vines are strong and healthy and yield well.^' (26) "These summer
squashes are of different shape and color and I like them very much." (27)
"This variety is prolific and the fruit is wonderfully uniform in shape." (28)
"The vine makes a rank growth. The fruit is of fair size and good flavor

and ripened up quickly." (29) "They are very nice." (30) "A good tasting

sort." (31) "These grew finely; they were good yielders and the squashes
were of fine flavor." (32) "I found this squash vf^ry nicely flavored, dark
green in color and fine when used the same as eggplant ; the plants were pro-
lific." (33) "Very productive." (34) "The vines are vigorous." (35) "The
plants were not very large but quite productive. The shape of squash is

nearly straight with a rather short neck. The color is a rich dark green.
The fruit is quite uniform and entirely wartless." (36) "This variety of
squash was fine and yielded a fair crop. The table quality of the fruit is

fine." (37) "They did very well and all the squashes were of good flavor."

(38) "The squash was very nice, bore early a great many fruits." (39)
"They were fine." (40) "This squash had a small vine with small fruits."

(41) "The squash came up well and grew well. I was very much pleased
with the fruits." (42) "The squashes were very good." (43) "The squash
is of excellent quality and fine flavor."

REPORTS FROM TESTERS OF "FLUTED ORANGE" SQUASH.

(i) "The squash grew well." (2) "The size of plant was medium large,

the growth was vigorous and there has been absolutely no sign of blight to

date." (3) "The squashes were of excellent quality." (4) "The squash was
six or eight inches long, fine for eating." (5) "I had these squashes abun-
dantly ; I had enough for my neighbors as well as for my family." (6) "The
summer squash yielded well." (7) "These Squashes were fine, very nice

fried or boiled. There were a great many on the vines."

NEW ESTABLISHED CROSSES.

In addition to the two crosses which bred true last year, repre-

sented in the upper half of Plate XXII, six others of uniform
color and surface character appeared this season.

I. A composite cross of "Scallop" and "Crookneck" (5//6/5),
after five years of selection, gives a handsome short neck "jug"
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of medium to large size with the cream-colored surface not warty

and the tiesh about an inch thick. This is shown in the upper

row of the lower half of Plate XXII.
2. This is the same cross as No. i and the fruit is in all re-

spects similar to it except that it is warty.

3. A straight cross of "Scallop" upon "Crookneck" (6/5),
after five years of selection produces a small to medium, warted

"jug" fruit ; the surface is cream-colored with green stripes.

4. A straight cross of "Scallop" upon "Crookneck" (6/5),
after five years of selection, yields a large, warted "jug," cream-

colored fruit with medium thick flesh.

5. A composite cross of "Scallop" and "Crookneck" (6/5//-

5/6), after five years of selection, gives a short neck, medium-
sized "jug" fruit, slightly fiuted; the green-striped surface is

not warty. This is shown in the middle row of the lower half

of Plate XXII.
6. A composite cross of "Scallop" and "Crookneck" (6//5/6),

after five years of selection, gives a nearly spherical fruit about

five inches in diameter, the cream-colored surface is not warty
and the flesh is very thick. This is shown in the bottom row of

the lower half of P'late XXII.

EXPERIMENTS WITH WINTER SQUASHES.

Until the present season the work with winter sqivashes was
practically along the same lines as with the summer squashes,

except that special emphasis was given to the thickness of flesh

and the keeping quality of the fruit.

The work this season consisted chiefly in the study of selection

and of blends in relation to their parents from both the scienti-

fic and commercial points of view. As the aim was to acquire a

knowledge of distinct unit characters and of their relation to

each other, biometric records had been kept for each blend and
for each of its parents through the entire life cycle. Following
is a biometric list and summary of the blends which for con-

venience, includes also the blends of summer squashes.
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, SOME GENERAL OBSERVATIONS DRAWN FROM THE STUDY OF ,

BL'ENDS WITH THEIR PARENTS.

1. The vegetative function of the blend is usually greater than

that of either parent.

2. The size of fruit of the blend is generally intermediate

(sometimes larger than that of either parent).

3. The thickness of flesh of the blend fruit is quite generally

the same as that of the thicker parent but sometimes exceeds it.

4. Earliness is generally dominant over lateness.

5. The deep-lobed leaf is usually more potent than the slightly

lobed leaf.

6. The shape of fruit is equally influenced by both parents.

7. Wartiness is generally dominant over smoothness.

8. Yellow is most generally dominant over cream color.

9. Solid colors are quite generally stronger than the striped

colors.

10. Cream color is dominant over green in the single blend

obtained.

11. Orange color is quite generally dominant over green.

12. The male flowers, as a general rule, precede the female

flowers; in the summer squashes the difference is from one to

five days, and among winter varieties from two to four weeks.

13. In hybrids, the male flowers may not appear at all or later

than the female flowers, in which case they lack pollen.

EXPERIMENTS IN SELECTION AMONG CROSSES.

In selecting crosses of winter squashes, the chief point in view

was to learn whether shape, size, keeping quality and limited

number of seeds are easy to establish. Below is given an account

of the progeny of several selected fruits

:

"Delicious-Hitbbard" (3/1). ("Hubbard" type, few seeds).

The progeny was variable in color and unlike either parent, the

majority of the fruits being gray. The limited number of seeds

of the selected mother fruit did not reappear.

"Delicious-Hubbard" (3/1). ("Hubbard" type, one and a

half feet long). This cross gave a variable progeny and, out of

fifteen fruits, only one showed length and that was less than one

foot.

"Delicious-Bay State" (3/21). ("Bay State" type; long

keeper). While the keeping quality of the progeny remains to

be seen, the twenty-one fruits of this cross are interesting for the
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almost perfect gradation of type and color to either parent.

(Plate XXIII).
"Warren-Boston Marrow" (7/2 I). ("Warren" type, with-

out a navel used). The fruits from this selected type are vari-

able but the absence of navel of the "Warren" is constant.

"Warren-Boston Marrozv" (7/2 I). ("Warren" type with the

navel used). Some of the fruits in the progeny were with, and
others without, the navel, but wherever the navel was present

it was small (Plate XXIII).
"Delicious-Golden Hubbard" (3/4). ("Golden Hubbard"

type, long, used). Not one of the fruits in the progeny was
long. It is interesting to note that, while the mother fruit .was

orange, the entire lot of the progeny was like the male parent in

color and shape.

"Golden Hubbard-Hubbard" (4/1). ("Hubbard" type, large,

used). In this case, the size of fruit bred true but the dark green

color of the mother parent did not appear; all were orange like

the male parent.

These few instances of selection of winter squashes are suffi-

cient to convince us that there is little hope for immediate

results. We are now ready to see the behavior of a few crosses

in the second generation or the third year after the cross,

"Hubbard-Boston Marrow" (1/2 II). The general shape of

the fruits is nearly uniform. Of the fourteen fruits ten are

striped, three solid green and one is orange, showing that the

majority are beginning to acquire uniformity.

"Hubbard-Boston Marrozv-Dclicious-Golden Hubbard" (1/2//

3/4 II). /Most of the fruits are long. Of the seventeen fruits

in the progeny ten are green, six green with orange spots and
one solid orange. This cross also shows that type is tending to

acquire uniformity.

"Delicious-Hubbard" (3/1 II). The crop is uniform in both

shape and color.

"Delicious-Golden Hubbard" (3/4 II). All the fruits resem-

ble the "Golden Hubbard" in shape, and nearly all in color.

The four cases quoted above indicate that, by continual selec-

tion, it will be possible to establish uniformity among crosses

of winter squashes as well as among summer squashes, demon-
strated the last two years.

It is here proper to speak of the variations that occur from
time to time among commercial varieties. The "Cocoanut,"
which is a well-established, smooth-sized fruit, produced this

season one plant, among forty or fifty, bearing fruits three to

four times the ordinary size. In 1907, one fruit bred within the
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variety was slightly long. This selected fruit gave this season

a uniform progeny of attractive cream-colored, slender fruits

about seven inches long with a small seed cavity. They are val-

uable for their excellent quality as well as their appearance.

SOME STRIKING COMBINATIONS AMONG WINTER SQUASHES.

"Fordlwok-English Vegetable Marrozv" (38/36). When a

small fruit is bred upon a large fruit, we frequently obtain larger

fruits than those of either parent, particularly when the two par-

ents are far apart. But, in such instances, it is always expected

that the number of fruits would be less than in the small-fruited

parent. In this combination, however, we have an instance

where we not only get larger fruits but more in number, for the

habit of this blend was to form a main thick stem about a foot

long, with several branches in different directions and which
gave about seven large fruits to the plant. The male parent is

about two weeks later than the female parent and this tendency

manifested itself in the progeny ; though the plants produced
female flowers at the time with the early parent, they failed to

develop for nearly two weeks. The fruits resembled the female

parent in shape. All uniform (Plate XXIII).
"Fordhook-Delicata' (38/32). This is a union between two

distinct but equally fine varieties. The object of the cross was to

obtain the "Fordhook" blood, which is very late, in a combina-

tion with a very early winter squash. This was accomplished,

and more, it gave the attractive form of the male parent in a

much larger size. The plants produced about five fruits each and
of good quality. (Plate XXIII).

"DiDilap's Marrow-Delicious" (25/3). This cross represents

a combination of a "Marrow" with a true winter squash, a fair

with a very superior quality squash. The result of this union
is an attractive, large, oval fruit of a solid orange color.

"Cocoanitt-Delicafa" (19/32). (Reciprocal crosses). The
only practical difference between the parents is in their shape,

one being oval and pointed and the other nearly round. While
the forms slightly blended, it was apparent that in both instances

the female dominated. The 32/19 has a more attractive fruit

than its reciprocal. As tested, the quality of both crosses is su-

perior. There were about six fruits per plant. (Plate XXIII).
"Canada Crookiieck-Hiibbard" (27/1). This is a hybrid be-

tween C. Moschata and C. uiaxima. The shape of the former
is a curved neck "bottle," which crossed with the "Hubbard"
type produced a new form of fruit that strongly suggests that
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of "Canada Crookneck;" with colors from gray to orange. The
feature of this cross is the gain in earhness over the "Hubbard"
by nearly two weeks; its flesh is intermediate to both parents.

^
Unfortunately, all attempts to obtain a fruit within the cross
have failed.

^

"Winter Crookncck-Dclicious" (18/3). The two i)arents are
similar to those in the preceding hybrid and the fruits were
variable, the great majority of them resembling the "Delicious."
Among all were four fruits which were entirely different from
either parent, being large, cone-shaped and orange-colored. One
fruit was secured by fertilizing within the cross.

''Winter Crookneck-Faxon" (18/30). This is a third hybrid
with the two species represented by the parents blended in shape
and color. The vigor of this hybrid was remarkable ; while the
vines were slender, its leaves were very large with the leaf stalks
long as in summer squashes. The plants developed quite early
for a winter squash and remained the latest in the held. But
its extraordinary vegetative capacity had developed at the ex-
pense of its reproductive function for there were very few male
flowers and these had no pollen whatever so that it was impos-
sible to attempt fertilizing within the cross. It is to be under-
stood that, while its function for perpetuating its kind had failed,
fruits were formed quite readily with the pollen from other
varieties giving about four fruits to the plant.

"Japanese-Mammoth Chili" (15/16). This is a union between
two species. The "Japanese" fruit is flat and strongly ribbed,
while that of the "Mammoth Chili" is large, oval and smooth.
The combination of the two gave a medium, pear-shaped, slight-
ly ribbed fruit. The two species, however, are so far apart that
the blend failed entirely to produce male flowers, but the female
flowers fertilized quite readily with some of the other varieties,
giving about two fruits to the plant.

"Japanese-Delicious" (15/3). This is another hybrid between
the Japanese species and C. maxima. It also failed to produce
male flowers but the female flowers fertilized with other varie-
ties, as is seen from the progeny which averaged four fruits to
the plant. The fruit has the appearance of the "Japanese" but
is much deeper. By reason of the "Delicious" blood contained in
It, its table quality is reported to be superior. It is necessary
to add that very few good seeds were formed with the fruit.
(Plate XXIII). As elsewhere, the only striking difference in
the behavior between crosses and hybrids is the weakening of the
reproductive function particularly 'to the hindrance of its own
perpetuation, but they combine readily with some other kinds.
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SUMMER-WINTER CUCURBITS.

"Long Island Scallop-Yclknv Crookncck-Cocoamit" (6/5//19),

This combination consists of a summer cross and a winter var-

iety used in the following cross. In this case both parents were

small; one was a warty "jug," the other nearly round. The
resulting fruits were about twice as large as either parent. There

was a little variation in form, from oval to long. The color was
cream with light yellow stripes; and the surface varied from

smooth to warty. As shown below the fine quality of the "Cocoa-

nut" impressed itself upon the cross, producing a summer squash

with a superior quality, with the characteristic of not losing in

"bulk" in cooking. The season began at the same time with

that of the summer parent and lasted much longer. The plants

were running, producing three to four fruits per plant. (Plate

XXIV).
"Stricklefs Snmmcr-Cocoannt" (11/19). A long straight-

neck, warted summer squash with a round, small winter squash

of two opposite qualities, gave an interesting combination, par-

ticularly from the standpoint of quality. The summer squash

is watery and its bulk is reduced considerably after boiling. In

the cross, which sets fruit almost at the same time as the summer
parent, the quality of the fruit is far superior to that of the ordi-

nary summer squash and it does not lose much bulk in cooking.

Its texture is different from the summer squash and offers a val-

uable strain for selection. The bush character of the male parent

was retained in the blend, which gave about two fruits, larger

than either parent, to the plant and resembling the male in shape

but with very few warts. The surface is cream-yellow with

stripes. (Plate XXIV).
"Mammoth White Scallop-Stricklcr's Snmmcr-Cocoannt" (10/

11//19). This is a still different union of the summer and win-

ter squash. The summer kind in this case was a scalloped fruit,

itself a cross between a scallop and crookneck. When crossed

upon the "Cocoanut," it gave fruits of the scalloped type but

deeper than the parent "scallop;" they were also slightly larger

than either parent. The color of the one or the other parent

appeared distinctly in different fruits. The chief quality which

this blend claims is its sweetness of flesh, which reminded those

who tested it of the sweet potato. The proportion of the cream-

colored to the striped was as three to one. The plants retained

the running habit of the "Cocoanut" and produced about five

fruits each which are excellent keepers. (Plate XXIV).
"Early Bush-Field Pumpkin" (8/46). This cross combines
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several contrasting qualities : Squash and pumpkin, small and
very large fruit, very early and very late, bush and running, a

flat scallop and an oval form; finally, white surface and yellow

surface. Its fruits began to form only three days later than

the "Early Bush" and developed into large, cream-colored, pear-

shaped fruits. Some of these v^ere even larger than the pump-
kin and their flesh thicker. When tested as a squash, it proved
inferior but, as a pumpkin, it was fine. Their further value is

earliness, being at least two weeks earlier than other pumpkins,

The bush plant produced about two fruits. (Plate XXIV).
"Maminoth White Scallop-Field Pumpkin" (10/46). It is a

similar cross to that described above, (8/46), with the size of

fruit smaller. Its color varied from cream to yellow. The plant

was bushy, producing two to three fruits and of good quality.

(Plate XXIV).
"Field Pumpkin-Yellozv Crookneck-Long Island-Strickier'

s

Summer" (46///5/6//1 1 ). This cross differs from the preceding

two in that the male parent was the pumpkin instead of the

squash. The summer squash was a cross in itself, a small warted
"jug." When a pumpkin was bred upon it, a surprisingly large

offspring resulted, retaining a suggestion of the "jug" and yet

appearing as a pumpkin more strongly than the two preceding
crosses. This, however, has warts transmitted from the mother.

The color is yellow like the pumpkin parent, and the fruit longer

than that parent. The quality is considered fine. There were
about two fruits to the bushy plant, and reached table maturity
much earlier than the ordinary pumpkins. (Plate XXIV).

A GENERAL OBSERVATION ON BLENDS IN SQUASHES.

Outside of the summary given on page 262, it can be stated

from all our blends that in the majority of cases there is no
uniformity in shape, color and wartiness, and the variability is

often very great, ranging from one parent to the other. A
careful study was given in the arrangement of intergrading types
in order to determine whether any given type takes the lead in

number, and it showed without any exception that no particular

type has a majority, it proved the variability to-be so gradual
that it was difficult to arrange them into distinct types. The
gradation from one parent to the other may be of different de-
grees, that is to say, it may start from one parent and not quite

approach the other, or it may reach directly to the other. But
in every case the variability is gradual.
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COMMERCIAL VARIETIES ADDED IN I908.

No. 55. "Mexican Pumpkin." This is a large pear-shaped

fruit with a mottled surface on a light background.

The flesh is 4 cms. thick. The fruit matured late,

there being but one or two fruits to a plant. The
fruit is over a foot long.

No. 56. "Chinese." The fruits are long and medium large.

The color is dark green or striped, giving the exact

appearance of No. 41 grown last year. The dif-

ference, however, is in the appearance of the seeds,

which are curiously marked like the appearance of

Chinese letters.

No. 57. "Farr's Benning White Bush." A white scalloped

fruit, in all respects similar to "Early Bush" (8).

No. 58. "Porto Rican Black." A medium-sized flat fruit. The
surface is dark green and finely-grained and the

flesh is orange, 3 cms. thick, and the vines exceed-

ingly long.

No. 59. "Porto Rican White." The fruit is similar to No. 58
except that its surface is comparatively smooth.

Both No. 58 and No. 59 are entirely too late, hav-

ing barely time enough to mature the first fruit

before frost.

No. 60. "Prolific Marrozv." The plants failed to develop

fruits.

No. 61. "Japanese Pie Pumpkin." A bottle-shaped fruit of

medium size. It has peculiar ridges radiating from
the stalk and half way down the fruit. The flesh

is yellow, about 3 cms. thick. The fruit is about

ten inches long.

No. 62. "Sandzvich Island Pumpkin." This is a large, oval-

shaped fruit with a deeply corrugated surface of a

dark green color. It is about 15 inches long with

a long fruit stalk; the flesh is about 3.5 cms. thick.

No. 63. "Tennessee Sweet Potato Pumpkin." This is an early

fruit, of an attractive pear shape. The surface is

white with a fine network of green. The fruit is

over a foot long and its flesh about 3 cms. thick.

No. 64. "Zuccottc." The bushy plants were thrifty with huge
leaves and produced fruits nearly three feet long

and curved near the stalk end. The surface is dark

green with light yellow stripes. Its flesh is only

2 cms. thick belonging to the class of vegetable

marrows.
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No. 65. "Zucctiini:' This is a gourd of immense size, three to

four feet long, shghtly bent or much curved, and of

grayish colpr.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS ON SUMMER SQUASHES.

1. Poor soil has no effect upon shape, color and smoothness

or wartiness of fruit; it, however, reduces considerably the size

of plant, leaf, flower and fruit ; the flowering stage begins much
later.

2. In crosses, flowers fertilize within the plant quite readily.

3. The number of fruits per plant depends considerably (vary-

ing from one to four or five) upon the number of plants in the

hill.

EXPERIMENTS WITH PEAS.

In this, the third year of the experiments with peas, the work
lias been in particular tlie study of the blend plants in their various

characteristics as compared with the parental varieties.

The following is a list of the commercial sorts employed and
the record number of each

:

;.
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60. "Tall Butter Sugar/' 74. "Rivenhall Wonder."
61. "Blue Ribbon Chieftan." 75. "Scotch Champion."
62. "Canada Blue." 76. "Sherwood."
63. "Canada White." TJ. "Velocity."

64. "Early Morn." 78. "Bountiful."

65. "Early Prize." 79. "Edwin Becket."
66. "Edward VII." 80. "Maud S."

67. "Gardener's Favorite." 81. "Morning Star."

68. "Large Marrowfat." 82. "Canadian Beauty."
69. "Lightning." 83. "Early Britain."

70. "Mammoth Luscious Sugar." 84. "Golden Vine." *

71. "May Queen." 85. "Grass."

72. "Pilot." 86. "Prussian Blue.'

"j^t- "Rawson's Clipper." 87. "Chick Pea."

In Plate XXV is shown a set of pea seeds with varietal num-
"bers that are involved in the work reported upon in the following

pages. Plate XXVI shows a similar set with the pod of each

variety bearing its record number and five dry peas to its right,

respectively.

NOTES UPON THE INITIAL GROWTH OF PEAS.

The average pea seed imbibes from 65 per cent, to 165 per

cent, of its own weight of water in twenty-four hours, wrinkled

peas imbibing faster and more than smooth peas. After one day
the seed coat loosens and the radicle is elevated somewhat from
the cotyledon.

In two days, the radicle is from one-half to one inch long and
Hihe plumule shows signs of elongation. The best position for the

seed is when the radicle points directly downward and the plu-

mule arches upward.

At the end of the third day the plumule is from one-eighth

to three-quarters of an inch long. At the end of the fourth day

the side roots start from the tap root and the latter has many
root hairs. The elongation of the root shown by ink marks is

most rapid at two inches back of the tip and with the young stem

in the region of the first leaf. The first and second leaves are

nearly alike in being only the stipules with a minute slender mid-

rib, from the axils of which branches may start in later growth.

The third leaf shows some indication of leaflets. The fourth leaf

is quite normal with few leaflets and small tendrils.

At the end of one week the root system consists of the tap root,

two to six inches long, and many side roots arranged in three

rows. The root hairs cover zones upon the roots and expose

much surface for absorption. The stem is three inches high and
is quite green at the top where the oldest leaf holds up its ten-

drils as the highest parts while the tip of the stem is folded
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Plate XXVII. Pea Seedlings. The upper row is from a dwarf set ("Tom
Thumb") : the middle, the "French Canner," and the lower, a standard

variety ("Gradus"). Each plant is one day older than the one to its left.
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within its stipules. The cotyledons show that they have given

up nearly all their food. By the use of ink markings, the stem
is found to elongate throughout its whole length. Sections of

the stem and root now will show all the structures well developed.

At this stage, a branch from an axil of the first or second leaf

may develop at the expense of the main stem which then ceases

growth. Branches also start from the axils of the cotyledons.

The early development of pea seedlings is shown in Plate

XXVII, where in the upper row seedlings of "Tom Thumb,"
a dwarf variety, are shown in daily succession from time of plant-

ing to seventeen days old; in the middle, the seedlings of "French
Canner," a medium-sized variety, for twenty-one days, and in the

lower part a corresponding series for tw'enty-one days for the

"Gradus," a standard variety.

POINTS IN THE CLASSIFICATION OF PEAS.

Whole Plant.

Leaves.
Leaflets.

Inflorescence

:

Flower

.

Fruit

,

Seeds

,

Size: Standard (4-5/4 ft.) Medium (21^-31^ ft)
Dwarf (1-2 ft.).

Color : Light green ; dark green.
Length of internodes: Short (2-4 cm.); Medium (4^-

6I/2 cm.) ; Long (7-9 cm.).
Commencement of blooming from time of planting: 40-

65 days.

Maturity period from time of planting: 75-100 days.
Size : Large ; small.

Color : Light green ; dark green.
Size : Large ; small.

Form : Entire ; serrate.

Apex : Obtuse ; acute.

Number: Two; more than two per leaf.

Flower single ; flowers in pairs.

Size : Large ; small.

Color : White
;
pink.

Position : Erect ; drooping.
Size: Small (5-6J/2 cm.); ^Medium (7-8 cm.); Large

(8^-11 cm.).
Color : Green

;
green "wax."

Form : Flat ; round ; inflated.

Shape : Curved ; straight.

Apex : Sharp ; blunt.

Number per plant: Few (5) ; many (50).
Size : Small ; medium ; large.

Color : Cream
;
green ; brown.

Form : Round ; lenticular ; drum ; elongated.
Surface : Smooth ; dented ; wrinkled.
Weight : 2.5-9.0 gms. per 25 seeds.
Number per pod: 4-8.

Imbibition capacity : 65 per cent.-165 per cent, of its

own weight during the first 24 hours.
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A METHOD FOR STUDYING CORRELATIONS OF PEAS.

The method used in the study of correlations among peas was
as follows

:

1. A fair number of established commercial varieties was
grown.

2. A number of characteristics not common to all, or not of

the same degree in all, were tabulated. (See Biometric list of

Commercial peas).

3. The taljulated characteristics were placed together on a

separate card for each variety.

4. The cards were collected into groups according to natural or

artificial divisions of a characteristic, as for instance, colors,

range in height, etc. (It is necessary to emphasize the importance

of having each division represented by a fair number of the varie-

ties, depending upon the characteristic and the total number of

varieties under observation). With one or two exceptions, no

division in the peas contained less than one-fifth the total num-
ber of varieties.

5. For each division of a characteristic a table of the extremes

of variability was made out for each of the remaining charac-

teristics in that division (See Correlation table). For example,

a character, as height of mature plant, is divided into four sizes,

namely, (i) 1-2I/I feet; (2) 3 feet; (3) 3y2-4 feet, and (4)

4V2-5V2 feet. Under each of these four divisions are given the

extremes of the remaining characters associated with that size.

6. After the divisions of all the characteristics are thus tabu-

lated, any existing correlation among them can be found by com-

paring the extremes of any characteristic with the corresponding

divisions of another charact-eristic ; thus, the first statement in

correlations, that range in height increases with the maturity of

plant but decreases towards the end, was drawn from the com-

parison of the extremes in heights corresponding to the divisions

of maturity period of plant.
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Correlation Table from Previous Biometric List.

QB

Age of plant at be-
ginning of blossom-
ing time

Height of mature
plant.

Number of pods per
plant.

Average length of
pod

Form of pod

Apex of pod

Size of seed

Weight per 25 seeds

Form of seed

Color of seed

Imbibition capac-
ty of seed after 24
hour

1
ti
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Correlation Table from Previous Biometric List.

Small, med.,
.Small, med., large.
Medium, large
Small, med., large.

Small, med., large.
Small, med., large.
Small, med., large.
Medium, large

Medium, large
Small, med., large.
Small, med., large.
Medium, large

Small, med., large.
Small, med., large.
Small, med., large.
Medium, large

Small, med., large.

.

Small, med., large.

Small, med., large.
Small, med., large.

Small, medium

.

Small, medium.
Medium, large. .

Medium, large. .

Small, med., large.
Small, medium. . .

.

Medium, large
Medium

Drum, round, elongated
Drum, round, elongated, lenticular.
Drum, round, elongated
Round, elongated

4.7-7.1
3.6-8.8
4.5-8.6
2.8-7.7

3.9-7.5
3.6-7.5
2.8-8.8
6.8-7.7

4.7-8.8 Drum, round, elongated
2.8-7.9 Drum, round, elongated
3. 6-8. 6| Drum, round, elongated, lenticular..
5.1-8.4 Drum, round, elongated, lenticular.,

Drum, round, elongated
Drum, round, elongated, lenticular.
Drum, round, elongated, lenticular.
Round, elongated, lenticular

2.8-8.3 Drum, round, elongated.
4. .5-7. 1 Drum, round, elongated.
3.6-8.6 Drum, round, elongated, lenticular..

Green, cream, mixed
Green, cream, mixed, brown
Green, cream, mixed
Green, cream, mixed

Green, cream, mixed
Green, cream, mixed, brown
Green, cream, mixed
Green, cream, mixed, brown

Green, cream, mixed
Green, cream, mixed
Green, cream, mixed, brown
Green, cream, mixed, brown.

Green, cream, mixed
Green, cream, mixed
Green, cream, mixed, brown

6.0-8.8|Elongated, lenticular Green, cream, mixed, brown.

4.5-8.8 Drum, round, elongated [Green, cream, mixed
2.8-8.6 Drum, round, elongated, lenticular.. Green, cream, mixed, brown

2.8-8.3 Drum, round, elongated, lenticular.
3.9-8.8 Drum, round, elongated

2.8-6. liDrum, round, elongated
4.1-8.6 Drum, round, elongated, lenticular.
6.7-8.8 Drum, elongated

Small, med., large.
Small, med., large.
Medium, large
Small, medium. . . .

3.9-7.5
2.8-8.3
4.1-8.8
5.6-7.7

Drum, round, elongated
Drum, round, elongated, lenticular.
Drum, round, elongated, lenticular.
Drum, round, elongated, lenticular.

Green, cream, mixed, brown
Green, cream, mixed

Green, cream
Green, cream, mixed, brown
Green, cream, mixed

Green, cream, mixed
Green, cream, mixed
Green, cream, mixed, brown
Green, cream, mixed, brown

'Green, mixed
Green, cream, brown.

I Green, cream, mixed.

%
67-149
89-165
106-165
90-163

100-165
89-158
67-165
90-163

67-157
97-165
89-159
90-163

67-163
106-165
89-159
100-157

67-165
89-165

67-165
93-163

89-115
67-165
106-163

89-165
93-157
67-165
90-158

124-165
89-125

165
iBrown 106-14

3.9-8.4 Drum, round, elongated ,
1
100-157

Small, medium. . . .

Small, med., large.
Small, med., large.
Small, med., large.
Medium, large

2.8-8.8 Round, elongated, lenticular.

|4. 5-8. 6[ Drum, elongated, lenticular
j

i3.6-7.7 Round, lenticular

3.6-8.3 Round, elongated Green, cream, mixed, brown
4.5-8.4!Round, elongated, lenticular Green, cream, mi.xed, brown
2.8-8.3|Drum, round, elongated Green, cream, mixed !

|4.5-8.8|Drum, elongated :Green, cream, mixed
|4. l-8.6!Druni, elongated iGreen cream, mixed

I

90-165
67-165
89-109
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Observations Drawn from a Study of Fifty-seven Varieties.

regarding the whole plant.

Height increases with length of maturity period.

True standards are associated with large seed.

True standards are associated with the absence of "drum" seed.

Earliness is associated with straight pods.

Earliness is associated with blunt apex of pod.

Lateness is associated with the absence of "drum" seed.

CONCERNING THE POD.

Number increases with that of maturity period of plant.

Number increases with that of height of plant.

Size increases with the height of plant.

Size increases with number of pods.

Size increases with the maturity period of plant.

Small number is associated with the straight form.

Large size is associated with large seed.

Large size is associated with the absence of "drum" seed.

Large size is associated with the absence of round seed.

OF THE SEED ONLY.

"Drum" form is associated with early maturing plants.

"Drum" form is associated with dwarf plants.

"Drum" form is associated with small seeds.

Imbibition capacity is associated with size but not with weight.

Good imbibition is associated with the absence of round form.

ASSOCIATIONS OBSERVED WITHOUT THE AID OF THE TABLE.

Imbibition capacity of seed is associated with wrinkles.

Brown seed is associated with purple flowers and axils.

Vigorous growth of seeding during the first few days is asso-

ciated with edible pods.

Dark color of pods in alcohol indicate edible quality.

The existence of distinct green and cream-colored seed, as

varietal characters, requires further study. The main obstacle to

the decision is the existence of a large number of established

varieties with mixed distinct green and cream seeds.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS ON PEAS.

In the same variety, branching plants have longer internodes.

The oldest branch is not necessarily at the base of the plant.

The more plants there are to a hill, the less they branch.

Late varieties mature pods more gradually than early varieties.

The first pods do not necessarily appear lowest upon the plant.

In branching plants the main stem bears the first pods.
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The only way to determine correctly the number of pods per

plant in a variety is to take an average of a large number of

plants, since some bear two or three times as many as others.

Pea blossoms diminish in size as maturity of plant approaches.

Only the last blossoms shed their pollen before corolla opens.

Last blossoms have poor pollen and pistils
;
pods may form but

they are seedless and as large as those with seed.

The normal color of anthers is yellow, but occasionally they

are red and show no pollen.

A STUDY OF UNA FROM THE ''bLEND" PROGENY.

About two hundred blends, representing different combina-

tions, were biometrically studied together with their parents. A
summary of the extensive tables computed is given below, with a

graphic representation, Figure 2.

A/>

PcCD

Poo

Pod St v/y^r-

//V/-l^/f'£JC£jyfjF

J^CI/AiSS-

Figure 2. Pea Crosses. Relative number of blends showing
resemblance to either parent.

BLENDS SHOWING RESEMBLANCE TO EITHER PARENT.

Combination.
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A STUDY OF EARLINESS AND LATENESS.

The Biometric curve constructed on Early and Late groups
(Fig. 3) shows that in period of maturity:

1. The greatest frequency distribution in blends between an
early and a late parent resembles the early parent, or in other
words, when an early variety is crossed with a late variety, the
offspring stands the greatest chance of being like the early parent.

2. Of the blends intermediate to the two parents, the greater
frequency distribution is more toward the early parent, that is,

when an offspring from an early and late parent, is intermediate,
it stands the greater chance of resembling the early parent more
than the late parent.

3. There is an aggravation on either side but more in num-
ber and degree on the early side ; in other words, blends may be
earlier than the early parent, or later than the late parent but the
former chance is greater.

Conclusion : Li the blend generation, earliness is a stronger
character than lateness.

A STUDY OF SIZES OF PLANTS.

The Biometric curve constructed on Short and Tall groups
(Fig. 4) shows that in height:

1. The greatest frequency distribution in blends between
parents of different heights is intermediate to the parents; in

other words, when a short plant is crossed with a tall plant, the
offspring stands the greatest chance to be intermediate in height
to both parents.

2. Of the blends resembling the parents, the greatest fre-

quency distribution is like the tall parent, that is, there is a much
greater chance for the oft'spring to be like its tall parent than its

short parent.

3. There is an aggravation on either side but more in number
on the tall side, or in other words, blends may be taller than the
tall plant or shorter than the short parent but the former chance
is greater.

Conclusion: Plants in the blend generation have the greatest
tendency to be intermediate to both parents, and a strong ten-
dency to be like the tall parent.

GENERAL SUMMARY UPON UNA AS EXPRESSED IN BLEND PROGENY.

I. Small and large pods show sympathetic una.
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2. Curved and straight pods show more or less of sympathetic

una. The curved form has the stronger influence.

3. Narrow and broad pods show sympathetic una.

4. Bhmt apex and sharp apex show sympathetic una.

5. Close and inflated pods show antagonistic una; the close is

dominant.

6. Green and wax-colored pods show antagonistic una ; the

green is dominant.

7. Edible and non-edible pods show sympathetic una.

8. Long and short internodes show sympathetic una but the

long has a much stronger influence.

9. Fine and coarse leaf show sympathetic una.

10. Pink and white flower show antagonistic una; the pink is

dominant.

11. Earliness and lateness show sympathetic una but earliness

has a much stronger influence.

12. Short and tall plant, show sympathetic una; the tall has the

stronger influence.

13. Few and many pods show sympathetic una.
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Reciprocal Crosses.
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SUMMARY OF RECIPROCAL CROSSES.

283

Differentia- Dominant
tions when parent in
both parents dissimilar

Reciprocals. are similar. reciprocals.

Similar. Dissimilar. Male. Female.

Maturity period 50% 50% 12% 40% 60%
Height of plant 30% 70% 15% 35% 65%
Prolificness 6 % 94 % 27 % 45 % 55 %

Observations: (i) A great majority of reciprocals are dis-

similar. (2) The female parent seems to have a greater influ-

ence on the blend in period of maturity, height of plant and pro-

lificness. (3) Blends may deviate in a unum even when the

parents are similar in that unum ; the deviation is greater the

more the reciprocals tend to become dissimilar.

EXPERIMENT WITH SEEDS REGARDING THEIR POSITION IN THE POD.

In order to determine the relative quality of peas regarding

their position in the pod, ten different varieties were selected for

study. From each of the crosses, five pods were selected and
from each pod one seed taken from the stem end, one from the

middle and one from the tip end of the pod, thus giving five seeds

from each position in each variety ; each of which was grown
with the following results

:

Time of Maturity Height of Number of
Kind. Position formation period of i)lant pods per

in pod. of pods, plant (days), (feet). plant.

2/41
(I)

14/5
(I)

21/41
(I)

36/4
(I)

36/30
(I)

stem end
middle
tip end
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Time of Maturity Height of Number of

Kind. Position formation period of plant pod.s per

in pod. of pod.s. plant (days), (feet). plant.

40/41
(I)

41/4
(I)

41/4
(ID

41 /."^e

(I)

54/58
(I)

stem end
middle
tip end

stem end
middle
tip end

stem end
middle
tip end

stem end
middle
tip end

stem end
middle
tip end

latest

earliest

2nd early

2nd early

earliest

latest

2nd early
earliest

latest

latest

earliest

2nd early

latest

earliest

2nd early

89
86
81

87
86

93
88
90

85
83
84

91
89
87

3
3

2^

4
3
2

3

3H
3

3^

3J^
3
3

10
10
5

50
30
40

55
30
70

30
20
25

20
15
15

SUMMARY.
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than those from seeds from the stem or tip end
;
plants from seed

from the stem end produce nearly the same number of pods as

those from the tip end seeds.

Experiments with Peppers.

The work with peppers as material in plant breeding was be-

gun in the autumn of 1907, when a large number of commercial
varieties were started in the greenhouse where a study was
made of varietal characteristics and many crosses secured. In

May a set of the varieties was transplanted to the field, together

with a similar set including the crosses grown from seed in

order to compare the effect of indoor and outdoor conditions

upon the plants.

Four types of the pepper plants are shown in Plate XXVIII.
These plants were removed from the field and kept in pots until

the foliage recovered from the wilting and brought together for

the photograph. The plant (No. 11) at the extreme left is one
with the stems long, slender and unable to grow upright, thus

ha\ing the habit of a pendent or "weeping" plant. The next

(No. 34) is styled a medium-sized plant, while the next plant

(U. S. D. A. 22806) to its right, seed of which was obtained

from the United States Department of Agriculture, is a true

standard. No. 21 at the extreme right is a typical dwarf.

Six types of foliage are shown in Plate XXIX, the differences

being very evident between the extremes given at i and 6.

Besides the number and shape of the leaves, easily observed as

the eye runs over the six samples, there are other differences that

obtain as shades of green and thickness, not recorded in the

picture.

Plate? XXX and XXXI are of the fruits, either one or a small

cluster for each commercial variety. It is seen that the number
of variations in size and shape is great, and when the many
colors and shades are added the assemblage is very striking to

the eye.
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A BIOMETRIC LIST OF FIFTY COMMERCIAL KINDS OF PEPPERS.

Station Number and
Name of Variety.

8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
31.
34.

35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.

46.
47.
48.
51.
56.
57.
58.
60.

' 'Early Dwarf Bell". . . ,

"Large Bell" (medium)

.

"Large Bell" (large)
"Bird's Eye"
"Black Nubian"
"Long Red Cayenne". .

' Celestial"

"Red Chili" . . .

"Small Chili" .'.','.

"Chinese Giant"
"Coral Gem"
"County Fair"
"Elephant's Trunk". . .

'.

yCJolden Dawn"
"Golden Queen".. ......
"Monstrous"
"Neapolitan".

.

''Oxheart"
"Procopp's Giant". ...

'.

"'Red Cherry"
"Red Cluster"

. . .

"Red Japan Cluster". . .

'Ruby Giant". . . .

"Ruby King"
[ _

"Sweet Mountain"
Sweet Spanish". . .

'Sweet Upright". . . .

Early Red Squash"
Large Squash". .. .

.Upright Sweet Salad".
Christmas"

"Columbus"
"Red Cranberry".. .. . . .

"Giant Yellow King". '.

.

"Glenmont Giant"
Guthrey's Giant"
Italian "
"Long Red". .! .....'..'.
"Long Yellow"
..'Mammoth Prizetaker".
.Ohio Crimson "
"Peddrick's Extra Early

Prolific".
. .

"New Red Hot"'.'.'.'
'Tom Thumb". . .

"New Tomato"
U. S. D. A. 10.393

.

fellow Chili"
'Golden Prize"
"Rex"
"Kaleidescope"

3c

hJ O

3 . 3 Light yellow
3 . 5 Light yellow
3 . 7 bellow
2.5 Dark yellow
3.3 Yellow
3.1|Light tan. ..

3.
4 1 Dark yellow

2.9!Light tan. ..

3.0 [Light tan. ..

4.1 Dark yellow
2.4 Dark yellow
4.0: Light yellow
3. 7

1
Light tan.

3 .6 Light tan.
3. 8 1

Yellow.. .

3.7
3.6
3.6
3.5

Liglit tan
Yellow . . ,

Yellow. .

Light yellow
3 .3 Light tan. .

2.5!Dark tan..
2. 3 Dark tan..
3 . 7 Light yellow
4.0 Light yellow
3 . 5 Yellow
3.9 Yellow
3.5 Yellow
3. 5, Light tan. ..

3.5 Yellow
2.6 Yellow
3.1 1 Light tan. .

3.6 Light tan. .

.

2.5:Dark yellow
3.5 Light tan . .

.

3.7 Dark yellow
3. 5; Light tan. ..

3. 5J Light tan. .

.

3. 61 Light tan. ..

3 .3 Light tan. ..

3.9 Light tan. ..

3.8 Dark tan. . .

3.8
3.7
2.4
3.9
3.5
2.8
3.7
3.8
3.8

o g ti

ffiOE

Yellow
Dark yellow
Yellow
Light yellow
Light tan. .

.

Light yellow
Light yellow
Light yellow
Yellow

30
25
18
8

27
22
12

20
20
20
25
15
22
20
22
23
23
18
17
15
17
18
17
18
20
15
22
20
15
22
14

15
10
17

,17
15
15
22
14
15
18

17
25
8
18
13
20
16
17
14

o a>

Or;

o ^ ^

35
33
30
17
31
36
30

32
33
40
32
33
40
32
34
40
33
36
36
28
28
25
25
35
30
25
38
35
23
35
22

25
20
30
28
30
32
32
27
27
30

28
39
16
33
24
33
31
33
32

0) C

c«CJ
O Of Vo > m
= 53

S-^ §

15
20
30
35
30
35
35

30
30
25
25
25
35
25
30
28
28
20
30
35
25
22
35
42
30
25
30
20
25
30
28

40
25
30
30
40
25
40
40
25
40

30
25
35
45
35
10
25

Months
and
days.
6-3
6-4
6-16
9-
5-
4-
7-25

5-4
5-
6-17
4-
5-
5-27
6-
6-7
6-18
5-25
5-25
5-21
6-1
5-25
6-24
6-21
6-21
7-18
5-28
6-9
5-
5-17
6-11
8-13

7-
5-27
5-10
5-27
5-15
6-15
5-15
5-6
6-9
6-23

7-23
5-
7-4
5-28
7-1
5-5
5-21
6-5
7-16

's >

a c
>. o

Red. .

Red. .

Red. .

Red. .

Black.
Red.
Pale
yellow
Red. .

Red. .

Red. .

Red. .

Red. .

Red. .

Yellow
Yellow
Red. .

Red. .

Red. .

Red. .

Red. .

Red. .

Red. .

Red. .

Red. .

Red. .

Red. .

Red. .

Red. .

Red. .

Red. .

Pale
yellow
Red. .

Red. .

Yellow
Red. .

Red. ,

Red. .

Red. .

Yellow
Red. .

Red. .

Red. .

Red. .

Red. .

Red. .

Red. .

Yellow
Yellow
Red. .

I

Pale
i

I
yellow. I

Mild
Mild
Mild
Hot.
Hot.
Hot
Hot.

Hot.
Hot.
Mild
Hot.
Mild
Mild
Mild.
Mild
Mild
Mild
Hot.
Hot.
Mild
Hot.
Hot.
Mild
Mild
Mild
Mild
Mild
Mild
Mild
Mild
Hot.

Mild
Hot.
Mild
Mild
Hot..
Mild
Mild
Hot.,
Mild
Mild

Mild
Mild
Hot..
Mild
Mild
Hot..
Mild
Mild
Hot..

•3

a a
.S3

o a
Pho

Pendent
Pendent
Pendent
Upright
Pendent
Pendent
Upright

Upright
Upright
Pendent
Upright
Pendent
Pendent
Pendent
Pendent
Pendent
Upright
Pendent
Pendent
Pendent
Upright
Upright
Pendent
Pendent
Pendent
Pendent
Upright
Pendent
Pendent
Upright
Upright

Pendent
Upright
Pendent
Pendent
Pendent
Pendent
Pendent
Pendent
Pendent

|

Pendent

Pendent
Pendent
Upright
Upright
Pendent
Upright
Pendent
Pendent
Pendent
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^2

!5c

1

1136

36

5
519

5
5|11

11

5
5|41

41

5
5142

42

11
11156
56

17
1716
6

26
2619

26
26121
21

28
28151
51

38
38:9

48
48136
36

Form of Fruit.

Angular, short.
Long slender. .

Long, slender. .

Long, not slender.
Long, slender. . . .

Long, slender. . . .

Long, not slender.
Long, slender. . . .

Long, slender.

Long, not slender
Medium, long, not slen-

der
Long, not slender

Long, not slender.
Long, slender. . . .

Long, slender. .

.Short, slender.

.Short, slender.
Short, slender.

,

Angular, short.
Long, slender. ,

Long, slender. ,

Angular, short
Long, slender.
Long, slender.

Angular, short..

.

Long, slender. . .

Long, slender. .

Flat
Flat to long
Long, not slender.

M t*

5.5-8.5 5.0-8.0
1.0-2.0 6.5-10.5

0.6-0.8 4.0-7.3

2.0-3.0 5.0-8.5
1.3-2.0 6.0-9.0

0.8-1.23.5-6.0

2.0-3.0 5.0-8.5
1.2-2.3,3.0-7.5

1.1-1.3,1.5-2.4

2.0-3.0 5.0-8.5
1.8-3.0 4.0-6.0

2.0-3.5 6.0-9.0

2.0-3.0 5.0-8.5
2.0-2.8 8.0-12.0

2.1-2.59.5-13.0

1.1-1.3 2.2-4.3
1.1-1.412.2^.5
I.O-I.2I1.5-2.4

2.6-4.03.0-5.0 3.5 4.5
1.8-3.0 8.5-12.5 2.2 11.0
1.2-1.89.5-13.0; 1.6 12.0

6.7
1.6

0.7

2.5
1.8

0.9

2.5
2.0

2.5
2.8

3.0

2.5
2.6

1.2
1.9
1.1

o C

6.0
8.4

5.3

7.5
8.0

4.5

7.5
6.0

2.0

7.5
4.5

7.5
11.0

12.2

3.0
3.0
2.0

5.5-7.5
1.8-2.5
0.8-1.2

5 .
5-7 .

5

1.4-2.5
0.6-0.8

3.0-6.0
2.8-5.0
2.0-3.0

5.5-7.5
6 .

0-9 .

3.5-6.0

6.5
o 2
0.9

5.5-7. 5 6.5
6.5-9.0 1.8
4.5-7.5 0-7

1.5-4.0
3.0-4.5
4.5-9.0

Swollen 5.0-8.0 4.0-7.0
Long, not slender 2.0-3.0 7.0-11.0
Long, slender 0.8-1.2 3.5-6.0

Flat
Long, slender.
Lor\i», slender.

2.5-6.0
1.3-2.5
0.6-0.8

1.5-5.0
5.0-8.5
4.0-7.3

4.5
3.6
2.5

6.5
2.5
0.9

4.0
1.9
0.7

6
8.0
4.5

Red.
Red.

Red.

Black . .

Red with
black. . . .

Red

Black. .. .

Red with
black. . . .

Red

Black. ...

Red with
black. . . .

Red

Black
Red with
yellow. . . .

Yellow. . .

Red. . .

Yellow

.

Yellow.

Red.
Red.
Red.

Red.
Red.
Red.

6.5 Red.
7 . 5 Red.
6.0 Red.

3.0
3.8
6.2

5.3
8.5
4.5

Red.
Red.
Red.

Red.
Red.
Red.

Pendent
Pendent

Upright

Pendent
Pendent

Upright

Pendent
Pendent

Upright

Pendent
Pendent

Pendent

Pendent
Pendent

Mild.
Slightly
hot
Hot.

Hot.
Hot.

Hot.

Hot.
Hot.

Hot.

Hot.
! Slightly
hot
Mild.

Hot.
iHot.

Pendent [Hot.
i

Upright Hot.
Upright Hot.
Upright Hot.

Upright Mild.
Pendent JHot.
Pendent Hot.

3.3 Red.
7.0 Red.
5 3 Red.

Pendent
Pendent
Upright

Pendent
Pendent
Upright

Pendent
Pendent
Pendent

Pendent
'Pendent
Upright.

Upright
Upright
I^nnVbt

Mild.
Hot.

ot.

r
LMild.

Hot
Hot.
I

LMild.

Mild.
Mild.

Mild.
Hot.
Hot.

Mild.
Hot.
Hot.

SUMMARY OF TH'E BLENDS.

While the number of blends is not large, so far as they go,

it may be stated that

:

1. The long form of frnit seems to have a stronger influence

than the short or flat.

2. Different sizes of fruits blend together and become inter-

mediate in the progeny.
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3. The black color of fruit is dominant over red and yellow.

4. Pendent fruit dominates the upright.

5. Pungent ("hot") taste of fruit dominates the "mild"

taste.

Plate XXXII shows sample fruits of the parents with their

blends between them.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS UPON PEPPERS.

Small-fruited plants are most prolific, that is, produce the

greatest number of fruits.

Small-fruited plants have the finer foliage.

Absence of light promotes the vegetative function at the ex-

pense of the reproductive function (deduced from shading ex-

periments).

Foliage exposed to sunlight is much smaller than that grown
in the dark.

Mature fruits of all colors acquire more or less red, even in

the absence of light.

On the same plant, the earlier-formed fruits are often three

times the size of those produced later.

All fruits are green before acquiring their normal colors.

"Hot" fruits are more apt to turn dark or pink when exposed

to light than "mild" fruits.

On the same plant, the earlier the flower, the longer the period

of development of fruit, the difference being as much as three

weeks.

Experiments with Ornamental Plants.

Dianthus Hybrid (Diaiithus Caryophyllus-DiantJuts lafifalius)

.

This represents the crossing of a flesh-colored carnation upon a

dark red pink, seed of which was sown last spring and but two
plants resulted. They have a green foliage similar to that of

Dianthus lafifalius, but the leaves are more slender and drooping.

One of the two has already been in bloom for two months, the

double pink flowers larger than the mother and borne in clusters

of two or more, being supported by stiff woody stems with large

joints like the carnation. The agreeable odor resembles that of

the carnation but is not so strong.

Nicotiana Hybrid (Nicafiaua "Sau(lrac"-N. alata L. & O.)

The "suspect" secured was grown as a blend during the past sea-
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son and gave very thrifty plants reaching a height of four feet

and in general habit resembling more closely the male parent.

The flowers, similar in form to Nicotiana data, had a shorter

tube, the petals being white above and pink beneath. The hybrid

bloomed at evening, emitting a fragrance more delicate than that

of Nicotiana alata. Nicotiana"Sandrac," of the seed catalogues,

has no odor and remains open through the day. The hybrid was
not injured by killing frost, being still in bloom on November 2nd.

THE PANSY-VIOLET HYBRID.

A blend plant of this cross began blooming in the greenhouse
during the spring of 1907, having a yellow flower which in size

and form resembled the pansy. It bloomed constantly through
the summer and late fall, started flowering again early in the

spring of 1908 and at the time of this record (November 2nd),

fully two years from the time the plant was started, is still bloom-
ing. Young plants from self-sown seed are springing up around
the mother, giving first generation plants for next year's flower-

ing.

A set of plants, representing the second generation and grown
from seed of a yellow flower, is in bloom having petals edged
with blue, others with petals almost entirely of that color, thus

giving indication of the pansy in color as well as in size.

PETUNIA CROSSES.

"Dwarf Star-Giant Crimson." The male parent is a small-

leaved bush plant with the well-known star flower, while "Giant

Crimson" is a large-leaved, stocky plant with great single flowers

inclined to be fringed. Plants of the first generation are dwar-
fish, some with fine, others with broad leaves, while the flowers

vary from small to large, star-formed to deep crimson. A dark
stem and leaf is associated with the dark bloom. A giant-flow-

ered, fringed star type is in mind.

"White Fringed-Baby Blue." The blend plant of this cross

was a profuse bloomer, giving a medium-sized single flower with
an attractive magenta shade with a nearly white throat. The
plant taken from the greenhouse continued throughout the sea-

son a mass of bloom.

"Baby Blue-Snowstorm." This cross gave a very attractive,

eight-fringed flower with a delicate, shell-pink shade.
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"Lavencler//Single Eringed/Dwarf Star." This double

combination resulted in a plant of interest because of the unusu-

ally long sepals which gave the flower an odd appearance. The
light purple flower in itself was unattractive.

Breeding among the petunias offers little encouragement in the

way of new varieties but the study of resulting plant types and

color combinations is an interesting field.

SNAPDRAGON CROSSES.

Two varieties of the Snapdragon, "Giant Red" and "Dwarf
White," were crossed for the purpose of determining the influ-

ence of color upon offspring where there is more than one color

in the parent flower, also the influence of size of plant in the

union. "Giant Red" is a tall plant, about three feet high, its

flowers are red with a trace of yellow, while "Dwarf White" is

short, about one foot high, and bears white flowers with some
yellow. In all other respects, the two varieties are practically

alike.

The summary of the crosses extended to the first generation

is given below

:
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In the first generation, the total number of standard plants is

6, dwarfs 7, medium 15 or about one-quarter like either parent

and one-half intermediate. Also, the total number of pure red

like the red parent is 6, light red (including one with white

throat) is 15, and where the pure white is more or less abundant,

is 7, which also represent one-quarter like either parent and one-

half intermediate. Thus, the figures in the first generation,

together with those of the blend generation, indicate that dwarf
and standard sizes in snapdragons are antagonistic una, conform-
ing to Mendel's law, but with the red and white colors the uni-

formity is not clear for the red color prevails in the pure white

offspring of the first generation. These crosses illustrate a quick

method of securing plants of different sizes without changing

the color of flower, thus a dwarf red was obtained and, similarly,

a tall white (which, however, was not purely white), thus giving

a standard and dwarf of both the red and white colors.

HYBRID FOXGLOVES.

Digitalis purpurea, L., a biennial cultivated species about three

feet high with rugose, somewhat downy leaves, bearing bell-

formed, purple flowers about two inches long, was bred upon
D. lanata Ehrh., a perennial also differing from D. purpurea in

the size and color of flowers, which are whitish, only one inch

long, and in the texture of leaf, which is smooth having a sim-

pler system of venation.

The general appearance of the hybrid was more like that of

D. lanata; the flowers, however, were a half an inch longer than

in this, or exactly intermediate to both parents. The color of

flower is more like D. lanata, but the lip had a trace of purple

showing the blood of the D. purpurea. The general appearance

of the leaves is also similar to D. lanata, but they are larger than

those of either parent, showing greater vigor and the texture of

the leaves, as well as surface character, is somewhat intermediate

to both parents. The hybrid developed capsules but they were
without normal seeds.

NUMERICAL STUDY OF THE SEED-VESSELS OF THE 'VeLVET-LEAF.''

The ''Velvet-Leaf" or "Butter-print" (Abutelon Abntclon L.)

is a common weed of the mallow family and a near relative of
the "Cheeses" (mentioned later) and with a somewhat similar

fruit—that is, the seed-vessels are arranged in a circle around a
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common center. It is the number of these seed-cavities that has

been under consideration. First of all, counts were made of the

seed-cavities of fruits from plants that grew in a fairly rich loca-

tion and attained a height of four feet, with the following re-

sults, the number of instances being given under the number for

each seed cavity, respectively

:

II 12 13 14 15 16

Plant I.





Q->
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By comparing the 878 instances from rich soil with the 452
from poor ground, a total of 1,330 counts, it is seen that the aver-

age for the former is nearly midway between 14 and 15 seed-

cavities, while for the poor soil plants is nearly midway between
12 and 13, or practically two seed-cavities less for the latter and
suggesting that the number is much influenced by the conditions

under which the plants are grown.
Plate XXXIII gives an enlarged face view of the capsules

under consideration, the range of seed-cavities being from ten at

I to sixteen at 7.

Similar results were found with the allied plant previously

mentioned, namely, the "Cheeses" {Malva rotundifolia L.).

BARREL SHADING.

In a small way a test was made of putting barrels over three

kinds of plants, namely, tomatoes, peppers and eggplants. When
the upper head was left in, the covered plants did poorly and had
it not been removed within a few days the plants would have

perished; this was particularly true of the tomatoes, which
seemed to be far more sensitive to the- lack of light and air and
possibly higher temperature than with the peppers and eggplants.

With both heads removed, the barreled plants generally grew to

much greater length than those with ordinary exposure. Only
barrels of the open sort used for marketing coarse truck crops

were suitable for the shading; an ordinary apple or flour barrel

with both heads removed gives too much shade while the plant

is small and it is probable that the lack of air circulation is not

favorable for best growth.

The tomato plants, for example, grew to great length for, after

reaching the top of the barrel, the stems bent down and reached

the ground, thus producing plants of large size and of a striking

appearance but not remarkable for an early output of fruit. It

is true that the crop was much prolonged and, by covering such

plants with sacking, they were kept in a thriving condition far

into the late autumn.
In one case, the Imrrel was placed around a pepper of the truly

dwarf type but without materially increasing the height of the

plant. It was, however, noted that the covered plant showed a

marked large development of foliage and the individual leaves

were much broader—this being one of the elongated leaf-type of

plants—than the others of the same kind in full exposure to the

sun and air. Another pepper plant was much retarded by the

shading but flowered profusely late in the season.
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In Plate XIX is a representative of the barreled eggplants as

photographed upon October ist, and this is a cross of "Black

Snake"' upon "New York Improved," both of which parents

belong to the taller sorts. The plant with its large fresh leaves

is seen to be in a very healthful condition, with eleven fruits

shown in view and others upon the rear side; one mature fruit

had fallen to the ground.. It is possible that the season favored

this treatment for the two long dry periods had a. depressing

effect upon the surrounding fully exposed plants. The moisture

in this way retained around the plant may have had something to

do with the favorable result and during a wet season the outcome
might have been quite different, possibly unsatisfactory.

With the plants set four feet apart each way, horse tillage of

the ground was not interfered with by the barrels ^nd hoeing

close to the plants was omitted. The cost of this method of

shading might prevent its becoming common in a commercial

way but for the home garden, where old barrels are available

without extra expense, the use of them in the way described may
be worth the small effort required. It serves the added purpose

of keeping the eggplant and tomato fruits from the ground where

they might otherwise decay.

DISEASES OF PLANTS UPON BREEDING GROUNDS AND ELSEWHERE.

There has been less fungous disease than usual upon most of

the crop plants during the season of 1908. The corn smut is

always the most conspicuous of disorders and it was somewhat in

evidence upon all the early sorts of sweet corn. While the

smutted ears are removed as soon as they are distinguishable, it

is likely that the fact that the blocks of corn have occupied the

same land for several years has something to do with the pres-

ence of the smut.

For the first time, the tomato plants have been staked up. thus

keeping the fruit up from the ground and in the air and sunshine-

While the fruit-rot has been less, the cracking was more abundant

which may be due to the sharp contrasts between dry and wet

alternating periods and the greater exposure to the hot sun. In

ordinary practice, the fruits are gathered as they near maturity,

but here they are left on the vines for study and the decay is in-

creased thereby. The "yellow foliage" varieties have done better

than others during the past season.

Beans have been unusually free from the pod-spot and the

mildew of the Limas was not met with. Some of the bacterial

disease came to view upon the later sorts.
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Squashes suffered from the dry, hot weather and one plot of

summer sorts was saved by irrigation without any attendant out-

break of (hseases. In September the downy mildew was abun-
dant and suggested the possible necessity of spraying for its pre-

vention in coming years.

Peas do well as an early crop and seem to get ahead of their

troubles, which appear in full force when any attempt is made
to grow a late or second crop. Mildew and pod-spot are the

leading enemies but these seem only an incident and the hot dry
weather the chief reasons for failure.

Eggplants have been unusually free from the leaf blight, but

as the fruits are not removed when market-mature, they decay
considerably before they are seeded.

. Peppers are a new field crop and the foliage of all the varieties

has been particularly clean. Occasionally a plant has wilted in

the most trying hot weather and afterward died. Only a few of

the ripe fruits have shown the anthracnose.

Udo has been the most conspicuous of the blighted plants upon
all the grounds. Last season saw but a few plants left of the

many in the block and now these are practically worthless. This
Japanese salad plant, while of high table quality, seems unsuited

to the conditions that obtain here.
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WEATHER NOTES OF THE GROWING SEASON.

Upon page 298 is given a table of the rainfall for the past

twenty years for the whole State during the six months, includ-

ing April to September. It is seen that for the current year the

precipitation for the growing season has been below the average
by a total of 1.5 1 inch. It is noted that May was a very wet
month followed by a dry June and July with August normal and
quite dry again in September. It was not the actual lack of rain

so much as its unequal distribution that made the season so un-
favorable for many truck crops. There have been five years in

the last twenty with less precipitation than during the warmer
half of 1908.

Upon page 299 is given in tal)ular form the temperature of

New Jersey for the growing season and it is to be seen that the

first four months were above the average for the past twenty

years. There have been, however, eight other seasons that ex-

ceeded 1908 in warmth.
A corresponding table for the sunshine is given upon page 300

and here it is shown that the past season has been only a little

above the average in brightness.

As a whole, the season with which crop growers have been

dealing in 1908, was dry, warm and bright, and as a consequence,

many suffered from these factors of the prevailing weather.
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REPORT OF THE BOTANICAL DEPARTMENT.

Bykon D. Hai.stei), Sc.I)., B. H. A. Geoth, Ph.D.,*

Eakle J. Owen, M.S., N"ahum D. Shore, M.S.f

It is the endeavor to establish the Botanical Department upon a

basis that will be in accord with the spirit of the Adams act, and

to this end some of the old lines of experimentation are being

merged in new ones and other lines begim. The area of the gardens

has been mnch curtailed that a morei intensive study of the grow-

ing plants may be pTOsecuted, and the desire of originating new
sorts of vegetable fruits is being replaced by a. study of breeding,

out of which, the novelties will come as a by-product of the investi-

gations.

The leading kinds of plants that have shared in the work of the

Department for the year are: beans, corn (sweet), eggplants, peas,

peppers, squashes and tomatoes, A study of the crosses and hy-

brids among each of these seven foremost vegetable fruits has been

continued, and some of the results of the year are given in the< fol-

lowing pages. As this work continues it will lose more and more
its popular nature, and the results will naturally take the shape of

special or technical bulletins, while the annual reports, beiooming

less bulky may assume the form of a statement of thei year's prog-

ress, and in terms to serve the general reader.

In recog-nition of the prime essential to substantial research

work of the study of the activities of plants, a plant physiologist, in

the person of Dr. B. H. A. Groth, has been added to the staff, who,
with a. laboratory provided in the short course building, and within

easy access to^ the gardens is taking up some of the problems much
in need of solution. It is too soon for a report of finished work,

*Began April 1st. yDied September 20tli.
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but a study has been begun upon a number of crops and the tomato

in particular. For example, notes were made as to size of plant

(at different ages), shape of leaves, type of inflorescence, varioiis

details of the fruit, &c., and a large amount of material was pre-

sei'ved for close study. Several lines of physiological experimenta-

tion were prosecuted in the greenhouse during the summer, upon

one of which Dr. Groth makes a preliminary record in this report.

The work with beans has been largely with the dwarf snap and

lima sorts, following up lines that were projected some years ago;

especial attention being paid to a series of crosses between mottled

and white limas, some additional results of which are given in

this report. The study of the hybrids between snap beans and the

scarlet rnnner has been continued and a large number of attempts

to hybridize the snap and lima species are under way. An effort

has been made to list the una of the beans and determine whether

they are antagonistic or sympathetic in each case.

With the sweet corn there have been a study of (1) the crosses

between standard sorts and typical western field varieties; (2)

the behavior of crosses when color of the grain is different, as the

"red," "ruby" and "Calico" sorts; (3) the flintiness in the grain,

and (4) the effect upon size, vigor, tSrc, of the crossing of a very

small dwarf ("Yellow Pop") upon a standard white field sort.

Under the first heading the work has involved the distribution of

many pad^ets to testers throughout tlie State, and elsewhere, a

condensed piartial report of which is given, showing that the^ added

vigor of the field parent was the probable factor that saved these

crosses from the destruction that came tO' the early ordinary sweet

sorts, incident upon the prolongcid dro>ught of early summer; as

a matter of fact, the crop of "sweet-field" corns was good and the

quality of the grains excellent.

In the case of the eggplant, the studies have been chiefly along

two lines, namely (1) "American" sorts and the ways they act

upon Ciach other other when bred together, and (2) the develop-

ment of an edible sort out of the hybrid, between the "American"

and the "Chinese" species. The general details of the latter, in

particular, are given in this report, while the several steps taken

and the results in full may become the subject for a special bul-

letin.

The peas, pepipers and squashes' represented a suitable set of

vegetable fruit plants for a seasonable distribution of lalwr, and
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two years ago were placed in the immediate charge of Mr, Shore.

Unfortunately, during midsununer of the present season he was

taken suddenly and seriously ill, and, therefore, the work of breed-

ing, &c., has heen largely omitted and as a consequence the report

for these important crops will be fragmentary and brief for this

year. A very noticeable result of fertilization within the plant

among the squashes was a feebleness of the vine followed by a fail-

ure of the crop.

A large part of the home grounds wa& devoted to the study of

the tomato. Having a fairly full set of the parents and some thou-

sands of plants, representing hundreds of crosses, the opportunity

has been ample for a consideration of the una that make up the

tomato plant, and tlieir reactions upon one another when subjected

to the various combinations possible in crossing and recrossing the

varieties. It is in mind to develop a classification of the culti-

vated sorts of the tomato, founded upon the stable una and show

the range of variation that may be possible under each sort.

While seeking for rules of breeding that may be of general ap^-

plioation the long fruit of commercial size is still kept in view,

and, as a matter of fact, a large number of the plants bore fruit

of much promise in this regard. It will be of interest to show that

the ^'Goose-egg" fruit of marketable size has been obtained along

more than one line. While the breeding of the slender "plum"

or "pear" type, with a large apple-shape is quite fundamental,

in this work it has been found that when several widely different

types are blended by crossing and recrossing some striking forms

come to the light that are, of course, propagated by cuttings, and

]wssibly by breeding these within the plant, desirable results may
be reached without gTcat lossi of vigor.

Some work has been done uix)n the internal structure of the

tomato (pep]:ier and eggplant also). While the number of seed

cavities (locules) does not express the full meaning of the interior

of a to'mato ; by counting of them in equatorial sectional view and

in large numbers, a knowledge of the constancy or variability of

this characteristic is obtained that may help in securing the ideal

interior. It has been shown that wdth some kinds the number is

fairly constant, particularly when it is two or three, as in the

smaller ("currant," "cherry," "plum" and "pear") sorts; in the

large, flat and irregular kinds ("Ponderosa") the locules are nu-

merous, -^-ery variable and a, single section does not reveal them all.
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When the smaller and the larger fruited sorts are bred together a

gTeat variety in number results; some plants seem to adhe^re to a

number differing from that of others of the same origin.

A number of okra crosses have been grown, and the same plot

included a hybrid of the "Golden Bowl" upon the okra, remarkable

for its extreme vigor.

The ornamental border oontained several hybrids of promise and

in particular these of the carnation-pinks.

During the year, one bulletin, namely, ISTo. 218, "Vegetable

Fruits-Seed Distribution for 1909," has been issued. The usual

amount of time has been given to the details of the office- desk and

laboratory, consisting of correspondence concerning the habits

of plants, and the inspection of seeds, diag-noisis of diseases, &c.

THE EXPERIMENT AREA.

The ground devoted to the gardens for 1909 consisted of (1)

the two acres of home grounds, as described in previous reports;

(2) an acre in three strips alternating with forage crope of the

farm department, and (3) a block of nearly two acTeis acquired this

season, and called the "JSTorth Lot"—taken in exchange: for the

four-acre tract known for tlie past two- years, as the' "Smock Land."

To this should be added the land, scattered in small patches

throughout the State, that was used by the many persons who' re-

ceived seeds, and kindly volunteered to act as testers for the Ex-

periment Station.

Experiments with Corn.

^'lOWA SILVER-MINE STOWELL''s EVERGREEN"'' CROSS (144—93).

In 1906 the "Iowa Silver-Mine" was bred upon the "Stowell

Evergreen," and the starchy, dent grains thus secured upon the

"Stowell" ears Avere planted in a block in 1907. This yielded a

crop of ears (Plate IV., 1907) one-fourth of which were sweet.

These gi-ains became the basis for a block in 1908, which produced

a fine lot of solid sweet ears. A distribution was made of this cTop

and also from sipecially selected ears a block of forty-eight hills
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was grown upon the home grounds. The upper row of Plate I.*

is occupied with ears from this crop, the four upon the right being

photographed as taken from the field when the husks were dry,

but the grains still plump; those upon the left were gathered earl-

ier and had become cured.

The plants were large with but very few suckers, the ears borne

high, occasionally two upon a stalk and of very acceptable fonn,

but perhaps too large for table: use in some hotels. The fourteen

tO' eighteen rows of deep gi'ains were usually straight, and the color

was so fine a white that the name "Silver Sweet" is fully merited.

Aside from the points of excellence named above, it possesses

the one that was primarily sought for, namely, vigor of plant,

for which during such a season as the last it means all the differf net'

between a crop and a failure. Sweet corn as a, rule throughout the

State Avas nearly destroyed by the long dry weather of the mid-

gi'owing season.

The following are the reports of the few practical growers who
had this cross for trial.

REPORTS FROM TESTERS OF IOWA SILVER-MINE STOWELE
EVERGREEN."

(1) "Planted April 23d^—first picking AugTist 10th. Ears

medium and uniform in size^—a good boiling and roasting corn."

(2) "The: corn was fine—large ears and the flavor was excellent;

grains large and sweet." (3) "High stalks, some over eight feet

—

large ears, sixteen rows of medium sized kernels. Fairly sweet.

Average one and one-half ears to stalk." (4) "Average height,

seven feet, fairly vigorous considering dry season. Three-fourths

planted had two ears six to eight inches long—mostly like Ever-

green, but a good many irregular. Quality very good." (5)

"Plants were very vigorous and pcroductive—from seven tO' eight

feet high, despite a most severe drought, when they were com-

pletely destroyed by cattle a few days before the ears would have

been sampled on the table. If this corn is of good table quality

it is an acquisition." (6) "Partly a failure; too dry until late,

*Plates I.-XXV. in this report were made from photographs by Mr. F. H.
Dodge, to whom many thanks are due for his courtesies and painstaiting skill.

18
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l)ut matured a few good ears oi larger size than Stowell's in an-

other plot—would have been lots of ears—ran eighteen toi twenty

rows to cob and flavor was excellent." (7) "The plants which

came np seemed to be about the same as the regular Stowell Ever-

green."

"lOWA SILVEE-MINE COUNTRY GENTLEMEN" CROSS (144—19).

The above cross was begun at the same time (190G) as that last

mentioned and the details of the work are parallel with it. Sample

earsi of the block grown upon the home grounds are shown in the

lower row in Plate I. The plants while strong were not as tall

as those of the ''Stowell" cross, previously described, but stood the

dry weather and made ai good crop of midseason ears. It is seen

by the specimens that the ears are much more slender than the

"Stowell" cross and often are filled out of the tip like the most

desirable type of field corn. The grains are long and in the whole

block were pra,ctically all of the zigzag arrangement. In quality

this cross seems to be fully equal tO' the high standard of its mother

and the larger size of ear cannot but meet with favor. To dis-

tinguish it from any other of the "Shoepeg" sorts it will bear

the name "Jersey Sweet."

The reports of the growers who had this crossi for a practical

trial are ffiven below.

REPORTS FROM TESTERS OF IOWA SIEVER-MINE COUNTRY
GENTLEMEN.'"'

(1) "The above-named sweet corn takes the lead for me in

yield and flavor of all other kinds I have tried. The ears are large

and fine." (2) "Length of stalk, four to seven and one-half feet;

dry weather very bad. I believe in good weather it would average

seven feet. Did not bear half crop on account of drought; ears

seven to eight and one-half inches long; quite a good many yellow

grains, about 10 per cent, zigzag. Quality good." (3) "Very

fine large strong stalks, two ears on most of the stalks ; fine

quality." (4) "Strong grower; fine quality of grains." (5)

"Stalks -of this corn about eight feet high, ears good size, one ear

twenty rows, seven inches long; forty-seven grains in row; very
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good flavor." (6) "Corn planted May 5th, cut it to eat August

8th; some of the ears were nine inches long, having fourteen to

eighteen rows, and grew eight to nine feet tall—as to eating quality

do not see how it could be improved."

THE "pride of XISnUA-STOWELL^S EVERGREEx" CROSS (145-93).

The above cross is of the same age as the two previously men-

tioned—the "Pride," being a yellow dent instead of the white of

the "Silver-Mine," and having a "rusty" cob, gives two strains

as to cob color and two for grain, whether yellow or white. Only

white sweet grains were planted as there was lack of space and

there is a prejudice against the yellow color.

One block was planted with grains from "rusty" cobs and from

the three ears only that had been borne by a single stalk. The

general appearance of the ears is shown in the up|>er row of Plate

II. Near the middle is a pair of ears united by their husks, pro-

duced upon the same stalk, with the shape the same as the other

ears, bat much smaller. The ears just to the left of this was un-

usually large, and is much more dried than the others. In quality

the grains are superior and the plants in this block were large,

strong and in every way desirable, excepting in the matter of ear

production ; there was too great a tendency for twins and triplets,

and as a, result there were many small ears that were not well

tilled out. The results might have been more satisfactory had

the season favored the crop. So' far as this test goes it is not favor-

able to the selection of a triplet foT the mother. The forty-eight

hills yielded 130 ears, many of which were like those shown in

the picture besidesi a score and more picked for testing at various

times as they were table mature.

The ears, as to the color of cob, were as follows : White through-

out, forty-eight ; cobs variably "rusty," seventy-nine; cobs and

gi-ains both involving the "rusty" color, three.

A block of forty-eight hills, as above, was planted with white

grains from white cob ears and yielded a quite uniform lot of

plants—eight ears of which are shown in the lower half of Plate

IT.—the four to the right being freshly picked and the otheis

somewhat dried. As a rule the ears, often twins, are more slender

than the first mentioned block. The tips were often with good
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grains covering them as in high-grade field sorts. Of the 116 ears

sixty-one were white throughout, thirty-three with "rusty" cobs

and twenty-two showed the color in both cob and grains. The

color of the oob is not like a grain quality and cannot b© removed

by simply selecting ears free from it.

REPORTS OF TESTERS OF PRIDE-STOWELI> S CROSS.

(1) "Corn grew strong and quickly, each stalk bearing two

ears twelve inches long; very tender and sweet." (2) "The corn

gTew to the height of eight feet, the length of the^ earsi were nine

and ten inches ; the ears were very full and very sweet; sandy soil."

(3) "Large stalks, large full ears; fine eating corn. This corn did

better than any other sweet corn I planted this year." (4) "Corn

matured a little later than some of my other varieties. Cobs and

grains much larger than any other I had ; large grains ; flavor

good. Stalks larger than usual (one Avas twelve and one^-half feet

high), perhaps due to extremely dry season ; no more than one ear

to stalk. Noticed only a slight red tinge to cobs ; altogether a very

satisfactory corn."

CROSS OF FIELD DENT UPON DWARF POP CORN.

A pot-grown plant of a white field dent corn was crossed upon

a dwarf yellow pop in the greenhouse last winter, and from

seed thiis secnred four hills were grown during the present season.

The ear from which the field dent potted plant Avas grown is shown

at the left in Plate III., and to the right of the row are five of the

ears of the pop corn while an equal number of the crossed ears are

between the two parents.

The field corn is one of the sorts largely grown for its desirable

ears of large white dent grains, and the mother is a variety of very

dwarf habit, not exceeding thirty inches in height, and bearing the

short and in every way small ears a foot or less fro^m the ground.

The contrast is in. nearly every quality.

The cross plants, of which twenty were grown, were quite vari-

able in sizei, and in time of maturing the ears—but the average was

midway between the two parents grown near by for comparison.
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The ears of the cross seem to approach quite closely the size of the

white parent, but, as a matter of fact, the two longest and heaviest

weigh in the same notch with the large white ear, and the next

to the largest of the pop ears. In weight of whole ears, therefore,

an as-erage is struck, and in the weight of tlie grains only, the

ratio* are: White, 4 ; cross, 8 ;
pop, 17 ; that is, the weight of the

crossed grain is nearer the large than the small-grained parent.

In length of grain the ratios are 5, 7, 11, and in breadth, 9, 8, 11.

In other words, the pop grains are as wide as they are long, and

the cross somewhat longer than broad, and the field grains are very

much longer than broad—all of which shows a blending of the

dimensions in the cross.

The grains of the middle one of the set of cross ears were shelled

and counted, with the following results: White, 170 ; orange, 191

;

lemon yellow, 302. The two yellows are not separated with ease,

and therefore this may account for the variation from the theoreti-

cal—assuming that the orange-eolored ones are the pnre dominants

and the lemon (pale) yellow the "hybrids." The two shades of

the cross are very evident in all the ears of the cross, and the in-

ference is that the white dilutes the yellow in the "hybrid" grains.

FLTNTINESS AS IXFT.UENCED BY ENVIRONMENT.

Grains from a practically solid flinty ear of "Malamo," grown

upon poor soil in 1908, were planted in a block of thirty-two hills

in the home grounds where the soil approaches a garden condition,

and much better than that upon which the seed was gro^vn the

previous year.

The season was unusually jDOor for early corn, but the plants

made a fair growth ; much better than those from "sweet" "Mal-

amo" seed planted in a distant part of the same area as a check.

Of the sixty-six ears of fair size harvested, thirty-four were flinty

and thirty-two generally sweet. The lower part of Plate III.

is occupied with five of the most flinty ears at the left and these

showing the largest amonnt of sweet (wrinkled) grains at the

right. The reader is' to bear in mind that all gradations between

those two sets make up the remaining fifty-six ears. In a gen-

eral way it seems fair to state that there are about an equal num-
ber of the flinty and the sweet grains in the whole lot of ears,
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and this sIioav? that the flintiuess of the seed planted is not re

produced in full in the crop under the conditions named.

A study of the whole set of ears leads one to feel that in soiue

instances the tiintiness or its absence seems to indicate a plant

character, for in some ears tlie sweet gi'ains are the rare ex-

ception and in others the flinty ones are scarce. Sometimes an

ear will have all its g7'ains in a semi-flinty condition, as shown

in tJie middle ear of the "sweet'' set. Again one may be led to

the opinion that the grain in its starch unum acts quite inde-

pendently of it? neighboi'S, for among a large number of smooth

ones will be a strongly wi-inkled one, as shown in the flinty ears of

the plate.

In connection with this directing force of the ear as a whole,

or better, the whole plant (for when there are twin ears both are

practically alike in shaping power upon the grains), and the self-

centered energy- of the kernel itself there is the possibility of

xenia being active among these grains that othei'wise would be

much more uniform. It is probable that the drifting of the orig-

inal sweet corn has gone far enough toward a true flint corn.

so that starch forming quality becomes a Mendelian factor when

bred with those grains that are more sweet than flinty ; in short,

the flinty grains in an otherwise sweetish ear may be due to ferti-

lization, by pollen bearing the starch forming power.

"black mexicax with

For the purpose of aiding home breeding of truck crops a quan-

tity' of "'Black ^lexican" and ''StowelFs Evergreen" sweet com
was distributed to those who requested it, along with directions

for the proposed trials. The stock of seed was obtained with

special request for purity, from one of the leading seed houses,

with a high reputation acquired tlirough a century or more of

square dealing. That the Department might keep closely ac-

quainted with the work as it progi*essed, an isolated block was

grown upon the Experiment Station grounds in parallel rows of the

two soi-ts, kc, as outlined in the bulletin.*

*BnlI. 21S^-Veeetable—Fruit Seed Distribution for 1909.
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The upper row of ears in Plate IV. show some of the results

of this first step in the breeding of two eomniereial varieties of

corn together. Upon the left are fi\e sample ears of the "Black

Mexican," the twO' end ones entirely black (slate), while the other

tliree show white grains, one of them in large numbers. Ear 2

lias ten grains more or less white, none absolutely; ear o has five

white and sixteen whitish grains, while ear 4 bears thirty-eight

white and forty-two showing a pale color of the same shade as

many of those upon the "Stowell" ears to the right. This ear has

344 grains, deseribed as follows : Black, 274
;
pale slate, 42 ; white,

38 ; it seems that the mother grain wasi a cross between a "Mexi-

can" and some white sort, and growing alone or with its own cross

might yield under the Mendelian rule, 86 pure black (slate), 172

cross, and 8(> white. As a matter of fact the pollen exposure for

any one ovule was nearly equal between the white and black sorts,

so that regarding the dominance of the black on the white as three

to one in fa\-or of the black, the white grains would be greatly re-

duced.

It seems probable that the solid black ears^, as shown at 1 have

utilized white pollen in many instances without any signs of it

ap{>earing in the grains thus produced. The greater trouble comes

witli the ears that shoAV only an occasional grain, one to ten or less

when the half l)lack mother assrimiption does not hold. If the

progeny from such white grains show the "Stowell" influence, it

will be necessary to attribute it tO' a crossing taking place of the

white upon the black with no dominance for the black.

The "Stowell's Evergreen" showed all degrees of the mixing;

no ear was entirely without dark grains, while some had fully a

third or more marked. Sonie ears had the crossed grains generally

much darker than others, suggesting that the taking of the color is

somewhat of a plant quality. This variation among the ears as a

whole has often been noticed in years past, and is not to be dis-

missed as a question of age of the grains. When a plant bears

two or more ears and consequently of different ages of ripening,

one of the striking things is the great uniformity in the matter of

displaying the same shade of color. The same is true whether the

color in question be black and white or yellow and white.

In addition to the variation, among the ears, of the intensity

of the color, there is a wide range upon the same ear. Even with

those ears where the color generally is strong there will be grains
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with only a cloudiness showing through the colorless skin, and

frequently so indistinct that the person who attempts tO' separate

the colored from the uncolored will feel that there is a possibility

of some of the crossed grains showing no signs of the fact so far

as the color goes'. This assumption seems to account for some of

the results that arc met with in the breeding of different colored

corns,

'•'CAOCO" CORN AND PROPOSED CROSSINGS.

In the lower left-hand corner of Plate IV. are shown five ears

of the "Calico" field corn, which was grown the past season as a

breeder row upon two sweet sorts, namely, the sweet strain

of "Iowa Silver-Mine" upon "Country Gentlemen" and the

"Stoweill's Evergreen" standing in parallel rows upon either side

of the "Calico." Thisi latter sort is a good sized dent co'm, with,

the gi-ains most variably marked ; the ears as such vary froaii those

that are almost free from color in the skin of the grains (11) to

those that are solid red (15), while others have each grain marked
quite similarly with fine chocolate lines. Among the fifty and

more ears secfured there were no two- alike in the markings ex-

cepting when they w^ere borne by the same stalk, and then they

closely reseanble each other, even to the minute details of the mark-

ings ; this' kind of coloration is not a grain peculiarity, but of the

whole ear, and all the ears, or in other words, is a plant peciuliarity,

and when thisi variety is crossed upon sweet sortsi it does not show
any xenia of those markings.

The "Calico" seed employed was mixed as to the color of the

endosperm, some grains being white and others yellow, and this

fact is prominently enforced by the starchy kernels that appear in

the sweet corn ; that is, some are plain white dent and others yel-

low. In the case of the "Calico" ears, many of the gi-ains doubt-

less carry the sweet potency under cover of the starchy quality;

the yellow and white grains are disposed without order on any ear,

and the yellow as a rule is evident, excepting where the coat is

solid red, in which instanoei a removal of the thin wall of the ovaiy

by scraping or weak potash shows that tlie yellow or white endo-

sperm is beneath.

When there are two setS' of colors—one a, plant quality expressed

in all the grains, in some degree of similarity, and the other a
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seed character and working somewhat independently of the other

grains and possible of immediate influence by the pollen, it is

evident that complications will arise in a field of the crop that at

first sight seem to be a striking illustration of utter confusion.

The ear (14) next to the solid red one has beaked grains, a

peculiarity that is of the plant giving this shape tO' all kernels it

may produce in one or a, half dozen ears.

This mixing of so many una at the same time is not recom-

mended in the breeding of corn, but it i& one of the metliods of

studying some phases of the subject.

THE VOORHEES KED-EGYPTIAN CROSS.

Some years ago the ''Black Mexican" was bred upon the

"Eg;)'ptian," a slate-black upon a whiter, and one of the results is a

variety ("Voorhees") with a distinct red color. In order to test

the behavior of this red-grained variety in breeding it was crossed

in 1907 with a large number of varieties and the following year

eight blocks of corn were grown from the crosses thus secured.

The dark grains from some of the ears of "Voorhees Red" upon

"Egyptian" of the crop of 1908 were grown in block the past sea-

son, and five of the many ears are shown in the lower right-hand

corner of Plate IV. E.ar 16 is short, thidc, with sixteen rows,

bearing a few Avhite grains among the slate^colored ones ; ear 17

differs chiefly in having no white grains, but about ten per cent,

that are pink-blue, alike in themselves, pink, but in striking con-

trast with the otlier kernels, which are slate colored. Ear 18,

long, blunt pointed, has both the white grains of the first and the

pink of the second scattered throughout the somewhat variable

slate grains. In ear 19 there is a larger percentage of white grains,

and the others range from those tinged with lilac to the full slate.

Practically the same states of things exists in the last ear (20).

It seems likely that by isolation these colors could be' secured,

namely, white of the "Egj^ptian" and the black of the "Mexican"
and the red of the "Voorhees."
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Experiments with Squashes.

Much of the land occupied by squashes was newly acquired,

called tlie '"Xorth Lot/' and this with tlie strips, where peas and

beans were gi'own as a first crop, the area in squashes was fully

two acres. On May 28th the bush squashes were planted in ma-

nured hills four feet apart, and the vine sorts eight feet each way.

The work was in immediate diarge of Mr Shore, whose lamented

illness and death prevent more than an incompilete record of the

results. Following are some observations drawn from the notes

taken chiefly at the close of the season and upon the fruits- which

remjiined in place after the leaves had fallen.

SHAPE IN CROSSED SQUASHES.

The squashes are nothing if not variable in shape; orchard

fruits are constant in form in comparison with them and the same

is true of the other vegetable fruits, not excepting peppers, which

possibly take the second places.

Attention for the present is confined to the species CucurbUa
pepo L., and to the portion of it that takes the general name& of

summer sqiuishes and pum2:)kins. In breeding together of these

two groups, results have been reached that are summarized below

:

The ''Early Bush" (8) upon the "Field Pumpkin" (46) gave

in the blend pear-shaped fruits more or less ribbed ; in other words,

a, fruit resulted that apprroached an average between the flat of the

''Bush" and the long oval of the ''Pumpkin."

In the case of three-fourth blood of the flat scallop of the "Bush"
the results show thirty-eight scalloped to five oval, and when the

reverse is true, namely, three-fourth "Pumpkin," the forty-eight

plants showed no true scallopi—thus of the eleven with a, shell

there were recorded three as flat and one intermediate. The fifty-

six plants of the reeipTocal of the last, the total blend of "Pump^
kin" remaining the same, the results were practically identical

;

that is, the shape was generally oval.

In the crosses of the "Mammoth White Scallop" (10) upon
''Field Pumpkin" (-16) the fruits were quite uniformly a scallop

oval, thus striking an average between the two forms.
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When the above cross was bred upon the ''Scallop" the results

show a largo scallop fairly uniform throughLOut the thirteen hills.

The reciprocal of this double cross (10//10/46) showed more

variation, namely, scallop 11, oval 22 and intermediate 32. The

row of (10/40//46) was remarkable for the heavy crop of fine

orange pumpkins, with an occasional fruit inclined to be flat and

showing other signs of the scallop "blood."

The cross of "Mammoth White Scallop" upon "Strickler's"

(10/11) was bred upon "CocO'anut," a vine squash so named be-

cause the fruits are the shape (and size) of a cocoanut deprived

of its fibrous coat. The record book shows that of the tweoity-

nine plants, thirteen had flat scalloped fruits and sixteen, were

oval. When the above double cross was bred to the "Cocoanut"

again the shape generally was that of the "Cocoanut," there being

but one plant with flat fruits. A reciprocal of the last compound

cross showed eighteen oval and three flat sets of fruit.

The compound cross expressed by the form 11///10/11//19
gave a very fruitful row of thirteen hills with the fruits all broad

straight-neck. When one of the "Strickler" is replaced by a "Scal-

lop" and the record formula becomes 10///10/11//19, the fruits

are all Avith a scallop. The "Cocoanut" shows its presence in the

color, which for the present is purposely kept out of consideration.

The "Strickler" and "Coco-anut" (11/19 I) in their first gen-

eration showed in shape thirty-four plants with long fruits to

fourteen with the "Cocoanut" strongly in evidence. Another row

with the breeding within the mother plant, the results were long,

42 ; round, 5. The long is very potent over the round form.

By breeding the above cross to the "Cocoanut" as expressed in

11/19//19 the results were, 32 long, 35 round. The reciprocal

of the last (19//11/19) gave, long, 29; round, 19. In many of

the above combinations the actual shape of the fruits is such that

no two plants have them alike. Each plant has its own fruits

fashioned after the same pattern, so that by leaving one fruit upon

each plant all the other fruits might have been most thoroughly

mixed up and then returned to the plants that produced them. This

fact indicates that the fruit shape (and size, color, marking and

other peculiarities as well) is a plant characteristic and not one

belonging exclusively to the particular fruit in which it finds ex-

pression.
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The general shape of the isquash fruit seems tO' be controlled by

that of the stem of the plant, which as rule is five sided (pentag-

onal), and a section through it reveals ten strands of fibres (fibro-

vascular bundles) five of them being at the angles and the other

five midway between. The stem of the fruit observes the same

pentagonal outline with modifications, and at the place where it

joins the fruit poi'Oper there are often ten projections, five smaller

alternating with the larger and forming buttresses. In the scal-

loped fruits it is a simpler matter to see that the larger five ])oints

of the end of the' fruit-stem stand opiposite the grooves and the

ridges are opposite to the minor points in the stem. A scallop

squash of the simplest type—^as regards the rim-—has five projec-

tions with alternating depressions ; when more complicated there

may be small knobs alternating with the larger ones or they

may be in pairs between the original five. Whatever the increase

in the number of scallops they are a multiple of five, and, as a rule,

quite symmetrical, althoiigh during growth these, at first quite

plastic, fruits may become warped from perfect regularity. For

example, the under half of a fruit, unless quite small, is somewhat

different from the upper half, depending upon greater pressure

as it lies upon the earth as well as other varying surrounding con-

ditions.

WEIGHTS OF SQUASHES.
I

But little attention was' given to the productiveness of the vari-

ous crosses. Weights, however, were taken of the fruits of

some of the plants at the close of the season and at a time when
the summer sorts with "shells" were not of table value. The fol-

lowing are some of the weights with the crosses preceding them :

Ntimier of

Fruits to Weight.

Plant. Lbt.

1—Early Bush-Field Pumpkin (8/46 I) 8 9i
2—Early Bush-Early Bush/Pumpkin (8//8/46) 5 39i

1.5*

3—Early Bush-Pumpkin/Pumpkiu (8/46//46) 1 14

16
4—Mammoth White Scallop-Pumpkin (10/46 1) 3 14^

10^
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Number of

Fruits to

Plant.

5—Mam. Wh. Scallop/Pumpkin-M. W. Sc. (10/4G//10)

G—Mam. Wh. Scallop/Strickler's-Cocoanut (V13//39)

7—The last upon Cocoanut (1/11//19///19)

S—Strickler-Wh. Scallop Strickler Cocoanut.

9—Strickler-Cocoanut (11/19 I ) 1

3
5

Weight.

Lbs.

21i
11^

5f

12i
61

6i

9i
4*

4f
4i

5f
51
4*

Gi

4f
3i

3i

2f

4i

5i
8

6i

Hi
Si

18f
33*

25f
5i

4f
6i
6

111

10—Cocoanut/Strickler-Cocoanut (19//11/19)

7i
6J

6i
7

Ci

81
6

9i

5i

4f
5i
4i

4i

7i

3t
4*

4i
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11—Strickler-Strickler/Cocoanut (11//11/19)

Number of
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3.5 pounds. This result is in the range between a half and double

of the weight of the fruits borne singly.

In group 12 the yield per vine was high, with a great range in

weight, from fourteen to forty-six and one-half pounds. In this

case th.e plants of varieties widely different in average size of

fruit were crosses and it was evident at the weighing time tliat

each vine had its fixed size of fruit, some favoring the smaller

parent ("Fordhook") and others the larger ("English Marrow").
This row of vines came to full maturity, and, as a rule, the fruits

of any one vine were all of the same size and shape. It is quite

evident that from a, field of squashes, each row of which repre^

sents a cross of often widely differing sizes of fruits, there is no
satisfactory opportunity of determining the relation that exists

between the size of the fruits and the number that a given plant
produces.

COLOR IN CROSSED SQUASHES.

The colors in squashes are quite various, but may be grouped
for study under the white, cream, lemon, yellow, orange and
gTeen. Some varieties have solid colors, but a majoirity carry two
or more and possibly all the above colors arranged in bands,
stripes, blotches, &c., thus adding to the confusion in this regard
that reigns among the crosses of certain varieties.

In the "Early Bush" upon "Field Pumpkin" (8/46 1) the
fruits were all light cream colored. They, as expected, were the
same when the "Bush" was three-fourths, but in the reciprocal

(8/46//46) the cream, yellow, orange, and green colors were rep-
resented.

The "Mammoth White Scallop/' and "Field Pumpkin"
(10/46 I) showed eight cream, eleven lemon, seven orange and
six green. In the 10/46//10, the fruits were all cream, while the
reciprocal (10//10/46) had thirty-three cream and thirty-two
lemon. The 10/46//46 had a large row (thirteen hills) of solid

orange pnmpkins and the reciprocal 46//10/46, while a less pro-
lific row, otherwise agreed closely with the last, excepting that
there were two vines with beautifully mottled green and cream
flat fruits.

A row of 46///5/6//11 I gave twenty-nine orange, five green
fruiting vines.
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In the compound cross of 10/11//19 I there were thirteen

solid cream and sixteen of orange (nsnally with varions green

markings).

When the above was bred to the ''Cocoannt" (19) 10/11//19-

///19, there were seven cream, four striped and one with a green

tip. The reciprocal of tlie last produced eleven cream, six striped

orauge-gTeen and four orange with a green tip. When "Strickler"

was "crossed upon the 10/il//19, making 11// /10/11//19, the

green did not appear and there were thirteen cream and twenty-

three striped light orange upon cream backgTOund.

In the compound of 10///10, 11/19 there were thirty cream

and seventeen green (some solid and others with blotches of yel-

low and variable ujxvn the same plant). The 6/5//19///19 gave

thirty-four cream, thirty-two orange striped with green, and

6/5//19///6/5 produced thirty-two cream, twelve with orange

striped upon the cream bush grown. In 6/ 5///6/5//19 there

were sixteen cream and twenty-one orange striped.

The "Strickler*- upon ''Cocoanut" (11/19) yielded seventeen

orange and seventy-nine striped with green. In the 11/19//19

there were twenty-seven orange, twenty gi'een striped, twenty gi'een

tipped, and in 19//11/19, twenty-six orange, nine gi'een striped

and twelve green tipped. In the 11//11/19 there were eighteen

orange and thirty green striped. (The two gTOups of green were

not represented, but in the note book records there were fruits with

green tips present.)

In the "Golden Bush" upon "Bush Fordhook'' (9/511) there

were thirteen cream and ten orange ; when 9 was added in 9/51//9

there were twenty-four cream and twenty-four orange with the

reciprocal 9//9/51, giving twenty-six cream and twenty-seven

orange.

The 9/51//51 gave all thirty-six cream, and 51//9/51 pro-

diiced twenty-one cream and six orange.

The "Michigan"' uix)n -MammoTh ^Miite Scallop" (53/10 1)

produced f&rty-eight cream (lemon-cream), thirteen gi-een, six

striped : when the "]\[ichigan" made up three-fourths (53/10//53)
the fruits were all green and represented closely the "Michigan"

parent, but the reciprocal (53//53/10) gave eight gTcen and thir-

teen cream. The 53//10/ ^10 gave nine green and twenty-three

creajn, while 10//53/10 yielded two green and twenty cream.
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Among the bush crossei- the ''Golden Bush" upon "Cocozelle"

(9/52) orange upon green gave six orange, nine striped (orange

and green) and two green. Another row of the same cross with

different mother fruit yielded seven orange, nine stripe^l and eight

green.

The ''Manuuoth White Scallop" upon "Bush Fordhook"

(10/51), a white upon a pale salmon, gave forty-two lemon and

fourteen cream and a second row from a different mother fruit

yielded seven lemon and thirty-six cream.

The "Strickler" ujxm "Michigan" (11/53), orange upon green,

lUTKluced sixteen orange and eight green.

Much difficulty is experienced in classifying squashes that have

green in them because of this color disappearing more or lass with

age. Thus a fruit having only green when full sized may become

stripped or those stripes may fade out and the basal orange or cream

occupy the whole surface. The green colored fruit may show a

yellow or orange only when the fruit rests upon the ground. There

are instances quite the opjxjsite to this when the remaining green,

portion is the under side when light is excluded, and such have

been seen to lose the green when the shaded ])art is given full ex-

posure to the light.

COXCERXIXO Tin: SIIELT. IX SQUASHES.

Many kinds of squashes as the fruits mature have a hard coat

formed between the skin and the flesh l>eneath. In some members

of the squash family the wall of the ovary is chiefly transformed

into this hard layer, as instanced in the multiform gourds, many
of which for this reason are fashioned into various utensils.

When squashes having the power to produce a shell are crossed

with those lacking in this peculiarity, the offspring vary greatly

in shell production. Thus when the "Early Bush" (8)—a small

'lat scallop, white shell—is bred with the "Field Pumpkin" (46)

—a large, oval, yellow vine variety without a shell—the results

are variable as regards the shell as shown below:

19
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rE. Busb//E. Bush/F. Pumpkin (8/18/46),

1— J " /F. Pumpkin//F. P. (8/46//46).

1 F. Pumpkin//E. Bush/F. P. (46//8/46) . .
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coaniit" for the otiier half there is a well developed shell in all

crosses, and in the last set where "Mammoth" is a half, there is

a nearly even division between the shell and no shell.

In number 4 the eiffect of the "Cocoanut" is noticed in all ex-

cepting the third combination. The shell producing force is

stronger than the non-shell forming power.

This last fact is very evident in the next three instances, which,

when combined, show that with equal parts of shell and no shell

the progeny shows 205 shell to ninety-three non-shell producing

plants. Thus it is seen further on that ''Strickler^' is able to hold

its shell evenly when "Cocoanut" is three-fourths and when
"Strickler" is three-fourths—all the fruits are with shell.

In number 7 there is a large representation of a shell and no-

shell sort, and the figures here further show that the "Mammoth"
even when represented by only one-fourth is able to produce 61

per cent, of plants with shells to the fruits.

The subject of the shell has not been studied with the compound

microscope, and the test, when so many fruits were represented,

was necessarily crude and consisted in thrusting, or attempting

to thrust, a sharpened nail fitted into the end of a cane into the

flesh of the squash.

By assembling all the above instances where the two factors are

evenly balanced and results decisive it is found that the shell to

the non-shell is as 152 to 113.

THE "sTRICKLER-COCOANUt" CROSS (11/19).

There were three rows of fourteen hills each of the blend of the

"Strickler" upon the "Cocoanut." This is the union of a long,

large, often bent-neck, warted, dark orange shell, bush summer
squash with a nearly round, grooved, small belted gi*een tip, or

variously striped green, light orange and cream vine winter squash.

The following table shows some of the facts that were draAvn

from the study of the plants that bore fruits of marketable size

:

Bush 87 Shell to fruit. . 56 No shell.. 31 Striped.. 75 Orange. .12

Half vine.. 69 " 48 " 21 " 54 " 15

Totals.. 156 104 52 129 27
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It is seen that somewhat more than half were bush plants. The

term "bush" and "half-vine" are convenient terms, but not here

nsed with any exact meaning. A bush is a plant with a stem aver-

aging two and one-half feet in length and a half vine Avith a pros-

trate stem five to ten feet long. The present figures were obtained

in particular from the plants after the leaves had fallen and the

prostrate stems could bei easily measured. As a matter of fact,

in blend plants like these between a true bush and a regular vine

squash there is great dilficulty in the above classification. The

vines were all short ; that is, none of them exceeded the ten-foot

limit set for convenience as the length to be obtained under normal

conditions of the "eoeo.anut" plant. In other words, the bush type

dominated very fully, and one needs to O'bserve the lengths of the

stems of the plants that follow in the next generation to get the

necessary facts as to this unum.

It is seen that there is nearly the same per cent, of shell fruits

with the bush as the half-vine plants. It is noted that the number

with shell is just double those Avithout the shell. In the matter of

this hard covei- at maturity there is range from those: with a shell

a quarter of an inch thick to others with only a thin protection.

The test was made with an awl that was thrust into the flesh of

the squash, and the decision was made upon the amount of re-

sistance to the passage of the awl.

A division was attempted upon the basis of color of the bush,

the deep solid orange of the male parent being for one group and

those not showing this for the other. The latter exhibiting a great

variety of stripes and blotches of green and orange, including those

with a sreen area at the blossom end of the fruit. A little more

tlian a fifth of the fruits were of the pure deep orange type and

suggests that there is a unum that might adhere to the Mendelian

rule.

Of the many oiher peculiarities, as size and shape of the fruits,

little can be set down with any degree of satisfaction at present.

The cross involved many characters and it is impossible to estab-

lish any rule for any single quality, without having a much larger

number of instances.
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(."ONTINUOUS SELECTION OF TYPES.

The ''Jers<^y Green" is a siimnior squash that has been secured

in four years of selection from a ci'oss of the "Yellow Crookneck"

upon the cross of the same variety with the "Cream Scallop," and

represented by the formula 5//6/5. The first generati(m gave

generally smooth "Jugs," but variable in color. Smooth green

"jugs" were selected for seed, from which came seven types; from

these the smooth green-fruited plants were selected and bred to

themselves and within the particular plant. In 1908 this work

re&ulted in a block of plants upon the home grounds, all of which

were green fruited. A distribution was also made the same year of

the seeds of the previous crop under the name of "Jersey Green,"

and forty-three individual responses are recorded in the annual

report for last year, pages 255, 256.

During the present season a test was made of planting separately

seeds of this sort that resulted from fertilization within the plant,

and all the thirteen hills showed feeble plants that matured usually

not more than a single fruit while these wei'e in all cases true to

type.

Alongside of this test of the "Jersey Green" were rows of other

types of summer squashes, the seeds of which came frootn the breed-

ing within the plant, and in every case the results were the same,

namely, very feeble plants. This block of rows of squashes was

very noticeable because of the lack of vigor, and it is regretted

that a field photograph was not taken, showing the striking con-

trast between the rows grown from closely bred seed and those

without this inbreeding.

It w'as determined that quite minute features of a squash fruit

can be fixed by this process of breeding within the plant. Thus
there "vvas one row planted with seed from a peculiar "acorn"

formed fruit, fertilized within the plant, and all the many fruits

were alike in this respect. Another roAv was planted to another

variation of the "acorn" and the result was the same. Still an-

other row had a third "acorn" ]Teculiarity, and this in like manner
was reproduced and apparently will remain fixed so long as the

breeding is confined to plants with that peculiarity.
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One row was planted with seeds from a Anted "jug" with cer-

tain pale green strips, and both the shape and the stripes came true

to the parents. In the same way a large orange "jug" produced

all orange fruits with some variation in the shape. In the case

of a smooth cream "jug" the results were uniform in color, but

some variation in the shape. These experiments indicate that

shape is more subject to change than color. There are compara-

tively few colors and their combinations, but in shape there are

almost infinite variations from the round to thei club, and particu-

larly when the two eixtremes meet in the "jug" type.

There were three rows of the "Fluted Orange" in this test of

close breeding. This variety resulted from the breeding of the

"Strickler's Summer" upon tlie "Golden Bush" (11/9) in 1905.

During the first year the fruits were all yellow "jugs;" by selec-

tion a scalloped rectangular type was reached, and the next year a

uniform set of long orange fluted fruits was obtained. Seeds of this

sort were distributed in 1908, and the results of the testers re-

ported last year. The three rows planted with inbred seed the

present season showed a close adherence to the form of the p^arents

and a, failure from the coanmercial point of view.

All the tests above considered agree in the uniform fixation of

parental peculiarities, but at the same time a weakness is devel-

oped that is most striking.

Experiments with Eggplants.

During the third week in May, Series II. was set to eggplants,

save a portion of Plot 2 reserved for corn. There' were repre-

sented 233 hybrids, 200 "American" crosses and 158 "Commer-
cials," making a total of 591 plants. The midsummer drought

was a severe check to the growth of the crop and small plants and

yields resulted.

The blends grown for the first time this season are figured in

Plate V. The combination of "Long Whitei" upon "Dwarf
Purple" (11/6) shown at 2, produced a purplish spiny fruit, with

the general form of (6), with the light green surface under the

calyx of that parent, and exceeded the mother in length and size.

This cross gave an average of eight fruits per plant, the fruits
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weighing on an average eleven ounces, with a keeping quality of

(10 per cent, estimated from the number of fruits free from decay

upon October 26th, no picking being done in the keeping test.

The blend of "Ivory" (26) and "Mammoth Purple" (13),

shown at 5, has inherited size and color from the female, while the

"Ivory" shaped its form to that of the "Jersey Belle." ("Mam-

moth Purple" is not figured, as it could not be ohtained.) The

average nmnber of fruits per plant was 5.5 and keeping quality

13 per cent.

The striking hybrid at Y, a result of combining "Scarlet Chi-

nese" (25) and "Upright" (31), illustrates in a forcible manner

the dominance of the male parent. The average number of fruits

per plant was fifty, weight of single fruits, .3 ounces and keeping

quality 100 per cent.

The fruits at 10 represent a blending of the "Jersey Pink"

(28) and "Purple Tokio" (32), the latter (which resembles

"Black Pekin" (3) in everything but size) not being shown in

the plate. In size, form and color the offspring is a medium be-

tween the two parents, while the light green surface under the

calyx shows the influence of the mother parent. The average num-
ber of fruits per plant was 7.3, average weight of fruits for ten

plants, two pounds, keeping quality 66 per cent.
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c —
CROSS. t.^

2/5 III *. . 10

2/5//29 1 2

2/r,//29///82 r,

2/r,//29///6//25/(i .-i

2/29 1 7

2/G///2/r.//29 9

3/11 1 9

3/11//4 r,

4///2/5//29 r,

4//2/18 4

4//2/29 10

4///G//2.VG r.

4///10//3/2 5

4///10/G//14/25 4

4///10//G/19 r>

4//2r)/G B-4 13

G/19 II 23
G//2r)/(j 4S

(>//2.j/G///10/29 3

G//2r,/G///21//G/19 10

G/2r> 4

G//25/G///28 1

10//2/5 I T)

10//6/19 1 3

10/G//14/2r) in

10//14/2r,///2/5//29 13

11/4 II 14

11/G S

11///10/G//14/25 12

13//2/29 4
1G///2G//14 6
21//6/19///14/2r) 8

21//G/19///25/G 4
2r)/G 16
25/31

2G//2/.V//28//10/G 5
2G//10/2 L 6

2G/13 4

2G//14/25 IG
27///10//2/r, 9
2S//14/25 11
2S//10/(; 1 3
28/32 6

31//14/25 1

32///G//2.VG 10
32///10//2/5 4

y. -

5

4

10

9
23

48
5

10

4

1

11

13

14

8

12

4

G

8

4

17

10

4

IG

9

12

4

6

1

10

4

c -

£ a

c"U~
Z a
> r «

10.8

9.1

9

18.4

7.6

5.5

5.1

5

5.8

3

4.6

7.2

8.3

15.7

6.3

10.4

8.2

8.7

7.4

24

8.8

8

8.5

6.5

6.9

8.1

6.9

5.2

8

7.5

9.5

6.7

50.6

11.6

10.8

5.5

12.2

9.5

15.1

13.5

7.3

IG

10.1

8.5

O-c

45;^
34"
68"
41"
53"
8"
24"
32"
17"
41"
45"
16"
30"
79"
18"
77"
75 "

61"
45"
86"
89"
100"
63"

50 "

59"
54"
78"
66"

62.7 "

40"
91"
65"
31"
71"
100"
62"
35"
13"
56"
27"
59"
37"
59"
100"
68"
50"
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The four erossos, 2/29 I, 2/5//29 I, 3/11 I and 2G//10/2 1,

were combinations in each ease of a white and a purple fruit and

were represented by fifty-eight plants, twenty-four of which bore

purple and thirty-four white fruits.

Certain plants of the "BJack Pe;kin"-"Long White" cross

(3/11) gave greenish white fniits with the fomi of "Pekin," a

novelty which might be called "Green Pekin." The "Black

Snake-Round White" (2/29) likewise gave the "Green Snake."

One dwarf plant of "Black Snake-Dwarf Purple-Round

White" (2/5//29) produced fruits of the "Dwarf Purple" form

with white of the "Ivory" giving the "Dwarf Ivory."

"Scarlet Chinese" heads the list in number of fruits per plant

(05.8), the "Commercials" averaging the lowest (6.2).

The heaviest fruits were found among the blends, followed in

order by the "Commercials," the later generation crosses and the

% and % hybrids, respectively.

KIND OP PLANT. u

11

American varieties 146
Blend crosses 88
Later generation 145

J American 53

f " 120
* " 27
"Chinese" (Cliameleon).. 12

The above is a summary of the preeeding table, indicating that

the "Chinesei" stands highest on the list in number of fruits per

pilant, followed by i/o, % and % hybrids^, while the "Later Gen-

erations" exceed the blends by 2.4 fruits per plant. In "average

weight" of fruits, the "Blend Crosses" stand highest, and the %
"American" give^'^ an average only .8 oz. greater than the %
"American." The "Chinese," as might be expected, lead in

"keeping quality" followed by 1/^, % and % "American," re-

spectively.

The eighty-eight plant*' of the "Blends" were all spiny and

96.9 per cent, of the %; "American." There is hope that the spine-

less type can be secured by careful selection and breeding of

spineless plants.

a n
w

CD'"
Mr-
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Plate VI. represents the base of a y^ hybrid plant with a wire

label attached, showing that the following line of breeding has

been carried out. The "Chinese" (25) fruits, of which are shown

at the lower right-hand corner, was bred upon the "Dwarf Purple"

(6) (shown at the lower left-hand corner). The "Black Snake"

(2) sample fruit at upper left-hand corner was bred to "Dwarf

Oval" (5)—pa-actically the same as (6). This last cross (2/5)

was bred upon the "Round White" (29), shown at upper right-

hand corner, while at the same time the "Dwarf Purple" was bred

upon the hybrid 25/6, giving the % hybrid 6//25/6. Last of

all these doiTble crosses were bred together as shown by the label

in the following formula, 2/5//29///6//25/6. As 25 is tlie only

"Chinese" and this is used but once, the amount of its "blood" is

one-eighth of the whole; that is, with the (6) it was first reduced to

a half, and with (6) again to a quarter, and then when this quarter

"blood" was bred upon by 2/5//29 (they being all "American")

the "Chinese" was reduced to one-eighth, or in other terms a %
"American" is represented in the plate.

Plate VII. represents fruits of promising plants of the % hy-

brids. All are purplish at the marketable stage, shading to a dull

"russet orange" when mature. The fruit at 1 is the result of

uniting with the "Scarlet Chinese^' (25) the varieties "Black

Beauty" (4) and "Dwarf Purple" (6), the fractional record be-

ing 4///6//25/6. This meansi that "Chinese" was first crossed

upon "Dwarf Purple" and the following season the latter (6) was

bred with the Vo hybrid (25/6), giving the % hybrid (6//25/6).

The % hybrid" (4/7/6//25/6) obtained by further breeding

(1908) with the "Black Beauty" (4). The fruit in question has

the general form of (6) with an increased size due to the influence

of (4), while in length it has outstripped both parents. The fruits

at 2 and 3 of similar origin, were produced by the union last year

of the % hybrid (6//25/6) with the cross "Jersey Belle"-"Round

White" (10/29), expressed by the fraction 6//25/6///10/29.

They have lost the pear shape of (6), "Jersey Belle" and "Round

White" adding size and "plumpness." At 4 and 5 are shown re-

sults of combining the same hybrid (6//25/6) with the cross

"Striped" (21), "Dwarf Purple" (6), "K Y. Improved" (19),

the complete fractional record being 6//25/6///21//6/19. In

tliis instance "Dwarf Purple" is represented three times, its influ-

ence on form being well shown at 5. "Striped" resembles "Round

White" in shape, accounting in part for the resemblance of (4) to
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(2) since the parentage of (29) is expressed in the fruit at 2. The

last three fruits shown at 6, 7 and 8 are of similar parentage, be-

ing obtained by crossing "Purple Tokio" (32) upon the % hybrid

(6//25/6). "Tokio" is round-fruited like the "Tlack Pekin,"

and has reduced the length of its offspring, producing a flattened

oval fruit. The specimen at 8 shows the light green surface under

the calyx, a charact^^r both of "Purple Tokio" and "Ihvarf Pur-

ple."

Those w^ho tested the % hybrids for table quality pro-

nounced them equal in texture and flavor to standard sorts with no

trace of bitterness peculiar to the "Chinese." Further crossing

with desirable varieties has been continued this year in the hope

of obtaining a 15/16 hybrid with a normal-sized fruit of good

quality and more desirable in market because of greater resistance

to decay.

^-OVELTIES.

Two new varieties of eggplants' were tested the past season. Xo.

34, ''Bound Purple." Four plants were grown, with an average

height of one and one-half foot, purplish stem and foliage and

purple fruit, which in form did not bear out its name, being less

"round" than the "Black Pekin." The average number of fruito

per plant was seven with a keeping quality of 28 per cent.

Xo. 35, "Chameleon." This novelty represented by eight plants

had the general habit of "Scarlet Chinese," but with the excep-

tion of one plant was spinelessL The stem and foliage were green,

height of plant, two and one-half feet, wdth smooth egg-shaped

fruits—glossy green until near ripening when they changed to

shades of orange, which explains the varietal name. Six hundred

and forty fruits were counted at harvest; keeping quality, 98 per

cent. This is doubtl'^ss a selection of the "Chinese," and promises

to make a better breeder than the old form.

ExPEEIilEXTS WITH ToMATOES.

Twenty-five hundred tomato plants were grown in the home
gi'ounds during 1909, occupying the greater part of Series III.

and lY. About one hundred combinations in breeding were under
observation, representing several lines of research.
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BREEDIKG FOR LENGTH.

The most promising plants of the "Selected long" crO'Sses were

bred last year within the plant, and from seed thus secured this

season's representation showed an increased uniformity in the

shape and size of the fruit. There is still a lack in size before the

"goose-egg" type of tomato can be placed in competition with the

"flat," "apple" or "globe" sorts.

In this branch of breeding the best results have come from a

combination of a variety with a long polar axis to its fruit with

one that is nearly round and having a, thick flesh and firm interior.

Thus the "Magnerosa" (227) bred with "Sumatra Eig" (181),

"Magnus" with "Globe" (194) and "Giant" (56) with "Globe"

have given in each ease pink fruits of fine interior and approach-

ing the form desired. At the time of writing the most approved

cross has the following formula: 227///103//1O3/181. This

means that the "Ponderosa" (103) was. bred upon the "Sumatra

Eig" (181), and upon this cross the "Ponderosa" was again bred

and finally with this the "Magnus" upon "Ponderosa" derivative.

The "King Humbert" (64) is a long-axis variety with only two

or three cells to the fruit and altogether is flabby and undesirable.

Its chief and almost the only good quality, in this connection, is

its length, and in striving for that in the cross one is quite certain

to secure a fruit that isi misshapen with much work in store to

build it into a solid smooth "goose egg." After using the "Hmn-
bert" quite freely nearly all its crosses have been discarded as too

troublesome.

A STUDY OF THE SEED CAVITIES.

The number of seed cavities (locules) in several kinds' of to-

matoes was determined by cntting the frnits through their equa-

torial diameter. In the following table the one hundred instances

for each kind are arranged in their appropriate columns. For ex-

ample, "Erogmore" has 56 per cent, three-celled, while "King
LTumbert", has 92 per cent, two^oelled. "Jewel," "Magnus" and

"Globe" have the largest number, five-celled. The "Ponderosa"

has none under six-celled and nearlv all Avere over nine-celled.
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In the double cross (130//10o/lSl), when ''Ponderosa" appears

twice and "Sumatra Fig" once, it is seen that the number of cells

in the mother frnit seems to have an influence, for when it was

two-celled the offspring were sixty-nine two-celled and thirty-one

three-celled, and \^dlcn three-celled, there were some with tliree

a,nd fo'ur cells, while when five-celled the center of greatest per-

centage were around five^celled. The same is also' seen in the 227

("MagTierosa") where the only exception is the last lot, having a

seven-celled mother fruit.

It is evident that a very extended application of biometry is

needed before a rule can be derived for the development of the

fruit interior.

VARIETY OF CROSS.
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THE "baby ponderosa.

In 1906 the following double cross was made, namely, "Acme-
Arcadia" upon "Ciirrant-Ponderosa." The block of blend plants

showed a striking range of variation in stem, foliage, flower clus-

ter and fruit. There were two plants that had the fruits flat, some-

what ribbed, and in equational section showed many seed cavities;

all of which led at once to the expression "Baby Ponderosa,"

since which the type has borne this garden name.

Seed secured from one of the above-named plants' by close breed-

ing has since produced a set of plants that is quite uniform in the

character of the fruit. The vines are somewhat slender, long, and

have a strong suggestion of the "Currant" type, easily recognized

by the many small separate lobes of the leaves. In inflorescence

there is a blending of the raceme^ of the "Currant" with the

branched cluster of the "Ponderosa," and the whole plants are less

hairy than the last-named parent.

The fruits of this hybrid are perhaps of but little value com-

mercially, as they are too small, of poor shape (flat) and the walls

of the seed cavities are thin and the seeds numerous. The flavor

is different from any other tomato- in the field, and to^ those who
like a tartness in this fruit it is very agreeable, but, perhaps, the

best judges wonld condemn it. upon this' point- as well as the size-.

The plants varied considerably in time of fruiting and prolific-

ness, but in general the "Baby Ponderosa" is a midseason tomato

and a good bearer. Owing to- the thinness of the wall and the

roughness of the exterior it is not a good keeper.

From the breeder's standpoint it illustrates that extreme forms

may be combined and striking intermediate types secured in a

short time by the process of selecting and inbreeding. It shows

that in such a hybrid neither parent controls in the blend save

where strictly Mendelian una are involved. In the present in-

stance there were both the red of the "Ctirrant" and the pink of

the "Ponderosa" in the set of blend plants. In making the selec-

tion of the "Baby Ponderosa" a pink-fruited plant was chosen and

that color has remained constant.
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PEACH-SALAD TOMATO.

Perhaps the most attractive tomafo plants in the whole area was
a Ijloek of tweinty-five with fruits like ripe, highly colored peaches.

In 1905 the "'Giant" was bred upon the "Globe" (56/194), chiefly

to improve the interior of the) fruit of the latter. In 1906 the "Mag-
nerosa" (227), selected long and pink, was bred tO' the above cross,

also pink and selected for length, thus giving thq record formula
of 227//5 6/194. Among the plants in the next year was one that

showed much length and also the "peach" character of skin, and
altogether made a veiy attractive fruit.

During 1908 a large numl>er of plants were grown from seed

worked within the "peach" plant, and they were all with the same
characters as the parent, and differed chiefly in the size of the

fruits. The plants having the most desirable fruits were bred to-

gether, and the present year five rows of five plants each were
grown, three of which were from seeds that had been secured by
breeding separately within the plant in each case in the green-

house during the previous winter.

All of the plants showed more than average vigor and prolific-

ness, and while there was some variation in size and shape and

degree of "peachness" of the^ skin of the fruit, the block was easily

recognized—surrounded as it was by various crosses upon all sides.

The fruitsi were quite lightj almost white, before they devel-

oped the rich fine tints of the true peach, and considerably longer

than the commercial varieties of the "Peach" tomato grown else-

where for comparison.

Only a properly executed colored plate would do justice to the

surface of the fruit of this cross, but the attractiveness does not

stop with the skin, for of all the many blends in the field, none suf-

fered as did this from continuous picking for immediate use; in

other words, the fine pink flesh had a flavor quite its own that

easily won it friends.

If the time had come when tomatoes are eaten out of hand like

grapes it is reasonable to conclude that this sorti would be one of

the most attractive for such a purpose. Possibly it is too large,

but there is but little fear in reducing the size of fruits, and with

the stems of the cluster made glandlessi by breeding, this tomato

would fill a place now little dreamed of. At no distant day the
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frcslilj jiicked tomato clnsters may be serTed from the vines in the

fruit disli and there need be no trouble in discarding the seeds as

is the case with gi'apes. The above cross points the waj to a greatly

enlarged field of usefulness for the tomato. For groAving in the

greenhouse to be served whole, singly upon lettuce or otherwise,

the tomato in question may well attract the attention of the grower
and consumer, and this method of its use combined with its very

attractive appearance suggests the name that has been given in the

heading.

Ei'om. the breeder's point of view it is possibly a regret that the

way in which the original plant came into being is unknoiwn. As
plants of the commercial "peach" were in the field a stray pollen

grain from them may have given the initiative ; this seems a more
rational explanation than that it was a mutant, but whatever view

is held the result is^ a worthy acquisition among tomatoes.

A COARSE-LEAVED PLUM TOMATO.

In filling ont the una scheme the task was the making of a, sort,

the fruit of which should be small, oval and borne by a plant with

the leaves of the coarse or "potato" gToup. Nothing is here said

as to the color of the fi'uit nor whether the plant shall be standard

or dwarf ; these items are for later consideration.

Theoretically at least one of the' parents must be a coarse-leaved

sort, and if it is possible to have both of that type the matter of

foliage is settled at the outset. The fruit of the coarse-leaved par-

ent needs to be as near toi the desired form as' is possible— it should

not be a flat and ribbed fruit.

The otheir parent must be selected for the desired fruit char-

acter in particular, and as size and shape (usually) in tomatoes

are sympathetic instead of antagonistic una, those two qualities

need to be such that when blended with those of the fruit of the

other parent the desired end may be reached. For example, the

breeding of a "cherry" with an "applet is apt to bring a "plum"

by selection and inbreeding, the "cherry" having a great power in

reducing the size; that is, the cross Avill be far closer to the small

than the large fruit. In the making of the coarse-leaved "plum"

the qualities of foliage behave quite differently from those of the

fruit ; in other words, should the choice of parents be with one
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having coarse foliage and the other fine, tlie coarse type M'ill come

out in the first generation after the blend (which blend should theo-

retically be standard) as onet-qnarter of all the plants, and when
bred by themselves ever after remain as a pure ooarse-leaved sort.

The coarse and fine-leaved una, so to say, are antagonistic and th(;

fine dominates over the coarse with iki intermediates when the

Mendelian rule is maintained.

As a matter of fact, Plate VIII. .-hows the result of breeding

together of four commercial varieties as follows: In 1905 the

"Magnus" (75) a coarse-leaved standard variety, with firm apple-

shaped fmitsi, was bred to a cross of "Magnus" upon "C'rimson.-

C^ishion" (26), giving a mixture of coarse and fine-leaved plants.

Coarf'D-leaved plants from this derivative cross were grown in

1000, and at the same time plants of a cross of "Ponderosa" upon

"Sumatra Eig" (103/181). This latter cross gave plants that

bore long apple-shaped fruits, and a plant selected for its length

was bred in 1907 upon the "Magnus-Magnus' Crimson Cushion"

(75/775/2(>) cross above mentioned. One result of this com-

]!ound cross was a coarse-leaved plant with "plum" fniits. By
breeding this plant within itself, seeds were obtained that fur-

nished a set of six plants, the present year, that agreed quite

closely in respect to the foliage and fruit. Plate VIII. shows

three sprays from as many plants with clusters of the fruits. The

jihotograph was necessarily taken very late in the season, and the

])lants ]!ast their Ijest condition.

It may be noted that the foliage is not as coarse; as that of the

average "MagniTs" plant, but readily belongs to that type. The

fruits likewise show some signs of the neck of the "Sumatra Fig."

The ]>eculiarities of the "Ponderosa" and the "Crimson Cushion"

are not in evidence, and it is ix)ssible that the plum-shaped fruit

and coarse foliage might have been reached by a more simple com-

bination of the "!^[agnus" and "Sumatra Fig."

THE JERSEY ORANGE TOMATO.

The cross "Station Yellow-Magnus'" (210/75) was bred last

year upon "Station Yellow-Dwarf Stone" (210/1G9) and the

blend plants were grown the present season, producing a remark-

ably noticeable row of plants bearing fruits of a rich orange color,

20
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quite iiJinsual among tomatoes. The plants while in the standard

group all showed a degree of dwarfness that suggested the lack of

entire dominance of the "Magnus" type. An analysis of the com-

jTOund cross shows that a standard plant seleoted from the first-

named cross was bred necessarily to a dwarf, as l)oth "Station

Yellow" and "Stone" are dwarfs, and there is unusual opportunity

for the infusion of the dwarf unum, should it be at all sympa-

thetic, and this oppiu'tunity is increased by the plants in question

l>eing in the blend stage.

From the commercial stand}»int the cross is a novelty of much
jiromise, because the fruits come of sufficient size, apple^shaped,

and with a fine rich golden flesh.

Another row of six plants showed the same noA'cl color and agreed

xery closely in all respects to the set just mentioned. The breed-

ing here was as follows: 210/1 69 ///1407/170/14-1:; that is, the

"Station Yellow" was bred upon "Dwarf Stone" as in the previous

series; "Stone" was crossed upon "Golden Queen" (170/144)

and the "Waldorf" was united with the last cross, and finally the

"Station Yellow"-"Dwarf Stone" worked upon the combination.

As to colors, yellow was used twice, red twice and pink once, and

the result is a, rich orange that renders the fine large fruits particu-

larly attractive. During the further testing of this cross it may
well bear the name of "Jersev Orange."

A STANDARD COARSE-LEAVED YELLOW-FRUITED TOMATO.

The making of the above novelty illustrates a result that fol-

lows swiftly along Mendelian lines. Some years ago the "Station

Yellow" was bred upon the "Magnus." This cross gave standard

fine-leaved pink-fruited plants in the blend, but in the next gen-

eration there were eight sets of plants, namely:

Standard fine-leaved, pink 27
" " yellow
" coarse-leaved, pink 9
" " yellow 3

Dwarf fine-leaved, pink 9
" " yellow 3
" coarse-leaved, pink 3
" " yellow 1

G4
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Assuming that these una bred according to the Mendel ian rule,
the nmnber of plants for each combination in a total of sixty-four
is appended. At that time no standard coarse-leaved yellow-fruited
variety could be found in the market and the work of isolation
was begun. According to the law governing dominance the yel-
low color of fniit and coarseness of foliage was at once separated
by ehosing a standard coarse-leaved yellow-fruited plant. It was
necessary to eliminate the dwarf lurking in some of the standard
plants, and this was accomplished by breeding several such to
themselves and repeating this in the next generation, when a sot of
seedlings was obtained that contained no dwarf and the end was
reached.

PALE FOLIAGE IN TOMATOES.

A very few commercial varieties of tomatoes such as the "Prin-
cess" and "Dandy Dwarf" have a pale foliage, suggesting that the
plants are sick. Such plants seem in fact as; vigorous as those with
the usual dark green color, and in some instances they have ex-
ceeded in vitality the normal plants among which they stood. In
breeding, this lack of green has acted as a unum in connection with
the ordinary color—thus 'the "Yellow Prince" (148) has been
crossed upon "Princess" (109), and the pale foliage plants came
to liglit in the first generation and in numbers that suggests that
it is recessive. This view is corroborated hy the pale plants when
bred within their own peculiar type always reproducing the pale
plants.

The above peculiarity is one that does not show itself until the
plants are of considerable size, and therefore prohibits their being
discarded as seedlings at the time of transplanting to the open.

It might be possil>le as a matter of technical breeding to pro-
duce as many kinds of tomatoes with pale foliage as with ordinarv
green leaves, but, possibly, other than as curiosities the labor would
not be well expended.

NOTES UPON HAIEINESS OF STEM.

The "Currant" tomato differs quite strongly from the ordinary
sorts in the comparative absence of the long pointed hairs sO' ob-
jectionable in the latter. FromUe hybrid "Currant" and "Dwarf
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Champion" (177/54), Avliich has been kept in the breeding

grounds for some years, plants were grown the present year that

had much of the dwarfness of the "Champion" with the smooth-

ness' of the "Cnrrant." Snch plants are low, spreading with short

leaves brought close together and the fruits borne in short racemes,

and of the size of small cherries. Economically such plants are

nearly worthless and are only retained for purjwses of breeding.

During the present season four crosses with the above type of

hybrid (177/54) have been grown, namely: (1) "Yellow Prince"

(148) ; (2) "Humbert-Ponderosa" (G4/103)
; (3) "Red Cherry"

(170), and (4) "Yellow Cherry" (183), in all thirty-eight plant.?,

of Avhich eighteen were smooth, eleven hairy, nine intermediate.

Experiments with Peppers.

The peppers occupied Series I. of the home grounds and em-

braced fully 500 plants. The experiments were in the immediate

charge of Mr. Shore, who did not live to carry on the woi'k beyond

the setting of the pilants in the open. Very little breeding was

done, and the following record is incomplete.

peppers in the blend generation.

Sixty-four blend crosses were grown in the gardens' during the

past season. Space would not permit of more than three plants

of each cross, as eacli specimen was given sixteen square feet that

it might not be crowded, and admit of easy observation from all

sides. There were some accidents, and in some instances only one

or t^^o plants reached maturity.

The season was so unfavoTable that probably all the plants were

undersized, but as a whole they were abundantly fruitful. Less

satisfactory results obtained with the parents, which in the attempt

to grow the plants from year-old seed, and thereby introduce no

confusing elements due to possible variation in commercial seed,,

failure resulted in some instances so that it was not possible to

get a reeord in all cases of both blend and parent plants. While

no countsi were made or weights taken it was evident at a glance

that the blend plants far surpassed the commercial sorts in out-

put of fruit.
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One of tlio striking features of this plot of IjIcikI poppers was

the uniformity of the ]>huits in the same cross; there might be a

variation in size of plant chio to local conditions, but a& a rule the

three ]3lants of a set were all alike in the varioius characteristics

of branching, foliage, flower and fruit. This is shown in Plate

IX., where five mature fruits from (Bach of the three^ plants of a

given cross, gathcTed without seeking for any uniformity, are ar-

ranged side by side in three ])iiles. The following are the ten

crosses shown

:

1. "Large Pull" u\m\ ''Red Cberry" (2/20) ; that is, a variety

with a medium large flabby fruit with the tip deepily lobed ("bull

nose" or "cat face"), is bred with a sort having a nearly spiherical,

small, smooth berry—the result is a fruit of double the contents

of tlie "clierry" or without the flabby deep lobes of the "Large

Bull." In point of yield of fruit flesh, this cross is doubtless far

ahead of either jjcrent.

2. "Celestial" upon "Giant Yellow King" (7/34) is a cross be-

tweeai two sorts that are nearly the same size, and the three piles

show great uniformity. The parents were both upright fruit( d,

and the crO'SS is likewise.

3. "Celestial" upon "Tom Thumb" (7/47) is a cross between

a high and a low plant, and in this regard the blend is a very uni-

form set of three low bushy plants. The pale yellow color of the

"Celestial" fniits is lost from view beneath the red of the "Tom
Thumb." The general shape of the fniits, O'vate-lanceolate, and

agreement in size of the two plants naturally brings uniformity

in thoise characteristics! in the blend fruits. Both parents have

upright fruits and the same is true of the blend.

4. "Golden Dawn" upon "Black Nubian" (14/5). In this

combination the male parent has medium large lobed orange, mild

fruit, and the female with a long, oblong, smooth, dark purple-

red fruit. The uniformity of the blend fruits is shown in the

plate; they have all the length of the "Nubian" and somewhat of

the breadth of the "Dawn," with a color that is a striking mixture

of the twO' parents, in which the many frnits all agree.

5. "Red Cluster" upon "Glenmont Giant" (21/38). The male

parent has a vei*y long slender curved ujiright frait, while the fe^

male is the opposite, namely, a broad, deeiply-lobed, medimn large

]iendant fruit. The blends, while quite uniform in general size

and shape, vary greatly in the tip of the fruit, which in some is

pointed like 21 and in others lobed somewhat as in 38. The fruits

are pendant like the mother, but wrinkled like the male parent.
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6. "Early Ecd Squash" upon "Red Cherry" (28/20). The
28 has a medium-sized apple-shaped fruit with a somewhat lobed

tip, which with the "Cheriy" yields a nearly uniform set of "Ox-

hearts," slightly angular in outline and varying most in the tip,

which may be pointed or indented. In the middle pile the five

fiTiits are somewhat smaller than these upon either side.

r. "Upright Sweet Salad" upon "Small Chile" (31/9). The
31 has a deepiy-lobed short "apple" upright fruit, while 9 is quite

the opposite, excepting that it is also upTiglit. When both parents

are upright the fruits of the blend take the s^ame position ; other-

wise they are pendant in the blends. This set of three piles shows

some variation in size of the fruits and in the tips, but the long

parent has had much the greater influence in shaping the blend.

8. "Red Cranben-y" upon "Red Cherry" (36/20). Both par-

ents are small fruited, the 3G being very slender and long, and soon

wrinkled upon reaching maturity. The "Cherry" has been men-

tioned in two previous crosses in the blend ; while quite uniform,

the fruits are nearly as long as 36 and as broad as the "Cherry."

The bulk of the fruit has been increased.

9. "I^om Thumb" upon "Giant Yellow King" (4Y/37). This

is a ca^e of a low spreading plant with small ovate-lanceolate up^

right red fruits, being bred to one bearing medium large, deeply-

lobed, apple-shaped yellow fruits. This blend is very attra,ctive

with its uniform red fruits, produced in great numbers ; size much
nearer 47 than 37, but all moire or less angular and the tip some-

times pointed.

10. "New Tomato" upon "Black Nubian" (48/5). In 48 is a

firm-fleshed, slightly angular apple-shaped upright fruit, that be-

ing bred with the "Nubian" gives a fairly uniform set of medium-

sized fruits that represent the "Nubian" at the base and something

of the lobation of the "Tomato" in the free end. In color the

fruits are mottled indistinctly with red and black, so that some

are a rich variable mahogany—an unusual blending in the blend.

A STUDY OF THE FITJST GENERATION FROM THE BLEND.

The breedino- together of the "Long Red" (41) and the "Coral

Gem" (11) combines an old standard sort of the long type of pend-

ant fruit Avith a dwarf kind having a, small upright fruit. There
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were seventeen plants in this g-roup', samples of which arc shown

in Plate X., with the male parent ("Long Red") shown in the

nppcr left-hand corner, and the mother ("Coral Gem") at tlie

lower right-hand corner.

« The plants were, as a rnle, wide^stemmed and several broke

down early in the season. There were fonr full standard plants

:

fonr prostrate npon the grnnnd, as is the habit of the mother (11) ;

six partially prostrate (which aceonnts in some moasnre for the

l)reaking down above mentioned) and three flat-topped, bushy,

semi-standard plants. The foliage was very variable, one as coarse

as 41, two nearly as fine as 11—tlie whole lot would be classed

among the fine-leaved sorts and therefoTe shows that the "Coral

Gem" had a quite decided |X)wer in controlling the ty]>e of leaves.

A study of the leng-th of internodesi in the individual sprays in the

plate will help to^ give an idea of the size of the plants, but, of

course, docs not help much tO' a knowledge of the form of the whole

plant. When each branch is studied as tO' its fruits it is seen that

there is a range in size and shape that points to the conclusion

that, in this ease, at least these characteTisties do' not conform to

any Mendelian rule. While there are nO' cross fruits as large as

the "Long Red" or small a,s the "Coral Gem," it is true that they

could be arranged in a series with one end appiroaehing the larger

])arent and the other the smaller. The same is true of the shape,

for some are fuseform, smooth and nearly straight like the "Coral

Gem," wdiile others are curved and rugose like "Long Red."

The position of the fruit, whether pendant as in 41 or upright

in 11, is very puzzling in this cross, because of the long weak stems

and, therefore, their soon bending downward.' A fruit that when
half grown is upright may bend in some instances upon certain

plants and be pendant when fully ripe; an attempt has been made
to arrange the sprays so that pendants as a, whole would be near tlie

pendant parent and the upright in the lower half of the picture.

The last are five unmistakably upright and the same number pend-

ant, leaving seven that are more or less pendant; there are other

crosses between the upright and pendant groups that show the

Mendalization more clearly, perhaps due tO' lack of confusion aris-

ing from the early bending of the wdiole branches.

The "Black ISFubian" ('>) is a well marked variety, from its

purple flowers, almost black, long, broad, tapering fruit when
green, becoming orange-red at maturity, Avhile the "Golden Queen"
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(15) has the fniit larger, deeply furrowed and lobed, and yellow

when ripe. A set of twenty-six friiit& froan as many plants, taken

without ajiy atteanpt to select for any type, is shown in Plate XL
The set of cross fruits w^as arranged in a series, placing those that

favored the ''Nubian" form near a sample of that variety (1^

and those resembling the female parent nearest the "Golden
Queen" ?'ample shown at 2. All the set show somewhat of the

location of the "Queen," while at the same time even those most
deeplv grooved have the base of the fruit somewhat like the

"Nubian."

Tlie color of these above twenty-six fruits, after leaving open

the table for study for some weeks, showed a range from nearly

black to clear unmarked orange, wdiich included four, represent-

ing all ranges of size and form, while five were nearly pure black,

the other seventeen being a remarkaMy mixed lot of fruits, with

stripes and blotches of black, brown, red, orange and yellow.

The subjec-t of pamgency is not an easy one to investigate, for,

until some chemical or other test aside from the tongue is em-

ployed, the aocurac}' of the results will be called in question un-

less reported in vctv general terms ; for example, if the experi-

menter tastes of a hot piece of flesh at the outset he is unfitted for

further testing for a long time. In the present instance, sO' far

as a. limited amount of testing wall justify, the opinion is that

pungency is widely different among the twenty-six plants, and

seems to be much lessi as a rule than in the "Nubian"—the "pe^j-

pery" character is ]>robably modified by the "Queen," which is a

mild or "Sweet" sort.

The "Coral Gem" (11) is a variety with prostrate spreading

plants of the small-leaved and small-fruited type, which in this

instance is the male upon the "Red Cluster" (21), a distinct kind

because of the com];act habit of leaf and fruit foruuition. The

two plants are shown as 1 and 23 in Plate XII. ; and it is observed

fir-t of all, peril apjs, that the single sample from each of twenty-

( ne ]>lants, making up the set of this cross, have fruits all upright

as might be expected, for the parents agree in this. It is also

shown that the size and shape are quite uniform and near that of

the mother plant ; this is, however, true that instead of the curved

and rugose fruits of the "Red Cluster" they are broader (spindle

shape) and more nearly straight, in this res]>ect, showing strongly

the influence of the "Coral Gem." The failure of the last named
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to reduce the size of the fruita of the cross is not aceonnted for,

however, and is contrary tO' the general i*ulo with allied plants as

the tomato and eggplant.

There is a marked difference in the type of foliage in the set,

for at least seven, with the chistereid form of leaves, show this

fully as in the mother parent as evidenoed by the specimens placed

directly to the left of the "Red C'luster" in the engraving.

The following tabular form expresses some of the results:

Prostrate plants 8.

Bushy—15 inches liigh.

Compact folia.uo. o.

Scattered foliage, .1.

("(iini)act fuliaji'e, o.

Scattered foliage, 5.

Bushy—24 inches high.
Compact foliage. 1.

Scattered foliage, 2.

Total compact foliage, 7; scattered foliage. 12.

As a matter of record there were eleven pilants with red fruits

;

six with orange, and four that were intermediate in color; that is,

orange^red. The appearance of the straight orange in such large

numbers is not accounted for, excepting that the mother plants

often show a strong mixture of orange in the over-ripe fruits.

While there is grave doubt as to the accuracy of the name of

"Cranberry," as associated upon the seedsman's packet, wdth the

seeds used for the male jiarent of the above cross, the group of off-

spring is given nevertheless. Doubly unfoTtunate, no seeds of the

original packet grew this season, and a study of this questio'nable

parent has been forestalled. It has behaved as the "Red Cluster"

might he expected to do in combination with the "Red Cherry."

The "Red Cherry" (20) is a late, widely-branching plant, with

a round, smooth dark red pendant fruit, an inch in diameter, and

:firm of flesh. A sample spray is shown in the lower right-hand

corner of Plate XIII. The "Cranberry" (36) on the other hand,

as recorded for last year, was a dwarf with the long slender up-

right fruits borne among the clusters of long leaves. A dwarf

plant that most nearly resembled this parent is represented in the

first spray in the picture. The shapes of the fruit here fall gen-

erally into two groups: (1) the round and (2) the slender; of the

former, there being four and the latter tw^elve with four inter-
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mediate. In other words, one with the Mendel ian law in mind

might note that it possibly has been active here in regard to the

shape of the frnits; as to the position of the fruits upon the stem,

four are upiright and sixteen not; that is, fully pendant or par-

tially so. It is possible that among these last sixteen, four might

be counted as pendant, and eight that are intermediate. The up-

per portion of the plate is occupied Avith sprays that show the leaf

cluster, more or less.

A STUDY OF POSITIOK OF THE FEUITS.

Below is' given a sumnlary of the position of the fruits in the

first- generation after the blend

:

No. Cro'iS.

1 1/36 I

2 5/9 I

.3 5/15 I

4 10/51 I

5 11/21 I

U 17/9 I

7 2.V11 I

S 26/21 I

9 28/11 I

10 28/20 I

11 31/9 I

12 36/20 I

13 38/11 I

14 41/11 I

15 42/9 I

16 42/26 I 2

17 48/36 I 9

In all cases where both parents were with pendant fruits, the

cross showed only the same position, and in like manner varieties

with upright fruits when bred together gave only upright fruits.

Of the six instances where varieties with unlike position of

fruit were crossed, the total result is as follows : Pendant, Gl ; up-

right, 32 ; intermediate, 25. If the last are coimted with the pend-

ants the uprights! come within easy range of the theoretical num-

ber (29.5) in the application of the Mendelian rule for recessive-

ness in the upright position.

Pendant.
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KANGK OF LEAF FORMS IN PEPPERS.

As witli many other kinds of plants there is, with peppers, con-

siderable ranire of sizes and shapes in the leaves upon the same

plant—dependent upon location upon the stem and the many cor.-

ditions of liiiht, moistnre, food-supply, Szc. ; there are, however,

among the varieties a number of types of more or less definiteness.

For example, a strong contrast is seen between the foliage of 65

("Ruby Pearl") aud 4 ("Bird's Eye"), sprays of which are shown

side by side in Plate XIV. A careful study of the foliage, how-

ever, confirms the belief that the evident difference is chiefly oue

of size. In the next pair, 9 ("Small Chile") and 31 ("Upright

Sweet Salad"), while the most evident difference is size—as

judged from the ])ictnre these leaves have much longer petioles

than in the first pair. A medium' large leaf with long petiole is

shown at 60 ("Xaleidescope'*) in striking contrast with a sort this

year received from Washington, D. C, without name (Xo. 22803,

U. S. D. X.). A very long form of leaf is shown at 37 ("Giant

Yellow King"), while at 67 ("Japanese Chile") and 56 ("Yel-

low Chile") are seen twO' types of plants—the low and the dwarf,

res]Tectively, showing the lanceolate leaves with very large petioles

jwodueed in quite dense clusters and mingled with the fruit, and

gi^'ing reason for this form being placed in a separate species.*

It might seem almost a matter of necessity that the petioles

should be long in the form in question, and it remains tO' be noted

what effect upon this charactC'r has the breeding of such plants

with others, of the more o^rdinary sort, like 11 ("Coral Gem")
and 34 ("Christmas"), or the 48 ("Xew Tomato") with the long

intcrnodes and, therefore' widely separated leaves.

SEEDT.ESS FRUITS.

The small sorts of peppers, either of the lance or spherical types,

are, as a rule, packed with seeds, but with the large inflated sorts,

having the sides' ridged and free, the end deeply lobed ("bull-

nose"), the seeds make up but a comparatively small portion of the

whole fruit. It is among the latter only that seedless speeimens

*Capsicnm fasciculatum by Sturtevant, Bull. Torrey Bot. Club, 15-133-1888.
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have been foniid, as groAvn in the open ; they can probably be ob-

tained among any kind by the exchision of pollen, and Plate XV.
shows several of these in sectional view. Four samples with seeds

are given in the upper left-hand corner for sake of contrast with

those that are seedless and also to- illustrate the pilacentation in the

normal fruits. The sample at (1) sliows five cavities, a rare occur-

rence, as four usually is the highest number. At (2) the four cavi-

ties as individuals are shown, and in two of their, secondary pistils

may be seen, one of considerable size. A glance through the groups

of fruit will reveal the fact that several other seedlesS' fruits have

these abnormalities in greater or less numbers—^sitting like little

birds in a nest with their necks (styles) rising in midair.

The reason for the seedlessness is not apparent, and nO' study

of the subject has as yet been made, the intention here being to re-

cord the fact, and that the oarpellary walls inclosing the barren

placentae may enlarge to normal size and shape. Frequently, how-

ever, the seedless peppers are much bent and twisted and seeds are

found only upon the side of greater elongation.

SECONDAEY PISTILS IN PEPPERS.

Associated quite closely with the larger and deeply ribbed and

lobed fruits is the formation of secondary pistils, as previously

jnentioned. It is not very unusual in such to find associated with

the seeds a comparatively large, irregular growth consisting of a

coat of flesh, and a cavity within that bears some resemblance to

the same portion of the primary fruit of which this abnorntal

growth forms a part. Plate XVI. shows a number of the fruits in

question. At 1 all the parts of the fruit have been removed that

the internal jiistil, shaped almost like a leaf and green in color,

may be shown as it grew at the base of the placental eoliunn. A
similar structure is in 2, but not so evident, as it lies upon the

left side of the seed-bearing column. At 3 the internal pistils ap-

pear as small, nearly round pouches, while at 4 one is shown at the

upper side extending out like a sickle. At 5 in tranverse section,

several small pistils are shown in a group as they were found at

the upper end of the placentse; those at 6 are quite evident and

have somewhat the form of the mother pepper that borei them. At
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7, in a seedless fruit, a small pistil is shoAvii in sectional view,

while at 8 in a longitudinal view two pistils of considerable size

are shown near the center of the column that usually bears seeds,

\ similar structure is shown at 9, in which the cavity is well de-

fined
; at 10, within a seedless fruit center is occaipied by two sec-

(vndary pistils, one of which is as large and well formed as a sample
of the "Cherry" variety. At 11 a long and gi-eatly bent form is

shown at the head of the core of the fruit, while some of the seeds

are present, thus giving the relative size of the secondary fruit.

Other illustrations of the monstrosities are shown at 12, 13 and
14 in different vieAvs and associated with the normal occupants of

the center of a pepper pod.

ExPEKi]MEXTs ^vnll Or^stamental Plants.

The front border of the home gi'oiinds is occupied with orna-

mental plants, and among them some breeding work has been done
from year to year.

BREEDING OF PINKS AND CARNATIONS.

At 1 in Plate XVII. is shown a spray of Dianthus Chinensis

var. laciniakis Reg., and is the male parent of the fonn shown at

2, as obtained by breeding upon the commercial variety '"Purity,"

specimens of which are given at 3. The male is marked by its

long, broad and deeply fringed petals and narrow dark green leaves,

both of which characters are shown in the blend (2), while

'"Purity" has contributed its tendency to doubling. The white

flowers of the mother are approached in the blend Avhere the cor-

ollas are sometimes only slightly splashed with pink.

At 4 is shown a combination of '"Purity" upon the common
"Sweet William" (DianiJius harhatus L.), the plants being dwarfs

thus favoring '"Purity," and like it also in blooming in early au-

tumn from seeds sown the same season. Both parents have broad

leaves and double flowers in close clusters, but the individual

blooms in the blend did not average more than a quarter the size

of "'Purity." The flowers varied from dark to light red, some-

times variegated, but none Avere white.
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The spirajs shown at 5 represent blend plants from the breed-

ing of D. harhatus upon D. Chinensis var. laciniatus. The foliage

is midway between the two parents, while the flower clusters and

rich color of the petals are like the male parent. On the other

hand, the large blooms and fringed petals show the influence of

the mother.

A hybrid blend plant is represented at 6 of D. harhatus upon

D. latifGlius. Both parents are hardy perennials, the male being

the Avell-known "Sweet William," and the mother is shown at 8.

The combination produced plants of great vigor, blooming freely

with the handsome flowers of good size, borne in small clusters

upon long erect slender stems, a decided improvement upon the

liiale parent. The blooms, uniformly of a- rich deep pink, had a

pleasing fragrance, but were entirely free from stamens.

The cluster at 7 represents a hybrid between the carnation {D.

CaryO'pliyllus L.) and J), laiifoli/us, which has been grown for two

years and propagated freely by cuttings, as the hybrid produces

no pollen. Plants will be left in the open during the coming win-

ter tO' test their hardiness.

HYBRID PHLOX.

A union of "Perennial Blue Phlox" (PJilox dvvaricata L.) upon

a red variety of Phlox Drummondii Hook was secured in 1907,

but the blends failed to produce seed. A similar hybrid between

perennial and annual plants wasi obtained in 1908, when the above^

named blue was worked upon the "White Star," and two plants

of the blend were grown in the greenhouse. Plant 1 began bloom-

ing in January (1909), and having flowers slightly "starred"

and reddish-purple in color. Plant 2 bloomed a month later and

also bore "star" flowers somewhat larger than those of plant 1,

and in color were a shade of blue, bordering upon lilac. In May
both plants were placed in the open together with two cuttingsi

from plant 1, where they continued to bloom until midsummer.

Repeated efforts to (1) fertilize with each plant's own pollen, pro-

duced in abundance; (2) breed plants 1 and 2 together, and (3)

unite again with either jmrent, failed, and, therefore, no seed was

obtained. The plants died in August, fifteen months after the

seeds were started.
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HYBItlD FOXGLOVE.

The hybrid plants of Digilnlis purpurea L. upon D. lanafa

Ehrb. prodnced flower stems from four to six feet bigb, brancbing

much and forming an unusual type of border plant. Hundreds of

the purple-tinged creamy flowers were open at the same time and

constantly visited by insects, but no seeds were produced. The
capsules would swell hopefully for some days and then become

wrinkled. Many attempts were made to get seed by hand pollina-

tion without success, even w^hen it came from the small-flowered

parent iX Jaiiaia.

Thore was some range of size and markings of the flowers among

the p'lants, in fact no two were entirely alike. It was also noted

that certain of the flowers were nuich larger than the ordinary

upon the plant, reminding one of the monstrous blooms that are

often met with in the purple foxglove, particularly at the end of

the flower stem. But in this case they were among their fellows

along the axis of the plant.

HYBRID NICOTIAlSrA.

A nmnber of first generation plants of the hybrid ''Nicotiana

Sandrid-N . alata" were grown this season. Some had the purt^

white flowers of N. alaich, while others' showed strong coloring

upon the outer surface of the corolla. The decided odor of N.

alata was not in any of the hybrids, a faint perfume only being de-

tected. No plant had flowers as small as those of N. "Sandrea,"

nor was its rich color inherited, but instead unattraotive, subdued

derivatives prevailed. One plant had a tendency to produce va-

riegated foliage in the gTcenhouse, but when taken to the gardens

it l>ecame normal. On the whole, the plants this season were not

as showy as their immediate ancestors last year—partly due to the

dry weather, but in some measure because of the "dirty" shades

of color that came out in the first generation.
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THE GOLDEA' BOWL - OKRA HYBRID.

During the present year a blend hybrid has been grown of two

species of liibiscns, namely, //. Manilwi L. upon H. esculenius

L. This union was secured last year after many attempts and it

is quite evident that the two species, seemingly of elosci kinship,

do not breed freely.

The male parent (H. Maouhot) it a tall, somewhat whip-

stemmed plant with large palmate leaves, having long naiTow lobes.

The flowers are large with golden-^-ellow }>etals suggesting one of

the common names, "Sunset Hibiscus," and are followed by ovate

capsules covered with fine, piercing, stiff hairs. Specimens of

stem, leaf, flower and fruit are shown in the left third of Plate

XYIII. Sample parts of the "Okra" are g-iven in the right third

of the same plate, when the broad maple-shaj^ed leaves are given

with the stout stems and two types of the fruit smooth and ridged.

Specimen portions of the hybrid are sliown between the two' par-

ents, and the reader may notice that in nearly all details there is a

blending of the two species.

The hybrid grew vigorously and attained the height of ten feet,

and much excelled the tallest specimens of either parent. Free

blooming continued until cut short by the frosts, and a large num-
ber of pods were produced. The seeding capacity was, however,

quite limited, a feature that in itself would suggest that the par-

ents Avere of dift'erent species.

This creation is probably of no economic value aS' a culinary

plant, as the pods partake of the dry woody nature of the Manihot

and soon bear the disagTeeable stiff hairs, although they are smaller

than in the last-named parent. On account of its large size and

strong blooming tendency it might become of value as an orna-

mental annual, when showy blooni& are desired in beds and borders.

The plant produced forty-three' mature ix)ds. The three served

with "Golden Bowl" pollen produced in all thirty seeds; the four

receiving "Okra" pollen gave a total of thirty-seven seeds, and the

one worked within the plant yielded no seeds. The thirty-five

flowers left toi themselves produced only twenty seeds ; that is,

many of them were entirely empty.
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PANSY CROSSES.

Selection of the Pansv-Violet strains of some years' standing

—

a union of Viola tricolor L. upon Viola Tricolor var. arven-

sis DC. have given very free blooming plants with the flowers,

two-thirds the size of the ordinary pansy and plain bright yellow or

marked with shades of blue. These hardy plants are among the

first of the spring bloomers in the ornamental grounds, asi well as

the last to continue in flower in autumn, making them of value

as bedding plants.

An attractive blend of "Papdlio" and "Purple Queen" of the

"horned violets" (Viola, cornuta L.) has been grown this season.

The crosses are in shape of flower like "Papilio" white in color;

some approach one parent and some the other.

SNAPDRAGON CROSSES.

Some of the first generation plants of the cross of "Giant Red"
upon "Dwarf White," reported upon somewhat fully last year,

were transplanted to the ornamental grounds, but owing to the ill-

ness of the attendant the work of breeding within the plant was
not carried out. As the plants showed quite a, range of color com-

binations, a good opportunity seemed at hand for the attempt to

fix strains by inbreeding.

ROSE CROSSES.

In 1908 a cross was secured of the "Crimson Rambler" upon
"Baby Rambler" and seven blend plants were gi'own this season.

The ordinary "Rambler" is so thoroughly introduced that all are

more or less familiar with this conspicuous, profuse, late-blooming,

rampant climber. The "Baby" is of quite recent origin and makes
a low stiff-stemmed bush that bears abundant blooms in clusters

and of the size of the Rambler, but of a somewhat darker and
more pleasins;' red, and continues through the srowino- season. It

is too soon to write of the blend more than that it as yet shows no

signs of climbing.

21
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PELARGONIUM (gERANIUm) CROSS.

A delicate rose-pink flowered "geranium" having single blooms
in large heads, has been crossed with the dark red double flowered

"Marquis Castellane." Thei blend is an unusually attractive

plant in stem and leaf, with the single flowers a pure brilliant red,

borne in a fine large ball.

THE WHITE STAR PHLOX.

The cross between the colored fringed ("cuspidata") "Drum-
mond Phlox" and the plain white (''alba'') form was so far de-

veloped that fifty-six packets of its seed were sent out for general

testing. From the reports still coming in as this report goes to

press, the following are given

:

(1) "Grew finely; blossomed continuously until late." (2)
"The flowers were white without exception. Plants strong; con-

tinuous bloom from the first. The starry character varied gi-eatly

;

the petals sometimes so dwarfed as to be nothing but white rays,"

(3) "Fairly vigorous; blooming profusely with mostly star-shaped

flowers." (4) "Flowers pure white—a distinct novelty; am well

satisfied with it." (5) Blossomed freely; all except three plants

had star-shaped flowers." (6) A very prolific bloomer; some of

the flowers were like spiders; that is, long narrow petals and small

centers; blooming regardless of the cold." (7) "Flowers rather

small, but considerably admired because of unique shape." (8)
"Fully OS per cent, germinated. I observed three distinct forms

;

one very deeply notched, another six-pointed and third a plain

kind. This phlox might take the piace of ^Alyssum.' "

Several report that the plants were destroyed by the dry weather.

One tester of the Phlox writes, that in connection with it, "By
mulching and irrigation, [I] laughed at the dry season."
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Vaeiations in Wild Plants.

A study of the question of variation in cultivated plants leads

naturally to a consideration of this subject as illustrated in wild

species. With the aid of a few plates and the acoompanying text,

something of the Avide variability of our common weeds and other

plants is herewith presented.

THE DANDELION (tAR^VXACUM TAEAXACUM (l.)).

Always at hand is the dandelion, and thirteen of these, plants

found upon the border driveway to the breeding grounds were

transplanted to good soil and given clean culture for a season, when
sani])le leaves were gathered for the photograph from which Plate

XIX. has been made. The leaves are arranged in a series from a

to m: and show great range in absolute size, in the amount of ex-

pansion and the manner in which the reduction of the surface is

effected. The leaf a is, at first glance, like h, but a close study will

show that one is much longer than the other—a difference that is

quite constant with plants gTown under the same conditions. Had
the plant a\ been shaded, as by placing a truck barrel, with both

heads removed, over it, its leaves would have become elongated and

the resemblance to b much more complete.

It is further true that a close study of the dandelion shows that

upon the same plant there is sometimes quite a range of forms

;

thus, it may be, in rare instances, as gi'eat as from a to c or d,

which suggests that location upon the stem, age of leaf, food and

sun supply, &c., need to be considered when looking upon the vari-

ous forms as elementary species. Seeds have been saved of the

various plants involved in the picture, and, as yet, nothing can be

written as to the constancy of the forms in question. The pres-

ent p'urpose is to place on record some of the striking forms of

leaves in this most common wayside weed.

It is possible that the smallest and most reduced leaf is from a

member of the Red-Seeded Dandelion (Taraxacum erythro-

spenmium And.), or it and some others are hybrids between the

two species named. This and the whole question of seed produc-

tion is one full of interest. CbrreS'pondence with lx)tanists in re-
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gions wliere only the common kind is met with, confirm the opinion

that it is a remarkable plant for its variability, regardless of its

association with other species.

THE SHEPHERD^S PUESE (bUBSA BURSA-PASTOEIS (L-))'

The common '"Shepherd's Purse" lends itself to the study of

variation in many ways, but in particular as its rosettes of leaves

are met with in winter and early spring on nearly every uncovered

piece of land left untilled through the autumn months. Plate XX.
shows thirteen specimens with the roots removed and photo-

graphed from above. The great range in size of the rosettes is

incidental as attention is called in particular tO' the form of the

individual leaf. Those with nearly entire margins, as at 6, are

very different from those at 1, where the lobes are large, broad and

nearly touch each other, and in this last respect quite unlike the

widely separated lobes shown at 3. If one fixes his eyes upon the

rosette at 9 and then passes to 13 and then on to 10 and to 12, he

will be impressed with the diversity of forms exhibited by this

species. The variation in the same plant may be slight, as at 3 and

7, but frequently the condition is as shown at 2, where the ser-

rated and divided leaves are borne by the same plant.

THE MAY APPI-E^ MANDRAKE (PODOPHYLLUM PELTATUM (l.)).

In the "May Apple" as found wide-spread throughout the east-

em United States, as an attractive herb in low, open woodland,

is a species that it seems probable has not been disturbed by any

hybridizing with other species, certainly not with any of its own
genus, for it is monotypic so far as this country isi concerned.

To the student of plant variation, the "Mandrake" is full of

interest, for, aside from the single simple pistil, there is nO' close

adherence to any numerical plan and when it comes to the lobes

of the leaves, this disregard becomes phenomenal. Space here will

not be taken to describe the many forms, as a study of Plat^' XXI.
will confirm the strong statement already made regarding the vari-

ability. Whether the leaf is eccentric or not is usually determined

by the number of leaves borne by the plant; that is', when single,
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the lobes are usually arranged around a common center, and when
there are two leaves, the blade is one-sided as a rule. In addition

to the variations that may be shown by a photo^engraving, there

are tints of green and pnrple and variegation or mottling that are

very striking to the eye, particularly when freshly unfolded.

Erom a superficial study of the colonies of these plants, it seems

likely that great variability Ava,s bestowed upon some and a con-

siderable! amount of uniformity upon other groups that may have

a recent common ancestrv.

MULBEREY LEAVES.

Another instance of variation in leaf forms is well shown in the

Mulberry {Moms alba L.) as met with in the wild condition in the

neighboring woods. To illustrate this a plate has been prepared

of some of the leaves that were gathered from the same small

pilant. In this case, the leaves with the margin most nearly en-

tire are from twigs that seem to have had the best opportunity

foT developinent ; that is, certain twigs of unusual length of the

season's growth, show leaves that are generally well filled out,

and, on the other hand, the small leaves upon abbreviated side

shoots are very irregular in outline. While this theory in a general

way seems to be sustained by the facts as interpireted by a study

of the plant, it is, however, true that striking exceptions are found
;

for example, there may be a leaf of the entire type and one much
lobed, borne next to each other, as shown near the middle of Plate

XXII.
It goes without saying that the mulberry is a species in which

the form of the leaf has not become firmly fijsed. Whether it is

tending toward the lobed shape or not, it is difficult to decide;

that more than one elementary species is in the making, is another

matter requiring further study. For the present, it cannot be

more than recorded that upon the same plant the form of the leaf

may vary greatly and in such species the full description needs to

include the fact.

It deserves mentioning that another type of variation is met

with in the mulberry, namely, the formation of "twin leaves
;"

that is, union in part of two leaves both as to the petiole and a por-

tion of the blade. A case in point is shown above the middle in
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the plate. This seems to be in the category along with the "four-

leaved" clovers so closely associated with "good luck" for the

finder.

THE cat:mint (nepeta catakia (l.)).

The common "catnip" is ordinarily considered as a species having

a large degTec of uniformity in its foliage, but when one is looking

for variations they are quite apparent in aspect of the whole plant

—color of stem and foliage and in thickness, hairiness and general

shape of leaf. As regards the latter, the six tips of branches shown

in the left two-fifths of Plate XXIII. are all from the same plant,

and the contrast between each pair, 1 and 2, 6 and 7, and 11 and

12, increases from top to bottom. With the fresh tips placed up-

right in glass vials, the picture was secured with a vertical camera,

before wilting has taken place. By making a study of a tip like

the one at 2 with its neighbor 3, it is seen that one of the chief

differences is in the variation, it being of the true pinnate type

in the former and quite largely palmate in the latter, and as a

natural consequence the leaf is ovate-lanceolate in 2 and broadly

ovate in 3. The serrations are quite unlike in the two, but in some

other oases the leaves become entire, and the leaves, &c., like those

of the broad-leaved plantain in margin and venation. The nearest

to this last-named condition are the leaves at 15 ; the very coarse

serrations of the leaves at 3, 5 and 11 are in strong contrast with

the fine notches shown at 2, 4, 12 and 11.

Plants showing these wide differences in the leaves^, Avhen taken

to the gi-eenhouse and gi'own through the winter, soon presented

comparative uniformity. Spring tips show less variation than

autumn gTown stems.

THE HE^VDS OF OX-EYE DAISY.

The forty-eight heads of the common ox-eye daisy (Chrysantlie-

mvm Leucanthemuvi L.), shown in Plate XXIV., were gathered

one from each plant and from a single field the same day, with

the endeavor to show the variations that may be met with in the

ray flowers in this meadow pest. In number of rays, the range is

from none to forty-five, with the majority centering around thirty-

four. The size of the heads is indicated by the use of a strip of
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white papfcT, two inches long, near tlie middle of the picture and

just below the head without ray flowers. In the next row above

this and two heads to the left, isi a sample from a plant upon which

the heads were with the ray flowers all tubular; that is, like the

small yellow central flowers in form, but much larger and of the

white color of the ordinary ray floAvers. Space does not permit

of a detailed account of the many variations that the reader may
notice by a careful study of the plate. Plants of some of the most

showy forms have been grown for years in the ornamental grounds

with a view of studying the efl'ect of clean culture upon the more

showy portions of the plant.

NUMERICAL STUDY OF THE SEED VESSELS OF THE VELVET-LEAF.

Last year some attention was paid to the variation of the seed

vessels in the "velvet-leaf" (Ahutelon Ahutelon. L.), and the re-

sults pointed toward the opinion that environment (soil, water,

&c.) had an influence in this regard. During the past season some

observations have been made upon the relation of position upon

the plant to the number of seed vessels.

The Ahutelon in favorable situations forms plants that are re^

markable for their long lateral stems, so that the spread of the

branches nearly equals a half of- the height of the whole plant,

making the general outline an oval. Associated Avith each main
branch is a, small one remaining small, short and terminated with a

flower, followed by the peculiar capsule called "butter-print" be-

cause of the circular arrangement of the man}^ seed vessels. It is

the number and size of those vessels that is herein considered.

Upon large plants, above described, the fruits borne close upon the

nuiin stem and the largest of all have the greatest number of

the seed cavities ; in Plate XXV. the fniit shown at the upper

right-hand corner is one of these. At the opposite end of the same

row is a sample of the fruits produced at the ends of the main

branches, while the intermediates produced at intervals along the

branches are shown at 2, 3 and 4. The second row show the fruits

reversed as to size, and in the third row the basal end is upper-

most and the seed vessels observed from below are seen to range

from 11 to 15. In some instances the series is extended somewhat

as was shown in the engraving in the last report.
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It seems to be a fact that fruits that are produced earliest, and

situated upon the main stem or near to it, are the largest and have

the greatest number of seed vessels, and the reverse of this seems

equally true, as above stated. Erom above facts it is reasonable

to reach the opinion that there is a relation between the nutrition

of the very young fruit that determines whether the number of

seed vessels shall be fifteen or near it, or less. In other words, the

same conditions that produce a large fruit in the initial steps of

the latter, lead to a large number of seed cavities.

Last season's observations pointed toward the relation between,

soil conditions and number of seed vessels, and the present note

brings the same factor, namely, nutrition, forward as a modifier

in the plant itself. The numerous and topniost, late formed fruits,

it is inferred, are poorly fed, with the results previously named,

and correspond to the single fruit upon the dwarfed, unbranched

plant, and consequently located near the main stem.
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Weather Notes for the Growing Season.

•Upon page 329 is given the table of the rainfall during the

growing season, xlpril 1st to October 1st, for the whole State, for

the past twenty-one years. This season has been the dryest since

the century began, and since 1889 has been exceeded by only 1895,

1899, 1892 and 1891. In the last-named year, which was the

dryest, the shortage fell largely in August and September, and the

results to crops were not so disastrous as the past season, when

May, June and July were the dry months, during which the rain-

fall was only 7.68 inches as against the average of 12.69 for the

whole twenty-one years.-

Upon page 330 is given a record of the temperatures of the

State by months, and it is seen; that while there is no wide range

here, as with rainfall, the season was a cool one and as a whole

ranks fifth, being exceeded by 1907, 1903, 1905 and 1902, and in

the order named. When each month is compared with its average

it is found that July, August and September were all nearly two

degrees below normal. May was also below, but April and June

a, trifle above the average.

A table for the sunshine is given upon page 331 and it is noted

that the growing season just closed was second in the twenty-one

in darkness ; that is, it has next to the lowest place in brightness.

The season was dry, cool and cloudy, all factors combining to

make a poor year for crop^growing.

DiSTDASES OF PlANTS UPON BREEDING GrOUNDS AND EeSEWHERE.

There was but a small amount of fungus troubles upon the home

grounds, and, judging from correspondence, there has been less

than usual throughout the State. Among beans there was some

pod spot, but no mildew was seen and spraying was not resorted

to as other matters were uppermost. Some corn smut was seen,

chiefly upon the early sorts. The eggplants suffered most of all

crops from the drought, some of the plants ceasing to grow and

their leaves turning yellow and dying. Among the tomatoes there

was some of the leaf blight, but the method of training to stakes.
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thus keeping the fruits from the ground, may have checked the

rots and at the same time increased the cracking, which was quite

troublesome where the pruning was overdone, and the sun burned
the fruits. The squashes were not up to normal size, due to

drought and not from any serious inroads of fungous enemies.

Early in the season there was much complaint of a browning
of shade and orchard trees, the maple and apple leading in this

—

a result of unfavorable weather. The chestnut disease was watched
in various parts of the State, and it does not seem ta have spread

to the extent that was predicted. There was a considerable dod-

der in the State upon clover and allied plants.

Eu\:pekiments with Beans.

EAELE J. OWE]Sr.

Plots 1, 2 and 3 of Series VI. were occupied by the "Jackson

Wonder" crosses, while a portion of Plot 4 was given over to

"Pole" beans. Plots 2 and 3 of Series VII. consisted entirely of

plants from selected white seed of the "Jackson Wonder"-"Dreer"
set, while the Limas of Plot 4, Series VIL represented strains of

"Station Bush" ("Plump" and "Flat") and "Kelsey Bush."
Those grown on Strip III. consisted of old varieties, a few novel-

ties, new crosses made in 1908 and the "Scarlet RunneT Hybrids."

EXPERIMENTS WITH LIMA BEANS.

The "Jackson Wonder" crosses, which have been under observa-

tion during four successive seasons, were made and studied, pri-

marily, with the idea of adding the good qualities of this mottled

variety to certain white seeded sorts.

"Jackson Wonder" is a spreading bush lima ^vith a plant and
pod which bear a close resemblance to the "Henderson." In other

words, it belongs to the so-called "Sieva" type, as distinguished

from the form represented by the "Burpee," "Dreer," &c., and,

while early and prolific, is not popular, mainly on account of the

colored seeds, which, when cooked, do not make an attractive dish.
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With- the abject, just stated, six pairs of rows ("Breeders"),

six inches apart in each case, were planted (1905) in Avidely sep-

arated parts of the gardens. These pairs were composed of the

"Jackson Wonder" in union with one of the following white

seeded varieties: "Burpee/ "Dreer," "Henderson," "Willow

Leaf," "Woods" and "Station Bush." White seeds from these

sets, planted in 1906, gave in each instance ("J. W."*-"Dreer"

excepted) large, thrifty, prolific blend plants, which produced

solid, dark red seeds—an indication that natural crossing with

the "Jackson Wonder" had taken place. Seeds of like color (dark

red) were also discovered as the product of certain plants gi'own

from "J. W." seeds, but, as this color has already resulted from a

selection of the darkest "J. W." (commercial), these oould not be

considered as a sure sign of mixed blood. In respect to the "J.

W."-"Woods" and the "J. W."-"Station Bush" sets, runners were

developed by certain individuals, a character, strongly manifest

in later generations. A reference; to the annual report for 1906

(page 453) shows that the seed colors are classed in six different

groups. The "Brick-red mottled" and "Light-red mottled" have

not appeared in every "set" and seem less stable than the other

four ("J. W." type, "Dark-red," "Light-red" and "\ATiite"). The

"Brick-red mottled" was discovered (first generation) only in the

"J. W."-"Willow-leaf" and "J. W."-"Station Bush" crosses, the

"Light-red mottled" in the "J. W."-"Willow-l6af" and the "J.

W."-"Woods" crosses.

Taking these seed colors as a guide, selection was made from the

six pairs with the object of learning something in regard to color

inheritance. The union of "J. W." with "Woods" produced cer-

tain "Viny" plants, which gave rise to a "Runner" set, and, be-

cause of this undesirable tendency they were finally discarded.

* "Jackson Wonder" will hereafter be referred to as "J. W."
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TABLE OF "JACKSON WONDEK" CROSSES.
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apparent gain. In continuation of this line of work, the ''light"

strain being discarded, the result of planting from solid dark seed

(ten selected plants, 1908) has produced seed this ;fear 85 per cent,

of which bred true, or 15.3 per cent, more than the average for the

same color in the crosses. (See table.)

The Blend plants of the "J. W.-Dreer" cross, which were not

obtained until 1907 developed strong runners in certain instances,

one in particular being noticed on account of the large leaves,

lighter green than those of the "J. W.," and its large pods, similar

to the "Dreer" in form, but less plump. The large, flattish, dark

red seeds had the same shade of red as the others of the set. The
greenish white, plump seed gave rise to a fine set of offspring, more

than half of which were rvinners, and only one yielded colored

seed, while many inherited the desired plumpness. This year

twenty-nine of the best ''Thick" white-seeded plants grown in

1908 were represented, more than half developing runners while

an occasional "Willow-leaved" type occurred. These, on the aver-

age, were earlier and more prolific than the "Dreer," and, although

the seed has never been found equal to that of the white parent in

size, it shows the desired "meatiness" in about 50 per cent, of

the cases where that form of seed was planted. The color of the

"Dreer" Lima should be described as "greenish white," and many
of the offspring resulting from its union with "J. W." yield seed

of a greenish tinge, in some instances more pronounced than that

of the "Dreer." Selection has been made in respect to this trait,

and although no data are at hand showing to what extent this

tendency is inherited, a comparison of the 1909 crop with that of

the year preceding, shows a decrease in the relative number of

plants yielding greenish-white beans.

The "Station Bush" ("Flat" and "Plump") strains have been

continued with a result from selecting which emphasizes the im-

portance of this work, as the twO' sets would not be recognized as

having like parentage. "Kelsey" Lima, as marked by earliness

and good bearing quality, is well established.
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Pole Beans.

II.

In 1907, at harvest time, a climbing plant with coarse ''Willow-

leaf" foliage and large, flat pods, containing mottled seeds was
discovered among the "Willow-leaf Polo" jdants—the beans jf

M-hich in their markings resembled "Sijeelded Lima," an old

variety whose seeds are blotched with reddish bro^^'n. As the
''Speckled Lima" had been grown near the "Willow-leaf Pole" in

1!)06, it was considered to be the male parent of this "Suspect,"
which, imlike the nnion of "J. W." with a white Lima fo-ivinff

dark-red m the blend )^ was found to be a mottled bean. Although
the first generation plants of 1908 were all "polers," none inherited
the foliage of the mother ("Willow-leaf"), while the pods were
smaller than those of the "Speckled Lima" with a smoother sur-

face. The seed not so large as its mottled parent, varied somewhat
in its markings, but none gave a solid color, white resulting in only
one instance. The plants of this season were grown from the two
selections of "Mottled Brown" and white. Eighteen individuals

represented the former and produced mottled beans in seven-

teen cases, the other being white.

In regard to one plant, a new form of mottling appeared, in

which the medium-sized, flat seed was red, with the exception of

a few lighter markings. The progeny grown from the white seed

numbered ten, with a leaf varying from light to dark green, the

pods being medium to large. Eight plants produced white, and
two mottled beans.

''JACKSON WONDER' ^-^'^DKEEK'^ POLE STKAIX.

The parent was a "Runner" and bore 133 pods with light red

seeds. This was selected as a new pole sort and produced eight

climbers, six yielding Avhite, one mottled and but one light red seed.

Four other "J. W."-"Dreer" "Runners" chosen from the 1908

crop, were grown and gave in all fifty offspring, thirty-four of

which required poles and sixteen were bush, the progeny of the

selected white parents (two of the four) breeding true to color in

all but one case.

22
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TirE "scarlet runner^'-^tennessee hybrid" (63/43).

A union of the two species, Phaseolus muUiflorus and Phaseolus

vulgaris, is here represented. The former ("Scarlet-Runner") is

prized for its long spikes of bright red floAvers, a color not met with

among our varieties of P. vulgaris. It has a dark stem and large,

dark green leaves, distinguished from those of the common bush

form by their smoother surface, resembling somewhat the foliage

of the Lima (P. Lunatus). The large, green pod has a rougher

surface than the ordinary snap sorts and contain a large, flat seed

which may be described as ''mottled purple" and, in size and color,

is quite distinct from any bush variety. The "Tennessee" (43) is

a standard, green podded, snap bean, with white flowers and brown

seeds.

The blend plants of this hybrid (1905) were all runners (with

the exception of an abnoniial form which did not develop), and

bore a strong resemblance to "Scarlet Runner" in general plant

habit, being easily trained to poles. They bloomed profusely until

checked by frost, but the flowers, although of a, decided red, lacked

the brilliant scarlet which is characteristic of the climbing parent.

The pods, few in number, were between the two parents in size

and had the tough quality of the male (63) with smaller seeds of

similar coloring ("mottled-purple"). The following season (1906)

thirteen first generation plants were grown, showing much variation

in habit of groAvth, color of flower, form of pod, size and color of

seed, prolificaiess and season. (See Annual Rfiiport, 190Y, pages

346-347.) The most promising plant of this set was number four

(B-4) which bore the following record: "Plant large and spread-

ing, with purplish stem and red flowers, pods medium long, curved

green, stands first in prolificness, and, like 63, has a long season.

The seeds, packed closely in the pod and angled at the ends, are

'grey' in color with fine bluish mottlings, becoming darker near the

eye ('grey-mottled')." With this plant as a starting point, cer-

tain of its offspring have been selected, particularly with reference

to the distinctive flower and seed color of (B-4) in the hope of es-

tablishing a type, which shall possess these two characters. The

plants of the second generation (1907), grown from the seed of

(B-4), numbered thirty-two, the seed colors being grouped as fol-

lows: Ten plants similar to the parent ("grey-mottled"), ten
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white, two mottled dark brown and one mottled ochre brown. In

3908 seed was saved almost exchisively from plants which, ])y their

flower (varying- shades of red), &c., gave evidence of ''Scarlet-

Itunner" parentage. Seeds of 63/43 IV. planted this season,

represented thirty individuals, all of which had borne flowers of the

required color shades, and in nine instances, the "grey-mottled"

seed was associated with the rod flower. The offspring from the

thirty parents (343 in number) were less variable in plant habit

than were those of former years, nearly two-thirds adhering to the

bush form. Fifty-six per cent, approached the parent in color of

flowers, while 44.7 per cent, were similar in markings to the kind

planted. In one instance (B-4-2-2) having "rose pink" flowers and

"light grey-mottled" seed, all but two of the plants gave reddish

blossoms, and 95 per cent, yielded a "light grey-mottled" seed, uni-

form as any standard variety.

The tracing of B-4 through its offspring to the fourth generation

represents an effort to show that certain traits, as flower and seed

color, are more or less constant and are often inherited as asso-

ciated characters. From the standpoint of variation this hybrid

presents many problems. The flowers give not only the varying

shadeiS. of red, but the ordinary white and "pinks" of the snap

bean. A large number of the plants are classed as "Runners," a

tendency which shows the "Scarlet Runner" influence, Init the bush

type is the one desired and about half of the offspring have pos-

sessed that habit of growth. The pods, 99 per cent, green, have

given the varying forms and sizes to be found among the bush

varieties of P. vulgaris, some being long and flat, others short and

plump, while many present a striped appearance. The most con-

stant seed colors have been "Dark mottled" (including "Mottled-

purple"), "Grey mottled" and "White." Besides these all inter-

grades have occurred, as "Brown," "Mottled-brown," "Grey,"

"Dark-eyed" and "N^ondescript."

Last year (1908) wax podded plants, associated with the red

flower, were discovered, seed being saved for further planting and

study. From plant B-12-2-1, which had a salmon flower and a

short flat wax pod, twenty-one offspring were grown—^all bush

plants medium to tall in height, with a green stem and large leaves.

In seventeen instances the flowers were "salmon pink" (fourteen

being white) while all bore wax pods. It is desired, by further

selection, to obtain a salmon flowered bush variety bearing a wax

pod.
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SNAP BEAN CROSSES.

Since the beginning of this work (1904), oveT one hundred

actual crosses have been made, the result of artificial pollination,

and represent more than fifty of the standard varieties. The
initial motive was the production of desirable new strains through

the process of systematic breeding. As a practical result seeds of

two new wax and one green-podded variety have been sent out for

testing. They are "Station Snap" beans (1,), (2) and (3) ; (1)

being '*'Jones'' Stringless"-"Golden Wax" (131/130), (2) "Long-

fellow"-"Marrowfat" (26/29) and (3) "Golden Scimitar"-

"Davis" (129/111). A white seeded sort is repiresented in each

case, this being one selected from each cross, and the reason for

this lies in the fact that a dark bean shows its color when cooked

and renders the dish less attractive.

The seeds of P. vulgaris present good material for the study of

color inheritance by reason of their many color markings, the

principal ones being black, brown, red, yellow and white, besides

various mottlings. When black and white seeded sorts are united,

the result (blend) is usually a dark mottled bean. In the first

generation (white and black) the colors usually break up into

three types, those reprresenting the two parents and mottled. In

the union between a black or a white and a dark-eyed strain, four

different markings at least may be expected, black (or white)

mottled, mottled eye and dark eye. One cross in particular

("C^rystal Wax"-"Market Wax" 145/135) is of interest from this

standpoint, alone representing the union of a white and a light

brown seed. The blends were quite uniformly ''dark-mottled" and

a large number of plants were obtained in the first generation,

yielding seed which showed a remarkable variation in respect to its

markings. These were classed as "Black," "Brown," "White,"

"Mottled-brown," "Light-brown" and "Grey." Each was planted

separately (1908) and the harvest recorded about 50 per cent.,

adhering to type, being highest in case of the two parent colors

(white and light brown). Selection along the same line this year

points to a fixation of the six strains.
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NOVELTIES.

258. "Black Turtle Soup." This is not a ''snap" variety, but

was groAvn for its promise as a "Breeder," having a pur-

plish stem and very dark green leaves, with medium
small, flat pods, strongly marked with purple and con-

taining small black seeds.

260. "Stringless Refugee." There was a poor showing of plants

which, in general, resembled "Keeney's Refugee."

261. "Michigan Wonder Pea." A prolific, medium early sort

which is similar to the common field "Pea-bean" in re-

spect to pod, plant and seed characters.

262. "Green Prolific Pole Lima.." Plants of th.is variety were

thrifty, strong climbers with large leaves, and bore large,

flat green pods, containing large white seeds.

263. "Improved Purple Wax." This proved to be another

"black wax" variety.

265. "Hingham Pole." A poor climber, producing long, round,

curved, carmine-striped pods which were stringy and

had a long, cun-ed spur. The seeds averaged six to a

pod and were medium large, round and red.









CONTRIBUTION TO THE STUDY OF CIRCULATION.

STUDIES ON THE SWEET POTATO (Ipomoea batatas).

[Preliminary Report.]

B. H. A. Gkotii, Ph.D.

The nmning varieties of the sweet potato thrive in the sum-

mer heat of a greenhouse, grow very rapidly, and may be rooted

with ease at any joint, or as easily kept from rooting. They fur-

nish, therefore, excellent subjects for the study of the effects of

various treatments on the rate of gTOwth. This paper is a pre-

liminary report of an investigation of the ''Reversal of the Water

Current," caused by withholding water from the lower joints and

supplying it to the upper ones.

On July 2d, 1909, a piece of vine of the variety "Big Stem
Jersey," which had one side branch, was planted in a lx)x in four

inches of soil, so that the two tips, one of the "Main Stem," the

other of the "Main Branch," protruded from the soil. The tem-

perature in the greenhouse ranged throughout July and August

from a minimum of 65-Y5° F. to a maximum of 95-105 every

bright day, and rarely fell below a minimum of 65 or below a

maximum of 90 on any day. The daily maximum gradually de-

creased in September to 80-90, and the minimum to ±60. On
October 15th the furnace was started, and since then the tem-

perature is maintained at ±70°.
By August 15th the "Main Stem" had been rooted in six pots

(pots 1-6, Fig. 1) and the "Main Branch" in four. The "Main
Stem" had developed only small side branches, none of which

measured over six inches. The "Main Branch" had three large

branches, hereafter called "Side Branches 1, 2 and 3," between

the box and the first pot (pot A, Fig. 1), three others fairly long,

between pots A and B, and several small ones. Side Branch o

(343)
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had been potted the day before (pot ji ^, and had, therefore, not

yet rooted. The pots were placed ±2 feet apart. Owing to the

length of the internodes, which ranged up to five inches, it was
not possible to make the distance l)etween rooted joints exactly the

same. Side Branch 1 was not rooted^ and Side Branch 2 was
trained to climl) np on a string. Fig. 1 shows the numbers of the

pots and the dates at which the vines were rooted in them. The
whole plant had a healthy appearance and was growing rapidly.

On and after August 16th^ the box and pots 1, 2, A, B receiver

no water. All other pots were given abundant water once a day,

as before. On September 5th Side Branch 3 was severed from
the Main Branch between the box and pot jS, as shown in Fig. 1.

These two operations had the following effects

:

8ide. Branches 1 and 2 could now receive water only by mean^
of a reversed circulation through either S. B. 3, M. B. or M. S.

As the two branches behaved very much alike, S. B. 2 growing

generally a. little faster, the record of S. B. 2 only will be con-

sidered. (See Fig. 2.) On August 12th and 13th, S. B. 2 grew
2..5 inches per day; the rate rose to three inches on the 14th and to

3.25 on the 15th. On August 16th, i. e., in the twenty-four hours

from August 15th, 8 a. m., to August 16tli, 8 a. m., the growth

registered was 2.5 inches. On August 16th it received no water,

and the rate of grow^th dropped to^ one inch onl August lYth, rose

to two' the next day and then dropped again, until it stopped en-

tirely on August 21st. At no time was the branch wilted, although

the thermometer registered 96° F. in the shade in the

greenhouse on August 16th. Growth began again on August 26th,

at the rate of 1, 2.5, 2, 3.25, 3.25 inches a day, to drop again to

2:25, 2, 2.25, 2 and 2.5 up to September 5th. On September 5th

the connection between the nearest watered pot, (h on S. B. 3, waa

cut. Tiie rate of growth dropped immediately to one inch for two

days. It recovered and dropped again on account of several suc-

cessive cloudy days, then rose again rapidly, only to drop sud-

denly on September 19th. On September 24th growth had been

reduced to less than 0.5 inches a day, and it remained at that fig-

ure. From September 24th to October 25th the total growth was

eleven inches. On September 19th the first pair of opposite leaves

appeared—usually a sign of coming fasciation. Side Branch 1

developed its first opposite leaves on October 6th.
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The Main Branch," as slio\vii in Fig. 2, Avas increasing its rate

of growth rapidly before August 15th, and liad reached a rate of

over five inches a day on AugTist 10th. In both the M. B. and the

M. S. the rates of growth were averaged from observations taken

every third day, except directly after Angnst 15th and September

5th, when daily notes were made. On the 16th the growth rate

dropped to two inches; to 1.25 the 17th, remaining there until

the 20th. Then it rose again steadily, nntil on September 5th it

had attained a rate of over three inches. September Gth the rate

dropped to 1,75 inches, and continued to decrease until no further

growth was noticeable on September 11th.

The first opposite leaves had appeared on August Gth. They
were on the joint rooted in pot O on August 8th. From then on

the M. B. had gradually beconie fasciated, until it formed a rib-

bon three-fourths of an inch wide. As the branch only grew eigh-

teen inches after leaving pot F, it was rooted at that distance in

pot G. The ribbon grew unequally on the two sides, curved, and

cracked on the longer side. Posterior to the crack, branches be-

gan to arise from the nearest leaf-axil in each case, and at the

same time (about September 9th), several other branches sprang

from leaves between F and G. About September 19th the broad

tij), by unequal gi'owth of different portions, resolved itself, with-

out splitting the epidermis, into several shoots, as indicated in

Fig. 1, and many more branches arose all over the distance F-G.

Some of these remained fasciated, some appeared as simple

branches and soon became fasciated, others have so far (October

25th) remained simple. Four of these branches grew much more

ra]>idly than the rest, and their total daily growth, which is given

in Fig. 2, under "Main Branch Rosette," amounted to about seven

and one-half inches.

Of all the side branches which had sprung from the M. B. pre-

vious to August 15th, between S. B. 3 and pot C, none increased

in length after August 16th, and all Avhich were longer than two

inches soon began to turn yellow, lose leaves and diw up from the

tip back, while the very shortest changed only from a rich dark to

a lighter yellowish color. The longest are now (October 25th)

dried down to the two basal internodes. oSTot a single side branch

has fonned since Augnist 16th between pots G and F, The foliage

has gradually become lighter in color from the box on, until now
that color has reached pot F. All leaves have dropped between the
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box and pot A, but none soi far between pots A and B. The color

of the foliage from pot F on is a rich dark green.

Main Stem.—^Before August 16tli, the M. S. had maintained

a uniform rate of four inches a day, for twenty days. On August
16th, the rate dropped to two inches in one day, and continued

to drop more or less evenly until it stopiped on August 31st.

The first opposite leaves had appeared on July 25th on the node

rooted in pot 3 on July 27th. After that the stem gradually be-

came fasciated. On August 15th it was already half an inch wide.

On August 31st the tipi, having grown only about eighteen inches

since passing pot 6, Avas rooted in pot 7. The then very broad tip

curved around, cracked, and resolved itself into several branches,

as described under "Main Branch," with the difference that none

of the resulting branches assumed a rapid rate of growth, so that

now (October 25th) the longest branch measures scarcely ten

inches. The total groiAvth of all branches, given in Eig. 2, as "Main
Stem Rosette," does not amount tO' one-half inch per day.

All leaves on the main stem have gradually become lighter in

color since August 16th, except those in pot 7, which are normal,

although not as dark as those in pots E, G, H, &c.

Between the box and pot 2, and half-way between pots 2 and 3,

all leaves have now dropped.

Of all small branches started all along the stem between the box

and pot 5, not one has increased in length since August 16th. The
longest, near the box, were at that time six inches long. At present

all small branches from the box up to betAveen pots 3 and 4, i. e.,

between two watered pots, have dried back from the tip, the basal

ones most.

Side Branch 3.-— Before August 16th, S. B. 3 was growing at

an average rate of three inches, keeping pace Avith S. B. 1 and 2.

On August 14th it had been potted in pot 6, but had, of course,

not yet rooted well. Erom August 16th until August 21st the tip

stood still and turned yellow, and the four basal leaf axils sent

out shoots. On September 5th the most distal shoot had a, length

of six inches, the next four, the third two, and the basal had just

started. After September 5th, the proximal shocft assumed the

greatest rate of groAvth, and the apical the least, so that on Sep-

tember 19th the lengths of the four shoots Avere: basal, 15 inches;

next, 12 inches; next, 4 inches, and apicah, 6 inches.
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On September 15th an sittempt was made to graft the tip, basal

Iwaneh, and the piece which was cnt on Septeml^er 5th and left

attached to S. B. 3, to shoots of the Main Branch between pots A
and B, one graft of the basal end of S. B. 3 upon the basal end cf

one cf the shoots, and two of the apical ends of S. B. 3 and its

basal branch upon the apical ends of other shoots. In all oases the

current would be re^'ersed in that portion of the gi'aft in which it

was already reversed before the graft. As was to be- expected, all

of the grafts failed.

The }X>rtion of S. B. 3 extending backwards over pot ^ to the

point of separation of September 5th has kept green until now
(October 25th), but the leaf farthest away from the pot became

yellow and dropped on October 7th, while the small branch spring-

ing from this leaf is turning yellowish also.

The Roots.—On August 25th, when the soil was perfectly dry,

some of the roots in the box were carefully laid bare and examined.

They consisted of potatoes up to nine inches in length and about

one inch in diameter. All large roots and all small rootlets were

perfectly turgid, and no dried up roots were found. Dry raphia

bands were tied around several of the larger roots, and these were

then covered up again with perfectly dry soil. On September

20th and October 4th they were again examined and were found to

be decreasing in circumference, as the raphia bands were very

loose upon them. On October 12th they were found of the same

size as on October 4th, , and additional bands were put on, labeled

with tags so as to distinguish them from the old ones. On October

20tli the bands of August 25th were found to be tight and im-

movable on the roots, while those of October 12th were lying in

shallow indentations, but had not cut into the skin.

The dying of the leaves and branches between pots 3 and 4

]3ointed to an insufficient supply of water, which might arise

through diseased roots in pot 3, which was Avell watered. On
October 20th, some of the roots of pot 3 were laid bare. JSTone of

them had enlarged into potatoes, but all were found to be appar-

ently healthy and vigorous.

Discussion.—Through numerous experiments of Strasburger

(Leitungsbahnen) and others before him, it has long been known
that a reversal of the water current in plants is possible, without ap-

parent detriment to any part. Two trees which had branches grown
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together would continue to keep greep and grow after the stem

of one of them had been cut off from the root. Shoots of willows

and other plants, when planted upside down, would root and grow

as well as normally planted shoots. None of these experiments,

however, allowed an accurate study of the immediate effects pro-,

duced on the rate of growth by such a reversal of the current. To
permit this, the reversal must be brought about without any me^

ehanical injury. This is possible in a plant like the sweet potato,

in which time of rooting, place of rooting and water supply of all

roots can easily he controlled by pot-growing in the greenhouse,

as sho^\m in Fig. 1.

This preliminary report deals with that phase of the investiga-

tion in which the effect of the first reversal is studied.

A study of Fig. 2 and the other results given reveals the fact

that from August 16th on, when the regular daily supply of Avater

was first witliheld, all parts of the plant, the watered as well as the

unwatered, were abruptly checked in their growth. Again, on Seii-

tember 5th, when one of the three sources of water supply was cut

off, without injury to the growing parts under study, all rapidly

growing parts (and possibly also the others), were checked again.

This checking of growth might be the result of an inadequate total

water supply, caused by the lack of water in two out of four pots

in M. B. and in the box, and two out of five pots in M. S. It must

be considered, however, that other branches were growing in the

greenhouse at the time which had made a growth of eight feet, were

growing at a rapid rate, and yet were rooted only at one joint in a

single pot. On the other hand, it is possible that the reversal of

the current per se interfered temporarily with a proper water sup-

ply to the well-watered, groA\nng parts. Experiments are now

under way to determine which of the two possi1>le explanations

advanced is correct.

It is further of interest to note that the recovery of the rate

of gTOwth of S. B. 2 seems dependent on the rate of growth of

the watered parts. For example, from August 25th on, the rate

is rapidly increased, at the same time when the rate of the M. S.

is sinking to O or is maintained very feebly by its rosette.

Again, on September 18th, the rate drops soon to sink to a very

low level, at the time when the rosette of M. B. begins to grow

rapidly in several branches at once, making a total rate of lucre-
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ment of about seven and one-half inches. This suggests that the

two currents, which must from a certain point in both the M. S.

and M. B. flow to opposite sides, may vary considerably in

strength.

Furthermore, the total amount of increment in length of all

three branches plotted in Fig. 2 never reached the total after

August 16th which it had before. This would be still more
striking if all the smaller branches were taken into consideration

which stopped growth altogether.

It may be objected that the appearance of faseiation, which is

very common in some varieties of Ipomoea batatas, interferes

with the results. The experiment will be repeated with other

plants, if necessary with other varieties; but it is shown in this

paper how both the M. B. and the M. S. made their heaviest

growth after they became fasciated.

In Strasburger's experiments, in which the course of the water
current in inverted plants was traced with eosin, the water flowed
reversely up the stem and descended the branches in the order in

which they were met on the way. If in a living plant a reverse

current would flow accordingly and continue to flow so, in case

of an insufiicient amount of water the branches farthest away
from the water supply would be the first to dry up. In the present

experiment, however, the three branches farthest away from both
main supplies of w^ater were the only ones which did not dry up.

S. B. 1, 2 and 3 are the three most basal branches of M. B. If
they got their water from C and D, the current passed all the

smaller branches on the way without nourishing them sufficiently

to gi-OAv or even to keep alive. If the water came from pots 3-6,
it passed the smaller branches on that side and then went into

^[. B., from w^here it ascended in the normal direction. That
seems to point again to the conclusion that it was not the dimin-
ished water supply, but the direction of the water current, which
caused the disturbance in the rate of growth.

Whether the reversal of the comparative rates of growth in the

four branches of the S. B. 3 before and after September 5th is

sig-nificant, further experiments must decide. In the field non-
fasciated sweet potato vines have never been observed by the

writer to have the apical branches developed faster than the basal
ones.
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The decrease in the size of the roots between August 25tli and

October 12th, when S. B. 1 and 2 were actively growing all the

time, may perhaps be explained l)y an increased evaporation,

which followed the removal of the soil, and with it the breaking

of many smaller roots. Experiments will be continued to deter-

mine this. But the fact that the roots can increase in size when
in perfectly dry soil, as they did between October 12th and Oe^

tober 20th, proves that rooted branches of the sweet potato may
under certain conditions help to increase the root crop of the main

plant.
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Report of the Botanical Department.

Byron D. Halsted, Sc. D. Earle J. Owen, M. Sc.

B. H. Alfred Groth, Ph. D. Mary Robinson, Ph. B.*

The investigations in the above department during the past

year, in a general way, may be grouped under the following-

projects :-— I, Plant Heredity; 2, Plant Toxicology; 3, Plant Sap
Circulation ; and 4. Plant Shading.

I. Plant Heredity.—Inheritance in plants is being studied

in the following truck crops :—beans, corn, eggplants, okra,

peas, peppers, squashes, and tomatoes.

In continuation of the work begun under the Hatch Act, some
attention has been given to promising sorts that were in the

process of becoming fixed, but the chief effort has been to lay

a foundation for the determination of rules of inheritance that

may be of general application. To this end during the past

year, special emphasis has been laid upon the behavior of tomato
crosses in their first generation. The types selected have been

bred reciprocally with each other and the plants extensively

studied from seedlings to full maturity. Seed has been saved
for a similar investigation of the plants of the second genera-
tion. In this connection, for example, a microscopic study of the

fruit skins of the various tyj>es of tomatoes has been made and
the results published."^

Considerable space has l>een given to eggplants, both in crosses

of several generations of the "American'' sorts and also the

hybrids with the "Chinese" species.

In a similar manner, the work in breeding beans, both among
crosses and hybrids has l>een prosecuted.

A somewhat extended study has been made of the leading types

of peppers as a foundation for an investigation of crosses that

have been secured between them. A comprehensive knowledge
of the subject as represented by the commercial plants and their

•Began September 1st.

+ Structure of Tomato Skins." Bulletin Xo. 228, pp. 20. plates S, bv Dr. B. H. .\.

Groth.
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offspring- under the particular environment of the breeding

grounds has become more and more imperati\e as the work in

inheritance is centered upon particular factors of the plants.

Some stress has been placed upon the effect of fertilization ( i

)

within the flower, (2) within the plant, (3) within the variety,

and (4) within plants of the same cross. Attention has been

paid to the consideration of the form of the young as compared
with the fully grown parts in stem, leaf and fruit, noting the

stages that the parts pass through in attaining maturity.

2. Plant Toxicolocv.—The investigations with poisons

have not, generally speaking, passed beyond the initial

stage save in the case of that of the Bordeaux Mix-
ture as influencing the health of jjeach leaves where
results have been issued during the year in bulletin form.*

An experiment with various plants involving forty-eight two
gallon crocks filled with sand and carrying pure chemicals in

definite amounts, is now in progress. Many other potted plants

are being treated with various substances, ix)ssibly poisonous to

plants,—some of them being colored li(|uids as fuchsin and
eosine,—from which, jxiints in the movements of toxic liquids

are in sight.

3. Pl.wt Sap Circulation.—Somewhat closely related to

the last subject is one that has been carried on with the sweet

]x>tato, a statement of the progress of which was made in the

last annual rc|>ort. and the conclusion of the same is given else-

where in this N'olume.

4. Plant Shading.— .\ study has been begun of plants of

several kinds in shade as compared with controls in the open
greenhouse. In other words, a portion of the plants under
glass were covered by a tent, thus furnishing controlled con-

ditions for shade and for sun. Substantial progress under this

head is shown elsewhere in this report.

Exr'KRIMKNTS WITH CoRN.

Owing to unusual pressure for land to meet the needs of other

experiments, the size of the blocks was much reduced and un-

fortunately the prolonged drought came at the time when the

ears were l^eginning to form and results for this season are in

many instances very meager. There were twenty-four blocks,

nine upon the Home Grounds and fifteen upon the North Lot and
Strips; up)on the latter the soil is still poor and the crop nearly

failed.

•"Contribution to the Study of Bordeaux Injury on Peaches," Bulletin No. 232.

pp. 20, plates 2, by Dr. B. H. A. Groth.





P).ATK 1. Crossed Si^xct Corn. Fifteen ears showing stages in the study

of color inheritance (from a drought-dwarfed crop).
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THE "VOORIIEES RED-STO\VELl/s EVERGREEN'" CROSSES.

During 1910. two blocks of the above cross were grown,
namely: (i) planted with pink grains and (2) dark red

("black") grains. The ears from the pink grains all had the

same color with variations as to the depth of the shade, suggest-

ing that the amount was an ear characteristic. Some of the ears

showed a small percentage of white, thus indicating that there

were some "hybrid" grains planted, but the ratio was much less

than that demanded by the Mendelian rule because of the swamp-
ing effect of the great prqxmderance of pure pink parent plants.

On the other hand, some of the ears had a small percentage of

dark grains and. in rare instances, a white kernel. Two ears are

shown at i and 2 in Plate I.*

The block planted with the "black" (dark red) grains had the

ears generally very dark ; some with no white kernels ; while others

showed a background of similar "black" grains in which was scat-

tered a small percentage of white. In the solid dark ears that

doubtless arise from a pure "black" grain, there was a small

percentage of pink grains that seem to have resulted from the

action of white pollen, for there was more or less of this recessive

throughout the whole block. Three ears of this strain are shown
at 3, 4, and 5, the latter with a few white grains.

THE "VOORHEES RED-ECIYI'TI AN" CROSS.

Similarly to the last, the cross between the "Voor-
hees" and "Egyptian" has been continued for another

generation. The ears from the pink grain were pink,

some of them solid with here and there a grain

darker than the others, while other ears had a small per cent,

of white as shown at 6 and 7, the latter being solid red. The
block planted with "black" grains usually gave solid black ears

or those with a few red or white grains (8). There was a

strong tendency toward flintiness in some ears, as shown in

No. 9.

THE "VOORHEES RED-GOLDEN BANTAM-BANANa" CROSS.

The above combination was grown only in the selected pink

strain and all the ears were of a pale pink and usually solid,

that is, without white grains, but the shade of pink varied

greatly even upon the same ear. A specimen ear is shown at

10 in the plate.

•Plates I-XXX were made from photographs by Mr. F. H. Dodge, and XXXI-
XXXIII by Prof. M. H. Blake, to whom many thanks are duc' for painstaking
skill.
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THE "STOWELL-BLACK MEXICAN"CR0SSES.

A block was planted with the cloudy grains of the above cross,

that is, there were only slight indications of the black color. As
a result of this, a set of quite uniform ears was obtained in which
a majority of the grains appeared to be without color, a few
were nearly full black, and the remainder carried more or less

color. It remains to be seen just what may come from a contin-

ued selection of the cloudy grains for several generations. An
ear of this strain is shown at ii.

The ears 12 and 13 are representatives from the cross of

"Black Mexican" upon "Stowell's Evergreen," the whole crop

showing quite uniformly the 75% black or some degree of color

and 25% of white grains.

Plant variation was manifest in many ways that do not ad-

mit of representation by photography. As an example, some
ears as at 14, showed a strong tendency to fliintiness in which
there were practically no sweet grains but all were more or less

starchy whether white or dark.

In the same block were a few ears (15) that showed particu-

larly the influence of pollen from a block of yellow field corn

grown some distance away. Plants with those ears were ones

that bloomed late and at the same time as the field crop. Here
an indeterminate number of the grains are truly flinty; some of

them yellow ; and others a dull variable gray. These latter

have both the black of the mother and the yellow of the pollin-

ator, the former nearly disguising the latter. The flint grains

may stand between those fully sweet and wrinkled and illustrat-

ing a type of seed character that is transferred by the pollen in

distinction to that of flintiness that develops in sweet corn as

an ear (or plant) character, as illustrated in the ears at 9 and 14.

FLINTINESS IN SWEET CORN.

The "Malanio" sweet corn has for years exhibited a strong

tendency, in certain plants, to become flinty, and last year it was
shown that many ears from selected flinty grain grown by them-

selves produced a large percentage of nearly solid flinty grains.

During the present season, three isolated blocks of "Malamo"
were planted, namely, (i) with typical sweet grains; (2) with

flinty grains from a nearly flinty ear; and (3) a block with three

rows of the first and two alternating rows of the second from
tlie same packets as above respectively. Unfortunately the con-

ditions were made more favorable for the last block as it was
practically saved from ruin by timely irrigation, and this ac-
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counts for some wide differences in size that appear in Plate II.

At I is shown a sample ear grown in the first block and has more
or less starch in the grains, many of them being nearly smooth.

The ear at 2 is from the block of sweet "Malamo" and shows no
signs of starch in the exceedingly wrinkled grains. No. 3 is a

corresponding ear grown from seed from the same packet as

the last, as were also ears 6 and 9, all of which are quite alike

in general appearance and to the present purpose show no flinti-

ness. The ears 4 and 5 are samples from one row that was
planted from the same packet as the block that produced ear i

by isolation. In like manner, ears 7 and 8 represent the second

flinty row. One of the most striking features of the test is the

much larger size of the ears grown from the flinty seed which
may be explained by their parentage being possibly of a stronger

strain from which the ears have been selected for the past two
years. The four large ears all show marked differences that

might be the starting-points for sub-strains among these flinty

sorts ; thus ear 5 is quite unlike ear 8, particularly in the amount
and disposition of the starch.

The chief point of the present test is that, presuming that there

was free interchange of pollen, there should be no more indica-

tion of starch formation (fiintiness) in the ears grown along-

side of the flinty-eared plants than in the block that had only

its own strain for pollination. In other words, there was no
suggestion from this test that anything like the immediate ef-

fect expected of starchy-grained corns upon sweet sorts obtains

when the flintiness is of the sort imder consideration. A con-

tinuation of the test, using the grains of the sweet ears produced
close to the flinty ears this year may throw light upon a differ-

ence in breeding power between the two kinds of flintiness (or

starchiness) in question.

SECOND GENERATION OF CROSS OF FIELD \VHITE DENT UPON
DWARF YELLOW POP.

Three blocks were planted from the same ear of the

above cross of white field and yellow pop corns; (i)

with white grains, (2) with lemon yellow, and (3) with
orange grains respectively. The .unusually 'poor conditions did

not favor satisfactory results but it is evident that there is much
less regularity of form, size, etc., of ears in the second than the

first generation. In order to show this, Plate III has one of

the ears of the first generation at 2 along with the two parents,

"White Dent" at i and "Yellow Pop" at 3, while to the right
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are three samples from each hlock of the second generation.

It is seen that the three white ears are ah quite distinct, the one

at 4 being the most Hke the male grandparent but showing no
dent in the grains ; the ear at 5 is quite Hke the grandmother in

its shape and that of the grain. The ear at G reseml)les both

grandparents, that is, is hke the cross at 2.

In the second set of thr^e,x the lemon yellow color prevails

with a considerable wdiite, showing that the mother seed repre-

sented "hybrids." One of the three ears (7) shows very strong-

ly the dent characteristic of the grandfather and the same is true

of the shape of the ear although very much reduced in size. The
next (8) is a long slender ear, quite out of proportion to either

grandparents. It also shows a slight tendency towards the dent

type of the grain, while the third ear (9) has the same form
and size as the first but the grains are of the pop type.

The third group is chiefly with orange grains w^ith an occasion-

al kernel of lemon yellow. The first ear is broad at the butt

like the grandfather, but the ear tapers into a tip that is more
suggestive of the grandmother ; all in all, this with its slightly

dented grains is more like the field parent than the other two

;

and the third one (12), a solid orange, quite suggests a much
broadened dent pop ear. The middle one (11) naturally finds

its place between the other two—a homely spiral-rowed ear with

nine per cent, of the grains lemon yellow.

An unexpected occurrence was that of fi\'e fully wrinkled or

sweet grains upon the first ear in the lemon yellow set (7), the

one in which the field dent parentage was most strongly manifest,

and there was no similar instance elsewhere in the whole crop.

The mother grain may have carried the sweet blood as a reces-

sive character and this would, under normal conditions, have

given 25 per cent, of sweet grains but as all surrounding plants

were without this character, the number of wrinkled grains was
greatly reduced.

The crop, while a most indifferent one, indicates that one may
be able to select the pure colored grains from the "hybrids," the

orange in this case being the former and the lemon kernels the

latter.

Experiments with Eggplants.

Series I with the exception of two small blocks of sweet corn

was devoted entirely to eggplants (533 plants) of which a fair

set of the leading commercial sorts (14 kinds) was grown in a

portion of Plot i ; but the greater part of the fifth of an acre was
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occupied with crosses and hybrids {22'j plants). Some of the

crosses were grown in considerable numbers as, for example,

that of "Black Snake" upon "Round White" (2/29) ; "Black

Pekin" upon "Long White" (3/11); and "Long White" upon
"Dwarf Purple" (11/6) being represented by loi, 127 and 23
plants respectively ; while the blend hybrid of the "Scarlet Chi-

nese" (25/19) had 44 plants.

The early portion of the season was unfavorable for the plants

but with the coming of the rains in August and the withholding

of the September frosts, a fair crop resulted.

"black snake" upon "round white."

Plate IV shows a set of fruits representing 22 plants of the

second generation (F 2 ) of the "Black Snake" (2) upon the

"Round White" (29). The fruits were arranged upon the basis

of form and, for photographic purposes, only partly grown speci-

mens were employed but when thus near to half-size they have

reached the general form of maturity. The series begins at i

which is from a plant with fruits most nearly resembling the

"Black Snake" parent. As the eye glances over the series, it

is seen that the breadth increases slightly and the length decreases

more rapidly until the specimen of the "Round White" parent is

reached at 22.

A study of the fruits of loi plants, representing this cross,

does not reveal any grouping around parental forms or an in-

termediate that might be constructed mathematically between

them. This is a case where the fruit of the cross sometimes
exceeds that of either parent. The breeder may feel that the

ratio of breadth to length, 5 to 7 cm., as fairly constant in the

"Round White" when brought in vital touch with that of the

"Black Snake," 4 to 20 cm. is enlarged in both its dimensions.

In other words, the two factors of (i ) breadth and (2) length do
not act independently; that is, instead of an average of 4.5 by

13.5 cm. being approximated, an instance of the results is 6.5

by 9 cm., as shown at 20. A study of large numbers may bring

some rule to light that is active in such unions of diverse forms.

When it comes to color, there is a more decided grouping
under four heads. Thus of the 21 (No. 22, a parent being ex-

cluded) in the plate, selected without regard to color, it is found
that the following scheme is represented

:
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Color. Number of Fruit. Total.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 U 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

Purple 1 .. 4 .5 ... 9 .... 12 10 17 7

Pink 2 1(1 14 3

Green 3 ... 7 .... 11 .. 13 18 . . 20 . . 6

White 6.8 15 19 . . 21 5

21

Green be-
neath the
calyx. 1 2 3 4 . . 7 . 9 . . 11 . . 13 . . . . le^o 17 18 . . 20 . . 1132

White be-
neath the
calyx 5 6 . 8 . 10 . . 12 . . 14 15 lO'o ... 19 .. 21 9}4

Purple fruit.s with green flesh. Xo. 1, 4, 9, 16'.>, 17, =4}^
Pink " " '2. =1
Green " " ' 3, 7, 11, 13, 18, 20, =6
White u ...... .« =0

Purple •' " white " " 5, 12, 16i^ =2}^
Pink " " •• " " 10, 14, =2
Green " •' .< u =0
White " " •• •' " 6, 8, 15, 19, 21 =5

21

im

9\

Total .

= 21

In one instance (i63^j the flesh was intermediate between
green and white.

"black pekin" upon "long whitk."— (3 II ).

Plate V shows a set of 15 fruits of a cross, second generation

of "Black Pekin"' (3) upon "Long White" (11), a sample of

the first shown at i and the second at 17. all the fruits being of

near half mature size for convenience in making the group
photograph. In this cross, the shapes and colors are reversed

from the cross above considered, the long "Black Snake'" of the

former being replaced by the si)herical "Pekin"' and the "Long"
is substituted for the "Round" in the white mother plant. The
fifteen specimens, one from each plant, are arranged between the

parents in a series regarding shape only and it seems clear here

as above that if the list was greatly prolonged all the intergrades

might be found between the spherical "Pekin" and the club-

shaped "Long White."
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The schedule of color of the exteriors is as follows:

Purple 5

Pink with green beneath calyx 2
" white " " 2

Green 4
Greenish white 2

There is no api)arent correlatiijii between the color and shape.

There are only two specimens white beneath the calyx, that is,

with the white flesh that characterizes the "Long White," and
these are both pink and otherwise easily distinguished from the

pinks with the green beneath the calyx and indicative of the

lack of white flesh but instead pervaded with green, especially

near the surface.

COLORS IN EGGPLANT FRUITS.

The commonly accepted color for eggplant fruits is purple

and any other color is not yet popular. There are ranges in the

shades of purple as the fruits are displayed in the market or at

the vegetable shows. Thus the color of the "New York Im-
proved" (19) is quite different from that of the "Black Pekin"

(3), the latter having a darker and brighter shade not easily

described. With the latter belong the "dwarf purples" and a

few others as "Tokio."

The surface color of the "Pekin" seems to demand the sun-

light for its full development as it may be retarded by bagging
the fruit; or even the shade of the plant itself or a single leaf

lying across the developing "egg" may occasion a striking con-

trast in the surface of the fruit. The large overlapping calyx in

this type, when lifted, exposes no rich purple of the surface that

it covered ; and when cut away, the pink of the developing color

soon appears.

In case of the less rich "velvety" color of the fruits of a group
of varieties represented by the "New York Improved," the color

is nearly as strongly developed under the calyx as elsewhere and
the sunny side of the fruit is not strongly marked by the deeper

color.

With these two shades of purple in mind, it is necessary to go
deeper without discussing further the surface colors because of

the marked influence of the flesh color upon that of the surface.

As pointed out elsewhere, there are at least two shades of the

flesh of eggplant fruits, namely, the wdiite and the green with a

third group which embraces a mixture of the two.

The white sorts, as "Round White" (2). "Long White" (29).
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and a number of others, including the "Ivory" (26) of our own
make, are practically colorless from the time the corolla drops,

that is, the interior of the fruit is white and the skin enclosing it

is transparent. This condition of things continues through
the market-maturity period when the white fruits are peculiarly

attractive after which a pale lemon (cream) shade begins to ap-

pear, first upon the sun-exposed side and culminates in the light

orange of maturity. In short, the, at first, colorless fruits de-

velop a shade of orange limited to the outer layer that is common
to all other kinds when the condition of ripeness is attained.

The green-fruited plants of common occurrence upon the

breeding grounds, frequently have the ''eggs" with very much of

green just beneath the colorless skin and diminishing in amount
toward the interior of the fruit save in the placentae which some-
times are strongly and distinctly green. Among this group,

there are all degrees of striping and mottling, the blossom-end

frequently being nearly free from the solid green that may
obtain at the stem-end. This diversified marking is due to the

smaller amount of the green lying close beneath the skin and the

color of the lighter flesh shows through the transparent skin.

The green fruits while young show as much green beneath the

calyx as elsewhere and when of market size the color is only

somewhat lighter. As the green fruits ripen, the orange color

due to the change of the outer layer makes its appearance in

place of the earlier green.

The "Striped" varieties, instanced in No. 21, have the flesh

white and as the "egg" peeps from the large infolding calyx, it is

often white for all its exterior but soon pale dark pink lines

appear radiating from the blossom-end toward the stem. This

coloring is at first limited to the outer cells and as the fruit

reaches table-maturity, is scarcely more than skin deep but with

the increase in amount, the surface becomes purplish. The calyx

does not retard materially the development of the stripes upon
the covered portion.

From the "Striped" it is only a short step to the group with

white flesh that has the color quite evenly distributed as in U. S.

D. A. No. 27666 from Russia and grown here for the first time.

The white flesh is evenly covered with a purple layer which is

quite easily peeled off and at the same time splits into an outer

practically colorless skin and the under purple-bearing layer.

Under the calyx, the fruit surface is pale purple faintly striate

throughout, the exposed part being distinctly of a deeper purple.

The under surface of the calyx partakes of the striate purple

of the fruit surface to which it is applied.
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Add to the above, the green flesh and one has the condition

seen in several commercial sorts. As a rule, such fruits are of a

darker, duller jjurple due to the influence of the greenish tissue

l\'ing just below the color-bearing superficial layer. In such,

the sul)-calyx portion is less distinct than in the last group but,

as a rule, is more or less evident. .Many of the fruits in this

group show a very handsome mottling and striping due to the

unequal distribution of the green in the flesh, thus producing the

effect of a variegated green fruit covered with a uniform layer

of purple, not dense enough to obliterate the flesh markings.

Another type of coloring mentioned at the outset, is a deep

(sometimes spoken of as "velvety") purple when fully de-

veloped, and is located in a thin layer just beneath a transparent

skin and in a large sense is a plant color appearing in the stem,

leaf, calyx, corolla, etc., and most pronounced wdiere the parts are

unshaded. This group of fruits may be divided into : (
i

) those

sorts that have a white flesh and therefore the sub-calyx portion

is beautifully white in striking contrast with the purple of the

exposed surface. Such fruits often show attractive bands of

alternating greater and less coloring just below the margin of

the calyx due in part to the unequal receding of this cover or

rather the elongation of the fruit. (2) The second set of vari-

eties under this group has the flesh green and when this is uni-

form, the fruit is quite evenly of a darker ("velvety") purple

than in the first set, but if the green interior is strongly streaked

there may an indistinct mottling of even a strongly colored fruit.

These latter fruits show a clear green beneath the calyx in place

of the white of the first set.

If the two kinds of superficial colorings follow the Mendelian
rule, it leads to many complications in breeding. That this is

the fact seems to be shown by the results. Thus there are fruits

that show a color apparently a combination of the two, with one
shade of purple under the calyx and another when exposed to

the direct sunHght.

A further combination obtains wdien the "velvety" purple

color, common to all sun-lit parts of the plant, is associated with

the less purple kind that is apparently confined to the inner wall

of the fruit and is quite independent of the bright sunlight.

When this occurs with the white flesh, as in crosses of the "Jersey

Pink" with "Dwarf Purple." the color is very attractive and be-

neath the calyx the fruit purple ("pink") is alone, but upon the

other portions of the fruit, especially on the sunny side, the color

is dark and suggests the richest velvet.
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Should the combination be in green-fleshed fruits, the results

differ from the last in the duller shades with a very obscure

mottling or striping where the green is very unevenly distributed.

A concrete case is the following:—The "Dwarf Purple" (6) is

a kind with the dark color pervading all exposed portions of the

plant—the fruit stalk, for example, being nearly as shiny purple

as the surface of the fruit but beneath the purple calyx the fruit

surface is a pale pea-green. On the other hand, the "Xew York
Improved" (19) is a sort with but little other than green in the

fruit, stem and calyx, or elsewhere, with the almost mahogany-
colored fruit-surface extending under the calyx and here as else-

where more or less indistinctly strij^ed. The cross of these two

(6/19) gives a fruit that is somewhat wine-colored, a greenish

chocolate beneath the calyx and more or less indistinctly striped

at the blossom-end.

In the case of the twelve plants of the cross of the "Long
White" (11) upon "Dwarf Purple" (6), the color scheme is as

follows

:

1 Purple skin 6= Dull purple fruits; green
Green flesh —9 -. under calyx.

' Colorless skin 3 = Green fruits.

V Purple skin 3 = Bright purple fruits; white
White flesh—3 - under calyx.

' Colorless skin 0= White fruits.

There were eight plants of the derivative cross of "Jersey
Pink" (28) upon "Black Pekin" (3) upon "Black Beauty" (4).
The "Jersey Pink" carries the white flesh; the "Pekin," the

plant purple; and the "Beauty," the fruit color. The following

shows the classification of colors

:

I Purple skin 6= Dull purple fruits; green
Green flesh—8 -. under calyx.

' Colorless skin 2= Green fruits.

Among this small number the white flesh type did not appear.

The four plants of "Jersey Pink" upon "Purple Tokio" (32)
gave the following

:

Pink under calyx—

1

fPink under

Green flesh—2 : p_^„ ., » , White flesh—2 -; wv.f'^'^'^^ ' ' ' ^
Lireen 1 ' \\ hite under

I,
1^ calyx 1

In the case of a complex combination of "Ivorv," "Black
Snake." "Dwarf Purple," "Jersey Belle," and "Jersey Pink," all
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nine plants had green-fleshed fruits with purple color, wonder-
fully various—seven colored and two j>ea-green under the calyx.

Very large numbers are essential for workable results in deri-

vative crosses like this.

THE EGGPLANT INFLORESCENCE.

The inflorescence of the eggplant seems to be the extension

of the main axis of the stem. There is a young stem with its

various parts located between the flower cluster and the leaf

(already quite large) that is at or near the same height upon the

stem. The cluster may consist of from one to five (usually

2-4) flowers in the American sorts (Solanum riieloiigena) and
from five to twelve (usually 7-9) in the oriental species (Sola-

num integrifolium). The oldest flower is usually the largest in

the cluster, arising near the base of the inflorescence and having
a stout prickly peduncle that extends laterally and carries the

blossom with its face downward. As a rule, the other one or

more smaller flowers are upon slender stems and while frequently

upright, seldom remain for long and possibly serve in fertiliza-

tion like staminate flowers, strictly so-called, and drop by means
of well-defined suture close above the first flower, which by this

time has begun to develop its fruit, for the holding of which a

stout descending stem is in evidence.

A second flower in the cluster may form a fruit as pairs at

the same node show, but with the ordinary American sorts the

first flower, as a rule, is the only one that produces a fruit. In

the '"Scarlet Chinese" the inflorescence bears more flowers, but

there is a basal flower, that is somewhat lateral and with its stem
and calyx much more prickly than the others. This, as a rule,

forms a fruit and along with it, two or more of the blossoms next

above. The time of blooming of a cluster extends over a week or

ten days and by the time the upper flowers are open, those lower

down are showing sizable green fruits. The uppermost flowers

rarely, if ever, form fruits, and their pollen may be of service

upon blossoms lower down or upon neighboring later flowers.

In general, the cluster of the "American" is easily distinguished

from that of the "Chinese" by the smaller number of blossoms

and the usual limitation of the fruits to the oldest (axillary)

flower.

At 2 in Plate VI is shown a spray of the hybrid in question with

two inflorescences as appearing at blooming time. In the older,

lower cluster the axillary flower is past and the spiny calyx is

enclosing the forming fruit ; the fifth and sixth flowers are fully

out and those below probably would have dropped oft' excepting
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the lowest upon the side axis wliich has bent down as is the habit

of the fruitful peduncles with a calyx bearing prickles. The
ui)per inflorescence shows the axillary flower and the first two
blossoms upon the side branch fully open. The Chinese parent

is shown at i, and it is noted that the inflorescense is a miniature

of the ones above considered in the hybrid. In the American
sorts shown in several specimens to the right, yy, the most
noticeable features are the larger size and the fewer number of

the blossoms. The usual inflorescence is perhaps best seen at 5.

where the axillary blossom is with its face downward and the

peduncle horizontal and much stouter than the rachis of the

inllorescence and (juite "spinose"' while the latter is nearly free

from prickles. The secontl flower sIkjwu full face \iew is in

every way smaller than the axillary one and usually sixjn falls

away as do the others as well as the rachis leaving the single

fruit at the node. Practically the same general type of inflor-

escence is shown at 4. At 6 is shown an instance of two flowers

only in a cluster, the one much larger, stouter stemmed, and more
l)rickly than the other, and produces a fruit. At 7 and 8 are to

be seen the large horizontal flowers borne singly, that is. the

temporary portions t)f the inflorescence have been omitted.

riiK ixici'i.ANT I i,owi-:r.

The fruit-producing flower of the eggplant is interestingly

"spinose" (prickly), as staled above, and needs to be handled

with gloves. A plant may be the "si)ineless"' sort, so oJtten

mentioned in the seed catalogues, up to the time when its first

flowers form when the calyx shows a set of formidable prickles.

This calyx seems a direct continuation of the stem and has its

thick leathery lobes surrounding the other parts until the large

wheel-shai)ed purplish corolla unfolds bearing the stamens and

surrounding the stout green-tii)i)ed style.

The parts of the floral organs vary from five in the small-

fruited kinds to eight in the most highly developed or distorted

bv cultivation. In some of the former, as the "Black Snake."

"Round White" and "Dwarf Purple." the flmvers are compar-

atively small and the lobes of the corolla range from five to

six, more or less. The corolla, the portion most easily studied,

is a fair index of the other parts: that is. for example, when it

is five-lobed the alternating stamens are of the same number and

the fruit is apt to be smooth, while the contrariwise is true wdien

the corolla* is with eight or more lobes, the stamens are corres-

pondingly increased and the fruit, even in the flower, shows
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irregularities and the style may be strongly flattened, suggesting

that the fruit may be corrugated or broad bell-shaped.

The lower portion of the plate deals with the single blossoms,

those to the left (9) being of the Chinese species, followed by those

of the hybrid (10), and to their right (11) are several of the

American kinds. The corolla is often with five lobes in the

smaller fruited kinds bearing alternating stamens ; but six points

to the "star" are the rule in some sorts, while seven and eight

lobes are not uncommon especially among the large-fruited

varieties, the fruits of which become broad and somewhat fiat.

Occasionally the tendency to become doubled is quite manifest as

seen in the last two flowers (12) where the upper portion of each
stamen has become petal-like even to the purple color character-

istic of the dark-fruited sort in question.

UPON CHANGE IN FORM OF GROWING FRUITS.

In this study, ten fruits were taken from the same plant that

formed a series from the time when the corolla and stamens

were falling, until the fruit was of market (or mature) size.

Additionally, measurements were taken of the stem (peduncle)

and the adhering calyx.

Four kinds of widely different eggplants are shown in Plate

VII. It is seen that the cross, "Black Snake" upon "Round
White," had very generally the longest stems and the "Chame-
leon," the shortest. It is also shown that the peduncle was a

subject of elongation, the "Dwarf Purple" extending from 23
to 63 mm. The "White Egg" showed remarkable variation, all

of which obtains upon the same plant. (The stem of the ma-
ture fruit shown at the left end of the series was broken and
the record is necessarily incomplete.)

A composite of the forty fruits made up for the four series

indicates that the length is practically doubled (t,2 to 64 mm.)
and the increase is probably quite uniform from the blossom

to the ripe condition. The calyx of the same set in the com-
posite increases from 22 to 39 mm. in length, and is probably

uniform in the development of any particular fruit. The
"Chameleon" is quite different from the three American sets in

not showing any steady increase in size of calyx.

In length of fruit, there is a great range of variation among
the four sets: the "White Egg" somewhat more than doubled
its length ; the "Chameleon" trebled its length ; the "Dwarf
Purple" started at 2.5 mm. and went to 132 mm.; while the

"Black Snake-Round White" went from 10 to 205 mm. The
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composite shows an almost uniform series from 12 to 109 mm.
In breadth of fruit, the range was much less ; beginning be-

tween 5 and 20 mm. and expanding to 40-87 mm. The "White

Egg'' doubled its width ; the "Chameleon" broadened five times

;

the "Black Snake-Round White," eight times; while the "Dwarf
Purple" showed the extreme limits of 5 to 87 mm. The com-

posite shows a fairly steady increase through the different ages

of fruits from 10 to 55 mm.
The four composites show an increase from flower to mature

fruit as follows

:

Peduncle 32-63 mm.
Calyx 22-38 "

Fruit length 12 -108 "

Fruit breadth 10-55 "

The greatest changes are (i j in length and (2) in breadth of

fruit; next in length of stem; and least in expansion of calyx.

Taking the "Snake-R.White" and the "Chameleon" as rep-

resentatives, the four points under consideration show contrasts

as follows

:

"Snake-R. White." "Chameleon. '

'

Peduncle 38 - 80 mm 26 . 5 - 47 mm
Calyx 25-55 " 12 -21
Fruit length 10 -205 " . 11 - 42

Fruit breadth 5-44. " 10 - 50

The "Snake" starts out with a longer peduncle and broader

calyx than the "Chameleon." while the length of fruit is prac-

tically the same and the breadth less by half. The peduncle and

calvx grow greatly in the "Snake" and the length enormously.

while the breadth is nearly the same in both at maturity, giving

the long slender fruit in the "Snake" and the oval in the "Cham-
eleon."

HYBRID EGGPLANTS. SEEDLESSNESS.

Plate VIII shows, in its upper portion, a few fruits of the

blend of the "Chinese" (25) upon the "American" ("New York
Improved." 19). The plants were very remarkable for their

vigor and numerous blossoms. In the early part of the season

but few flowers set fruits but later clusters of three and ,more

small fruits formed. The earlier fruits (
i ) resembled quite

closely the "Chinese" parent in being flat, deeply corrugated and

colored orange-red when mature (4). This matter of maturity

is mentioned with some reservations for an examination of a con-
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siderable number of the fruits rex'ealed the fact that they were
seedless. The apparently full-sized fruits average from 3 to

7 cm. and show 5 to 7 ])rominent ribs each havin<^ a V-shaped

seed-cavity filled with a slightly greenish semi-fluid; these struc-

tures are shown in the sections in the plate, particularly in the

transverse views.
,

The tendency to Ije seedless in a derivative hybrid is shown
in the specimens that occupy the lower two-thirds (5-8) of the

plate. This is the result of the union of the 'Tvory" (26) upon
a hybrid of "Fordhook" upon "Chinese" expressed by the for-

mula. 26//14/25. These fruits are ten or more centimeters

long and broad and upon the same plant varying from a nearly

smooth oval to a broad, flattish, ribbed type, thus favoring

strongly the "Chinese" parent.

Some of the fruits are entirely seedless and the placentae are

frecjuently nearly obliterated, while in other parts of the same
fruit there are sizable cavities, as may be seen at 5, 6, and 7.

The outer portion of the flesh separates easily from that within

upon the "plane" of the placentae, thus bringing to view any
seeds that have been formed. Upon the surface thus exposed

there is somewhat of the olive green "slime" so abundant in the

"Chinese" parent and its direct hybrid above observed. This

portion bears the characteristic bitter and needs to be eliminated

in the production of a fruit that is acceptable for the table, and
this can be done by re-combining this hybrid with the "Ameri-
can" parent—a task that has been accomplished in the hybrid in

which the "Chinese" is reduced to one-sixteenth of the whole.

The point here, however, is to make a record of the practical

sterility of the present hybrid and the pronounced retention of

the seedlessness in cases where the two species are represented

in the ratio of one to three. All hybrids between the "Chinese"
and the "American" have not been barren ; few seeds, however,

have been the rule and the process points to a substantial method
of reducing seediness that with many vegetable fruits may be

highly desirable.

The ^th "American" hybrids (6//2^/6) continued from last

year held to their fine reputation for vigor and productiveness,

averaging 15.3 fruits per plant. In size the fruits were larger

than the "Dwarf Purple" and usually the keeping quality was
enhanced.

HYBRID EGGPLANTS. THE I5/16TH COMBINATION.

Last year's report, with two plates (VI and VII) considered

the production of hybrid "American-Chinese" eggplants that
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represented %th of the "American" "blood." During 1910,

eighteen plants were grown of hybrids having only j^th of

the "Chinese," that is yfth "American." The following for-

mula represents one of these combinations, namely, 26////32-
///6//25/6. Tracing back from the first union, 25/6, that is.

"Chinese" upon "Dwarf Purple," it is noted that the "Dwarf
Purple" was bred to the hybrid, giving 67/25/6, that is %th
"Dwarf Purple." To this derivative was bred as the pollinator,

the "Purple Tokio," which gave 32///6/25/6, or %th "Ameri-
can." To this %th, the "Ivory," a pure "American," was bred,

which, by the same method of determining the amount of each

parental species, begot ofiFspring carrying th of the "'Ameri-

can" eggplant.

Sample fruits of this combination are shown in Plate IX where
one familiar with the parentage can see traces of the results of

the four combinations. No two plants of the block are alike

in the various characteristics that make up the two species thus

brought together. The comparatively few seeds located far

down toward the blossom-end, as shown in the sectional view
of a most seedy specimen (3), is a desirable feature, for in the

longer fruits (4) it is possible to get small slices nearly or quite

free from seeds.

There is not much hope of getting rid of the prickles by this

union, but this end is quite possible along another line.

LEAVES OF HYBRID EGGPLANTS.

Plate X shows a set of leaves from young to full-sized of (
i

)

"Scarlet Chinese," (2) "New York Improved," and (3) of a

hybrid plant of the two. In the first, shown in the upper row
(1-4), the leaves approach the 7-lobed form with the lobes

pointed—quite in contrast with the round lobes of the "Ameri-
can" set at the bottom of the plate (8-10). The petiole and
main veins are purple and beset with stout prickles while the

surface of the blade is only slightly woolly. The "American"
variety has a very woolly blade with the framework free from
purple color and prickles.

Between the two sets of parental leaves is photographed (5-7)
the set of the hybrid and the differences are not at first manifest

to the eye, but there is an "averaging up" of the differing char-

acteristics of the "American" and "Chinese" in that the lobes

are moderately i)ointed, the stout prickles are small and limited

to the mid-rib, while the purple is about half as pronounced as

in the "Chinese" and the woollv covering- is much less than in
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the "American" parent. Plate X l)ring-s to the eye a portion of

the plant, that is, an upper-face view of the foliage, that is least

unlike in the two species, but even here a blending is very evident,

particularly in texture, a feature that the camera does Hot easily

catch.

Experiments with Peppers.

The peppers occupied three plots of Series II and consisted

of 35 commercial varieties and a large number of crosses chiefly

in their second generation. The plants were all -l^elow the

average in size due to the severe drought that prevailed at the

time when the first blooms were beginning to appear. The sea-

son was somewhat prolonged by the nightly covering of selected

plants for special study. Many crosses were secured but with

peppers the flowers fall very badly when conditions for vigorous

growth are interrupted and therefore it is quite evident that

breeding with this crop can be carried forward more success-

fully under glass than in the open.

Some of the records, consisting of weights and counts of many
thousands of fruits, etc., made upon the field crop, can not be

brought into shape in the brief time which elapses from the

harvest and the making of this report.

The position of the eruits of peppers.

Pepper fruits are quite easily divided into two groups, upon
the position of the fruits, whether they are ( i) upright or (2)

pendent. There are a few varieties in which neither of these

opposite positions are strictly adhered to and may be classed as

intermediates. However, these last, when the mature fruits

only are considered and particularly those first formed and there-

fore occupying positions in the angles of the main stems, are,

as a rule, either pendent or upright.

The force of gravitation appears to have much to do with the

position of the pepper fruits. In the varieties that have the

fruits unquestionably upright, this position is maintained, as a

rule, whether the stem bearing them is either perpendicular or

horizontal or any angle between the two. The same is true

of the pendent group, that is, the position of the stem has but

little to do with that of the fruits.

To one who is only viewing the subject in a casual manner,
it might seem that the above was quite otherwise, for one can

see plants with their fruit pointing in any direction. This is

probably due chiefly to the change in the position of the branches
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from the increasing weight of the fruits they are bearing. For
example, a long branch with upright fruits may lean out many
degrees from the perpendicular and at first the fruits will point

towards the tip of the deflected stem and the older fruits with

their woody stalks may remain nearly unchanged but the ped-

uncles of the young fruits just emerging from the flower will •

attempt to adjust themselves to the new line of gravity.

Plate XI will help to illustrate this subject more clearly. At

15 is shown the normal upright position of the fruit in a cross,

while at 16 is seen an upright branch of another plant of the same
cross with the fruits pendent. At i is shown an upright spray

of ''Christmas" pepper and at 2 a horizontal branch from the

same plant in which the fruits are actually more nearly upright

than a photograph can show. In the small-fruited sort. "Bird's

Eye" (4), at 3 and 4 are shown two sprays, the upright and

the horizontal, with the fruits quite generally upon nearly perpen-

dicular stems. Three tips of "Nocera Red" (79) at 5 and 6

illustrate the position taken by the young stout peduncles whether

they are borne by perpendicular or by lateral branches, and the

same is shown in a cross where both parents, "Oxheart" and

"Chinese Giant." have pendent fruits. In "New Tomato" (48)
and "Small Chili" (9), the subject is further illustrated and in

the latter it is well shown that the perpendicular is assumed

by the fruit-stalk quite early in the development of the fruit.

These young stems seem as sensitive to the stimulus of gravita-

tion -as any other and they develop much supporting tissue par-

ticularly if the load of a large fruit is to be borne. Perhaps as

striking an instance as any is given in the cross of the "Tomato"'

upon "Red Cherry," both upright, where the fruits long and

curved are held aloft, whether the branch is upright as at 13,

or lying upon the ground presumably from overweight as at 14.

Upright branches, when purposely bent and fastened down to

the horizontal, have been studied showing the general fact of

conformity to gravity whether at the outset upright or pendent.

A study of the position of the pepper fruits naturally begins

with the flower bud and as soon as it has any visible stem.

Such stems are almost invariably upright, that is, parallel with

the line of gravity which may be quite different from extending

parallel with the branch that bears it. The young flowers or

buds upon their peduncles are usually somewhat lateral, that is,

bent so that the tip points more or less horizintally and the blos-

som opens with its face toward the horizon and not zenith-ward-

or its opposite.
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During the period of blooming, the flower-stalk elongates con-

siderably, depending upon the variety, and by the time the

corolla has fallen, it is usual to find the young fruit with its

still adhering slender style pointed upward or downward as the

variety is of the upright or pendent type. This final position

seems to be reached by a growth taking place chiefly in the region

of the peduncle just below the young fruit, the greater elonga-

tion upon the upper side turning the fruit down and contrari-

wise, when upon the under side, bringing the young pepper to>

an upright position. When once the vertical is reached, any
change in the direction of the branch throwing the fruit upon
it, out of plumb, will bring about a change in the peduncles so

that the young fruit again resumes its vertical position. When
the fruit is nearing full size, the above adjustment does not take

place, due to a rigidity of the peduncle. Pepper branches are re-

markably brittle and from winds and other causes the heavily

laden stems are broken down and as they hang somewhat in-

verted, the fruits show the adjustment in whole or part that is

above mentioned.

If one may be permitted to assume that the small-fruited'

sorts most nearly approach the wild condition of the Capsicum
annuum, it seems probable that the pendent position is a charac-

teristic that may have had its origin since the species (or group)
has been under cultivation. At the present time, the pendent

type outnumbers more than two to one those sorts with upright

fruits. For example, of the fifty kinds listed in the report for

1908 (page 286), there are thirty-five pendent to fifteen up-

right. Of the former nineteen are large, while of the latter

nine are small. In other words, the upright are generally small-

fruited and the large-fruited are usually pendent. It is not,,

of course, merely a matter of size, for there are four quite large

upright-fruited sorts in the above list and a like number with

small pendent fruits. It is possible when the extremes of size

only are considered the rule that the small are upright and the-

large, pendent, might be sustained.

As the position of the fruit is not clearly correlated witli

size, so it is not with that of shape ; for the short and blunt,,

the long and slender, the round, and the large and angular may
be either pendent or upright. The same is true of the various

characteristics of stem and leaf, and including the matter of

pungency in the frviit. In other words, the position of the

fruit is no indication of "sweetness" or its opposite.

When it comes to the breeding of varieties together that differ

in the position of the fruit, it is found that in the blend or first
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generation the fruits are pendent, but in the second generation

the pendent characteristic is met with in three-fourths of the

plants while the remaining cjuarter are upright or, in terms of

Mendel, the pendent type is dominant and the upright recessive.

If the assumption be adhered to that the upright type is the

ancient one, that is. of the wild parents of the various cultivated

\-arieties, we have a case in w-hich the younger, namely, the pen-

dent type, is in control or dominates over the ancestors, giving

only its kind in the generation immediately following the cross.

A study of the peduncles and particularly their union with

the buds (flowers and fruits) shows that there is decided differ-

ence whether they bear pendent or upright fruits. As a rule,

the latter have a more symmetrically developed peduncle (often

shorter) than those that bear pendent fruits. While the upright

type has the fruit borne upon a straight stem directly above the

branch, the pendent's peduncle, although attached to the upper

side of the branch, needs to bend outward and downward, so that

the fruits gathered with their "stems on" show clearly to which

type they belong, by the straight or curved peduncle.

PEPPER STEMS.

Pepper stems vary greatly among the varieties but are quite

constant within any one commercial sort. There is more or less

correlation between the character of the stem and the leaves

and the fruit. Thus the slender-stemmed kinds, like "Bird's

Eye," shown in Plate XII at i, have small leaves and fruit. In

such plants the internodes are long and with a secondary stem

at each node ; repeating this habit of the plant, the sprays become

quite compound. Sometimes the tw'o (or more) stems at a

node are nearly of equal size, as shown at 2 (U. S. D. A.

22807), 3-i^tl the plant presents a repeated forking that results in

a broad, flat-topped plant. Again, the branches are along one

side of the main stem, as shown at 3 ("New Celestial"), from

the axils of which the fruits arise somewhat in a row. Such
stems are frequently inclined at forty-five degrees and may bear

single fruits and one or two leaves of considerable size. In the

cross, 48/36 I, that is, "New Tomato" (48) upon "Red Cran-

berr}^'" (36) shown at 4 in the plate, there is a union of a tall

ordinarily branched form of stem with a dwarf having the in-

ternodes very short and the leaves and fruits fascicled or

grouped. For the sake of showing the stem, all the leaves

have been removed, leaving the fruits only intact. It is with

difficulty that the places of the many leaves can be seen but it
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is easy to note the grouping of the fruit-bearing stems, quite in

contrast with the singleness as shown in i.

The extreme brevity in pepper stems is illustrated in 36/20 I,

which is a cross of the last mentioned "Red Cranberry" (36)
and the "Red Cherry" (20), in this case the plant adhering to

the type of the dwarf-stemmed clustered-leaved parent. In this

plant, shown at 5, the whole main stem was less than six inches

long, while the quite sizable, much crowded fruits extended their

tips upwards in all directions. Such plants could be grown in

rows of several in a hill, like string beans. It is worthy of note

that in breeding, the clustered form of leaf opposes the scat-

tered type, some plants showing one or the other in the second

generation.

PEPPER FLOWERS.

Plate XIII shows thirty-one flowers of peppers selected re-

gardless of the variety because they vary considerably upon
the same plant. Size of the flower and number of lobes of the

corolla are the chief features of the engraving in question, the

blooms being arranged with the face uppermost. At the upper
left-hand corner (i) is shown a sample of the smallest of all

the blooms grown. As a rule, the size of the blossom is a
good index of the size of the fruit that is to follow ; for example,
the blossom at the opposite corner of the plate and particularly

the one above it would have developed into a mammoth pepper
sought for stuffing, etc.

As the eye glances along the first row (2-3), it will be ob-

served that while the blossom increases in size, the number of

lobes remains five, blit their size and shape are very different.

Near the middle (4) of the next row, the change is made from
five to six lobes but the size is not correspondingly increased ; in

other words, the plate shows a long series (11 instances) of

flowers of six lobes—i^erhaps the most general number among
commercial peppers—ending with the third row (6). Those
with seven lobes are shown in the first five flowers of the fourth
row (7-8), which ends with a bloom (9) with the unusual num-
ber of eight lobes to the large showy corolla.

As a rule, the number of stamens agrees with that of the

corolla lobes so that in the smaller flowers and presumably near

to the wild type, the parts of the flower are as follows : calyx
and corolla lobes, five each ; stamens, five ; and the pistil, one
with two seed cavities.

The parts within the corolla are so dark that the photograph
does not sliow them and onlv the relative size of the voung^ fruit
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(pistil) can be determined. Occasionally the position of the

stamens, alternating with the corolla lobes, can be seen. When
the number of stainens and lobes do not agree, there are often

clues as to how the "extra" one has been added.

The corolla is usually white but in a few kinds there is a dark

color pervading the whole plant and in such, the corolla is of

a beautiful purple. In the crosses of the white and such dark-

sorts, the color varies greatly, sometimes being colored in other

parts and again only in stripes or limited to the margin. There
are four such flowers in the plate shown around Figure 5.

A STUDY OF THE GROWTH OF THE PEPPER FRUIT.

Plate XIV shows sets of ten each, so far as possible, of

twelve kinds of pepper fruits representing ten stages in their

development. In this study three sets are included not rep-

resented in the engraving. A composite of each stage of the fruit

indicates that the record began at 17 mm. and increased with a

fair degree of regularity to the ninth stage where 28 mm. were
reached from which it decreased one point to 2^ mm. In like

manner, the calyx length began at 4.25 mm., ascended to 5 in the

middle (5th) stage, then fell below for three stages and finally

reached the greatest length (5.25 mm.) in the matured fruit.

The fruit length of the composite began at 6.25 mm. and
arose quite uniformly to 61 mm. when maturity was reached;

measurements taken after this stage would show a decline due to

the shrinkage which is unusually great, particularly in the long

thin-walled fruits.

The increase in breadth is much less than in the length and
the diagram shows an increase from 6 mm. to 29 mm. in a

nearly uniform degree through all the stages of development.

This composite is made up of peppers of both the upright and
pendent sorts and the long and short, the narrow and broad, so

that an average does not express more than general facts. By
taking the five upright and seven pendent types separately, it is

determined that the former average shorter stems than the latter

as the diagram herewith shows. The line for the upright stems

begins with 14.5 mm. and extends in a quite variable line to 23.6

mm. while that representing the length of the stems of pen-

dent fruits starts at 19.2 and extends also in a zig-zag manner to

31 mm. In other words, at all stages of the growth of the

fruits, the upright has by 4 mm. a quite uniformly shorter stem

than the pendent type.
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In the large fruits it is clear that a longer stem is a practical

accommodation in the turning down of the fruit but with the

smaller fruits this is not so evident.

THE WALL OF PEPPER FRUITS.

By wall is understood that portion of the pepper fruit that

surrounds and bears the placentae or seed-bearing part and in the

oval-shaped fruits often forms a dome above the core and in the

long slender sorts may bear the seeds upon usually two elongated

placentae.

When young, just after the corolla and stamens have fallen,

the wall is comparatively thin and fits closely upon the contents

but with growth in size, its thickness increases until its maxi-

mum is reached at the time when the fruit is mature. After

this there is a shrinking of the wall which is very evident to

the eye in the collapse of the formerly firm cover and when dry

is papery in thinness and texture.

The thickest of the free wall is at the apex in all pointed

fruits, or the flat or even "dishing'' end of the flat sorts like the

"Tomato" and "Squash" peppers, or the rugose tip in the large

"bullnose" type, now most familiar in the markets. In short,

the thickest wall is at the blossom-end of the fruit when the style

is long persistent and in many instances remains as a short point

rising abruptly from the end of the oyary whether that be one
or the other of the three types above mentioned, namely, ( i ).

pointed, (2) smooth, or (3) rugose.

The wall is not of the same thickness in all other portions

of the fruit. Thus a considerable series of measurements taken

(i) at the base, (2) at the middle part, and (3) at the apex,

show that the thickness is greater at the base than at the middle
portion, that is, midway between the point where the wall joins

the core (base) and the apex previously mentioned.

By the same method, it is determined that the wall of round

types of peppers, as that of the "Cherry," "Tomato," and
"Squash," is much thicker than in the long sorts. While the

two types may start out from the bud with practically the same
thickness, the former remains round and undergoes great thick-

ening until at maturity the fruit is nearly smooth, firm, and
heavy because no air space has been developed as found in the

very long or large deeply grooved sorts. A study of the growth
of the wall in the diverse types may show that the inflated kinds

become so by a sort of stretching of the wall that would help

to explain how the one is thick and the other comparatively
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thin. It goes without further saying that the very large fruited

sorts are not soHcl nor with thick walls, while the kinds with the

equatorial axis exceeding the polar and neither long are quite

certain to have the wall thick—are, in other words, fleshy or

solid.

In transection the pepper wall shows great diversity. In

those with a circular outline, the wall is quite uniform with the

placentae built upon it at two or more places and meeting at

the center in the basal core or extending into the body cavity of

the fruit above the core. In those fruits that soon become ru-

gose (wrinkled) sometimes seen in the bud, there is quite a dif-

ference in the thickness of the wall, the infolds being the thinner

parts, which in regular fruits alternate with the thicker ridges

and bear probably a definite relation to the placental lines.

COLOR IN PEPPERS.

The color in peppers is quite variable; beginning with the seeds,

they range from light to dark yellow, light to dark tan to red.

The seedlings show only slight differences in the green of the

cotyledons and first leaves ; possibly there may be ( i ) a light

and (2) a darker green line of separation of the varieties.

Considering only the upper side of the mature leaves, they

vary, according to Prang's System, from green yellow green of

Chart V ( 5 GYG) to yellow yellow green of Chart IV (4 YYG) ;

in other words, the thirty-one commercial kinds examined were
grouped as follows : 11,(5 GYG) ; 2, ( e GYG) : 3. ( 5 YG) ; 12,

( 4 YG) ; and 3, ( 4 YYG) . In other words, all ordinary pepper

foliage shows yellow and in some instances this is more empha-
sized than the g'reen.

There is a group of varieties represented by the "Black Nu-
bian" that has much purple throughout the plant ; in its various

crosses, the shade of the green of the foliage falls into the first

group above.

The stems of some kinds are entirely green while many show
traces af a purple color that l)ecomes quite pronounced at the

nodes. In some of the "Nubian" crosses this dark color is either

in narrow lines running lengthwise of the stem or pervades the

whole surface layer of the stems and main veins of the leaves.

The corolla is white or greenish white in the ordinary sorts

but in the "Nubian" crosses, it shows more or less of the purple

prevalent in all parts of the plant. Generally, the other parts

of the flower observe the rule of the stems and may be entirely

green or show the purple.
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Young fruits are generally green, of which there are two

shades, namely, (2GYG) and (YG), the latter having decidedly

more yellow and may be styled the light green as distinguished

from the dark green of the first type. As i^epper fruits mature,

they pass through many changes, the series depending somewhat
upon the presence or absence of the purple and whether the final

color is red, scarlet, orange, or lemon. The color of maturity

appears first in the core (base of the placentae) ; ne.xt in the

seed-bearing surface; then the inner surface of the wall; and

last, the outermost part. The development of the color is quite

irregular—one-third, for example, of a tri-carpellary fruit show-
ing a bright red before the other jrortion. In the long fruits,

the tip is often quite green after the base has taken on its ma-
turity color; and again, the opposite is true.

PEPPER CROSSES "BLACK NUBIAN-CORAL GEM," (5/I1).

The "Black Nubian" is a medium sized upright plant, little

branched with a dark purple color pervading the whole plant and
expressing itself most noticeably in the handsome purple flower

and almost black fruit until maturity is approached when it

passes into a lemon yellow, the dark color often remaining as

more or less, distinct streaks or blotches upon the yellow back-

ground of the medium large pendent fruits. In the "Coral

Gem," the plant is much branched, comparatively low-spreading

with the numerous small smooth red fruits upright, making
the contrasts quite sharp between the two parents.

At the right of the lowest row (Plate XV) is an outline ink

sketch of a fruit of each of the two parents, the one ("Nubian"

)

pendent and the other ("Coral Gem") upright and smaller and
drawn within the outline of the larger fruit, both of relative

natural size.

Forty-two plants of the second generation were grown and
some of the results of their study are given in the accompanying
table.
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In size of plants, there were 17 large. 7 medium, and iS small.

There, were 22 plants with few branches and 15 had many
branches and 5 had a medium number; there were 10 upright

plants. 22 incumbent, and 10 midway between.

The branches showed 2^, with purple, 14 slightly purple, 4
very slightly purple, and i with no purple color.

The leaves w^ere single in 11 instances, clustered in 2, and 29
were intermediates. The length and breadth of the leaves are

shown below

:

Length of leaves:

Millimetres 30 35 40 45 47 48 50 52 55 58 60 65 68 70 75 80
Instances* 1214118 3 12521432

Breadth of leaves:

Millimetres 13 18 20 21 22 23 25 28 30 32 35 36 38 40 41 43
Instances.* 1431339245111111

In position of fruit, there were pendent 28, upright 3, and in-

termediate 1 1.

The length and breadth of fruits are shown below :

—

Length of fruits:

Millimetres 34 35 40 45 48 50 52 53 55 58 60 62 64 65 68 70 72 80
Instances 12114331615115 1312

Breadth of fruits.

MilHmetres 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 30
Instances 3 3 5 9 2 6 2 2 1 4 4 1

As to direction of polar axis, the fruits varied greatly and
somewhat upon each plant but in general, 31 were nearly straight

and 1 1 were more or less curved.

The tips were pointed, 6 ; blunt, 36.

The flesh ranged from 13 thin, to 25 thick, and 4 intermediate.

The seed cavities ranged from 2 to 6; and the weight from
2.8 grams to 12.6 grams.

The productiveness was: very fruitful, o; fruitful, 30; me-
dium. 9; and unfruitful (or nearly so), 3.

Experiments with Squashes.

The North Lot of more than an acre, six widely scattered

small blocks of corn excepted, was employed in experiments with

squashes of many kinds, including summer and winter sorts and
gourds together with a large number of crosses previously made
among them. For the bush varieties, the midsummer drought

•One plant had no leaves remaining when it was measured.
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was particularly serious and they rarely matured more than two
fruits to the plant ; but the vine sorts did much better and one

plant of a cross, for example, produced 54 fruits of marketable

size, and another, "i\ngora," gave nearly a quarter of a ton of

fruits.

Squashes offer an opportunity for a late field study of the

fruits, and during November a large number of records was
made of various features of the crop. Time is too short before

going to press, to permit of reporting here the results of the

tabulations of weights, measurements, enumerations, etc.. and
they must be given elsewhere. Substantial progress has been

made toward a knowledge of the habits of squash plants and
their behavior along chosen lines when varieties with certain

points of difference are bred together.

Experiments with Tomatoes.

The tomatoes occupied nearly an acre, chiefly in the central

part of the Home Grounds, the main portion consisting of

sets of crosses, direct and reciprocal, in the first generation of

the leading types. These are named and briefly considered with

some preliminary conclusions in another part of this report.

In continuation of the work of breeding and selecting for

choice sorts of tomatoes, some progress has been made. Several

selected crosses for length of fruit have been grown and en-

couraging results obtained and at the same time some particu-

larly desirable kinds have arisen.

"the peach s.\lad."

This is a pink-fruited strain that came out of the derivative

cross of the "Magnerose" upon a cross of the "Giant" upon the

"Globe," expressed by the formula, 227//56/194, now in its

fourth generation. The fruits are medium sized and particu-

larly attractive because having the coloring of the orchard tree

peach. Samples of the "Peach Salad" are shown at i in Plate

XVI. As this was described somewhat at length in the last

annual report, it need not be here further considered save the

statement that it has maintained its high standard for fine

flavor and great attracti^eness during the past season.

"the pink coarse-leaved plum.'"

This tomato, an average cluster of which is shown at 2. has

again proved an attractive sort and illustrates how repeated com-
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binations can develop novelties. Its formula is 103/181///75//

75/26, which shows that "Magnus" (75) was bred upon
"Crimson Cushion" (26), then "Magnus" again was used as

the pollinator and upon this the cross of "Ponderosa" (103)
upon "Sumatra Fig" (181) was bred. It is not likely that this

coarse-leaved, somewhat plum-shaped sort will become popular

as the fruit is not of full marketable size.

THE "jERSKY orange;."

This unusual sort has sample fruits shown at 3. It has proved

a very attractive kind during another year. The parentage is

simple, namely, the "Station Yellow" (210) upon "Dwarf
Stone" (210/169). There is a possibility of this creation befng

of commercial value because the plants as such are satisfactor}^

and the fruits of good form and flesh have a fine rich golden

color, C|uite unusual in tomatoes.

"pink giant pear."

This novelty, shown at 4, is the result of breeding "Pon-

derosa," "Sumatra Fig," "Magnerosa," "Globe," and "Magnus"
with the formula 103//103/181///227//194/75. There is

a distinct neck as seen, the main portion being quite thick-walled

and the cavities four or five in number. Frequently the fruits

are broad suggesting that two had been united from their be-

ginning as may be seen in three of the large specimens. While

this particular strain may not be of much commercial value, it is

likely that it will be a step towards one of great merit.

THE "CUPID."

This unusual tomato is a result of breeding together "Earli-

ana" and "Jewel" (33/66) for five generations. The fruit is

a choice red of medium size and broad egg-shape, with the

blossom-end having a well-defined point, thus producing an out-

line of a heart in longitudinal section and suggesting naturally

the name that has been assigned to it. There seems to be no

reason why this variety might not be of much merit as a forcing

sort for salads, etc., out of the regular season, as the slices are

very attractive when served upon lettuce.

THE "banana."

This form has appeared upon the breeding grounds as a re-

sult of a doulile combination, namely, "Magnus" upon the cross
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of "Yellow Prince"' upon ''Golden Fig" after the formula, 75//
148/173. The fruits are unusually smooth, slightly broader in

the blossom-half as shown at 6. Here again in itself this

strain has no special merit, but offers an opiX)rtunity to build

upon a form of fruit with a long axis so as to obtain a com-
mercial variety that should be generally acceptable.

HYBRID TOMATOES.

Upon Strip II was grown a block of "Magnus-Currant" hy-

brids in the first and second generations with a few specimen
plants of the parents. The following table gives a few of the

results in stem, leaf, and fruit, with the 191 second generation

plants

:

Stem. Hairy 1.37 Leaf. Fine loo Fruit. Red 146
" Smooth .54 " Coarse 30 " Pink 45

Hairy, fine and red 83 Smooth, fine and red 36
" " pink 26 " " " pink 10

" coarse and red 22 '' coarse and red 5
'^ " pink 6 " " " pink 3

Development of tiik Okka Fruit.

Plate XVII shows in the lower portion, from left to right,

a set of fifteen fruits of the grooved type in various stages of

development (i, 5, 10, etc.) from the time when the flower

falls, on to the matured pod (15). In like manner, in reverse

order, in the upper row is shown a similar set of the smooth
type of fruit.

At the time of blooming, the fruit stalk averages 25 mm. ±
in length and it increases a comparatively small amount through-

out the development of the fruit, attaining only 35 mm. ± at

maturity. By running the eye along the two sets of fruits above
mentioned in the plate, the fact as stated is fully established.

The receptacle increases from 13-14 mm. ± to 24-29 mm.
± or, in general, the base of the fruit doubles its width during

its development. There is usually quite a constriction in the

fruit just below the base, which is well shown in lx)th sets in the

engraving.

Measurements of the growing fruits taken near the middle

show that there is an expansion of the fruit from 10 mm. to

25 mm. ± ,*or two and a half times its width, when leaving

the bud condition.

The greatest growth in the okra fruit is, of course, in length,

this amount depending upon whether the kind is "short-podded"

9
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or "long-podded" and with the latter it may be from 13-14 mm.
± to 170-190 mm. ± .

The long fruits are generally more or less curved, as shown in

the plate, and it seems likely that the bending bears some relation

to seed-development within and when this has been faulty, there

is a retardation of growth and that side becomes concave. It is

not uncommon to have a double curve in a long pod.

Pepino or the Melon Shrub.

During the past season several plants of the Pepino, Melon
Shrub, or Melon Pea (Solauioji Duiricatidu Ait.) have been

grown for breeding with eggplants, peppers, and tomatoes. The
plants are handsome bushy herbs, with smooth long leaves and
producing briglit bluish purple flowers in great profusion, but

rarely setting fruit, that is. there may be a thousand blooms to

one fruit. The latter were as large as goose eggs, which they

resemble somewhat in shape but were quite pointed at the blos-

som-end and streaked and splashed with violet purple upon a

background of dull pale green. The specimens were i;i all in-

stances seedless, whether treated with pollen from the eggplant,

pepper, or tomato, or left to themselves ; and as a maternal sub-

ject for breeding, as was ex|)ected. proved worthless for the

first season, at least.

The fruit is satisfactory' when treated as that of the eggplant,

the flesh flavor being something like that of cucumbers, but

under our conditions it is not recommended because of the few
fruits that are produced. In the tropics where it is native,

especially at elevations where there is a comparatively cool and
long season, the j>epino is of economic importance. With us

perhaps the most interesting characteristic is the formation of

fine well-shaped fruits that are seedless, the firm watery flesh oc-

cupying practically all the interior.

Breeding Among Ornamental Plants.

The front border of the breeding grounds, as usual, was oc-

cupied with ornamental plants, among which as an aside some
studies in heredity have been prosecuted.

pink-c.\rnation hybrids.

The pink and carnation hybrids reported upon last year, ac-

companied with a full page plate, have been very attractive the

past season and some of them show much to merit their exten-

sive propagation for bedding plants.
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FOXGLOVE HYBRIDS.

The hybrid plants of Digitalis purpurea L. and D. lanata Ehrh.

have been conspicuous for their tall wands of small cream flowers

that uniformly fail to produce seeds. The plants show more or

less variation in size of all parts and to the breeder's eye behave

quite as true hybrids.

XIC0TL\XA HYBRIDS.

Hybrid plants of Nicotianu Sandrca upon iV. alata L. and O.

continued the peculiar display of showy flowers of unusual

shades through the latter half of the season.

PANSY HYBRIDS.

There were several patches of the combination of Viola tricolor

L. upon V. tricolor var. arverisis DC, blooming freely from
very early spring until late autumn and wnile not with large

flowers, they make up in numbers for any lack in size, and are

desirable for low perennials.

"golden BOWL-OKRA" HYBRID.

The one blend plant considered and figured in the Annual for

1909 (p. 320) was transferred in autumn to the greenhouse

where it continued to bloom and fruit so that several close- fer-

tilized seeds were obtained larger than the few produced in the

open, and from them three plants resulted. The original hybrid

plant was again placed in the open (May, 1910), and produced

blooms and fruits, but grew only about four feet high, yielding

thirty-six pods which were smaller than those of last year. Of
the three plants of the second generation, two reached maturity,

attaining a height of six feet, and bore flowers similar in color

and shape to those of the blend, some flowers being even larger.

One bloom in particular on September 14th had a diameter of

55^ inches and later opened to 6}i inches. The pods are larger

than those of Hibiscus Manihot L., having the hairiness of that

parent, and, while no actual test has been made, they would prob-

ably not be an improvement over the okra parent (H. esculentus

L.) for table use. As an ornamental for grouping at the side

of a lawn, it promises to have some value.

PELARGONIUM ( GERANIUM) CROSS.

Two years ago a cross was obtained with "Anastasia"—a deli-

cate rose-pink single-flowered variety, upon "Castellane" bear-
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ing dark red double flowers. The plants coming directly from
the seeds thus secured were unusually attractive in all parts and

particularly so in the pure brilliant red of the blooms borne in

large spherical clusters. Nineteen plants of the second gene-

ration were grown the past season by themselves and showed
many marked differences in size of plant, zonal markings of

foliage, etc. No double blooms appeared and in colors the

flowers were grouped as follows : pink, 7 ; red, 7 ; and pink and

red, 5. The pinks varied as to intensity of color and there were

at least two shades of red, one similar to the blend (scarlet) and

the other darker (crimson) but no flowers were exactly like

either parent.

A circle in the lawn was set with cuttings from the first gene-

ration plants and tiiese were all alike and proved uniform in

bloom and very attractive in the large size of the scarlet clusters.

To this meritorious ornamental plant, the name of "Rutgers"

is given because of its bearing the color of the College upon

whose grounds it was originated.

Experiments in Limitation of Fruit Bearing.

During the season some experiments have been made in limit-

ing the number of fruits borne by [i plant by removing all or

nearly all the blossoms as they api)car.

TOMATOES.

A block of sixteen plants of the "Magnerosa" was selected

where check plants of the same lot grew side by side. All were
grown with the single stake method that they might be held

from the ground and the more easily studied. Of this rectangle

of plants, alternate ones had all the flowers removed and the

other eight were limited to one fruit. In some of the latter in-

stances after the plants had matured the single fruit, they were
[permitted to bloom and to form fruit without further limitation.

Shortly after the fruits began Jo form upon the untreated

plants, it was noted that these were smaller than those kept free

of fruits or limited to one—which, by the way, is not far dif-

ferent with this kind of crop from no fruit at all.

From the limitation plants, the number of flower clusters re-

moved was very large and indirectly this shows that the growth
of the plant to produce so many new inflorescences was far in

excess of normal plants that had the production of flowers

greatly checked by the presence upon the plants of a full load of

forming fruit.





Plate XVIII. Fruit Limitation. The upper half shows two tomato
plants ; the right one limited to one fruit, the other bore without stint.

The conditions were reversed with the two eggplant plants shown in

the lower half.
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The marked differences in the vegetation of a normal and no-

fruited plant are shown in Plate XVIII where the total growth of

stem and foliage was in marked excess of the normal when the

bearing of forming fruit was proscribed.

The single fruit borne by a plant showed an increase in weight

and firmness of texture but no change of form. In other words,

any hope of getting a very unusual size in the fruit by this re-

striction was not realized. While it is doubtless true that the

excessive formation of fruit conduces to inferior size and quality,

and, contrariwise, thinning of fruits upon plants with a strong

tendency to prolificness is very advantageous, it seems quite

evident that there is a certain limit set for every plant as to the

actual size of its individual fruits; and beyond this there is no
hope of carrying it by any methods of culture, whether by exces-

sive nutrition or thinning, etc. Thus ringing of branches for

prize-taking specimens, however successful, never overcomes the

varietal characteristics, one of which is size ; and while well-

thinned fruit may be so different from the ordinary specimens

as to seem new, this is due to a lack of familiarity by the observer

with the variety in its best estate. There is a large field in de-

veloping a knowledge of the models of plant products, that is, the

most highly developed expression of the commercial product of

our crop plants. The effect of this restriction of product upon
the seeds of plant off'springs (in other words, upon the de-

scendants through succeeding generations) is a large part of

the project and one that must need years of actual trial.

The upper half of Plate XVIII shows two tomato plants; the

one upon the right had been limited to a single fruit, while

the left-hand plant in an adjoining hill was allowed to bear fruit

without stint. As a result, the former produced a large output

of stems, leaves and blooms, and the latter remaining compara-
tively small bore a full quota of fruits.

EGGPL.\NTS.

In the same manner as with the tomatoes, two sets of limitation

tests were carried out with eggplants,—one with the cross of

"Black Snake" upon "Round White," and the second, "Black

Pekin" upon "Long White," specimen fruits of both of which
are shown elsewhere in this report. The large number of plants

of these crosses (loi and 127 respectively) permitted of a more
extended test and here twenty plants composed each block taken

from the midst of the whole plot of each cross.

Results given in tabulated form below agree generally with

those for the tomatoes. The plants having no fruits permitted
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to be set, grew much larger than those in normal fruit-bearing

condition and the stems were noticeably thicker and bore a

greater number of leaves which in themselves were different

in texture and lobation from the check plants. The flowers

were produced in great numbers and those plants that were
permitted to hold their blooms after the single mature fruit had
been removed were laden with many young "eggs' when frosts

put an end to the test.

The following table shows some of the results obtained

:

o

Condition of test. ^ ^
S c

I. "Black Snake"
upon "Round White."

No fruits to plant 10
One fruit to plant 10
Check, unlimited fruitage. . . 8

II. "Black Pekin"
upon "Long White."

No fruits to plant 10
One fruit to plant 10
Check, unlimited fruitage ... 8

It is seen that the average number of flowers upon "one-

fruited" plants was 60.4 but when all fruits were removed it

arose to 270.8 or a more than four-fold increase. When plants

are permitted to set fruits freely and they are not removed
at table maturity, the number of blooms is very small. In egg-

plants, at best the number of ordinary marketable fruits is small

and the influence of the presence of one fruit to seed maturity

is great upon the tendency to further productiveness. It is

shown by the table that the plants with no fruits weighed more
than those with one fruit and very much more than those with

a full crop. Furthermore, the single fruit produced upon a plant

under limitation weighed somewhat more than the average grown
upon the check plant. In both sets, the total weight was greatest

with the normal plants, due to the very large percentage of the

weight being made up of the fruits, that is, two or three times

the weight of the plants bearing them.

Here as with the tomatoes there was no unusual size obtained

by the isolated fruits, they not exceeding the size of those at

times produced upon control plants. In the case of eggplants,

the number of fruits that a plant bears is few and therefore,

as might be expected, there was a difference in vigor of plant-

Average number

flowers.
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vegetative development, between the plants with no fruit and
those limited to one and always in favor of the former.

The lower half of Plate XVIII shows a plant, upon the right,

that was grown without fruit, while the other was left for its

ordinary development and was much smaller than the one that

was de-flowered, from week to week, of its numerous blooms.

BUSH BEANS.

Two commercial varities of beans were used in this test,

namely, "Black Valentine" and "Davis Wax." The plants

were grown: I, (i) several in each of the fifteen hills, (2) singly

in fifteen hills for each kind ; and II, (
i ) with all the pods

left, (2) with only one pod left, and (3) with no pods left to

grow.

The following table shows some of the results

:

'Black Valentine'
Number

(45) of

plants.

Several plants in hill.

No pods to plant . . 40
One pod to plant. . 38
Unlimited fruitage 45

One plant in hill.

No pods to plant. . 5
One pod to plant. . 5
Unlimited fruitage. . 5

"Davis Wax" (112)
Several plants in hill.

No pods to plant. . 21
One pot to plant. . 17
Unlimited fruitage. . 22

One plant in hill.

No pods to plant . . 5
One pod to plant. . . 5
Unlimited fruitage. . 5

Average
number of

flowers.

147
121

212
130

252
160

260
333

Average
weight
of plant.

.95 oz.

1.25 "

.42 "

6.3
2.5
1.2

4.2
1.4
.45

5.

5.5
1.5

Average
number
of pods.

1

12

1

27

1

12

1

23

Average
weight
of pod.

.13 oz.

.08 "

.25

.09

.36

.10

.3

.11

When the plants were permitted to form pods, the blooming
season was short and the number of flowers small (not counted).

It is shown that when the plants were grouped in hills the out-

put of flowers per plant averaged 170, while the single plants

had 234 blooms: those with one pod left averaged 186; and with
no pods 218. All these groups of plants had the blooms re-

moved and counted through a period of two months and in fact

the plants formed few branches and leaves until beyond the

first frosts from which they were protected at night by covers.
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The length of the "Black Valentine" plants was greatest

when grown in a hill close to their fellows, but in the "Davis

Wax" the difference was but slight. Varietal peculiarities may
account for the tendency to be bushy or to "run.""

The weight of the normal plants was taken after they had be-

come quite dry and the leaves and some small branches

had fallen. It was quite impracticable to get the other plants

into the same condition and therefore the table of average

weights is not fully comparable in all its parts. At a glance it

is seen that the grouped plants had less dry weight than the

others, and the average number of pods (12) was less than half

that of the ones grown singly (25).
Pods grown alone uniformly weighed and measured more

on the average than those produced without limitation on the

plant. The table shows that the weights were sometimes more
than three times that of the normal crop and in measurements
the increase was in both length and breadth of the pod.

During the autumn months this experiment was very striking

because of the maturing and defoliation of the normal plants

which stood leafless among the limitation plants which increased

to unusual size, bloomed in profusion and held the foliage green

for weeks after the first frosts, from which they had been arti-

ficially protected.

Here the pods or their contents were not materially different

from those produced normally but it remains to be determined

what potencies may be stimulated or what new ones acquired

by the conditions under which the oft'spring were nurtured and

developed.

Plate XIX shows unsatisfactorily the differences at a time

when the pods were maturing upon the check plants. The
"Black Valentine" with full crop and with no pods in mid-season

is shown at i and 2 respectively, and the "Davis Wax" at 3

and 4. The contrasts here are far less than developed later in

the season.

BUSH SQUASHES.

The limitation test was attempted with two varieties of bush

summer squashes, namely, "Mammoth White Scallop" and

"Strickler's" ; but no second fruits formed upon the former.

Seven plants of the "Strickler's" matured a single fruit each,

while only two had a brace of squashes of full size. From
these nine instances the following figures are obtained

:
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ITi.t ft *6 i\ 21 £i x'i 2,'! 3ua Zi iO 3\ » «S J^ 35- J6 3T 36 39 '10 4l 4£

Diagram showing ray-numbers at tiie bottom and ttie number
for eacii of them at the left. The upper half is for

the rich soil and the lower for poor soil.

The accompanying diagram shows to the eye at a glance,

the results in terms of number of rays for the two soil conditions.

In a neighbor's field, a few sunflowers of the branched type

were grown and upon these a record was made.

Terminal. 1st Lat. 2nd Lat. 3rd Lat. 4th Lat.

Plant. 1

" 2 passed
" 3.
" 4.
" 5.
" 6.

Average.

34
assed





Plate XX. Sunflower Heads. At i is shown an unbranched type of

sunflower ; at 2 a branched form, with small secondary heads ; starved

plants are shown at 3 and 4, the rays being much reduced in number and
size.
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base of the head. Another somewhat similar plant was found,
18 inches high with 20 rays and the leaves for the lower half
of the stem in pairs like the cotyledons.
A study of the leaf arrangement showed that with the smaller

plants upon the poor soil the spiral is of the |th series, that
is, the sixth leaf is over the first with two revolutions around
the stem between, while the large plants of the richer soil rep-
resent the %th series. There is, however, some confusion in
the phyllotaxy for a pair of leaves may be present in any plant
large or small or there may be two close together at the same
level upon the stem, as if the internode had failed to elongate.

It seems quite evident that the series in phyllotaxy are easily
modified in the sunflower and that, with further study, cases of
all the series from } to fi may be met with, those from
I to

-J-f-
benig m sight in the present very limited numbers.

The subject of color in the sunflowers in question, engaged
attention. While the plants generallv were green tlirouo-hout
thestem and leaf, some plants had the pink color of the stem
limited to the hypocotyl

; others showed the same pink ("purp-
lish") color throughout the stem and main veins of the leaf
Yellow was the pre^ailing color for the disks but some showed
dark at a distance, this difference being due to the maroon tips
of themany tubular corollas. This dark color was quite uni-
form in the same head but varied greatly among the "dark
faced" heads. There is much difference noted in the color of
the seeds (fruits) as they present their larger ends upon the
maturing disk and in this respect range from dark brown to
nearly white (gray). Each fruit is usually marked with alter-
nating lines of dark and light in which there is a remarkably
wide range of variation.

Plate XX shows the upper portion of four sunflower plants.
I he largest (i) is unbranched and with ^3 ray flowers the
next (2) is of the branched type, that is, has a number of secon-
dary heads borne below the terminal in quite regular order
the oldest being uppermost. At 3 is a small plant, grown under
unfavorable conditions with 21 rays and at 4 is a still smaller one
with 13 rays; both these plants have the lower leaves in pairs.

THE RAY FLOWERS OF THE CONE FLOWER.

While at Sea Girt, observations were made upon the ray
flowers of the "Cone Flower," "Black-eyed Susan," or "Yellow
Daisy" {Riidbeckia hirta L.) which is rapidly becoming one of
the showv weeds of the State.
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The chief point considered was the number of the ray flowers,

but regard was also had of the size and shape of the corollas.

Counts were made of all the heads in flower upon each of

one hundred plants. There is an evident central head in each

plant which is marked terminal (T) in the following table, and
the next below it, and the second in order of blooming, is styled

the first lateral (ist)
; and the others in order are second, third

laterals, etc. (2nd, 3rd, etc.), the last, whether the third or

ninth (both extreme cases) being the youngest.

Position
of head

Number of Ray Flowers.

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 26 32 42 H

T 054527 56 624 1 2 1 03 1 1 00 100
1st 10 936 12 45 721201 100010 100
2nd 19756 10 48 521011020100 99
3rd 085576 34 730000110001 78
4th 1 571 16 26 41 10001 10000 55
5th 067212 14 100000020000 35
6th 091010 9000010010000 22
7th 131100 6000000100000 13
8th 10000 2000000000000 3
9th 010000 1000000000000 2

TotaJ. .. 3 57 41 22 24 43 241 30 10 7 3 4 3 4 10 1 2 1 1 507
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The accompanying diagram shows graphically, by the solid

line, the distribution of the 507 heads among the ray numbers
from 7 to 26, the single instance of a 32-rayed and a 42-rayed

head being omitted. By means of the fine dotted line is shown
the curve constructed for the terminal heads, and the bars and

dots indicate the curve for the fifth to the ninth lateral heads,

all three curves from the deduced basis of 507 instances.

The Effect oe a Midsummer Drought upon Ligneous

Plants.

The growing season of 191 o was unusual in that there was a

prolonged drought in July and August followed by copious

rains. So dry w'as it that many of the various truck crops were
materially shortened as, for example, sweet corn and summer
squashes noted elsewhere in this report.

In connection with the checking of vegetation in midsummer,,
some observations have been made upon the foliage and young:

stems of several trees and shrubs. Ligneous plants upon dry
knolls naturally have yielded interesting results far in excess of
those that grow in lowlands or along streams and ponds that

have a constant subterranean source of water.

As a preliminary, it may be stated that plants generally have
the first leaves somewhat smaller and often of different shape
from those that are produced later upon the same branch.

There seem to be evident reasons for this as these leaves were
started in a bud that was preparing for a period of rest (winter)

and that finally has its exterior made up of specialized leaves

that have their service in protecting the delicate parts within,

A minimum of food combined with a degree of confinement may
be sufficient to account for the lack of size and any special shape

of the first leaves. Furthermore, there is a demand for small

leaves quickly formed to prepare food for the shoot that later

will bear larger leaves which in turn place the smaller, earlier

make-shifts, so-to-say, literally in the shade. As a matter of

fact, twigs that have attained to the full stature of mid-season

growth generally have dropped their first formed leaves for they

have passed the period of their usefulness.

A quite limited study of the early leaves, together with meas-

urements, leads one to the opinion that the short broad type is-

to be associated with that of the early development of the bud
from its resting condition, while a longer and narrower form is

associated with that of the mid-season when the growing twig-

has its terminal bud free from all incumbrances of bud-scales
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and is abundantly supplied with food substances directly from
the young leaves that are more or less closely associated with it.

Many plants at this date (September loth) show leafy

branches with two sets of leaves more or less evident. For ex-

ample, the California privet {Lignnstrum Japonicum Thunb.)
twigs show all their leaves (evergreen) intact, the basal ones

little more than kidney-shaped bodies sitting upon the stem,

while the next pair is an inch or so broad, deeply notched at the

tip and strikingly different from the ovate-lanceolate leaves

which characterize the upper portion of the stem. These same
twigs show a foot or two above the insertion with an older

branch a repetition more or less complete of the small reniform

or obcordate leaves that gradually measure much longer and be-

come taper-pointed as the tip of the stem is approached.

As these observations were not begun until some weeks after

the refreshing rains came, one can only infer that which actual

sight at an earlier date might better have supplied. It would seem

that during the prolonged drought the privet twigs ceased to pro-

duce new pairs of leaves and the terminal buds assumed somewhat
the condition of those that are in late autumn going into winter

quarters. How much there was of reserve material being cen-

tered at the base of the bud, it is not possible to determine; but

with the return of water supply to the roots, the buds resumed

growth with the formation of abbreviated internodes and broad

notched pairs of leaves that seem to be incident to the initial

growth of stems from winter-buds in this hedge plant.

A forest nursery illustrates the point in hand and, to be

particular, a single stem of white oak is here described somewhat
in detail. The stem is divided into the old and the new growth

of the season, the former being quickly distinguished from the

latter by the number and size of the leaves. The new growth

(19 centimeters) has eight leaves, the fourth, fifth and sixth

from the base being the largest, the first and the eighth being the

smallest. At the base of the new growth there are scale scars

below which are eight small leaves in a distance of 6 cm. The
leaves vary somewhat in size but average 7 cm. long and 3.4

cm. broad and have seven lobes upon each side extending half-

way to the mid-rib. The third leaf upon the new growth is 15

cm. long, 7 cm. broad, with only three lobes upon either side

and extending halfway to the mid-rib. The contrast is still

stronger between the last leaf of the old growth and the first

upon the new, the latter with two side lobes being nearly as

broad as long, while the former is a long narrow leaf with a

deeply many-notched margin.





Plate XXI. Checked Growth of Plants. At i is shown a branch of
California privet with its normal small leaves at the base and the zone
of arrested growth at 2. A similar region is shown at 4 and 6 for two
Forsvthias, and at 8 in the English ivv.
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In the ash there is a similar difference Ijetween the old and
the new growth of the year. Thus the end leaves of the old

wood are 18 cm. long with six pairs of small oval leaflets while

the next leaf and usually directly above it is 35 cm. long bear-

ing seven pairs of broad leaflets.

In short, these nursery forest trees show that the foliage

that was formed during the premature ripening period w^as very
much smaller than the normal and was followed by a continua-

tion of the same stems with leaves that were quite different in.

form but that as the twigs continued to thrive, the normal form
was again approximated. The foliage in the portion of the stem
most active during the checked and revived period was below the

normal in size and the form changed materially with the first leaf

upon the new growth, the chief distinction being the shortened

axis and a broader ecjuatorial diameter.

Plate XXI may help to bring to the eye some of the observa-

tions under consideration. At i is shown a privet twig cut close

to the stem from which it grew laterally ; some of the leaves had
fallen, both at the base and at the middle portion which marks
the retarded growth above mentioned, and the differences are

evident only in a general way. It is seen that the internodes

are shorter in the zone of retardation (2) ; in other words, there

was in this way made a record of the checked growth which is

also shown in the smaller leaves as the cessation point is ap-

proached from the base. With the renewed growth there was
an increase in the length of the internodes but the first pair of

leaves was small and one had fallen. It is further noted that

the leaves of the later growth are larger and more pointed than

the corresponding ones below the cessation point.

At 3 is shown a twig of Forsythia (Forsythia viridissirna

Lindl.) which admits of a clearer photograph than its relative

the privet. The cessation zone is evident chiefly from the re-

duced size of the leaves. This species has its first leaves from a

winter bud without further serration and this entire margin is

evident in the small leaves that form first after growth is re-

newed, even with those of nearly normal size. All leaves have the

lower third smooth-margined and apparently this is associated

with the early growth of a bud that has prepared' 'itself for a

quiescent life and whether it is a result of vernation or food
supply or both, along with other factors, remains for deter-

mination.

The pendulous Forsythia (F. siispensa Vohl.) is represented

at 5, where only the middle portion of a ten-foot branch is shown.
In this species the foliage is more variable than in the last, the
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compound type bein<; quite common among the larger leaves

situated, as a rule, in the more central portion of the year's

wrowth. In the twig shown, there are three pairs of these com-
pound leaves upon nearly equidistant nodes. The checked
growth is recorded in the succeeding shorter internode and the

pair of small leaves, one of them entirely simple and the other

Avith the side leaflets greatly reduced. From this cessation point

the internodes increase in length for a time. The leaves had
fallen from two nodes (6), due to the unfavorable conditions

induced—leaves that approach somewhat the nature of bud-

scales are often short-lived—but the third pair is intact and
each leaf show^s an oval form, an entire margin, a slightly refuse

tip. very different from the leaves below and above them. In

many of the stems of this Forsythia, the compound leaves were
(leveloped after the rest period and apparently the full vigor of

two months or so earlier had been restored. The size and
complexity of a leaf in any given species like this one becomes
an expression for conditions of growth, one always being mind-

ful that internal forces play no negligible role in determining

the size and form of the various parts and therefore under iden-

tical conditions plants of the same kind do not express the same
results.

At 7 is a spray of English Ivy (Hcdera Helix L. ) in which
the cessation zone is evident from the shorter internodes and
the smaller leaves. Here the dwarfed leaves (8) are very broad

without evident petioles followed by leaves with outline far less

irregular than in the normal leaves on their long petioles shown
below and above this zone.

So far as time would permit, this study of the effect of the

midsummer drought has been extended into the nursery, or-

chard and forest with the result that whatever has been stated

above and shown in the engraving is of general application.

In short, when hard times come on more or less gradually

like the drought in question, plants are naturally checked in their

growth and it is permanently recorded in ligneous plants in the

shortened internodes even to the less enduring bud-scale scars,

and for the passing season in simplified leaves that approach the

type of the first upon a new branch and peculiar to the species

in cjuestion.

It is drawn from the tables of measurements of sets of stems

with their leaves that the last leaf formed before the temporary

cessation has the shortest internode below it of any affected by

the drought. Furthermore, the internodes below the shortest

in regular order are longer until the normal is reached in the
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neighborhood of the fifth internode. On the other hand, the

internodes of the resumed growth equally uniformly increase in

length toward the growing tip until the normal is attained.

It is also determined that there is an absolute shortening of

the petiole at the center of the disturbed area and an increase

both up and down the stem. Relatively the petioles were not

shortened when they are considered in connection with the size

of the blades they bore.

The length and width measurements do not state accurateh^

the areas of leaves but are convenient terms of comparison.
From the tables, it is gathered that the foliage is checked more
in length than in width growth.

Leap Variation.

When one is studying the variations in vegetable-fruits, as

the beans, eggplants, peppers, squashes and tomatoes, it is quite

to the purpose to keep in mental touch with the forms that are

exhibited by other plants that are either wild or being grown
under widely differing conditions from those obtaining in the

garden.

Below is a brief and incomplete record of some wayside
studies of two acknowledged weeds, one indifferent plant of the

pastures, and lastly an ornamental shrub that was close at hand.

LEAVES OE RAGWEEDS.

The Ragweed (Ambrosia arteinisiacfolia L.) has handsome
finely divided leaves and upon the same plant they are usually

quite uniformly alike, so that one might well conclude that the

foliage of this species exhibited no marked variation. But when
one studies these plants, one with others as they grow in dis-

couragingly large numbers almost everywhere, is is soon ap-
parent that the variations are great. Thus, as a whole, some
leaves are long and slender while others are broad and tri-

angular. Very many have the tips of the many lobes broad
and blunt (Plate XXII, i), while others are acute (2 and 3).
A study of a few of the numerous forms given in Plate XXII
will serve to introduce the reader to the subject of leaf varia-

tion among the plants of the same species, as abundantly illus-

trated in a common wayside weed.

In Ambrosia trifida L., the "Great Ragweed," one finds the

variation great upon the same branch, as illustrated in the set

shown in the lower portion of plate XXII. The first leaves (4

)

here are of a verj- simple type, namely, oval-serrate ; but shortly
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a tendency to become lobed (5) is met with usually upon one
side that gives rise to a "mitten," so frequently found in the

Sassafras. Other leaves may show lobation upon both sides

(6), thus producing three divisions of the blade. Furthermore,
the separation may continue until four, five (7), and very
likely more lobes are produced. The samples of forms shown in

the lower portion of Plate XXII are all from the same plant and
no extended search was made for a longer series, the point being
to show that with plants of the palmate type, there may be many
degrees of lobation determined doubtless, in large part, by the

number and position of the main veins and the position of the

leaf upon the plant, its supply of nutrition, including soil and
air conditions.

In these Ambrosias it is noted that one species, as previously

stated, has comparatively constant foliage for the same plant

but exhibits a striking variation in the species. Somewhat
contrariwise, the second Ragweed has a very wide range of leaf

forms upon the same branch. The difference in this regard may
be due to the type of leaf where lobation means much to the eye

in one and not in the other.

THE GREEN MILKWEED.

The Green Milkweed {Acerates viridiflora Eaton) is somewhat
common upon the dry knolls in the vicinity of the Experiment
Station, and for years has been a subject for casual observation

as regards, in particular, the constancy of the leaves upon any

single plant and the great variation when the plants as a whole

are considered.

In September last one hundred plants, all bearing maturing

pods, were cut close to the ground and at random upon the same
morning over an area of near five acres. The following points

were tabulated: (i) height and (2) color of plant, (3) number
of pairs of leaves, (4) their length, (5) breadth and (6) shape

of tip, (7) number and (8) size of pods.

The following table shows the height of the plants:

Centimetres. . 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 38 37 38 39 40
Instances. ... 131122204 4 6244 44524
Centimetres. . 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 57 60 73
Instances. ... 127334541,1 1 2 3 1 3 2 1 1

There is no one norm around which the heights are grouped,

that is, from 30 to 48 cm. the variation is quite within the range

of expectation for so few instances.
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In the matter of color there were seven plants distinctly purple

in stem, leaf and pod, and 29 in which the color, sometimes

quite pale, was confined to the pods. In other words, there

were 36 with color to 64 of the plain green type.

The pair of leaves per stem ranged as follows

:

Number of pairs 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Instances 2 6 12 21 15 20 13 8 2 1

There is an unexpected small number for the 1 1 pairs which

should be 25 instead of 15 when the series is considered math-

ematically.

The length of leaves is expressed in the following scheme

:

Centimetres 4.3-5 5-6 6-7 7-8 8-9 9-10 10-11 11
Instances 6 17 33 28 10 4 11

In a similar wa_y, the breadth of the same set of leaves is

given below

:

Centimetres 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-5 5-6 6
Instances 10 31 40 15 3 1

The leaf was quite distinctly flat in 61 instances and wavy
in 39; and the tips were blunt, occasionally retuse in jy leaves

and pointed in 23 cases.

In length, the pods (follicle) varied greatly and in a general

way may be grouped under long, 20 ; medium, 37 ; and short,

43 ; while in number upon the stem, they were as follows

:

Number of pods 1 2 3 4
Instances 41 39 16 4

Plate XXIII shows 70 leaves of the Green Milkweed from as

many plants taken at random, not included in the above one-

hundred, and arranged somewhat in a series from the narrowest

to the broadest in four rows from left to right.

Dr. Gray records two varieties for Acerates znridiflora, namely,

var. lanceolata Torr. {A. lanceolata Ives) and var. linearis, a

western form. Minnesota to New Mexico, which does not seem
to need attention here. Britton and Brown recognize A. viridi-

flora Ivesii as the variety of the eastern range with the lanceo-

late or oblong-lanceolate leaves. In the present study, it would
seem that through crossing, etc., the species and its recorded

variety are so intergraded as to make the latter of little botani-

cal value.
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LEAVES OF DROOPING FORSYTHIA.

A single plant of the Drooping Forsythia (F. suspensa var.

Fortunei), growing near the Experiment Station has been a
subject of study concerning its forms of leaves. The normal
leaf may be assumed as simple ovate, somewhat lanceolate and
evenly serrate excepting near the base, where it is entire. The
smaller leaves (shown at i, in Plate XXIV), especially those

located near the base of a branch, are entire throughout the

whole margin and such leaves are ovate and even obovate and
therefore with a blunt apex. • The largest leaves (6), as a rule,

are trifoliate, the terminal leaflet often exceeding the size of the

largest simple ones and having, in addition, a pair of compara-
tively small leaflets below. Various gradations between the

simple and compound leaf may be met with upon the same long

drooping branch (3 to 6). Frequently there is only a single

minute leaflet as if separated from the other portion of the blade

by a curved cut of the scissors (3). Other leaves show two of

these separated parts forming a pair of ear-like appendages just

below the main portion (5). Often these secondary leaflets

are ovate and entire, but in the largest ones the three leaflets are

generally alike in shape with serrate margins and quite widely

separated but the additional pair is always comparatively small.

One wishing to study the variation in shape of the simple leaves

and the development of the compound type may find Plate XXIV
of interest, where the seventy-five leaves from the same plant

show minor variations; in fact, there are no two leaves that

match perfectly.

Weather Notes for the Growing Season.

Upon page 274 is given a table of the rainfall during the

growing season, April ist to October ist, for the whole State for

the past twenty-two years. The season just closed has been the

third driest in that period, being exceeded only by 1895 and

1899. The last July broke the record for shortage in rainfall,

it iDeing only 1.36 inch and the normal, 4.83 inches. This was
followed by a dry August and September, and May was also far

below the average in precipitation.

Upon page 275 is the record of the temperatures of the State

for the corresponding six months and it is shown that they rank

as near to the average as possible, that is. twelfth for warmth
and eleventh for coolness out of the twenty-two years under

record.
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The table for sunshine upon page 276 shows that the past
growing season was unusually dark and quite similar in this
regard for the preceding one.

As a whole, the season was remarkable for a dry, hot, clear
July with the lack of rainfall extending through August and
September and altogether a severe one for truck crops.
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Inheritance Studies With Beans.

EARLE J. OWEN, M. SC.

In Series VII, Plots 2 and 3 selected, white seeded bush limas

were grown of the "J- W.-Dreer" set; two-thirds of Strip I

included the "J. W." * crosses ("J. W. type," "Dark-red,"

"White"), also the "Station Bush" and a few pole limas. The
"Scarlet Runner" hybrids, commercial Snap Beans, selected bush

crosses and "J. W.-Dreer" (white) occupied Strip II.

SNAP BEAN CROSSES.

The selected strains of Station Snap Beans, No. i (131/

130), No. 2 (26/29), and No. 3 (129/111) were under obser-

vation and kept well to type. Station No. 3, all points con-

sidered, seems most desirable. Frequent pickings of the

"Snaps" for table test kept the plants in bearing until checked

by frost, and the brittle pods were marketable when nearly ma-
ture.

"president roosevelt"—"crystal wax"—"davis"

(243//145/112) III.

This cross is of interest in that it represents the union of a

stringless, white seeded, green podded pole bean with a white

seeded, stringless, wax bush bean.

The plants of the first generation produced runners freely

and yielded green pods containing white seeds. No plants of

the second generation were strictly "polers" but possessed well-

developed runners in most instances, while the pods were of four

colors—yellow, white, pale green and green. The pods pro-

duced this season are quite uniformity stringless and of fair size,

the 225 plants grown yielding fruit divided among the four

colors as follows:—yellow, 108; white, 47; pale green, 13;
green, 57.

"longfellow"—keeney's refugee" (26/132) II.

This represents a cross between two mottled varieties with

the idea of determining as to whether a solid color ever results

from such a union. All plants of the first generation produced
mottled seed and the thirty plants grown this year all yielded

a mottled purple seed resembling 132.

*"J. W." staiiJs lor "Jackson Wonder," a siieckled bush lima bean.
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"'crystal wax''—"market wax" (145/135) V.

But one selected type of this cross was grown, the strain re-

sembling 135 in color. The record at harvest time showed
79.16 per cent, of theplants with seeds similar to those of the

parent.

GOVERNMENT NOVELTIES IN BEANS.

23755- The plants were rank growers with spreading habit,

blooming late. The flowers were pink, borne in clusters of

three or more. The pods were green, flat, and late in maturing.

23756. The plant habit was similar to the above with dark

green foliage. The white flowers were borne in pairs. The
late green pods were flat, curved, and stringy.

23763. The plants of this sort were inclined to run, were
late in season, bore pink blooms, and produced light green,

curved, flat, stringy pods.

23791. This proved to be another "spreading" variety with

late season, bearing white flowers in clusters of three or more.

The pods were green.

23805. Like the above, late in season and spreading in habit,

with pink flowers and long flat green pods.

23829. These plants produced runners with a foliage of
small leaves, light green in color. The small white flowers were
in clusters of three or more. An occasional bush plant, with

earlier maturity, was found among them.

24215. These plants with habits similar to the six preceding

sorts had a light green foliage, bore pink flowers and, in many
instances, flat wax pods were produced.

""jACKSON wonder'' CROSSES.

The accompanying table, which is a comparison of this sea-

son's results with those of 1908 and 1909, represents in brief a
continuation of the work on color inheritance, selection being

restricted to the three principal color types known as "Jackson
Wonder" ("J. W."), "Dark-red" and "White."
Under the percentages for "J. W." type, "J. W.-Henderson"

stands highest in the set for each year, showing .2 per cent less

than in 1908 and lo.i per cent, more than in 1909.

Referring to the "Dark-red" strains, "J. W.-Woods" leads for

the two preceding years, but has fallen below for 1910; and

"J. W.-Willow-leaf" takes first place, an advance of 7.4 per
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cent since 1908. Regarding the "White" strains, all stand high

this season, but none reached the standard (100 per cent.)

Comparing the average percentages for the three years, those

for "J. W." and "White" were lowered in 1909 but all have been

raised since, "J. W." alone being .9 per cent, less than in 1908.

One hundred fifty-one plants of "Jackson Wonder," se-

lected dark, were grown this season, 91.8 per cent, breeding true

as against 85 per cent, the year previous, which points to its

fixation by means of simple selection.

Color of

seed parent.
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while another, "pale-gray," is nearly white with a yellow ring

around the eye. The "mottled-brown" and "white" strains were

also grown, each giving a few plants with colored seeds.

Last year it was noted that the "mottled-red" seed of this

cross was associated with a purplish stemmed plant, which char-

acter reappeared this season in several individuals and seems

to be associated with a colored seed.

Strangely, no "willow-leaved" plants have appeared during

three successive generations, although there is no doubt that the

mother parent was a "willow-leaved" pole. This cross is of in-

terest in comparison with the results obtained in the "J. W."
crosses. It is seen that similar bean markings are coming to the

surface and the "Lighter-red" may appear later, since the "Dark-
red" has been dormant for two generations.

"scarlet runner" hybrid.

Plate XXV represents, together with the parents on either

side, the yield from a single plant of the hybrid, "Scarlet Run-
ner-Tennessee" (63/43) B-4-2-2, the seed at hand beginning

the fifth generation.

In the Annual Report, 1909, p. 339, the immediate parent is

recorded as having "rose-pink" flowers and "light-gray mottled"

seed. The large beans at the left (i) stand for the male (63),
and those at the right (3) for the female parent (43). A dis-

cussion of these two species may be found on page 338 of the

same Report.

The plant whose seed occupies the center (2) of the plate was
spreading in habit and of wonderful vigor, being late in season

and bearing 261 flat green pods with a total product of 908
seeds or 3.4 per pod. This is an unusually heavy yield when one
considers that thirty pods are a good average for a snap bean.

As to form and size, the seed of the cross pictured above
favors the male parent ; but the markings, while bearing a re-

semblance to the selected parent type (B-4), are heavier and
darker with a peculiar "striping" not found in the "light gray
mottled" strain.
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Contribution to the Study of Circulation.

Studies on the Sweet Potato (Ipoma^a batatas.)

B. H. A. GROTH, PH. D.

The preliminary report on this investigation, pubHshed in the

Annual Report for 1909, recorded the progress of the experi-

ment from July 2nd until October 20th, 1909. A sweet potato

vine was planted in a box and its "Main Stem (M. S.)" and

"Main Branch (M. B.)" potted at regular intervals in pots

numbered i, 2, 3, etc. and A, B, C, etc., respectively. After

August 15th all water was withheld from the box and the pots

I, 2, A and B, and the effect of the partly reversed water current

upon the growth of the entire plant recorded. It was brought

out that the immediate effect was a sudden decrease in the rate

of growth on all parts of the plant, followed by a period of great

instability lasting for 39 days, and the establishment of an equi-

librium with a rate of growth lower than the original. (See
Ann. Rep. 1909, Plates XXVI and XXVII).
On October 25th, 1909, after the plant had grown with a

partly reversed water current for 71 days, the plant was in the

following condition: The M. S. and its rosette (M. S. R.) had
practicahy stopped growth; all branches along the M. S. had
ceased to grow, and those between the box and pot 4 had dried

back to two internodes. The M. B. Rosette was growing at a

rate of 7.5 inches a day; all branches between the box and pot 3
had dried back to two internodes or less, with the exception

of the two branches S. B. i and S. B. 2 between the box and pot

A. These were growing at a steady rate of about 0.5 inch a

day. The curves for these rates of growth appear on the left

half of Plate XXVI. Some roots in the box had first slightly

decreased and then slightly increased in circumference.

On October 25 all dry parts were again supplied with water,

like the rest of the plant. The curves on Plate XXVI show the

result as follows

;

(283)
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MAIN BRANCH AND ROSETTE.

The curve, rather balanced before October 26, becomes er-

ratic on that date, and is particularly marked by a sudden rise

to 16 inches, followed the next day by an abrupt fall to o, from
which it rises jerkily to a higher level. Unfortunately trouble

with the furnace after November 20 occasioned several cold

nights which made observations after that date unreliable. From
the general direction of the curve it seems as if the future level,

after an equilibrium would be reached, were to be higher than

the original.

One of the branches springing from the ^I. B. at pot B, which
had dried down to two internodes, renewed growth from the

axil of the second leaf (which had fallen) and produced its first

leaf on November 4, the second on November 22. the third on

December 7.

MAIN STEM AND ROSETTE.

Growth had decreased so much that it was no longer measur-

able daily. On October 26 the curve for its rate jumped to i

inch, dropped to o on the next day, and maintained an average

elevation of about .5 inch for the rest of the period of observa-

tion. It shows a vacillation similar to the previous curve.

One of the branches springing from the M. S. at pot 3, which
had died down to two internodes and dropped its leaves, re-

newed growth from the second leaf axil, opening its first leaf on

November 22J the second on December 7.

SIDE BRANCHES I AND 2.

In both of these branches the rate of growth was less than 0.5

inches a day and constant, showing gradual decrease. On Oc-
tober 26 the curve for S. B. 2 was not noticeably affected, while

that for S. B. i showed a sudden rise. Both dropped to o on

October 27 and rose in a jerky manner after that date, very

similar to the curve for M. B. R. All three of these curves

reached their successive maxima at exactly or nearly the same
date. The curve for S. B. i did not reach the former low level

again, while that for S. B. 2 did so only after a number of

branches from near its tip had started out to grow at a rapidly

increasing rate, reaching 15.5 inches by November 23.

The effect upon the curve of rate of growth by a j^eversal of

the water current and a subsequent re-establishment of the old

current may then Ije demonstrated by a diagram like this

:
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TVowwecL ^iXir ^-VwueJw >\,uA.t,

On account of the much less favorable conditions of heat and

light after October 25, it could not be expected that the rates

prevailing before August 15 would be resumed, and the M. S.,

dormant since August 30, indeed falls short of it. That both

the S. B. I and S. B. 2 should approach it or even surpass it, with

the drawback of feeding a set of young branches besides, and
that the dried up branches in pots 3 and B should renew their ac-

tivity, is indeed a striking demonstration of the fact that the

normal direction of the water current allows the plant a much
more rapid growth than the reversed current.

The roots under observation in the box showed no increase In

circumference after October 25. They developed a rot on No-
vember 17 at the place where the raphia bands were tied, which
severed them from the stem. New roots were subsequently

formed.

Another investigation, with the object of tracing the move-
ment of reserve starch in the circulation of a many-rooted sweet

potato plant was begun on June 11, 1910. A branch, about 18

feet long, of the original sweet potato plant of the previous ex-

periment, was rooted at intervals of approximately 18 inches in

10 inch pots, and given the best conditions in the greenhouse for

rapid growth. All larger branches springing from any part of

the vine were potted at intervals like the main stem, until Aug-
ust 5, when no more nodes were rooted. The plant then pre-

sented an appearance indicated by the diagram in Plate XXVII,
except that the long branches emerging from the final pots had
not then developed, and that there were many short branches
not marked in the diagram. Several of the older pots were then

examined, and no storage roots were found.

10
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Leaves were then removed from some portions between rooted

nodes. (The defoliated parts are designated in the diagram by-

very thick lines.) As will be seen, in most cases all leaves were
removed while in others the leaves were left on some side branch
springing off between pots. Up to four successive portions

were thus defoliated on the same branch. After that, all pots

received the same care, except that prospective branches from
defoliated portions were nipped in the bud.

On November 15 all pots were emptied, and the roots roughly

weighed to 10 grams. As the nodes were rooted at various

times, the amounts found under each are of course not compar-
able with each other ; but they are all comparable with the yields

of the nodes near which portions of the stem had been totally

or partially defoliated. The figures on Plate XXVII give the

total yield in grams found in each pot.

It will be noted at once that no pot which had a piece of totally

defoliated vine distal to it, contained any roots; all pots having
some leafy branches distal to them contained some roots; those

pots having the largest amount of foliage distal to them contain-

ed the largest amount of roots, although most of them were
rooted latest of all.

This shows that the storage starch in a sweet potato plant

with the nomial direction of the water current is intercepted in

its course by the first roots basal to the leaf from where is

starts, and does not go beyond it.

The bearing of the results of these two experiments upon
practice in sweet potato cultivation is evident. They show us

that

—

first, any portion of a many rooted sweet potato plant may
draw water from the roots most favorably situated. The roots

so situated are those under the main plant, in the hill. So
whenever a drought occurs, the rooted branches at any distance,

will draw water from the main hill. Second, every rooted joint

of any branch intercepts all the starch brought from all the leaves

beyond it and allows none to pass to the main hill. Thus in dry

time a rooted branch may feed upon the main root, but in the

best growing time it does not help the crop of the main plant in

the least.

The conclusion is of course, that it is necessary to prevent root-

ing of the branches to produce the largest crop in the main hill.

Very likely the total yield would be largest where all joints

are allowed to root, but most of these joints would then not

have time to produce marketable roots. Where there is a very

long growing season it might even prove profitable to allow some
of the earlier branches to root.
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Cell-Number in the Fruit of the Prairie Berry.

! A Study of the Heredity of Fluctuation.

B. H. A. GROTH^ PH. D.

The Prairie Berry (also called Prairie Huckleberry, Garden
Huckleberry) is a wild and cultivated large variety of the Black

Nightshade {Solanum nigrum L.) It was introduced to this

station from Prof. N. E. Hanson, of the South Dakota Station,

some years ago. Like other species of the genus Solanum, it

shows fluctuation in the number of cells of the fruit, and pre-

vious to 1909 an effort had been made at this station to increase

by selection the size of fruit and number of cells, as the

berries, though not edible when raw, make a very palatable pre-

serve. (See Plate XXVIII.)
At the decease of Mr. Shore the work with the prairie berry

was turned over to the writer. It was soon noted that the fruits

of this plant appear to hold an intermediate position in respect to

cell number, between the black nightshade, which is largely 2-

celled with only occasional 3- and 4-celled fruits, and the tomato,

which has distinct types, some of which are almost regularly 2-

celled, other 2- to 4-celled, others many-celled. Among the

many-celled tomatoes the "Ponderosa" types have the flowers

and fruits distinguished by a marked fasciation. The corolla

and calyx are many-lobed, the style is flattened, and the ovary

cut up into many cells seemingly without order. It is known
that the character of fruit fasciation has become fixed within

recent times, and it is therefore very probable that the same pro-

cess might be observed in a nearly related plant, as the Prairie

Berry.

Among plants raised in the greenhouse from a close-fertilized

six-celled fruit, one plant, which had been given special care,

produced a single fasciated fruit of 8 cells, which was harvested

in the fall of 1909. From the seeds of this fruit all Prairie

Berry plants discussed in this paper have descended.

Some of the seeds were planted in the greenhouse in a box
1x2 ft. X I ft. high filled with very rich soil and given the best

of care. At the age of 10 days only the one strongest seedling

was retained and all others destroyed. This remaining plant

was called Plant i.
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PLANT I developed into a large plant. As soon as the roots

began to fill the original box, that was set into a larger flat box
also filled with rich soil, the roots penetrating through cracks. The
object was to see if by the most careful treatment this plant

could be induced to produce more of the fasciated fruits. In

early winter many flowers appeared with six to ten petals, and
then some with many petals and fasciated pistils. It was soon

found that such fasciated flowers did not readily close-fertilize,

on account of a lack of pollen, and most of the early ones

dropped off, as there were no insects in the house. The later

ones were therefore hand fertilized by pollen from other flowers

of the same plant.

Besides 2-, 3-, 4-, 5-celled, and fasciated fruits this plant also

produced a number of small 2- and 3-celled fruits which were
outwardly distinguished by a lighter purplish color and a white

area around the tip oi the fruit, which was more pointed than

usual. These were called "White-tipped" fruits. When dis-

sected these fruits invariably showed near the tip of the fruit,

entirely enclosed by the fruit skin, a spherical greenish-white

envelope (calyx?) enclosing parts similar to corolla, stamens,

and pistil of normal flowers. (See Plate XXIX.) Some of

these fruits were seedless, while others contained as many as 20
perfect seeds.

The Prairie Berry bears its crop in irregular overlapping peri-

ods. When a certain number of fruits are set (the number de-

pends on strength of plant and favorable conditions), flowering

ceases; when these fruits are mature or are picked off, new
branches arise and the flowering is renewed. Whenever flower-

ing had thus stopped, the picking of the crop was begun. As
only ripe fruits were taken there were two or three harvests in

each fruiting period. The result of the crops produced in the

greenhouse in winter were as follows :

April 8 picked 334 fruits.

2-celled—78.1%; 3-celled—20.7%; 4-celled—1.2%; Fasci-

ated dropped off as flowers.

April 12 picked 76 fruits.

2-celled—72.4%; 3-celled—19.7%; 4-celled—o; Fasciated

—

6,6%; White-tipped—1.3%.
April 20 picked 106 fruits.

2-celled—66.0%; 3-celled—11.3%; 4-celled—3-8%; Fasciat-

ed—4.7%; White-tipped—14.2%.
May 17 picked 253 fruits.

2-celled—70.9%; 3-celled—22.7%; 4-celled— 1.6%: Fasciat-

ed—o.S% : White-tipped—4.070.



Plate XXIX. Dissected Capsule from the interior of a "White Tipped'
Prairie Berry.
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This makes the total percentages for the greenhouse crop of
Plant I

—

2-celled—73.5%; 3-celIed—;20.o%
; 4-celled—1.6% ; Fasciat-

ed—1.5% ; White-tipped—3.4%.
The fasciated fruits were preserved for seed and numbered

Ft. I, Ft. 2, etc. One 2-celled fruit and one White-tipped fruit
were also seeded for a later experiment.
On May 17th Plant i was carefully transferred to the breeding

grounds with as little disturbance of the root as possible. All
branches were cut back to about three inches above ground.
Numerous small branches appeared, and the plant made no at-
tenipt to send out upright shoots, but assumed a different aspect.
On August 3 picked 524 fruits.

2-celled—59.73%; 3-celled—34.92%; 4-celled—2.67% ; c-
celled—0.57% ; Fasciated—0.96% ; White-tipped—1.15%.

September 5, picked 135 fruits.

2-celled—69.63%; 3-celled—28.15%; 4-celled—2.22%.
October 27, picked yy fruits.

2-celled—39.0% ; 3-celled—55.8% ;
4-celled—5.2%.

This makes the total percentages for the field crop of Plant i—
2-celled—59.4%; 3-celled—35.9%; 4-celled—2.8% ; 5-celled

—0.4%; Fasciated—0.7%; White-tipped—0.8%.
Thus, during its first year Plant i gave a total of 66.4% of 2-

celled fruits (the^^normal) as against 33.06% of other fruits.
The ratio of

^^^""^.-^H^^l^' is then, very nearly as 2 :i.

The following fruits of Plant i, ripened in the greenhouse,
were selected for seed, and a number of plants from the seeds of
each fruit planted in the summer of 1910.

Fruit I fasciated, 5-celled—ii plants

!, - ',', 4-celled (solid center)— 18 plants.

„ 3 5-celled (broken center)—20 plants
5, a double fruit, one-half 2-celled, one-half 4-celled, only the

„ ,

2-celled portion had seed,—15 plants.
7, 4-celled—20 plants.

"^ 8, 5-celled— 8 plants.
^' 9. 3-celled—21 plants.

.' 12, 3-celled— 3 plants.
W. T., white tipped fruit—6 plants
2c, 2-celled fruit—18 plants.

Plants of fruits I, 2, 3, 7, and W. T. were set out in Tune in
Strip 3 in rather poor red shale soil. They suffered much from
the drought and an attack of flea beetles. All ripe fruits were
taken off successively on September 5, September 26, and Octo-
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ber 13. The plants from fruits 9, 12, and 2c were set out in

July, after heavy rains, in Strip 3 also. All their fruits were
harvested at one time, October 13.

The plants from fruits 5 and 8 were set out in July, before the

rain, in the Home Grounds, on good soil. Their entire crop

was harvested on October 10.

Separate data were kept of the exact number and percentage

of 2-, 3-, 4-, 5-celled, fasciated and white-tipped fruits on each

plant, embodying the records of 142 plants and about 50,000
fruits. These data show that the individual plants grown from
seed of the same fruit, which was fertilized within the plant,

show wide variation in the percentage of 2-celled fruit they pro-

duce. These variations are shown by these figures

:

Percentage of 2-Celled Fruits in Plants of:

Parent Fruit. Lowest. Highest. Average Plant.

Fruit 1 (5-c.) 45.6
W. T. (?) 30.8
Fruits (5-c.) 43.8
Fruit 2 (4-c.) 22.0
Fruit 7 (4-c.) 37.7
Fruit 8 (5-c.) 53.6
Fruit 5 (2 +4-c.) 28.4
Fruit 2-c. (2-c.) 62.

8

Fruit 9 (3-c.) 40.0
Fruit 12 (3-c.) 73.7

While these figures are in no way conclusive as showing a

direct heredity of high or low percentage of 2-celled fruits, it

will be noted that in general the 5-celled fruits led with lower
averages for 2-celled fruits, while the 2- and 3-celled fruits had
the highest averages. Neither fruit 12 nor the 2c fruit pro-

duced a single plant recording below 60.05, i. e. the average of

Frt. I, and fruit 9 produced only two out of 21. Seed was
saved from the plants of Frts. i, 7, 12, and 2c, and work will be

continued on this subject.

It is seen then that the 2-celled fruit did not in this case pro-

duce in its offspring the greatest average of 2-celled fruits,

though it did produce the highest registering individual, with

89.5%. Similarly, we find that the highest average of 3-celled

fruits was furnished by the offspring of W. T., followed by Ft. i,

a five-celled fruit; the highest average of 4-celled fruits by Frt.

2, which was 4-celled ; of 5-celled and fasciated fruits by Frt. 5,

a double fruit. The total number of fasciated fruits produced
was 53; the highest average 0.9% by Plant 7 of Frt. 7.

73.4
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Estimating the total number of fruits of the original plant

bearing the first fasciated fruit found at 1,000, the one fruit

would give us 0.1% fasciated fruits, followed by Plant i, raised

under the most favorable conditions, with a percentage of i.i,

and its best offspring under very unfavorable conditions, with

•9%.
A similar parallel experiment was conducted in the greenhouse.

The seeds from a 2-celled, 4-celled, and an 8-celled fruit of Plant

I were sown in separate boxes and some of the seedlings trans-

planted into other boxes and given plenty of room and care.

From the very beginning tlie plants grown from the 2-celled fruit

were much weaker and smaller than the others, while those from
the 8-celled fruit were the most robust. No fruit over 4 cells

was produced. The percentage of 2-, 3-, and 4-celled fruits by

offsprings of the different fruits were as follows

:

Parent Fruit. Aver. % 2-celled. Aver. % 3-c. Aver. %4-c.

8-celled 42.6 48.6 8.85
4-celled 51.4 40.1 8.40
2-celled 66.35 29.6 4.0

While these averages seem very consistent and instructive, the

variation in the individual plants was so great that they cannot

be considered conclusive.

A curious fact was brought out in those plants which were
harvested at different intervals. Of 44 plants for which records

were taken for the three harvests of September 5, September 26,

and October 13, forty-two show the highest percentage of 2-

celled fruits in the last crop; thirty show the lowest percentage

of 2-celled fruits in the middle crop, and fourteen in the first

crop. The percentages in the different crops vary quite as much
as those for different plants.

From the foregoing it is evident that the fluctuation within

the individual at different periods, the variation of fluctuation in

different offsprings of the same parents, and the variation in fluc-

tuation possibly due to differences in their parents, should be

studied separately, to arrive at any sound conclusions.
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A Study of the Heredity and Correlation of Structures

m Tomatoes.

REPORT OF PROGRESS.

The ten types of tomatoes known as Currant, Cherry, Plum,
Pear, Fig, Peach, Dwarf, Potato Leaf, Ponderosa and Oligos-

perm are being- studied microscopically as to the nature of their

differentiating structures. The results of the study of their

fruit skins were published as Bulletin 228, and similar work
is under way on characters of leaves and stems.

Crosses were made in the greenhouse, in the winter of 1909-

1910 between all of these types, excepting the oligosperm, which
could not be crossed with any other type. They resulted alto-

gether in 36 fruits of the possible type combinations, with 33 of

their reciprocals, and 15 alternatives, i. e. combinations of dif-

ferent fruit colors of the same types. Besides there were 21

duplicate or triplicate fruits. All the seeds of all except a few
triplicate fruits were sown in rows in boxes in the greenhouse

and the seedlings studied minutely as to fluctuation in the

shape of the cotyledons and first leaves, and compared
with the fluctuations of seedlings of the parents. Then the

plants, a total of about 5,600, were set out, twO' and three in a

hill on fourteen plots of the Home Grounds and parts of Strip 3
of the New Grounds.

In this F^ generation a study was made of the heredity of the

habit of the plants, the size of the stem, size and shape of

leaf, hairiness, size, color, shape, and cell number of fruit, form
of cluster, and number of flowers to the cluster. All the data

were obtained by measurements and counting of large numbers.
Specimens were preserved for later microscopic study.

Many self-fertilized fruits were obtained from each set of

crosses for the next generation.

The details of the experiment will appear shortly in form of

bulletins. It was possible to confirm the fact that the color of

fruit skins exhibit in the F^ complete dominance, and it was ap-

parent that

1. There is in the F^ of tomato hybrids no apparent domi-
nance of size or shape, of stems, leaves or fruit.

2. Reciprocal crosses between the identical parent plants

may give different characters in the two sets of Fj plants.
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3. Shape of fruits may be inherited in a different manner
among plants grown from the seeds of the same handworked
fruit.

4. The V-i generation of a cross between a tomato with a
very long fruit ("Pear") and a tomato with a very flat fruit
("Ponderosa") may show on the same plant, or even on the same
cluster, fruits which are longer than broad and others which
are broader than long. (See Plate XXX.)

Shade Experiments.

REPORT OF PROGRESS.
It has long been known that in darkness and shade different

plants behave in entirely different ways. In some shade greatly
changes the shape and size of the vegetative organs, in many it

greatly interferes with the reproductive faculties, while in others
it inhibits their activity altogether. Still there are many plants in
which either the shape or the size of leaves and stems are not
greatly changed, or in which flowering and fruiting may go on
in an almost normal way.
The following is the report of a preliminary experiment con-

ducted in the greenhouse during the summer of 1910, which was
to serve as a guide for the selection of material and suitable
conditions for a larger field experiment.
A section of the central bench of the greenhouse, bounded by

uprights 7 ft. apart each way, was transformed into a tent by
covering the sides and top entirely with heavy white canvas (See
Plate XXXI). Thirty-six lo-inch pots inside of the tent and
the same number outside on the bench were filled from the same
pile of well mixed fertile soil and planted on June 3rd with seeds
of E.vtra Early Valentine Bean, Early Curled Silesian Lettuce,
Giant Crimson Globe Radish, Red Currant Tomato, Yellow
Peach Tomato and Crimson Cushion Tomato.

Notes were taken on time of germination, flowering, fruit-
ing, comparative rate of growth, etc. On June 28 all' plants
were pulled up for individual measurements except that in both
tent and control lots there were retained four pots with beans,
four with lettuce, four with radishes, and four with the three
types of tomatoes mixed. The remaining five lots of four pots
each were planted with Triumph Szveet Corn, Arlington Cucum-
ber, White Mustard, Bryophyllum and Kochia scoparia. Notes
were taken as before until November 28, when samples of all
plants were preserved for microscopic study.
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It was found that the beans were able to complete their entire

life history in the canvas tent shade and ripen fruits. The seeds

differed in no apparent characters from those of the control

plant. The cucumbers flowered freely, but produced only male
flowers. None of the other plants flowered in the shade. In

the case of the beans the first open flower and the first ripe fruit

were reported on the same day for both shade and control plants.

It appears from the measurements taken after June 28 that

in the seedlings of all plants under observation the hypocotyl

averaged longer in the shade than in the sun (number of plants

varied from 105 to 700). Beans and radishes grown in the

shade averaged a greater total height than the controls, but con-

trol tomatoes averaged higher than shade plants; the length of

the lamina of the leaf was less in the shade plants of radishes,

lettuce, and tomatoes, while unchanged in the beans. The width
of the lamina was less in the shade radishes and lettuce, but un-

changed in the beans. The length of the petiole was decreased

in the shade tomatoes, increased in the shade lettuce, and left

unchanged in the bean. The number of leaves in the plants was
the same in the beans, but less in the shade plants of lettuce,

radishes, and tomatoes. (See Plates XXXI and XXXII.)
In the older plants it was noted that in all plants excepting the

beans and Bryophyllum growth soon became much slower in the

shade plants, so that the shade seedlings which had appeared

taller the first few days, on account of their longer hypocotyl,

soon were outgrown by the controls. In all cases stems, leaves,

and petioles of shade plants were thinner.

Among the plants put in later the corn differed from its control

by the successive shortening oi the upper internodes, which is

exactly the opposite of what happens in the normal plants. The
Kochia plants, which had developed a few short branches when
transplanted, became large much-branched bushes in the sun, but

developed no more branches in the shade and grew at a very

slow rate.

The four Bryophyllum plants are now (November 22) still

about as tall as the controls, but darker in color, with thinner

stems and smaller leaves. (See fig. i, Plate XXXIII). They
have so far failed to develop compound leaves, which in the con-

trols appeared in the 7th and 8th leaf above ground.

None of the radishes developed any storage roots in the shade,

though most of the control plants ran through their entire life

history of producing large roots, flowering, and maturing seed.

In beans, cucumbers, Bryophyllum, the shape of the leaves was
not changed. Little changes took place in the shape of tomato and







Plate XXXIII. Shade and Control Plants of Bryophyllum, Radish,
Corn and Tomatoes.
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mustard leaves, but great changes in the leaves of lettuce and
corn. The corn leaves became much narrower in comparison

with their length, while the lettuce leaves became long-stalked

with small lamina.

Search is being continued for plants which will lend themselves

well to such experiments. It seems so far that beans, Bryophyl-
lum, radishes, Kochia, and corn furnish good examples of differ-

ent effects of shade ; but all except beans and Bryophyllum suffer

too severely in the shade. An effort will also be made to devise

some way of standardizing and controlling the actual degree of

shade.
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